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Foreword to the continuation

I haven’t manage to publish the version of my manuscript finished in 1998. I tried to contact several publishers, but, as it would have been my first ever book, I would have to cover almost all costs myself that was unaffordable for me. As time went by someone helped me by finding a publishing agent for the English version, but she might have been a fake, as at last it has not been published. After many years’ patience I recalled the commission. Maybe publishing on my own expenses would not have cost much more than the sum she took from me.
The manuscript has been remade twice since. First I set out details about my trips and amended them here and there, as well as I attached to them black and white copies of photos taken on my trips. Thus a new manuscript has sprung to life that I called Canned Roaddust. I compiled it in both English and Hungarian. Alas, I went through the same road with its publishing once more, for this reason I gave up my intention to publish it as a book. At the second time I took out most of the details transferred to the travelogue. Although, as the last twelve years haven’t gone by completely without events, I decided recently that I try to put on paper also those happenings.
It is my hope that the Reader has found the original narrative interesting enough to be incited to read the following report too.

Budapest, 27 December 2010.
Jozsef Komaromi


INTRODUCTION

The idea of writing these recollections occurred to me when it became clear that it is impossible to convince anybody about my true ego, least of all the woman, with whom I have been living together in marriage for more than thirty three years. People have their own judgment of the surrounding world including their relatives, friends and enemies, partners, sometimes themselves, and the hardest attempt is to try to alter their judgment into something that is more real and nearer to the true nature of surrounding human beings.

To make it more understandable how hard the latest years have been to me, in one of the chapters I give an detailed picture about happenings as they took place really differing from the false image of them as the person in question thinks to see them clearly and takes them for granted. It is left to the common sense of the Reader to decide, if it is convincing or isn’t.

My desire to get close to other people’s minds, to feel what others want or think and how they reach true or false guesses might have come from my parents or grandparents through genes, but my real interest in psychology has been helped to life by a book given as a farewell gift by a very good colleague of mine to show me that my behaviour was not always as right as I believed it had been. This book is The Social Animal by Mr Aronson. First I thought it was to mock me, as she was often of an opinion different from that of mine, we argued much at the same time, as we appreciated each other. When I read it and even more when I took it again into my hands to look up certain things in it, I understood that it was to help me to understand my surroundings better. It became evident then – that has not been so earlier at all – that people were living in a world different from the real one they had been placed in and they were prone to create false images of otherwise real things and relationships to solve mutual problems of their own. That book has opened my eyes more than a thousand ones before. It made me possible to foresee troubles and avoid them. It made me easier to survive hard times as I avoided useless attempts to convince somebody about my ideas as it could be seen clearly that he whose interest is not to be altered would never accept my arguments. Shortly, I became wiser having read and understood that book.

My wife would never accept the fact of my being more honest than she believes it, because it would destroy her images of other people who were or are placed at the top in her mind and whom she considers perfect, but who – and she cannot deny it – made great mistakes. For this reason it is not my duty to do attempts in vain in order to convince her, but to leave her as she desires and to have a lot of patience, so as not to return on her all the rude charges she throws on me.

I feel the relationship between us can never be as good as it has been during the first ten years of our marriage, as it makes her frustrated to look for some proof that could support her doubts and never to find it. But I hope there will always be other problems to be solved in her life that can object her going completely insane.

Prologue

It was a day at the beginning of August. I was on holiday from my assignment place, the Moscow office of my employer. I wanted to have a good rest in those days, after my near complete collapse two months before.

My soap-opera dreams have gone, I could sleep well, I thought, the future was better than those hard months that had caused my stress, and nearly led to my doom.

I wanted to utilize my time well. My replacement, a girl, who did my duties during my absence, did not want to stay over the four weeks, she had been assigned there. I would have to fly back and sit in my chair, draw the levers of control for the operation of sophisticated mechanism that was called representative office of an international long haul company.

That day I had to visit my colleagues at home in Budapest. Leaving home I was asked by my wife about the address of an acquaintance. I told her to open my bag and look it up in my pocket diary and went my way.

Coming back hours later I found her agitated, her eyes bright – even there might have been traces of crying in them – and silent. 
„What happened, dear?” I asked her, as her look I did not like.
„You rogue, are you asking it from me? You told me to look into your bag and look up that address.” She became more angry by every word of hers.
„Could you tell in plain what disturbs you?”
„You have logged down your every dirty minute in your diary. Your F. in your bed, her child and all. You have always been a womanizer, a Casanova. But to give your testimony into my hands is too much. I will not bear it. I leave you at last, after my sufferings, and let you have your lovers.”
Her eyes were fireballs, she was screaming these words.

I was surprised completely. I have never dreamt she had such ideas in her head, as my being a Casanova. Well, I liked women, I had always been keen to have their company, but I had my views about infidelity, and they had not been positive in any sense. 

At the same time, I did not want to lose my wife, my family was the symbol of peace and safety for me. I tried to convince her to change her mind about leaving me.
„My dear, what you saw in my diary was a narrative of my dreams.” I tried to embrace her, but she tore herself from me.
„You are lying me again. And that F. in your diary, is it no woman?”
„That is the abbreviation for fairy. It was in my dreams, she had your voice and face.”
„How dirty you can be! You want to catch my belief by my vanity. Do you believe, I would be cheated so simply?”

My position seemed hopeless. Would it be Ivan the Great, my former classmate, who would be right?

She looked quite decided.
„I shall pack up my things, take a rented room for myself and denounce of my rights about everything we collected together. Have them and give them to your women and their children with you!”
I could only hope that her mind was to be changed by common sense arguments, and she would come with me to Moscow.

BOOK I

Chapter 1
Times before My Own Memories

I was born in Hungary in 1941, only two months after, that my country joined the war against the Soviet Union. My native language is Hungarian, but I decided to present this set of ideas not in my own language, because in English it can be available for much more people as if I wrote it in Hungarian.

Something about my ancestors. My surname means someone from Komarom, a town at the border of two countries that belonged to one land up to the end of World War I. By the end of the war my home country shrank to one fourth of its original size and big parts have been given to neighbouring lands or changed to become independent states cutting off millions of my compatriots from their mother country. It only happened two and a half decades after that the first millennium of existence has been celebrated for our land and state. Well, international politics can do even worse. We are lucky that American politicians did not cooperated in what one of the European quasi-winners of the war wanted, i.e. to cut the whole country into pieces and to give the parts to the neighbouring newly formed ones. This time, when I write these sentences, it might be irrelevant, as after another world war (or rather the second stage of the thirty-year-long world war, as in my opinion the so called peace treaties were only ceasefire agreements that made it possible for the loser the prepare for a return match) and half a century of cold war Europe is in a positive change, and in a few years or at most decades probably all my former compatriots will be able to live in a union of states, where native tongues can be used without the fear of being discriminated.

More than seven decades before the above border switches my great-grandfather was ordered to leave his home of Komarom with all his family. His guilt has been taking part in the War of Independence against the neighbour, the ruler actually. And his bad luck had been that the letter of surrender to make everyone, present in the town of the time of surrender, free of consequences, did not cover him, as he lived over the town. He moved with his children and wife to Buzsak in the south and there, together with many hundreds of the same fate from their old place, settled down. My father was born at the new place at the beginning of the 20th century. Some years after his birth the family moved north and, at the southern shore of  Lake Balaton found its permanent place. Then Fonyod was a little village, now it is a town of 20 thousand or more. Eight brothers and sisters, my uncles and aunts, all found their ways of living in that village as peasants, except my father. He did not like peasantry. At 20 he tried to become a forester in the hills of Bakony, north of the Lake Balaton. His obstinate character did not allow it and he moved on. It was then, when, after World War I, with only 30 percent of the original country left, but, as an independent state again after 400 years of dualism, all the administrative state institutions have to be newly created. He joined the Ministry of Finance as a customs officer. As a peasant boy he had been learning in an undivided school, where all the grades, from first to sixth, that time highest in an elementary school, had been sitting together under one teacher. He had to finish secondary school to become final as a customs officer and he did it in a private way. Before the final graduation he was given a choice, to study either ancient Greek language or Greek mythology. He chose the latter and so some decades later I was given the opportunity of having a valuable book, the history and mythology of the ancient Greeks, including how Herr Schliemann had found and excavated the treasures of Troy.

As a customs officer, first my father had got a place in the capital. He wanted to be promoted, so he had to study law, but to do your studies in your leisure time, when your work is not limited to a normal pattern is almost impossible. He did not finish his studies, although completed many of the exams with good results. Anyhow, his knowledge grew and as a child I could seldom ask anything from him not to be answered in a proper way.

Uniformed men at that time did the same as now. They moved around in pairs or groups. Father had a colleague, almost friend, and they frequented a house in the hilly right side of the Danube, where a family lived with two sons and two daughters. It would not be uninteresting to see how this family came to existence.

A manual worker with almost no education, but a good brain, the man met a woman that had come to the capital almost from the same village as he did, but whom he saw first only in the capital. As a peasant girl, she was going to the city every week to sell the produce from her parents’ garden and dairy farm. She was a beauty and wanted to fulfil her dreams of getting a prince on a white horse. The unattractive manual worker of the same age was no match for her. But, as legend goes, once she was preoccupied and made a mistake and, saying „Yes” to his proposal instead of the usual „No” she accepted him as her fiancé.

Their children have come in a line as a boy, two girls and another boy. The elder of the girls became my mother.

Father had been in love with the other, but she was beautiful and, as such, thought much more of herself as deserved. She was a born empress with no heart, but a great sense of domination. She had also waited to catch a prince, but that time horses were already seldom white and princes as rare as white ravens. As the girls have got nearer to thirty than twenty their mother fell into panic and urged them to choose the remaining two customs officers. The younger had also been in love with my father, considering somebody with no heart in love. As the other man with no will of his own would fit her better, she has chosen him. Mother chose my father. She has been the only winner, as she had loved him, too.

Something important in the future to be mentioned. Much before that the two customs officers appeared at the house, my mother had had a platonic romance with a young man. Mother has not been very pretty, but her bronze hair and green eyes provided her with some sex appeal. The man had been crazy about her. Fortunately, he wronged everything by helping himself to an unauthorized loan and being imprisoned.

For some years my parents have lived in the capital. Their first child, a girl, has died soon, as she became ill and in that years hospitals were not very good places. She got pneumonia and it was incurable in 1932. The next year my second sister was born, four years later my brother and another four years later me.

During the first few years of their marriage my parents were enjoying the relative safety and peace of the ‘30s. In our country it was the first time that, with a few hundred dollars’ sum, someone could create a small business and prospered. Of course, troubles that bothered Europe at that time would not stay out of the country, but still, there was no foreign rule, our language was free to use at last – at least in the small size mother country –, there was good education and the living standard of the ordinary man was improving.

As the ‘30s passed, the situation grew harder and my father as a government employee has been sent first to the eastern part of the country, later, when some of the pre-World-War 
territories were given back to our homeland by the notorious Vienna Pacts, he was sent to Transylvania at the extreme east. It means, I was born within the small homeland, but at 3 months I was taken up to the corner of the Carpathian mountains. It was only 3 years that my father and mother have spent in the re-annexed country, but I felt always later, when they spoke about that time, that it had had a great influence on their way of thinking. I myself remember nothing of that time. What I know about it, I know of the tales of my parents and my sister.

The end of that period came quickly and brutally. The Soviet army was not to be stopped by our military forces and also the good eastern neighbour took back the land, that had been given him by mistake in 1920, once more. I was three then. All belongings of my parents, cloths, paintings, porcelain, furniture, that they owned, have been left behind, as the ministry could not send a truck to take them into safety, only an open car was available. Only miracle saved our family from falling apart. Father took all the three children with him to leave us with relatives in the capital. He was to return at once for my mother and things left behind. War was in full scale, during our trip to the centre of the country we had to get sometimes out of the train and hide on the meadows. Once the train was hit by Soviet bombers and we had to wait for a day to continue our journey. It was even worse in the east where mother was sitting and waiting. In a short time it became clear that she would not succeed in getting any means of transport for the baggage, even for herself, was she to remain there until my father would arrive back. As it seemed, it was the last opportunity to leave the place that had been their home for three years, when the last car of customs officers was to depart, and she decided to go with them. It was really the last moment for fleeing. Even this last vehicle had to stop shortly after and, as they were waiting for fuel there came gossips that waiting had no sense and a train was on its way to take them soon. Mother was sitting in the waiting room, when a train from the opposite direction arrived. Father was on way by this one to my mother. At least, he thought so. He got out to buy tobacco for cigarettes and met a familiar railway man who said him mother was in the station. This was the miracle I was writing about. Everything collected in 13 years of their married life has been lost, but they were together and their children in relative safety. Soon we all got together again.

The war did not spare the remainder of our country, either. We were in continuous fleeing, first to relatives of my father, then to his birthplace to the south, and at last to the capital again. With the war over, my father got another assignment from the Ministry of Finance in a fine place, Gyongyos, a town in the north-eastern part of the country among wine-growing hills. It has become his last employment. The reason why it happened, was programmed into his own nature: straightness, honesty and lack of care.

In that town commerce had always been one of the main sources to get money. Thus here there were a lot of people having Jewish ancestors. Beginning with the German occupation of the country taking place to prevent a pro-British coup in 1944 the prosecution of Jews started. They had been taken to different concentration camps in Poland, Germany and Austria.  Only a fragment of this wretched crowd returned and even they had to face a situation that their belongings were missing. The group that helped their deportation has not been swept away by the war and a very well organized attempt made it impossible for the owners to find their property. 

As a customs officer my father got some information and assisted these poor people to get their things back. And consequently he did not become popular among his own colleagues and bosses. It was one year after the war and so-called unreliable people were fired quickly. There were two lists: the A-list was dangerous, to get on it meant prison or death. Father’s name has been put on the other, the B-list. He was very lucky, he has even got a pension. But, it is not an easily solved problem to be fired by a government agency at 46. And the climate has not been fit for private enterprises. We moved to the village where his relatives lived, except my sister who went to school in the capital. He had the chance to make a fresh start as a peasant, although he had escaped that activity two and a half decades before. As he had never ceased to be a member of the community in the village, he has got a piece of land called building site of about three thousand square meters. Building has never occurred, but he did his best to make a living of the vegetables and corn produced on the site. Corn was fed to domestic animals and my parents managed to make ends meet.

Chapter 2
Childhood

For a short time that part of our family living in the village consisted of four members. My sister lived separately with my mother’s relatives in the capital. Soon there happened a tragedy to us that my parents could not overcome till death. At that time, three years after the end of the war, life in our country altered as it had been predestined by the Yalta agreement. We lived east of the Elbe and it meant being under Soviet influence. When I went to school one year before, the school belonged to Catholic nuns and they were giving a proper education. Religion has not been overwhelming, twice a week we studied Catholicism. However, the government took all the schools into national hands and the nuns were thrown out. Following it there were no religious lessons. My parents could not bear giving no Christianity to their children and once a week they organized us a lesson at the priest’s house. After school hours we took lunch and then went to the priest’s every Tuesday. 

On February 20, 1948 weather was as it should be, below freezing after a long thaw, and foggy. As we left the priest’s at about 4 p.m. we met a classmate of my brother who was amusing himself there with his sled. He invited us for a glide and it was my brother’s last one. On glossy ice we crashed into a newly erected power-line pole, my brother has been injured in the head fatally. In one hour he has been dead. My injuries did not bother anyone, it was my brother, whom everyone missed. 

And it has not been accidental that he was missed so much. He has not been born for this world, as the title of one of my favourite novels from James Hilton suggests, Knight Without Armour. He has never hurt anybody, because he was so good at heart. And he has always been, everywhere during his short life, the best pupil in the school. His interest has been technology, his favourite toy a building set of Märklin. His dream has been to become a mechanical engineer. He has had a true talent for everything technical.

He had kept everything that belonged to him clean, intact, and put everything always on place when not used. For a time after his passing his property, even the smallest things, has been kept by my mother as exhibits in a museum for later events, stored in drawers, boxes or shelves. Some years later mother gave me them one by one. So I got his Maerklin set and his books. Many years after, when I was almost fifteen, I was given his toy car, too. It had been long before his death that two identical toy cars had been given to us for Christmas, a green and a red one. The fight for who was to get the red one had been short: my brother took the other car. It goes without saying that the red one quickly became a past image, but his green car survived and many years later I got it. I passed it to my son and he still keeps it within his collection of toy cars.

After the burial we had to move. My parents could not bear living in the same house where he has breathed last. We had no house, it was not very hard to get a new place to rent.

And this is the instant when my sporadic memories begin to assemble and I can recall almost everything that has happened to me since that time. From that moment the story of my parents is common with mine.

The house we have rented after the big loss was within the neighbouring yard. We have lived there two years. Then moved to another one that stood in the main street of the village and over the street there was a small private shop mysteriously not nationalized throughout the whole era of so-called socialism. Originally an old shoemaker had been selling miscellaneous goods during day – and repairing shoes early mornings and late evenings –, but later, as his only son had grown up, he gave responsibility of the shop to him and for himself remained shoe repair. About the shop and its keeper I may tell some more later, now I feel it better to recollect some memories about my parents.

Father had been living in a world of his own created by his brain on his readings. He loved books and till death this activity of his has never stopped. This might have been the reason why he had the look to know everything. Alas, it was superficial knowledge and the only topic he truly knew was the Bible. It was his bad luck that he lived in an era when this knowledge has been considered more a guilt than a virtue.

As a boy he tried to acquire the art of playing the violin. He bought the instrument and took a couple of lessons. Probably his teacher told him he was no talent and he made his exercises by himself after that. He might not be a talent, but anyway he played his violin very well. I got to know the works of Brahms, Liszt and other composers through his play. I have heard that, when they were freshly married and had had more time as there had been no children yet, he played, mother sang and all the neighbours had been listening to their musical performance. 

The village is situated on the southern shore of the lake Balaton and it is within the county of Somogy, whose people are called the men of knife. A hundred years ago there, on every gathering, there was at least one dead or wounded because of fights over girls or other hot topics. Father grew up at this place, so he always used his pocket knife well. Not against other people, but on wood. As a boy I carved also a lot and even now I remember how to make a whistle from twigs in the spring.

I inherited my love to animals from him. He was patient with them and it was a great pain to him when the day of pig-kill arrived during winter. He has never been present at the kill and did everything to see his favourites only in the state of sausage or steak.

Mother liked animals likewise, but has been a matter-of-fact person and she had no scruples to power-feed her ducks to have a better, bigger liver and prepare them for a Sunday lunch. I have always wondered how well they both became accustomed to a poor peasant’s lifestyle, even to poverty and kept their educated view, after many decades as government employee being considered a family of the upper middle class. They even hoped for a change for better. They were persons with ideals of their own, they could not accept being robbed of all properties and forced to accept completely foreign ideas for all of their future existence. 

That time the ordinary man in our place could not see the very complicated connections between the last war, the winners and losers, and under-the-table agreements among them, that destined hundreds of millions of people to become switched from one country to another, from one religious authority to another, to be stripped of their rights to use their own native language, even to be forced to leave the place where their ancestors had lived and lay buried, because a far away agreement created new states hostile to their nationality. My parents could not understand that their life was too short to live up to the fulfilment of their dreams.

When my father had got news about his untimely retirement and we had moved to the village where his relatives lived, we had been living for a few months in a very small house with thatched roof and no power, running water or flooring. As an ordinary peasant house it had been built of dirt in a way called stuffing. Dirt had been mixed with straw and water and, between planks, it had been stuffed to become hard. The planks were moved then upwards and the process continued, until the walls stood. This is the reason, why the old country houses are situated on a level about three feet lower than the other part of the site: dirt for the walls is produced from their environment. These houses are well insulated and, if whitewashed regularly, last forever.

The floor was smeared with clay and it had to be maintained to keep its hard surface. 

To build such a house had not been very expensive, if the site had already been ready. It was only the planks that had to be bought and after the walls were finished, doors and windows were fabricated of the same planks.

The house had not been very well heated. It consisted of three compartments in line, the middle one was the kitchen and it was at the same time the entrance. The other two were rooms or one room and the other a store. We used it the latter way. In the kitchen there was a fix fireplace built, half of it a hearth, the other half an oven. It was the central heating of the house, the rooms were as cold as if we had lain outside.

The owner of this house had had a small dog named Sajo (pronounce shayyow) – after a small river in our country – and as she was not very fond of him she gave him to us. He was at most 3 months old and not inoculated so, when staying with us, he got a serious sickness that generally kills half of all dogs not protected. Mother saved him by taking care of him as if he had been a child. Until his disappearance, that was a riddle to be solved only years after, this created a relationship between my mother and the pet that was not unlike that of mother and child.

He has been an ordinary mixed-race dog and, as usually they are more intelligent than pedigreed pets, he has had high intelligence indeed. And besides he has been number one anywhere his territory has reached, except one big beast of a warrior dog covered with patches like a Swiss cow. When I was 9 a late autumn evening there was a terrible noise in front of our entrance to the yard. That beast decided to beat our dog at his own place. I went out and in the darkness soon felt a sudden pain in my right leg, went in again and sat silently in the kitchen on a low stool. My mother noticed my sad look and she almost fainted to discover the big bite. My leg has been destroyed, the flesh has been almost torn off. My father has not been home, my mother laid me down and begged not to move. She ran to the post office. It had been closed, but was opened on emergency. The doctor soon arrived on his 100 cc motorcycle and he decided to give me an inoculation against rabies and tetanus and he has sewn my flesh back to place. In 1950, in this small village there was no pain-killer, during the operation my mother and a woman from the neighbourhood have kept me down. Miraculously my wound has healed quickly, even the numbness for the damage of nerves passed away, in two weeks I could go to school again.

That beast of a dog has always been in danger as long as I lived in the village. I wanted to kill him somehow, but my general fondness of animals always turned me away from that. When we moved from the village six years later he was still at large. My dog has been cleverer than me, he always avoided close fight with that beast.

His end has come by the help of one of my aunts. Once on the road with another dog, fighting each other, the dogs did not notice a car and it hit two of them: one died on the spot, the other was ours, he has become lame on his right front leg. Even in that condition he went everywhere, only my mother had to prepare a glove for the paw of the lame leg, as it has been drawn on the ground and has been hurt constantly. 

Some months after the accident I arrived home from school finding my mother sitting in the kitchen, weeping. She spoke to me about a man who came to us and said Mr K. (my father) had said him to take away the sick dog. He was a dog-catcher. I became sad as well, but it has been nothing compared to what we experienced when father arrived. Of course, it had been a lie. We found out only years after what had happened. One of my aunts, my father’s sister K., had not liked our dog and it has been she who organized in a sly way to get rid of him.

But that happened much later, let’s return to the line of my story. The small adobe house was built at the southern end of the village and, as in two months after arrival I began my first grade in the village school, it was a long walk mornings and afternoons. By my small feet it took forty minutes there and the same back. The walk had not been very dull as two girls, my classmates, lived in the same street not far from us and we usually made the way together.

That is the oldest part of the village because of its location. The lake Balaton is supposed to be not much older than 20 thousand years. The northern shore is lined with volcanoes and the time of appearance of the lake was their last active period. At that ancient time a part of their neighbouring land sank suddenly – perhaps lava coming up had made place – and soon rivers and creeks filled it with water. The present form of the lake is almost a long parallelogram lying in a southwest-northeast line. At the beginning it had two long bays on the south perpendicularly to the shore. Waves from the ordinary north-western wind has closed these bays and the isolated waters had become swamps with vast stretches of reed. The first settlers of the village had found their place there. When I was a third grader my teacher tried to brief us about the history of our living place and, as history has always attracted me, I caught some of it.

The first villagers had been fishermen. It dates back to about the 12th century and life was not very easy as the country had had some serious raids from Mongols to Turks to Austrians. It was against the Turks in the 16th century that a small fortress was built with planks and stockade. It did not alter history much, but its remains have been excavated and are exhibited these days. 

The swamps have been dried out, first only by one canal, but later completely. When I was a small child the canal was the best place to fish for small perch. It connected the closed swamps to the lake and if other attempts had not been made to get more land for agriculture it could have been stabilized at the same state. 

There was a large activity with peat. Below the soil of half a foot there lay a treasure of peat more than six feet thick. Large quantities have been produced for fuel. After production there remained vast stretches of water so black that, although it was as clear as water in a well it was impossible to see through it. And acidic, of course. Later, when all the water has been drained to the lake, land was taken into cultivation. Until now the state farm that has been established there is famous for the fine produces and its herds.

My life in the village involves total poverty. My family had been living almost only on my father’s small pension and the produce he was getting out of the garden. Of that about 50 percent had been left wild to grow grass. The right to mow it was given to a man who owned horses and cows. Twice a year he got the hay of the meadow and in exchange he ploughed the other half in the spring and took home by cart all of the produce we had in the autumn. There were some fruit trees on the grassy half and my mother spared every bit of the fruit as jam or canned fruit. There were frequent uninvited guests on the meadow as it was called in the village „sorrel plain”, sorrel grew wild and it was a popular kind of vegetable there.

During that time there has been no way to buy meat anywhere in the village. The government had wanted to secure food supply for the capital and, in order to achieve this goal, Parliament had passed an act that made it compulsory for all private peasants to offer their surplus for the government on pre-decided prices. Even the quantity of surplus produce had been decided by the ministries. It goes without saying, those who have been members of cooperatives have been exempt of that kind of official theft.

In case somebody produced vegetables only on house sites, as my father did, it was another situation. 

To solve the supply of protein for the family my mother has had hens and every year we have kept two pigs. But it has not been enough. Many times my mother has taken me to the place where the village’s fishing cooperative has sold its catch from the lake or at least a part of it. The small and the spiky has always been sold on low price and so my taste for fish has been aroused in those years of poverty.

Our building site was on a different end of the village and, after we found our permanent house in the village centre, it was more than a mile by foot across other people’s lanes, dirt roads and a stretch of forest on one of the village’s hills called Fortress Hill (but no fortress has ever been there) from home. At least twice a week we went to do the necessary work and, from the middle of the summer to the arrival of snow, to carry home as much food as it was possible.

The dwellers of the village, especially of the older generation, have been Catholics and religious almost to bigotry. I have not seen anything like that before and since. Every house had a holy corner in the clean room equipped with a house altar and statuettes or portraits of saints. They had their praying beads with them all the time and, like the Knights of the Round Table, almost everyone has been on oath to this or that saint for something he had succeeded to do or vice versa. Even during break time on work, when they laid down the hoe, lying in the shade, they took their beads and did their duty.

When I first saw a line of praying beads I thought it was a necklace. But necklaces women have not carried. Even their wedding rings they have kept hidden under layers of bed-sheets.

Later, when I have already been married and we visited my father’s relatives with my wife, I found them completely unchanged – the only change was the disappearing of someone from time to time, as he or she had passed.

Chapter  3
Boyhood

With the passing years it became harder to live on our limited funds and my father accepted the offer of a local cooperative for an accountant’s job. It became him even harder to keep on farming after a whole day’s work, but I did not notice any problem with him. During summers my mother had been employed, too. Being a lakeside settlement the village had resorts even from before the war. As the new government stabilized its economy the large state companies were provided with recreation homes throughout the country. These homes were originally built before the war by wealthy new capitalists or the few remaining aristocrats. After the war the latter left the country or a few of them accepted jobs of the lowest kind. The wealthy became poor or ordinary by nationalization and they either used their brains as accountants or the like or left the country and returned only lately as millionaires.

Our village had at least ten of the big recreation homes and in a year at least two thousand strangers were spending their holidays in them. It meant also that the formerly clean and silent lakeshore became crowded and polluted. 

My mother took the job of chef in one of the homes and, as it was a children’s home of one of the big factories in the capital, I also had the possibility to spend my time there. Well, I soon became fed up with the company of children who, however came from the centre of the country, were much less educated than me and at the same time they thought the opposite. As an only child that time – my sister has been my senior by eight years and she was already forming her own life, soon to marry and so on – I spent my time reading, listening to the wired radio and helping my parents, listening to them in the evening, especially when we had some guests or we ourselves were in somebody’s home. At that time it occurred, at the beginning of the fifties, that one of the old buildings in the village has been turned into Cultural House, half of the building a cinema to make performance twice a week, half  a library. For me the latter was a great thing, but to see films twice a week was also a big chance. It was really an important event, as before the opening of permanent cinema we had only an open air one in summer.

My capacities made it possible to prepare for the other day in school very quickly: I completed my homework, but it has never been needed to sit down and memorize anything, except poems. I could recite everything by hearing it during school hours. It has made me, of course, a lot of inconvenience, too, as it was very dull to me to listen many times to the same sentences, when less capable pupils were to understand what I knew already. I cannot but admire most of my elementary teachers for understanding the situation so quickly and letting me do my other business under the bench-cover.

Besides, I have always been a person who likes being left alone. In good weather I went walking and discovered the numerous fine things nature can provide someone with. The village lies on some hills, one of them is protruding to the edge of the lake basin. It means, the ground on the hilltop suddenly comes to a perpendicular fall that is seen from the lakeshore below as a sheer wall of loess. There are foxholes in it, some of them are even bigger, almost caves. It was a great fun to discover these caves. First I had some difficulty with my walks, as mother could not forget what happened to my brother. She put me in an invisible cage and I could not have my freedom. Later on, as she was taking the job every summer and I was left alone with some food, I would go as I wanted. 

The lake is a fine body of sweet water and the village lies on its best shore. For years after the tragedy in our family I had hardly seen anything of the lake. Once, when I was 7, my relatives took me to the beach and then and there I discovered my born talent of swimming. Never before to have been in water, I went in and swam. None of my relatives noticed it, of course, but I remember the fun of being one with a completely new element. Some years later I could convince my mother about my ability to guard myself and she allowed me to descend and take a swim. From that time on, I could go as I wished, but to tell the truth, I have always been very careful not to destroy her confidence in me. Apart from summer swimming I tried the lake-water once in winter. With one of my schoolmates, to whom I went after school hours to do our homework together, and who lived not far from the port of passenger boats, we were walking on the wharf and descended to the edge of frozen water. When we tried to walk on ice it suddenly let me sink through a cracked hole. I came out quickly, but, until we reached their home, all my cloths up to waist were hard and cracking. Mother have never got any hint of my winter bath.

When I began to frequent the lake during summer time, the number of vacationers and recreation home dwellers has already been growing steadily. Some boys from the village, including me, spent almost all their time scavenging on the lakeshore, discovering the big jungles of reed and making fishing rods from thin twigs, lines and wine bottle corks. As there was no mass sports fishing, pollution was unimportant and reed occupied vast territories on the shore. It was a very good period for the fish to multiply. Of course, from this life my skin became tanned and I was so healthy I had almost never had any sickness.

Slowly fishing turned worse. People from the village rented certain places, built there stands in the water to fish from and it hindered us to continue our scavenging. Anyway, evenings I still tried and was often successful.

Roving the lakeshore has been an interesting occupation not only during summers, but as weather turned cooler and the lake became grey with breakers I often walked hours along the shore and collected things thrown up on the sands. Mainly they have been mussels and snails, but once I have found a badly damaged toy boat made of wood. It has been the first of my model boats in a long line. That time Robinson Crusoe and  The Mysterious Island were fresh in my brain and I wanted to try, at least in miniature, how to build a boat. This first one I have repaired and decorated in every possible way and until our moving from the village it has been an item to decorate my room.

Launching a hobby of model building has not been a very expensive task. We had a lot of old pine boards that have been quite good  in the middle, only I had to saw, plane and polish them to get the right building stuff. It goes without saying, the first one or two have not become models, but their fallen parts have got into the following models. My love for modelling has not died out, until now it can make me a good pleasure.

Chapter 4
First Love

My interest was shifting from solitary walks and discoveries to girls.

Adults seldom take seriously  the feelings of children when it concerns love. As I have a lasting long memory – at the same time I admit that my short memory could be sometimes better – I can clearly remember my schoolboy loves and can say that the feeling was as strong and overwhelming as any one in my later years. It is interesting that what attracted me always was a pretty face or kindness. Even in my late teens, unlike other boys caught mostly by a good figure, a well sized bosom or a pair of fine legs, I liked girls, even if they resembled ironing boards, who had beautiful eyes, kind faces or were lovely to me. And one more point of view: I avoided far away those who did not like me. Dislike was a negative magnet to push me away.

My first love affair has been so complicated that it needs to be told profoundly. 

I have mentioned the man who had frequented the house in the outskirts of the capital in the ‘20s, where my mother and her younger sister had been waiting for would-be husbands. He had been working as an accountant and had wanted to use more funds than he had had in his pocket. Although he and my mother had been engaged, the marriage had not come true, my mother had made a vow never to speak to him any more.

How his life turned, I do not know well, but some years later he must have met the elder daughter of a family in the same village, Fonyod, where my father’s relatives had been living. They had married and, when we have moved to the village and there we have found our permanent living house, they have been our neighbours. At that time all of that family were still living: both grandparents and, of course, their daughters, both married with children. The man, my mother’s former fiancé, had three children: a son from another woman and a daughter and a son from his present wife. The small son was still a baby. 

When I first met his daughter, Agatha, she was five. I was her senior by 3 years. At the first moment of our encounter she called me to go out with her to the garden and at once we became intimate friends. After that day we have not seen each other for three years. I was a fifth grader by then and she a second, she did not seemed to notice me at all. But we were together many times as we lived in neighbouring homes and even our family used their hand-turned well to draw drinking water from.

In the school everyone had a favourite, usually from the same class. Somehow, A. had chosen a boy whose brother has been my classmate and they both have been unbearably conceited boys. Being as he was, the boy did take any notice of her. Before my new encounter with A. I liked a classmate girl. She was not very pretty, but seemed extremely clever. She had stolen from me the best place in the class when she arrived and she knew all home-works by heart. Soon I discovered that instead of brightness it was diligence. She memorized all that was needed, whether she understood it I do not know. We had been friends and that carried on, until we both finished elementary school and went to different high schools.

When fate had A. meet me a second time, I began to like her and soon I decided, my favourite was she. It was no wonder she got my imagination. She had light blond hair and blue eyes, her face resembled a heart as it is often pictured in children’s books. There is only one way to characterize her look: it was that of an angel. As we stayed indoors, playing games we spoke about our feelings, who was her beloved and who was mine. I told her straight it was she. For some minutes she was shy, her cheeks blushed. The other day she suddenly grabbed me, drew my head closer and whispered into my ear: „Joe is my beloved.” Then she ran out into the cold weather, it was early spring. I could not find her that day.

The day after in the afternoon she addressed me over the fence calling me and I went to her again. She was matter-of-fact during my stay, we played games and when I left she asked me if I remembered what she had said.
„Yes”, I answered, „but I am not sure you said it earnestly.”
„I did.”
„Then see you tomorrow.”

I do not think it necessary to explain how I felt. It was an uncertain happiness as I thought how easily she changed her mind about who her beloved was. At the same time it was happiness and it meant a great warmth on my heart. The days passed by and the weather became milder. We played a lot in their garden and we both accepted that we were in love with each other. But nothing could be detected by a third person, only we did not make any fights and behaved like a good brother and sister.

Spring is wondrous and can even bring together a girl and a man, when they otherwise would not notice each other. As we were constantly together and neither of us had any dislike for the other it was natural that we both accepted the fact that we were in love. Sometimes we made plans for the future to be married. One evening we played seek-and-hide and during our play it became dark. She would not find me. She called and said she was afraid. I was nearby, only she could not see me. I caught her and drew her to me.
„There is nothing to be afraid of”, I said.
There was no answer, but she was in my arms and did not want to go away. I am very sensitive of smells, I have always been. She was smelling of garlic, her grandmother gave her toasted bread smeared with garlic. I do not like this smell, but then this meant her and I liked it. It is in my nostrils even now as I think of it. Very lightly I kissed her cheek.
„It is not allowed”, she said, but stayed in my arms.
„Then give it back”, I said.
„No.”

She left me at once and for some days we would not meet. When we did, I asked her, if she was angry with me. She said she was not. We would not talk about the kiss. I had to help her with her homework. When next time I had an occasion I kissed her cheek again. She let it happen and so she did when later again I gave her a kiss. I did not know that she was counting how many times it happened.

Once she said the exact number. And she said something more:
„I have to begin to give them back otherwise I shall stay behind.”
Soon she gave me her first kiss and blushed. I did not force her to continue and for a couple of days she did not. When she did once more, I wanted to kiss her, too, but she said:
„Wait until I come even.”

Many days passed, before I could kiss her cheek again. And every time she kissed me back, to remain always at the same count.

Once I tried to kiss her on her lips, but she did not let me do that again. As I recollect these memories now I think she was much more clever than me. She kept her feelings in her hands firmly and did not let herself do anything she thought improper by the norms her grandmother put into her head. For a girl of 8 she was a genie.

We continued this for some weeks, but, as summer came, something went wrong. We did not change anything, only her cousin arrived to stay with his grandmother. He showed his true nature already at that time. He was spying after us and heard something that was not for him. A. could not bear the thought that anything could become public and for some months I have not met her. As usual, our close connection that was a children’s love, came to an end.

I have kept these memories in my heart and, although we lived in the same neighbouring houses as before and I saw her walking with other boys, I have hoped for a very long time that it could go right. It would not.

Her cousin Peter and his sister Margaret have been moved to the same house to live with their grandmother. The boy was a bad natured one, every time when I tried to stay with him in half an hour we had to part as he was unbearable. His sister has been the complete opposite of A., both in look and character. Having been multiplied in number, the children did not need anybody for company and I turned to my books and walks to amuse myself.

About a year after our affair A. was moved to a distant place in the village. It has been more than two miles from our neighbourhood on the lakeshore, where, before the war, a rich man living alone had established an orphanage. After the war it has been nationalized and that time, I am writing about, a house-keeper was needed for the orphanage. A.’s father has got the job, so they moved there. I met her there later when I was living in the capital and together with my friend we stayed some days in my old village.

We has met twice more. First time when she has been engaged to the physical instructor of the village elementary school. Second time on my honey-moon in the village, we were walking with my wife, when she came against with her husband. She has been pregnant that time.

Lately I have heard that her life has not been very fine. Soon she divorced and lived with her parents. According to rumour her mother has died in a way not deserved: her husband did not call the doctor and let her die without help. 

Many times I tried to imagine what could have happened to me if:
she had not been angry with me after our short, but very happy friendship,
she had not been forced to move out of my reach,
she had accepted my offer during my first visit to the village to visit me in the capital,
and so on.

I concluded that she has been, as blond northern type girls generally are, for me too strong in spirit. Probably we could not have been on good terms for long and our marriage – as during our affair as children we promised each other many times that we would marry – would have been destroyed in a similar way as it happened with her marriage. Anyhow, my way of thinking and, together with it my life, has been influenced by the intimate friendship that is only a piece of memory now and still, it can make my heart warm.

Chapter 5
Country School

I have promised to tell the story of the shopkeeper over the street. It happened during the first year when we were living in our permanent home, in 1951. He was about thirty, a bachelor and has not been living in the house with his parents, instead he had built a small hut for himself in the garden and has slept there.

In a summer night everyone in the neighbourhood was raised by a terrible sound, the cry of a man and his call for help. He was lying on the ground beside the road and was unconscious. His head has been hit by something and was bleeding hard. In an hour the ambulance took him to the nearest hospital, it was in the third village, about 13 km from us.

Nobody could sleep well that night and for me it took many months until the nightmares left me.

The next day everything became known. The man had helped a sportsman, a member of the village football team, during his illness. His leg had been injured and laid into a plaster cast and he had spent his time with the shopkeeper bouncing with him on crutches. He had learned everything about his helper, even the location of his money. As soon as his leg had healed he tried to help him to that money during night, but the shopkeeper woke up. Anyway, the money has been taken after the owner has got some hits with a baton improved by lead. The criminal took the money and ran. To mislead the crowd agitated by the deadly shouts he hid for a time and then behind the crowd he ran again shouting: ”Catch him, catch him!” When he considered it proper he hid again beside the road. To his bad luck when he left the hiding place people were returning without success. They spotted him and tried to know what he was doing. The money has been soon found. Not a bad trick he did, but that time it did not work.

The shop was closed for many months. It was terrible to see the healed wound on the forehead of the man when he returned. His skull had been fractured and for a long time there was no hope for his survival.

My education has begun in the village and there I finished my elementary school. In the first grade as I have mentioned my teachers were nuns. They did their work excellently and their textbook had been prepared on a high level. The next school year saw the nationalization of schools in the country. All the nuns had to leave and even their orders have been dissolved. Our new teachers came from the capital, freshly released „six week” specialists. That time not only teachers were released after such a short graduation time. There is a popular joke about the era’s speedy graduation system.
An old man goes to the local doctor, but in his village there is no proper one, only a „six week” doctor. The reason of his visit is a painful boil on the bottom of the patient.
„O.K. uncle”, says the doctor. „Here is your prescription.”
The patient goes to the chemist’s, first to the old proper one, but he cannot read the paper.
„Where did you get it?”
„At the ,six week’ doctor.”
„Well, then go to the ,six week’ chemist’s.”
At last there, the „six week” chemist looks on the prescription and prepares an ointment.
„How do you know what is needed when your colleague could not even understand it?”
„Very simple. Look: PHBH 3X. It means Peasant Has Boil on his Hind, 3 times a day ointment is needed. Oh, those overeducated specialists!”

Our second grade teacher has been an 18 year old town girl. She has almost thought coffee was buffalo milk, but she has been kind and her job of teaching us, how to get along in a small society and how to read and write, has been done well.

My third grade deserves more to say about. There had been some legendary teachers in the village from the time my father had used the same benches. One of them had survived. His wife had died long ago and his two extremely ugly grown-up daughters have kept the two most important secretary’s jobs in the village. The teacher himself has been a beekeeper in his leisure time. When there remained a short time during lessons he has always told us stories about his kind pets. He had begun his work in the village when the school had been still undivided.

That man has had a strong sense of honesty and to those who have been dishonest and tried to cheat him he has always been merciless. He has been almost the same kind as Tom Sawyer’s Mr So-and-so in Mark Twain’s immortal novel.

It was 1949 and poverty has already been not only our family’s privilege, our whole nation tried to survive the devastation of war. While Germany – at least the western part – has been provided with aid within the Marshall Plan, our country, as „last ally of the fascist dictator”, paid reparation to the Soviets. All the surplus food has been taken from the peasants, it has been the time of „sweeping up the attic”. I have not felt too much of that poverty as my mother has had an odd talent: the less funds she had the better she economized it. Bread and pork fat, it has long been the staple food of peasants in our country. Pupils called it planks and pork fat. Spiced with red pepper or during spring accompanied by young onions, it has become my favourite snack, even today I eat it with pleasure.

Soon even bread and fat has become rare as fat has been the ordinary means of cooking. That time vegetable oil has been an item from tales.

Anyway, some international organization have sent some food for us, too, and once there were sprats to be eaten for breakfast in the school. At present I like sprats, but that time I preferred bread and fat. There was another item from international aid. It has not been food, but as our country has been short in construction materials we have got a load of aluminium nails. Alas, there were no rubber hammers included. As these nails were hard to drive into any wood, people guessed the right solution: to hold the hammer by both hands, so as not to hit on your thumb.

I have had a relatively good relationship with my third grade teacher, he has punished me only once. I have had enough intelligence to avoid any further troubles by being honest.

I think that man has been one of the forces that have driven me onto a path of behaving honestly with other people. Without my inheritance from my father it could have been less important, but an 8 year old boy is still like wet clay and can be formed either this or that way. And there is something more: he could help me to conquer my laziness once and for all and strive to become always the best in the group where my fate threw me. This characteristic has also predestined my being hated by classmates who could not overcome their own laziness. Physically I have always been weak. I could do well in skills as running, jumping, even rope climbing, but I have been very bad at fight. From those classmates I have had to take a lot of insults without having been able to retort. Is it possible that I still enjoy my being able to hold my temper because of them? Then they have only been one of the means to make another human being getting better.

Our country has an elementary school system of 8 grades. In the lower section of four grades there is only one teacher for a class and all the subjects are taught by him or her. The upper section does not differ from a secondary school, there are specialists to teach every subject. My fourth grade I cannot remember very well, it should mean I did well and there was no problem with me. What I remember is that my teacher has been a young woman and she has had a good relationship with my parents.

There were not many children in the village that time. The grades have not been divided as the number of pupils in one grade has never exceeded 25. Within our greater family there were only a few children beside me. Only one of the sisters of my father had a daughter and the youngest brother of his had a son. They were my seniors by 5 years, they went to the same class. I did little with them, only some decades later I met my cousin, but I think I can tell it later.

In 1951 I began my fifth grade. In that year there have been in the village other changes caused by the situation in the country. 

The old building in the main street called „Village Hall” became „Council House”. But that word council means something different from that in English speaking countries. The councils have been the same as „soviets” in the Soviet Union: elected bodies with a „special” election system. Also the councils have consisted only of members who have been either members of the ruling Party of the Hungarian Workers or at least completely loyal to it. As it could have been very hard to find the proper people in the village a multitude of cadres has arrived. Our permanent home in the centre of the village became endangered as there were not enough accommodations. Somehow we hadn’t have to move out and stayed there.

The current spirit in that time has not allowed being religious. My parents have not accepted it, but the only possibility to remain true their ideas has been the Sunday mass where it has been compulsory also for me to be present.

With the cadres have come our new classmates. Until we have left the village for the capital I could not avoid these conceited boys and girls brought up mainly in the Soviet Union.

These changes in our village have not been accidental. Between us and the neighbouring settlement there has always been a rivalry for importance that goes on still. That year a system of administration has been created that divided counties into districts. It has long been liquidated since. To seat of our district has been named our village. The centre of the new administration became the neighbourhood of the port and railway station near the shore. That started a tendency of shuffling the cultural centre of the village from the original place on the hills to the lakeshore near the recreational territory.

The changes brought some new teachers for us and they have already been better educated specialists. There is one exception. The man has been a cadre and with the introduction of compulsory Russian learning instead of the former German he has become our first Russian language teacher.

During the war he has been a prisoner of war and he took advantage of being in a Russian camp by learning their language. By his general behaviour he must have been a full time officer and his specialization did not exceed Russian. He has come to the village with his family: wife and two daughters. His daughters have inherited plumpness from their mother. The younger one has been a class-mate of mine and, as I have mentioned, we became good friends. She had a talent of memorizing everything that could be later important for a good score. She has become the best-of-the-class, that place taken from me. She has just been the opposite character as me, because I hate memorizing and had got my best-of-the-class rating by remembering everything I had heard in the school and never swotting up anything. Well, it needs understanding the essence of topics and is not unimportant to think it over. I had a lot of opportunity to do it as teachers revised everything a dozen times before the last pupil understood it. Even so there have been some misunderstandings. I remember one paper about electricity. Our teacher wanted to plant the origin of the word „electron” into our minds. He has told the story when the ancient Greek man Thales found a piece of amber – electron in Greek – and saw an insect enclosed within. He scrubbed it to clean the surface and tried to smell it. He was surprised to find that his moustache has been drawn to the amber. One of our classmates answered the question, what electricity is, by „Thales took a piece of amber and his moustache was erected”.

Just to come back to my Russian teacher I can say that our teachers of that language have not understood the vastness of their duty. Years later when it was necessary for me to speak Russian and I learned it, I found that complete chapters of the Russian grammar were unknown to me. Now I understand why: a teacher has to know a foreign people before learning their language. This has not been so with our Russian teachers. The Russian spirit is extremely different from that of a European person. I am speaking Russian quite well, but cannot avoid misunderstandings because of cultural differences.

He has spoken a lot about Russia, although he has known it only by books, as he has been closed into a P.O.W. camp. I have got more ideas from another man whose house on their invitation we frequently visited. He has recounted his adventures in Russian Uzbekistan during his military service in World War I. Four decades later I found the country not very different from his stories.

During the 5th to 8th grades my teachers have not changed too much and knowledge acquired from them, together with that in the many books I have read, enabled me to see the world as clear as the limits of the political system in our country has allowed.

The system itself has changed for the better. After the death of the Russian dictator people have been released from camps and returned home starting a favourable thaw. There were tendencies not governed directly by forces of the party. It was making books more available to people or helping them to get access to the national radio broadcasts by installing wired radio systems in the villages. It meant a loud-speaker system lined to the houses all over the village. The receiver itself has been situated in the post office.

In the publishing of books there were two separate lines: one for making the classics available by establishing a low-cost series, the other of spreading Russian literature as wide as possible. 

Low-cost books  have cost one kilo of bread each volume and all the classics from America to France to Russia have been included. As for the Russian literature I found a big part of them digestible and even liked some. For instance the story of Dersu Uzala from Arsenev is one of my favourite to this day.

The Arsenev book has come into an odd connection with that of an American author, William Saroyan’s The Human Comedy. Our old Calvinist priest had left the place when the anti-religion changes had started. A young man had come as his successor. He has been extremely kind and intelligent, soon found a girl to marry and they have quickly left our village for a better job.

His successor has not deserved to get opportunity of dealing with people. He has been a paedophile and his fate has taken him not long after into jail. He tried it with me, too, but somehow I had an original wisdom and he has not succeeded. My parents have not known him well enough and I could not communicate with them in such a topic. Many times my mother invited him to our table, he took our (and especially my) books to read and, as he was leaving his job for another one, he has forgot to return the two books I mentioned. I have always tried to get them from second-hand shops, but Saroyan’s book I have not seen since and Dersu Uzala I bought much later in a Russian language edition.

After the war the old boy-scout movement, that have been part of an international organization, has been prohibited as traces from the capitalist civilization. Instead something has been launched that has been new with us, but in the Soviet Union it has already had thirty years of tradition. It was the pioneer movement.

Unlike the boy-scout movement it has only included children of 10 to 14 years. Those in secondary schools have been collected by the party’s youth organization and it has been a true political movement. As a member of World Youth Organization it has always been represented on World Youth Festivals.

To become a pioneer has been almost compulsory. Besides, it was launched when I went to the upper section of elementary school – the 5th grade – where enlisting began, I have joined it at once. For my scores and character I have soon been named a patrol head. As time went on and I became older I have been promoted to squadron head for younger boys’ patrols.

When my father was sent to retirement in 1946 and the family had to decide what to do to ensure ordinary education for the children – still 3 at that time – my parents chose to take the two boys, 9 and 5, with them to the lake Balaton to father’s relatives and send my sister, 13, to her uncle in the capital to go to school with her cousin, a girl of the same age.

My story that I have told above went without mentioning many times my sister Eve. Both she and my brother have always been excellent at school, my sister best-of-the-class and my brother, George, best-of-the-school ever. How G. would have done had he not passed from us so soon, I do not know. E. has always had excellent school reports, never to have any mark other than maximum. It went on to her state examination. Her diploma with red cover has been filled in. And then she made a small mistake and she has got an ordinary blue diploma. It must have been the result of long preparation for the exam and stress. She took that loss with a good spirit, but it must have been painful to her. 

I myself have had the same genes as my seniors have, but still, I am not so diligent. I do not like to memorize anything, it is a great stress for me to do so. In my elementary school years it worked, but in the secondary school at first my score hit a near-bottom low, until I realized I had had better spend much more time preparing for the next day’s lessons.

As a result of the multitude of novels I read through around that time, I began to write a novel myself. It has been a counterfeit of the Count of Monte Christo, but my characters were our compatriots. I completed it by hand and all my schoolmates, who read it, liked it.

There would be a competition for a novel on sci-fi a year later called for by our national authors’ association and I would start to write it by great energy, but a secondary school pupil would not have enough time to complete it to deadline. It has remained unfinished.

In the years I have been staying in the upper section of elementary school, I had teachers worth remembering. The best of them was a middle aged man, whose place of origin has once again been Transylvania, lost for us after World War I. His wife has also been a teacher and they have had a big family. His subjects were geography and natural sciences. We have got lectures from him in geography. Besides he was a man of vast knowledge, both in his fields and in linguistics. He spoke at least four European languages. He was a man to be admired and followed.

Years later in the capital I have got a letter from him inviting me to visit him during his short stay in the capital. I did and he returned me the books that I have left with him at our departure. It is really pleasant to remember him after so many years.

Following our „little graduation exam” at the end of the 8th grade our class has made a two-day excursion – a great encircling of the lake Balaton – with our form-master.

That man had come to us 3 years before as a freshly graduated teacher. His specialty has been music, he taught us vocal music for three years. He became our master, when the Russian teacher had a scandal for leaving his family for a woman colleague of his at the beginning of our 7th grade and left us. 

He was a born leader. In a short time a wide scale of social activities went over into his hands and he was popular for his masculine, but intelligent ways.

The route consisted of the crossing of the lake by boat, then the tour of the coffin-hill of Badacsony – its form was characteristic – and taking a railway trip to the Tihany peninsula reaching far into the lake and, after an overnight stay there, back to the southern side by ferry and by train home.

It has been a success. May be, some of our girls felt it otherwise, if there were any consequences of those connections made in the night.

Chapter 6
School in a Country Town

I finished elementary school in 1955. I did not want to learn for a manual trade and in my family it could not have been possible, either. My late brother had always wanted to become a mechanical engineer. After his death I have been automatically promoted to his place in my parents’ ideas and it would have been in vain to come fore with any different thoughts. I have sent my application to two places, both far from our village as it has not had any secondary school at that time yet.

The first application has been sent to a comprehensive school in Debrecen, the eastern part of the country that has been a state school, but which could have retained the Calvinist religious education. They accepted me, only there was no place for me in the dormitory and so, I have had to take a private room and it has not been for our pocket.

The other application has also been accepted and I became a student of a comprehensive school in Siofok, a town 42 km away along the lakeshore in the direction of the capital. Every day I got up at half past four, caught the six ten train and rode to school. In the evening I did not get home before half past eight.

Until that time I had never taken food other than given me by my mother. As the school expected a small portion of the students to fall out during the first two months, the management accepted more of them as it was possible to provide everybody with catering. For a month I have not been allowed to take my lunch there, I have had with me a pair of sandwiches. It meant at the same time, I had my afternoon free and could return home by an earlier train. Provision of food in the school meant having to stay there in the afternoon and prepare for the next day.

My poorer results in school might have come from the sudden higher stress, too, but I think its roots went back to the leisurely way I did my home-works earlier. To the end of my first year in secondary school I climbed back being at maximum scores in every subject, but as there were some local boys in the class from the town, they knew the teachers and were given some advantage. For us „from the country” it has been much harder to get a good reputation.

The school had 3 classes for every grade. Ours was a pure boys’ class, there was one for girls only and one co-educational. In our class there was only one boy that could not find his place. He courted all the girls, he could dance as nobody else and was always up to the ears in some business not allowed. Once he blew up himself in the boys’ toilet by white phosphorus. He has been a great actor and teachers have always been sympathetic with him.

During the first months of my first grade in that school I fell in love with a girl. For about six weeks I could hardly find any occupation that could distract me from her. Slowly from boys who came from the same village as she did, I got information about her „past” and it helped me to eliminate the magic. Her former partners were in the same school with us and I have got my self-respect already at that time.

It is strange how nature can make fun of people. At the same time when I was in love with that girl, another one fell in love with me. No need to say she has not been my favourite genre in any way. I was almost sorry not to be able to comfort her, but conditions made it impossible. Fortunately, love is no mortal illness and, as I met her in the capital about ten years after, she seemed to me to have got rid of her whim about me.

In my class there were some very interesting mates. Alas, I left that school a meer one year after and have lost traces of them since. Only one has remained in my circles for a short time, but he has also vanished. Another one we have met on our honey-moon with my wife.

During that first school year and the one and a half months of the second one I have met some interesting types of teachers. Let alone a young man and an equally young woman who have been partners outside school there were two men worth mentioning.

Physics and chemistry have been taught to us by an old bachelor. He has been the clown of the school for everybody except himself. He has helped us to get useful information from every field of life, but, as he has not been energetic and could not keep order, physics and chemistry have not been our strong side. For a couple of lessons at the beginning he let us acquire the precious knowledge how to soften cork plugs. He could have been the arch-type of absent-minded professor of world literature. 

Our form-master was another bachelor who has used the same trains as we students and so, he has always been a great menace for those who smoked on the train or pairs who let their feelings flow free. He has lived together with his sister, also a single woman, and has had chronic arthritis from the Russian front. For curing the latter or at least minimizing pain he has been consuming such a quantity of lemons that has almost been impossible to purchase at that time of shortage of anything imported. Lemon has been his only luxury as one pound of it cost officially two percent of his monthly salary.

His subjects were history and Russian language. His methods of teaching has been fit for me, because his access has been to establish fix basics for the mass of knowledge poured later into the skulls of the students. I must be very grateful to him about my interest of history. He had his own way of preparing fine maps by coloured chalks on the blackboard that had to be copied into our sketch books in school hours and copied again during the afternoon hours into our final exercise books. His instructions have been strict and understandable. Through these maps and diagrams containing all information about the topic, only the very dull could not learn the essence of history.

During the first grade we had to learn world history of ancient times, up to the end of the Roman Empire, as well as national history up to the loss of our independence in the 16th century. When we were dealing with Greeks, I took my father’s book about Greek mythology with me and showed it to him. With it has started a big fight between us that came to an end with my victory only 14 years after. He took the book with him and it has been his firm decision never to return it. When I left the school for another in the capital I forgot to ask him to give it back and I had to write many times, always to get an answer of avoidance.

When I became married and we were shuttling frequently to my aunt Elizabeth for week-ends, we took once with us my younger sister-in-law and, as I was working for a transport company, I had the possibility of using trains almost free, we visited my old alma mater town. I decided there and then to see my former teacher living on pension and to get the book back. I have succeeded. The raid must have taken him unawares.

His way of teaching language has been the same comprehensive one. Russian is not very unlike German, the only difference is vocabulary, but its grammar and specialties – I call them sometimes follies – are the same as in German. You can say that Russians are Russian-speaking  Germans and vice versa.

Before the new era he had taught Latin and German. During his years in the Soviet Union as P.O.W. he has learned to speak Russian. After homecoming he polished his linguistic skills and so, he became the best Russian teacher being no born Russian I have ever seen. He has been very successful to make us acquire grammar first and grow up our vocabulary only after that by reading texts.

However, he did not seemed to know it either, that in Russian there is such a thing as expressing future happenings by using present perfect – that is completely different from present perfect in English.

Recollecting my memories about that secondary school I dare say that, when I moved to the capital to another school there, I changed for easier. The standards of the school in the country have been higher than that in the capital.

We had to keep our knowledge up-to-date, especially linguistic knowledge. He was always ready to put us questions about topics dealt with some days or weeks before. And his questioning resembled processes in the court. He looked up his notebook and those two students questioned longest before were summoned at the side of the schoolroom facing the door, windows behind their backs. There was no possibility of helping them as the teacher was in the same distance from delinquents and other boys as those from each other. And even so, I cannot say he has ever been rude with us. He did everything in our favour.

He had a big Doxa watch on chains. He measured time from question till answer came. The chain had a big ring at the end and he was keeping it with his finger and thumb and wound up the chain on his finger by orbiting the watch. Once, when it was me who stood at the window and guessed hard about the right answer, the watch made itself independent and was flying to the open window behind me. My reflexes were fine, so I caught it in the air. There was no need for the answer any more, I got highest score.

In the year, when I finished my elementary school, during the summer holiday it was already necessary to take on a job and make some money to contribute to the family finances. But that time I did not succeed to get the job. I was born in September and when I started my education it has not been a custom to reject admission because of two months. But eight years later it was a big obstacle that I have not been 14 yet. Below 14 nobody was allowed to work. This way it has been my last summer spent leisurely.

After the first grade in secondary school I could not be dissuaded from taking a job. First I wanted to stay in the village. I went to the railways to get employment as a weed killer boy. It would mean to draw out weeds along the tracks. Somehow I have been rejected, I think it was, because I carried spectacles and, as there were more applicants than jobs, the man in charge considered it dangerous to employ a spectacled youth. He said: „It is not probable that you have a spare one with you always. What will you do when your glasses will be broken?” Well, he had to find an excuse somehow.

Then I turned to the school. They helped me to get a place as an unskilled hand on construction sites. It has been a very lucky business. The exact place where I was to work was a series of sites on the lakeshore, as after years of pending, the local tourist agencies began to have the concrete breaker walls of the beaches repaired. They had not been repaired for about 20 years. The lake destroyed them by sending its breakers against them in the summer and even more by ice during winter. The big square areas guarded originally by the walls became closed bio-systems growing reed and bulrush and giving fine mating and nesting places for toads, frogs and birds. During my solitary walking in earlier years I have visited these places many times. 

The work has made it possible to me to become acquainted with tasks of making concrete, preparing its place and casting. In the nearly three months, when I have been working there, we repaired about one mile of breaker wall in a complete shore length of about ten miles.

There was a pleasant surprise at the start: our foreman was the father of one of my class-mates, with whom I had a good relationship. We started work in the neighbouring village about 10 miles from my home. Six times a week it meant catching the same train as if I had been going to school and in the evening, as there was no train at that time, walking home on the highway, sometimes being offered a lift from a vehicle. Later we took into work other places much closer to home.

Our foreman liked me, as I took into account that discipline comes first when work is concerned. That was formulated much later by one of my bosses that first you play the fiddle then get the money. This made me unpopular among the boys, but at that time I knew already how to guard my back from bad guys.

As our task has been fulfilled, we had some spare time to use for discovering the lakeshore from the side of water. There was a barge that took us construction material and it had a paddle boat. It was then that I learned how to use the rudder paddle sitting in the back of the boat. It was a very pleasant time, these last few days of that summer.

Chapter 7
More about the Family

That summer has brought us a change, but to tell more about it I have to return to my sister. 

When we moved to the village she did not accompany us. She was 13 then. She was to finish her elementary education and go on learning in a secondary school. My mother’s relatives were living in the capital then. My elder uncle moved soon after to the country to relatives of his wife, but my uncle Stephen and aunt Helen, both married, stayed on. Uncle Steve has a daughter of the same age as my sister and it has been decided that the two girls were to live and learn together.

They both started their secondary education in a school of economics, both had good scores, but my sister has always been much ahead. During her education I have not seen much of her, only once in a while she visited us in the week-end. She completed her graduation when I left the 4th grade of the elementary school. She applied to the University of Medical Sciences as it has long been her desire to become a doctor. She has got the rejection soon as there had been a shadow on her life: my father’s forced retirement by B-list. The circles governing the country had made it a discipline not to let unreliable people’s children into key professions.

Then she let her application come to the hands of a committee that decided, the best occupation would be for her to become a teacher for the education of backward children. She went to that high school. She did well, but during her first semester she met the man, who married her not long after. My father had lived in a dream-world as I mentioned so, he was raging when he learned that his educated daughter had found a mechanic with a proletarian background. As my sister had been out of his reach for a time, his opinion did not alter anything. Before her 19th birthday they went to the registrar and for two dollars bought two witnesses. They completed their marriage there and then.

Their life together has not started well. They wanted to arrange their wedding so quickly to stay together. The man had been a mechanic on a small military airport near the living place of uncle Steve and, as an officer, he has got another assignment at a newly established airport near the county seat of Szolnok, in the middle of the country. There he has been given a small comfortable flat. In due time, as nature decided arrived their first daughter, Maria.

My sister Eve has not been able to continue her education, when they left the capital, she applied for a delay. For a 20 year old girl it has not been an easy task to take care of the small baby. They soon applied for the transfer of my brother-in-law to the capital, where the relatives of both of them lived. Alas, he could not get an assignment backed by accommodation, but he was offered his former job. They accepted it and he went back to his officer’s quarter and she to uncle Steve. As she wanted to carry on her study, the small child became a member of our group in the village. My mother has been a good nurse and I loved Maria as my little sister.

It has lasted only one winter and a few months more, as my sister did all to convince the bosses of her husband that he deserved a flat in the new houses built for the crew of the airport. She was also working then in the airport office, having applied for another delay at the high school. 

Life became simpler, but not easier for them. They both went on work on the airport, but before that their daughter was shuttled daily to the nursery in the nearby village by suburban train and back in the evening. Not long after their move into the new apartment, their second daughter, Eve jr., was born. As their children grew, Eve wanted to take up once more the line of her study. As I have been shuttling daily to school and back, my parents have been looking for ways to make things easier for all of us at the one hand and to bring us all together again on the other. The evident solution has been reached. As that year, 1956, the government lifted the ban of immigration to the capital from the country for those moving to relatives living already there, we would take our things and move all three of us to live with the family of my sister and brother-in-law. Everything has been done for our move. We handed our site where my father has grown vegetables back to the village council. In my school I acquired the needed documents, my sister settled my coming to the new school. She started to continue her study. She began her second year of high-school study, as I stepped into my second grade in secondary school.

About one month before our move there opened the national agricultural exhibition in the capital due every fifth year. My mother took me with her, when she visited the site of our would-be living. I had caught a cold and have been feeling terribly with it. The weather was fine as in a summer day. Because of my cold I could not concentrate wholly on the exhibition, as my brother-in-law took me with him. It was first time that I saw the municipal park in the capital established sixty years earlier to remember the millennium since the arrival of our nation into our present country. To ease my inconvenience my brother-in-law, Steve, offered a cup of boiled sweetened wine.

We have found that it would not be a great pleasure to live together, all seven of us in a small flat of two rooms. There was also a kitchen, a bathroom with flushed toilet and a small hall. But, as it could enable us to go on our education, we accepted it. My father organized our move, he ordered transport for our furniture and people to do loading. 

On the day of our move I went to school as ever and, at the station in Siofok in the evening I did not catch the ordinary train home, but the opposite one, from which my parents were waving to me.

Chapter 8
Move to the Capital

My last day in school have been a great event. Even my teachers remembered that I was last time there, and my class provided me with all the good advice they could think of. I was given many addresses, but only one boy would remain in correspondence with me.

After a four-hour ride we arrived in the capital late evening.

The next day it was my turn to register in my new school, but, being a Saturday, it did not do. We took into account our things heaped in the apartment, as well as in the basement by poor Steve.

Monday morning Eve and my father accompanied me to the school. The man to register me was one of the deputies for the school-master, and he was content to read through the papers I took with me. He wanted to seat me at once into my class, but at last he accepted that I was a newcomer and wanted to see the town.

The next day has not been only my first school-day in that school, it has also been a famous, or, let us say so, infamous, day for the country.

As I have mentioned already, by the Yalta agreement our country has been switched to the Eastern Bloc and so, we have become a satellite of the Soviet Union. It is well known how life has been organized in this part of Europe. Similarly to pressure in steam pipelines that cannot grow limitless, social pressures have found also means to release the most strained members of society. In the Soviet Union the death of the dictator has solved the problem partly. In our country the same year, 1953, has brought changes in government, but, as changes in the Soviet Union could not replace state and order, in our country changes only meant to eliminate forced labour camps, the release of prisoners jailed without proper reason and replacement of people in the government who had become too unpopular.

Anyway, many organizations, especially authors, whose access to publicity had been blocked earlier, held meetings and issued publications. It began to be uncomfortable for certain circles abroad, considering these tendencies a copy of Austria’s secession from the Eastern Bloc one year before. On the one hand they did not want to lose another forced ally, on the other hand it has been necessary to find a place for the divisions stationed that far in Austria. There was the question of Yugoslavia, too, they wanted to gain it back to their sphere of influence. 

In other parts of Eastern Europe there were signs of similar movements.

On the day when I first went to school, a Tuesday, October 23, 1956, there was a demonstration planned to express solidarity with Polish youth movements a month before.

The four decades since those events have created a deep trench between the two camps on questions how to define what actually happened in Hungary in the year 1956. A lot of my compatriots left the country during or soon after the events, and it is evident they see everything through their eyes. The rest – and fortunately they, or I can say, we, were the larger part of the nation – has remained, either for lack of courage, or because of having no alternative. I have been in an age, when I could have decided to leave, as many of my age group have chosen that solution. I think I have all the arguments for my staying. Those who did not leave their country saw pros and cons through different eyes, but, however they may have been mistaken, it was their right to say what kind of country they wanted – as far as they had the means to do it – to create.

Sometimes he who leaves a place can see more clearly what is happening there. It has been the case with our country for 40 years. Even the hands offering help have been turned away, until there came complete changes, as it had become clear mainly through the examples of other countries from the same bloc, that the system kept so far intact cannot be reformed, it should be changed into another one, already tried and developed on the other half of the world.

The difference in the evaluation of the events during the autumn of 1956 is dividing our society the same way, as the American nation is divided on which side has been right during the American Civil War, or the question of the Great Revolution in France divides the French nation. It is natural that people of both camps consider themselves citizens of the country and both these and those believe, history of the country cannot be taken from them.

What exactly happened in the capital and soon after in the whole country is not the topic of one man’s life story. Anyway, as I have been part of the events and can recollect my memories about them, I cannot leave all out of this book.

Chapter 9
October 1956 and after

The 1956 October events have been launched by the university youth of the capital. It was not only me, a boy of 15, freshly arrived and being first time in his new class, who did not know about it, my class-mates have been speaking of their plans to go to the cinema, so, they have also been unaware of all the preparations.

As I rode home after school by a Nr 27 bus, somebody spoke about a demonstration planned for that afternoon. Now I know what happened. First the Central Committee of the ruling party had prohibited the demonstration, but later, as news came to them about the size of it, they became afraid and lifted the ban.

The demo went to the Bem statue – Joseph Bem has been one of our generals of Polish origin during our freedom fight against Austria in 1849 and the last one to surrender to the Russian army –, but, as it is not unusual with demonstrations, other forces turned the energy of the crowd onto their side, and weapons from a military stock not far away have been given to people. Someone discovered that the statue’s arm was showing in the direction of the party headquarters and studios of the radio.

The crowd marched to the radio building and through different faulty instructions there began a gun-fight. The radio changed hands. For some days there was no broadcasting, only occasional readings of proclamations. All over the capital and the country there was an extremely big confuse. 

The next day, as I wanted to go to school, the radio broadcast consisted only of gunfire. As nobody has organized an armed uprising it did not look like it. It was more of a many-directional semi-anarchy. Of course, all the lines can be checked today, and all the groups that did something had their own ideas. But there were only two sections that have bigger forces behind them and have seen it clearly, what and how they wanted to achieve. One of them became well organized as the government of the uprising. If there had been no counter-interests in Moscow it could have stabilized the country in a short time. Its Prime Minister has been Mr Nagy, who had held the same position for a time after his release from jail in 1953. He has collected a good team around himself and has had the backing of the majority of the nation, as well as the international missions in the country. Some days later another government has been formed – incidentally its leader, Mr Kadar had also been in prison up to 1953 – by groups from the former ruling party, and it has been urged by their backers from Moscow to take power into their hands. It was called Revolutionary Workers’-Peasants’ Government. For their assistance an armed unit has been organized mainly from former army officers to keep order during nights. For some days Steve, my brother-in-law, has been serving in it, too.

Excuse to create another cabinet could have been found through the activities of independent groups. One of them slaughtered for instance the employees of the former ruling party’s municipal committee in a true siege of the building one week after the first event. Dead from that slaughter would be considered martyrs and would give their names to streets and squares in the capital, only to vanish again from the map 35 years later. The 13 men and women surviving the massacre have become heroes of the next 35 years. One of them has been my teacher of history.

As nobody knew what was coming next, the shops and factories have stayed closed, shortage started and other places in the country followed the capital’s example. This went on about ten days.

Two weeks after the day we left the village – it was Friday again – I went with Eve, my sister, to do some shopping, as life seemed to normalize. First we went to my school and there I learned that the school’s Students’ Parliament was just sitting and decision had already been met to start ordinary work from the next Monday.

As there was no public transport we went further by foot to see my aunt. She was working as a chemist in a drugstore situated at the farthest point in the capital from the place where we lived. We walked that day about 20 miles and it was a relief to find the last stretch of our return route covered by public transport. Of course, it has been the only service that day. I remember a popular anecdote about density of tram-service during the days of the uprising: somebody wanted to commit suicide to be run over by a tram, he lay on the rails in the evening and has been taken to a hospital the next morning with pneumonia.

Eve also got information that her study would start on Monday as well. 

Sunday morning we were awakened by a terrible noise. It sounded as if a thousand tanks had been marching on the highway under our windows. It was exactly that. Then I only saw them and knew nothing about the truth, but now I know what had happened. 

The day before, the commander of the Red Army divisions in our country were to hold talks about their departure, more precisely about the date and time-table of it. They invited the representatives of the officially accepted government to their air base on the big island of Csepel in the Danube, south of the capital. Our group has been headed by the defence minister. 

Instead of entering into talks with our people the hosts arrested them. This step had been decided in other parts of the world, not in our country. But anyway, it is a fact, that the biggest army in Europe – on the instructions of their government – has dealt with the lawful government of a country in its own territory, as if they had been leaders of their own secessionists.

With the head of the competition under arrest, the Soviet units were ordered to come at once to the capital to help in establishing the reign of Government Nr 2 as soon as possible. I have seen these units march in, and my education has been postponed by another 2 months.

I have mentioned that our moving to the capital meant getting 7 people into a small apartment. During the ten days after the beginning of the events there were some changes for us, the most important of which was our move – now all the seven – into a bigger, much more comfortable apartment. Our new flat had been a shared-rent apartment, and in the first days of the uprising one of its tenants went abroad. The other tenant suggested us to change places. So our things were again packed and moved, this time only one floor higher. Really, conditions became acceptable as I could remain with my parents, Eve and Steve had their own room, the third one has gone to the two children, Maria and Eve jr. My eight years in that place has been well established. Actually these years have remained in my memory as the most peaceful period of my life, and during that time I could have the true feeling that I was living in a big family, where, although there was no place to have any private life, everyone loved me and I felt the same in their direction.

During the first days of the uprising all have been very silent in our little living estate of 4 blocks of apartments. About 100 families lived there, all young officers, either pilots or airplane mechanics. When normal life functions stopped, also utilities ceased to work, we did not have light or running water. The latter we have solved by using the only tap in the basement that let out fluid by gravity, but for a time electricity has remained missing. Soon it was solved, too.

The airport was small, it had no concrete runways, only grass, only small airplanes could be kept in the hangars. But in those years our military had only those old fighters from the war and Czechoslovak training planes. Next to the airport there was a military camp with normal buildings for the enlisted young soldiers. These two facilities have been served by the housing estate. After the first day soldiers were ordered to take their days off and the camp stood empty. The officers moved a motor-generator to every one of the four houses and by them we had light all day. There was a large stock of fuel, we have survived the blackout well.

My memories come back to coffee drink either. It was a coffee substitute made from barley and sugar. It has been our staple, as for a long time there was a large shortage of everything, especially food.

During those months I myself have not seen anything from the events with my own eyes. Our place was as silent as before. Only occasionally we heard guns and there was only one bullet hole on the houses. It came to our kitchen window and it was so tired it could hardly make any damage on the frame. But later, when I moved from place to place in the town, I could see houses completely collapsed, and it was hard to believe that there were no bombs and heavy artillery activities, as the media was trying to make us believe.

I have learned from some of my classmates, too, what happened in the first day. Some of them have been attracted to the demonstration and it was not very easy to give up later. Talk has been rare about the events, however, and for a couple of years nobody boasted with having taken part in the first day’s fighting. We learned quickly and kept our mouths shut.

It is not unknown what has happened to the legitimate government after November 4. They asked for asylum at the Yugoslav embassy. For some weeks they have hoped for it, but, as they were loaded on a bus, and it went to the east instead of south, it became clear that they have been traded for political reasons. Originally three of the government had been expecting death penalties, but after almost two years the prime minister and the defence minister were sentenced to death, and almost all the other members have been jailed, except one or two, but their existence after the process has been undermined. No sooner than 20 years later became the political climate milder.

In the summer of 1958 the two were executed. Their remains were buried in an unknown place, and in 1988, when the movement to rehabilitate them was already in a winning position, it was hard work to find their resting place. In the following year the official reburial could not be avoided.

The government that was created in the days of uprising for ousting the legitimate one had a hard task to grab the power, and then to gain back the trust of the people. To take the power it had to accept the help of the Soviet army, and it is a shameful, but true fact that the number of people punished by death has been higher than that after our aborted freedom fight against Austria 120 years earlier. Even more shameful that in many cases the condemned juveniles were kept in jail until they could be sentenced to death. A very dark page in our history and one more reason, why our nation is divided on this question.

Winning the confidence of population has been an even harder task and it took a long time. Those, who believed in the ideas of the governing party after the war to the uprising, have not been hard to gain. They made up the crowd that assembled on Heroes’ Square on May Day in 1957 to hear the new Prime Minister, Mr Kadar – and first secretary  of the new ruling party named Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party –, may be, there were a few thousand who had been misled by their impressions of the man – he had been jailed for three years. But there were others, and they were waiting. To build up confidence took about ten years. It was then that a few economists started a movement to reform the so-called socialist national economy. Another 20 years have been necessary to realize: it was not possible. But to that time, fortunately, so much will have changed into better, that it will have been much easier to turn the big nationalized enterprises into smaller privatized ones. All this means that, after the hard times of the uprising and during reconstruction, people did not believe what they read in the newspapers or heard through the radio. It was a very good climate for the well-known Hungarian political jokes. Most of them were “5 plus 3” ones. That is: 5 years in jail for him who tells it, 3 for him who listens.

A large part of the population belonged to the younger generation. This made it a little easier for the party to attract a number of people to their side.

The new party was created in November 1956 and they wanted to establish as soon as possible a youth organization under their own influence. It happened in the spring of 1957, but, as I remember, it was a phantom organization at least for three years with almost no membership. What has made the turning point was a number of young assistants at the universities, who could have been gained for by the government with bright perspectives. They could take with them the younger students mainly by participating in musical and other popular events, where a lot of the students appeared. Through music and popular science the boys accepted the ideas. 

I myself have always been very cautious. For this reason it was not me looking for a way to join the organization, but its representative in our study circle, who said it was unacceptable that somebody who had earned the respect of his fellows, was out of such a group of leading ideas. To tell the truth, I have never been able to see any reason, why I stayed with them, but I always did as much as I could to make myself useful. It could have been within a religious society or for boy-scouts as it had nothing to do with the principles of Marx or any other person. At its proper place I shall write more about my activities.

Chapter 10
School in the Capital

Following two months of out-of-school life lessons have begun. Previously I have spent only one day in that school, I have even not known anything about my teachers or classmates. Of the 25 or so boys from class, 3 left the country during the events. I have even not remembered them. Those who remained I soon became acquainted with and, as it is usual, there were boys, whom I liked and vice versa. I can tell that of the latter I cannot remember more than two. And, as the years went by, both have left us because of their substandard behaviour. 

There were some excellent guys, and it goes without saying, they have not become very successful in the after-school life. There were also matter-of-fact boys and by their common sense they did well later. And there was one that barely survived many punishments – he was terrible – and, no mistake, he became famous for training actors in fencing, fighting, somersaulting and for marrying the prettiest actress of the country.

There were guys from the country who came every morning by train and shuttled back in the evening in the same way I did it with my former school. They were real peasant boys, but had an accent quite different of mine. Well, that is a proper place to remember my accent from the county of the men of knife.

The western part of our country called Transdanubium is famous for a tasteful accent, and its southern part, south of the lake, is the hardest of it. If we had any Professor Higgins, he would have his hands full for a long time. I think, it took me about five years without any Professor Higgins to leave my accent, but I can consider myself lucky, still to have a sense for different accents of our country. Between the open and closed sound „e” the same difference exists in Hungarian as in English. We have similar cases as words in English spelled by „a” and „e” and pronounced shortly, e.g. bad and bed, or man and men. For the ordinary man, especially an urban one, those nuances are not to be sensed.

The father of one of my class-mates had been a university professor and when I started my study at the technical university he was the rector there. His sister I saw in my first year in the theatre, she was a young actress and even now she is popular. She plays a part in the country’s favourite TV soap opera. This boy has left the country since and I haven’t known anything about him for a long time. Later I will be able to spare him some more words.

Another guy was very proud of his background, his father was a factory director and a good expert of helical gears. I do not need to tell you, I have not been very proud of my father, as that time in my eyes he has not been extraordinary. Now I can appreciate him better. It is 26 years since he has left us.

There was one boy who had so many interests, you could not tell, which of them is his real one. For example, he had plans to make a photographic camera. I do not know if he succeeded, but I stole his idea and made one. I used it only for one roll of film, but all the 12 pictures I have taken were good. 

One of the boys was our senior by two years, I do not know why. His hobby has been drumming. He was a member of a small band and he has never lost his interest in it. As an adult he acquired a small sailing boat and it also became his hobby. There was a guy who could have been one of the actors from the old Chaplin silent movies. 

And there was Ivan the Great. He has been the youngest of the class, but his wisdom was overwhelming. He was the Justice of the Peace in our class, and for his cleverness we survived misdeeds without punishment many times. He got his name as his Christian name was Ivan and his surname Nagy that means big, large, great. It came evidently that he became Ivan III, that is Ivan the Great. About him I have more to tell, but time is not ripe in this place yet.

My form-master in that school has been an old man, who became one of my ideals in life to follow. He has come from the most distant edge of Transylvania – the venue of my father’s mission in my babyhood – and in the ‘20s and ‘30s he was the third person beside Bartok and Kodaly to collect folk songs of old Hungarian origin. Those composers guessed well, it has been the last moment to catch the original songs on phonograph. My teacher has not become so famous as the other two, as he might not have had the same talent to compose his own music. He only published one collection of songs and returned to teaching his pupils. 

It was he, who said, when I came to that school: „You always have to give maximum credit to somebody, whom you have just met, as you cannot know him by face. Only when you got acquainted with him through his misdeeds, are you allowed to debit so much as justified.” And he did not tell it to me, but to a class-mate of mine, who were laughing at my accent. I have made it my principle and, although it carries the danger of giving credit to someone, who does not deserve it, it is better to be cheated than giving somebody a worse judgement than he deserved.

He had two sons from about my age and they have been studying in the same school. The elder one, I guess, went back to his birthplace within Romania and the country’s 1989 revolution launched him on a political career. Alas, we had that form-master not for long. He left us for another school, and his further story became known to me only from the book of his life-story. It has been published in 1988 within a series of Oral History Museum. An interviewer of the state radio recorded the talks she has carried on with him a year before – she came from his country of origin, too – and published the book. It goes without saying, the book shared the fate of my favourites: I have lent it to somebody and have not got it back. Only lately did I succeed to get another copy of it.

He went into retirement soon after leaving our school and started to search for documents that could have completed the picture about the history of our country. He did it in the Vatican. He has always been very religious and that work could satisfy him.

I was on my assignment in Moscow in 1991 when I saw news about his death in the papers. He was 90 then. I have come into his class at the secondary school second grade. He left us at the end of that school-year. Our new form-master became our teacher of history.

He came to us soon after schooling resumed, following the uprising. He was a rather young man looking like someone with digestion problems. As we cleared our view about him later it was justified. He has been one of the 13 to survive the massacre on the Square of the Republic in the building of the municipal council of the ruling party on October 30. As a former ideologist he has seen history from another view-point, than our former form-master and history lecturer. In his lecturing history has not been our popular subject, but his very precise manner helped us a lot. 

During the shortened second grade there has not been any Russian lessons. Instead of that language we could choose between German and English. In my family German had traditions, I have chosen German. It has not been a great delight as there were none who could have given us the right stuff. We had at least three teachers in this first year. During third grade a lady has been transferred to us, and she at last could make us like the language by different stimulation methods. Besides being a good aunt for us, whom we all liked, she taught us German songs and recorded the sound of our choir on tape. Also, she gave us addresses of German girls of the same age, and it was really interesting to be in correspondence with someone so far away. My first partner traded my address to another girl and we continued this correspondence for 5 years. Her job has been done well, and all her pupils have taken advantage of having learned to speak German.

My study in the secondary school could not have been possible without riding there in the morning and back in the afternoon. At my living place there has only been one way of transport after the uprising. The bus service has been cancelled and only the suburban electric train has remained. One terminal of our line has been near my school. The line ran over the city limits, and via a nearby village, and had the other terminal in another settlement. The stop where I lived was about at the middle of the line. The trains ran at every 24 minutes. 

When life has returned to its normal course after the events, it was almost impossible to get into the trains, they have always been overcrowded. It has not been rare for me to ride the whole route on the stairs. Slowly it became more normal and it was possible to get into the carriage itself. But never has it been fashionable for us students to sit down, had it been even possible. It was an old custom to gather on the platforms of the car and socialize. A lot of the girls in our sister-school have come from the two suburban villages. We had to take advantage of getting into contact with them.

I am a non-smoker and being such has its origin in my first month in the Siofok secondary school. A classmate of mine has always offered me cigarettes and once I have tried. I did not like it, so I have never done it again.

On the suburban train two cars were selected for smokers and two for non-smokers. Being a smoker or a non-smoker divided us and every student went to the appropriate carriage. During second grade I did not find any girl to fall in love with, but, of course I have made acquaintances and always liked to be in the company of girls. I had my eyes open, and it took no time to notice a pretty face. Much later I will have learned that during that time a certain girl from a place not far from our stop was always watching me. That time I have only noticed her as a small child, as she was twelve then and I was fifteen. The only reason, why she caught my attention was her being always very earnest and neat. About her I have some more to write later.

These rides on the rear platform of carriage Nr 3 of the suburban train made it easier to me to gain friends both in class and outside it. We could talk over every topics from sports to school to girls, even politics. That kind of unavoidable talking parties is missing today, when municipal transport is so much better, let alone private cars. 

There was another way of contacting girls and it was school balls. Two to three times a year there were balls organized by the school authorities to keep in their channels the amusement of the young that could be checked this way. These balls have always been whole battle fields between teachers and students, as the latter wanted to form the event according to their taste. Following every ball there were a number of „reports of unsatisfactory behaviour” distributed. But all the same, balls have been necessary, as for the students it was the only opportunity to recreate themselves for a couple of months.

From my third grade on, at balls music has been performed by the school’s own band. Its members have been frequently changed, but its leader was fix. He was my senior by one year in this school and also at the Technical University. His name is Alexander Benko and today he heads the famous Benko Dixiland Band that is very popular all over the world.

On my first ball in that school I discovered that I could not dance as well as I wished. I decided to go to a dancing-school once a week. It has been worth doing it as I could at last leave my timidity and behave more freely than before.

Even the balls and the dancing school could not do something: I still have not found any girl to love. It is true, my thoughts had been engaged earlier for some years to A., and after her in my childhood I have found only one girl in my first secondary school to love, only to find her later unworthy of my feelings. At the same time there were a lot of girls among my friends and I could feel well in their company.

Chapter 11
Friendships and Love

This time at the housing estate, where I lived, I had good relationships with two boys, they have been my friends. One of them has been very simple, our friendship has never ceased, but there was nothing common in us.

The other boy, Zoltan, was my junior by one year, he was living with his mother, stepfather and two baby half-brothers. His father has been of Jewish origin and, although his parents divorced soon after his birth, he remained under the influence of his father’s family, and they made him take a school of good fame very far from his living place. Also, he has had to take a course of gymnastics in one of the capital’s best sports clubs. He was a very good boy and clever, too, but the overloading made him do worse in the school, and for this reason he has never had a good score. I am sure that in a place fit for him and without extra load he would have been an excellent performer.

Having a lot of common interests we became good friends. Even I can say I have had only one friend in the first 50 years of my life and it was he. Only my wife will have been able to achieve many years later that I will have left him alone. A great moral: the love in women is rather a desire to own something, they can even be jealous on our friends or hobbies.

Fortunately, we had some years to go on our friendship and it had been a great satisfaction to have somebody to share thoughts and experiences.

We have been walking a lot. He was a great admirer of women and the driving force of our walks has mainly been to see a certain girl somewhere. But it is true that we became acquainted with our environment very well. 

During the early days of our friendship we have met two sisters. The younger has been an ugly child too short even for her age that was 13 then. The elder has also been small, but her figure has been perfect for her age of 15 and her face was beautiful. They have been staying with their brother, an officer and pilot, for some days on holiday. They have lived with their parents and smaller brother in the second largest town of the country in the north, called Miskolc.

It was a summer evening getting dark, we were walking with my friend on the road near the office building of the airport, as suddenly a girl’s voice called to us. They said they had seen us before and wanted to keep in touch with us by correspondence when they returned home.

Something started for me that will have lasted two years. 

My friend have not found anything interesting in the younger girl and they soon forgot each other. But Ildiko and me, we have stayed in contact sending letters to each other once a week and, when we met later in the capital and in her home-town, we have fallen in love with each other.

We have really become acquainted by our letters. I have learned that she had been born with two faulty hip-joints. It could have been overlooked by her walking, but she have become tired very quickly because of them. Doctors had advised her to undergo an operation to correct it. She did it the next year and she was still in hospital, when I visited her. May be, I could have given her more attention that time. That way our story could have taken another course. But I have not. I have even not noticed the fall of her interest in poetry. She had been writing poems since her early childhood. In her letters she has sometimes written a couple of lines, they have always been melancholic. It is possible that the operation has not come out successfully and she has been sensing it. It is very hard to guess what it has been really, as we have not discussed her doubts, I have even known nothing about them.

The visit of mine has been the last time I have seen her. I feel now as I have always felt afterwards, that it has been my fault having been insensitive to her change of spirit. Our correspondence went on as before, but I have been too busy with my final examination and preparation for my further education. In my letters I have tried to encourage her to continue her schooling stopped for the operation and sketched my plans to establish our common future. She has not been so enthusiastic as before. She has tried to make me see the possible hitches and has asked me to be of more common sense. We have still been in love, but it began to take the course of a dialogue between the deaf. The end came when I have finished my exams at the end of my first year at the university.

I have received a telegram calling me to her burial. I have not been prepared for it, and all I could do was to take my bicycle and riding all day. At the end of the day I cannot recall where I had been. 

One of my bitterest experiences, it has been her funeral. It has made me become a man a good pair of months earlier. 

A month after the funeral I visited the aunt of I. and she told me how she had met her fate. 

The ten months following her short stay in hospital after her operation she had spent home, but her condition did not improve. She had tried to know exactly what her prospects were and found a final report signed by her doctor. Her case had been closed, as by the operation it became clear her hips could never become better. Under strong pressure by her desire to leave her illness behind forever – and may be, by my neglect to listen to her doubts properly – she had searched the house for her father’s official weapon and had turned it against herself.

I think, I have come too quickly now, and there is a lot more to tell about our friendship with Z. We became inseparable, people called us „the airport twins”. We went together to the cinema, to the amusement park, and made long walks without notice, if there was good weather or it rained. Once it was below freezing and a strong wind blew. We were talking about something and walked. Only when I arrived home, I discovered that one of my ear-flaps had frozen. It has made me hard to sleep on that side for some days. Sometimes we went on excursions. He had a bicycle and borrowed one also me. A military conical tent served us for accommodation, and a lot of bread and bacon kept us from getting hungry. We have discovered the lake in 30 miles from the capital.

When I finished the 2nd grade in the secondary school I wanted to get a similar job on a construction as a year before.  Z. and his schoolmate argued that it could have been better to take a job on the state farm opposite our house, and we tried it. Alas, we could not bear this kind of job more than one day, and I went to look for an unskilled job on a construction. Z. came after me in two days and we worked together shovelling gravel, carrying mortar and bricks up for the masons and, although it has driven us from that site, drawing nails out of used boards.

Z. has had a class-mate, whose dream had always been to buy an electric Hawaiian guitar. That boy has found an unskilled job on a construction, where a house has been built with the capital’s first privately owned apartments. It was called Lottery House, as the apartments were to be won in the state lottery. We have joined him there. About workers on the former place there is nothing to write, but here we met some really special people. One man had been a lawyer, but for about 15 years he could not work in his profession for his „record” and, when this prohibition became out-of-date, he stayed on manual work by sheer custom. His wit has always been ready and he had a kind heart.

There were two girls from a village I do not remember where. One was beautiful and a hard worker and every mason has been ready to marry her, but she has had someone home. The other has been a clown and only once did she make fight with everyone, later I learned, one of the masons had made a fool of her.

On the first day on that building the lawyer said: „It is very important to note cleanliness on the toilet. Do not throw away even a straw there.” Well, it has been the first example of his sharp wit. I would see such a mess as the toilet was only in Ukraine decades later.

During that summer I have worked for two months, and it could have been enough to buy a bicycle for myself. However, it has become no bicycle, it has been given to my mother to contribute to the family expenses. Just as before, when we wanted to ride bicycles, it was the task of Z. to borrow me one.

The next year, in 1958, during holiday I have been again working for two months on similar jobs, but then only without Z. His father took him that year with him and he could not come with me. At the end I could buy my bicycle and for 3 years I enjoyed it.

My job the next summer has been a much better one. That year I have made my final examination and have been waiting to get news about my admission – or rejection – to the Technical University. A former officer, a lady and an engineer, has given me a hand to get the job in the Optical Works. It was an unskilled mechanic’s job at the assembly room. Various optical units, lenses for microscopes and projectors, binoculars, etc. have been put together. I had always been interested in lenses, prisms and, as I was twelve, I have made a small motion picture projector out of some primitive lenses and sheet metals, when I got a piece of film of about 10 feet from the cinema (like the popular saying goes: to make the coat for the button).

At this place I could do my hobby. We have made an agreement with my boss, if I was not to get admission to the university, I remained there and learned for a mechanic’s certificate. At last I have been admitted and it has solved the question.

We have been planning with Z. to go for a week to Fonyod, the village, from where I had come, and still I have not got any notice on my university application. All the other boys and girls in my class and neighbourhood have got some kind of answer. My brother-in-law, Steve, had also been doing his secondary school in an evening course and, as we have got our final examination certificate at the same time, he, too, wanted to continue his study at the Technical University. My aunt, the chemist, could not have left her malicious character as she said: „Steve will be admitted, but you will not.” Fortunately, it has turned out the opposite.

Z. and me just finished our preparation for the trip, we took our backpacks and were walking to the suburban train, when I heard my father calling after me. It has been a surprise to see him run after us, we stopped and waited him to come near. He was waving the notice about my admission to university.

My friend Z. had never been on the lake Balaton before. Both the lake and the village he liked very much. I took him to my relatives and to my former neighbours. Also we have visited A. at the orphanage keeper’s house. Somehow the place was deserted without the usual noise of the children. She might have told me why, but I do not remember. By that time I have shaken off her magic. I saw a girl before me, a sex-bomb, I can say, but the pretty she was, she did not attract me. For two reasons, I think. She was aware of her beauty, in her eyes there was no trace of the innocence I liked so much in her before. She was a woman, rather a female, to attract as many males as possible to choose from them the best one. And also, when I came the next day as we had agreed, she was late and soon there came a boy of her age, but broad shouldered and taller than me and I saw sheer admiration in her eyes for him as I looked upon her. It meant, she had grown up and had joined the group of girls I have always avoided if I could.

Z. has seen her by his own eyes and could not be immune from the attraction of her. Many times he urged me to force some common program with A. and her cousin M. But the girls avoided any such attempts.

The beauty of the surrounding country at the village and the fine sight of the opposite shore with the extinct volcanoes has caught Z., and any time afterwards, when I asked him to come with me there, he was ready to do so.

Chapter 12
Teachers

Following this summer I became busy with my study at the university. Coming from a comprehensive school I have had a handicap to the boys having studied in technical secondary schools. I had studied such subjects as literature – and I liked it –, history and in the university nothing of that was necessary.

My last grade, the 4th, in the secondary school has been very good for me. I had found my place and there was a certain respect for me in the teachers, except one. He was our Russian language teacher. I think I had got the knowledge how to gain somebody’s friendship or respect. My scores have been fine. Even, first time in that school, I could have got maximum score, had not been that Russian teacher there.

I think I have to give a short account of my two teachers in the 4th grade. The lady who has lectured us in literature through all our years in that school has been the wife of one of the most famous literary historians in the country. Their marriage could not have been very successful, it has been my impression. Some boys were very fond of her, as she had an extremely fine figure. But she has not been of my favourite type as her face was far from pretty and she chain-smoked. As my teacher I respected her, and she did all to put me on the right track of literature.
„What do you read?” she asked me on the corridor once during break.
„Novels of adventure”, I said.
„Exactly what”, she went on questioning.
„Jules Verne, Dumas, etc.”
„You had better to switch to real values.”
And she gave me a list she advised me to read. She has been right. Films based on the books of Verne or Dumas I watch till this day, but following our talk I have never read another book of either of them.

She has got a good eye to notice that, although literature has been one of my favourite subjects, I have had no sense for literary history and to analyse a poem has not been my force. She has left me alone, she noticed my other interests, e.g. technical things, geography, history and has not forced to make a literary man of me.

We have got a new teacher in that year. Tibor Huszar was a young man, when he came to our school two years before and then he made a bad reputation, but also a high respect among the pupils for taking the post of prosecutor in a process of the school court. In the year following the 1956 events the state had to reorganize not only police, but the party has created a special army of its own, the so called Workers’ Guard. It will have existed until 1990 and its maintenance has been made by the highest party officials through selecting new members to replace retired ones from the most bigot party members in the country. But, before reorganization of forces has been finished, a number of criminals, a large majority of them teenage people, have formed gangs, and security in the capital has become endangered.

After the capture of one of the gangs our school became involved. A few members of the gang have been from us. The school management kept a trial of the school court, before they have been given to the police. It was this process, where the man mentioned has been the prosecutor. All the pupils of the school have been herded to the ball room of the school, and it has really been interesting to hear his clever speech against crime.

In our 4th grade he lectured us in logic. In his style the topic has been highly interesting. Besides, he has had a good wit, he could make a joke about himself, if it was necessary. Once we have been tired and did not pay much attention to him. He stood up and said: „Well, I can understand you completely. You are tired after five lessons, and to make it harder, there comes this black mandarin and is just murmuring, murmuring,...” His remaining words have died in the laughter, and we became attentive at once. But he has remained „the black mandarin” ever since.

Later, when we left school, he and the lady, teacher of literature, will have had their affair. Both will have been fired. I do not know anything about further life of the woman, but he, „the black mandarin”, has appeared many times on the screen of our TV set, as he has become a sociologist and a frequent guest in the studio. 

I have mentioned that during the shortened school-year we have been spared of studying Russian. I have chosen German instead of that language. The next year restoration of the Soviet influence began and so, Russian became compulsory again. To catch up during 3rd grade, beside German, we had to finish both 2nd and 3rd grade in Russian. We have got that unsympathetic man as our Russian teacher. He has soon gained our disgust and he has been very successful not to lose it any more.

In the 4th grade, a couple of days before final examination, during his lecture somebody of the class asked for my help. I gave him a piece of paper with the information. He was caught at the blackboard with my paper in his hand. As I could not satisfy him as he wished – to say that I helped him in cheating – he pushed down my final score by a whole mark. This has been the reason why I have in my final exam certificate the scores of one of the 21 subjects below maximum by one mark.

He might have lost his fight against me, had the class not done something wrong at this last period. About two weeks before the end of the school-year there was a free hour in the morning. There was a big noise, as the majority of the class was sitting on its place and they were busy in conversation, and the remaining boys were making a crowd at the open window. One of them put a chair onto the sill and it fell out, probably someone from the crowd touched it accidentally. As it fell from the 4th floor to the ground it passed the window of the school council having an assembly on the second floor. Their highnesses noticed the falling chair.

As during the remaining two weeks it could not have been detected, who had been responsible for the deed, we all got a score decreased on one subject. I have got it on Russian. To this day I do not know what exactly happened with that chair.

During third grade the former military secondary school in the capital has been closed and the pupils distributed to others, a great part of them to us. More than ten boys have come into our class and another at the same grade. They had all prepared to become pilots on fighter planes. It is interesting, by look and behaviour you can recognize at once, when you meet someone born to a military career. These boys looked alike. I liked them from the beginning, however one or two of them quickly became too much civilian. They could not go on their course, but the majority has gone to the Soviet Union to finish their training after their final examination.

As most of them have been from the country they would need a dormitory like in their former school. Our school could not provide it, and they have been accommodated in the office building of the airport, where I lived. Step by step they could get scholarships and have got better places to live. Some of the boys have become fighter pilots. One of them, a silent, calm boy, has died soon after his return from the Soviet Union. His plane has crashed and he could not leave it in time.

It is amazing, but from the time during my 4th grade I can hardly recollect any memories. May be, I have been so busy doing my duties, that it all looks plain and eventless. At 4th grade we have got a new form-master. He had been living in a monastery before, but had stepped out of the order and kept only his teacher’s job. There were rumours that he was gay, but nothing could prove these gossips. He has been a very good teacher. He lectured us in history and from that time this subject has once more become one of my favourites.

It was he who led us to final examination and he is seen on our tableau. I think, he has never really grew up in spirit and for this reason he has been very much boy-scout like. He considered himself one of the class. When we left school we have lost his traces. Several years later, at one of our regular 5-yearly class reunion somebody told us about his life. He has been on a tourist trip in Italy and was visiting a football match, when the bullet of a terrorist caused him to loose one arm.

The final examination came at last and after that our class has fallen apart. Some of the boys I have regularly met on the university grounds, and on alumni reunions in every 5th year. Otherwise I cannot say anything about any one of my former school-mates. The only exception is Ivan the Great, but about him later.

Chapter 13
Freshman

It is very useful that school-years begin in September, when the weather is fine and there is a possibility for the students to do something different from their compulsory occupation. Beginning is always hard. But I have never met such difficulties anywhere else, as when I entered university.

Everything was new and unknown. The behaviour pattern of a secondary school pupil and that of a student of a university is extremely different. A pupil is considered a child, he has his activity regulated by adults. A student is an adult in every respect.

The place, where I began my study has been quite different from that of today. For about 60 years after its creation the Technical University had not changed much. It had consisted only of the main building with a central block and two wings, its main entrance facing the Danube, and on the opposite side the passage to the library, as well as some utility buildings as boiler house, laboratories, all in the same secession style. In the late fifties it has been supplemented by three 4-story brick buildings connected to each other by bridges of sighs on the first floor. These buildings have been situated apart from the original, and it might have expressed also a distance in style. The floors of these buildings have been made of bricks laid on end. Their design has been terrible: a long building with low ceilings and long corridors along in the middle with closed doors on both sides. Without artificial light it has got its illumination only at the two ends of the corridor.

The three buildings have been lain parallel to the river. The latest, closest to the river, has been improved a little with the rooms on one side omitted to make the corridor broader and open to natural light, and its flooring lain by artificial marble slabs. At the time, when I began my study there, it was all. Today the university resembles the Labyrinth of Minos, I can hardly find my way, when I have something to do there.

We took our lunch in the university canteen situated apart about half a mile from the nearest point of the complex. It was part of one of the dormitory buildings.

I have mentioned that it had been a handicap when you came from a comprehensive school. But in a semester we could close up on the students with technical education, as our way of thinking have been better to adapt ourselves. I can tell it also about myself. When I prepared my first drawings, there was a great gap between contents and execution. The latter has always been the reason when they were rejected and I had to repeat them. But the contents have always been right. To the end of the first semester I was ready to do what has been expected from me.

There were terrible details in many subjects that were hard to understand. For example, in mathematics all of us have been lost in the first weeks, but after some practice we could understand the essence. There were subjects, where the name has been known, but the content quite strange. Such has been mathematics, too. There were others, whose name was a riddle, but as soon as we met the essence, it became familiar to us. And there were subjects, where we studied once more the same, as in the 4th grade of the secondary school. And there were subjects, which have been unfamiliar both in name and contents.

My favourite has been descriptive geometry. We have learned the same as in our former school, but to prepare the drawings in a precise way, it was completely new.

In our year there were four hundred students. This vast number of young people have been divided into 14 study-groups. In that way on lectures the whole year has been present in a big auditorium, but on practise lessons everything happened as in a secondary school class.

Every study-group had an assistant professor as form-master. The man who took our group into his hands was more than fifty, but looked less than forty. He has been a bachelor and lived with his sister. He has been very happy to have got a purely male circle, as he wanted to introduce us into his hobby of hiking. Soon he almost lost his enthusiasm, as during the first month our circle has been supplemented by a girl. Until her arrival the master has been in his element, he even used dirty words. As she arrived it came to an end, he was often ill-humoured. Anyway, she could not destroy our relation fully, as during week-ends we went on excursions and she has never been present on them.

He has also been our lecturer for practice in descriptive geometry. The department dealing with this subject had had a big tradition of being eccentric. It originated when every department was a state within a state, the professors being accepted omnipotent on their fields. Before my student time the descriptive geometry department had been under a certain professor Czigany, his name meant Gipsy. He had spread gossips that nobody can know his subject at an excellent level, except God. He knew it at a level of good. His son-in law Strommer – his assistant – he considered to know it at average. It means, a student could get a maximum score of satisfactory mark.

When I entered university, our geometry professor was that man Strommer. He has not been less eccentric than his father-in-law. Once he wanted to show us three parallel straight lines. He took rods into both hands and erected them perpendicularly. He said: "There are two straight parallel lines here. I am the third one." There was a murmur and laughter. "What", he said," do you not consider me straight enough?" He has had a figure so bent, that he almost looked humpy. Well, I think, he knew his subject at excellent by that time. 

His three main helpers have been very special men, all of them very good in their field. Our master and another assistant have prepared the textbook for us. The third one has specialized to take on him the traditional eccentricity. He looked like Leo Tolstoy, long white hair and bushy beard. His nickname among us has been Christ. He has been famous for witty sayings. 

One time he explained something for the group. After finishing he asked: "Does anyone have questions?" A student stood up and asked: "How to draw a circle through two given points?" Christ did not answer, after a pause he asked: "Does anyone have clever questions?"

Another time he finished a topic and, being at the end of a lesson's 50-minute period, he said: "Now we make a break, you can take your sandwiches, or the opposite."

Our form-master has taken us with him first to the hills near the capital on the south-western side. It was a good walk of about 8 miles, but we could complete it in a Sunday morning. At the end of the route we have dissolved and, as it was near to one of the two villages, where our suburban train stopped, I was heading for the train.

As I reached the first house of the village, from an open window a girl addressed me. I greeted her also as I recognized her. She was one of the schoolgirls familiar to me only by seeing them every day on the suburban train on route to school. For about a year I had not seen her.

I had always considered Agnes the prettiest girl in the neighbourhood. During that year she had become even beautiful. We have spent some minutes chatting. I have been a little surprised by her directness as I had never been treated by her so closely. She had lived there with her mother in a very little flat.

Following this first encounter I have visited her many times, using mainly my bicycle. To that time I became a good rider, until the cold weather drew near, it has been my means to go to the university. This girl A. has remained a good friend of mine for years. Being a fair guy I did not want to cause gossips, so I have not courted her, but to go to dance with her, or to take her to the cinema has been a possibility. Later, when I thought of taking a closer look at her, although, I have not been in love with her, it was too late. She became acquainted with an impossible young man, who was punished with a female characteristic, namely, instead of love he felt a desire to own her. Well, I know nothing about their further life, but such girls, as she was, seldom allow themselves being caged.

Until the cold weather arrived that year my study-group had some more excursions together and, I dare say, the man has achieved his goal. Our group remained together for all the five years, until we all got our diplomas.

That master of ours can be considered as a starter on an engine. If the tank is filled well with fuel, it is enough to start it and it will run, till the fuel runs out. It is worth to recount some of our bigger excursions. But first let me make a sketch of the conditions for domestic tourism that time.

Not unlike all over the world, people in our country discovered nature and necessity for walks, when they began to dispose of some leisure time. In the '20s and '30s tourism was expanding and as not everyone had automobiles, tourism meant generally riding a bus or a train and walking a lot. For these hiking tourists it soon became uncomfortable to arrive to a hilltop or a cave or a spring to put up their tents, taking water from far away and prepare their meal. They formed societies and with small contributions built cabins on the frequented places. Such cabins still existed when I began to rove the hills, and it was a custom to use the collected firewood and water, and before leaving to collect a quantity of them for later visitors and to dispose of your own garbage. On the most frequently visited places these cabins have been developed into so-called tourist homes with accommodation, as well as restaurants.

The tourist societies had offices in the capital or the bigger towns, where rooms could be reserved in advance. After the war the same system has worked, only the responsibility to manage these tourist homes has been given to a state enterprise. This system survived many hard decades, but consumer society has killed it. The number of guests – it has been managed as a hotel network – decreased and prices had to go up. At the end of the socialist era, with the privatization of the units, its fate has been decided. At present there are no tourist homes, hotels or anything. And I have an image about future: with a lot of people not to be able to afford luxurious places, the hiking tourism has its opportunity to start from the ashes on other places of the country.

Well, in our time it was highly possible to reserve accommodation for the dozen boys and girls, and under the load of good rucksacks to discover our country. Generally we have chosen school holidays in the autumn and spring. Once or twice there was a skiing program, too. I have always been a passive member of the group accepting programs organized by more agile people. But I could enjoy myself and have never been spoiling others' amusement. It is worth making a review of the group in my study-group. My good pal in the group has been Louis, but he has been our senior by 2 years and he has always had his own arrangement with girls. He has only taken part in trips once or twice. We have been preparing for the exams during some semesters together and his somewhat slower wit enabled me to learn subjects twice as well as it was needed.

L. has been forced to get his partners outside the university. To prove it here is an anecdote.
"How to classify girls for their beauty?"
"There are angels from heaven, then others very beautiful, then those who are beautiful, then the pretty ones, then there are kind ones. They are followed by plain girls, then come the ugly girls. There remained the very ugly and at last come girls from the Technical University."
I have not had any desire, either, to get a partner from among them, however, the above joke was rather overstated. The girl who came later to our circle would go into the category of plain ones. A really ugly girl I remember only one. Her circle called her a mine monster. I suppose she has become a good engineer.

Another guy I had good relation with, has been Kalman. He was an extremely good fellow and he had a close friend from their former school. It was Gabriel, by his surname his father must have been a Greek. He has been a true heavy-weight wrestler and he did it all the years I knew him. These two boys have been inseparable all over our university years. I liked both very much.

I have mentioned that our year in the first semester consisted of about 400 students. Never before had been so many students accepted for one year at any faculty. Besides, even if it had been nearly that number, during the five years it had generally decreased to less than 100. Our bunch has been an exception: it has numbered the same 400 students after the five years we spent there. I guess, the reason of that exceptional phenomenon was that a great many students, who had taken part in the 1956 autumn activities and had been banned to go on their study, could join us by a state lift of their ban.

For the great number our lectures have always been kept in the biggest auditoriums in the Central Block of the university. It was very advantageous as these big rooms have been well equipped. Also, the professors liked it better to come there. Beside the geometry professor we have had others worth mentioning. Mathematics in the first semester has been lectured by three different people. The professor having been there for many years has left us for his former chair in an East-German town. He has been with us two months and during that time he could wake up our interests for the object. One time, facing a special task to be solved by integral calculation, he told us how he first solved that problem in 1944 as a prisoner of the SS in Germany sitting in a corner room on the 6th floor of a house. The room has been open on one side by a cannon shot. The problem has involved the trajectory of that shot. Later I have been told he was a prisoner for not collaborating with the German army in some mathematical problem solving. 

His two successors have followed him in a back-to-back way and one of them has been a famous drinker. A pub near to the university has been referred to as his department. He has been best in periods when he has been half drunken. There was an example about border values of an electric field between the two plates of a condenser. He has proven us by calculations that the problem would not be solved by cutting off the border of the plates. Alas, there would be a new border value again.

We have had a subject called "general machine building principles". It has been lectured to us by one of the most likable professors of the university. He used his own textbook that has been a new edition of the original one. And that original had been compiled by a professor Pattantyus – his name means gunner – who would lend his name – posthumously – to the 14-volume handbook for mechanical engineers. When I began my career as a designer I could use its first 4 volumes published.

There is a classic anecdote about him.
One night in the '30s a policeman is walking along the high fence of the university during his watch. The gates are locked. Suddenly a dark figure is climbing over the fence. He grabs him: 
"What are you doing here?"
"I was sitting for my examination with Professor Pattantyus”, says the student.
„You want to cheat me. It is half past eleven.”
„Professor P. often examines us till morning.”
The policeman lets the student go, but he has some doubts. In a short time there comes another man over the fence. The same dialogue takes place and the policemen lets him go, too.
Very soon a third figure is coming. The policeman looses his temper and hits him on the head as he lands. He shouts:
„Do not try to tell me that you were with Professor P., too!”
„No”, says the man, „I do not tell you that. I am Professor P.”

Professor Vargha, our lecturer in that subject did his best to make us interested in it, but he did not succeed. The main reason might have been that, what he wanted us to learn, had been obsolete for at least 30 years. Two years later this subject has been cancelled.

In my specific situation his subject has had one important detail: the indicator diagram of steam engines. Two years later at my first – and last – encounter with steam river-boats I will have remembered well what he has helped us to understand.

The end of my first semester has come nearer. I have handed in my drawings – sometimes repeated until I found the right solution: I have paid a small sum to fellow students for every fault detected on the finished work, after that the assistants could not find any, except one left there by will to enable them to find something wrong, it could have been frustrating for them to find nothing wrong in a student’s drawing – and have written my test papers. It has been time to prepare for the examinations. In that first semester I have faced 10 exams.

Shuttling to the university and back by the same suburban train I have had my possibility to consult with older students. I have learned that it was advisable to make my time-table of exams in a way, that 2 to 3 of them be finished before the beginning of the exam break. It would look hard to prepare for exams in some subjects simultaneously with other activities, but in fact those preliminary exams were much easier to do than normal ones. I have taken this advice seriously.

Soon after the traditional „ball for the freshmen”, where other girls than those from the university also could be found, I began to memorize rules and solve examples to prepare for the pre-exams. I have had a good bet: these 3 were my best results ever.

The normal period for exams has lasted to the middle of February and, as my time-table was closed in the middle of January, I have had one month for recreation.

By my results I have earned the respect of both my sister and my friend Z. The latter had not bet on me to finish the first semester with a high score.

In the second semester even the new subjects have caused less concern than we had experienced in the first one. We had exactly two subjects quite new. One of them was the detailed study of different machinery elements built in at the same form and condition into different kinds of equipments, e.g. screws, shafts, bearings, gears, etc. We were given tasks in the first semester to make drawings about them. But to draw them in a way when we have learned everything about them was much easier as they became familiar to us as if ourselves had manufactured them. In connection with this subject we went once a week into the workshop of the university to make certain pieces by our own hands. Filing a cube has been the first task and it has earned me the respect of students having come from technical schools that my work has been considered best of all. 

This subject called „elements of machinery design” has been accompanying us through four semesters.

Chapter 14
Not Completely Freshman

The professor who has kept us the common lectures in the subject „elements of machinery design” had earned himself a good and a bad name at the same time. In the ‘20s and ‘30s he had been working abroad as an engineer. Calculation and manufacture of gear-boxes was the most interesting and newest topic of mechanical engineering that time. It has been raised both by the expansion of automotive industry and the switch from steam engine transmissions to independent electric motor drives. Our professor had gone to the Maag works in Switzerland and had taken a job of gear-hobber machinist. By keeping his education as engineer in secret, doing manual work, he had avoided attention and he had had the possibility to learn everything about the theoretical side of gears. His bad name has been earned in Switzerland where he was wanted when it became known that he had actually been an industrial spy.

His good name in his home country made it possible for him to get a department at the university in this highly competitive subject. He has developed gear design by his calculation method that enabled his followers to build gear-boxes using the minimum quantity of steel and so minimizing the weight of the units.

The other new subject in our second semester was metallurgy. Professor Gillemot has had a North-African or French origin and all over the world his name is well remembered among his fellow scientists. His lectures have been extremely interesting. He has had such an overwhelming charisma – at that time this expression has not been so fashionable as it is today – that at his lectures the room has always been full and nobody has even had the idea of neglecting it. To study his subject has involved doing a proper practice in the department’s laboratory. 

My most pleasant experience about an examination is connected to him. In one of his lectures he has dealt with material exhaustion and its dependence on design details as sharp corners. He has talked about British airliners where the fact that window frames had sharp corners resulted in serial problems. These problems had been caused by exhaustion. I was to do my exam with him and he had his bad reputation as examiner. He gave me a question about material exhaustion. I only had to begin with the airliner example as he grabbed the word to himself and spoke about 20 minutes, finishing it by giving me a maximum score. I have never had a better, more pleasant and easier exam.

It is always harder to prepare for examinations during the summer season. In winter it is much easier to stick to your text-books and problem solving. In the cold weather we were staying in the university’s library from morning to late afternoon and did not miss the cold outside world. But, when it is fine, you feel a great desire to throw the printed papers into the corner and go walking or swimming. Anyway, I survived the examination period in that first year, too. I have just received my last score and have given my report-book into the dean’s office for the summer holiday, when I got that fatal telegram about the death of Ildiko.

I have got a very bitter holiday season. What made me the mental burden lighter was the job I took in one of the biggest factories of the capital. The factory lay beside the suburban train track much nearer to my home than the university. My working hours were 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. The factory has been manufacturing telecommunication devices, phone exchanges, phones, radio receivers, etc. I have been working as an unskilled locksmith and have done a good work as such. It has been a large factory with many hundreds of manual and office workers.

During the time I have spent in that place I have met somebody from my village years. There was a girl working as mail distributor, whom I noticed at once, but did not recognized. After two days she told me we knew each other. She made me remember that we had been learning at the 6th or 7th grade in the elementary school. Her name was Margaret. With some difficulty I could recall her from my memories. She had even had a younger sister, Helen, but of that I had really had no memory. As we met that time I thought she was older than me, but only she was a fine girl of 19.

She has had not only that sister, but a married brother, too. He has been living with his family in a flat in one of the 4 apartment blocks near the same military airport, like me. The two girls I often saw later when they came to visit their brother. 

M. would not have been against making me her partner, but within such a short time after the loss of my sweetheart I did not have any desire for another girl to take her place. Some months later in the autumn, when my new semester had begun, I took her to the ball at the university, but we could not become intimate, as I had always liked younger girls and she probably had her other acquaintances. Her sister, H., has been a tram conductor for a while before I lost her from my view. She has always been very friendly to me and it was fine to chat with her, but she was not my choice either.

My 3rd semester at the university has meant that I had survived the first big sifter – the first year has been called so as about 20 percent has been usually left behind either to leave the institute or to get a new start – and was to face the second one at the end of the second year. There were some supervision examinations from all the four semesters and they generally made it hard for some students to step forward.

I had not found it very hard. I began to like the student life and wanted to do as well as possible. At the end of the second year we had to choose our specialization. Earlier, when I had spoken about it – shipbuilding has always been my goal –, fellow-students had been laughing at my simple-mindedness: they had said, about half of the 400 boys and girls had wanted the same. One day towards the end of my 2nd year, when I was just giving in an application for some financial help in the dean’s office, the lady working there questioned me about my  plans. To solve my problem she suggested to go to the national shipping company and to sign a so-called scholarship agreement. It had become fashionable for companies to get some employees with high education by giving them scholarship at the university and binding them for as many years as they received the money.

I have done as she said and so my place as a would-be naval architect has been secured.

During first and second year in our agenda also the subject of gymnastics and sports took place. There was a possibility to choose from different sports, I took swimming. In the morning once a week we had two hours of training.

On April 12, 1961 we were just returning from the pool to sit down in an auditorium to listen to our Mr Physics’ lecture about quarks and the like, when he called our attention and said there was a man orbiting Earth. It was the day Yury Gagarin has been sent up.

I had mentioned in some words the attempts of the government and the ruling party to win the confidence of the young in the country. For a long time it had not born results, but four or five years after the uprising our living conditions became better, and more and more young people could be drawn into the Communist Youth Union (CYU). Actually, it was communist only in its name. There appeared a rumour at the end of the ‘60s that in our country the last of the bigot communists was executed in 1958. It referred to Mr Imre Nagy, the premier during the uprising, who had actually believed that improving the same system had been possible. Only some decades later would it be realized that it hadn’t. I joined the union in the first half of my second year. I have not mentioned yet, that at the same time when I started my studies at the university, more than twenty officers were admitted, too. My brother-in-law, Steve, could have been among them, but for some reasons he had been rejected. They usually had not have any maturity examination, and have been selected mainly by their faith  to the party. 

Their admittance had some influence on my joining ceremony to the CYU. Among the officers there has been a man, whom we call here comrade Z. He has always been a bigot believer of Marxist ideas, and during the first hour of the uprising he had been insulted for them. His instinct commanded him to hide, until the danger would be over. When the Soviets helped Mr Kadar to grip power and the fights were over, he appeared at a party members’ assembly. There he has been praised as a clever one, who has survived hard times by hiding.

As the CYU members of our year at the university have assembled to vote for my admission, this comrade Z. stood up and said he opposed my admission, as I had been a regular visitor of the church.

There burst out a very fiery debate, where he was beaten by two arguments completely. First, he has been there as an observer of the party without a right to vote. Second, he was lying as I had not even had the possibility to go to the church, because I did not know where to go – the second reason is clear to anybody who has read this book so far.

I had to speak about this event as my life has been influenced by my joining the CYU many times. First, as a new member I could not avoid enlisting for a building camp during summer. For some years this tendency, to organize youth to building camps, had been on its way. The first camp of this kind was created in 1958 for the drainage works of the swamp in the westernmost part of the country around Lake Ferto (Neusiedlersee for the Austrian). There has also been the one for the foundations of the big cement works north of the capital at Vac. In that year, 1961, the task before the youth in camp was to dig the foundations for a big chemical works in the north-east of the country, at Berente.

Life in camp has not been unpleasant. Manual work has not been unknown to me and the company was excellent. It has lasted 4 weeks during July. The camp has only been for boys, girls have done easier work somewhere else. One night shortly after supper my stomach refused and food has been given back. It has been followed by a two-day illness. I have not been alone with it, on the opposite. Later we would learn that the pastry and cheese given as supper have been unfit. Most of the boys have healed quickly, but with me it has become a sensitivity of alcohol and fat. My liver could not overcome it completely. I was 20 then and, as before that I had never been drunk, I do not know how it feels to be one. Since that time drinks have made me sick to vomit before I could have become drunken.

Chapter 15
First Voyage

This summer has been a very busy time for me. Shortly after returning from the camp I got a job on a river passenger steam-boat as a surplus machinist. It has been my first time to live on a vessel. I have got a small single cabin with an overhead spare bed that had been broken. The boat has been named after the leader of our freedom fight „Kossuth”. My first job on a boat has formed my mind on a mass scale. A boat is a complete world, but it is so compact, everybody knows everything about everyone else.

Here I write little about my experiences on board this river boat, as I gave a much more detailed account of the trips I was able to make in my home country as well as abroad in my book Canned Roaddust. But circumstances and events that mustn’t go into such travelogues and still are giving a wide picture of the country at that time I am recollecting here.

I have met some very kind people among the crew and the officers. The captain was a true gentleman. His manner and character could have secured him a pass into any clubs in England. The chief machinist was of a special type. He was fat and his temper as flammable as gasoline. But he was a kind man and could not have done any harm. During the first week I have done some things wrong because of my inexperience. He has always been angry and used rough expressions, but after that he has never been unkind and taught me about all details of the trade.

The deputy chief machinist has been a small man and he looked very ugly. He has been a good example that the majority of women are hare-brained and without good taste. Ugly and conceited he was, he has had the greatest number of love affairs of all the men I have met in my life. No woman could avoid his courting, and even his wife, a good-looking and fair person has  not left him for his adventures. I found only one property of his to write on the positive side and it was his skills in the trade. He had started his career at 15 and there have not been boats on the Danube he could not have anything to say about.

There have been two ordinary machinists, a young man and an elder one. The younger one’s wife was pregnant and he left this job soon after to be able to stay home with his family, and took the job of a refrigerator mechanic on company ships. The elder man has been a very simple, but really good person. He could also tell me anything about the trade and knew what to do in different situations, but his theoretical knowledge has been next to nothing.

There were some unpleasant people, too, but I do not remember them very well.

The passenger steam-boats of the company have been doing two different missions. From the capital to the southern border town of Mohacs they were passenger and produce transporters. At that time the capital was the industrial and commercial centre of the country to such an extent that there was only one wholesale market in the country, at the southern part of the capital. From all over the country produce has been carried there and along the Danube the state farms and newly established private farms loaded their vegetables and fruit onto these  „market-woman” boats. The upriver trips have been much slower than the downriver ones, not only because of the current, the upriver stops have lasted more than one hour at some settlements, there was so much load to be placed on the promenade deck. Sailors liked these trips: their wallet became thicker as the loading has been done by them and market-women paid in cash.

Along the river south of the capital the traditional dress was still usual at that time. A big part of the population has been of German origin and the women carried on themselves a lot of under-skirts. Some had more than ten. They looked much fatter than they really were. We called them paratroopers as the uppermost skirt took the form of an open parachute.

It has been funny to see these market-women take their nap. They arranged their sleeping place on top of their full sacks. As they lay down, half of their skirts served as bed-sheet, the remaining ones as cover. Not all of them spent the night this way. Some of them had enough money to take a comfortable cabin and paid to the sailors to guard their goods. Today’s millionaires in this country began their original capital accumulation that time.

On these routes most passengers have been ordinary poor people, who took the boat instead of train, as it has been cheaper. To sit through the 17-hour upriver trip has not been very easy. Even in downriver it took 13 hours. Downriver the boat left at 8 p.m. and arrived at 9 a.m. the next day. Upriver she left at noon and arrived at the wholesale market at 5 a.m. the next morning. At the terminal she reported at 8 to 9 a.m.

The other assignment for the boats have been excursions. To the north from the capital there are two towns on the riverside that are famous for their historic sites and ruins. Saturday and Sunday during the summer season have always been excursion days. The boats were leaving at 8 a.m. and back at 2 p.m. from the other end. The trip took 4 hours upriver, 3 downriver.

My greatest pre-marriage affair has started on this steam-boat. On one of the market-woman upriver trips I spotted a girl on the aft promenade deck sitting on a bench and crocheting. It has been hot, but the aft promenade deck has had a canvas shade and she has been sitting under this shade. I did not like her at first. She had short hair, almost boyish and, it is hard to tell truly, her face was that of an ordinary peasant girl. She wore tight dark blue slacks and a white blouse.

I took my afternoon shift at 4 p.m. and, after finishing it at 8 p.m. I took a shower and went up to the promenade deck to catch a little breeze. The sun was setting and I caught a glimpse of the same girl sitting on the same place and going on crocheting. She was alone with me.

I neared her and sat on the neighbouring bench, from where I could speak with her.
„Do you still have thread to do your work?” I asked.
„I have much left”, she said.
„Do you travel alone?”
„Yes, I do.”
„Where did you board the boat? I did not see you get in.”
„In B.”, she said. „who are you?”
„I am a student, having a job here during the summer holiday.”
„Do you study for an engineer?”
”I do.”

We fell into silence, she did her work, a small woman’s cap took shape. I said after a long pause:
„You look very young.”
„How young?”
„I think, you are 18. Did I guess well?”
„You did”, she said, but she was smiling. It could have been for my good guess or just the opposite.
„Are you going to the capital?” I went on trying to draw her into a conversation.
„Yes, to the eleventh district.”
„I am living there. Where is the place precisely?”

She opened her bag and took out a small notebook. She was leafing through it. Then closed it and said:
„It is not the eleventh, it is the fourteenth district.”
„Is somebody waiting for you?”
„Yes, my brother. He is younger than me and prepares to be a mason.”

We continued our conversation. She asked me about my family, my studies, the time-table of the boat, where it was going next. She told me she was a nurse in a children’s hospital in B. and she was living there as a lodger. Her name was Yolande. It became dark and she said she would find some food in the refreshment room.

I went to my room, but it was too hot and I could not sleep. Around 11 p.m. I went up again to the promenade deck. There were some sleepers on the benches, but she could not be seen there. At last I went to sleep, but early in the morning got up. I took my breakfast and, as my morning shift would only begin at 8 a.m., I went up to the promenade deck. She was sitting there crocheting.

We greeted each other as old friends and began talking.
„Have you slept a little?” I asked her.
„Yes, I took a nap in the common passenger room on the bench:” I had some doubt about her telling the truth, as I had been walking a lot in the evening and had not seen her. But, who was I to tell it to her.
„And you”, she asked, „are you always up so early?”
„No, not at all. I start my shift at 8 and sleep until seven.”
„And now?”
„I do not know, I could not sleep well.”

I felt a desire to win her confidence. I said:
„It is very early, still we have some hours before we lie on the Central Terminal. You must be tired. In my cabin you can sleep and I wake you up when it is time.”
She did not say anything. We sat in silence. Then she stood up and said:
„I trust you. Show me there.”
I showed her to my place and left her alone.

The boat arrived to the wholesale market, the sailers unloaded the produce. It was almost 9 when I wanted to wake her, but suddenly she appeared. She looked fresh and her hair was neatly arranged.
„Could you sleep?”
„Very little. As soon as I went to sleep the ship lay on the pontoon and there was a big noise. But, thank to you, I rested and I am grateful.”
„It is nothing. You could have slept more.”

She sat beside me and I put my arm around her. She did not try to avoid it. I asked:
„You must be hungry. Do you want to take something?”
She did not say a word. She sat and remained silent. Then, as the boat began to move again she asked me:
„How long is it to reach the Central?”
„Fifteen minutes.”
„Let us go down to your cabin. Here it is cool.”

We went down. As soon as I closed the door, she sat on my bed where she had slept not long before. We embraced each other and kissed until the boat took her place with a bump and we fell on the bed. We laughed and kissed again.

She gave me her address in B. and I promised to write her as soon as possible. She did not want to stay long in the capital.

I asked for permission from my boss to go home and he allowed me to do so. I accompanied Y. to the terminal building where she was met by a blond boy. I went home and, as it was the first time that I could leave the boat and go home, my mother received me with a great joy.

After lunch I returned to the boat and did my work of lubricating the engine, changing gaskets and cleaning it from oil and grease. The next day the boat would go on an excursion trip and, without delay, switch on the downriver route southward. It was my first trip on the leisure route and, as the boat was waiting for the return, we had nothing to do. One of the unpleasant people from the crew asked me about Y.
„Did you make love to her, too?” he asked laughing, using four-letter words, of course.
„I do not understand your question”, it was my answer. I really did not know what he wanted by his unintelligent manner. He was grinning all the time and said:
„I took her to my cabin and made it to her.”

I began to feel uncomfortably. True, during the night I had not seen her, but I had not thought until then that she could have been behind some door. And now I became sure that she had lied to me. In spite of the great anger I felt I said to him calmly:
„You are lying. She is certainly not for your attempts.”
In my heart it was painful and I swore I would revenge myself. And at the same time I wished she could give me an acceptable excuse.

In a bad mood I stood at the boarding plank to see the incoming passengers. To my surprise Y. was coming on board. She smiled at me and I did not want her to know at once about my doubts, so I smiled back. She took her bag to my cabin and stayed in. After taking a shower I also turned into the cabin.

We were talking for a time and decided to go to sleep. She was kind to me, kissed as I wished. But, as I was attempting a closer relationship she refused it. 
„What is it?” she said. „I thought you were an honest boy.”
„Well, I thought I was allowed to do the same as others here.”
There came a long silence and her body became stiff. She asked:
„What did that rogue say to you?”
„He said you were making love together”, I said.

She turned around on the bed, face down, and began to cry. I felt very uncomfortably.
„Tell me, please, the truth”, I was begging her.
She went on crying and when she finished it she said:
„I think, you would not believe me, but it is how it happened. When you went to take your shift I ate a sandwich in the refreshment room. There he came to me and said, if I wanted a place I could go into an empty cabin. He showed me into one. I wanted to know if it would cost me much, but he just grinned. I felt uncertain and when he left me I wanted to go out, but he slipped in again and closed the door. He wanted to kiss me first, but as he is at least forty I fought. He wanted to take off my slacks and as I did not allow it, he ruined my zip-fastener. I began to cry and said I would repeat it to the police. It seems he became afraid, he gave me a safety-pin and hit me on the face, before pushed me out.
„I felt terribly and went into the common room and lay on the bench covering my head with my sweater.
„I was thinking about the shy way you came to me and compared it to that brute. I was ashamed.”
In the cabin it was dark as pitch, I could not see her face as she told me her story. I have been sure she told me the truth. Anyway, I wanted to believe so, and at last my anger turned into sympathy. 

I did not force her any more to make love with me, we kissed each other very  passionately uncountable times and I let my jealousy go. That time her story was true. In the coming three weeks I spent on the boat, the man she called the brute and rogue, showed me his true face and it really proved her story.

Much later I could summarize my judgement about Y. She has been a typical foul player. She has taken everything for her advantage. She recognized quickly the rules in her favour, but overlooked the ones against her. At last it caused our separation as I could not bear dishonesty when I have given only my best to her.

I awoke to see it was getting brighter. I got up and went to see where we were. We had just passed the stop before her living town, so I went back to her and woke her up. Together we sat on the upper deck where we had made our acquaintance and talked very little.

And there began our correspondence.

The next time when we were heading downriver I got my permission to get out for the time the boat would make her turn. I had about 6 hours to dispose of. I made the two miles from the pontoon to the Children’s Hospital in the centre of the town and called her out. She was surprised, but pleased. She took two bicycles and slipped away with me for the time we had. She showed me the best places and then we sat making plans for the near future.

Following this day time ran quickly. My thought have been mainly occupied by Y., but at that time I have not been completely in love with her yet. This was the reason why other encounters with pretty girls have not been avoided. Well, not one of them has been serious.

A very pretty girl one day on the market-woman upriver trip started to talk to me and, after a long chat she accepted my invitation to take my cabin during my night shift. Very tired, after shift and shower I went to my place and there she was sleeping on my bed. Very silently I tried to lie on the small place left free, but she woke up. She was beside herself and said, she thought I was more honest and straightforward. The words flew from her mouth as running water. At last she caught the truth that I wanted only to sleep. She then disclosed that it was her trip to meet her fiancé and the next day they were to marry.

We became good friends at last, she slept on beside me and even she kissed me many times by her whole heart. I have never met her again.

One Sunday morning on the leisure trip upriver I became aware of two girls: one a child of about 10 and the other about 17. They were very excited, running many times around the boat. It seemed as if it had been their first such trip. Suddenly, as I was staying on deck, the smaller one ran into me and apologized. The elder girl asked me, if I knew when we reach the village of T.

We began to talk and, as it has been rainy and they still had about an hour on board, I showed them to my cabin. The child wanted to go up rather soon. We stayed there and talked about everything. She has not been against, as I tried to kiss her. She invited me at her arrival to come to her family’s house, if I wanted to go on our relationship. I visited her once, when I finished my work on the boat, but she had nothing to beat Y. in my heart, and I have not seen her any more.

One Sunday morning the boat has been lying on the pontoon, waiting for noon to leave on a market-woman trip, when the first officer came and said, Mr Titov has been sent up for the second space-flight of man.

Chapter 16
Scorpion Love

When I left the boat I still had some 10 days to the beginning of my next, 5th, semester.

By chance my long-time friend, Z., has been idle, we decided to go by steamboat to the town of B. and, as the weather was still fine in the first days of September, make some recreation on the Danube and its backwater, together with Y. and her friend, another nurse, of course. I took my bicycle with us.

It was a very pleasant week except one small detail. One morning I was awaken in the tent by necessity. I finished it and looked around, if everything was O.K. It was, the bicycle lay on its place leant on the side of the tent. Two hours later we both got up and it was missing. First we thought the girls had made a practical joke, but the bicycle has been lost forever. The police accepted our report of the theft, but in two weeks at home I received their notice about the futile search. 

With Y. and her friend we have had a lot of pleasant common programs and I became completely caught by my love to Y. She returned my feeling fully, even let me stroke her tiny breast under her dress after an attempt to stop me, but girls with marriage on their minds are predators. Before leaving I proposed and she agreed. We decided, she would come to our house for a week-end in the next month and we would arrange our engagement during Christmas.

Before her coming, however, we with Z. came once more to them to take part in vintage. In one of her letters – in that period we changed letters twice a week – she invited us both to vintage in her village. By that time she had confessed me her two lies: she has not been from B., there she had only a room as a tenant, her home has been 20 miles to the south in a small village being that time within the „border zone” on the frontier with Yugoslavia, and the difference between our ages has really been two years, only she was my senior. The latter was very hard to me as I had always liked girls much younger than me. (Well, there is a popular joke about age: the old man of 70 wanted to marry a woman of 30 and he answered when asked if he had thought of the age that actually he did and was not very calm as then he was 70 and she 30, but after 40 years he would be only 110, but she 70 already.) At the end, love made me forget all unpleasant things. It was really hard to organize permission to enter the border zone and, as it took time, we arrived there only when the work has been done. Of the vintage we have only enjoyed grapes and juice.

We have spent there two days and for both of us the stay seemed worth. Z. and the other girl had become intimate, they both recognized the opportunity for a play with no further consequences. They accepted that it was a short happiness won on lottery. What concerned us with Y., we went ever deeper and it caught us fully. We have had the pleasure of some hours embracing each other and she only asked me to spare her love for our marriage, but she took it with pleasure being caressed on every corners of her body.

We have spent time also chatting about her family. Her father had left them when she was 6 and her brother a baby. He had been working as a miller and so he had to travel a lot. He always had as many women as he wanted. His wife with the fighting spirit had not been the best choice for him. Her mother had brought up her children alone doing the work of a peasant woman. Y. had started to work early, she did it in the agriculture. But as soon as she had the opportunity to become a nurse she went to B. and got her profession in three years. She did well, her study and accommodation had been free, only for her food she had to pay. Her mother had helped her at it.

Slowly I would understand her point of refusing any lovemaking. At that time morale had been keeping medieval principles. For a girl it was almost impossible to come into marriage not being a virgin. It had been so deeply implanted into their minds that there was no way of getting around it. They only let it happen when they wanted to force a man into an unwanted marriage. It took me some time to be aligned with it, but at last I accepted. Later, after many experiences for the good and the wrong side, I found that basically she was honest and did not regret having left her clean.

We returned all four to B. by train and we said farewell with Z. to the girls as we caught another train for the capital.

Z. and his family were moving from the living estate at the airport for a proper apartment on the other side of the city. Our friendship has not died, we had a lot of fine arrangements still, before my wife will have been able to separate us successfully about four years later.

Y. has come to us in October. I have shown her to many places, she has met her brother making his apprenticeship here, too, and we again have had some fine moments together. It seemed that time we had been created for each other and our characters were fitting well. But, she must have been aware of her real desire as once, sitting in my room in close embrace, she asked me:
„My dear Joe, you will never let me down, will you?”
It hit me on my heart.
„What do you think, sweet?” I said.
“I have an unpleasant feeling that your love would not last forever. It happened with others.”
We remained silent and a premonition came into my soul. But at that time I wanted to believe this state was not to change forever and did not catch the real meaning of her question: it was she who could see her own love as something that had had a beginning and it would have an end at a certain time. Women have more common sense than men.

Following her return to her town we went on writing letters often, but it was a hard time for me at the university. I have organized the permissions for my mother and me for our trip to her village in the border zone. Of the money I had saved of my scholarship I bought the wedding rings. In our country it is a custom to use the final wedding rings on the occasion of engagement, only to place them on the left hands. After marriage they are worn on the right. To save enough money has not been easy as half of my scholarship went every month to my mother to help her to make ends meet.

My sister had not liked Y. and tried to stop me in engaging her. She considered her unintelligent and a man-hunter. She must have seen her faults better than me, but they had been magnified in her mind. She looked at me as generally elder sisters do at their younger brothers and had been jealous on any women around me. She repeated it once more when I married. My wife has always remained a thorn in her side.

The first day of Christmas my mother and me have spent on a coach. It was the idea of my mother, but it was not a good one. The coach has not been heated, it got warmer only from the breath of the passengers. And it was extremely slow. It has taken a whole day to reach the village.

The next day our engagement took place. There was a kindness in the air and I thought I had chosen well. On the other morning there was slate and as my mother was leaving she could hardly reach the coach the road was so slippery. But at last she has got home all right.

I have stayed there for some days, but I had to leave quicker than planned as I could not make any progress in preparing for my next examination. 

In a month Y. came to us again and in another month I visited her once more. About this trip of mine there is a lot to recall and they are not all pleasant experiences. I did not succeed to get the necessary permission for the entry into the border zone. It was early in 1962 and, being much wrong in the international atmosphere, the ministry of interior affairs did not accept engagement enough to let me see my fiancée. It should have been a family connection to secure me the permission. I did not want to alter my plans and the long line of unpleasant events has begun.

Y. met me at the railway station in B. and she tried to reassure me that we could make it without permission. It was late afternoon and, being a February day, it was dark when the train came into motion. It had some stops before the frontier guards arrived to check papers. As I could not present my permission the soldier went out and returned with the sergeant.

„Without a proper paper I cannot allow you to get out within the border zone”, he said to me.
„I see”, I answered, „but you know my fiancée, she is living in N. and I did not have time at home to wait for the permission.” It was a lie as I have not got my paper at all.
„It is not my business, you will come with us to the barracks and you are to return tomorrow”, he was implacable.

It was in vain begging at that man. When we arrived to N. she got out and promised to find an acquaintance of hers in the village for help. I continued my trip to the terminal at the border line. The guards took me to an office building where, being late, there were no officers to decide my fate.

I spent that night walking and sitting on the bench in a long corridor together with another young man who was caught at the border without passport. We talked very little, both of us were occupied by our own troubles. I was aware of the negative influence this event could make on my life. And not only mine. My brother-in-law was an officer, a major already, and I could not know how far this avalanche would be able to destroy everything.

At about 6 a.m. the commander of the sentry arrived and he soon ordered me to come in. I was addressed a large speech about liabilities and other earnest things, but he said, he would not do anything, if I promise not to repeat my crime. After that I was released. It took me some time to find the way as there was no train, but a car gave me a lift and before noon I arrived to the house of Y.’s family. It goes without saying, I could have stayed another two days in the border guard office, had I waited for the help promised by Y. and her acquaintance.

The wrong beginning made me nervous and there was another bitterness in the air. It was carnival time before fasting and at the pub in the village every week-end there was a dance. The big ball was to come the next evening, but last Saturday the fight among young men led to the death of one of them by knife. It could have been best not to go to the ball, but it was impossible, as the ball was the same one arranged for the wedding of one of Y.’s friends, a girl. Y. had been asked to be one of the wreath maidens.

It was a true peasant wedding, about a hundred guests, many dishes, cakes and, of course, drinks. For a time Y. stayed with me, but, when the local folk dance of Slav origin began, she left me for it. All night that kind of music was carried on and I could only see her, but she did not notice me. She felt extremely well and I on the opposite. That was the time I foresaw problems in our relationship: different cultural roots. I was waiting patiently, even tried not to tell her anything about my loneliness.

Our relationship has become to go wrong. I think a colleague of mine was right when he said: 
„Love and engagement is like canned food and its opening. It can stay well for a fairly long time, but after opening you have to eat it, otherwise it would be spoiled.”
Well, I think it happened to us.

Had we not become engaged to each other our love could have survived much longer. But after we opened our can we would have better eat it, i.e. marry. Her letters became rare and when I tried to call her by phone – it was not a small torture at that time to set a long distance call – she said she had little time. I tried to save our relationship and went to her in B. by boat. It was late spring in 1962 and I stayed in the small hotel of the town. I borrowed a good camera from my friend Z. and was expecting a lot.

Arriving there I wanted at once to contact her, but she said she was on duty that evening and could get free only the other day. So, we would have only half a day instead of one and a half, as my return trip was due that afternoon. I spent the evening in the town and outside it. I even went to the port and stood outside the restaurant to listen to the music.

The other morning we spent together and I shot a lot of pictures. These have been my latest ones about her. There was something wrong and not with me. Much later she told me that it was the third person syndrome. Some weeks earlier, when her letters became more scarce, she had gone to dance on a ball – even took off my ring –, where she had become intimate with a young man. He did not know about her being a fiancée because off the missing ring. Their relationship had grown closer and she would think our engagement could only be saved if we had married soon – eating the canned food. She could not decide what to do as I told her strictly, when she urged me to do it, I could not marry her without a proper financial situation. 

When I arrived by boat and called her she had already arranged dining with the other man. They were dining within as I stood outside the restaurant listening to the music. How lucky it was I did not know about it that time, I must have beaten her. It is always a failure for a man to beat the girl he loves, it means he has been a coward and could not face defeat. But until now I am ashamed to remember how that girl exploited my love and my trust in her.

We have not met for some weeks and in July I left her with her dilemma and boarded the tug „Esztergom” on a trip downriver to the Danube delta.

It has been my first trip abroad ever. At the shipping  company a special group of the personnel department has dealt with the delegation of crew members to different boats, tugs or barges. Our man for the engine room crew has been Uncle Louis. He has not been old, but his character has made him uncle for even the oldest. His fate has fixed him to the desk: during the final days of 1956 he lost one of his legs below knee from a rifle shot as he had been standing in a queue for bread. He had an artificial limb, but he could not go back to his loved engine room any more.

As a student with company scholarship I had come to him a year before and he had sent me to the boat „Kossuth”. Everyone had to begin with domestic routes. After that have come trips downriver from our country to the delta. To be assigned to a ship that was going upriver to Germany has had its preconditions.

Chapter 17
Towards the Danube Delta

My turn has been to be assigned on a downriver trip. The tug has been waiting in a backwater harbour near the town of Dunaujvaros 60 miles downriver from the capital.

I have taken the train to the town and after arriving there I walked to the harbour. My suitcase has been heavy and I came tired after the 2-mile walk. The tug lay there and I entered it through the boarding plank. Everything was deserted, I called loudly:
„Anybody here?”
Some minutes later a small, but broad-shouldered man with a kind face appeared at the head of the forecastle stairs. He asked:
„How can I help you?”
„I have been assigned here as a machinist.”
„You must wait some minutes. The chief machinist is at home and the other machinist, your colleague is out in that boat with a girl.” He made a gesture toward a small paddle barge in 300 feet from us. It also looked deserted.
The man called out:
„Hooligan!”
From the boat the head of a blond young man popped up.
„What do you want?”
„Your colleague has arrived.”
There was an unintelligible grumble and a girl was sitting up putting her bra on place. They paddled to the tug. The mood of the young man mirrored his disappointment for being disturbed. I thought he would not like me and I guessed it right. His name was Julius.

It became soon clear that the girl was a woman married not long ago to another man, but, as she was 16 she did not find much difference between lying with one man or another. I did not bother as it was not my business. He showed me to our cabin in the rear end of the hull below deck. My bed has been under the deck at the side of the ship.

J. showed me everything in the engine room and in the two days before we left to take the barges and, having arranged them behind the tug, to begin our downriver trip, I have learned all needed. But in that two days I had a funny accident that made it necessary for me to return to the capital for a fast visit.

In the morning following my boarding my colleague, his lover, her friend – another young girl that has been a maiden yet – and me, went to see the whole harbour around from the paddle boat. In the middle of the bay the girls made a fuss and I fell into the water. There would have been no problem had I taken off my glasses as usual before swimming. But, as it came suddenly, my glasses remained on the bottom of the bay under 20 feet of water. In the muddy bottom it has been impossible to find them.

I had carried glasses since when I was 9. Beginning with a minus half diopter it soon became minus 6.5 and 7.5. Without my glasses I could not do my work on the tug. I quickly walked to the station, took the next train and by noon I reached the optical shop selected for urgent service. I have chosen the cheapest frame to make my money cover the expenses. As I did not have time to go to the doctor for a prescription I had to pay full price. By late afternoon I had got my new glasses and arrived to the tug before sunset.

The six weeks I have spent on that ship have stored in my mind a lot of pleasant and unpleasant events. It is funny, but hard I try  to catch a memory of the chief machinist, I cannot remember him. But his deputy I can. He was a graduate engineer who did not want to follow the compulsory hierarchy of construction offices, he had taken the job of a ship machinist and he wanted to see and experience as much of the real world as he could. His character was alien to me, with all his self-confidence and other human shortcomings. But during that six weeks he has been my boss and I had to bear his practical jokes and unintelligent remarks about the possible misbehaviour of my fiancée. At that time I have almost been an adult with 21 years behind me and I had lost a lot of my born naiveté. It has been a further lesson to me about human society.

On the tug I could rely on the sailor whom I first met on board. He was a very good natured honest man. The captain made me sometimes chat with him. He reminded me of one of my teachers from elementary school and we understood each other very well. He has seen in me rather the intellect, the would-be engineer and not the simple machinist as the deputy chief machinist has.

There was a system of kitchen crew assignment at the company having its roots from times before the war. On every tug and freighter with a crew of more than 12 there was a woman cook and a kitchen hand, another female. At their assignment it had to be taken into account, currently who were their partners. It had caused a lot of problems before, as women had been assigned to boats different from that, where their partners had been serving. On the tug-boat „Esztergom” there were no problems, they have been on the right boat, and all took it into consideration. For this reason the crew members of the tug have lived their life as a big feudal family with a lot of single members and strict rules.

I can consider myself lucky to have had the opportunity to see the cataracts of the Danube in their original state. Now they are closed in a concrete frame and most of them is under many feet of calm water. As soon as I became accustomed to the routine of life on the boat I have spent most of my leisure time seeing as much of the environment as possible.

Life on a tugboat is not very eventful. Everyone does his or her duty. Usually the tug and barges are moving at a constant speed day and night, stopping at frontiers or, when mist or other conditions make it necessary.

At the time of my first downriver trip, i.e. before the building of the Iron Gate Dam, the 90 miles of cataracts made a real obstacle in the way of shipping. It is the place where the Danube flows through the southern line of the Carpathian mountains. The beauty of this country is overwhelming. 

There were three sections on that part of the river. The uppermost section was about ten miles long with a normal wide basin that was, however, full of piercing cliffs. Actually there was only a narrow navigational route created 160 years ago by the best engineers of the country to make the Danube navigable. In the drier season when the water-flow decreased, almost the whole current flew via that route and the current was strong. At tide the current lost its speed, as water could flow over the cliffs.

Downriver a tug and two barges could safely pass the route. It meant, the 9 barges behind us had to be anchored at the bank – turning the unit around before that – and two by two slipped through the bottleneck. For the tug the upriver period was hard, but with full speed she managed it without the help of the chain-tug.

When a towage has been coming upriver the tug was to tow her barges one by one and besides, she had to take the help of the chain-tug. It has been a special equipment. Originally a steam tug-boat herself, called „Vaskapu” (Iron Gate), the tug has been equipped with an enormous chain through-winch. An anchor chain of an extreme size had been laid down on the bottom of the river and, as the chain-tug operated its winch, it moved up or down in the bottleneck shipping route. The chain simply went up its deck, through the winch and back again to the bottom. But it gave a high boost to help vessels go upwards against the current. The tug and barge to be assisted have been fastened to the chain-tug.

During high tide there was no need for this help, a tug could easily do her work with one barge.

When we finished our shuttling at this section, we continued our trip for some miles until we reached the next bottleneck. It had almost the same look at that time as it has today, with two exceptions. It is the Kazan Straits. First, between the upper and lower stages of this place, the Greater and Lesser Kazan Straits, there is a section where at one side the mountains keep a certain distance from the river bank. At that time this widening of the river-valley made a gulf on that side, and a pretty small village had been situated there. In the middle of the bay there was a neat little island. This island has also appeared in the novel of Mr Jokai „The Golden Man”, where the hero at last finds his place at the side of the woman he loves. Now it is all under deep water and the river stretches to the mountain-side far away.

The second exception is even more sad. During the 2nd century A.D. the Roman emperor Traian conquered the south part of Transylvania being then the country of Dacia. He went along the Danube and his legions made a route on the riverbank hewn into the rock of the two Kazans above water-line. It has remained intact until the dam submerged it. Now only skin-divers can see what we saw pass by from the board of our boat.

The two Kazan Straits have the most majestic view on the Danube. The river is pushed inside a very narrow basin. The width of the river at places is less than 300 feet. At the same time its depth is even more than that. Having enough cross-section and a moderate fall the speed of the current is not very high. But because of the very narrow navigational route a tug in both directions can only handle one barge, taking it alongside and securing very well.

One by one our barges got through, and we arrived to the anchoring site of the town of Orsova.

On the whole section of the cataracts the Danube is a frontier river. The left side belongs to Romania, where Orsova had lain. Now only the outskirts of the town is visible, other territories are under water. The same fate is shared by the one-time island of Ada Kaleh, whose minaret had been famous before the dam.

In that town our shipping company has had a representative, and there the tug’s commander has got an instruction to put the barges on anchor and take on board a group of film-makers. The group consisted of six people: three actors, an actress, a cameraman and a director. They arrived here by train and wanted to finish their work in a week. They managed to do it in four days. It was the first seven minutes of the film based on the novel „The Golden Man”. We have been shown a medieval-looking small tow-barge called contrabass barge because of her prow design. It had originally been a 300-ton river barge made of steel, but it was clad by planks and was looking as the original „St. Barbara” in the book.

In the coming four days it was really interesting to watch the film in shooting. We always stayed aside to be of assistance when needed. As the small barge was only looking right from the outside, some of the interior shots have been made in our spare cabin – after a small rearrangement. The famous people were accommodated in a hotel in Orsova, but during day most of the time they spent on our tug. Once or twice even we from the crew have been selected to have a talk with one or the other.

The actress played the role of the Turkish girl, who becomes the wife of the hero, but never lies with him. She looked like. I have never seen her to make a conversation with anybody. The actor playing the hero was of Transylvania, just as the other one for the father of the girl. They had been hindered in their work in their native language by the official Romanian policy, so they emigrated to Hungary. That time it was common with Hungarian-speaking actors from Transylvania. Both have been very modest men. They stopped many times to have a talk with us. The third actor was playing the steersman and he could have been easily mistaken for one of our crew.

The other two men I have never seen outside the captain’s cabin.

When I returned from that trip and saw the film, it was a good feeling I had been there on the spot.

Getting through the hard section our barges were again arranged in a 3 by 3 format and the long trip to the delta began. The weather was hot, even a shower could not refresh you, as the water temperature reached 86 degrees F.

The river at that section is 4 to 5 miles wide and sometimes the bank you see is only an island, the bank is actually farther. Downriver the scene is changing constantly, but upriver you go down to sleep and when you come up, you se the same big tree on the bank, only somewhat behind.

There is an anecdote about this country worth telling. A sea-going passenger ship built for the Poles in our capital was on her way down the river to find her way to Poland. Her auto-steering went out-of-order and the ship began to run to the shore. Her speed could not be reduced sufficiantly, she ran aground. Nothing serious happened, only her artistically designed prow hit a tree on the bank and it was felled, killing a cow. The herder, who slept under the tree, remained unhurt. This is a true story, it happened in 1954. The ship has been built for Poland in barter for black coal.

At last we reached the place, where we were heading. It was Reni, a small town, but a big river-side reloading place within the Soviet Socialist Republic of Moldova then. Later there was a change of territories between Moldova and Ukraine, Moldova got the Pridnestrovia – a hot spot lately because of Russian troops relocated there from Afganistan – and Ukraine took all the lands on the Danube and the Black Sea for national security reasons. But that time it was still Moldova.

As a machinist I did not have much to do with load, I went to see the town. For my allowance I wanted to buy a camera. As I have mentioned, it was my first trip abroad and during the whole trip it was the first place to go to shore. I had already seen big poverty and terribly arranged settlements. But never before such a town of 40 thousand inhabitants. There were no roads, only lanes made by the wheels of vehicles. No shops, no restaurants, only a ruined church, as I later learned, grain has been stored in it. The whole town looked as the lower end of the village at home where I have been living before.

Following 9 years of Russian lessons, I could hardly get any information where to buy a camera. At last I found a shop. I could only recognize it by the Cyrillic inscription: MAGAZIN. I could get only one type of camera, a 35 mm plastic box-camera. There was no way to focus it and to regulate shutter speed. It represented the same level as my own make 3 years before. There were 3 aperture positions: a sign of the sun, that of a shaded sun and a lamp. I bought it for half a day’s allowance. This small camera served me for a short time only. 

Chapter 18
Home Bound

On the upriver trip I made a lot of good shots with it, and did the same during the coming year from the excursions with my fellow students. Also, about my family I still have photographs with that simple Russian camera. It was handy, and I could take it with me everywhere.

About the famous Soviet Union I have got an impression that made it impossible for anyone to try to convince me about the opposite. I have visited the same place in two years, and my first trip to a really large Soviet city happened in 7 years after that first visit. My view has been greatly formed by these experiences. 

The upriver trip has lasted much longer. The tug could not make more than 3 miles per hour to the bank, sometimes less. And the long hours to do nothing made bad-mannered people worse.

To buy  provisions for the kitchen, our commander decided to stop in a Bulgarian port, Russe. There I also went to shore and in a shop -- there were ordinary shops as in my home country -- I bought a pair of leather gloves. I had always considered leather gloves a luxury, in my life before all my gloves had been knit by my mother.

After many days on the lower Danube, our towage has arrived to the cataracts again. We had 10 barges, and it was a slow work to shift all through the three bottlenecks. A good week’s work, at least nobody had time to make practical jokes. It was a custom on the boats of the company, that in the engine room, outside the cataracts, there were 8 hours daily to be on duty, while at the cataracts we had to be downstairs 12 hours a day. 

When the normal routine began again, I was secure from bad men, I had learned how to defend myself. And never again on any ship or in any company could anybody disturb me permanently. It has been a good training and I took it for my advantage.

Once more we stopped, that time in Belgrade. Slowly I understood that, if crew members are given currency of different states that the crew has crossed, they have the right to spend that money. In my childhood I had read about the battle of Nandorfehervar, i.e. now Belgrade. Now I had the opportunity to see the fortress by my own eyes. I felt a little disappointment, it was very small and unimportant in look. 

After almost six weeks far away we have crossed the frontier and came home. In the first big town all crew members stepped ashore to buy food, I went to the post office and called Y.

She told me shortly that she had sent me back her wedding ring. I could not draw a word more out of her. For one day I felt awfully, but, as in the back of my mind I had known it long that our future would be better in a separate way, slowly a large calmness wrapped around my soul.

Chapter 19
Further University Years

From the holiday season to the beginning of my 7th semester, there remained three weeks, and I have been caught in the trap of my aunt. As I had said in their story before, my aunt and my mother had accepted the courting of two customs officers, from which one had married my mother and so, he has been my father, the other had been selected first by my aunt for a husband.

They had never had any children. A relative of the man from the country had been taken as servant, and she lived there with her husband. They had been living in a small room in the house of my aunt and her husband. Their house has been a fine villa, situated on a hillside in a place, perspective at its building time, but the big recession in the thirties had stopped its development. After thirty years it still had to be accessed by foot up-hill. A son has been born to the servant and, having no children of their own, my aunt has always felt towards him as her own child. Alas, as a result, he has become spoiled completely. At 3 he was using all the four-letter words possible, and from that time there remained a funny anecdote, I recount it.

The boy swore heavily in a shop, everyone was looking at him astonished.
„I do not know where he gets these dirty expressions from. He is with me all the time”, her mother said.

His name was Emery. He has been my junior by five years. During my secondary school years I had been obliged to go to my aunt’s house and giving them some help. It had not been a small duty, as you had to travel two hours by bus and suburban train there, and the same back. The expression „help” meant spending my leisure time with the boy and filling all the water containers from the turning well. Of the two it was not the latter that was harder. He had been interested in nothing of my favourites, but he liked and did all I hated. He was a big card player and mad of football. Both of them can drive me out of the world until now.

Well, the remaining three weeks I had to spend in a way, organized by my aunt. We were to ride to the lake Balaton on bicycles and stay there on the beach in tents. Somehow time we spent there was not unpleasant. I took with me also one of my fellow students from my study-circle. During our stay I tried to see A. once more. It did not make me a great joy. When I was invited to enter, she was sitting with her fiancé, her physical instructor from the elementary school – she had finished school and completed her final exam – and a football player, a short plain-faced man about my age. 

We have also visited my relatives in the village. The husband of my aunt Elizabeth was still living and in his usual good humour he has told us his funny stories.

Our holiday has had an unexpected end. The bicycle of my fellow-student has been stolen. Nobody would tell us, why just his, as it was the oldest and, to take it, the thief had to unbind them all and lift the third one from its place at the bottom. Thus we made our return trip by train.

My fourth year at the university brought me nearer to my trade: transport engineering, or naval engineering more specifically. According to their specifying, all the members of the 4th year were lectured in different subjects. For new subjects, I have got internal combustion engines, railway basics and in the 8th semester two naval topics: propulsion and the theory of ships. I liked these latter two both from the beginning. The theory of ships has been presented us by Professor Balogh, head of the Hydrodynamic Equipments Department, propulsion by his first assistant dr. Benedek. The professor had been the senior of shipbuilding trade in the country, at his funeral 10 years later the mourners will not have been able to go all into the cemetery, simply there was not enough place there. Our textbook had been written by himself and it was considered a classic. He was a small unimportant-looking man with one lame leg, but, as soon as he began his lecture, he became a giant.

Dr. Benedek has been young and a fanatic of his subject. They both had used the best sources, the British theoretical and experimental technical literature. Dr. B. had been spending six months on a scholarship at the Glasgow university. It goes without saying, using the original British literature and experimental results meant to handle the English units with the same skill as our litres, meters and so on. To this day it cannot cause me any problem to convert our units to inch-base or vice versa.

The study-groups of the year have been reformed by the chosen specifications. We all the eight at shipbuilding, have been registered into the marine group. From my old group many had chosen manufacturing, it means, they would do the design of machine tools and prepare manufacturing instructions. My close acquaintance, K., and his heavy-weight friend both had followed that line. 

Specialization could not have been a pleasure for everyone. Many, who, e.g. wanted to become an automotive specialist, but did not have the background – scholarship – for it, had been listed for a field not chosen by enough students. The most unpopular branch had been construction materials – bricks, concrete, tiles, etc. Those who considered it then a punishment, did not know that in a few years the construction boom would make them fashionable and prosperous people.

The seven other students in our marine circle were completely unknown to me. One has come from the evening course. Three have had scholarships from the national shipbuilding trust, one from a smaller firm in a nearby country town. The other two came to our group by unknown sponsors. It was an all-male group and in the period of one and a half year we will have become forged together. Our first difficulty was to be accustomed to lectures in a limited space, where we were only seven beside the teacher. But in a short time we began to like this direct, homely atmosphere.

During that school-year some reforms have been accomplished. Fortunately, the complex examination reform had not been invented yet, we have done our exams in the old way: only the question given by the examiner had to be answered. It has been assumed that the student knew everything, only his mistakes detected in his answer could be deducted as faulty. Some years later, when this will have changed to a test-paper type examination system, the examined student will have had to give a complete answer to each question to ensure his score. What will not have been told, will have been considered unknown. That is a completely unfair system. 

The one detail in the reform that time influencing my life most has been the introduction of a 16-week industrial practice period following the fourth year. Every student has had to finish his exams by the end of March and go to take a job within his specialization. It was to be finished at the end of July. There was something more having on me an effect of the same importance. A suggestion of our dean, forced for a long time, but that far unaccepted by the ministry, has been taken on. It involved a study tour abroad by student-change.

For us, marine students, the 16 weeks were to spend on river-boats, first in the downriver, then in the upriver direction. The study tour has been arranged for 18 of us, six mariners and 12 manufacturers to the GDR.

I have finished my 7th semester fine by doing all my exams to the middle of January, and wanted to do advance preparations for the next semester that was to be finished in a record time. Unexpected events made me forget it.

Y. has sent me a letter announcing that she would come to the capital for an operation in the hospital for emergency surgery. She had had an accident on duty cutting her wrist by a broken door glass. The wound had healed, but she could not use it properly. She had been ordered to undergo that operation. Her letter disturbed me very much. In the six month after my return from the lower Danube, my soul had become calm. Now I have been upset again. I did not want at all to go into the same trap. After our separation at my return, for some months I did not need any girl in my vicinity. But my friend Z. wanted to cure my wound with the same medicine, and he has always organized some kinds of programs with other friends and girls, carefully in such numbers, so as I have never stayed without one.

To tell the truth, some of them I even liked. But, fortunately, I had enough to do at the university, and no girl could make on me a very big influence.

I have met again Agnes,  the beauty from the nearby village and have taken her to the cinema to show her where I have been during summer. It was the film The Golden Man. She has been really a good friend, she knew everything about my engagement. She was sympathetic with me and wanted to encourage me after that fiasco by going into long passionate kisses in the cinema. She was a dear to understand my troubles so well. But she had a lot of other boys to be around her, and I did not have the desire to compete for her.

In the same village, where she lived, I often had to go to a house to change the empty gas cylinders for full ones, as my mother used butane gas for cooking. The widow, who was the representative of the gas company, had a pair of twin daughters. She was guarding them like a dragon, but sometimes in her absence they stayed there to serve customers. They might have been 2 to 3 years younger than me. I have known them from their childhood, and that time they have already been quite pretty girls, however, a little stuffed pigeon type. The problem was that I could not tell them from each other. This condition could have forbidden me from courting them, had it even been easier with their mother. As soon as she asked me about my true intentions, I had to give up seeing them.

In short, I did not stopped socializing with girls, but they could not catch me and it was all right that way. So, I decided to help Y. as much as needed, but not to go over that. She has come and I spent that day with her in the hospital. She told me a story, it might have either been true or false.

The young man, with whom she had become intimate, could not marry her at once, either. He could have been the young man of the anecdote whom the policeman asked:
„What are you living on?”
„Pension.”
„So young? Are you on pension?”
„No, I am not, but my grandmother is.”
He had no proper job that time.

She felt a great disappointment for that, as she had broken with me to get him. Also, she became aware of her fault, that she had ruined my life in spite of my love to her. She became aware at last of her insincerity with me and began to see herself with my eyes. All it resulted in stress. She could not sleep well and was always tired during her work. 

She decided to break with the man. It even made things worse that he took it in a matter-of-fact way and did not come to her more. In that state of mind she did not concentrate on her movements and, running on a freshly cleaned floor, she fell and with her hand broke the glass of the door. The glass cut her wrist, severed not only veins, but nerves as well. She has been cared for, but the wound had to be opened once more to join nerve ends.

After the entry examination she has been ordered by the doctor to come back the next morning. She wanted to find his father living not far from our apartment, but I insisted she came to us and spent the night there. Last time she had been with us was one year before. The situation has greatly altered and I did not know how my family would accept her. However, my sister, nieces, brother-in-law, as well as my mother and father proved more intelligent than to say a bad word to her.

The next morning I went with her to find her father. He made on me a negative impression taking all in his hands and mixing everything up at once. He came with us to the hospital and there arranged to let Y. go for another two days – it was a week-end – that she was to spend with him and his partner.

Leaving the hospital I went to mind my own business as her father showed me clearly, he wanted to stay alone with his daughter, after so many years. I did not make any remarks, only thought, that it was long overdue for him to take care of her. Two days later I visited her. She was already in a sick-ward, but she knew nothing about her operation. 

Another week went by, as the surgeon wanted to consult with other colleagues about the task. At last her hand has been operated, and all went well. Only a big scar remained on her wrist to remind her.

She was not very keen to return to her duty. As she left me, at the station she was expecting my proposal to begin all again. She was not getting it. Her letters have come regularly and I sent a reply to every one of them. But our intimacy has gone forever. Anyway, it has not been her last attempt to get me back.

The university has occupied all my time and all my thoughts. The new subjects on ships and their propulsion have been so interesting that I have always prepared my works in advance. My fellow-students have taken it always for their advantage and copied as much as they could.

Chapter 20
Practice on the Danube

It was a heavy winter that year. From 1956 when I came to the capital, I saw only twice the Danube frozen solidly: in 1957 and in that year, 1963.

After finishing examinations we had to come to the shipping company to get our assignments. It looked, as if on April 1 we could not board our ships, as they were still staying in the wintering harbour. But some days before that dead-line the mild weather arrived and the ice has broken up.

Uncle Louis gave me an assignment to the tug-boat „Kaposvar”. She has been one of the tugs built on the northern shore of the lake Balaton in a small shipyard in Balatonfured. Her two domestic main engines gave 800 HP to the screws. Otherwise she had the same propulsion and steering as any tugs at that time.

The boat was to go to an upriver trip to the German town of Regensburg. It was the upper navigational limit on the river, because a medieval stone bridge was only passable by paddle boats. A round-trip took two weeks. I have made two trips on that boat and between them took part in the oil change on the main engines. Such maintenance jobs could be done in a week.

Pack ice was still dense on the river, when we arranged the towage and started our slow motion up. At first our progress have been fine as, expecting a higher speed of the current in the Austrian section, the towage consisted of only six barges.

The upper Danube is completely different from its lower stretch. The river bed is narrower and, with the exception of a hundred miles, where the river makes the border line between Hungary and Slovakia, as well as the same length in Bavaria, the bank is always hilly.

That section had been tamed much earlier than the cataracts. The higher industrialization made it impossible to transport raw materials by surface means only, inland waterways had been created by taming rivers and constructing canals. At the time I write about the first dam on the Danube below us was a plan only, but in the Austrian section I have seen the fourth one in construction at Aschach.

Somewhere before I have mentioned already that shortage of goods had been a usual phenomenon in our country. That shortage had made the prices of sophisticated manufactured goods higher than sensible. For this reason people having jobs on international transport means as mariners, rail-roadmen, truck drivers, etc. had always joined the very old trade of illegal import, or call it smuggling. Of course, customs authorities knew that this activity cannot be annihilated and tried to regulate it.

All the employees of international transport companies registered in our country had special service passports and they were allowed to import a limited quantity of wares. They had their „Import Booklets” and so, they could take with them home the gifts, food, technical equipments they bought on their allowance.

Behind these goods in the booklet, there has always been a much bigger quantity hidden in proper caches that has not been for declaration. The customs authorities have had their informers among crews – mainly people whose fate on being caught would have been sudden debarkation, unless they undertook the role of informer – and it would have been dangerous to hide things with the knowledge of anybody on the boat. Trust in each other is one thing, business is another.

The main source for purchasing goods has been a certain woman living in the southern outskirts of Vienna. Her name was Frau Molnar, she left our country in 1956 and had been living there to become the most important factor in our mariners’ trade. We could not only get every kind of goods, but she took on her the risky business of currency change. The rate of change has been coded: it was said Frau M. was so and so many years old, it meant, she was giving so and so many Schillings for one hundred Forints. She has been a good saleswoman. Beer was always cheaper with her than with her competitors. Of course, she lost some money on people, who bought little beside beer, but she had her customers and prospered.

To get goods of unique properties, especially technical ones, you had to discuss every aspects with her, and on the return trip you could take it. But such cases have been rare, the bulk of her sales consisted of fashionable items.

There were three of them that days: nylon scarves, feather light impregnated raincoats and wrist-watches. The last one was the most risky business. Watches could be of different quality and they looked alike. Mariners have not been experts to choose the right ones. If you wanted to take a good-quality watch, you would have to avoid buying it from Frau M. But ordinary watches, dubbed „kilo watches” – they were sold by weight, not piece –, you could buy at her as there was no way of being caught by the end-consumer. Even if you sold it to somebody who knew you, there were enough spare ones to replace it.

For me joining this trade has been out of question: I had no capital to change it at any rate of Frau M.’s age. I had a good watch of Russian make and did not need any. But of the scarves I took a dozen – not a hundred dozen as others –, among my relatives there were women. And I tried to get my rain-coat, only I did not find the proper size. It had to wait for me a year more. The centre of the city I could not see in Vienna. It, too, had to wait for one year. But from the river I have not only seen the beautiful embankments, I have made many shots by my small Russian camera.

My friend Z. has had access to his father’s photographic laboratory and he made me possible to do the magnifications, as well as the chemical developing.

Returning from the second trip I was assigned to another boat, that time a freighter. It has been actually a barge with an engine room instead of Nr 3 hold. Also, around the upper shaft of the engine room a deckhouse has been erected. The two other holds have also been a little shorter, making room for a fuel deep-tank. Between the openings of the two holds has been another deckhouse with the bridge on top of it. Its floor on the main deck housed the common room for the officers and the commander’s cabin. The crew has not have any common room. In good weather a table has been put up on the cover of Nr 2 hold and the crew took their lunch at that. As the weather on board of a ship can be windy, especially during a turn, sometimes our soup has been blown out of the spoon before we could have sipped it.

All the officers and sailors, as well as the engine crew have been eccentrics. For a day or two it could cause me identity problems, but I remembered a case from my sister’s career. She had heard the backward children make a dispute with ordinary ones and one of the backward pupils say: „You imbecile normal.” Also, there is the joke about the ape. He thought, when he looked out between rods of his cage: „Poor people, they are so numerous and all are locked up in a large cage.”

It is always a question of view-point, who is sensible and who is a lunatic.  Even among them the cook is worth mentioning. She had been an ordinary peasant woman – perhaps a parachutist –, never to have stepped over the limits of her village as long, as her son decided to take the job of a sailor on a river-boat. Then she went with him and was always working as a cook on the same boat as he was assigned. Her son was a fine young man not effected at all by the guardian role of his mother.

I have been assigned as a surplus crew member and for this reason my accommodation has been arranged with the sailors in the forecastle. My bed was small and asymmetric because of the lines of the hull in the head, but on no other ship could I sleep so fast for the pleasant sound of water hissing at my ears.

Chapter 21
Salvage

For the flour we carried the trip has not been very urgent and it was all right. Our trip has been interrupted by an accident in the navigational route in Austria, where the river-bed is the narrowest. After peaking the water level began to go down, and one of our Diesel-electric tugs succeeded in towing a barge aground. That tug has been one of the two built in the thirties on a quite unique concept.

Mechanical propulsion of ships, after the era of rowing galleys and sailing ships, began with propeller screws mounted on shafts parallel with the central line of the hull. At first they used to be made of wood and, to give them strength, they resembled transporting spirals. Fortunately, the ship on her maiden voyage crashed her screw to the pier and only a third of the blade-surface remained. Its performance suddenly grew. So the screw of present-day propulsion has been invented. There was another road to develop propulsion: the paddle-wheel. It was sturdy and, after the invention of controlled blades, its efficiency surpassed that of the screw. The blades of a controlled paddle-wheel are not simply mounted radially. They are suspended from their turning points and are also connected to an out-of-centre wheel that regulates their positions in a way that they be always submerging vertically, ensuring the maximum boost to the hull.

Different waterways determine different kinds of propulsion. On the seas paddle-wheels had a short career, as high waves have a bad effect on them. But river-boats with steam-engines preserved this design for long. Paddle-wheels are easily coupled with slow-motion engines, screws are fit to a higher speed. It means, the kind of the engine has always determined the kind of propulsion. The main dilemma has been: how to raise the efficiency of steam-engines to the level of Diesel engines, or how to put more efficient screws under the stern of Diesel-driven ships.

With limited navigational depth on the Danube the latter has its natural upper limit, although inventive engineers found some ways of getting around the problem. The use of Kort-rings has made screws virtually bigger: a screw of 6 feet in diameter gave a boost of a 7-and-a-half-foot ordinary one. Also, the rules of hydrodynamics allowed to place screws in tunnels, i.e. a foot of the screw was above water level. As it began to turn, the pressure behind it gradually filled the empty  place with water, and the screw at higher speeds was working in normal conditions.

There was the other way: to improve the efficiency of the engine on paddle-wheelers. This was the unique concept, that had its roots on German submarines: Diesel-generators and electric propulsion motors. The same solution had been used in two Hungarian-built paddle-wheeler river tugs, called Baross and Széchenyi. Here you can read about the former one.

In the case of the above mentioned tug-boat the three 400-HP Diesel engines have been coupled to DC-generators and the current has driven a big slow-motion electric motor mounted on the shaft of the paddle-wheels. In that way the overall efficiency has grown by 50 percent.

But it was not all so fine. First, maintenance time – and costs – grew 100 percent. Second, the navigability of a paddle-wheeler is worse than that of screw-driven tugs. A double-screw tug can go even to the side, by turning one screw fore and the other aft. A paddle-wheeler must always float above the selected place and let the current take her down. On a downriver route such a tug is like a bullet shot out of a gun. If the original aiming has been incorrect, it would not follow the right route and has to repeat the manoeuvre.

The ebbing river has made salvage harder every minute. The commander of the tug tried to draw the barge off, but the hull has been opened and one of the holds took in water. There remained only one way, to rent lighters and to instruct all the hands of the two company ships nearby – the tug and our freighter – to help in unloading freight in the damaged hold (and possibly others) until the barge would come off the ground.

It was an unpleasant job to go into the holds of the barge and shovelling the red material – raw material for chemical processes – into containers to be lifted out by a floating crane. The damaged hold has solved part of the problem gradually: water washed the load out through the leak.

The salvage we finished in one day by emptying two of the four holds and taking out as much as possible from the damaged one. 

My trip on the freighter ended in June and, as I have visited my family, but found only my father at home, being all the others on holiday in the village with aunt Elizabeth, I decided to spend the Sunday on the boat. She was laid on the embankment at company headquarters in the very centre of the city, opposite the castle on the other bank. I took my suit on and went to see a girl in the village where Agnes has been living. She was her fiend and was a medical student. She agreed to come with me to dance at the Youth Park.

It was the only time I visited that popular place for the young. It was situated at the foot of Castle Hill near the Chain Bridge. For unrests after a short time of prosperity it will have been closed forever. But I write now about events before those unrests.

A dance band was playing, and in the fine weather under the late afternoon sunshine we were dancing in the multitude of young pairs.

That girl I had known for years, and she had been my partner for chats together with Agnes on the suburban train. Her face was speckled and not very beautiful when she was small, but as she grew up her appearance became nice. I have never had with her any programs, except that day. Looking for Agnes, I found her instead and she was ready to come with me.

It was pleasant to be with her. She talked about her study at the University of Medical Sciences, and was listening with admiration to my narratives about my trips. There were no alcoholic drinks, we sipped a kind of juice that was hard to tell what it was, but we suddenly said simultaneously: „juice from canned pears.” It has been sold as peach juice.

I accompanied her to the tram that has taken the place of our suburban train at the beginning of that year. The construction of the country’s first highway had cut the line of the train in two, and only the inner section has been left intact, with an ordinary tram on it.

The next day Uncle Louis assigned me on a two-day trip on our first hydrofoil. It has been a specimen of the smaller from the two Soviet types. Our company has purchased two pieces of that series „Rocket”.

When my family caught the news that it would be my last trip that year, everybody gave his or her order on goods to acquire in Vienna. It was the main reason, why that time I did not go to Frau M., I had to buy things at the source. My sister has been happy with the sweater I took her, and my aunt was also satisfied with the small Japanese transistor radio. Later she became fed up with it and gave it to me after my marriage.

The hydrofoil gave me no work to do, the engineer of it would not let anybody touch anything. It has been a true Russian design, but of the better type. Its 1,200-HP main engine had a life of only 500 hours, no wonder: it has been the same engine used in T-72 tanks.

Another girl. She was returning to the capital from Vienna with her aunt, she was the daughter of a dentist. First, by appearance and my being a would-be engineer, she was inclined to appreciate me, but when my background came to light, she let me down. Of course, no misalliance, please.

The month of July I have spent on practice in one of the capital’s shipyards, together with my fellow-mariners from the university and another student of our year. It has been a quick program, made by modification of the practice-plan, to set aside one month of the four to see also shipbuilding on spot, not only shipping. I have never seen any practice organized in a worse way in my life. The managers responsible for our training were looking at our presence as a burden. If we did not find our own occupation, we could have been sitting all the time in one office, given for our disposal.

Fortunately, we had specialized to that trade, because we had been interested. For this reason, nobody could stop us, and we learned all we could, from the mould loft (a one-to-one drawing board in the attic of the workshop), where the lines of ships were drawn in a natural scale, to the foundry to the screw-chiselling shop.

Our last task has been to paint the waterline on the sea-and-Danube ship „Borsod”. She has been launched one day before we left the yard.

Chapter 22
Practice Abroad

I have mentioned that the summer of the year 1963 was a dense period for us in our year. As soon as we completed our practice in the yard we had to pack up our suitcases for our practice abroad. As we have been collected at the university to get our instructions, one of the other mariners has expressed my thoughts: „The last thing I desire now is having a trip to the GDR.” All of us have been mistaken. The three weeks of the GDR practice have been the most useful of all we had that year.

The group of the German students have been also collected to have a meeting with us before they left. This „white table” meeting took place in a small open-air pub up in the castle. Being in the same building as the students’ dormitory of our university, it has been the place our students visited regularly. The Germans knew it, too, as during their stay they have been accommodated in the hostel.

At the table laden with beer many long-lasting relationships have been created. It was also there that I have met my would-be German friend, with whom later my wife and me will have met many times in our country and in theirs. His name was Hans, he said he had a family. We were to meet again in the GDR.

The trip started with an 18-hour railway journey on the Balt-Orient train. A more detailed account I gave about it in Canned Roaddust. 

Dresden has been our last stop. This last of the places visited has had nothing for us technically, it has only be installed into the program for tourist purposes. Now the town has its new centre created of awful concrete buildings. That time it was the same heap of ruins as Berlin or Magdeburg. Even worse. We could see how precisely, in the last month of the war, it was destroyed to a line, and over that line everything stayed intact. As if cut by a giant knife, even half of the palace Zwinger (cage) stood in its original state and in two steps from the line damage has been complete.

The town had been beautifully situated on the river Elbe. There is a hilly landscape on both banks, and on the embankment there are fine works of architecture. Farther, the mountains of the frontier between German and Czech lands can bee seen in a blue line. The German side of that mountains is called the Saxon Switzerland and it is a famous and really wonderful resort country.

My memory is storing four themes about Dresden. The first thing in the town has been our visit to the Zwinger. It has been turned into a large gallery of art and I think, there is no way to see all the precious works other, than having a job in the museum and a permission to visit all the halls and store-rooms. It is not behind in any sense of the Louvre or the Hermitage.

The Germans at that time did not have the finesse to guard these artworks in a modern sense: I could make as many pictures as wanted in the halls illuminated well by natural light. Even flashlights have not been prohibited.

The other three are in close connection. First our farewell dinner. The German professor, our guide during these three weeks, has been very thrifty and, finding more money left than necessary for the remaining time, he wanted to increase his spending, to align it to schedule. He did not want to get less funds for a similar project next time by economizing anything. At the dinner we had all we wished and, unfortunately more drinks than necessary. When at last we left the restaurant, all of us have been drunken. Except me, as I have had a liver problem, and instead of being drunken I felt unwell, rather to say ill. This is my other memory.

The next day I would have a date. For this reason I was not leaving the hostel for the excursion to the Saxon Switzerland. I was waiting for the person whom I was to meet. During night I have not slept a minute, I visited the toilet a dozen times. In the morning I could go to sleep at last, my organism could overtake the trouble, and I have slept about two hours.

When we had arrived to Dresden I wrote to Renate, my correspondence partner from my secondary school years, to visit me at that day. I had not known then, it would be the day for the excursion. When I woke up after the short sleep I went to the gate-keeper and asked him to call me in case somebody wanted me. I did not know if she would come or would not. I did not take anything for breakfast, but I wished nothing, either.

At about 10 a.m. I was addressed by a girl coming into my room. I had to confess photographs could cheat. She had sent me some photos of herself at the beginning of our correspondence. She looked a girl with a pretty face and a tall, fine figure. Actually her face has been ordinary, almost ugly, and her figure as a plank.

I have shown a great enthusiasm to see her and wanted to greet her by a kiss on the cheek. She avoided it and gave me her handshake, as masculine as it could be. Later I will have seen, it was only a GDR custom. Her manner has been non-committal, and I could sense she expected me to understand her indication. Well, I did not feel very much like courting a girl, it did not cause me any problem to follow her.

She did not want to speak too much about herself, I think she had her boy-friend all right. We have been the same age of 22. She might have considered that day an unpleasant obligation, and she fulfilled it in a proper way. Her accent was very Saxon. First I could hardly understand a word, but later I became accustomed to her pronunciation.

We went to a modern gallery where she played the guide. After that she took me up to the top of one of the hills by a cable-car. There was a restaurant there named „The White Stag”. She invited me to lunch, and, when I wanted to pay, she objected it. To tell the truth it did not cost her too much, as I took only a cup of tea with a piece of cake.

As I watched her eat, I observed the habit, by which Germans take their salad: they do not take it simultaneously with the main meal of meat and vegetables, they eat it after. That time it seemed me funny, but when I will have seen other peoples’ customs, it will have become only one of the details, how different people do the same thing different ways. For example, living in Russia and Ukraine, I have taken the habit of eating some salad before my meal to improve appetite.

Till afternoon, when she said she had to leave, my nausea has gone. I accompanied her to her coach – she has been living in Karl-Marx-Stadt, formerly and from 1990 once more, Chemnitz – and was making a long walk before returning to the hostel. Well, this was the last of my memories about the town I mentioned.

Before the return of the group from the excursion my suitcase have been packed for departure the next morning.

To look back now, I consider those days of my life a sharp border-line between past and future. 

After my return I remained in contact with Hans and his family. Our letters came and went regularly about once a month. During the couple of days between my return from the GDR and the beginning of my fifth year at the university I wanted to take a little rest.

BOOK II

Chapter 1
Beginning of a True Love

One day returning home from the city by tram I caught the glimpse of a girl. I have mentioned her before, she has lived at the second stop from us by tram riding to the city, and I have known her by sight since the time I moved to the capital. First I gave her the nickname „the little brunette” as her hair was almost completely black.

My  years of shuttling by the suburban train have made it possible to be introduced to her by a girl, who had been introduced to me by another boy. A little complicated, but clear, I hope. Her name was Margaret. As I have seldom been without a girl-friend and my nature is against having more than one partner simultaneously, I have never tried to court her, however I have liked her look and manner.

On the day, I am speaking about, I saw her stand in the front car of the tram. Originally I had wanted to board the rear one, but seeing her I decided to catch the front car. We have greeted each other and went into conversation. Before she got out she told me her phone number in the office, where she was working as a typist. The next day I invited her to a cinema, and she accepted.

We have seen the film at whose shooting I had been present on the lower Danube. After cinema I accompanied her to their gate, where she said she did not want me to come in. I asked:
„Would you come with me somewhere again?”
„I am learning in an evening school. I have very little time”, she answered.
„What do you learn?”
„Oh, it is only a comprehensive secondary school”, she said. „And I do not have a good head, I have some difficulties.”
„May be, I could help you.”
„That could be nice”, she smiled.
„Do not send me away, then”, I tried to convince her.

She said nothing. I did not know that time, she would inform me only later, that she has had a boy-friend. She has always been so honest, even the idea of keeping two men at her side frightened her. For some weeks I did not meet her, only called her every other day.

In early October my friend Z. found me at the university and invited me with a partner to a dinner in a down-town restaurant to celebrate his birthday the next day. He also told me he wanted me to help in a hard case. As he elaborated I understood well. It has not been characteristic of him, he has always been very skilled with girls. But now he wanted my help.

After his final examination in secondary school he was working as an unskilled mechanic doing repair on pumps. Opposite his working place on the other side of the street there was a bakery for sweets. One of the confectioners, a stuffed-pigeon-like girl, had caught his eye. 

But, being a manual worker always in a dirty coverall, he had not had the courage that far to invite her. A day earlier the girl hurt her hand and she was on sick leave. As he knew her address he wanted me to go to her home and give her a message from him. The next day was a Saturday and a half shift to work.

We went together to her apartment, where she has lived with her mother, and I rang the door-bell. An aged woman was opening the door.
„What do you wish?” she asked.
„I am looking for miss Margaret B.”, I said, feeling uncomfortably.
„She is on the ladder, wait a minute”, she closed the door on my nose.
A very short time later a pretty girl opened it again and said smiling:
„Hello, I am Margaret B.”
„Excuse me for disturbing you”, I said the memorized text. „My friend Z.R. working at the pump maintenance shop would like to ask you, if it were possible for you to come with him for a walk.”
The girl’s face became serious and she looked on me sharply.
„What is it all about?”
I fell out of my role. I said:
„Well, do not tell him, please, I confess you, he has not had the courage for coming to you himself. He likes you.”
„Oh, that is it”, she said, and smiled again.
„Well, please, be honest with me and do not tell him.”
„O.K.”, she said, „where is he now?”
„Waiting outside.”
„I am coming in five minutes”, she closed the door and I noticed the bandage on her wrist. Also noticed her boyish hands, big, and with out-of-order nails as a man’s hand.

I was waiting there and she came soon. We went out of the house to meet Z. For a time I have walked with them, but after some minutes I apologized and left. It is funny to look back to it: Z. has found his M. at the same time I have mine.

Being a Saturday afternoon I could not phone to M., I decided to go to the house and try to find her. The house has been a very small one, and even of that she, her parents, her brother and small sister occupied only the lower flat. It has consisted of only a kitchen and a bed-room. Between the house and the street there was a fairly sized garden, in the middle of which, by a concrete foot-path, you had to go upwards to the house from the gate. Behind it, there was the other part of the garden extending to the fence that has been the border of the site. The tenant of the upper flat has been growing vegetables in the garden.

As I was ascending the path I saw her come out. I stopped and she came to me. I began with difficulty:
„Hello, sorry that I came here unexpected, but I wanted to ask something.”
„I am really surprised”, she said, „did something happen?”
„Nothing wrong. I am invited to dinner and should like you to come with me. Would you?”
„This evening?” she seemed to look for some excuse.
„Yes, today.”
She could evidently not find anything against. But she tried the last opportunity.
„Let me ask my mother if I can go.”
She went in and I felt awkwardly in the middle of the large space. I felt eyes on me. In a minute she returned.
„Fine, I am released. When shall I be ready?”
„At six I am here.”
We said see-you-later and I left.

At home I have been considered an adult. Nobody wanted to interfere with my business. Anyway, I always informed my mother about my whereabouts, I did it that time, too.
„You cannot leave off making programs with Z.”, she said disapprovingly. She has never liked Z. too much.
„It is his birthday, he invited me.”
„Will you go alone?”
„No, in Rose Valley (the name of the tram stop where M. lived) I know a girl.”
„Again somebody like Y.?” she could not leave me completely alone. 
„No, she is a nice young one.”
„Be careful and do not drink much.” She knew that I could not, but told me, anyway.
„All right, be assured of that.”

We arrived at the restaurant a little late, but our places have been reserved and no order has been made. I asked M. what to order, but she did not know. I suggested venison. For drink we accepted wine of the bottle Z. ordered. Our dinner has been paid by me, only the wine we drank free. (No wonder, as my score in the 8th semester had been at the maximum, my scholarship have surpassed Z.’s pay.) 

The conversation has been pleasant. Beside Z. and his M. Steve and his sister were present – first I thought she was his girl-friend – and S. has always been a great visitor of pubs. Since the time we had been working on construction jobs together he has bought not only his first Hawaiian guitar, he has been a member of a leading dance band.

As M. drank a little wine, her cheeks became rosy, and with her neat black hair coming down to her shoulders and brown eyes she looked very pretty. I put my arm around her waist and she let it be. As I turned to her and asked her to kiss my cheek, she did it.

Following this fine evening, we stood up with the agreement that in the apartment of Z.’s parents a party would be organized in two weeks, and all of us would be there.

I got out with M. at her home and accompanied her to the gate. We kissed each other, but she did it with tight lips. I asked her if I could come the next day, but she said she would deal with her study. Monday morning I was riding the tram as I saw her get in. I stood up and went to receive her. She kissed my lips as one does a natural thing. We were chatting all the way as confident friends. She would not, however, agree to meet me, she said she was busy with her school.
„You did not forget about our party next week?” I asked.
„No, I shall come”, she said.

But during the whole week I could not get a date from her. The next week I called her at work every day and on Thursday she told me she had caught a cold, she would not come to the party. I tried to convince her that cold is no illness. She said she would try it.

Saturday evening I came to her and she invited me in. She said she was drunken as her father had prepared her boiled wine. I was joking with her and she took on her coat. She has really had a strong cold, she used up a lot of handkerchiefs. But it did not stop her of enjoying herself. As I showed her to the bathroom, I wanted to kiss her and she agreed. But I had to beg her:
„Why do you close your tiny mouth, sweet? Open it.”
I was surprised to find she had never kissed before. But from that time, there has never been any problem with her kisses.

We left early because of her cold and went to her home. At the gate we were kissing long and she did not refuse my stroking at her tiny bosom.. When she at last went in, she was turning and waving at every step. I felt some uneasiness, but I took it an aftermath of my past love to Y. I thought I could still stop, if it was turning the same way. It has changed in a very short time.

There were still fine days at the end of October and I got a letter from Y. She wrote she was coming to the hospital for a check of her hand. I met her at the station and we went to the hospital. I left her there and returned later. She said she wanted to talk with me. I took her to our favourite park with Z. during the good old days, and we sat on a bench. She spoke of herself, of being very lonely and I thought she wanted a new start with me. I think now, she was found by the same man, and before her decision she tried it with me.

She left the bench and led me into the denser part of the park, almost a forest, and sat down on the dry leaves. She draw me down to her, too. We began caressing each other and it seemed to me she wanted to make love. As I tried it she did not resist. But at my close attempt she moved away and said complainingly:
„It hurts.”
„I try not to hurt you”, I caressed her again.

I really did not know how to spare her from pain, as it was my first attempt with a girl. Again and again it came out to the same end. She could not bear the pain when I eased into her, and at last, especially when there were sounds of someone coming near us, we gave it up.

After she put herself into order she said:
„It is time I went to the station.”

I did not want to stop her. I began to feel better that it did not happen at last. I was sure she was a virgin, and I did not want to spoil her life. I did not want anything of her any more. Another man with a larger practice in that field or with a more suspicious character might have guessed it had been a kind of theatre to gain me back. Then I did not think of that possibility. Actually she did not mean me so much as two years before.

I accompanied her to the train and there we have kissed each other the very last time. Coming home, I wrote a letter to her at once and informed her about M. and the fact that it was very likely I would marry her.

From that day I have spent all time possible with M. I was helping her with her subjects, and every week-end we went to the cinema or for a walk. She told me at our next encounter after the party, why she had been so secret the week before it. She had told her boy-friend that she had found her true partner and she would not receive his invitations any more. It seems, we could have been very different, but our morale has been the same. Our relationship was coming to the point where it could not be turned back any more.

The last day of the year I wanted to celebrate with her, and we decided to accept the invitation of Z. But she changed her mind and said she wanted to remain at home. I said I would come, but she answered:
„At least you can find me in dressing gown and my hair in curlers.”
I think she did not like Z. and his M. Later she will have had a real dislike to them, and she must have been feeling the same at that time already.

At last we found a compromise. We went to the family of Z., but left soon and ascended to a small restaurant hardly known then, but one of the most fashionable today. It was near to our homes, in the upper bend of the old route to the lake Balaton. There we have made a date with her brother and his girl friend. In four we met the New Year of 1964.

M.’s brother has been an electrician for short-wave exchanges. His girl friend was his colleague. They were both working in the factory, where I had a job in the summer after my first university year. Their life and ours have had something common in events, with one exception. They will have been divorced after their son will have been born.

For some weeks in the new year I have been busy with my examinations. But we met regularly, and soon my family wanted to be acquainted with her. One evening in a cold January day we decided to come to us. She has gained my family at once, even my father, who had hated Y. by all his heart, liked her from the beginning. My mother sized her up with her eyes and said:
„She has fine broad hips, a good mother type.”
Mostly my nieces were attracted to her. It took her twenty years of intrigue to loose their sympathy.

In that time M. has caught a flue and she went on sick leave. One day I was coming up the path from the gate to their house and saw her mother sitting at the window. As I went in, she looked at me and said:
„M. has gone to the doctor and said, you were to come back tomorrow.”
Something odd I sensed. I tried to get more information, but she visually wanted me out as soon as possible. I left, but this situation has been stored in the back of my mind. About two years later M. disclosed me the truth with a laughter: She had been in the room behind the door, only she would not want to meet me then. It is another riddle about girls: she was head over heals in love with me, but did not want to see me. Poor mother-in-law, she must have felt uncomfortably, she has always been a simple, good-natured person, it must have hurt her to have to lie to me.

Following the examinations in my 9th semester I got the data for my diploma design work. It is something like thesis in human subjects. My task have been to design a sea-going tug from the parameters given. In the first stage, from towing-tank results I have had to determine the main dimensions of the ship and its propulsion. In the next stage, a theoretical calculation has been performed for the stability, sea-going capability and speed. A rude estimation of weight distribution has been necessary for this calculation. In the third stage, there followed a serious work. It has been the design of the hull lines and the drawing of steel structure of the ship. To do this, as the ship has been based on the classification of the Register of the USSR, I have had to select all the elements of the steel structure from the 3-volume register.

About three months before that I had been doing the same job on the same ship in the preliminary phase. I had been doing such a fine work then that it was worth to prepare the set of drawings. This has been the reason, why my diploma design has been to finish the plans of the same object.

At the preliminary stage, in November 1963, I was in the company of our study-group members. We were busy with our drawings, when we heard through the radio about the assassination of the American president. The news had the effect of astonishing us. But not only that. I also remembered what I heard exactly 3 years earlier, when Mr Kennedy had been elected. An interviewer in our radio asked a woman somewhere in the street in Budapest:
„Would you choose that man John Kennedy for your husband?” He meant, as he had been elected president of the most powerful country in the world. But it was not evident to her. She answered:
„It depends on what kind of a man this John Kennedy is.”

That murder has been a terrible shock not only for the American people. All the human beings on Earth, who were sensible, took it as a sign that for the human race something can go wrong, if not stopped in time. The quantity of information disclosed since his death helps us all to see connections in that complicated case much clearer, but I do not think the world would ever know all the details of that assassination in a full scale.

In our country about America at that time there were two images in the heads of the people. One of the two was the imperialist monster created by official media. The other has been an idealistic one about a free democracy where there is only prosperity and honesty. It has been planted in the heads by Radio Free Europe.

That event on November 22, 1963 have made the first image confused, putting the question: „If it is a monster, why the hell does it want to hurt itself?” And people with the image of American freedom in their minds were getting awaken catching a glimpse of the flaws in the clear image.

But let us come back to my diploma design task. After finishing the structural plan, I took on the last stage: checking the calculation by finalized data. And when I finished it, I had to collect it in a file and have it typed. M. has offered me to do it. May be, she did not see the vastness of the task, but she has finished the 120 pages in time.

As spring came and my perspectives of getting aboard a boat and doing trips got nearer – my scholarship agreement with the shipping company contained an obligation for me to work in the job of machinist on boats for two years –, our future took a fix line in our heads. With spring we have spent all our time together and could not imagine life separately. But, how to realize it has been a point, not agreed upon first by both of us. I wanted to keep in contact with her and, at the end of that mariner period, to marry her.

It did not look fine to her. She wanted to be engaged before I boarded the boats. She said, it would be easier to wait as a fiancée. I did not want to repeat my fault. It would have been a mistake again, so I decided to marry her before I would leave.

Chapter 2
Engagement

There came the question of where we would live, where we would have our home. Neither parents could help us to get a flat and neither could house us with them either. But there was a light at the end of the tunnel: we would have that problem only temporarily. We would inherit a good rented room, because her sister with her husband had been living for six years in one, and now their apartment in a high rise have been in construction. Till August they would move in and their room would be free for us. The owners of the house have agreed to give it to us on a little higher rent. For the intermediate time we have had to find another room.

Easter was at the beginning of April that year and we timed our engagement to Good-Saturday. A close family-celebration, 14 people all, it has been. We gave money for the preparations to her mother, and the dinner was arranged in their room.

M. has relieved me from any problems with rings. I told her, I had the rings from my former engagement and wanted to sell them to buy our new ones. She said she was not superstitious and it was not worth doing. The old rings would do. My mother was also turning the question over in her mind and offered me to take her wedding ring. It could not have solved the problem of drawing a different one on the finger of M., as its size would have predetermine it for me.

We have been right to make no fuss and keep the existing ones. From their usage no trouble will have occurred between us.

The next day we started a long walk in her neighbourhood to find a room for us, but we did not succeed. The weather has been fine and even improving. Easter Monday was also a holiday, we went to the hills in our living place and there we agreed not to wait any longer with the fulfilment of our desire. She knew well that her menses were due in two days, there was almost no risk of conception. Dusk fell, as we stopped at a closed place and we let it happen. It could be sensed that first she had pain, but her love has been so great, she did not let out the smallest cry. I think, her joy had only been a spiritual one, nothing enabled her to come to. But she has been as happy as I was. It has been the first time for both of us. When I asked her afterward what she felt, she answered: 
„I was so happy, I cannot tell you by words.”
„Me too, my sweetheart, but it did not hurt you, did it?”
„Only at the beginning, after that I felt only a desire to make water.”
We did not speak too much and were walking in embrace to my home.

The family has been watching TV and we have joined them. In the dark we have held hands.
„You are so silent now”, commented my brother-in-law.
We did not give any reply, we were asking ourselves if someone could guess our thoughts.

My mother gave us dinner, we took it in silence. When she looked on me from time to time, there was a never-seen light in her brown eyes. The only one to guess something has been she.

We left for her home. At the gate she said:
„Do not come in, my little sister is sleeping at this time.”
We kissed before she left me and I said:
„I love you, dear.”
„So do I”, she said and went in, but turned and came back. „Tell me, Joe, is it not possible that I would remain pregnant?”
„You know that in this period you do not have risk. Be sure, sweet, in a few days you will have it.”
I believed it firmly, she took it on. We kissed once more and she left me.

There was a mixed feeling in me the next day. I called her by phone and asked:
„Are you angry with me?”
„Oh, no”, she said, „not at all.” I felt that at least there would be no canned food syndrome.

Every day our routine has been the same. In the afternoon I went to meet her at the District Council building, where she worked. Together we went walking or shopping or to her home. There I stayed for a short time and went home. Only those days, when she went to school, have been different. I took my meal at home and caught the tram to fetch her at the school. 

Sometimes there were troubles within her family to distort her thoughts from happiness. Her father had retired that spring and for some weeks he had not had any money. M. has always had a large heart when her family has been concerned. She gave all her money to her mother to help her, and slowly also my small bank deposit turned to nothing.

One day, sitting in their kitchen with her father, he suddenly made a remark about lack of gratitude in children:
„The old saying is true. A father can support many children, but the same children cannot support their father.”
We wanted to know exactly what he meant and he elaborated. 

I stopped M. when she wanted to tell him about the temporary financial support he had got from us. He did not deserve that lesson. And I have been right, in a few days he received his first pension and the troubles would be solved. But it has not been the last time for her to argue with her mother or father over money.

Her fears have not been confirmed, and, as she has been over the inconvenient days, we began to go on our passion. We have learned how to offer our love and enjoy what the partner offered us. We have got both what we wanted and were fully content with it. We have seen our future in the brightest colours. We were planning our marriage and with it there were a lot of conditions to take into account.

My final exam at the university, called  „defending my diploma design” – against two opponents, one of them from the university, the other an outside expert of the trade – has been determined to be on June 18. It was a Thursday and with dr. B. we have joked about it:
„Better for the calendar to say Thursday than for us.” Saying Thursday in our language means misfiring.

We with M. named June 20 for our wedding day. She has made a complete poll among her acquaintances about what kind of wedding dress she was to wear. At last we bought the material for her dress and took it to her dressmaker. There were other indispensable necessities as wedding bunch, head-adornment etc. Slowly it all had got into order. The only thing unsolved has been our temporary home. For this we have got an offer from Z., but it almost ruined our relationship. Her menses has been late, and she thought she has remained pregnant. It was not probable, but not impossible. We have always been careful at keeping her days in mind, but nature can do surprises.

Hearing about our problem with home, Z. offered to give his summer hut in the hills for the summer period. He would let it us free. To show us the place he invited us a Sunday afternoon to go there together. The place has not been actually his, it was his mother’s heritage, only the small hut on the site was in his use.

When we arrived, there was a big number of his mother’s relatives there, and it was hard to get a little time to speak over the most important details. At last Z. led us to the hut, and we were studying it for a time. Z. had spoken to me earlier about the place that it was here he and his M. had been first together. They have used it constantly and effectively.

When Z. left us alone, we found each other at once, but just as we wanted to lie, a knock at the door stopped us. It was Z. to say his mother was on route walking here. He wanted to warn us. 

In her stressed condition – about the possibility of her pregnancy – M. took it as an offence from Z. and she said she was up with me. She was under the effect of her decision on all our route home and for some days after. She would not be friendly with me, and I feared not only that our families would sense the problem, but also for her safety.

One morning some days later I found her in a good spirit combing her hair, even humming. As her mother left the kitchen for a second she kissed my cheek and whispered:
„I have got it.” It meant she has not been pregnant. All improved again. Now it was time to secure our accommodation for the honey-moon. I wrote a letter to my aunt E. and asked her to let us stay with her in the two weeks after our wedding. She wrote it was all right.

For me there remained only to pass my exam and to marry my pretty fiancée. Dr B. asked me one day in that respect:
„What will you do, if you do not pass?”
„You have to take on you all my unnecessary costs for the aborted wedding”, I said. He laughed. We both knew that there was not the slightest probability of my failure.

Something had to be done to minimize our travelling costs during the honey-moon. The employees of the shipping company have been in a favourable position to use also domestic railway lines on discount. By an agreement between the shipping and the railway companies only a 10 percent „for personnel only” fare must have been paid. I knew that after I have joined the company I would get my card for discount. But before I did this, I wanted to spend a month with my new wife everywhere in the country. I agreed with the manager within the company in charge for such questions, that I would join the company in the middle of June and apply for a month of unpaid leave. Thus the cost of our trips by rail and boats would be minimized. For a typist and a would-be engineer it has not been an unimportant question.

The day of my final exam has arrived, together with hot weather. Heat in the small room of the department, the venue of our mariners’ lectures, was unbearable. But the jury – our two lecturers, their assistants and the two opponents – kept on their suits and ours have also been left on. Sweat ran down constantly on our faces.

The exam has been more a social event than a trial. Everybody was given only one question of the sciences we had studied in the previous years. After that the weak points of our diploma designs have been listed.

In theory all of us have been excellent, except one man who had always been taking the practical side of everything. There was a question from the elementary physics for him, but as he has made the net about himself ever more complicated, he has had to be given a life-saving question. It was: what it means that „P” equals „m” times „a”. This life-saver proved to be of lead driving him ever deeper down. At last he has been drawn out of this situation by one of his opponents and „passed” mark has been written into his certificate.

In the drawings and documents of the diploma designs the opponents have found weak points  and these topics have been discussed in a friendly mood. Arriving to my work the outside expert – he was the chief designer of the shipyard I later went to work at – said he could find but one big mistake. All the other members of the jury raised their heads inquisitively.
„It is that you did not make this work in our construction bureau.”
There was a laughter and then he said he wanted me to work for them beginning the next day. It was a great award for me. He has been considered the living active classic of the trade. 
„Sorry”, I said, „but I am in agreement with the shipping company.”
„A pity”, he said, „then you will be useful to my old friend Frank K. You will be welcome with us any time later.” The name of his friend had been unfamiliar to me, but later I would learn it well. I wanted to make a comment pleasant to his ears so I said:
„I can promise you, any time I have to move, I shall prefer you.”
It became clear in a few years, I would move or would not.

Our group met in a restaurant in the evening of the next day. It was a small banquet and we arranged it so urgently because of my wedding the next day. It has been my farewell to my single life, too.

Chapter 3
Wedding

We had been registered for our wedding in the registry office of the same district, where M. has worked. The registrar has been her colleague. We have got the date of half past eleven. My sister-in-law – who had been married for six years and whose home we were to get – took us to the office by taxi. The driver tried on us his tasteless jokes about marriage, but when he was told to keep his humour to himself, he shut up, only he did not do so very keen. However, we have quickly forgot the unintelligent young man. 

We had to wait for our parents and the witnesses. M. has asked her brother-in-law for her witness and I mine. Time for the march-in has come, but my parents and my witness have not. It was getting awful, when at last they arrived.

Of the ceremony I cannot remember too much. There are some minor details coming fore. The rings from my witness: he was searching through all the pockets of his suit, as he forgot where he had put them. Their putting on: I accidentally gave my left hand to my wife to receive the ring. The signing: the registrar laid the registry before us in an upside-down position as always, but I wanted to turn it to my side to sign it. My wife’s face: she was repressing, with difficulty, her wish to laugh. The pictures taken at our wedding ceremony help us to recall the event, whenever we want it.

After the ceremony and the numerous congratulations we wanted to say good-bye and catch a tram to the railway station with our bags. It had been agreed – with some grumbling from the part of the parents – that there would be no wedding party.

My aunt H. unexpectedly came fore with a proposal for a lunch together with the closest relatives. We agreed. Also, she asked me about my financial state, and on my answers she gave us a sum for our costs during the first weeks. With this small modification of our program, we arrived in the village on the lake before sunset. My aunt’s house has been about one and a half miles from the station, my wife could hardly keep up with me, as the heavy suitcases have driven me to reach our goal as soon as possible.

In the eight years of my absence the village has changed little. From here and there, there were familiar faces looking out on us and recognizing me. My aunt was waiting for us. She said to my wife:
„Welcome in my house, my little.” She saw her first time, but they became good friends, and she has always trusted her as herself.

My aunt had lost her son at his age of 12 with leukaemia. They would not have more children, and she has always been the double of my mother with her grief. I have never seen her in other cloths than black. She has been at her late sixties. She was healthy, but as a year before she lost her husband, uncle Steve, she was very lonely.

Some years before, their lack of an heir drove them into a support agreement with uncle S’s nephew. For the perspective inheritance, he paid a monthly sum. In their life he had access to 
one of their rooms during his holiday. The same room has been given to her relatives, when they came to the lake for recreation. It has been the same for us.

Aunt E. had prepared a tasty dinner for us, and we in three have been talking for a long time. At about 10 p.m. she has shown us into our room, and we decided to take a common bed for both of us. Since the time, we were at the hut of Z., we have not been together. It has been a long time. Now, newly married, we have had a lot to catch up with.

In the morning I showed my wife the house and its garden. The site has been stretching from one street, called Rose Street, to another, Forget-me-not Street. The latter has followed the spine of a long hill and so, the site was sloping from the back of the garden to the entrance. As an ordinary stuffed adobe house, it had been built in the pit created by the excavation of earth for the walls. The original house had been turned into a stable, but, after the sale of their cow, it had become a store-room. The kitchen remained there, but aunt E. used it only in the summer. In earlier years, when we with my family were living in the village, a new brick house was built as a supplement to the old one on the street side of it. Actually the new house became their home after it. A couple of years later, a veranda has been added to the new house. That time few homes in the village have been so comfortably built. 

However, it retained the traditional standard. For some years after completion, there was no light in it – as in the street, either – and, when we with my wife were staying there, still no running water. Drinking water has been gained from a turning well dug at the turn of the century, together with all other wells in the village. Its sixty-foot depth provided high quality water.

A few days we have spent discovering the lakeshore and visiting my father’s relatives. My wife had never before been at the lake and, although the first morning she found water unattractive because of the deposit drifted by wind to the southern shore, she would like it later at any time. She also liked the village itself. 

There was a regular boat service across the lake from different places to the other shore. Our village the boat line connected to the place of Badacsony on the opposite shore having got its name from the 1,400-foot-high hill. It is the mightiest sight from our side with its coffin-like formation – three extinct volcanoes had been connected by molten lava – and fine vineyards on its slopes. Seen from the southern shore the opposite side is wonderful with its line of conical hills.

We crossed the lake and ascended to the top. It had been the regular excursion route for us, when we were elementary school pupils. My camera has constantly been in use and to this day I like to revue my pictures from there. Following the ridge of the coffin-hill we came to the quarries put out of work that year. It was time stopping the destruction of the unique basalt formations just for railway track support. The overhead buckets for transporting the stone were hanging high, but all was calm.

At the foot of the hill in one of the wine cellars, we tasted the wine advised by an old man and bought another bottle to take with us. It would come to the GDR the next year as a gift. 

We have enjoyed ourselves so much that we forgot to keep an eye on the calendar. It would make us concerns.

Having seen my relatives all, and with the weather turning rainy, we have decided to go on a trip by boat and trains to visit my wife’s relatives in the north-western part of the country. They have been my father-in-law’s relatives.

He had had three brothers and a sister, all his juniors. Of the five, only he had become married. His parents had been traditional peasant people, always to get more land. Even his brothers went on that way and stayed home, but two of them beside him had got trades: one had been a cooper, the other a shoemaker. My father-in-law had left them young – my father did the same, almost at the same time – and learned to become a locksmith, which he had changed for the trade of a driver.

At the time of our wedding the grandparents have not been alive, and one of her uncles had also died. In the parents’ home an uncle and the aunt have been living. The house have been a backward one, resembling the one, we with my family had taken first in the village. No light and a well not very deep for drinking water. There was even an old type built-in oven  for baking bread.

There was no great cleanliness, as it is customary in houses with women not married. We have spent only one night there and continued our trip. We travelled by train to the seat of the county and back to the village to my aunt. We have not been very kind to aunt E., it was late night when we arrived and she had to come out to let us in.

About twenty years later together with our son we would go to the place again and that time take a visit at the hill Sag, a natural park, a small volcanic mound and home of rare plants, as well as rock formations.

The fair weather has returned for some days, and we have spent the remaining days by swimming, sun-bathing and rowing. One morning in the harbour we spotted a passenger boat at the pier. It was not on schedule and looked deserted. Suddenly from the bridge a young man said my name. Astonished at first, I found, he was one of my class-mates during the year I had spent in the secondary school in Siofok. This encounter I preserved on a picture as my wife was standing on the bridge in a mariners’ cap.

The two weeks we considered as our honeymoon has been over. We had something to settle. Z. and his fiancée M. had planned their wedding in July, after our return. Two years before Z. was with me for one week-end in the house of my aunt. Before our departure he had asked me to get her permission for their honeymoon to be spent in her house, which she has agreed with pleasure.

The time-bomb exploded at their wedding. Z’s mother, a very ordinary person with the manner of a market-woman, shouted at me before the whole audience:
„You have well bungled this thing!”
I did not know what she was talking about.
„Aunt E. sent a letter yesterday that she cannot accept us”, tried Z. to help me. He also tried to calm his mother.
I tried to save the situation.
„But just the day we left she said it was all right”, I said. My wife backed me up. She disliked Z. enough before that time already. Z. showed me the letter and I understood all.  My mother and especially my sister Eve had always disliked Z. Getting a letter from aunt E. that mentioned that the newly-weds were to spend two weeks at her, they decided to take their regular holiday in her house earlier than usually. They decided to leave soon after we have returned, instead of the usual August days. Poor aunt E., she has been forced into a situation, where she has had to prefer her relatives to other people. She has been forced to belie herself.

People with low intelligence – sometimes even with high education – are never keen to confess their fault. Z’s mother would never change her mind about my having bungled his son’s honeymoon. Z. insisted, we should take his invitation to their wedding party – not an unimportant event, folk music would be provided by a Gipsy band well known all over the country –, but we would not. Even so, we had been indebted to him for lending us his hut.

We went to sleep there that night. That activity could have been named anything but sleeping. The hut has been on a large site of an orchard. The main building – deserted – has been 300 feet from us. There was no light, we had to use candles before going to bed. The roof has been of sheet metal not isolated by any ceiling and all night birds have been walking on it. When dawn came at last, we got up and without washing or shaving we went to her maiden home. We decided to spend the two days (or rather nights) in our former homes separately, until the room of my parents (that was mine, too) would become empty, when they would go on their holiday to aunt E.  My wife has returned to her work and a couple of days later I would also have to take my job.

As the family has left, only we have remained in the apartment. We could have lived a real married life, had other troubles not emerged. In the first place our attention has concentrated on the lack of menses. As we did not have hope to have proper conditions for a time, we would not want to have children yet. My wife has heard from a colleague, a woman, with whom she had to discuss the topic, as she had guessed it, that regular sex during conception can destabilize the embryo and start an abort. With us it would not work. I have to confess, there were problems with regularity, too, and it has been originated by the first days of my new job.

Chapter 4
Remote Marriage

I turned up at the company earlier than expected. There was no problem, I have been sent to Uncle Louis and he assigned me to a boat that would be sent by all probabilities exclusively on upper-river trips. For a newly married man it has not been unimportant, if he had a home trip every second or eighth weeks. She has been a low-draught tug-boat. Instead of the usual five and half feet, she has submerged only four. By a larger breadth and a lighter hull and deckhouse, it has been designed to work on the upper Danube, even at low tide.

She was in the repair yard freshly refurbished after a bad crash. It could have been named even funny, had it not been so dangerous, but, as no casualty has resulted, all, who have heard about the event, laughed at it. The crash had happened in the newly finished lock of Aschach in Austria. They were coming to the lock downriver, and by the regular water-level forecast the boat could have gone under the bridge at the upper sluice. But, as from the forecast a certain time had elapsed, the water level has grown about four inches. The captain led her into the lock from above. As her lowered mast crashed into the sluice bridge, it went under it forcing the head of the boat to submerge more in the water. By this trim, the wheel-house of the ship slipped under the sluice structure. The trouble came, as the mast could bear the load no longer. As the ship popped up, the wheel-house crashed from below into the bridge of the sluice. In an instant the captain and the steering-man jumped for their lives for the doors, and the aluminium structure collapsed. Witnesses described the sight after the crash, as the wrecks of an airplane.

In the yard she has got an ordinary collapsible wooden wheelhouse. After my boarding, she has remained for another ten days in the yard for other repairs. The factors effecting my health in an unfavourable way have been the boatswain and his stupidity.

He had seen a hose and water was coming out of it. He had put it into the drinking-water tank of the boat and filled the tank. Alas, it had not been drinking water from the city works, it had been ordinary unclean river water. In a day everybody began to have diarrhoea. Members of the crew, not sensitive to bacteria of that kind, soon overcame it, but, as infected water has remained in the tank, and later fillings have made the fluid only less polluted, but not clean, some of us were not immune enough to defeat the sickness. I went at once to the doctor and have got a good medicine. As long as I have been taking it, my condition has been fair. After stopping with it in a few days, my troubles returned. For a week I was in a bad condition, having diarrhoea and feeling ill. Regularity of sex could not have been worse.

In all our common life, it was the only period, when my appetite for love with my wife has been lower than hers with me. In the remaining days, after I have got better, she has been visiting me on the boat many times. She has slept there, too, when my  young colleague has been absent for his trip home.

The start of the boat has been timed on a Saturday evening. Here I do not write more about my trips, because I gave a detailed account in the book Canned Roaddust.

Between the trips the boat stopped at the usual place, and my wife came to me. It was in August, the weather was fine and we had so much to make up for. During the trip I had written at least five letters, but had not received any. It has not been her fault. When in Vienna on the downriver trip I grumbled for the lack of mail, my boss said:
„Be patient. You will get it next time. The sailor in love has got a basketful of them.” Yes, he has, and they all were 3 months old. Exactly, she has written me many and the next time in Vienna I have got them.

But now we could speak live and do much more. Her pregnancy was confirmed, the permission for the surgery given and the date of it known. We were terribly sorry for this necessity and decided not to repeat this mistake any more. The two days of waiting has not been too long, worse still, she could stay with me only one day.

Floating downriver in our second trip the boat has got the instruction to continue her route to the capital. It meant, the boat would be going on a lower-Danube assignment.

In the capital, a short stay has been allowed to enable the crew to travel home, before the long stay downriver. My wife had to be spared after the surgery and so, our stay together has been very tender. She brought me other news, I had been invited to take my diploma. In my absence she would have to go to the ceremony. Her sister was to get the new apartment in the next month, then it would be time for her to move in. Her brother and his girl-friend had been engaged. When I had to leave her standing on the bank at last, I felt terribly lonely.

We have taken a lot of barges behind us. This time they were our towage only to the cataracts. We had an assignment to serve there for six weeks, actually we did it for eight weeks. And then we would be sent not home, but down to Reni again, that time already belonging to Ukraine.

At the end of October at last we got the instruction to take the barges waiting for a downriver trip at the lower end of the cataracts and tow them to Reni. Load would be again iron-ore. On route our second officer, who has been doing also the work of radio operator, got a message about the power take-over in the Soviet Union. We had to learn a new name that was Brezhnev. Anyway, we would have almost 20 years to memorize it.

Timing has not been very good for our arrival at Reni. There was a 3-day break because of their November 7 holiday. Even there was an assembly of celebration and the crews from all the boats have been invited to it. 

For my forty days below the cataracts, I have taken all my allowance in Soviet currency. It has been a stupid thing, taking into account my experiences two years before. I spent it buying an electric heater and a guitar. Both would end up elsewhere within the family. I was coming back from town in the evening darkness with the characteristic Russian packages, when a uniformed man stopped me and asked about my shopping. It was astonishing for me, but I showed him my goods. Of them only their prices interested him. He took me into his office, wrote down the sum I told him I had got, and made a calculation. Sixty kopeks were missing – I forgot to tell him I took a bag of candy, too –, but it was only his first problem. His bigger one was: did I tell the truth about the origin of my money, or might I have changed it on the black market.

I was instructed to wait in the office. The situation was similar to that at the frontier guard barracks three years before. Well, you are able to break rules by doing nothing wrong, in case, the rules are wrong. It is the same case, how millions of my compatriots became strangers on their own land after World War I, by the wrong decision of the winners to shift large pieces of lands from one country to another.

Half an hour passed, and the man returned. He told me everything was in order, I was allowed to leave. “Vy svobodny (You are free).” No apologies, of course. A good lesson about Soviet rules and Russian spirit.

The day to arrange our towage came at last and we left for home. We have reached our capital in a record of two weeks. The tug has been laid on the pontoon of the popular pub on the embankment, and we all have been allowed to get one day off. It was dawn, still dark and raining in the end-of-November weather. I knew from the latest letters of my wife that she had moved into the rented room. With some difficulty, I have found the house.

The owner of the house has been just leaving for work. He recognized me and let me in. The door of our room has been closed, I knocked. A sleepy voice called and I told her it was me. A rush could be heard, then the door opened and she was on my breast. I pushed her in and closed the door.
„Oh, at last”, she sighed between two kisses. She had only a nightshirt on.

Suddenly she left me and began to wipe up something from the floor. She had her time and suddenly it started to flow.

The room has been a small one at the corner of the house. It was eight by thirteen feet. The smaller side faced the street, there was no window there. The only window we had on the longer wall looking out to the garden. Opposite the street we had the door going out to the corridor.

It has almost been empty. Beside a wire-mesh steel hospital bed and a chair, there was only a wardrobe and a stove. The latter has still been lukewarm, but the fire has burned out.

It was almost time for her to go to work, but we went into the bed to embrace and speak at least.

Chapter 5
Dove Nest

After that day, I have been taken from the tug and assigned to another one in the yard. It was a custom with the company to gather all their ships in wintering places, preferably in their own in the capital, but sometimes ice made it impossible to reach home grounds or rather waters. The bay of the yard has been full of boats.

The tug I have been assigned to, was to have the regular overhaul of the main engines. I had never taken part in such work before, this has been the reason, why I was sent there. As we have been in no hurry, the work took us three weeks. It was a hard and very unpleasant job, but useful. Only dirt from my hands and the smell of Diesel oil from my skin could not be eliminated.

The repair yard has been near the northernmost border of the capital, while our home lay in the southern districts. To shuttle every day to and from took me three hours. My exhaustion reached high levels.

There was another factor that caused my exhaustion. As soon as we became married we started to sleep in a common bed. But it depends on the kind of bed, if it is a good way to rest. Our wire-mesh bed has not been of the type you would consider proper. We called it pot-bed. As soon as you let your weight in it, the middle of the mesh went down about a foot. We both have always been in the very middle of it. Anyway, we had to make it for a time. When I asked my wife about our financial conditions, she said there was no money left. I would not argue with her, but I made the first step to decide, money has to be kept in my hands.

To buy a proper couch stretchable for the night, needed three months’ pay of my mariner’s salary – I had got a proper salary on the boat instead of a beginner’s pay, that would have been only half of that – or, as there remained nothing of that, half a year’s shore pay. We had to take it on hire-purchase. We needed a guarantee person for the bank and my wife’s colleague, a middle aged kind lady, agreed to take responsibility on her. We were lucky to overcome the obstacle of furniture shortage and before the end of the year the good old pot-bed has been returned to my wife’s parents, to take its former place in the attic.

The couch came in a set, we got two arm-chairs – stored with her parents until we moved out of the small room – and two chairs with it. The room has become full, even a heat-shield was to be mounted between the stove and the couch. Separately, for cash, we took also a table with extendable top. During day the room was full, but usable. At night, with the couch extended, the only way has been via our bed.

For six years our place has remained almost the same. Two years later we were able to buy a combined cupboard-wardrobe of our own, and the old wardrobe returned to her parents.

Being a corner room our home has been a poorly insulated one. In cold weather in winter we heated it up in the evening, but the temperature went down to 50 degrees F till morning. In the stove we burned high-calorie coal. To retain heat better, I bought insulating tape. To do a good work, I taped around the door, too, but began to have troubles with the stove. This problem has been cleared by chance. As I have been trying to kindle a good fire, my wife opened the door to the corridor. Incidentally the main entrance was open, and the fire in the stove burst into flames. The owner of the house hit his head by his palm, as I mentioned it and said:
„I have taped the whole house and this is the reason.” He said he was having the same trouble with his tile-stoves. He took off the tape under the main entrance and I did it with our door. All have been cured at once.

Following my homecoming also the wedding of my brother-in-law took place. They moved into a rented room in „Rose Valley” in the house of his friend, but it has not been their living place for long. Their employer transferred them to another site and provided them with an opportunity to buy an apartment with cooperative ownership (condominium). That apartment type became fashionable with us just very short time before, and my sister-in-law had moved also into such a flat. So, they left our neighbourhood much earlier than us, but in a few years we followed them to the same district.

My job on the tug went on. Having finished the overhaul and having cleaned the engine room we had more time to spend on ourselves. Having a two-year obligation for manual work on boats, I wanted to be promoted in that field by getting a ship mechanist’s certificate. That would allow my employer to give me a job of engine room officer. Also, I desired to be transferred to sea-going vessels – from the previous year the four state companies of river and high-sea shipping, the repair yard and the duty-free harbour has been made into one trust – to see more of the world. As an officer my chance of being allowed to take my wife along on a trip could be higher. In the last days of the year I went to the headquarters and enlisted to a three-week course for the certificate. In January I have done the exam and got my paper.

With my enlisting to the course another machinist has been assigned to the tug from the country. As he would not spend New Year’s Eve at home, he offered me to take that duty from me. The next morning, when I took my duty back, I heard news about the engine-room fire of another tug, that we were helping to salvage her barge in Austria the previous year.

The man on duty on that tug has gone to take a mug of beer in the pub, without having checked the air pressure in the air cylinders. Air has been necessary to feed the burners of the boiler for heating, and had to be pumped up by compressor twice daily. One mug became many and air went out. Not so fire. You can imagine how much soot an oil fire with low – or no – air supply can create.

As the man has returned he saw what happened. He closed the fuel valve and packed up to go home. The smell arouse a suspicion of being something wrong, someone saw the condition of the engine room and alarmed the fire brigade.

Fire had been burning all night. The quantity of soot has been at least 300 pounds, covering walls, engines, everything, even creeping into the electric generators and the giant propulsion motor. You would even see spider webs an inch thick with soot hanging from them. Later I would hear, the company would have covered the event up, had the man done the cleaning himself. But he would choose jail.

It has been the last drop for this tug. It has been scraped and put into the ship-cemetery.

From the first days of the new year (1965) I have been selected as an assistant for Uncle Louis in the personnel department assignment group. He wanted to spare me from the inconvenient dull routine and, as the level of water would allow it, to assign me to a boat as engine-room officer.

Luck has decided otherwise. In the last days of January the phone rang, and it was me, who picked it up.
„Hello”, said a male voice, „is it the office of Louis Aranyszabo (his name meant gold-tailor)?”
„Yes”, I answered, „I shall give him the receiver.”
„Do not, please”, he said, „are you J.K.?”
„Exactly”, I said, „do you want to speak to me?”
”Yes.”
„What can I do for you?”
„I am S.K., Technical Manager of the company. I have been informed that you are ready to be transferred to the construction bureau. Now you are our gold reserve.”

I have been surprised, but pleasantly. Sure, I was ready to have the job, for which I had studied for five years, but now I have not been prepared to it. Anyway, I decided quickly and said:
„I am ready.”
„Pack up then and go to the chief designer in the repair yard.”

Uncle Louis had the dissimilar state of mind: he lost a good skilled man, but he knew, that it was to be my true place.

Chapter 6
Launching a Career

When I arrived in the office building of the yard, I found the chief designer Mr Frank Kom. It was he whom my opponent mentioned some months ago. His name would give us the possibility to make a pun: in our language it is „Kom Ferenc”, pronounced similarly to the word conference. His briefings to us, as well as gatherings to celebrate something, have been called „comferences”. There was another funny coincidence in our names: it began the same way. And our writing was similar so, when I started to write my surname, it looked as his signature.

He was my senior, but only by ten years. He was a very dynamic man, and I liked to work for him. He made me sit down and cross-questioned me about everything. He wanted to know about my marital status, the diploma design of mine at the university and even about the scores in my final exam certificate. Both my answers and my remarks and details of my private point-of-view satisfied him. He was falling into silence and at last put me the question:
„Do you know Mr M.?” It was the fellow of my study-group with the problem of P, m and a.
„Yes, I do.”
„What do you think of him?”
„Well, he is a good guy.” I did not want to cover him with mud. But Frank was not to be satisfied with it.
„You are a fine diplomat.” He understood me completely.
„Why are you inquiring?”
„He has been here two months ago. I did not find him worth.”
„He is more a man of practice”, I wanted to save the situation.
„Unskilled practice”, he stated and the topic was finished.

At our conversation Clare, his secretary and the typist for our texts, has been present. Later she told me, my boss F. was beside himself hearing that the man, we were speaking about, had been given a job at the headquarters as a ship security inspector. The department of his place has not only been part of our company, it has been assigned to be part of the Ministry of Transport and Communications, too. It has meant, that man had become an authority for him in ship security questions. Much later things would turn even more perverse. That man would get an assignment as expert of justice and would establish an engineering design bureau. But that time Hungarian shipbuilding would already be almost dead.

In my career I have seen such cases repeatedly. Many times people, not worth doing work in a place, would tell people worth doing, how to do it. How did Mr Castro say? He who can do it, must do it, he who cannot, must teach it.

The repair yard had a fairly good site at the shore of a backwater closed at the upper end. All the facilities it had for its disposal, to repair or even build boats and floating special equipments. On its launch-site three boats simultaneously could be serviced. There were covered shops for machining, assembly or pipe-line manufacturing. There was a small training shop on the ground floor of our building for apprentices. Both the launch-site and the open space at the workshops have been serviced by cranes. About 800 employees have had their workplace there, 600 of them in manual jobs. 

The construction bureau consisted of three groups, the hull, the engine and the technical developments (innovation) groups. I have been put into the last. This structure existed only for about two years, after that our group would be united with the engine group.

When I began my designer’s career, the activities of our group has covered two main fields. For 400-ton barges Z-drives have been created to provide them with the capacity of self-propulsion. That size-category has not been popular in the river transport for low efficiency in a towage. But the need to transport stone to water constructions in a navigational route with a rather low water level made them indispensable for that function. For this reason a propulsion, actually a giant version of an outboard motor, have been designed with a power of 100 HP. For about a year the group had been working on it and, after a two-month experiment with the prototype, the 0-series of 10 units has been in manufacturing.

The other field of activity was the 250-HP version for a new type of  self-propelled barge with a 1,500-ton payload capacity. For that barge completely new lines, unfamiliar in our country, have been established. Main principles at the design of the hull outline were to have a maximum possible prismatic coefficient – at the low speed on rivers and in canals the resistance is almost independent on the form of a barge – for good efficiency, maximum breadth and a length proper for sluice sizes of the perspective Rhine-Main-Danube canal, as well as a possibility for prefabrication (sectional building). This latest principle meant to build complete welded 3D-sections of the barge in the covered area, and on the open launch-site only the connections between sections were to be welded.  A barge of 500 tons of steel could be built of eight sections. Our hull group has utilized all novelties taken from technical literature all over the world.

All the engineers and other designers with technical secondary education have been a special selection for a quality design job. Our chief designer I have mentioned already. Alas, he would soon become chief engineer in the yard and, having an insoluble dilemma with the management of the company, he would leave. About him I have opportunity to write more.

The head of the hull group was an intelligent man, and after the promotion of  F. he would take his place. The head of the engine group at my start would soon leave, and one of the designers of the group would succeed him. He was a good practical man, he had had at least twelve inventions of the minor kind, but he has always been against quick development and had a great talent to mismanage his people. With me, he could make it together. His name was Eugene D. with a French origin, and we would make a pun of his surname.

My direct boss at the head of the technical developments group has been George J. He was one year my senior. His main characteristic was being conceited. He has been of the type never to altered by any setback, he would at once convince himself of having been right and find a scapegoat in someone else. This failure of his would destroy all good in him and would make it impossible to cooperate. He was my direct boss for two years, and, promoted, he would remain my authority, until I would leave that place.

Of the colleagues I have considered Steve B. most valuable to me. He was a technical secondary graduate, but has had a good practical sense, both in his designs and equipments that went wrong. For his small son he has built a car on a motor-scooter engine. He was also the local representative of CYU, but he has not been very active, and it has been favourable for me, too.

George K. was an intelligent man, single, but not long, as one of the draughtswomen would leave her husband – or vice versa, I do not know –, and they would marry. He was a fan of the English language, and I owe my National Geographic interest to him. He has been the theoretician of the hull group and he would become its head in some years. With him we became friends, I invited him to us many times, but I would lose him from sight later.

The same group had another excellent man, Lesley S. He had beard and moustache, when I got to know him, but he was to have it erased after his wedding. He would not keep his promise, of course. He has been studying Russian language in the institute, where I would also get my language certificates. Why Russian? He said:
„I have tried in three schools, three times to learn the English language. I am not fit for that. This is why I study Russian.”
He was using a denture already in his twenties and sometimes did practical jokes with it.

Steve S. has been two years my senior. He had many brothers, one of them had married a girl from the GDR and had gone to live there. He had had the same problem with Saxon accent like me. S. has told me a story about him. Once he had been offered a manager’s job, but he had denied for not understanding that accent properly by phone. He would leave our team and go to the technical university as a lecturer. I would hear about him the following anecdote years later.

One July morning, opening his garden gate, he found a sack of wheat inside the fence. As it was not his, he went to the police and reported. The police caught the man coming for the sack, it has been stolen. About S. a gossip has been spread that he had been mixed up in a case of wheat theft.

He has always been a technology fanatic, his place was really at the university. And he has been there since.

John E. has been the friend of the young machinist I worked with on the shallow water tug. They had been school-mates in the secondary school. His life has had certain common points with mine. He would leave the place soon, we would be living on the same estate in neighbouring houses. He had been the key-man for the 100-HP Z-drive. 

The older generation has been represented by four persons. Clare, I have mentioned. She has been single and a big admirer of younger men. Especially she was fond of John.

Vincent has been childish in manner and good at heart. His hobby was music. He had the most thorough knowledge of steel as a construction material, and there were no structures he could not undertake for design.

Gustave has been a Frenchman from the days of war. His wife was local, and he has never returned to France. He has been the most precise designer of steel structures, but somebody like G.K. had to oversee him, as he was inclined to put unnecessary beams into the drawing. Our boss, F., called him a steel-eater. His drawings could have been shown in an art gallery for their neatness.

The oldest person has been Richard J., better to say Uncle Ritchie, the controller. All our works came to him and he has found all mistakes. His method of checking has been to redraw them by free hand on the back-side of blue-prints. Very rarely, when there was no job for him, he sat in the arm-chair of the office in the boss’s room and slumbered. Once the guys made a joke of him: they left the bureau on tip-toes and he overslept by an hour. The other day he was in a fighting mood.

In connection with him I have also had a misdeed. Vincent and me had a sugar agreement, for our coffee taken twice daily we brought sugar in turn. Sitting beside the percolator „office” I kept our sugar in a glass can in my desk. Uncle Ritchie has constantly been helping himself to our sugar. Vincent advised me to put salt into the can and hide the sugar. Poor Ritchie would never come to us again for sugar.

He had been a man of importance before the war in the ministry. For some oral or written reports he had been fired. He had to start again from the bottom, working as a sailor until his retirement, but, as his pension has not covered his costs, he would work until his death.

There were four draughtswomen, but they changed often. Only Gabrielle who would catch G.K., Magdalene, a fiery plump divorcee and Maria, an unimportant young girl stayed longer. The father of  Magdalene would come to us to work as an electrician. From that time on only he could clear up messes in electric systems – caused by himself.

My first task has been to prepare the complete calculation of the 250-HP Z-drive. At the same time, I prepared the drawings of the lower gearbox with the propeller. When it has been finished summer time has been coming. 

When we with my wife were preparing for our wedding, we sent notice about it among others to Hans in the GDR. During our first married month we have received a small, but pretty wedding gift. For the half year I have spent on the boat I neglected them, but when I was transferred to the yard, I informed them how my life was turning. One day in early spring we have got a letter from them inviting us to spend 3 weeks with them on the Baltic coast in June. Both our families were against our going, but we decided to take the advantage of their invitation. 

It has not been a cheap enterprise. We had to get money to buy our tickets. Also to purchase some gifts for all of them. And not to forget about the costs the next year to invite them in turn. Not to mention the trouble of getting permission from our employers for two weeks of unpaid leave. Against all odds, we succeeded in our proceedings.

I have mentioned somewhere that after my second trip upriver with the tug the previous year, there was no navigation, because of the extremely low water-level. For half a year there were no significant precipitations in the whole Danube basin. After New Year however a large quantity of snow fell in the Alps. During spring the rain caused troubles, but at last the river could be used for transport, if not very long. From May the water-level was equal to that of flood.

Work in the yard had to be reorganized. The vehicles under construction on the launch-site have been opened at the bottom to let water in, otherwise displacement forces could lift them off their blocks.

Fuel had to be pumped out of the subterranean tanks to save environment from contamination. Two days before our trip to the GDR I worked five hours at the pumps. For the next day another rise in level has been forecast, with it the water would be two feet on the premises. The forecast has been right. My last day before the trip it is recorded on photos taken by colleagues and me. When we arrived by foot to the yard, we could reach our office only by paddle boats. The workshop have been deserted, only our office was working. The next day the water was to rise again and my colleagues were ordered to take a room at headquarters for emergency.

Chapter 7
On the Seashore

The next day we departed on our trip to the GDR. Through many miles the train was following the riverside, it was a terrible sight to be in the middle of a great sea of flooded meadows. Only here and there higher points remained dry. More to see in Canned Roaddust.

Our homeward journey was more than tiring. We arrived early morning and, after getting home, we went to sleep for half a day, before visiting our relatives in the afternoon.

As we were settling down into the routines we have realized that my wife’s schoolyear has been lost. She could not prepare for the exams and so, appealed for a year’s delay. This was the only case when we have not been serious enough to make her education completed.

Chapter 8
Repair Yard

The river has gone back to its normal bed, and the repair yard carried on its duties. The 250-HP Z-drive was in the prototype phase and, as there were no serious troubles during assembly, I have got other work to do. One of the fields has been quite new to me, but in a short time I would become a specialist of that topic in the trade. It was the calculation of torsional vibrations in the propulsion systems of ships. 

On the launch-site there were three objects at that time. The second one of a series of passenger boats, the first push-boat built by reconstruction from a normal tug-boat and the first new R-M-D canal barge. For the last one the 250-HP Z-drive has been designed. It would be necessary to check vibrations later, but we had time. The most urgent task has been to do the calculations for the 2,000-HP push-boat.

For an engineer with a calculator of the mechanical type, it took two weeks. I have just finished it with favourable results, when we found that the engine factory had made modifications on the engine. Time has been too short to repeat the calculation. There was only one solution: the state company for information technology (it was the ‘60s and PC was still a topic for the distant future) could prepare a computer program for the job, and on our data they can repeat it twice a day if necessary. We did it with a great success.

Later I would develop a program of my own for a different computer, but it would not be utilized too much, before it would become obsolete by new generations of computers.

After several attempts in the university, the design of propeller screws was only partly new to me. My first job of that kind has been the check of an existing screw for a different boat. In my five years on this place six to seven new screws have been made on my drawings. This experience I would carry to my next employer and, as the push-boats and other products would be exported to the Soviet Union, hundreds of spare screws, made on Russian engineers’ copies of my drawings, would be mounted as replacements of broken original ones.

The design of propeller screws is a scientific, as well as a practical work. The best specialists of the field in Britain, Germany and America a hundred years ago, began to create towing-tanks for model ships and screws. On their track the Dutch in Wageningen did the same for modern needs. In the days of PCs and Internet such a task is a child’s play to do. But it has been 30 years ago I write about.

To get a proper propulsion the screw is the key-element. Getting it, you had to appreciate first the conditions, to select a nearly optional one. When its diameter, number of blades – also very important at torsional vibrations – and pitch has been known, it would be actually designed by vortex theory. The third stage is to have it towed in the tank. The results of the experiments would generally suggest slight modifications, and then the truly optional propulsion can take reality. After that only God can help.

The design of propulsion shaft systems was a fine occupation and a big challenge. After a year in the bureau it became my field and later, also at my new employer this task would find me. Knowledge of the topic would help me at the design of engine room arrangements. Around that time a new colleague came to our design office, an engineer, who has not been unfamiliar to me. He had been making his practice as a 4th-year student during my time on the low-draught tug. We had a good relationship and, until my leave from that place, we met at our homes, too. He, as well as his wife, had been members of a vocal in a religious society and had been singing in churches.

Our home has not been open to strangers. My wife and me enjoyed being together and being left by others. During the first three years of our married life she has been learning to get her secondary education. After that it was me, almost constantly studying something. Beside relatives we have received almost nobody.

My brother-in-law and his wife has frequented us at the beginning, as they have been living similarly in a rented room. Chatting with Julius was very useful, he has always been a great fan of radios and TVs, he knew all about the topic. Her wife has been a busy-body and she did not change to this day. It is not too hard to remember something of that. One evening we found that there was no coffee for the percolator. My wife took the rest of raw coffee beans brought by me from Vienna long before, and I went out to the kitchen to roast them. We have not been very well equipped, instead of a wooden spoon, as we have not had any, I used our only fork. My brother-in-law and his wife have arrived unexpectedly.

My wife risked the question if they were hungry and she lost. Of course, they were. Our whole stock has been two eggs and a piece of bacon. J.’s wife decided to help. She got a pan – accidentally we had another one – and began to prepare scrambled eggs. I have not finished yet, when she came to take my place at the electric stove. She said:
„It is hard to help you, as you have only one fork and you are roasting coffee with the ,other one’.”
That large quantity of food has been devoured without a hitch.

Another instance for her desire to help. They were with us, invited all right, not unexpected. We have sipped our coffee and she wanted to help my wife in washing up the dishes. Two of the special cups have been, since that time, repaired with glue.

Those cups have come to us from my aunt H. Before our wedding we were visiting her and she said:
„I have so many fine porcelains. I want to give you some for a start.”
We were grateful. She gave us, among others, a set of porcelain mocca cups and saucers, incomplete, because she had bought it at the factory in Pecs, and there was no pitcher or sugar pot. The cups and saucers are wonderful: the cups are tiny pine-cones, the saucers maple leaves. It was a rare thing to get something from her, as she had not been friendly with us too long for the following reasons. 

During the time after our wedding, before I got into work, the young man I mentioned, Emery, was preparing to his graduation exam. My aunt wanted me to leave my wife alone and help him in the Russian language. I refused. At any subject I would have helped him, but to memorize foreign words can be done better alone. Since that time until her death many years later I will have been the bad boy for her.

I mentioned that as students we were going frequently to the hills for excursions. After our wedding we have done the same with my wife. We could travel everywhere in the country cheap, as my employer provided me with the booklet for buying tickets on railway and boats at a 10-percent basis. On Saturdays in the summer we caught a train to the lake and my aunt E. was happy to receive us, as we eased her solitude. We took a swim before going to her, and Sunday morning said her good-bye. The afternoon train took us home, all the time we spent on the lake.

Sometimes we took the express train to the town of Miskolc, where my school-time girl-friend I. had been living, and then the narrow-gauge railway, up to the hills of Bukk. There were small falls in the forest and caves, some of them with anthropological findings. The recreation place called Grand Hotel was our base. The forest around it and all along the narrow-gauge line has been majestic.

From the country-side we would have seen much less, had we not had the chance for cheap travel. Also, if we have had a proper house or apartment, we would have left it fewer times. But our small rented room, although it has been our home, and being together in it has been a pleasure for both of us, could not keep us inside, when the weather was good.

Devices and utensils purchased on our trip in the GDR helped us to improve our property. A small car vacuum-cleaner served us for at least six years, and I was able to avoid the torture of shaving daily with terrible re-sharpened blades as I have got an electric razor. Most useful has been the gift of our friends, a set of stainless steel utensils. We could even roast coffee and fry eggs at the same time. The immersion water heater has also been a useful thing to prepare tea.

Our financial state was slowly improving. Beside my salary, I could undertake excess work, as the company had a lot of new projects in mind, and the capabilities of the office in normal working time have been limited. A lot of extra designing has been done in overtime work: harbour lighters for the Hamburg port, a dredger for the national gravel miners, floating belt-conveyor for a cooperative in the country, supplementing the lost documentation of a tug, etc.

The extra money would not have been enough for large savings to buy a flat of our own, but we could live comfortably and could save up some money for the reception of our German friends. We were expecting them in the year following our trip to them.

As we had no acquaintances or relatives who could have accommodated them in the capital, we agreed with my mother-in-law that in the few days, they were here, we would spend nights with them, and our friends would sleep in our room. Our host has agreed, too. In the country we would be welcome with aunt E., and in a resort home, not far from the town of my secondary school, we could also be together with them. The resort home belonged to a friend of the husband of my sister-in-law.

About our plans there were some arguments with my wife’s brother and his wife. They knew about our savings and, as they had the opportunity to buy their apartment through their employer, but didn’t have the money, they wanted us to lend them our savings and postpone the trip of our guests. We could not do that, everything had already been settled. Anyhow, they could get the needed credit from somewhere else, as they bought their flat. (In two years the same situation would be repeated, only then it would be we, who would look for any possibility to collect the deposit.) 

We needed our savings not only for the costs of the holiday, we had to buy a cupboard-wardrobe to furnish our room. There were some unexpected factors to take a part of our savings from us. In that year the system of municipal transport fares was reformed, unchanged for twenty years. The fares grew by 100 percent overnight from June to July. The monthly tickets cost even more in comparison.

As an engineer I have always been interested in technology and science. May has always been the month for our international fair in the Municipal Park. The company provided us designers with the possibility to visit the fair free. In that year we had a long-lasting experience in the fair. Just as we were leaving the grounds we became aware of a boy of 12 going up and down crying. His speech as he turned to us has been unintelligible to me, but somehow sounded familiar. Using German I questioned the boy and he said at last „Holland”. I tried to convince him there was no problem, we could find his relatives. We were looking for the studios as we heard through the loud-speaker that his parents were waiting for the boy at the studios.

When we met them, their joy has been enormous. The parents were elderly people, the boy must have been a late joy of life for them. To express her gratitude the mother could not do anything, but give us a coin as a souvenir, a two-and-half gulden one. We have changed addresses. The next month my wife has got a small package through mail containing a headscarf with Amsterdam symbols. 

For about ten years we remained in correspondence, it was a little hard, as they have always sent their letters in Dutch. First I could only send my reply in German, but later I would answer in English. The boy became a truck driver and we always hoped he would visit us, but he would not.

My wife could do fine this year in her school with my help and she finished her second grade.

Chapter 9
Our German Guests

In the first days of August our guests arrived. They were to arrive at the airport early in the afternoon, but their airplane had not been in a good shape, and the technical crew had not let it start until in order.

My wife went to her mother and the food for dinner has been prepared. In a basket my wife took it home.

The several hours of waiting I spent by rambling around the airport. The open terrace with a fine view over the facilities has been my base, and from anywhere I returned there regularly. There was no fashion of terrorist acts that days, fortunately, and in our country it would only become fashionable much later. To sit in the restaurant has not been for my pocket. 

On the terrace a woman addressed me for some information. She could have got it anywhere, it must have been an attempt to get into contact with me. She was pretty and well-dressed, but my senior at least ten years. She was expecting her husband back from the West, but his plane was also in delay. At last my guests arrived before her man. 

Our friends have arrived all right. They left their children home and were expecting a fine holiday. Elfie had been here in our country many years before in a youth hostel with her fellow pupils. Her memories were all favourable. About H.’s visit I have given my tale.

We arrived home by taxi rather late. My wife was anxious, but she was waiting patiently. Of the dinner almost nothing became but a small picking, as they were not accustomed to the generosity of our airlines. Their one and the Soviets were giving always a small snack we called „rubber chicken” and a glass of coloured water. Our airlines have never gone over completely to the socialist-type service, they offered always wine and even brandy, after coffee in French style.

Our guests spent the night well – what cannot be said about us – and they were full of energy to see the city. Their first day was tiring for both them and us. For the evening we had arranged dance for them, but they would not go for it. Instead, we sat in the night bar of Hotel Gellert and were chatting until late, sipping the same drink all the time. We agreed with them to go for our lakeside holiday as soon as possible, and spend the remaining days in the capital after that.

The next evening we have been guests with my sister-in-law and his husband. They had taken their apartment two years ago, and my wife had moved into their former room. E. had been pregnant that time and at the visit of our guests their daughter, Erika, was more than a year old.

It has not been an easy evening for me. Neither E., nor her husband, Lesley, spoke German, I had to translate all. But L. had been studying that language and he understood – or rather misunderstood – lot. Misunderstanding German is easy. It has certain verbs that completely change their meaning by putting a verbal prefix in front of them. E.g. „auf” means up, „hoeren” to hear, but „aufhoeren” to stop doing. Also „auf” put in front of „machen” or make, would mean to open.

Well, H. wanted to make a joke and was reminding me of my trip to the GDR three years before. L. thought it was about my misdeeds in pursuing a lot of girls. When I began to explain it, not one of them believed me, E. was even saying:
„Do not apologize. You were independent and such adventures make a man higher in my estimate.” Well, she must have had L. in an extremely high estimate for his past and future.

But what, if I had not been committing them. And it is my firm conviction, that evening my wife started to go on the road that led to her unlimited jealousy that is keeping her in its gripe today.

We have got the keys of the summer home where we were to spend our first week. We boarded the train with a high expectation the next morning, but the weather decided otherwise.

For two days we could enjoy ourselves. There was a rather big sitting room in the house and two small sleeping chambers beside the bathroom and the kitchen. For cleansing, water had to be boiled on the stove. The garden was small and the house has actually been half of a twins-cottage. But then the weather went foul. In a week we had to spend almost five days within, as it has been rainy with a strong north-western wind.

On the lake this wind is as customary as bora in Italy or mistral in France. It comes several times in a year, the week following the middle of August being one of them. That year it came for our honour one week earlier.

In breaks of the rain we made long excursions both by train and boat. By the latter we visited the peninsula Tihany with its famous abbey and cathedral. The first document, a decree of a king, written in our national language, instead of the official Latin, can be seen there, it is the foundation letter of the abbey itself. Before the war, the side wall of the cathedral was famous for the echo. Alas, renovation of the wall eliminated this phenomenon. It is said to have been retelling whole sentences. 

There was something else to shake off boredom: it was the last days of Football World Championship in Britain. H. has always been a great fan, he would go to the camping site nearby and sit in the military tent housing guests and a TV-set, „looking into the tube” and backing his compatriots’ team.

The stormy weather has not been over yet, when we moved to aunt E.’s house in the village of my childhood. My role as a translator has gone on. Dislike in my aunt for Germans has decreased a little, especially she liked E. They could even understand each other without my help.

We have spent a week there in her house and there was a week-end during that time. The week-end saw the arrival of the couple being in agreement with aunt E. The room where E. and H. were sleeping – and we, two years before and since – was needed. As there were two beds in the other room and we used only one, the obvious solution would have been for E. and H. to sleep in the other bed together. But H. refused, took out the inflatable mattress from the bag and slept on it. In every few hours he had to get up and inflate the cushion under his feet as it leaked.

From that village we crossed the lake by boat, and ascended the hill of Badacsony. Our friends have been fascinated  by the sight of the other shore with its volcanoes from our place. Being up on the hill they had their greatest experience in their life that far.

Our village seen from the boat or the other side is two gentle uniform hills. But, especially in the afternoon, getting the sunlight on them, the right-side hill has a „vest” on it. It is the loess precipice with the small caves for my childhood adventures. The southern shore is quite flat beside them.

We have walked along the ridge of the hill to the eastern edge and, standing above the closed quarry, we could see as far as the peninsula with the abbey 18 miles away. The air has been swept clean by the storm, the sight was as sharp as if it had been two steps away.

After the storm we had some fine days and took advantage of them. The rowing boats of the lake with their traditional form have caught their attention. These boats took the true form of a life-boat for sea-going vessels, lakeshore people called them nutshell boats. Being made of quality wood they could be used for many decades. We took the guests rowing in a boat of four, and it has really been a good experience.

Our friends had seen many places before and had tested the food of numerous people. I think, beside their own traditional dishes, they like most our national meals. There are some, that could not have been developed without our history, our country to have been a multinational country for a thousand years. Even the names of them refer to places, towns or whole countries belonging this day to states formed after World War I. Take e.g. stuffed cabbage of Kolozsvar (today Cluj Napoca in Transylvania). It mixes the characteristic German sauerkraut (pickled cabbage) with Hungarian meat balls (dumplings) and a Serb-style stew with a lot of onions and red pepper. It is not only a meal, it is a risk for your health. But, when taken with bread and in a quantity fit for your organism, it is a dish of the gods.

There is another characteristic dish for the old country, goulash. The word itself means cowboy. Our cowboys on the great plain sitting on their horses in the traditional long, wide-legged white trousers, unbuttoned vests and wide-sleeved white shirts, with the cocked black hats on their heads, they had been preparing this meal in open stew-pots on open fires. It is a stew of beef, cut into small pieces and roasted down in fat with onions, before covered by red pepper and thinned by water under it. Generally it is eaten as a soup with noodles in it. But you can pour less water, and then it is eaten with dried noodles, prepared in a way as rice. 

Fish is the most important raw material for meals on the lakeside. The fish-soup in our national way is the best meal of the world. There are three kinds of fish in it: small fish as bleak (very thorny), fine fish as perch (without any thorns) and fat fish as carp or cat-fish. The small ones are boiled in water with onions, until they fall apart. Then fish-meat and the taste of onion is pressed through a mesh, together with the fluid. It is the most important item, pressed meat and onion taste is put back into it. When it is boiling once more, the fat fish with the necessary salt is put in. Heated to boil once more, the soup receives the fine fish. Boiled third time, red pepper is thrown on the surface. It would be solved by the fat floating above. This soup is proper with hot red pepper. You need to take it with bread and, according to the saying: „If you drink water after a fish-meal instead of dry white wine, the fish will think it has been eaten by a dog.”, you have other obligations to finish your dinner.

There are other fine dishes with us, but I do not want to make this story a recipe-book.

All in all, our German friends liked to take our national meals. Alas, waiters began to be spoiled by the growing number of tourists. One day in a restaurant we were served spoiled beer and even got near to beating, when we argued. Another day a lot of old, spoiled beer has been put on our table, although we wanted to order wine.

Having spent two weeks on the lake we returned to the capital. The last days of their holiday our guests enjoyed not less. 

I have taken H. to my working place, in the meantime the girls went shopping. My colleagues received him cordially, and our „coffee-angel” Magdalene prepared him a real coffee. Then I did not know too much about coffee, only what an ordinary man would know. But later in Ethiopia I would learn all I can. There and then H. was astonished to find it was coffee. At his first sip he thought it was some poison. My colleague with a relative in the GDR said:
„Well, it is not ,Schwarzes Wasser’ (black water).”

He liked the yard very much. I think, he has learned more about our shipbuilding and repair, than in the three weeks three years before. Our visit in the repair yard was a Friday. The next day would be our first Saturday off ever. Since that day for some years we had every second Saturday as a day off. Later it became extended to every Saturday. 

Following some sentimental walks in the city they flew off and our life returned to the normal routine.

Chapter 10
Preparing for a Better Nest

In the office I have already been wanted for tasks not to be done by others. It is always the same in the last days of a holiday. Although cemeteries are full of indispensable people, there are some cases when someone is needed more than others.

The R-M-D canal series, barges with ordinary sterns, those with perpendicular ends, self-propelled barges and the projected self-propelled freighter/push-boat have all been on their way from drawing board to realization. My next task has been to design a lifting-lowering device for the control-room of the bridge on the freighter/push-boat. Its purpose would be the lowering of the 7-by-7-foot wheel-house containing the controls and steering, in case the ship would reach a bridge on the river, and its lifting to a 7-foot height afterwards. It has involved the transfer of mechanical movements from there down to the engines and backwards to the rudder. I finished it in time and do not have to be ashamed of the results.

For the equipment, I had to act as a purchaser, to find the hydraulic and other elements. Greatest praise on my work ever has been, as the commander on her maiden voyage, dubbed „the monster” for his manners about any reforms, said:
„It is very good that you feel what you are doing by pushing these levers and trotting on those pedals.” The pedals lifted or lowered the control-room.

To avoid dependence on electric circles in case of black-outs, everything has been solved manually through wires, sprockets, chains. No limit-switches. Limitation of lifting at the uppermost position has been done by the hydraulic system safety-valve. Just as in automotive workshops with car-lifts. It can seem funny in a world of electronics to rely so much on mechanical devices, but in navigation, principles are different. On the low-draught tug the boatswain (the second one) said a very clever statement once:
„Steam tug-boats have always been better, because half of them can be in the bag, and they still work.” He meant, a Diesel tug-boat can only do her work, when the repair or maintenance work is completed. Steam-boats can be repaired on route.

It was the same with this freighter/push-boat. Only one of her systems was unsatisfactory. The design of her rudder-blades had been based on a GDR invention. It has not been sturdy enough, it would be necessary to be changed in some years. 

We with my wife became accustomed fast to our common life and have been able to accept the reality of our very limited chances in that small rented room. We cared for each other, and both of us tried to make it easy for the other. Anyway, it was our common ambition to get an apartment for ourselves. My wife has been similarly a member in the CYU, and we both handed in our application to our local representative to be selected for an apartment in houses built by the Central Committee of CYU. As it had a low probability to get such an apartment – or rather the opportunity to buy it –, we tried to secure any chance we could get. 

We visited the district council member representing us in his constituency and told him all about us to ask for his help. Compared to a CYU apartment, a so-called council flat could be taken free of charge, but it would remain a state property forever. The CYU flat had to be paid for and it would become the property of the person. Chances to get a flat from the council has been near to zero, but no perspective was to be left out. 

At the same time my mother has been working on a scheme of her own. It needs some historic review to see connections clearly. Also, as this topic is mentioned here not the last time, it is necessary for the reader to fully understand it. My mother and her sister had purchased a site outside the capital in their maiden years (in the ‘20s). They were planning to build a house there and become self-sufficient in case they would not find anyone to marry. The site had been utilized for building, and my mother’s parents moved in with their younger son, still single that time. After his wedding he took his wife there and, as both my mother and her sister had their own housing facilities, it had been accepted that the house would be for the parents as long as they had been living, and after their death it would come to their brother having taken care for the parents.

My grandfather had died three months before my birth. My grandmother died, when I was 12. After her death, my mother ceded her ownership right of the house in favour of her younger brother, and my aunt did the same both with the ownership of the house and her share of ownership of the site. My mother, however, retained her share of 50 percent of the site. Not very easy to follow, is it?

To make it a little more complicated, the site had not been a separate piece of land. Their ownership right together had originally been for 50 percent of the whole greater site. The whole site had been separately listed in the land register, but their ownership share had been included as 25 and 25 percent beside the co-owner’s 50 percent. The first attempt by my mother and her sister to divide it in a way that their part would become a separate property had been unsuccessful. In that district that had been actually out-of-town that time, then the rules for minimum size of a site would not have been satisfied after the separation.

In 1950 the site got to belong to the municipality, as the capital was extended that year. Relevant rules have changed and the next attempt to divide it could be made. Until that time, when we with my wife were looking for a possibility, the division has been done. Even the earlier land-shifts, for the provision of a service path, have been arranged back. My mother wanted us to build a house of our own on the free part of the site. But she had not counted with the resistance of his brother and the family, who had considered the house and the garden theirs for a long time.

My mother wanted to bring the matter to an end. She applied for a division of the property in the land-register, and in that case she took the help of my wife – she was an employee in a district council. The attempt would be hopeless anyway. First, the separate halves would not go for the minimum size. Second, both the owners would have to sign the application, and my uncle would never do anything against his interests. The case went to sleep that time. I am to take up the line of this story later, as I mentioned, when it becomes up-to-date.

That means, our only real chance has been to wait for the CC of CYU to accept the application of one of us.

In that year, before the visit of the Germans to us, my wife has warmed up her friendship with a former schoolmate. Her name was Gabriella. She had many brothers and sisters. Their father was an agronomist and the director of a state orchard. Once or twice we visited her at home and she would come from time to time to us. I have never liked her too much, I felt an exaggerated self-confidence in her. She had – with a good reason – troubles in getting a proper boy-friend, and my wife tried to introduce her to my colleague G.K. For this reason she has come with us to an excursion by a sailing boat on the lake Balaton. The event was fine and Gabby enjoyed it, too, but the business between them could not come true. Whether George liked her, I do not know, she has amused herself with the wrong man.

About a year later she would find somebody for a husband, but their marriage would be a short one.

We were saving up for the apartment regularly, but it did not prevent us from spending some money for other needs. TV has become an accepted way of amusement, and we took one on hire-purchase. It was good for us on evenings when we stayed home.

My young colleague John E. decided it was time to marry his fiancée. We were present at the wedding and, as they lived in the same way in a rented room as we did, we became friends. We went frequently to see country towns where we have never been before and once they took us along on a river excursion by a keel-boat. We have spent the night in a tent and it was then that my wife decided never to sleep in a tent again.

As they would be able to buy their CYU apartment on the same estate as we would I can write more about them later.

Towards the end of that year I had an encounter in the workshop that would highly influence my life in the future. One day I went to see, how the assembly of the 250-HP Z-drive stood. Manual work has been done by an old man, who had an extremely high authority among his fellow mechanics. He said to me:
„It is a good design. But I suppose you have not done too much assembly work.”
„Thank you”, I said, „how did you guess it?”
„Some parts are nearly native!” Native parts meant in our jargon, they cannot be put to place, better to „manufacture them inside”.
„Well”, I said, „you can help us with your advice to correct our mistakes.”

He told me then that he was an engineer, but, as he was a good mechanic, by manual work he could get more money than by engineering. He also told me, he had been working all over the world at my age.
„I would catch a train and go where I could to get more money. And seeing the world was a fun, too.”
„You could do it then”, I answered, „but how to do it now?”

He showed me a newspaper, some weeks old, and an information in it. It stated that a new state foreign trade company had been created. Named TESCO, it was to export mental values, i.e. to sell licences of Hungarian inventions and to send educated people to countries in need of them.
„This is your chance”, he said.

Actually, it was. At the next possibility I turned to my acquaintance in the ministry – he had been the man to make the agreement with me for scholarship in the company –, and asked him about it. He said:
„It is started always by TESCO. They send us letters and ask for our suggestion for skilled people.”
„Would you not suggest me next time?”
„You would have to speak English on a high level.”

We agreed, I would study English and come back. I had to get some information about how to get into a proper course for high degree examination in English. My colleague L. told me some of the basics, but he who wanted to get in, had to do an entrance exam. The next course would start in September the following year and there general capabilities would be examined beside our knowledge in the native language. Chances were thin as there were twelve applicants for every place in the group.

I had two months to refresh my knowledge of the grammar and usage of my native language, after a seven-year break. My sense of correct usage is due mainly to that time, as well as to the reader during the short time of my translator activities.

The entrance exam has been a novelty to me. The written stage contained such tasks as to formulate a sentence from foreign – I think Finnish – language words given in two other sentences with known meanings. I think I fared well. The oral exam was more on the base of the English language, you had to listen to sounds in low tone and repeat them, repeat words like „thermometer” – I was unable to compose the starting consonant –. There were questions about my intentions about why I would learn the language.

In two weeks I got my notice: of 250 applicants 50 had passed (I among them), but only 18 had been accepted. Alas, I have not been among them. May be, next time, I thought.

My wife has been to me – as always, when I did not succeed in something – very sympathetic. She said, I still had time. I agreed. She has been in her 3rd grade and it would be better, if she finished her school before I started something.

There was another great task for me: to have my teeth bring into order. It had been a surprise for me to have any troubles with them, as I had always did all that looked necessary – at that time – for the health of them. But now I know, those measures have not been enough, as my knowledge about it has been limited, and also I had teeth with a bad start: in the years when my milk teeth were falling and my final ones grew out, I did not have the proper kind of food, as we had been very poor.

In some months the first step has been done, I had no bad teeth, either repaired or extracted. But the second step, to substitute missing ones, would be postponed.

There was another point not to start my study that year. My wife’s application for the apartment at CYU has been accepted. It was a great joy, but, as we had saved actually very little money, it looked improbable that we could pay the deposit being equal to 16-month pay for both of us together. We could have saved this sum in four years.

My wife has been much more courageous in this case than me. She started to collect the money by borrowing from her relatives. It did not look perspective. Her brother still remembered our point of view one year earlier, and her sister’s husband, although he could have paid it out of his vest pocket, refused with the excuse, he had to buy his car at once, and it was more important for him. He has been a purchaser for a cooperative in fruit and vegetable sales. He really needed the car, but he would not want very much to help us, either. I have to tell the truth, from the family of my wife there came not a penny to our apartment.

That man has been a typical human being, with all the charm, naiveté, crudeness and faults. In his young days he had been a very attractive man. About his adventures before his wedding had been tales everywhere. He belied the saying that a man either lives his sex life before or outside his marriage. He did both.

They had been married for years when I was courting M. and there were gossips in the family about his adventure to date. Only a slight comparison: when we were married six years with my wife, we were always sitting side by side at family gatherings, holding hands.

He was a good-hearted man, especially with us, but there were exceptions, as the case I mentioned. He had a very good humour, only he had also been apt to make practical jokes. One evening, e.g. being at us, when I had not seen him, he put our alarm clock to midnight. Aroused at 12 p.m. I could not go to sleep for two hours and at 5 a.m. it would be time to get up. Or, he regularly mixed up the springs on my expander. Or put onions into our shoes.

He was popular with his colleagues – at least I was informed this way by his wife and by himself – and he has always had a big income. All his money he spent on his family(ies). About him I should write somewhat more later.

When I saw that my wife considered getting the money awfully important, I put aside my reservations and started on a big campaign to collect it. My colleague G., our guest sometimes, agreed to buy our TV-set still on hire. He would also give us a small sum as a loan for two years.

My other colleague, the draughtswoman, whom G. would marry some years later, applied for a bank loan and handed us the money, as well as the repay checks.

My boss, who moved from his position as chief designer to chief engineer, gave me about a quarter of the whole sum also as a loan for two years.

And at last my aunt has done the same with the same sum.

We could not get more. It was only 60 percent of the deposit needed. As the dead-line for payment neared, my wife went to the man in charge for the deposits, and wanted to refuse on the ground, that our money would not be enough. I did not know about this at the time, as she would act so on her own. Fortunately, the man was fit for his place. He would not take her refusal. He said there was another chance to join building in another district. It was the same district, where her sister and brother lived, and those flats were not only smaller, but their installation would be cheaper. So, he offered her to take that opportunity and pay the money collected as it was exactly the sum needed there. That way our future has been partly secured. Partly only as it has not been our money that has been paid in, we had to repay it by hard work.

For the coming two years we could really buy nothing. Even our food has been very poor. I rationed my breakfast to a quart of milk with a roll instead of the traditional sausage with bread and butter. I could save this way three quarters of the cost. My wife undertook a separate job at a cooperative, dealing with vermin extermination. She walked miles and laid out boxes with rat-poison in places we would not go near to nowadays.

Fortunately, there were a lot of extra tasks in our office, and we could earn some money by them. Our routine became so much part of our life that, when we were over the loans, we could hardly be accustomed to greater possibilities.

Living together in a limited place with hard obligations and common ambition brought us even closer with my wife. It is a habit usually to forget the words said at the wedding ceremony, that we would stay together in conditions both bad and good. Many divorces occur, because the couple would not take on bad conditions, only good. Living through bad times makes us appreciate the better life after. Sensible people are keeping together as they love themselves within their mate, they attribute characteristics to him or her being actually theirs. We with M. had been very different people. Although she had been in love with me very much, she will have not been able to bear my faults after love will have left. I had also been in love with her. She had also had her faults. Without our common life in such hard conditions, it is highly probable we would also spoil divorce statistics. But, as it had been, we held on our life, our habits, experiences, memories and would not ruin ourselves.

When the deposit has been paid we were told to expect moving in no sooner than three years after. Besides, there was a rule, that at the construction every member of the community had to work for a given time as a manual helper. The house would become finished exactly on time and, fortunately, our manual help would not be necessary.

When all was fixed in principle, we visited the site and found a lot of finished buildings with inhabitants, living for years in their apartments. We have learned that up to that time no transport had been organized by the municipal communications company. Besides, no shop were to be found in a circle of about half a mile. But, as the people living there told us, in a short time there would be both a bus-line and a general store. 

Three years after our moving into the house, the transport company would not be able to postpone the start of a new bus-line. And, even before that, in 1972, the first prefabricated wooden general store would open.

Just for comparison we took the trouble of travelling to the place, where our house would have been built originally. It was a pleasant surprise to find it even more far away, completely deserted. 

Before leaving us for his new job in the shipyard, our boss did a favour to us, subordinates. Every 3rd year in September an international shipbuilding conference had been held at the lake’s northern shore in Balatonfured, in the coronary sanatorium. This year, 1967, it has been due – my first possibility to take part –, and F. assigned as many of us as possible to see and hear what is an international conference like. It has really been a good experience, and a lot of outstanding experts of our trade I have met there first.

We have been in the last year of my wife’s study, in the next year, 1968, she would finish it and get her certificate. We agreed after that, it was time for me to join a course in English. I did it at the beginning of summer and was waiting with great expectation for the course to start. 

My wife needed my help for her graduation exam and, with her last exams, her final examination has been completed all right. She took me along to her banquet, where the schoolmates have met last time, after so many troubles together. 

We have had some time left of the summer and at aunt E. we tried to have a little rest. We helped her to pick her fruits and to take it to the market. She complained about the couple she was in agreement with, that they would not take into account her rights for solitude. They would always come and use her kitchen, even the other rooms in the house. They would pick fruit for themselves and take it in great quantities.

I think now, there was a certain degree of exaggeration in her narratives, but we did not think so that time. We advised her to turn to the court, if she wanted to break the agreement. We would take their places if she wanted. At last, when her partners would become unbearable, she would try it, but, as they had had their good connections, she would lose. Well, in that summer we listened carefully to her complaints and tried to comfort her during the week we spent with her.

One day we took the boat to the other shore and went up the hill. On the return trip it was very hot and tourism was in full swing. We could hardly get places at the upper deck in front. A family with two children was also there, and the parents got their places, letting the children find theirs. The boy of 12 could, but his sister, about 10, could not. As she was standing beside me I came into eye contact with her and made a sign to sit on my knee. She did it and put out her tongue at the boy. We talked a little, and my wife was smiling at it. May be, she thought about the same: it would be good already to have a child of our own.

Following this pleasant summer, we launched a completely new routine in spending our time. That far my wife has had her study, and I dealt with domestic things as washing, preparing food and sometimes going to fetch her at the school. Since that year it has been changed. It was me coming home late, and she doing domestic work. Until my last exam in languages, with a break during our stay abroad in Africa, it has remained the same.

Chapter 11
First English Course

I have been very lucky with my first English group and teacher. In the group there was nobody with a high knowledge of the language, and we could promote at a good pace. The teacher was a girl, I think my junior, and she has just returned from Finland, after an intensive on-the-spot course of the Finnish language. Her English was good with no accents, and she had a good ability to transfer her knowledge to us even about the most special vowels and consonants.

Our text-book has also been excellent for the study of the language from the beginning. It was the four-volume Eckersley text-book, in use for about fifty years at that time. Ours has been an umpteenth edition from Bulgaria.

My promotion in English has been quick and, as I was interested in the language, I wanted to speak and understand it as soon as possible. I took the advice of a former teacher in my elementary school to refresh my vocabulary every day with the new words. Another advice from my Russian teacher in the country secondary school has been, to learn the words in one order and to check myself in another. For this I would see other methods later, but I think I have chosen the best one that time. I prepared my vocabulary so, that on the left side I listed the words in the English order, and on the right side in my native language. It meant to list every word twice. But I could memorize them on the left, and check myself on the right. Since that time in every language I was studying I did the same.

Chance has also helped me: in English there are so many fine books and periodicals, that it is almost impossible to avoid temptation of reading. I began to buy books in second-hand bookshops and, after reading resold them. Some of them I kept, e.g. one of my favourite is by James Hilton Knight without Armour.

My first encounter with this novel came, when I was 12. From before the war a lot of books of the cheaper editions by newspaper companies have remained in the chests of my parents. Mainly they were translations of English and American novels. Edgar Wallace’s Bosambo books, unavailable lately, or love stories and the one from J. Hilton.

In the world of Soviet juvenile novels it has been an astonishment to read something from the opposite view about Russia during its Civil War. Very similar experience, as reading Dr. Zhivago by B. Pasternak decades later.

I have found it by chance. As I was leafing through dozens of Penguin books I took out one. I have always liked the novels of J. Hilton, as his Lost Horizon, but I did not know, that this favourite book of my childhood had been written by him. Trying to read some lines here and there, the initials A.J. caught my eyes. I remembered this abbreviation from that book. It has been sold cheaply, because of its condition. I have been right, it has been the same novel, and it gave me the same satisfaction to read it in English as in my own language. 

My English study has helped me in my work from the beginning. For the freighter/push-boat, whose wheel-house lift has been designed by me, a Kelvin-Hughes radar device has been ordered from England, and to install it properly I had to know all about it. The instruction has been in English, and it explains all. 

My English has developed so fine that to the end of the course in the next summer I was reading continuously in English. I have also read through the 1st and 2nd volume of the text-book, and even started to study its 3rd book. It has been my intention to go on with the same teacher and group, but something made it impossible.

One of the extra jobs done by our design office had resulted in a contract for our repair yard. The customer had accepted the project and wanted to make us build the object for them. It was a self-propelled floating gravel elevator equipped with a conveyor belt. The customer had been the national gravel mining company, and the object was to receive and unload gravel, dredged from the riverbed – an old method of deepening the navigational route this way, alas, not practiced any more –, from self-unloading gravel barges to the bank. The gravel was taken out by bucket dredgers and loaded into elevated holds on barges. Surplus water could flow out and gravel was let to fall gradually on the conveyor belts of the barges, which would load it onto the conveyor belt of the elevator. The elevator’s long belt would have a slant and so, the gravel would be put high on the bank.

Chapter 12
A Busy Summer

We started to prepare the drawings of the elevator at the beginning of the year and by May it would have to step into production. Almost simultaneously the actual building began. I have seen such a haste never before. I have been named project manager for the object and had to coordinate the activities of different workshops and offices. 

My actual design work involved general arrangement, the arrangement of living quarters, as well as the whole turning elevator bridge from its steel structure to the hydraulic actuation of the lifting-lowering of its outer (upper) part.

Propulsion came from a Z-drive, and the conveyor belt was driven by a separate Diesel engine. On both sides of the bridge, it was possible for the conveyor overseer to go out to the very end. A big flat balance weight of concrete – stuffed with steel scrap – kept the bridge in place. On a circular rail, the bridge could be rotated from working position to travelling state – at that position, equal to the symmetry axis of the pontoon, the outer part of the bridge was lowered to horizontal position – and fixed at both positions.

Work was finished by the end of May and the elevator taken to its final place. Lack of the hydraulic cylinders made it necessary to lift the bridge to its place first time by portal cranes. For a month’s time I have been assigned to the elevator as guarantee engineer. During that time it was working at normal conditions and a group of our mechanics, locksmiths and welders were doing all repairs necessary either to bring something to normal condition or to make a modification to ensure proper function.

During that month I was living on the elevator, and it was possible only on Sundays to visit my wife. At last, she decided to take a weeks holiday and spend it with me. She arrived by a car that was taking a bunch of our workers to the place. As the weather was fine, and she could do sun-bathing on the large flat surface of the balance weight, she enjoyed herself and we could be together. She even ascended the bridge to the end and praised the fine sight from 40 feet above the water. At the end of her stay she left by ferry, that was taking her to the island of Csepel and, crossing it by foot and by horse-cart, she caught the suburban train to the capital.

Here it comes to my English course again. As I was spending a month on the elevator, the last week of the course has been lost for me. I was left out of the information and could not make my application for the next year into the same group. Even getting my certificate about the course has been a detective job: I had to track down the teacher to her house to get my document.

Simultaneously with my assignment on the elevator, I became mixed up in another job. Our company had been selected years before to be the partner of a Soviet research institute for shipping in a so-called cooperation in the field of automation on ships. My colleague S.S. was leaving the company for a job at the university and he handed back his assignment as a representative in this cooperation. The boss in turn named me for new representative. Before I could have done anything, our office was instructed by the person in charge within the management to delegate the representative for automation to a business trip to Leningrad in July. The machine started to grind. As a man of the field for a long time, my predecessor would have deserved the trip, but as it could involve measures to be taken in the future, he, who was on departure track, would not have been able to effect those measures.

It has been decided I would be sent on the trip. And so my first ever business trip – not to mention my practice in the GDR six years before – began. My wife might have felt the traditional dilemma of wives. She has been happy that I had this opportunity to become one of the important figures of the company and to see more of the world, but she must have sensed envy at the same time for being left alone, left out of something, in which I would take part. She was to get accustomed to this feeling, as I was to repeat it to her many times. Only years after, to my African mission would I be able to take her with me.

About this trip I gave a detailed account in Canned Roaddust. I have written about eight years of my life on the housing estate by the airport. As a 16-year-old I slipped through the fence frequently – officially I would not be allowed to step onto military premises –, and once inside, I could see everything from the hangar with World War II fighters through speed-limit breaking jet airplane models to biplanes for parachute crews. There were light training planes for two – flying coffins – of Czechoslovak manufacture. Fortunately, I have tried it only once with an old friend of my brother-in-law, as they have been very prone to fall. They were objects Czechs had been learning plane-building on.

There were other Czechoslovak planes called Aero, later their successor, Super Aero, became the first type used by our flying ambulance.

There were also IL-14s, built by licence on DC-3s, they had flown infrequently, as their fuel need was high. The type of plane, I was allowed to ride most times, was AN-2, a biplane designed for high altitudes above the Caucasus mountains. I could go in, if the group of paratroopers consisted of less than sixteen people.

When I returned from the Soviet Union it was already August and that far we have not been on holiday that year. Incidentally, I was offered a room for two weeks in the hills in the northern part of the country. That time two weeks in a trade union recreation home has been really cheap. We accepted it and went to have a good holiday. We were wandering a lot in the woods, picked mushrooms and dried them in our room. Anyway, two weeks have been a little long in that small room with trade union discipline, and we decided after nine days to leave it and go to aunt E. We took with us Cecily, the youngest in my wife’s family. She was fifteen, and my wife considered it ripe to take her with us to show her something of the world.

We took our tent along. We wanted to disturb my aunt as little as possible, we would sleep outside in the garden. The weather turned foul and first C., later also my wife moved in. The second night we all spent inside the house.

In my childhood there was a deserted house not far from aunt E. called squeezing house. Behind it, there was a vineyard, and the grapes on vintage had been squeezed in the house. In the lower part of it there was also a wine cellar. At that time a brave entrepreneur rented it, renovated it and opened a good restaurant. For some years it was functioning excellently. Our German friends had found it also very fine. With C. we took our meal there often, even so that C. always wanted the most expensive dishes.

It was the last time, C. let herself consider a child. Soon she began to work, and her life has not been so eventless as my wife’s maiden life.

About torsional vibrations and towing tank experiments done by our design office in the open backwater in our yard I had to make lectures in a graduate training course of the Technical University. My  texts of the lectures have been published in the official papers of the course.

As autumn arrived, I went on my English lessons. The group I got into was a mixed one. There were young girls and boys with excellent knowledge, and there were some people on the other side of the scale. The teacher has been a young lady with a newly born son at home. She left her former job for this reason. Fortunately, she had no intent to make a slow progress because of the backward. She aligned our progress with the better, and our group would lose the weak gradually. Her speech has been a little harder to recognize and understand, but her knowledge was extensive.

We took the 3rd book of Eckersley, but the 4th volume she left out, she took a locally edited text-book instead. It was very useful, as there were American stories in it, and it was worth more to read them than further adventures of Hobb with his uncle Albert and Lucille. In the coming year I would finish this course and get acceptation to the 2nd year of English in the national institute.

In the autumn months in our office there were some changes. My former boss completely left the company and the chief of my group took his place as chief engineer. The engine group swallowed ours, and two new colleagues arrived. One of them was a man of booty tourism, and once he succeeded in taking us with himself and his son and daughter. His charming wife took advantage of their absence and would make a gross cleaning in their apartment.

The other new colleague has been a kind of means for fate to draw us even more into the mushroom hobby. As he took us some Bernardie mushrooms – member of the same family as grown champignon –, my wife has been convinced to enlist to a course training mushroom experts. It has been organized by her workplace.

There were other changes in the office, that involved the formation of a group for project documentation. It was expected I would be assigned for chief of the group, but another one has been selected. When I tried to find out, what happened, I learned, he stole it from me actually by cornering the new chief engineer with the menace of his leaving. It hurt me painfully, but first I wanted to accept that decision. Paying more thoughts to the topic, however, I phoned to the former boss of ours and asked him:
„Hello, F., I have been cheated here. They assigned someone else to the job I was expecting.”
„Sad.” He did not say more.
„How do you fare there?” I asked. He became chief designer in the shipyard, building push-boats for the Soviets.
„Not very easy task, but I hope I killed all my enemies here.”
„Was it really so dangerous?”
„Yes, a wasp nest.” He did not overstressed it, as I would learn it later. 

After a while of neutral chat he asked:
„Do you want me to take you here?”
„Exactly that was my intention”, I answered with a lighter heart.
„Bad”, he said, „I promised to G.J. (his successor) not to draw his people here.”
”He would lose me anyway.”, I answered, „I cannot trust him any more.”
„Well, when could you start at me?”

We agreed that I would give in my notice and start with him as soon as possible. My employer would not let me leave by agreement, it meant, I would have some disadvantages for 3 years. In the first days of the year 1970 I moved to my new workplace.

Chapter 13
Wasp Nest

I got a job on the machinery department, in the engine group. It meant a total continuity of the tasks I did and would do. On our department, there were two other groups, one for pipelines, the other for deck machinery.

Our sister departments have been for the hull and steel structures and the other for electrical designs. The third one have been for handling documentation. Some time before that, the construction bureau has been led by the man from the jury at my final exam, my outside opponent, who wanted me to work for him. After the nomination of my former boss to chief designer, he took the job of his deputy. As he was soon to retire and, as his income would not be reduced, it was the same salary for less liability, a favourable change for him.

I have been put into an environment hostile in my direction, but, when I stood some hidden examinations by my competitors, I gained the sympathy of almost everybody. For some years I have had actually no enemies in the shipyard.

My department head has been a man of great experience and the owner of numerous inventions. Earlier he did the same work as I would for the coming years. 

The chief of my group was another great guru in ship machinery. His various interests made his knowledge comprehensive. His intelligence earned him wide respect even with his modest manner. In more than one respect I was following him during my life.

All of these were great men for me, as during my study, especially in the finish, I had searched them many times for information. Many of them were members of the Scientific Society of Mechanical Engineers. For the branch „Ships” the chief of deck machinery group acted as secretary.

The year I moved to this place in September there were again plans for the shipbuilding conference. In the field of propulsion I have been given the responsibility of a lecture. Alas, for lack of time it became only a contribution in connection with another lecture.

But before that I had to concentrate my narrative on other things. 

In March I was called to the institute of training in foreign languages to sit for my entrance exam in English to the 2nd year. I have found a sympathizer there on the oral exam in the person of a lady, who would lecture us in lexical knowledge about English speaking countries. Besides, in the two years to come, she would give me – I could say „us”, only I know that not all were listening – useful help by showing the lines to follow in my further training in the language.

On experiences I have got with this institute at learning Russian and German, I can state, that here language teaching has been on a proper level ensuring for students their success, if they themselves were diligent.

My employer, the shipyard, has belonged to a trust created 6 years before of the country’s biggest factories of that profile. Beside our yard, there was one on the other side of the Danube, founded about 50 years later than ours, and three others in the country. There was also a crane factory. Today the other yard and the crane factory does not exist, their place is occupied by the Danube Plaza market centre.

Our shipyard had been the first in the country, founded in 1835 by Count Stephen Szechenyi, the man named „The Greatest of the Hungarians”. The first activity of the yard was the assembly of a ship from units made in England. Because it had belonged to the First Danube Steam-Shipping Society (Erste Donau-Dampfschiffahrts-Gesellschaft m.b.H, DDSG) – an Austrian firm and so, a German one during the war –, the Soviets had got it for a period of 8 years. In 1953, it became again state property of our nation, but Soviet traditions could be felt still, when I went there to work.

Our yard was building ships and floating cranes exclusively for the Soviets. To this day those river boats, that have been built in the yard in large series, are still afloat. During the era of Soviet ownership, traditional steam paddle-tugboats had been built in series of more than 50. One of the boats, having burned out in an accident, remained in our country at the national shipping company. I have seen it many times in my mariner months. Those tugs had not been designed by our engineers, they had been built on original drawings from the S.U.

After it has come back to national property, the yard had retained the Soviets, as general customers. The first series of our own design has been a steam paddle-wheel passenger boat of a series more than 70. The only boat of this series, that had a similar history, i.e. had been burned out, has been delivered to the Hungarian trades union federation, and it has been making trips for recreation along the lower Danube. Later it became turned into a stationary floating hotel for the trades union. 

That series has been followed by a two-propeller Diesel passenger boat, of which 100 has been built. Or rather 101, as – no burn out, however – one of this type has also been delivered to the trade union for the replacement of the older one. It has been built, when I was working for the shipping company repair yard, and there remained a very good anecdote about it, based on a classical grotesque novel.

Before the war there lived in the country an author of grotesque novels. He had used the name P. Howard to make his books more saleable. One of his characters was Dirty Fred the captain. He was stealing once a destroyer and, to make it unrecognizable, he was painting a new name on it: Well, What is the Matter with You, Mr Wagner?. In the book the ship is known as Mr Wagner.

As our yard built the boat for the trade union in 1967, the 50th anniversary of the Russian revolution has been celebrated. The trade union chiefs gave the name to the ship: 50th Anniversary of the Great October Revolution. As in history only one ship had had such a long name, this boat is known to this day as Mr Wagner.

That passenger boat series has really been a very fine design. Both the hull and the machinery has been well done. She had only 800 HP for the almost 210-foot hull, but she could do 15 miles per hour in dead-water. The cabins for two or four have been equipped with wash basins and good ventilation. From the line, when I went to the yard to work, the last two boats have been in delivery. 

Simultaneously with the passenger boat a 1,200-HP Danube push-boat series had been launched. It was a very short boxer-type boat, only no tug, but a push-boat. Her main engines have been the same GDR-built Diesel engines from the SKL (formerly Buckau-Wollf) Works in Magdeburg, as for the passenger boat. A quantity of 100 boats have been manufactured in five years. 

At the beginning of the ‘60s the Soviets began to develop their fleet of push-boats and ordered a few from the Korneuburg yard near Vienna in Austria. Either these boats have been too expensive, or there was no way to pay for them in barter, our yard could take over the series, together with the drawings. After adaptation the design became one of the most up-to-date in our country. About 80 such boats have been built, and their design has been the ground for the two push-boats built by reconstruction from tug-boats in the repair yard during my time there.

That series was also running out at my arrival. In the place of these, a new type of push-boats has been developed, the so-called Siberian push-boat. It has been designed on the Danube 2,000-HP series, but there were great differences. There was no need to lower and lift the wheel-house. The main engines came from the S.U., as did most of her equipments, evidently. They were to serve in Siberia and European machinery there were not to be serviced.

The prototype of the boat was under trial, when I went there to work. There were demands from the part of the customer for two basic modifications in the design of the object. First, from Diesel fuel they wanted to change to heavy fuel. It would take some years to create the conditions for the use of heavy fuel, as a complicated system of temperature control would be needed. Second, they wanted a ship to be isolated hermetically from the outer world for 48 hours in the case of a nuclear conflict. In the years of false thaw in the ‘70s it has been thought a necessary survival means. 

It was a time of great expectations when I began my work there. 

Almost 8 years before an employee of the trust, who was dealing with the fashionable network-programming of the production, discovered, that around 1970 they would remain without work because of constant mismanagement. On these news his boss did not arouse the people in charge, but ordered him to put his calculations as deep into his drawer as possible.

The drawer has not been opened yet.

The construction bureau was situated on the uppermost floor of the office building. There were different rooms and corridors altered many times in its 135 years of existence. The management of the trust agreed to give free hand for the reconstruction of the 3rd floor and, construction work was to begin in two months. In the new office also my place has been determined, but at the time of my arrival I would not get a desk there.

I have got a place in a separate room established originally for draughtswomen, but occupied then also by engineers. There were two draughtswomen and two designers crowded in, and I became the third of the latter. One of the girls has not been staying long, she left soon for another job. She was a conceited person, not a very  pretty girl, but she had a good figure. She wore so tight trousers usually that one room-mate, Charles, once said:
„You have to keep it back, otherwise the bubble can be seen going down.”

The other girl was a unique person. Helen she was called and she weighed at least 220 pounds. But her wit and humour was without precedent. Her boy-friend was married, but alienated from his wife. He was so fond of H. that he would carry her rather on his palm. Her brother’s wife has been a Ukrainian and she understood Russian. It was very useful, as all the drawings had to be inscribed both in our language and in Russian.

One of the engineers, Steve, was actually a technical secondary graduate, but he could work excellently. He had eloped from his divorced father at 15, and has lived with his grand-mother. He had not wanted to follow his father’s manager career, at least not then. He became an apprentice in the shipyard’s training group as a turner. He became a good turner and, having done that work for years, he finished secondary school on an evening course.

When I moved there, he was preparing for his final exam. He would learn another year in a course, preparing students for the technical university, and after that he would be accepted there. During the time I have been in the shipyard, he would complete his study and become an engineer. He and H. took me at once under their wings and carried me along in tasks affecting my life afterwards a great deal. 

The fourth of my room-mates has been Charles. He was my senior at least by ten years. He had never been sure of himself, this was the reason, why he was content with his very simple job, although in earlier years he had been doing well in a manager’s position. Why had he been fired? I do not know exactly, but his comments formed my belief so, that from the side of the party he had not been quite accepted. He had a broad view and thus, he was wise. I have always had him by my side as a good friend.

For some weeks, we have remained in the same room, but with the beginning of reconstruction the bosses moved there with their secretaries. We moved to the electricians’ department, and the rest of the office moved far away on the upper floor – actually an attic – of the tin-plate workshop.

In that workshop the younger brother of my brother-in-law had worked for at least 20 years.

Work has not been easy in the electric department. We were crowded, and the numerous girls in the room were chatting all the time. For lack of privacy you could not talk by phone without being listened to. Once my sister-in-law, E., called me and asked to do a little manual work in her flat. It was one of the periods, when her husband was away with somebody else. As she tried to find excuse for the man, I lost my temper and said her my opinion about promiscuity. In a very short time everyone around me seemed to know about the topic. Well, the community of people in that workplace has not been very prudent.

I had even greater problems with these bad conditions, as my boss, F., have given me a job to complete the documentation of a harbour-tug for an Arabic country. It has been an urgent task with a short lead-time. The hull has been completed, when I got the job to install the Caterpillar main engine and Scotch propeller-shaft system. The planned model workshop to make a mock engine room with pipelines in a 1 to 10 scale, has not been ready, I had serious troubles with the coordination of different systems. 

The project manager for this tug has been a young engineer, Alex, from the hull department. He has not been a stupid man, but as he had no experience in machinery, I had to take his responsibility on myself often. For that work my boss would reward me by a business trip to the GDR.

Poor Alex, he was ill with blood cancer, and would die in the second year of my work there. He liked to do his work, but only as a hobby. He would not go far to find an occupation for himself.  He said once about Saturdays off every second week:
„It is not worth anything. We needed compulsory Thursdays instead.”

H. and S., the draughtswomen in our room, tried to draw me in occupations for leisure time, sometimes even cheating me a little. First they drew me in Red Cross membership. The yearly blood donation for aid came in February. As the local Red Cross representative ran through rooms and people, H. said ours has always been a fully organized room, I was expected to join, too. I had given blood earlier, this would not cause me any concern. But later I learned that it had been a trap. I became the first to enlist. However, many others joined, and it was a good fun to sit at the tables of the temporary ward after bloodletting, and take a sandwich with a bottle of beer in a good company.

So I have become a Red Cross activist. The second of that line has been the Brigade Movement. In that time a movement was organized in our country to take fellow workers in manual work and colleagues in the offices together into small closed groups, whose performance could be evaluated as that of a unit. The groups were called brigades. For a year a brigade could not compete for any title. After that a one-year’s performance could be appreciated and the proper title given. The Socialist title was the first to be gained. In the first year it was the maximum. After that, depending on the performance of the brigade on different fields, e.g. culture, working discipline, etc., there were three titles: green, silver or golden wreath. Actually to win a golden wreath after the first two years, nothing special must have been done. A community of good workers, having good relationship with each other, could be on a top level constantly. 

S. has been the brigadier in our brigade, and it was only the first year to win the Socialist title. I agreed to join the brigade, as it had nothing to do with my behaviour. Anyway, I think, I had a favourable effect, as every year after that we would be worth the golden wreath. And in the year after I left, there would be no wreath. 

I have mentioned my joining CYU in the university. In my local branch at the repair yard I was wholly passive – only paying fee regularly –, I would not take part in the activities of the organization. I even began to consider myself too old for all of that. 

On my new place S. has inquired, if I were a member of CYU. I said I had been, but as age limit was 26 I was too aged. He informed me, that age limit has been eliminated. He suggested me to come once and see their place. When I did, I was really amazed. The young people of the shipyard had built a fine two-story club for their purposes, from an old empty store-room.

At the first gathering, their enthusiasm caught my interest, and I became a regular visitor. It took generally very little time after work, as to improve the rate of appearance, our office with numerous girls and a manual worker team with young men kept meetings and the subsequent cultural event together and we began earlier. Sometimes my wife was also present.

I did not know at that time, but the CYU activists recognized me, as a potential leader of the CYU members in our office. To attract me, they called me once to a meeting of theirs, and questioned me about my experiences in CYU activities at other places. As my wife has not been against at the beginning, I accepted the role.

To the end of the summer, reconstruction of the office was finished, and all the people took their places in the new environment. Only one thing remained unfinished, the ventilators did not arrive in time. Vents have been assembled, but in the attic, work would be done later by our CYU members.

The previous year has been the first in a long line for the trust to go with a loss, and the situation has been too complex to make only that drawer the scapegoat. Even a complete change of the management, where the new general manager to our trust arrived from the ministry, could not solve it.

In our country, in 1968, a lot of reforms have been put into action. That package has been named, and since that time it has been known, as the New Economic Mechanism. Only those reforms and their results would make it possible, that two decades later our economy would be turned to the capitalist course, without a cave-in.

But those reforms caused a lot of unpleasant experiences for managers of large state-owned  companies. Those dinosaurs had to be reorganized, and being put on incentives for a profit. There were very few managers that time, capable of understanding the situation and taking the necessary measures. One of them has been my boss, F., our chief designer. Frequenting the offices of the trust’s managers, he could convince them about the necessity of an aggressive, effective marketing system from the side of the company.

This way, our palette of products were able to develop, and beside the Siberian push-boat we took into project two types of floating cranes. One of them has been a self-propelled one for the open sea, the other an ordinary one for harbours. Both cranes would be ordered by the Soviets.

For the self-propelled sea-going floating crane, to design the propulsion has fallen on me. The principle has been taken from a Swiss ship, about which an article has been written in a technical periodical. It was water-jet propulsion. For the preliminary talks of the project with the customer I have made a calculation about the equipment, but later a two-step comprehensive design would be necessary.

I have been very busy that time. Beside my work, I had to prepare my lecture on the shipbuilding conference to be held next month, and our move into the new flat has also been planned for this month. And, as nature can do things without a plan, I had to face another difficulty. I mentioned my emergency visits at a dentist years ago. Now I began to feel the effects of an improper chewing organ. I missed some teeth in my mouth, and the gaps made the opposite healthy ones go wrong. Our shipyard had a medical polyclinic with its own doctors. The dentist has been a young woman, and she did a good work. Step by step she put my chewing ability into order, first repairing those teeth that could carry a superstructure. It has not been easy, and from some of them nerves had to be extinguished. Even some had to be extracted. The final solution in the upper jaw has been a denture, no thing to be proud of at 29. In two months she succeeded to put my teeth into order for twelve years.

Chapter 14
In the Better Nest

At last we moved into our new apartment in September. There came a long period of cleaning and cleansing, until at last in November the apartment would look orderly. 

In the apartment we had a central corridor. It connected the entrance to the bigger room. On the left there was the kitchen, then the smaller room. On the right a small wardrobe for our food reserves and then the bathroom with toilet. It had no window, only a vent. Our neighbours had a similar flat, only their bathroom was right on the entrance. Their flat went out to the other side of the building.

The other complex of symmetrical two apartments has been the mirror image of the above. The long sides of the house faced east and west. We were on the eastern side, the same, where the entrance to the building has been placed. Our flat was on the 4th floor, the uppermost. The back side of staircase had an earth-to-top glass wall.

There were eight staircases in line, with two flats on the ground floor and four on each floor.  Above the entrance there was a common store-room on each floor. Our kitchen was separated from that only by a wall. This has caused a problem, as, being unheated, it further cooled our kitchen, having no heating itself. 

We would live in that apartment for 12 years. We had a side-neighbour, a family with one daughter. The opposite young couple would become our friends, only we would lose them for America. The fourth flat belonged to a family, where there was an amazing small boy when we moved in and a daughter would be born. 

We made a community on the domino-joint scheme: three of the four men had Joseph as Christian name, and the fourth one had his surname beginning with B as two others.

Leaving our rented room for the apartment meant me a daily shuttle of 3 hours and a half, instead of three hours before. The METRO line, opened early that year, could not help me, only the other one, that would be opened 6 years later.

In some days after our move-in we arranged a new-house celebration for our friends, who helped us to get this apartment. It was a merry evening and everybody enjoyed it.

In the middle of September there began my new high-level English course. Our group has been one of two for 2nd-graders, at the end of the school-year we would sit for an exam at medium degree.  After another year for a high-degree one.

One week before the course, we have been called together for a briefing. There a girl my junior by some years joined me and was chatting all the time. It did not annoy me and, as she was an ordinary girl, left in me no trace. First day on course some of the group were present, when I arrived, including her. As I was looking for a proper place, she called my attention by body-language, that my place would be best at her side. I sat down next to her, and so, for two years my place in the group has been determined. She kept me informed all the time, her name was Clare, and in a short time she learned, how to turn my diligence for her advantage.

Conditions for keeping your place in the group have been very strict. Notorious absence would mean disclosure. Also, not to keep up with would mean falling behind irreparably. In the first semester – actually it was the 3rd for the parallel group – we had only Lexica and Grammar. In the latter we were lectured by a young lady, a very good teacher. Her subject would last for two semesters. After the medium-degree exam, grammar was supposed to be known. We used the Candlin text-book in Lexica. The first volume has been left out, we began with the second. Our group-master has been our teacher in it, and he would not prove our first impressions. When seen first, he seemed an unimportant person. He was modest, but his knowledge, especially his experience in teaching English was excellent.

In the group I soon acquired a second place in the order of promotion. To take the first, it would have been impossible, as the one on top was a man at the beginning of his ‘20s, and being a single man, he could spend ten times as many hours as me to memorize details. Actually, in many fields I have been better, only there was no need to stress it too much.

What helped me most, has been my reading experience. And the more than 3 hours daily spent on trams. Alas, reading developed mainly my passive vocabulary, when those – many of the group, including the young man mentioned above – who worked at foreign trade companies, could use their skills in active.

Our apartment took much time from us to bring into order. Simultaneously my home-works from the course had to be completed. There was also my aunt E. from the village, who found solitude every day more oppressive. She had come to the capital, and here all her relatives had their share of accommodating her. She became older – and, alas, looked so –, and found also the glass. I had two cousins in the capital, Maria, the daughter of my aunt Barbara and the son of my uncle Louis.

Maria had left the village against the will of her parents. She had been in a good relationship with a boy from the village, but her parents did not agree with their connection. She had been waiting for him to be over his military service, and then they left the village together and got married. She got a job of typist at the printing press, where the man worked as a skilled printer. It was the time of lead in that trade still.

They succeeded. They even helped us with my wife once with a loan. They had two sons, both nice good boys and diligent at work. Of course, her parents did accept their son-in-law quickly, but with time they had to.

My other cousin, Louis, was of the same age as Maria, they sat in the same class of the elementary school, one year above my brother, who left us so soon. Louis was an apprentice in auto electrics. He came to the capital as soon as he finished his training and worked in a workshop. Soon he left it and became a driver, first for a factory manager, after that at the taxi company, and at last a truck driver with the national long haul carrier.

He married a girl, whose parents found him no good party. It happened still, when I lived at home with my parents. His parents – he had lost his mother to cancer years before and had an exceptional step-mother – loved their daughter-in-law, the young shuttled between their room in the capital and the village. At last they acquired a flat in the capital and remained there. A daughter has been born to them.

My aunt E. tried to stay with all her relatives, with M., L., with my parents, and at last with us. Her problem of solitude has not been solved, as all of us have been working during the day. We took the good old „pot-bed” from my wife’s parents, and she could live in our smaller room. During day she cared for herself, we prepared food, she only had to warm it on the gas-stove. Also she watched – or rather could have watched – TV. She would not do it, she lost her interest. When first she wanted, she could not switch it on. We had showed her to push the lowermost button once for On and again for Off. What she wanted to push was the head of the rivet.

Anyway, we did as much as we could for her. She spent about two weeks with us and before winter turned colder she left for home.

Chapter 15
With Old Friends

It was that time, when it happened, that my boss sent me for a business trip to the GDR. Actually the topic could have been settled by correspondence, but he wanted to reward me for the performance I did with the small harbour-tug.

His arrangements disturbed some circles. My department head would feel for a time, that the boss trespassed his premises to give somebody among his men a task over his head. And the foreign trade director, together with his import purchasers, would think the same. I did not know anything about it at that time. Fortunately, it has not been an important topic, and both parties would soon forget their injuries.

I have bought some devices in the Centrum store in Berlin, as the GDR has always kept prices on a lower level than our country. And the quality of their goods has been high. I still had my electric razor and the many things we took 5 years before. That time a wall-clock, a flashlight for my camera and numerous other things came into our use.

It has been very pleasant to be at home again and to celebrate our first Christmas at home. In our small room in previous years we had only a green pine-branch with a candle. There were some symbols of Christmas, mainly from the ever-caring Elfie, our German „sister”. They sent us their traditional Pyramid, a conical device with candles and propeller-blades, with tiny angels with stars in their hands and small pines. It is a child’s play, but it makes your soul feel fine.

This time we started a new tradition, to celebrate Christmas Eve at home together, not with our families, as before and waiting for the very rare tram to go home in the cold. The next day, and the next again, we could visit all of them, to take presents to them and collect ours there. And it would be the same with New Year’s Eve. Since that year, we have always celebrated it at home.

At Christmas the year before, I got a fine present from my wife, a real expensive one, she bought it for her two week’s pay: the book „Tutankhamen”. This year we both had enough gifts from the other. And there was something new. From that time, it was not necessary to save her from getting pregnant. 

Soon the time came, when she said:
„I might be pregnant. It is late.”
„Thanks to God, at last”, I answered.
It was awkward to see that first she has not been very happy with the discovery. She might have lost her courage in the nearly seven years of delete. But as it became sure that she was expecting a baby, she turned content and happy. 

As I have mentioned, that year was a hard one for her sister E. Her husband, L., has got into the net of a Gipsy woman and a colleague of his on the vegetable market. He left his wife with their daughter. E. did not want to divorce him. She not only hoped for a positive turn in happenings, she calculated also well, that her salary could make enough money only in ten years to carry on the life he ensured her with his six months’ pay. She decided to outwait that „bitch”. At last she would succeed, but his adventures would cause his daughter, Erika, a lot of trouble with her half-sister.

There were gossips that the woman was also pregnant. It seemed she would deliver around the time my wife was to do so. 

Erika was 6 in that year. Her baby things had been packed up in case, another time they would be necessary. As E. saw that my wife would need them, she was taking them to her one by one. To buy a pram was a little more difficult. They had given it to another relative, soon after Erika was out of it. My wife was reading through ads in the newspapers, but somehow she has always been too late. At last an acquaintance of hers helped to get a second-hand one. Its case was similar with bed for the baby. We would get a used one and would be giving it further, when we would not need it any more.

Chapter 16
Coming of an Heir

Waiting for the baby was a great thing, greater than anything that far in our life. Alas, as happy I was for the pregnancy of my wife, I had other things to concentrate on. Most important was my English course. I had to work very hard to be able to sit for my exam in June.

At the same time, I have been very busy with my social work in CYU. It looked easy at the beginning. For a man of 30 with a wife – soon a family –, it was tiring to take part in meetings at least once a week, more often six times monthly.

That time the influence of the party and its youth organization was so strong, that managers had to accept making their decisions together with the „tetragon” of their level. The four corners of the tetragon have been the manager, the party representative, the CYU representative  and the trade union secretary. Managers could not deny a CYU activist to leave his or her work for a meeting during working time. But anyhow, going to a meeting meant to do my job in a shorter time. 

As for the CYU business, the activists on factory level wanted me to accept their nomination at the next election for a representative of CYU in our office. I did not miss it, but a denial from my part could have had serious effects on my career. At the end I agreed. Fate would organize so that I would be elected in my absence, the assembly for election was held in the first week after my wife’s return from the hospital with the baby, and I was at home with them – on „paternity leave” according to my colleagues. Actually, as the present representative sensed my nomination, he gave in and I had to do his task as an acting representative. In May I have been sent to a training course in a camp at the lake Balaton, to be prepared for my position.

From my boss I have got some special tasks. As the projects of the two floating cranes have been accepted by the Soviet customers, the second step for the design of the water-jet propulsion had to be done. It meant making of a model of the equipment in a 1 to 10 scale, the housing of Plexiglas, the screw of tin alloy, and to simulate all working conditions from completely closed channels through different channel openings to a quite open state, measuring forces, needed performances on the shaft, etc.

First trials with the model have been made in a closed tank in the model workshop for pipelines. After that the complete program has been done in the shipyard’s harbour bay. On the results of this tow-tank measurements, the final properties of the screw have been determined, and the manufacture of the electromotor for the drive of the screw started. Our experiments have been proved in Waageningen by the final tank trials.

Well, I had a busy summer time once more. The weather was hot, and my wife took her duty on herself with patience. Everyone who saw her could tell it would be a boy. From behind it could not be seen she was pregnant. But from the side she looked, as if a melon had been hid under her dress. 

The last weeks of her pregnancy have been hard because of immune effects between her and the baby. She had selected a doctor, recommended by colleagues. He wanted to make her duty as easy as possible. Alas, he gave her two kinds of medicine, one against accumulation of fluid in her organism, the other to prevent the spoil of her teeth. It would prove later that both have done more wrong than right.

In a Sunday evening at the end of August, she frequented the toilet regularly. I noticed it and asked, if there were pains. There were none yet, but it was her embryonic fluid, as we learned later. During night I woke up again to hear her go out regularly to toilet.
„What happened, dear?” I asked.
„My dinner might have been too heavy, I had to go out twice.”

I would not sleep and noticed the regular, but shortening intervals between her toilet-going attempts. I said:
„It could be your pains, not the dinner.”
„Do you think so?”
„Let me go out and phone to your doctor.”
„Oh, he is on holiday, but I give you the phone number of his deputy.”

She gave it to me and I hurried to the telephone booth. At 2 a.m. there were none on the streets. The doctor answered my call and said:
„Bring your wife to the hospital. I am starting, too.”

I went back, told her to get ready and took a run to the nearest taxi station one and a half mile away. There was one car there, the driver sleeping. 
„What kind of transport?” he asked.
„To the hospital, my wife’s time is coming.”
„Oh, no, again a delivery”, he said, and told me, that there was a case in his car some days ago. The delivery began there, the doctor came running to his car and the mother has been taken on a stretcher up to the delivery room.

When we arrived, my wife’s pains have been five-minute ones. 
„I do not understand”, she said, „the fluid has not gone yet.”
She did not noticed that pint of fluid. The medicine caused its vanishing in the final days.
„Do not have fear”, I tried to calm her. Of course, she had, it would be her first delivery.

At the hospital nobody expected her. Someone called the doctor again, and he arrived in an hour. Daylight was coming already. The doctor took her with him, and I was sent away. She was too busy with her own thoughts to deal with me. 
„Be careful, dear”, I said.
„Call the ward later”, she answered.
„Doctor, when is it to expect?” I turned to him. He said in about five hours, as it was a first delivery. It was four o’clock. 

I went home and, as if it had been an ordinary Monday morning, I shaved and took my breakfast. For a time she had her ration of „baby milk”, a kind of high-fat milk. As she could not consume milk, it was me to drink it for coffee.
I went to work and waited for 9 a.m. to come. Then I called the hospital. Nothing yet. Of course, in a minute all colleagues of mine learned she was in. 

„I could not tell by your look that your wife is in the hospital to deliver”, said my old colleague with a good heart and humour. 
„I am very anxious.” I did not want to look a husband with no feelings.
„Do not be”, he said with a smile.
„Why, how many children you have?” I asked.
„He? Not one.” One of the draughtswomen was his sister-in-law. It was she who said it.

Anyway, the hours passed and answers to my calls were the same. At last at two o’clock the nurse informed me:
„53 centimeters and 3.2 kilos, a boy.”

When I hung up, all colleagues were standing around me and listening. I repeated what the nurse said. High cheers only, what I remember now. All was in a mist, I sat down. After some time I realized I did not take my lunch. It was too late, the canteen closed down. I asked one of the women with two children, an engineer:
„What shall I take for my wife now?”
„Oh”, she said, „nothing, but an enormous bunch of roses.”

Our working time soon came to an end, and I went to buy the roses and to go to the hospital. I had to wait for her to come. At last she came, as she had been sleeping or rather, as if I had been a stranger to her. She hardly recognized me. I talked to her and gave her the flowers, but she told me to give them to the nurse, she would arrange them. We sat on the bench, and I tied to ask her, but she hardly answered. Then a nurse took a baby to us, and I was astonished to see the face of my mother in a miniature copy with dense black hair. It was my son.

When our son was taken away, she talked at last, and then I realized the reason of her sleepy condition. She told me in a slow way that she had not been able to deliver, the child had been taken from her by Caesarean section. She talked and talked, but I could not understand everything and would not disturb her by questions.

Much later, when she would be at home, could the picture only come together. When I left her at 4 a.m. that morning, her doctor left the hospital, too. He probably gave instructions to call him when necessary. Around her, only a lot of medical students remained. Her pains became quicker, but later almost stopped. If that unscrupulous doctor had been there, he would have known that it was an emergency. But the students only waited and let her remain in danger of life. When the doctor returned at half past one, he saw it at once, that delivery was impossible. Of course, remember, the other one on holiday had given her something to spare her teeth. And what about the child? The ossification tablets fixed her pelvis and, although her outer body measurements had been proper, she was unable to deliver the baby. Poor little creature did as nature instructed him, but the exit remained closed.

My wife told me, when he saw her, he shouted to the students and nurses to take her up, as either the mother or a child was in a real danger – actually both were. The lift was occupied, they took her up by the stairs, she was almost thrown off the stretcher. And once in the delivery room, she was narcotized. When I came, she did not know where she was. The operation happened at two, and at five I stood there, coming from nowhere by her judgement.

I could hardly accept such unscrupulous behaviour. The next day all my colleagues wanted to know everything. As I mentioned, at that time I have not been very well informed, I told them only my impressions. As I took my breakfast of pancakes with sweet cheese, the old colleague asked:
„Where did you get that?
„I made it yesterday evening. I always fry pancakes”, I answered and realized, that for a stranger it could not be an ordinary thing.

I tried to do my work and prepared to go on holiday, as soon as my wife was out of the hospital. The election day for my CYU representative post was near, and I feared, it could disturb my holiday. It would, but, anyway, I would be elected in my absence.

Afternoon came also in the next day and I went to see my family. My wife was waiting already and she said nervously:
„The baby has been taken to the paediatric clinic.”
„Is he ill?” I became nervous, too.
„He fell into a coma. The doctor says, he has a concentration of fluid in his brain from the unsuccessful delivery”, she began to cry.

It was a bad situation. There were no doctors around, and we could not get any information. I asked her:
„What did they say about nursing?”
„Oh, he would be taken to me for every nursing time.”
My anxiety left me. In that case the baby has not been in danger, only he was under observation. I tried to becalm her, too.

My guess was right. From the next day she would go to nurse him every 4 hours, and after two days in the clinic, the necessary records made, he was taken back to the hospital. Anyway, she remained there 10 days with the baby and, when we took him home with us, the permission of the paediatric clinic has also been necessary. We would have to take him back for a new examination in three months.

The coma has been repeated only once at his age of 2 years. The girls in the nursery did not pay a proper attention to his temperature, and it went up. Gradually I would manage to lose all my confidence in nurses, doctors, etc. The doctor in the clinic, where he would be taken, would lie to us about a pneumonia – made up only in his mind – for an excuse, why he would not give him out to us to take him home. My wife would have the courage to take him home on her own responsibility, as it was visible that his stay in the clinic would make a trauma in that little boy.

On the day, when my wife was released from the hospital with our ten-day-old baby, we took a taxi – it was accidentally an archaic Pobeda – and took him home. That was the afternoon of my election. I did not go there, we had to learn baby-sitting from the start.

I spent a week at home – to the fun of all our relatives, who found it ridiculous – and at the end of it my wife was an experienced feeder, bather, dresser and everything about babies. She had bought the book of dr. Spock some months before and she studied it diligently. 

We decided to avoid the mistake made by her sister, and we slept in our room, while the baby in his. By proper feeding and with care about her diet not to make problems for the baby, as well as by a good routine, he became a calm, good humoured little creature.

There was another point to avoid misconceptions, feeding during the night. My wife tried to go over, as soon as possible, to a timetable, when he got his last meal at 10 p.m. and nothing before 6 a. m. This way my wife has been spared of sleepless nights and the baby of undigested food in his stomach. He always spent the night fine, and in the morning he took his proper quantity.

After the initial weight loss he took on weight soon. It was a big risk to weigh him, as he would make every kind of movements, thus causing the scales to show false results. At last we found a good way: we put his empty plastic bathtub on the scales and lay him within.

He soon recognized our voices, even our images. He was only six weeks old, when I bought a proper chandelier for his room instead of the original single bulb. He followed with his sight all I did.

Of course, I made as many shots about him as possible. That time I stopped photographing on black-and-white negative, I used only colour slides. Soon I would take the habit of developing them myself. My flashlight from the last GDR trip has done a very good job.

My wife soon had to take all the care about him on herself, as I took the line of English lessons once more. If it were possible, the job has become even harder than in the previous year. Lexica has remained with our group-master, but instead of Grammar, we studied the subject „Knowledge about English Speaking Countries”. Mainly we learned about England, but some chapters of our text-book dealt with the U.S.A. and Australia. Our lecturer in this subject has been the elderly lady, who saved me from the self-indicted trap on the entrance exam. She would sympathise with me, she might have spotted the interest in me.

Her lessons have been a pleasure. She did not check our knowledge in an elementary-school way, instead she generated a debate and then nobody cared for his or her shyness. She had a good talent to do it properly. 

The girl who sat near me became pregnant. The bench soon became too near to her belly.

Chapter 17
Toddler in the Family

There were also sad news with us. At the beginning of summer, my father’s health turned worse. He had suffered from multiple sclerosis for some years. First he had suspected my mother of infidelity – in her age over 60 –, then his short memory had begun to give way to his long one. 

Towards the end of the ‘60s his illness began to have wrong effects on the function of his organism and he spent some weeks in hospital. There his narratives made us think his senses further cheated him, as he told us nurses would not do their work, patients helped each other. Later we realized, he had been right. 

During the final months of my wife’s pregnancy he was again taken to the hospital, but that time to the psychiatric section. His state became worse every day. My mother was visiting him regularly, and after the birth of my son I went once to him. He has not been bright already. 

When I wanted to see him once more, the gate-keeper told me, he had passed, but something had been wrong with the notice, as my mother had been sent away, too.

His funeral was a family event and you could tell almost exactly who would be next.

My job as a CYU representative went well. I delegated a large part of the work to my helpers and tried to find a proper person to succeed me. The eighteen year old daughter of the lady heading the personnel department was a good choice. I discussed it with her mother, and she promised to help me in convincing her. At the next election two years later she would take it all right.

There were a lot of different programs we organized for our young, and our position in the company-wide competition of CYU branches has generally been highest. There were also competitions on special topics.

My first such experience had been in the repair yard in 1969. The national trade union of our trade had called for a competition on Comecon questions. It was that time the first attempts came to integrate the community on a greater scale. Our team from the design office had won every stage up to the capital-wide final, where we lost to the airlines team.

That time in the shipyard simultaneously three competitions have been launched. Our company started one of them, actually its Hungarian-Soviet Friendship Society representative, and its questions were concentrated on the S.U. The other was launched by our company’s CYU leadership for teams formed in department or workshop-sized branches, also on S.U. topics. The third by the municipality of the capital to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the establishment of the capital by unification from three separate settlements. Its subject has been the capital and its history.

The first one to fight was the CYU competition on the S.U. Our team could easily go through all the stages, and in the company headquarters the first prize have been handed to us. It was a tourist trip to the Soviet Union by the tourist office for the young. Well, as reservation for the route would be forgot, we would be given the money. It earned us with my wife our second vacuum cleaner – also a GDR-made one, of course – and a fine watch for me in the place of the kilo-watch from my first Vienna trip eight years before.

The other two competitions also came into motion, but that time only factory level has been settled, and I would be able to write more about them later.

As Christmas in that year came nearer, at the English course we had to give in our first independent work, a translation from an English language periodical into our national language. I have chosen an old volume of „Yachting”, an article about George Steers, a 19th century American naval architect of yachts and clippers. The text was hard and special enough to draw no serious comments from our teacher. Before Christmas our last-but-one semester has been finished and the break began.

The weather around Christmas that year was very mild, with about 70 degrees F air temperature. I remember going to buy our meat supply in the shop my wife had frequented before her delivery time. Also later, all the winter there was no snow, my son would see his first snow a year later, when he would be almost 18 months old.

That Christmas witnessed my sister-in-law accept his husband’s attempts to come back. She did not know at that time what we already knew. As my wife has been over her delivery, she became aware of a woman in the bed next to her. She was familiar to her from somewhere. When a nurse came to the woman to ask for the name of the father for her baby, she said the name of my sister-in-law’s husband. She realized only then that this woman has been the market-woman, the lover of her brother-in-law. It has been a great stress, keeping it in her, and she told me as soon as possible. Thus, the squandering man returned at last. He did not belie himself. He behaved, as if nothing had happened.

We have got a lot of baby-things again, among others a fur sack to bring the baby out in cold weather. My wife took the habit of putting our son into it and then into the pram. That way he could be safe of cold in any weather.

It was a happy time, during these months of baby-sitting. I did not feel as many husbands do after the arrival of their first baby that they have been less preferred for another being. The only hardness has been – but it applied to both of us – keeping away from each other, so as not to risk mother-milk supply. We overcame it by making ourselves busy with other occupations. Alas, in the circle of our close acquaintances there would be precedents of infidelity during nursing time of the wife. It would even result in divorce in one case. Between us such a question has never occurred. Our love and common sense was able to help to overcome those hard periods.

In February the finish began in my English course. My bench-neighbour has not come as she had delivered her baby some days before. The group had been undecided what to write in the telegram of congratulation, and a woman with a very good humour suggested the best sentence. It was this lady, who told us once an anecdote about his small son, as they had been walking on the street, holding hands, the boy about 3. A pregnant woman passed them in the opposite direction. The boy said suddenly:
„She will have a child soon.”
His mother asked with astonishment.
„How do you know this, my little?”
„They wear such kind of shoes.”
So, she said that time to write in the telegram:
„I suggest to write the basic congratulation sentence: ,Many happy returns of the day’.”
We did it. The girl who got it was not at her best wit. She would not appreciate it high.

Her predatory character caused me some minor troubles. During our final days before the high degree exam, she wanted me to go to her apartment to prepare together for the exam. She even disclosed her husband was abroad. My wife was against it. Anyway, I went there, as I did not sense all in the air. My wife was right, I could only avoid this pitfall, as her baby daughter has been very uneasy. I slipped away as soon as possible, but my wife might have drawn false consequences.

The girl had more cards in her bunch. After the exam would be over she would insist to see my wife – the institute was across the road opposite the workplace of my wife – to get acquainted with her. And she took her 5-month-old daughter along, putting her into my arms to carry. She prepared everything well to put the idea into the head of my wife. Fortunately, that far she had not been an easy victim of such girls.

Back then, when we were newly married, I got a message on a piece of paper in my office to call a certain Mrs P. by  phone. At home I gave it to my wife, and the next day she called the given number. It was Y., who wanted to find me. My wife’s sane action diverted her, and for years she let me alone.

When the 5 months of my wife’s maternity-leave passed, she had to go back to her work and my son has been given to a nursery. Around that time, when my son was six months old, our phone line has been connected. It was a party-line phone, but we found the line almost always free. Soon after that, I caught a flu and stayed home. The phone rang and I answered it. A female voice addressed me on my Christian name. It took me some time to recognize the voice of Y.
„What happened?” I asked astonished.
„Nothing new”, she said, „only I wanted to know how you are.”
„It is a great surprise”, I said and was looking for some means to get out of that conversation. To hang up simply, I did not want.
„That is fine”, she laughed, „it means, I can still surprise you.”
”Well, that has always been something you could do well.”
„Do not be rude, what passed has passed”, she answered.

We went on the same way. She said her daughter was 7 years old. I told her our son was seven months old. She laughed:
„Why did it take you seven years to have a baby?”
„We have spent six of it in a small rented room. As soon as we got our flat, the baby has come.” I tried to convince her about reality, although it has not been her business. But she was not to be convinced. She said:
„We have also lived in a rented room. For a baby it is enough.”
„Enough to lose it, too.” She began to bore me, I did not mind being vulgar.
”You have always been too cautious”, she said after a pause, „if you had not been, we would be together.”
”Or apart again as your parents.” I could not bear her manner.
„O.K., do not fight with me. We had better be friends.”

In the remaining minutes of our conversation she said she would see me. I refused, but inquired, why would she want it. She said her husband was too busy and they were meeting only in the week-ends. She told me, they lived in the island of Csepel in the southern part of the capital. Her husband had recently bought a car, and she was to drive it because of his colour-blindness. We hanged up without any agreement, and even so I felt guilty. I thought it would have been better to hang up at once, had she phoned again. She would not for another two years.

The coming months have been very hard. As all over the world in nurseries, my son could be in for at most two weeks, before he got a virus. It has been repeated always. Two weeks at home, two weeks in the nursery. My wife has hardly got money at all. It was lucky that my salary has been raised for the work done on the numerous objects under construction. Sometimes there were some extra tasks to do in overtime work.

For the difficulties with our son, we could only get help from our young female relatives in their teens. My sister’s elder daughter, Maria, was a student in the foreign trade high school, the younger, Eve, was preparing for her grauation and she wanted to apply to the high school for physical education. My younger sister-in-law was working as a typist. They sometimes came and stayed, thus my wife could go to work, even, when my son was ill and remained at  home.

During spring this year I had a lot to do in my CYU team. We organized good excursions to the northern hilly part of the country by bus. It was a two-day program and my younger sister-in-law, Cecily, was also to come with us. I wanted to take my family, but at last my wife stayed with the child, and I sensed a determination in her behaviour, so I decided to stay at home, too. Of course, of her excuse, the sickness of the child nothing was true, and we made big walks around our home. C. has gone with the group and caused funny embarrassments. It was her first experience without the observation of her mother and she behaved as a young animal released first time. At that time we stopped seeing her as a child and would let her alone to find her friends.

As my son stood up first and later learned how to sit, our calm was finished. Especially, when he discovered how to escape his cage and wandered around the flat. Cleaning in the flat had to be proper as he put his food always in contact with the floor.

There arrived the day of examination in my English course. For a time it was my habit to buy the local English-German-language newspaper. On exam day, going to the tram I took it and read through as many articles as possible. One of them caught my eyes especially. It was about a Hungarian man, who destroyed the Pieta in the Vatican. As such a vandalism made me angry, I read it very attentively. It was worth. My first question on the exam was to read and retell this piece of information.

In the afternoon on exam day we had to come back, all to hear the results. We were given our certificates. In mine all marks have been at maximum score. That man, who was ahead of me all the time, got one below. At the last moment I have come to the top of the group.

Two of us did not get high degree, they retained their medium degree from a year before. There was a girl in the group who was so nervous before the oral exam that her palms were cold with sweat. We took her into a pub and forced a glass of brandy into her. She has got her high, of course.

The elderly lady – she was the manager of the English branch of the institute – delivered a hearty speech and gave us incentives not to let our English knowledge deteriorate. After that only once did we meet, at the banquet that evening. We enjoyed it, but somehow I cannot remember too much. 

As the weather turned good, our family spent as much time outside as possible. Those years in the neighbourhood of the living estate there were only woods and meadows, no industrial development. Even there was a little swamp with reed and sedge. Evenings you could hear the frogs croak. We did – as we would for some years – big walks in the woods, used the knowledge of my wife about mushrooms and picked them, took rugs with us and, covering the grass with them, laid down for sun-bathing.

Others began to occupy stretches of land on the meadows, fabricated primitive fences and grew vegetables there. 

As the boy grew and began to walk, we wanted to make his room complete. We bought a package of East-German furniture, that consisted of wardrobes, shelves, a desk, drawers, and you could assemble it in many ways, just as your needs determined it. 

The furniture came in packages, and I myself assembled it. The boy was running and creeping everywhere, even on the boards set on the floor and enjoyed it with all his heart. When it was ready he went on opening doors and closing them, took it into his ownership completely. My wife had to take out the keys when she filled it with his cloths and toys, so as not to let it be mixed up.

The corners of the desk made us problems, he hit his little head at them many times. When he began to walk steadily at about 11 months, we took his baby bed out and his couch became his bed.

The thought that my English could deteriorate disturbed me. To avoid it, I asked one of my colleagues from the department in our office, where typists, blueprint makers and translators worked, to help me in getting a part-time job as translator. He introduced me to a man in the national technical library responsible for that field. That man was a reader and he asked me to translate a given text and to give it back to him. I did it and he scrutinized it completely, finding all the vulgar mistakes I was prone to make. He accepted my work, but said I had to keep the rules of grammar. Since that time, I have always been very careful in my usage of my national language and I hope I may consider myself a literary man.

At the beginning my extra income from translations has not been great, but as my name has been known, some customers were even looking for me to do the work. One interesting thing from that time. At the translation of BS so-and-so British Standard about self-tapping screws, I found one head form not used in our country. There was no name for it. Because it looked like a capital D lying on its left side I named it D-head screw. Our national standard board used my translation, and now in this country this head-type is called D-head.

Translation is a slave work. You sit down at your desk and the family would see only your back. It has not been a good time for my son’s bringing up. Actually I did it only for two years, as in 1974 I started my study in the University of Economics. I consider this period of my life very effective for my English, as my passive vocabulary of technical words multiplied about ten-fold.

I had a possibility to promote my career, as I had to re-polish my knowledge of torsional vibrations. The trust had a monthly about technical news, and I have got an invitation to lecture this topic in the magazine. Following it, a national monthly published another article of mine about it. I have been accepted in circles of my trade, and on the next shipbuilding conference my lecture about environment-friendly production methods was included in the program. The same year an anti-corrosion conference in my namesake town invited me as lecturer.

As I have mentioned, the summer of that year – 1972 – has been very hot. We felt it mostly in our office, as it was on the uppermost floor. The ventilators have arrived, and there was no obstacle in the way of their installation, except that the workers had left the place two years before. We discussed it with my colleague, who was the specialist of ventilation, and he proposed to undertake manual work in the name of our CYU branch. He himself would settle all cases, when the help of the tinplate workshop would be needed.

We sat down with our bosses and they also agreed. In about two weeks our community finished the installation. Beginnings are always hard. In this case that was the hardest. We had to get the equipments of 400 pounds each into the attic above the 3rd floor. The roof has been opened, a lifting device secured to the beams and, by pulley and rope, the ventilators were lifted. All the other activities were child’s play. 

When the system has first been started, two years’ dust came out of the vents. Following that only dirt in human nature came fore. One of the draughtswomen objected usage of the ventilator as she was sensitive to draught. 
Otherwise, she was a rather good-humoured person. Our boss, F., had back-ache sometimes. That summer his pains were extra high. We have been accustomed to his image creeping along our desks hindered by his sickness. A morning he came in and his motion was completely sporty, as if pain had left him in an instant. That woman asked him:
”Tell me, F., how has your sickness been driven away?”
F. did not stop, but turned to her and said:
„By falling flat.”
He stopped at last and told us, he was taking a hot bath in one of our popular public hot pools and, stepping on a piece of soap left on the stairs, he went down the stairs on his back flat. In an instant his pains were gone.

In the office within the „tetragon” there was a minor scandal. A young man who organized his election as trade union secretary, tried to be promoted by any means, as a careerist does usually. Among others it was to get into confidential relationship with the secretary of the boss. Being a single elderly woman, she was prone to tell pieces of information to her confidential friend. When the boss had hints about this business, he prepared a pitfall, and they easily went into it. The young man was transferred at once to the other shipyard on the opposite side of the river. The secretary stayed, however.

The next year I had to make a decision that I cannot tell even now, if it was right or wrong. After my nominee has been elected in our CYU branch all right, I have been found by the party representative and urged to join the party – the only one at that time. I was hesitating a lot. I asked my wife – she could not say yes or no, either –, and at last I decided to accept their offer. They wanted to co-opt me at once into the group of activists in our office. That would mean for me to sit from one corner of the tetragon to the other. My boss reacted to it favourably. For my entry there was another year to wait.

The competition organized for the celebration of Centennial of the capital has resulted in the victory of our team at factory level. The same way we won the next stage and we would represent the company in the district. We have won it, too, and went for the semi-final. Against odds manipulated in favour of our competitor, we could force out victory once more. But that was all. As we mixed up the pre-decided order we became black-footed. We lost in the final and it was to be thanked for to a popular radio interviewer who acted as play-master. It caused a bitter taste in our mouths, to lose something by manipulations.

In the other competition organized by our company in the subject of the Soviet Union, the basic questions have been published in the company’s two-weekly periodical „Ship and Crane”. I decided to give in my answers, as there was nothing complicated in it. By my answers I was invited to the 3-stage final in the great hall of the company headquarters. As the preparation period has been very long, one of our former colleagues, who has left the company in the meantime remained among participants. It was highly irregular as only employees were allowed to compete. But, as the jury knew nothing about his transfer, he remained. The first stage left out half of the participants.

The second stage was a hard fight as mistakes had to be found in a given text. The outsider mixed up all and would have been left out for the third stage, but he went to the jury and managed to explain his criss-crosses. In the third stage only the prized three competitor stayed in: the outsider, a girl and me.

In a very honest fight the final setting has been solved: she got third prize, a sum of money, he became first, he could take his wife along on a tourist trip to the S.U., I got the second prize, a single trip to the same place. All the three of us got numerous books, too. The trip has not been determined, where and when. I have got a voucher of a given sum, usable with our national tourist company for a trip.

My wife has been happy with my success. For a time I hoped I could persuade her to accept the trip for herself. But she would not leave our son at home with me. She had changed into a typical woman – not in the sense of my former colleague’s aphorism –, a good mother and house-wife: all is known best (or rather only) by her, nobody is able to replace her even for a short time. And so, it has been decided that I would go on that trip.

My senior colleague an group leader would say when he was not to tell straight to a girl she was dishonest: she was a true woman. Girls took it generally as a praise. But it was to be continued, only he would not do it. When he did it sounded like that: malicious and unreliable.

September 1973 has been a busy period in the world from Jordan through Bucharest to Chile. Unhappy news came through newspapers and radio, TV. Three of us from the machinery department, my dept head, my group leader and me, have been selected for a business trip to the GDR, to the town of Magdeburg. We had to settle all technical details with the engine builder SKL about the machinery of projects for our Soviet customers. This time we have not been released without the escort of a saleswoman, the GDR import referent from the foreign trade division. She was the ugliest and most unpleasant woman to work with – on our side of the table – in my life. But the foreign partners already knew her and behaved intelligently.

In Berlin we have only been her „attachments” at the foreign trade firm to drink coffee with her, but in Magdeburg she was our „attachment”. There technical details were agreed, and she was no expert in that field.

Returning to Berlin I visited my friends in their almost new apartment. They were happy to have at last their own private empire. The elder girl, S., was almost a lady at 12 and U., the little one became taller of the two.

Our visit in Berlin has been connected to two events seen on the TV-set in our hotel room, the Pinochet-coup in Chile and the Bucharest earth-quake. Even without proper understanding of the narrators we could all understand by the pictures on TV.

That GDR trip has lasted only some days, we did not have too much time for walk.

The shipbuilding conference in that year was the last in a line. The gravity of that industry has been shifted in the world to other continents. Even the biggest European countries purchase now their new ships from countries where in my youth there was no industry. Our shipbuilding would be completely eradicated. Even it was the last event of such kind, the importance of our country in both shipbuilding and shipping has gone to the very bottom. Anyway, that time I have not been aware of this side of the future yet, and I wanted to make a good career in my trade.

At the beginning of October I went to my namesake town on the Slovak side of the Danube and took part in a conference on anti-corrosion. It was a very modest event, rather a seminar, most of the people understood my native language. The organizer has been the shipyard of the town having a double profile. It exported freighters for large water reservoirs to the Soviets and built the best dredgers on the Danube. Their factory originates from before World War I, when the land was still part of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and belonged to our country. Actually this event has been a little self-celebration of the company with foreign guests present.

The year 1973 was a busy one for me and both in the family and in my work a happy one. At Christmas we prepared a floor-to-ceiling Christmas-tree to create a great experience for our two-year-old son. It was really great to see him, as decoration was finished, the electric candles lighted, and my wife opened the door for him. I shot a picture at that instant, and his happy little face aglow with the lamps in his eyes is beyond speech.

Alas, the next day his arm was caught in decoration and the tree fell to the floor. His fright was enormous, but we calmed him, I put up the tree again and his mother cleaned away broken ornaments. His mind stored this event up as the next Christmas would bring us another crash where he, the boy of 3, would calm me with great courage.

Certain conditions made me think again on my training. My last trip to the GDR taught me that an engineer could only have a whole picture, when he could see the other side of products or services. That is the economic side. One of my professors at the university gave us a lecture about value analysis. He said once that a chamber-pot with the ability to play „Holy Night” can only be sold on the same price as the one without. The customer would pay for the service – a product is the delivery of a service – only  such a price that is necessary to buy it to him. And he is right. The chamber-pot would not fulfil its main function better from being able to play „Holy Night”. 

So, I mentioned to my wife that I am for studying economics. She had nothing against. My bosses in the office agreed, too. My task remained then to apply at the university and I did it. In March 1974 I was accepted for the school-year beginning in September.

At the end of this March I was forced to a rest of two months. My left ankle has been sprained in front of our house. I was taken to the emergency clinic and got a plaster for a week. I phoned to my boss and he was most unhappy to hear that. I was a replaceable man, but replacement could be done with some difficulty.

My ordinary plaster cast has been replaced by a walking one. It remained on my leg for five weeks. It was a very long time, I could not sit so much in one place. I was walking in the flat all day. I was working for the family, repainting windows and doors, even installed the water connection for our new automatic washing machine.

During this time I also read a lot. After my high-degree examination I stopped buying books second-hand and became a member in the central library where there were foreign-language books. There I collected a lot of cards about titles and authors for books I wanted to read. I found for example the Hornblower novels of Forester and a book written by Mr Parkinson, clerk of the Admiralty with a title „The Times and Life of Horatio Hornblower”. It was exciting to find that my favourite hero has actually been a real living person. I gave the collected cards to my wife and she brought me the books. There is no recreation in the world other as reading.

During my sick leave Y. has found me by phone again. First there was nothing in her voice, but soon she began a more direct speech:
„I should like to see you.”
„I am in bed and when not, in walking plaster.” I wanted to avoid the contact by any means. 
„I can go to you”, she said, „nobody would know about it.”
”But what do you want, actually, of me.”
„To have with you what my stupidity made it lost for you.” It was a direct claim.
„Is there a problem with your marriage?” I asked the obvious.
„Nothing else, but he has always been a substitute of you for me.”
„I cannot believe you. You cheated me with that man. And lied to me.” I began to be anxious from that conversation. 
„Please, forget it. I was a fool. You will see, how fine it is to be with me.”

It went on this way and she was very disappointed. She said:
„I will take the offer of a young man, who is asking me all the time to lie with him.”
„It would be dishonest to do that.”
„For whom?”
„For yourself. Do you appreciate yourself only for a girl from the street?”
She laughed:
„It is all right. You helped me take my decision.” And she hung up.

After five weeks I lost my walking plaster cast and my safety feeling. As my ankle became free I felt as if walking on water. I had to visit the swimming pool in the clinic a few times and under water my ankle began to improve. But it had the habit of swelling for half a year, and as a barometer I would be reliable even longer.

Chapter 18
Various People

Before I resumed my work, one day a thought came into my mind: „Actually why did I begin to learn English?” Yes, to be able to apply for a TESCO expert mission somewhere in the world. Why the hell then do I sit here and do not try to get a mission.

I took the telephone register and looked up the phone numbers and address of TESCO. I caught a bus and then limped to the office building. The gate-keeper showed me to the responsible clerk and she offered me a place to sit down. She was very busy and made me wait. When she finished her typing she asked:
„Are you looking for an assignment?”
„Yes”, I said, „is there a possibility?”
She informed me that she was organizing new assignments for two countries, Libya and Iraq. There were others in charge for other countries, but no English-speaking experts were needed that time anywhere else.

She informed me that there were good perspectives for me, only I had to choose between Iraq and Libya. Not long before there was an air raid by Israeli planes that resulted in the damage of an Iraqi nuclear facility. That meant, Iraq was not safe enough for me. I chose Libya.

I had to give in translations and copies about my certificates and my CV. They accepted my application, and permission process – first by my employer, then by the ministry in charge – has been launched. In a couple of months I was called to a week-long training course about the unusual conditions. It included also the lecture of an interior official about intelligence and counter-intelligence. In special briefings we have got the necessary every-day information from experts being at home on holiday from Libya.

There remained a waiting period of some months until in 1975 we would be sent to the spot. At the finish, as our passports would be under issue, Russian foreign minister Mr Gromyko would visit Libya in the spring of 1975. It would be followed by a refusal from the part of Libya to all our experts’ missions. 

After two months at home on sick leave I began to carry on activities in the shipyard construction bureau. There were a lot to do, as my tasks have been piled up rather than solved. Besides, there was a conference on shipbuilding organized by the Szczecin shipyard in Poland. Three of us had been nominated to it in the previous year by the Scientific Society for Mechanical Engineers, where I had been a member for four years. My fellow participants were my colleague, Steve, who had been doing his study at the Technical University and Otto, a riverboat captain, who had come to work with us a short time before. His story is worth for a few lines.

In 1956 the uprising had found him on board his tug-boat in Vienna. He was her commander. Hearing the news, he assembled his people and told them freedom had come and everyone was to go where he wanted. He himself would stay in Vienna, he said.

He went ashore. But, after a walk he turned it over in his mind and made a U-turn. As soon as he reached his boat he took command again and the boat returned home. He was unaware of certain happenings. Well, after his going ashore the radio operator reported all to headquarters. For this reason on arrival he was arrested and taken into custody. In a couple of months he was released, but he was stripped of his rank and he was fired.

He began to work as a porter in the shipping company’s duty-free harbour. After about ten years of manual work, he was found by our shipyard, and they offered him the job of internal captain that was to command the moving of hulls after launch from the launch-site to the embankment and to command ships on their running trials. He did it for some years, until my boss discovered a talent for precise work in him. He was named head of Documentation Department.

His knowledge about shipping and „havaries” had earned him a job as expert for the municipal water police. He is a good example for a man fallen down from a high position and gaining appreciation again by his honest strive. Well, we spent the four days of the conference useful, I with my English understanding keeping place there and they, walking in town.

One of the engineers of the machinery department, a woman, Clare, had an uncle in the U.S.A. He nominated her to the National Geographic Magazine and she took it to me to read every month. It became my favourite reading and it has been ever since. In 1976 my wife would suggest to me to pay for the next year’s periodicals and since that time I am a member of the society.

Chapter 19
Yalta

Soon after my return from Poland I went to enjoy the 8 days of my tourist trip won on the competition. It has been an economy trip, but as the place I had chosen has not been spoiled even by belonging to the S.U. -- today to Ukraine -- I really enjoyed it.

I took experiences and a small package of gifts home from Yalta.

After my Yalta trip we had some holiday left, we spent it together all the three on the lake Balaton. 

About two years before John, my colleague in the repair yard, had bought with his wife an apartment in the „long house”, called so because of its 12 staircases in line, the longest of our estate. Their flat has been a copy of ours, we were frequent guests with each other.

There was another former colleague from that workplace, who purchased his flat with his family near to us. Their apartment was of the other type, that we would have got originally, had we had enough money then. He was August, his wife Edith, they have had two sons. With them we were keeping contacts, too.

Our holiday that I have mentioned above, has been organized by John in his mother’s summer house at the lake. It was a short stay and not a very pleasant one because of mosquitoes.

Chapter 20
Successive Changes in Work and Life

With the coming of autumn I began to go to the University of Economics three times a week. It seemed me much harder than anything that far. I could sense the changes in scoring style as I have mentioned before. What you did not tell or did not write was considered by the examiner unfamiliar for you. I take it a highly unfair system.

The first semester was hardest of all, and its reason was that a conceited young girl thought herself to be a new Einstein. She was our lecturer in mathematics. And that mathematics with its imaginary and complex numbers was a science fiction for an engineer with common sense. To survive that first semester was a real struggle. From the next semester, with another lady as lecturer, we could easily understood all. 

There were certain negative developments in the upper level of management in our factory. My boss, F., has been under great pressure from the company management for a time. His achievements in making the activity of our shipyard profitable, while the other units of the trust were building and selling at a loss, activated his enemies. The man, the former trade union activist, has also been doing his best at his new place to revenge his firing.

At that time the technical manager of the shipping company – my first employer – was retiring and a replacement has been sought. My boss had had a long past with that company and he accepted the post. It also meant that my background would be weaker after his leave.

There was a general speculation about who would be his successor. His deputy, an old man near to retirement, was no favourite. There was a young man, a so-called „thoroughbred” for his having been placed to every division in the shipyard by the party for training, he was one of the probable winners, or my department head, who had a proper knowledge of the whole process and had his channels, too.

At the same time, the director of the shipyard has been moved one level lower for technical manager, and his predecessor was sent to the „brain store” in the headquarters. At last a complete restructuring took place.

The former production manager became our new director. His place went to his former deputy, a workshop manager. The energetic young „thoroughbred” became deputy chief designer and his predecessor retired. The only newcomer in our construction bureau has been the new chief designer, to replace our boss. All this took almost half a year and during that time the acting deputy system ruled.

To my new director I could thank to become a regular reader of the American monthly „The International Management”. Shortly after he took his new seat, his secretary called me. In her office she gave me an envelope with the instruction to check it and report about it. It was an offer to the director for a free nomination. The return package also contained nomination cards for 3 new members. When I reported, he said to throw it away. I was careful to throw it out in a way, that my nomination card would fall into a mailbox. Until it became a paid magazine of the European Community in 1992, I would receive  it regularly. Through the mailing list of that periodical I would be introduced to many international forums. 

Around the time when that great shift in our management happened, I met a kind of Waterloo of my own. In the autumn of 1974 there were elections in the party branches. Our office level group of activists, where I was a co-opted member, wanted me to take that place as a regularly elected member. I would not do it very heartily, as at the university I expected a great hurry. At the same time, and I did not know anything about it, party members from my direct surroundings, my fellow-designers, were intriguing against me. They formed a public opinion about my being conceited and acting not for my fellow-workers, only for my career. When I try my memories, I find that I was actually very busy at that time and perhaps not always very attentive. I have to say, they might have been right. But I do not exclude the fact that one of our new designers in the electric department, where the party members were concentrated, was looking for an assignment for himself, and it was he who prepared this coup.

When the election assembly sat together, my nomination has been voted, but the mentioned team achieved to put the name of that other person onto the voting form. At the vote I lost to that man. I told to the assembled members I accepted their decision and, although it hurt me, I offered my help in case I would be needed. Well, in some months the other man would leave the company, and I would be a co-opted activist once more.

Now it is time I wrote about another fiasco that was the result of the big stress on me. Years before, when my son has been a baby, I borrowed a movie camera from the photo club of the factory and made a roll of film, about 4 minutes, of his moves. From that time I was fascinated by movie pictures.

In Yalta one of the families in the group had a small cheap Russian movie camera, and I bought such a one after my return. It could not satisfy me for some very primitive in-correctible technical solutions that resulted in faulty winding. Actually to work with it was very difficult and frustrating. One day in December, walking to the bus from factory I saw a very good camera in the windows at discount. I knew that movie camera from catalogues, but its original price was too high for me. On that lowered price I could buy it.

When I told it to my wife, she was against it. I could not convince her, but I wanted it anyway. I bought it without her consent. 

When we placed our presents under the Christmas tree, she placed the camera there, too. We began to debate and at last I destroyed it. It happened in one instant, but I could not drive the bitter memory of it from my mind for years. It was followed by a great silence, the face of my wife red, as if saying: „I would have told it, I would have told it.” The first one to speak was my son of 3, who saw it all. He said:
“Do not be sad, Daddy, I can repair it in a minute.”

It was he, who saved the situation. The statement of my little son was a clear window to show us his love and good intentions. But during all this Christmas time our mood was so low that we had no desire for anything. I have never sensed such a limitless shame in all my life as then.

I had no luck with that type of movie camera. In a year I would take one at lower price as a second-hand device. Although I would shoot many rolls of good films with it, it would let me down in Egypt. Its prism in the viewer would not bear the heat of 110 degrees F and it would go apart. Russian lenses and prisms are glued not by the worldwide used Canada-balm, they use only natural resin. But, anyway, without a viewer it is hard to shoot.

Twice a year when the ends of semesters came, I got some extra days of holiday to sit for the examinations. It could make the difficulties a little more bearable. But in that university there were subjects – abolished since – that could not be understood, only memorized. It was, e.g. the catechism of political economy of the socialism. For capitalism this subject is clear and logical. I consider Karl Marx right so far, until he only described existing phenomena. The problems came, when he tried to project these principles onto other phenomena. And, of course, when those false theories were extended by another man, who moreover has not been economist. Socialism, I take no more than capitalism on a state level (with some feudal characteristics). The players have no risk, when they lose, they do it with other people’s property. And no incentives mean no profits, no development, etc., etc.

In the first semester we were studying the political economy of capitalism, and it was all right. But there were topics, for which no local lecturers could have been found, even by a lasso. It was scientific socialism. The lecturer was a Greek – he spoke our language excellently – that is today the economic advisor of the President of the Republic of Cyprus – the Greek side.

There were two subjects that needed only common sense. One was accounting. Our old teacher – a typical chief accountant of a small company – said at the return of our exam-papers:
„Only one man used his brain.” It was me, I have got maximum score.

The other was statistics. I realized that it could only be learned, if I become also one of the numbers. I tried to see them from the inside. Actually the statistical tables were very similar to my propeller-screw design tables. I was again the only person to get maximum score on my paper.

Early that year – 1975 – we became acquainted with our new boss in the office. He had actually been working in the shipyard, even in the office, but shipbuilding had not been attractive to him and he left the company for the Technical University. About my former colleague, Steve, with the „wheat theft case” I got my gossips mainly from him. His name was Julius.

With him proper skills and clean hands came to an end. For the latter I have to correct my words: I do not mean hard corruption, but he brought there his wife as his secretary, and to get a good reward meant to stress yourself with courting him for a time. All in all, he did not have the character to be a good manager in that office.

During spring my department head and me have been joined again as technical experts to the usual import executive, and she took us to the GDR to SKL again. We had even less time than two years before, and I hardly managed to find my friends.

Time had passed. Not only on me, Hans and Elfie were also looking older, and their daughters were almost adult women. They insisted, we with my wife and our son were overdue in their home. I promised to convince my wife to visit them. 

From TESCO I have got news about refusal to my mission to Libya.

Spring has passed and I began to sit for my exams. Although on study holiday, once I had to go into the office, when the secretary-wife of my boss asked me to come in. My boss said, I would get an assignment. It was the project manager post for a new object, a raft-towing tug. Customers, of course, the Soviets. It has come to our office from the other side of the river. Originally the other shipyard wanted it for themselves, but they realized that they forgot how to build ships, they would build only cranes.

What was risky, my boss wanted me to take part in talks in Leningrad that month (June). It meant I would not be able to finish my exams. We argued a lot, and at last he agreed to postpone the talks by a week, and I promised to finish my exams to that time.

Actually, after my exams I had only three days left to study the object. I did not like that business at all. Our team (delegation as it was called that time) to take part consisted of eight persons. And almost all of them far from experts. My boss was in the team, too.

Actually we had little time for leisure programs. Our official work could hardly be done in the conditions our hosts provided. The endless munching on unimportant details left us at last only one way out: with the original data we would design a brand new object. Our goal, to get missing information from the original designer, the institute, our host here, would not be achieved. If we wanted the contract from the Moscow-based foreign trade company, we had to create something saleable. The talks ended in a minutes signed by them and us with a content that „if we had wanted to take their advice in the design of the ship we would do as we wanted”.

This trip abroad has not been different from others in one thing: I had to rack my brain about what kind of souvenirs to buy for different members of my greater family. At last I bought the same for everyone – I hoped they would not show it to each other –, the same Matryoshka toy. My wife and my son was another matter, they got the best things possible. To our movie projector I took home from Yalta the previous year, I took a lot of cartoons for my son of the series „You just wait”. My wife got an amber necklace, one of numerous taken from the S.U.

In Leningrad my nights have been disturbed not only because of White Nights, but for the snoring of my boss, with whom I shared my room. A Diesel engine would have been more convenient.

He has been first time in that big empire and his impressions always generated strange thoughts in his mind. He had finished his studies, before ideological subjects became oppressing in the university, and as a graduate he concentrated on his work. In his mind now the obvious fought with information from the press.

He had a funny little adventure in the town. As he liked wine he was pleasantly surprised to see a subterranean shop with the signboard „Vino” (wine). He descended and saw a pub similar to those we would call in our country an „upright pub”, as there were no seats, everyone took his drinks upright. He has been accustomed to 300 grams of wine – measured and called 3 decilitres or decis – so, he walked to the cashier and showed his three fingers. He has got three pieces of paper, which he gave over the counter. He has got 3 glasses, each of them filled with 200 grams of wine. People queued up behind him, as he occupied 3 of all the 4 glasses in the pub. In the relatively cool basement he emptied them one by one. Up on the sunshine and heat, he became completely drunken of the more than one pint of not very bad wine. As he at last came home we laughed a lot, but he begged me not to say anything to his wife at home.

In the protocol from our part mainly my ideas have been incorporated. This, and similarly my activities in the coming months on the raft-towing tug, resulted in a high estimate about me in my boss.

Chapter 21
Holiday in Berlin

During the summer we went with my family to visit our German friends in Berlin. On the day when we prepared to go to the airport – it was the first flight for both my wife and my son – our red hibiscus, whose small sprout we had got from my mother years before, brought its first beautiful flower. The plant has a habit to lose flowers in a few hours. That morning my son found a beautiful beetle, the size of a potato beetle, but it looked like metallic green paint, and he put it inside the flower.

Just as we checked everything before a week of absence, he spotted the flower fallen and his beetle still inside. He took it and brought it in his hand. It remained there, the flower a little drooped, until we arrived to the apartment of our hosts.

Our holiday was a fine experience, and we again invited them to come to us, that time with their daughters. The pleasantest day has been that we spent on their rented recreation site. There was a small summer house on the site and there were fruits. In the cool climate the currants were of cherry size and of fine flavour. They had great plans to buy another hut on a better site, but it would not come true as they would divorce in some years.

Shortly after our return from the GDR all my attention turned to an international event, the common flight of the Apollo and Soyuz spaceships.

I have always had a great interest for space-flights. In my childhood my father gave me a book from a German sci-fi writer Kurt Lasswitz. His novel „Two Planets” was built around connections between Earth on a technical level of the turn of the century and a more developed Mars. I liked American and Soviet authors, and my favourite have long been two novels of Lem, a Polish sci-fi writer. These novels were „Planet of the Dead” and „The Magellan Cloud”.

When I went to work at the repair shipyard, space exploration was on a great scale with a lot of Soviet and American craft. So ahead were these nations, that when the first Chinese satellite, boosted by a solid-fuel rocket, was launched, two jokes went around. One sounded so:
„What is solid fuel in the Chinese rocket?”
„Black coal from Xinjiang.”
The other:
„Did you hear about the Chinese satellite?”
„Oh, yes. 40 million people were drawing the slingshot.”

In the repair yard three of my colleagues, S.S, L.S. and G.K., all of my generation, had formed an astronaut club. They were emptying a glass of gin every time a space-craft has been launched. Besides, it goes without saying, they were interested also technically. I joined them in the latter respect. When the Apollo 11 reached the Moon and shortly after „Time” published some of their pictures, I reproduced those pictures on slides. 

That time I recorded the connection of Apollo and Soyuz on film from the TV-screen.

My 3rd semester of the 4 started at the University of Economics. It gave me a hard time, but it has not been all. I began to feel the need of Russian language. Much of it I understood, but answering was hard. And daily I needed it, as in our shipyard the representatives of both the customer and the Soviet Register of Shipping had their offices, and with the new object there were a lot of details to consult with them. Taking a translator girl from the documentation department would not do, as they had their own urgent work and Otto, with no respect of our generally good relationship, would say four-letter words.

Chapter 22
The Russian Connection

I decided to refresh my Russian knowledge. I purchased a text-book compiled by the Ministry of Foreign Trade for people learning on their domestic courses. It was not very hard at first, but I did not have the necessary time beside the university to memorize words. My progress has been poor. I did not stop, only dealt very little with it. It would wait another year for me to get on the Russian in an in-house course.

At the same time it was far from my intentions to leave the topic of an expert mission, even that my Libyan application had not been successful. I went to the lady in TESCO, but she advised me to find her colleagues dealing with other countries. Need for our experts started to decrease, as in international treaties the contingent of our experts on aid had been determined on a limited level, and paid experts, developing countries wanted to get from Western-Europe or America.

My wife tried to find connections through her boss, a doctor having her friends everywhere. The result has been near to nothing, our connection at TESCO got fired by his general manager – of course not because of me. For a time I left that topic sleep and would not start my attempts for two years.

In March I got my driving licence. For the mission to Libya I would have needed it and after I learned about the rejection I finished the course and sat for the tests. On the course there was a lady in the same group, whose husband was a pilot. He would be shot down by rocket at Beirut in his passenger airliner some months later. He has been left on the bottom of the sea since. 

On the tug I had my own design jobs to do, as the design of the screw, preparation of the drawings for engine room arrangement and shaft system, a lot of calculations and the drawing up of machinery list. The machinery came partly from the GDR as engines, partly from the S.U. as special naval equipments. The rest was our domestic product.

Three details have caused greater concerns, emergency pump, towing tank experiments and air conditioning. Later a fourth one joined them: rudder-blades. The emergency pump would have two functions, to pump out as much bilge-water as possible at leakage and providing the fire-extinguishers with water in case of a fire. It has been planned to buy from the Soviets and in a long series of talks I would succeed at the end. 

The towing tank question had double origin. First, the Wageningen institute has been closed for reconstruction. Second, the Scientific Society for Mechanical Engineers had a good connection with the Polish counterpart and was offered such services at the recently finished tank of the Gdansk university. Only, we did not have any experiences with the Poles, and were afraid of a fiasco.

Air-conditioning was a brand new field in our products. Responsible for the equipment became my colleague Steve, who studied civil engineering and was a 4th-year student. The equipment was to be purchased from Poland.

During all the spring of 1976 I was busy with my studies and preparations for the exams, as well as working on my thesis. For its topic I had chosen the research of probable effects from the opening of the Rhine-Main-Danube canal on our foreign trade in the first five years after the event. I could only finish my thesis during our holiday on the lake Balaton in July. My wife would type it then, and the deadline of August 15 would be kept with difficulty.

The head of the hull department, Michael, a very good sailor of yachts in international championships, proposed me as project manager to be present at the towing tank experiments in Gdansk. The factory management agreed and our trip has been prepared by the Commercial Division.

As soon as I finished my exams, we flew to Warsaw and took the train there to Gdansk. I give a detailed account of that trip in the book Canned Roaddust.

For the acquisition of the air-conditioning equipment, after my return I had to take part in the talks with the Polish deliverers. Both the girl in charge for the import contract and I had to surpass our authority as our bosses would not deal with the case. We at last signed the contract as deputies. 

I took my holiday granted for educational purposes and tried to finish my thesis. The last pages of the text remained unfinished, when time came to travel to the lake on our holiday. The voucher for it I had got from the trade union. We would spend the holiday in a trade union hotel not far from Siofok, the town of my first secondary school. The place has been nicknamed „Silver Coast”.

The two weeks have not been all joy. I had to finish my thesis and usually remained in the room, when my son with his mother went to the beach. It did not cause much happiness to the cleaner. Also there were bad days when we had to stay within or, if possible, go for walks or excursions. We have been visited once by my sister-in-law, her husband and their daughter. 

In the hotel we have met a couple familiar to us long. The woman was a little younger than my wife, she lived upstairs in the same house my wife left when we married. The husband was a Greek, Yannis, and we knew also him from that time. They had two sons, the elder being the senior of my son by two years. The small boy we would only see later, as he has not been there. He was a toddler yet.

The woman was a cook with a secondary education, the man a construction worker, but he had two hobbies, bird-watching – and catching – and making relieves from thin copper plates. He was a true Greek, kind, clever, unreliable. With them we went walking on bird-watching and, during the second week’s rainy weather, we took them to aunt E. in my former village and there, at the lower end of the village, Yannis discovered a rare colony of hole-nesting bee-eaters. He influenced us in our decision, when we bought the book „The Birds of Europe” in an English edition. 

Later a few times we called them to our home and visited them, but their energy and noise-level – especially the children’s – was much higher than that of ours, and for us it was a torture to bear the few hours we spent together.

Our German friends arrived together in their Trabant in July. They would get our flat for the eight days they wanted to spend with us. They would also visit their friend in the country. We would become guests of our neighbour, Irene, whose husband has been in America. 

It is another story worth telling. Joe, her man, had his relatives in New York. They had left Transylvania years before and once he had visited them. He had been spending there three months. When I got my high-degree certificate of the English language, they wanted me to teach them a few words, as they had plans to make a trip to the relatives. At the first lesson I asked him, if he knew an English sentence. He said he knew and said: „Six beer, please.” Their lessons had been ended soon because of lack of interest. Joe had gone to America alone, together they had not been given exit visa. He would not come back. In two years Irene would divorce him and marry an American. Soon we would get a post-card with the signature of both Irene and Joe.

Well, in those days we were accommodated by Irene.

Our first sightseeing has been a little tiring for the guests. We advised them to park their car and use municipal transport. We took them up to the castle hill and they enjoyed it. Coming home tired, we began with my wife to prepare dinner. Hans smelled pancakes and onion at the same time, he came to the kitchen to check it. He did not like them together, but we told him to be calm. When the pancakes a la Hortobagy – one of our national dishes – was ready, they liked it, and of the food nothing remained. 

Their holiday with us has been pleasant and their elder daughter has got an impression that would help her to decide some years later for a university application in our country.

Chapter 24
Polish Lines

In September Michael and me went again to Poland. The Polish countryside is much more beautiful in the autumn, as rains make it lush green. It was cool and windy, but we could not be aware of that, because we were constantly busy. After the free-turning tests of the model – for this experiments a battery-operated propulsion has been mounted into it – we have been taken back to the university and we had some days to see through the results. By the tests the propeller-screw has proved good and the pitch properly selected. But the turning tests suggested that with one central screw, the traditional three-blade rudder would be ineffective.

Our opinion was discussed by our management and, as the short time forced us into a hurry, on my advice the East-German shipyard Boizenburg has been addressed in a letter. It was the chief designer of that yard, who invented the more effective differential 4-or-5-blade rudders. Their reply has been favourable and a meeting was suggested, but first of all the data of the tug and a drawing of the propulsion has had to be sent to them. Our meeting for the discussion of technical details would realize in February.

On the towing tank results I had to set on my design jobs to finish the final drawings. 

In the meantime my final exam has been all right and our economists’ diplomas have been handed over to us in a small celebration.

Once during the autumn, as I was deep in my drawing work, I became aware of somebody standing at my drawing board. It was our former director, now chief engineer.
„You have very precise drawings”, he said, „are you in time still?”
„Yes”, I replied, „some of the arrangements have to be modified, and the documentation can be sent to the customer.”
„In a few days the salesman will be on his way to deliver them.” 
It was the same young man who accompanied us to Leningrad. I have not had a high opinion of him, he preferred his personal interests to official duties. But I kept it to myself.
„When will the talks be with them?” I asked with a hind-thought.
„Perhaps in this year, but may be, only in January.” 
„If we cannot have the contract in this year, I think, we cannot press them to sign a contract, until their new directives are issued”, I reminded him. He looked on me and I saw in his eyes, I was right, only he tried to bluff.

He went to see the work of others, and in half an hour he was there once more. He was deep in his thoughts.
„We have to get the contract this year”, he said and went on, „you cannot come with us, sorry.”
„You know well, whom you want with you, sitting at your side”, I said, but it disappointed me. „So far, the project manager has always been there.”
„Well, now it is different, your department head will be there.” At last he told the true reason.

I knew that on the talks with Soviets before signing a contract my boss was generally there. And it was an exception in my case to be chosen for project manager, as I have not been from the hull department. That far in 16 months, it did not cause any conflict. This has been the first time. I repeated:
„It is up to you to decide.”

All went on, I mentioned the topic only once to the chief designer. He did not say anything. At present, with all the information gathered afterwards, I think the clouds above me, that at last would cause my decision to leave that place, began to gather at that time. And their springing to life was generated by professional envy in my boss, the head of machinery department.

When in the middle of November my department head told me, I would be there on the talks, he did not look very happy. I sensed a discontent in him. I discussed it with Otto and he mentioned, there were great debates about that in the meetings of the office heads. Otto confirmed my feelings, it was only my boss, who was against my participation. Otto was on my side, I always sensed his respect. He helped me on other fields, too. When the municipal court asked him to be their expert of justice on shipping, he evaded it and suggested my name. By his recommendation I have got my certificate, and have had it since.

When I went home after being informed about my participation, I found Edith there. She heard me tell my wife the news. She said. „You are going far away.” It has not been an unimportant trip that time, the Soviets were very hard to accept a new face.
„Oh”, I said, „it is not a big trip. I am only going to take a visit in the centre.”
„I do appreciate your wit”, she said. She knew me, I have never considered it fair that we were on the periphery and far to the east there was the self-appointed centre.

Chapter 24
The Soviet Connection

Well, that business trip has been no easy walk. Let alone that the latest official papers to be taken with us and consigned to my name caused me a trip to the nearest stop 30 miles away on the home train and back, as I mistook a train not stopping at our station, I would feel during that two weeks the forced authority of my boss, and it put a great stress on me. He was kind outside the talks, he helped me with his advice, he recounted their similar trips long before, when they had to ride 36 hours on train. But once at the table, with the partners at the other side, he would be changed.

The Soviets have been no Germans. After our arrival our salesman had to visit the hosts many times, until he could get a date for the talks. About four days we could spend on our city sightseeing. At the beginning there was cool weather, but clear sky. Since the spring of that year I had been wearing contact lenses and in dry weather, especially in the evening, when sunglasses could not be on, my eyes were sensitive to dust. I said one day at dusk:
„It is a riddle to me, how in this city this excellent dust-supply is solved.”
„Dust?” asked me our chief engineer astonished, „this is the cleanest city of the world. You can take on a white shirt three times without its collar getting dirty.”
He might have been right about the old times, but to that day the dense traffic made everything dirty. I would sense it even more 15 years later. And there was another aspect. My eyes have been sensitive to the small-sized quartz grains from the Moscow environment. They could have been clean, but painful under my lenses.

In a few days the weather turned ordinary. In December Moscow has a weather front of mild moist air coming from the north after the freezing of a great quantity of water. It is misty all day and drizzle comes frequently. A very unpleasant weather. Heavy cold comes in January and lasts to the middle of February. We could arrange our shopping for Christmas.

Our accommodation was awfully arranged. It was to be thanked to the hotel room distribution system of the city, but also to the attempts of our Commercial Division to economize the funds allocated for trips abroad and take the remaining sum as their own reward.

We have been placed in the Hotel Yaroslavskaya, actually no hotel, a hostel turned hotel after the 1949 Moscow World Youth Festival. It was on the northern outskirts of the city 40 minutes by METRO to our down-town partners, and in our rooms there were four beds each, with no bathroom. Only common showers in the corridor. The team leader, our chief engineer, told the company representative to get proper hotel rooms for us, otherwise we would book our tickets back home in two days. 

Bargain has been in the blood of the man, he secured a room in the Hotel Rossiya near Red Square for him and my boss. He said, the „plebs” can stay. Actually our leader was softened after getting a better room for himself. After a fiery discussion with us he agreed, however, to finance our transfer by a bottle of brandy from our gift reserve. We succeeded in bribing the clerk in charge and moved to the Hotel Ukraine opposite the Comecon building across the river Moskva.

At that time the hotel was on a European level with two differences, the „dezhurnaya” system and its lifts. The first are women sitting at the entrances of corridors on every floor and keeping the keys – the reception in the lobby had other obligations, e.g. listening to phone conversations of the guests – and keeping an eye on incoming girls. The lifts were driven by authorized girls. They were slow as death and the staircases closed. A quarter of an hour was nothing to wait. That senseless lifts-only system caused so many deaths the next year in the Hotel Rossiya.

In our team we had a lady who was a born Russian. She had married a Hungarian student during their studies and had followed her husband to his homeland. Her father had been the architect of the northern town Norilsk in the ‘30s. She was speaking Hungarian well, she has been the ideal translator for our purposes. As soon as we moved into the Hotel Ukraine she went to the service bureau and ordered theatre tickets for all of us. It was my first time to see a performance in Moscow, but not the last. I became a ballet and opera addict, as soon as I would arrive any time in my hotel, my first route would lead to the service bureau to order tickets.

That time it was a ballet, Khachatouryan „The Fountain of Bakhchisaray”. The place of the performance has been the Assembly Palace in the Kremlin, but the dancers have been from the Bolshoi (Big) Theatre. I began to understand why the Russian ballet had been considered the classical performing art.

During our stay there was a figure-skating championship in the city. The East-German skaters lived in our hotel and behaved as East-Germans always do abroad, noisily and with bad manner (except our friends, it goes without saying). 

That two days spent in the droughty hotel did wrong to my room-mate, head of our electric department. He came with us with cold and he would have fever soon. I never travel without a proper emergency package, there were anti-fever drugs with me, too. He would survive on my tablets and at home there would be no need for a doctor. 

The first talks gave us a lot of work. An afternoon and half a night we translated the draft-contract of our partners. The company representative was surprised to have the text the next morning. He had to send it by telex. Our high speed resulted in a quick answer, and at the end of our two-week mission, in the contract.

Our return before Christmas was well timed. My family was happy, too, especially for the goods I took home. They were unimportant items, toys, souvenirs, except two: a necklace of amber for my wife and a small TV-set in the room of my son.

In February the next year again there was a business trip for the trio of my department head, my group leader and me, but this time without the lady, as they would be talks about technical details. We flew to Berlin, took the train to Schwerin – it was the line to Hamburg – and there we met our hosts from the Boizenburg shipyard. They took us there by car. Their yard lay on one shore of the river Elbe, where frontier was in the middle of the stream. The river is so narrow there, that every time they launched a boat from the launch-site, the western neighbours were pushing it back from the Bundesrepublik by poles.

Our talks were quick and convenient. We talked only about technical aspects, within the Comecon that time there were no licence fees, the member-countries provided each other with their inventions free of charge. 

During the night a big snowfall occurred, and our return has been risky. Fortunately we caught our train back to Berlin. The afternoon Interflug plane would have left us behind for the late arrival of the train, but it waited still, not for us, but for the flight permit. There was a great fog at home. We have got our boarding passes and waited. It was dark as we got our boarding instruction. As we were ascending the stairs to the plane the front wheel has been corrected by a 50-pound hammer. Either there were highly religious people on board or somebody from the outside has sent effective prayers to heaven, we survived without any trouble.

Following our return the guides for building of the hull of the ship have been completed and building began. In two months the hull would be launched.

I went on the Russian course started by the company in September the previous year. Once a week we stole the last half hour of the working time and sat together to polish our skills. Actually the course has been useful, I would do better in another course at the Friendship Society. However, the accent of Soviet representatives has still been unintelligible to me and I needed the help of our translators as before.

Chapter 25
About to Leave

I did not want to let my TESCO mission go asleep forever and went again to the clerk. She was sorry not to be able to help, but she did not stop at that and introduced me to a middle-aged lady – she has been the wife of a diplomat – who dealt with Ethiopia. First it was a very peculiar conversation. She said after listening to her colleague and scanning me with her sight:
„Recently a man has returned from there, as he had heard somebody speak about shootings. You do not look a die-hard man either.”

This impertinence drove up my blood pressure, but I tried to keep my manner. I said to her all smiles:
„He was one man and I am another. Would you let me try it before judging me?”
„All right, I did not mean to hurt your pride. But there goes a war there, you can know that, if you are following the events.” Actually Somalia attacked the neighbour and occupied quite a few town on the eastern part.

She became more friendly soon and asked me about the exact practice I had. 
„I am an engineer of transport and vehicles, but I have a wide experience, especially in civil engineering.”
„A mechanical engineer has been asked for by the university and there is need for an engineer on automotive field. Also they need a civil engineer in the Ministry of Construction.” She was leafing through her papers. „Do you have a CV with you?”

I gave her my Curriculum Vitae in English.
„Well”, she said, „Call me by phone in two days.”
At least I saw a faint hope.

When I called her, she was again her former self.
”You have given me a CV that is good for nothing”, she was shouting, „you have to re-write it and concentrate on what you did and not on where.” My CV really contained my employers and may be, I did not make my activities clear.

I re-formulated it and brought it to her.
„O.K.”, she said, „it will do.”
„When can I know something?” I asked.
„It is slow work”, she answered, „in two months our offer about the new experts will be in the hands of the Supreme Council.” She meant the military junta around Menghistu. „Be convinced, if you are needed, you would go there.”

She has done a good work and, although I did not know it at that time, I have found a sponsor in the person of the soon-to-be representative of TESCO in Ethiopia. He would go there in a month and would take with him the papers.

In the meantime my duties called me to Moscow again. To fix the delivery of the emergency pump, we had to sign the contract with the Soviet deliverer. The import executive took me for the technical questions with him, and there was a girl with us to see through commercial details of other deliveries.

I have used these days off to see as much of the town as possible and to buy equipments – magnifier, development tank, etc. – for my photographic laboratory.

After my return, there followed one of my worst periods. It was a very unstable weather, one day clear, then clouded. Fronts were moving quickly, barometric pressure was changing up and down.

My mother had had a high blood pressure for a long time. By drugs her doctor could not only reduce it, but also stabilize. She made the typical mistake, elderly people often do, she stopped taking her tablets. Her blood pressure shot up, and once she fell off her bed. She was taken to hospital and my sister called me by phone to visit her as soon as possible.

We went in with my wife. Being an employee of the municipal health service, she could arrange a little better attendance for my mother. We guessed from the beginning that she would not come out again. In the fifties, 25 years before, an unintelligent – may be „six-week” – doctor told her she had only one or two years left because of her weak heart. But now at 75, she would not live even if she could. Her husband dead for six years, her surviving children living with their own families, she did not feel her indispensability any more. 

My wife was coming to her every day and I at every visiting day. After about 10 days in the hospital she passed. There remained a vast empty space behind her.

Her sister, my aunt and god-mother, was still living, but she lost her husband a year before. Her brothers were living, too, they would leave in a couple of years. My aunt has changed her house for a small flat, then she changed that further for another one. In her old days she would be living with my sister, until her weakness would force her into a welfare home. Her last flat would go to my younger niece, Eve, with her family.

In the summer months I had something to do in the city and met my younger niece on the tram. As we were chatting, I said:
„We have not visited you for a time. We will do it soon.”
Her answer was surprising:
„Only do not go to the airport. We are not living there any more.”
„But what happened?” My astonishment was visible.
„Oh”, she said, „you do not know. Father has got a flat and we moved there.”

I could not say much for a time. Then I asked:
„Could I not have helped you at the moving?”
It was her turn to remain silent. 
„Well”, she began, „I do not know anything, it was all organized by father.”
She gave me their address. 

My wife was as astonished on the news as me. The next day I called my sister on her working place by phone. I only said I learned by chance about their moving. She has not been in apologetic mood, it all seemed quite natural to her. A sense of being excluded from my family touched me.

These years have been the busiest in my life. My younger relatives and my sister-in-law, Cecily, had their weddings around that time. First Maria, my elder niece. She had been working for a foreign trade company and her husband had been her school-mate in the foreign trade high school. She would have more role in this story later.

Then followed Cecily and at last Eve. For Cecily I have been the witness on her wedding. It cost us a lot, but I think, everywhere in the world weddings are costly events.

Both Maria and Cecily with their husbands began their lives in rented rooms. Maria and George could soon buy a flat in a new house through their employer. Of course, their first child, Maria jr., has taken at once the favourite place, the first great-child of my mother.

Cecily and Alex has brought a property share with a house on it. A very poor house, they had to start at once building a new, but it would be a slow business. The new house would grow together with their only son.

Eve had wanted to be a physical instructor, but she could not get into the proper high school, and she stepped into the traces of her mother, she became a teacher for backward children. She married her colleague, Leslie. They would bring up two children, a girl and a boy.

There were other events in our family of broader sense – let alone the girl delivered next to my wife’s bed on the same day as my son. My brother-in-law, the brother of my wife, as I have mentioned, has married his colleague. They got their voucher for a flat and with difficulty they paid for it even without our help. Their apartment has been on the same housing estate, where my elder sister-in-law lived with her family. They lived together without an heir for 10 years, as the man would not have any. At last the wife convinced him, but even then he told us the news, saying:
”We have made the same mistake as you have.”

After the birth of the child the mother became too corpulous and, for this or of mere weakness to avoid adventures during nursing, the man found another girl, another colleague. She preferred him to her husband and my brother-in-law divorced. They bargained their apartment for two smaller ones and went apart. Not a happy story and it is even worse considering that the fall of the second idol in the eyes of my wife contributed a lot to her fixed idea about me.

For a time my trips abroad became rare. The prototype of the raft-towing tug has been in the covered harbour area and her machinery has been installed step by step. 

I got a call from the executive at TESCO that the Ethiopian authorities had accepted my person, and the authorization process at the Ministry of Industry has been launched. The lady also informed me that I was offered on the first place to the university and the offer was accepted. Our ministry would ask the company for my transfer to their personnel and it could take half a year.

I had a dilemma then: did I have to advise my bosses or wait, until they would be informed by the ministry. I waited and it was good. In a few months I would be in a bad situation and would have to leave the company. A rejection or disagreement from the part of the employer could have been fatal for my mission.

In January in our country there has been a great celebration. The President of the U.S.A., Mr Carter, decided to send back the Hungarian Holy Crown to its lawful owner, our people. The reception ceremony has been broadcast by our TV company and I think, 100 percent of the TV-set owners was watching it.

For the Russian language I found a course that was proper for my needs. It has been organized by the Hungarian-Soviet Friendship Society, and total results have been promised, even exam certificate. I enlisted for the course. It started in the middle of September and it was really good. In the first lesson I have learned two things that I had not been able to be taught in 9 years in the schools: that verbs of motion are a separate world, a „state within a state” as all its continuous and perfect view forms had a straight and a rambling prefix and, that the present tense of perfect-view verbs has a meaning of future. Also, I could learn numbers’ forms in different cases.

In the course I found bright people. Almost all spoke one or two languages already and their need of the Russian came from special circumstances as with me. Both teachers were women, the one for Lexica a Ukrainian of Hungarian ethnic roots, the other for Grammar a relatively young talented girl.

At the end of the two semesters, I would go and sit for a medium-degree examination successfully.

School has stepped into our family in another way. My son became a pupil of the first grade. He liked it, his school have been situated in a prefabricated barrack, as in the main building there was no place for the lower-section four grades.

My troubles in work did not cease to grow because of the envy from my boss. There was another aspect, my possible promotion into deputy chief designer. This could have been a red rag for him, and I tried to look for a proper job within the company with my double education. A lot of our colleagues had left the company for salesmen jobs with foreign trade companies. But my attempts came aground, as the different divisions could only take personnel from others with the consent of the transferring boss. In my case it would have been torpedoed at the beginning.

Then I tried outside. The monthly newspaper of the Scientific Society for Mechanical Engineers published an ad for a linguistic engineer. I answered it and was called to a conversation.

An aged small corpulent man with a red face received me with a young man at his side. He was Mr Louis K., secretary general for the society and the young man the technical secretary. It was the latter who had got an offer, and his place has been a question. In some words Mr K. introduced themselves and said:
„Your certificates with the experiences on a wide field ensures you the job, as we put your name on top of our list. But I think, you are not a person to be closed into a room to deal with documents and organize conferences. I offer you another one, if you are decided to leave your place.”
It was comforting to have a sure place and even a spare one in case of a move. 
„I am listening to you”, I answered.
„It is the company Machine Tool Works, a trust of machine tool factories. There is a Commercial Division at the General Management and we would need you there as a salesman.”
„I would meet the responsible executive or manager, if you do not mind.”

He gave me his visiting card and on the other side he wrote the name and phone number of the man.
„Here it is, you can contact him.” He was the general manager of the trust actually and the man whose name was written on the card was the head of that division. It was February 1978. In a month I decided to take the job. I gave in my notice and it was decided, I could leave the place by the end of June.

From my bosses and the party official I have got some unpleasant words. All have been said about honesty to the employer, taking vital information with me and letting the shipyard down by emptying my place of high importance. It goes without saying, my comments about backing up a subordinate under stress from his envious boss and helping an educated person by giving him possibilities remained without reply. When my intentions have become known, even I was offered to be transferred to another job fitting my papers better. 

But at that time I was over the lath, there was no backward route. Also, I knew something about the brain-store on the other side of the Danube and had no desire to be put on the shelf in it. When I take into consideration the fate of the shipbuilding trust, I am sure I decided well that time.

I informed TESCO about my move. The woman was angry first, but promised me to reroute the transfer documents of the ministry to my new workplace. However, there was a great risk in getting the consent of management in a new place. Anyway, as I was visiting my would-be boss once more, I informed him of two points: that I had been given permission from the shipyard to apply for an all-day intensive course of Russian, it would last from the middle of June a whole month, thus being a burden on my working time for two weeks at my new employer, and that I had been selected for the abroad mission and for it there was a certain probability to come true. My boss said O.K., he would not block my way.

It is generally not easy to leave a community where almost nine years have been spent. I felt at the farewell glass of wine that more of them were sorry than those who were not. I myself left there a big chunk of my heart. I would not leave these people at once. In the coming months I would come back to visit them. When I would be to leave soon to Africa, I would visit them to say good-bye and Charles would say me: „I have heard you are going to be Cannibal food.”

Anyway, my decision would prove right. The new general manager of the trust would turn against the shipyard where I worked and would ruin it. It was similar to what Samson did with the pillar of the temple, this shipyard supported the whole trust, and soon the whole company would be closed forever, putting to an end an industry that has had 150 years of tradition in the country.

There was only one man backing me in my decision, Otto. He saw clearly the probable future of the shipbuilding industry with such a management. I would not leave my shipbuilder career completely behind. As an expert of justice I would get my assignments and also my membership in the Society would not cease.

The last two weeks have been a transition period. From early morning to 1 p.m. I was at the Russian course and after that I prepared my leave by letting everything in order for my successor. As I guessed, my boss would take the task into his hands, no project manager would be named.

The intensive course itself was a big success for me. Having acquired a good basic knowledge of Russian, I was just before my first exam, when it began. We had four teachers, one was a Russian woman living in our country, she spoke Hungarian, but would not do so. She dealt with ordinary conversations. There were three Russian ladies, who could understand only their native tongue, one of them for developing our speech with an Armenian surname for her husband, the other, a true conceited young Russian girl, who dealt with pronunciation. I could learn again something new: how to pronounce ordinary consonants as m, s, etc., in a mild manner after a letter named mildness mark or a mild vowel as i or e. Hearing that Russian is only one route for me, she would not sympathize with me.

The third woman was a very friendly elderly lady, who taught us grammar.

During the time of the course I sat my medium-level examination with a good success. All my fellow-students and the teachers congratulated me, even the young female teacher looked on me with different eyes.

After finishing the course we called the three ladies to lunch instead of a proper banquet, where we all could take part in the conversation well. They have really done a very good job for us.

In the middle of July I began to acquire skills in my new job.

BOOK III

Chapter 1
Machine Tools

The trust’s General Management had a commercial director who had double jobs as he was the technical director as well. Actually he has been a good engineer, and the commercial job of his has been created not long before. He was a wise and clever man.

For domestic sales of our products there was a sales department under him, and for the export and cooperation business an export department. I became an executive there. Our department head was dr. K., a lawyer and formerly head for the legal department. His wisdom in solving all problems with an empathy unseen elsewhere earned him my respect. I think he also appreciated me and until his retirement he would back me when needed.

The department was small, beside me two executives, both male, a girl of my age for protocol duties and a secretary. There was a familiar air at that place, I liked it from the beginning.

First I was given English-language tasks, only one was involving Russian. In some months that one would take me in the S.U. again. The activities involved correspondence in foreign languages, as well as in our native one, writing draft-agreements and taking part in talks with foreign partners. Our trust has not been authorized for foreign trade, we exported our machine tools through a foreign trade company. But vital information was with us, and without our initials they would not sign any delivery contract.

The most important part of our work has been the maintenance of cooperation agreements with Western-European partners. These agreements generally had sub-agreements for the export of machine tools manufactured by us within the agreements.

There was one licence agreement in my job signed by The International Meehanite Metal Company Ltd, an English company being been the British branch of an American firm. It was about know-how of quality cast iron and constant supervision of manufacturing conditions, as well as about royalty fees. The service engineers came four times a year to the foundry and there they surveyed the work. Every time it was needed to go to the country town of Esztergom, where the foundry was situated, and to sign a minutes of the talks. It went on well, as the foundry manager was an able foundry man.

By autumn I assessed all knowledge needed to do my job fine. Simultaneously I enlisted for a high-degree examination in Russian and tried to keep my knowledge fresh. I bought books in the bookstore of the Hungarian-Soviet Friendship Society and read them. It was then, that my luck took me to the shelf, where the „Dersu Uzala” was stored. I also bought a Russian edition road map of Ethiopia in case I would go there.

The exam was successful and so, I had my second high-degree certificate. It was not unimportant, as I got a percentage of my salary as supplement for any such document. My Russian could get me a task soon.

Our trust had a separate department to deal with Comecon topics. Within the Comecon all was very complicated, mainly the same way – and with similar results – as it is in the Commonwealth. To coordinate the activities of different industries in the member-states, bilateral and multilateral talks have been organized twice a year for every economic activity. For example, in the field of machine tools on the bilateral – Hungarian-Czechoslovak, Hungarian-GDR, GDR-Czechoslovak, etc. – talks the export and import of all kinds and sizes of machine tools were agreed. The multilateral talks were real mass-meetings and there all sides agreed on all products in all channels. The multi talks were the most important mass dinners – and mass sex-events behind the scenes –, arranged always in turn to enable the participants to stay, eat and drink in all the member-states. 

The multilateral protocols have been published, but their data were based on the bilateral ones. A single change of quantity in one bilateral protocol may have had a chain-reaction effect so, the Soviets, who presided over the multilateral talks, strived always to convince the partner, who wanted the change, to change his mind – instead of data. Not necessary to say, every time a change was suggested, it was a sign only that something has not been in order in production somewhere. Hindering it meant the partner in need of a modification had to undertake something it was not able to deliver. A gap was created thus between demand and supply.

All this has been quite unlike what we had been learning at the University of Economics about the Great Integration of the Comecon.

The only Russian-language project in my activities involving a Soviet research institute in Leningrad was a heavy duty NC lathe with tool-changer. The customer for the lathe would be the Soviet military industry all over the empire. Two of the vital units would be delivered by them, the ball-screws and the tool-changer. The latter because of its special design, the ball-screws, as our ball-screw workshop has not been in function yet.

It is interesting how many times it occurred that a developed design cannot take its proper place, as the manufacture of the product s destined to a high scrap percentage. Usually the reason of that is a manufacturing method not ripe enough. Let us take ball point pen. A Hungarian Mr Biro had invented it. As the conditions to produce it had not been ready, he must have waited and at last he has sold his invention in America. Its pattern name is still biro. And it has been the case with our ball-screws. The trust has bought a licence from a West-Berlin state company. It has been cheap as the ball-screws have never been manufactured and so, there was no know-how. Our technicians and engineers were sweating blood, until they developed a proper manufacturing process. As we have been behind schedule with the production, the Soviets had to deliver their own ball-screws for their lathes. To others we imported well-proven makes.

That project was taking me on a trip to Leningrad. Technically it was in the hands of a young married couple, the husband in our research institute, the wife on the design office of the factory, where it would be manufactured. All the three of us were in the team. Our salesman from the foreign trade firm was an old man with a one-sided brain, otherwise his wit was enjoyable.

The November date for the talks has not been a proper one. At that time of the year the river Neva usually cannot deliver its waters into the sea as the north-western wind pushes the current back. That was the case with us and the city had a great flood. All the canals have been full and the lower-lying streets could not be used.

Following that trip I sensed, that I was accepted by the different managers of the company. Some gossip might have been the cause as I spoke Russian, but almost everyone was thinking I had been studying in the Soviet Union. Many of our compatriots had done so and they were in an advantageous position to speak Russian perfectly.

Almost all of our factories got into contact with me because of my three languages – the German I could use also, only there was no certificate about it – and the various tasks to be done.

My family has been content with my achievements and took into use the many gadgets I brought from my trips. My latest visit of Leningrad inspired my sister-in-law and his returned husband to pay for a route at the tourist office to Leningrad during the New Year celebrations. Well, there was reason for me to be silent after their return, when they told everything about it, only very little positive. They did not like it at all and swore on never to put a foot in that country.

That winter was very heavy with a lot of snow everywhere in Europe. Even in February, when the weather was milder, the winter had something in spare. An ordinary multilateral meeting on machine tools was on schedule. The place was a resort house 30 miles from Warsaw in Poland. In that country something has been wrong that time, but it could only be sensed, there were no uprisings that time yet. The meeting had to be postponed because of forecasts in snow. One week later a decision has been taken to assemble the participants.

Soon there was another multi for me. During March, actually a double meeting as these events would last only from Monday to Friday. Flight there on Sunday, back on the next Saturday. But I would not be taken home to fly again the next day, I would have to wait for the next stage.

The morning I was to fly to Moscow there was a big snowfall there and our plane has not come – it was a Soviet plane. We were herded into the transit. We spent all day there and could board only in the evening. 

Just when, after a long starvation, we were called to the restaurant for lunch and I began to appease my hunger, I was called to the information desk. My wife has been on the line and she gave news about the birth of a boy in the family, to my younger sister-in-law. It was my saint’s day, March 19.

Our trip to Moscow was better than the previous one to Poland. I found an old acquaintance from our trip to Warsaw and we would spend much time together. He represented the Csepel Machine Tool Factory. March is thought by the Russian to be the first month of spring. They count spring from March 1. The weather was actually fine during day, but the first evening, as we walked along the bridge over the river Moskva from the Comecon – today Moscow Municipality – building to the Hotel Ukraine, the sun set and in twelve minutes, until we arrived at the hotel, the temperature fell to 10 degrees F.

The last evening there was a great banquet with vodka flowing like tap water. I disliked the senseless waste everywhere. Even the fine meat you have got was impossible to eat, as it was raw and bleeding.

Arriving the next week to my workplace, my colleagues received me with mixed remarks. I learned that the Personnel Director had got a letter from the ministry about my transfer.
„Is there any problem?” I asked dr. K.
„Oh, yes”, he said, „that country is very hot, you are not advised to go there.” He said it with an earnest face, but he was joking.
”But, please, tell me, if there is any obstacle.” I have not been assured.
„Well”, he said, „you told me it was not very probable you would succeed.”
”I am waiting for 12 years for this possibility.” It was true and false at the same time.
”You spoke me about it at the beginning. I told the director I would not block your way.”

I began to feel better. He told me, the paper has been sent back to the ministry signed. But he was resenting the business. 

I called the lady in TESCO. She was in a good mood.
„You shall come to me and give me the necessary photographs for your passports”, she said, „and you have to take part in a briefing.”
I told her I had taken part already years before. She did not insist. She said my trip was expected in June.

In May I had to make another visit to Moscow. It was again about the same project, the NC lathe designed for Soviet military. Actually it was a Comecon bilateral meeting and there was no responsibility, only to enjoy hospitality. 

Chapter 2
Preparing for Africa

My wife was very happy from the news that our dreams at last could come true. In two days her humour turned to worse. I had to speak to the executive taking care of experts abroad. She said I would have to travel without my family. Only after I got my housing facilities would they permit my family to follow me. I promised my wife I would do everything to help her in following me as soon as possible.

At the company it was a fact that I would leave for Africa. On my place a young man was found, but he would not come until I left. He would be short on my place and then there would be a great transformation in company structure, with six of the seven top managers sent to retirement.

My colleague from the room was to have a business trip to Bangladesh in May. He had to go to take the same vaccinations I was. His arm ached and he had fever. When he returned, he said he would not go to Africa for any sum. As he was arriving there and the door of the plane was opened the heat was so oppressing he almost fainted. Well, he could not drive my courage away.

During my last weeks intrigue has not rested. I have got a call from a man, whom I did not know, but I would. He introduced himself as one of my would-be colleagues at the Addis Ababa University. He wanted to see me. I told him how to get to us and waited. 

He came with his wife. First I had the impression that they would be helpful. Later I realized the opposite. They told us all we wanted to hear. We put a lot of questions, they answered patiently. In the meantime he also got what he wanted. It was he on the first place to make my mission last only two years by convincing Ethiopian officials that his colleague from the Budapest Technical University would be a better lecturer than me. As a lecturer I could have got extension to my term automatically. 

Thus I became an expert for the Ministry of Transport instead of a lecturer. And in the coming years it would be arranged that the transport experts would go home after two years, while lecturers would get their extension.

After his visit I went to the TESCO and tried to be informed. I learned that my host company in Ethiopia has been changed for the ministry. (I did not know then about the intrigue mentioned above.) At that moment I did not care about it, I was convinced I could do what was expected of me.

I got my vaccinations and was ready to leave. My flight has been scheduled to June 18, but, as I had arranged my leave from the company and went to take my passport and money, I was told the Ethiopian Airlines cancelled their Frankfurt-Addis Ababa flight that week. The next flight would be one week later. I spent the week in my flat at home. It was the hottest season. The heat was overwhelming and I did as little as I could. 

During this last week at home I was found again by Y. She wanted to see me, and that time I did not reject her request. We met not far from her workplace in a café on the shore of the small puddle overlooked by my former secondary school. It was good that I met her. I had been proven right for my decision 16 years before. She looked much older than me, not only the actual two years, but much more. She was smoking and I never take a smoking female a woman. She was telling me how she left the young man who was the first adventure of her married life and how she had had a lot of lovers.

Actually I did not understand what she wanted. It was the last time I heard about her. 

The week of waiting has passed and I went to take my place on the airplane. For that week’s flight another expert has been given the pass. He was selected for the Addis Ababa Ministry of Construction. We first met in the vaccinating station and after that at our „mother”, the executive taking care of us in mission. 

I tell here only about the most important events, as I collected the story of my mission in Africa in  my book Canned Roaddust. The first leg of the trip has been to Frankfurt-am-Main by our national airlines, the last place to hear our own language. The flight was somewhat more than one hour, and we have got our lunch on the plane. The Ethiopian plane was due early afternoon, but something was out-of-order. The information desk forecast it for about midnight, but our time could not have been utilized as we had no visas and on the airport there was no way of securing one. There was another problem. About 150 pounds of baggage has been with me and the cloakrooms have been closed because of the latest terrorist attacks all over the world. There was only one way: to wait and have an eye on the baggage.

Even the information service was faulty -- or careful --. First our gate number has been given false, and we had to move with all the baggage a quarter of a mile to the actually right gate. It all went as in the Soviet Union. The baggage has been taken, but was placed beside the plane, and everyone had to lift his own baggage onto the cart.

The plane has been almost empty. As soon as the Ethiopian folk music sounded and the air-conditioning began to work I tried to sleep, but sleep would not come. 

The hostesses in their national dresses were pretty. Their face have been European, only black. I had learned much about Ethiopia from a book of a compatriot who, as a jobless doctor, accepted the offer of an Ethiopian ras (king) in 1921 to be his own doctor. He stayed in the country 15 years, has been serving other kings, even ras Tafari Makonnen  for a time, before he became Haile Selassie I. He left the country after the uprising against the emperor in 1936 followed by the Italian occupation. I knew from his book that the greatest uniform nationality in the country was the Amharic and they had a Semitic origin. This is the reason, why their faces are more European than Negroid. Only their hair is curly from the many centuries of cross-breeding with Negroid people by chance. 

Our first stop has been in Rome. We could stay in the plane during refuelling. It was a 40-minute break, after that we flew over the Mediterranean to Cairo. Again forty minutes, then take off.

Khartum. It looked like dry mud. Nothing to attract my eyes. The air began to be hot.

The next stop has been Addis Ababa. On the last leg we got our lunch, but it was only a snack. It did not interest me too much, I wanted to look down on the African landscape. For a long time it looked like the Moon. There was no trace of any life, only a stony desert, mountains, valleys, canyons. Only their colour varied from grey, almost black through red, brown to yellow.

At last there was a strange announcement in the loud-speaker, repeated in English: we were landing in Addis Ababa in 20 minutes. The land around the capital was fertile. There were meadows with sheep, woods and small squares of cultivated land. We have almost touched a mountain at least five thousand feet higher than the surroundings and after that the capital came into view. With a big circle the plane avoided flying over the town and landed.

By local coins I could phone to John, the representative.

About 26 hours later, that our plane took off at home, we were met by him. Being young -- I was 38 then -- does not mean you are not tired. Without sleep it was a long trip.

John took us to the hotel where the experts were living, until moving into their flats. That time would be six weeks for me, the shortest that far, and there was somebody for six months in the hotel. 

I expected a heavy rain in Addis, but it was a clear weather that received me here. That time I did not know the time-table of rainy season. As we were moving into town in John’s car it could have been in any town at home. Sometimes I saw people in dark suits with a Girardi hat on their heads. They looked like ordinary men from my country. My astonishment came only at sighting their black faces. 

Drawing nearer to the centre we saw people in ordinary Ethiopian dresses, women in shamma, men in gabby. The first can be chatacterized as a diaper material wound up as a sari in India. The latter is a similar textile, only made by multiple weaving to make it thicker. It is worn as a poncho in South-America.

Chapter 3
First Days of an Aid-Expert

Most of the Hungarian aid-experts were living in a closed living estate of 2-story apartment houses. After some brain sounding they left us alone. Actually, as we had nothing in common with the expert, together which I flew there, after the acquisition of our documents for living in the country, I lived my life alone, or rather in the company of another compatriot. He had been there for three months, to work on the same place as me.

The acquisition of papers took two weeks, to squeeze out an apartment three times that. John helped me in every introduction, but let me alone then. He also helped me open a P.O.Box in the post office to have an address. My job was one thing, housing another.

I was introduced to the technical manager of the largest state company of the Ministry of Transport and Communications. He was Ato Bekele B., the first word for Mr, the second his own name and the third his father’s name by the local custom. He was of my age. He showed me the premises of the firm and I saw at once the enormity of my task.

There were six experts of ours, including me, living in the hotel. Earlier it had been easy to purchase cars. Most of the experts living there for at least one year, had purchased theirs from the company Ethso, a joint venture of local and Soviet capital to sell Russian-made cars. That year the company was on the verge of bankruptcy and they were dealing only with spare parts.

Only one of us had succeeded in buying the last specimen of the Lada cars. Those living in the hotel were depending on the mercy of others to get a lift somewhere.

I contacted someone, a West-German sociologist with a 3-door white Fiat 127. He was moving to Lesotho, a much more interesting place for him. He called me and I checked the car. He prepared the sales-agreement – it would be one of the necessary documents to get a plate of my own –  and for the time being all was settled. 

The first week-end we spent all five by visiting the most famous place not far from the capital. About 70 miles to the east it was a hot-spring area in a volcanic valley. Its name is Sodere. The dry season makes the temperature of water rise to 200 degrees F. The rim of the spring is covered with crystals, as in the cooling process water lets its contents crystallize. The valley is covered by mist. That time, one month into the rainy season, the water was still very hot, the big quantity of cool rainwater has not got down into the source of hot water to decrease its temperature.

The water is led to two pools, one of them a small basin with a water temperature of 125 degrees F, the other is somewhat farther, the water can be cooled a little more, it has the sizes of an olympic swimming pool and a temperature of 110 degrees F. In the heat of 85 degrees F even the cooler pool was unbearably hot. The other one I could not use.

Our next week-end was for Sobota. About 20 miles from the town, it is an orchard owned by a cooperative. 

Ethiopian national food is not very various. Mainly there are two kinds. The first is raw meat from fresh kill. They eat it with their extremely hot red pepper called „berberay”. That food I have never tasted, first as I cannot take raw meat and eggs, except smoked ham. Second, all the animals in that country are infested by worms.

The other kind of Ethiopian food is „wat” with „injera”. Wat is a stew made of any kinds of meat or a special leguminous plant they call „shourow”. It is a sort of pea, but it gets dark brown being cooked. Even the „pea soup” made of it is black. Wat is made with a lot of rancid butter melted, and much onion drooped on it. Then berberay is put onto it and made into a sauce. Meat chopped into small pieces is the next and it will be fried a little. Then the proper quantity of water is poured on and it is cooked, until ready. Beside onion and berberay of all spices only salt is needed. When it is ready it looks like a thick stew with red pepper.

Berbaray is prepared from very hot red pepper. It is dried on the sun and with its core and seeds is smashed into powder. After it a lot of seasoning is mixed with it to give its special flavour. But its basic taste remains hot paprika.

Wat cannot be consumed without injera as it is too hot. Injera is Ethiopians’ substitute for bread. Its source is a kind of sorghum called „teff” in Amharic. This kind of corn had been grown only in precolumbian America outside Ethiopia. The plant has three varieties, black, white and red. They are called so because of the colour shade in the flour. Ground teff is mixed with water to get a usual dough. It is put aside to ferment for 3 days. It has a characteristic odour from fermentation. Then it is mixed with the same quantity of boiling water to stop fermentation. The dough -- actually a thick fluid like that of pancake -- is fried, or rather dried in a pan about two feet in diameter made of ceramics and having a lid. Heat is so low that originally they used only leaves and little twigs for the fire under the pan. The method is similar to the frying of pancakes, only it is done under the lid and only on one side. The fermented dough will grow to three times its original thickness and is full of bubbles. It is as sour as vinegar. You cannot eat it alone. But together wat and injera is an orgy of taste.

Wat is always made with red pepper, but it can be prepared of different kinds of meat or of shourow. The latter is the flour of the dried seeds and tastes -- beside hot pepper and rancid butter -- like peanuts. As it is more common and cheaper than meat, shourow wat is the daily staple of poor people. 

Any time in an Ethiopian restaurant you can order national food. You will get a big plate with five or six different kinds of wat or „alicha” -- the same as wat, but with black pepper instead of red one and made yellow by saffron -- and some rolls of injera. To eat it you use your fingers.

Eating is always by fingers all over the country. Before meal water is poured on your hands and clean towels provided. A dear guest is fed by the mistress of the house with her own fingers. It is the greatest honour and is not to be rejected.

When I have got my ID card, I could apply for a local driving licence. International or foreign national licences are valid only for one month after the arrival or in our case until we have got our ID cards.

In about four weeks I was given an apartment on the 6th floor of a 12-story house. It took me about a week to organize maintenance, painting and white-washing. I was allowed to buy the needed furniture from a local carpenter. Carpets I got only in October.

The rainy season was in full at the beginning of August. That month is always awful, as at the height of the season, the once-a-day rain of June and July turns into once-a-day sunshine. All day it is raining.

Weather in Addis Ababa is tricky. Lying at a height of more than 8,000 feet above sea level, the average temperature of the air in the afternoon is 65 degrees F all the year round. But during night the temperature falls to 50 degrees F. I was light-minded enough to leave the window open during night and the second week of my stay was hard because of the heavy cold I have caught.

Other experts were getting out of the hotel one by one and for a time I remained alone. My flat was in the hands of construction workers, and it was very easy to check them, as the house was across the road from the hotel. Alas, there happened something very inconvenient: all my cash has been stolen from the secret cache of my wallet put into the inner breast pocket of my overcoat within the locked wardrobe. The hotel crew thought it had been done by my neighbours from Yemen occupying the room for some days. The money has never been found. 

As long as I didn’t get my car I was walking or riding by taxi. The Addis Ababa taxi was a fine invention. By bribe every taxi driver could pass the technical checking of the car and so, taxies were cars in the town in the worst condition imaginable. Some had no lamps. Others had their doors closed by wire, etc. But they were cheap. At that time for a ride of about two miles you had to pay a quarter of an Ethiopian birr – then 2 birrs were equal to one dollar.

The route has been designed by the passengers. When you got into an empty taxi, you could tell the driver the terminal point of your trip. If it was within the 25 Ethiopian cents, then the driver started. If not, he told you the fare and it was your turn to accept. When someone stopped the car, before you got out, and said a point that was in the same direction, the driver let him in. And so on, and, like a line from the spinning wheel, the route of the taxi was planned.

Having the painting finished in my flat, I went to buy furniture and arranged it in the apartment. I called our representative, John, to see my flat and to report home that my family could come. I learned that they would arrive the next week. By the same plane new experts would be expected, two doctors, wife and husband, and the third one was the friend of Alex, who would take my originally planned place in the university.

Chapter 4
Arrival of the Family

The car has been repaired, its price paid, and I managed to get my plate before the family arrived. My wife talked me later about their preparations for the trip. Besides, we have sent some letters to each other by travellers.

In the school it had been an everyday topic that Joe, my son, would go to Africa. Both sympathy and envy did their job, but at last the schoolyear would be finished and he was taken from the school. My wife purchased all the text-books he would have needed the next year at home and it would prove a very useful thing. He would sit an ordinary examination during our holiday, to be able to keep up with his school-mates.

My wife had also arranged her unpaid leave for the period of the mission. They both took their vaccinations, my son was said to be very brave at it for an 8-year-old boy. 

During their last weeks she arranged the supervision of our flat by his brother. Alas, she would not suppose his actions to use our home for his dates. When I would suggest it during our holiday, she would name me a fool, but later she herself would find proofs.

A short time before they could leave, there was a visitor with them. The elder daughter of our German friends had applied for a study in the Szeged university and that autumn she would start it. She arrived in July and was to stay in a college in the capital for a briefing course, before going on to her place. They had no trouble with communication, as she had learned our language at home. She spent only one night with them and went to the college.

The arrival of the newcomers has been well arranged. My close colleague, Thomas, whose wife had come two weeks before, helped me with his car of the same make, only yellow, while mine has been white. 

At furnishing the two rooms, I did not forget to secure a separate room for my child. Life abroad involved having guests frequently, and he must have had his place to be alone in those cases. We arranged things so that our bedroom has been simultaneously the sitting room with a sofa and arm-chairs, while in his room we could sit down with guests during day for a meal.

My wife’s next day was for introducing her to everybody. With my family there arrived also the doctors D., George and Elizabeth. He was a gynaecologist -- specialist for women’s diseases --, she a dermatologist, her specialty was leprosy. As our block of apartments was across the road to the hotel, where they stayed, they were frequent guests with us, even they behaved patronizingly to our direction. We helped them in many respects, e.g. getting acquainted with the town. As I knew every corner there, first they admired me, but later envy did its work well, and they avoided taking my advice when possible. 

Beside them we had no friends-compatriots. Our best friends have been my Ethiopian boss and his family.

The rainy season has ended at the end of August and the weather began to cool down. During night temperature has not been much above freezing and the last precipitations of the rainy season has been snow on top of the surrounding mountains. In the clear thin air not only the colour turned blue on slides shot without a UV filter, the semicircle of the Entoto mountains looked 3 miles away, when they were actually in 15 miles. On top of the mountains snow remained for two days visible.

In our flat the temperature has always been around 62 degrees F and we were cold all the time. We could be warm only under our covers. Even that was hard for me, as we did not take too much rugs with us. Well, we had been heading for Africa. I gave the majority to my wife. My problem was solved in October, when we at last got our carpets. The eight-foot runner became my cover and at last I stopped being cold.

With the dry season there came another plague, fleas. Twice we have been attacked by a mass of them. Our defence method has been developed that time, to shake them off our cloths into the bathtub. From the sides of it they would always fall back at their jumps and then, what was needed, was only a hot shower.

The first days after the arrival of my family I spent by looking for a suitable school for my son. The English school had originally been a good school of the British system, with British teachers. It has been a British missionary school. After takeover the Menghistu regime nationalized it and by our time all its teachers were locals.

We wanted something better, if possible, something, that could have a continuity at home. The best choice seemed the French school. It has been owned by the French state. Alas, the schoolmaster of the lower section, although he accepted me friendly, convinced me about its senselessness in our case. He told me, as my son did not speak French, he would be pressed to learn the language in one year. By the hard style of his teachers he forecast that the boy would hate the language, and in the second year resistance of my son would make it necessary for me to begin from start somewhere else. 

My next try has been the school of the West-German embassy. It fell out because of lack of his understanding German. Then I went to the Soviet embassy. Its first secretary received me with pleasure and accepted my son. I met his would-be form-master, a fascinating lady, wife of an officer, who had been a teacher for 20 years.

Alas, two circumstances made it impossible to let my son finish his studies there. First, he was sent into first grade, because he did not speak Russian, instead of third. In the third grade he could have learned their language as well. Second, after one month, his teacher left with her husband for a two-month holiday. Her replacement was a true Russian girl, conceited, aggressive and nationalist. My son was suffering and after a month, at the autumn school break for the Great October Revolution, I took him out and told both the teacher and the first secretary – the former was content to have got rid of my son, the latter actually sorry for losing a boy from a country of the Eastern Bloc – about my decision.

His short stay at that school saw him meet Soviet Prime Minister Mr Kosygin, who was on an official visit there. It was only one of his encounters of that kind. A year later our Head of State Mr Losonczy would take his wife on the visit there and my son would fall in the four children to hand over flower bunches to the two Hungarian and two Ethiopian celebrities. My son would be selected to hand his flower to the wife of Menghistu. The Ethiopian Head of State wanted to take his flower, but he put it behind himself, and waited, until the lady came near to give her the bunch. 

Later, when his original teacher would come back, we would meet her in a shop, and they would visit us at home. I could see then, how great a pity her leaving had been. To ensure his correct education, my wife took her text-books and began to teach her son every day. At home he would sit for an examination all right.

The first three months after the arrival of my family was a transition period at my work. Both experts, assigned to the state company National Road Transport Corporation (NATRACOR) by the ministry, were a surprise gift for the firm. The General Manager -- as with all state companies and authorities -- was a military man. The military junta, also called The Supreme Council, would not let the country managed by technocrats, they seated their people to the top positions. The General Manager of NATRACOR was called the Colonel. He had got his education in the U.S.A., but still, he was considered reliable. 

The biggest unit of  the trust (FTO, Freight Transport Organization) operated about 1,000 trucks and trailers, a small minority of them tractors with semitrailers. Its maintenance plants at that time were insufficient, and the FIAT company had prepared  a project to build a proper site beside the road to Dire Dawa, east of the capital.

We had heard about the project and convinced the director, a well educated technical man, that we could adapt it to the actual needs and possibilities of the company. We did it in three weeks. Also fulfilled a NATRACOR-task to prepare the tender for 50 new buses for the capital.

At that time another branch of NATRACOR, the Ambassa Bus Company (ambassa means lion in Amharic) did its job beside the few old FIAT, Mercedes and other buses by 50 Hungarian Ikarus ones. The Ikarus company kept a representative at the bus repair shop, and the vehicles were kept in a good condition. The company was keen to buy new Ikarus buses, but had to issue a tender. It was our task with Thomas to prepare it, and we would not cheat our national interests. The tender was written for Ikaruses in all parameters, but alas, in vain. Our embassy’s commercial counsellor went to make an excursion during the day, when the applications on the tender were opened. All of them contained a clause about third-country bank guarantee. On request of the Supreme Council, all competitors withdrew that clause, only our person in charge was not available. Thus, FIAT buses have been selected.

After completion of the above tasks, I went to the technical manager of FTO, Ato Bekele B., and convinced him to accept me for the preparation of common maintenance instructions for their trucks of four different makes. He liked my ideas at once, and I set myself on the task. For months I was doing it and when finished, I helped to publish it in a printed form.

On base of our contribution, construction work on the maintenance plant has been launched. A second repair plant in the port town of Assab came into account, and Bekele wanted me to come with him for a check of the site. It would realize in January. 

With Bekele I had a very good connection, we appreciated each other. For this reason I became acquainted with the history of the country. I  give a short account of it in the following together with some important local customs.

The area of the country is tremendous, it is nearly as large as the territory in the U.S. east of the Mississippi river. That means thirty time the area of Hungary. Its population then, when I was living there, was only three times as high as ours (thirty million people), but since that time, in spite of the war going on for twenty years, it has grown by fifty percent, not so the available food, for the same reason it went down sharply. The Ethiopian economy was counted the fifth bad one in the world twenty years ago, at present they are the last-but-one in that list. In spite of this sad truth, let me say something general about values: the present grade of importance of a country or a nation is not the same as their influence having made on human civilisation in the past.

When I was a child fifty years ago, the oldest ancient ancestor of man used to be considered the pre-hominid creature of Peking with his half a million years. It has become accepted theory since that those regions had meant a dead-end for the ancient man, although he had made a detour to Asia on route from Africa to Europe, but he originated in Africa and his main activities have been performed here. We could say, we have come from Ethiopia, as the finds there are nearly 4 million years old, only Kenya and South-Africa can boast with similar. We have visited one of those archaeological sites, it is not far from the capital at the settlement Melka Konture, on the bank of the river Awash. About a hundred places exist in the country, where you could find stone tools, made of obsidian, lava or quartz, or where you could search for drawings in caves and could photograph, if the infrastructure were satisfactory. During my stay there, there existed something like that, although because of the military government only "better people" could move around. Maybe, now anybody is allowed to do that, although I have doubts, but without means it is impossible in a wild country.

Let's make a step forward from ancient times to antiquity and see who the Amhara people are that are representing the core of Ethiopians, and how their language and script sprang into life. Everything began with Sheba, its probable place might have lain within the area of today's Yemen, somewhere around Sanaa. According to legend the King of Israel, who was at that time Solomon, was so famous for his wisdom that the Queen of Sheba went to see him with a large caravan. As the king solved the three riddles the queen put to him, he was considered worth for a nearer contact. The people of Sheba had already been looking across the Straits of Aden, and they crossed it actually, and began to populate the western side of the Red Sea. When the son of the queen was born, with the help of whom the ancient Ethiopian kings traced their origin back to King Solomon, he was one of them to leave the old home country. The ever growing Sheban population built several settlements, as they had had the knowledge to do that, and these had made the ground for the foundation of the Aksum (it isn't written to Axum) Empire. Their harbour has been Adoulis somewhere between today's Assab and Djibouti. Aksum has been the largest town, the country became an empire only 400 years after its populating, i.e. around 500 B.C. That first king stated to originate from King Solomon took the name of Menelik I. However Aksum today is no more than an archaeological digging site, the remains of buildings discovered there prove the vastness of its culture in its own time. Stelae (characteristic stone obelisques) have been erected, the highest of them is still upright, its height is 70 feet. Besides that ancient people has built churches and palaces with walls of solid stone, even today there are more than ten of them in the town. The place lies to the North-east from Addis Ababa.

People had originally spoken the Shaaba language that was a Semite tongue, the characters of its script are similar to Phoenician. With the passing of time the influence of Alexander the Great has found its way, the Greek language has also been widely spoken in the empire. The Shaaban language slowly turned into Ghahez, then the present Amharic. The country has not been isolated, they issued coins, traded, they have got as far as India. Aksum coins as recent as the 3rd century AD have been found in Asia. This trade has made its contribution to that Christianity began to spread in the second century already, whereas people has kept their old gods too. Christian belief became dominating only in the 4th century. The empire took only a small part of present day Ethiopia, the mountainous land to North-east of the present capital. At the same time, its influence has covered also the southern inhabitants, the language of those living around the southern lakes can also be traced back to Ghahez. As the Amharic language has been developing the letters having stood for an only consonant earlier fell into variants. Every one of them stands now not only for a sound, but a syllable. For this reason writing is more complicated than with Latin letters. 

The fate of empires generally is that there are some people who don't like them, for this reason the two parties start a fight that finally destroys the bare living of their citizens, consequently the empire disintegrates. The monarchs of Aksum, beside fighting and conquering the peoples of territories that make up today Ethiopia, Sudan and Somalia, even crossed the Red Sea and ventured into Southern Arabia. That excursion happened during a king named Khaleb in the 6th century. Christianity has been taken to the country by two young Syrians, we know them by the names of Frumentius és Aedesius (Latin script). They were sailing on the Red Sea and their master was killed by locals when landed. The boys have been taken to Aksum, to the king. He must have been a clever man as the talented boys he placed in high offices. Frumentius became the young successor's teacher when his father, the king died, the young monarch has taken Christianity and founded the first Christian church in the country. After some more years later he was sent in mission to the official Coptic patriarch in Egypt, with the job to ask him to send a bishop to his country. The patriarch named him bishop and sent him back. He has become the Bishop of Aksum. The young monarch's name was Ezana, he is famous for his coins, the first ones to leave the traditional symbol of sun and moon, and introducing the cross instead.

I have mentioned that empires disintegrate because of wars. It happened with Aksum too. The country has still been able to survive that it took an active role in the creation of the Islam, the king gave refuge to people who were fleeing across the Red Sea from Arabic monarchs not very kind to the new belief that time yet. Among the refugees were the daughter of Muhammad and one of his would-be wives. The prophet sent them to King Armah being Aksum's monarch because Ethiopia "is the land of justice, where nobody is badly treated". The Arabic monarch demanded that the refugees be sent back to him, but the King of Aksum denied it, telling that he would have never gave it out for any price who had run to him. Later, when his principles had become victorious in Mecca, the prophet got back all his one hundred followers as well as his two relatives, and he gave the instruction to his believers that Abessinia they should always leave in peace.

But the empire has not been able to survive that it had to fight all the time the Beghas of Sudan and the Arabs invading its seashore. The country lost all its strength. The last two kings, Gharsem and Hataz corrupted even minting, their coins have not been worth their value. The weakening of the power has been mounted also by the inner discontented. There has lived a princess called Judith, who revolted against the Aksum ruler. She conquered and destroyed not only Aksum, but had the Princes of Aksum killed, although those young nobles had themselves been prisoners in a fortress at Debra Damo for a long time, preventing that way a counter-revolt from their part on their right of origin. The church had been able to take advantage of the downturn during the following period, as people turned to the spiritual world of religion. Wonderful churches have been built in large caves or hewn into facades of rocks. Very few other places of the world can boast with similar relics. But even more unique churches have been created. They have been hewn out of  bedrock downward, then tunnels were bored for access. There are at least thirty places in the country with such churches, the number of churches is even higher.

Following the reign of this fighting amazon usurpers have had their way, who could only have occupied and ruled limited parts of the whole country. One of the families had been the Zagve dynasty, whose members had ruled to the South of Aksum, in Roha, that place is called Lalibela today after King Lalibela, the most famous monarch of them. As legend says, King Lalibela and his men had been helped by angels in his large work of carving out the temples. As much they did during day, the angels hewed twice as much during night. The period of rule of this dynasty had lasted almost three hundred years, its last member had resigned to hand over the rule to a prince that had once more been able to trace back his origin to King Solomon. The following period can be considered a great success from the point of view of religion and books, but just the opposite can be said about economy. Money had ceased to function, salt had taken its place in the trade. Construction of temples and palaces had had no sense, as the king had always been in motion, he hadn't built any capital for himself. Religion had another source of advantage at that time. As Bishop Tekla Haimanot had helped the king get the throne, the new king had been grateful and had let him everything do. A tremendous religious success had also been, when Sultan Saladin allowed for the Ethiopian Church to build a temple in Jerusalem. However, it could only come true during the reign of Menelik II, about 700 years later, in the 19th century.

Although Ibn Battuta, the well known Arab traveller made a trip to Ethiopia in the 14th century, and also an Italian had happened to get there, he had even seen the inside of the country, the new government moving slowly to the present capital's place could deal with its own matters, it had not been much bothered from abroad. The vacuum of power during the Middle Ages that made it possible even for the smallest European countries, such as Portugal, to grow into a colonising power, had not been unkind also to Abessinia. The problems started later, when the small countries turned into invaders, the country had had clashes with the Portugese. They stepped in the life of Ethiopia during the inside feud in the 16th century. In the15th century the central kingdom still could deal with the discontented. A hundred years later, however, the eastern Hararghe region with Harar as its seat just like today, had two successive rulers who made the authority of the central kings questionable. Gragn was the first of them, and he occupied the whole country. But the next central king defeated him, and here come the Portuguese in.

At the beginning of the 16th century Ethiopia and Portugal had established a contact, according to the desire of the Ethiopians even a Portuguese embassy had been existing for some years in their country, but it had passed. However, when King Galodewos attacked Gragn, the son of Vasco da Gama, Cristophoro landed in the country, stood beside the king with weapons and soldiers and helped him defeat the man of Harar around today's Gondar. His victory had not been a lasting one, the successor of Gragn destroyed him too. Nur emir, he was the successor, has made Harar great. The irony of fate is that in the 20th century once more a Harar ras, Tafari Makonnen acquired the leading of the country, I am to tell you more about that. Otherwise the attack of Gragn made again wrong to the country, it became quite poor. The Portuguese wanted to deploy their usual tactic of converting the population to the Catholic religion, but they haven't succeeded, King Galodewos has written his Declaration of Belief, in which he retained the Coptic Christianity. These attempts have been dragging until the second half of 17th century, when at last King Fasciladas ousted the Jeshuits. Anyway, you can see a lot of traces of the Portugese influence around Lake Tana even now.

Fasciladas has founded Gondar at the north side of Lake Tana. Until the 19th and 20th centuries it has been the most important centre in history. Numerous large stone buildings have been built, a large part of them can be seen today. Gondar has been the capital of the country for more than two hundred years. Its population at that time was over 100,000. But after the middle of the 18th century the central power has again become weak and there followed the "mesafint" period, the age of the princes. It is a very interesting epoch, and can be compared to the age of civil anarchy in France during Louis XIII. The three most powerful princes had been Ali of Godjam, Wube of Tigrai and Sahle Selassie of Shoa. The latter ruled the territory around the present capital, his seat had been Ancober that is to the North of Addis Ababa at about 60 miles. He made his country strong and accepted the missions of England and France around the middle of the 19th century. He imported firearms. His grandson was Menelik II, who has unified the country at the end of the same century. Of course, Sahle Selassie and his successor, Kassa has done theirs in this respect. Kassa has tried unification mainly by arms, but his results were partial. He has learned from missionaries how to produce guns, and he has sent people abroad with the job to learn everything about the manufacturing of firearms. He has reorganised military, so as soldiers have been able to live without plundering.

Kassa has been able to defeat his greatest competitor, Ali, and with it the age of the princes has ended, and he has been crowned king under the name of Thewodros II, but he lost at last. He made the British angry by the arrest of their consul. The British forces sent against him were led by a general, Sir Robert Napier, and when the British captured the mountain fortress of Maghdala, the monarch committed suicide. His successor became Yohannes IV in the job of uniting the country, who has come from Tigrai, with the seat of Makalle. He had other concerns beside unification too, such as outside enemy like the Mahdists from Sudan, as well as Italians, who put their foot inside Eritrea. As he didn't take part in the fight during his predecessor, the British helped him against the Italians by arms and training his men. The Italians were defeated by one of his commanders, against the Mahdists he fought himself and won, but in the fight he died too. 

That was the beginning for the activity of Menelik II. His career hadn't started well, after his father's death he was unable to sit on the throne of Shoa, to that time Thewodros had seized the rule and had Menelik lock away in Magdala. The captive managed to escape and he declared himself King of Shoa. He liked the plans of Thewodros to unify the country, he went on the import of arms, and reorganised administration in his own territory. He revived diplomatic relations with the powerful partner countries. His job of keeping his country on the road of independence hasn't been simple, as he had to sign the Treaty of Wuchale with the Italians following his rising to the throne in 1889, after the death of Yohannes, and it also contained a clause about a de facto protectorate. The disputes led to war that ended with the victory of Ethiopians almost one and a half year later. The Italian have been better in artillery, and the Ethiopians have had six times as many people. The deciding battle has been fought at Adwa. Italy let the question of protectorate pass and permanent embassies have been established in the capital by Italy, France, Britain and Russia. These missions are at the same place today, on large sites, amid giant eucalyptus trees.

Rases (local monarchs) taking part in the Battle of Adwa lent their names to the streets and squares of today's Addis Ababa, the battle itself is included in the name of the shopping street. It was Menelik who founded the capital instead of his former seat at Ancober. Addis Ababa means new flower, it has been given by the queen, Taitu. Its first significant building was the Roman Catholic Mission founded in 1868, which had been situated where the hospital can be found at present. The spot had thermal springs at that time. Before finding the final place for his capital Menelik erected a palace and two temples at the height of the Entoto mountain, about six miles to the North. The churches are intact today and can be visited. The Entoto has not been an ideal place in spite of the fine strategic advantages, for this reason he moved to the present site in 1887. The old palace has been constructed on one of the two highest hills inside the capital, Menghistu built his new fortified residence on the place of it. The capital has reached the 100,000 inhabitants soon. In the palace a lot of fine works of foreign masters have been incorporated. The palace soon became surrounded by the mansions of the rases, who kept these residences in the royal court, while they spent most of their time at home in the provinces. The other hill gave the site for the most important church of the country, the Cathedral of St. George. It is still there in all its beauties, but another big building has been constructed nearby, the Municipality.

Menelik has succeeded in finishing the great job of unifying the country. He extended the territory of Shoa on several present regions already during the reign of his predecessor, Yohannes, to the West and East, as well as to the South. In 1889 he became the Emperor. His empire has reached its maximum size to 1898, but it didn't cover Eritrea being an Italian colony then. It goes without saying, the principal means of unification has been military might, but family connections have also been useful. Thus the vast cultural treasure, varied and different in many ways, which has been created in regions of identical religious and linguistic areas that all the same had so many deviations, has got into the borders of one country. The country, or you can say it was again an empire, became step-by-step the same as it had been before its disintegration: it could keep up with the development of the world. In place of the original forests thinned by people eucalyptus trees have been planted, the first tree have even got a name, it has been Bahar Zaf. A new money has been issued, these coins became known as Menelik dollars. The government has printed its own mail stamps. The first car reached Addis Ababa in 1907. Telegraph machines have been installed. The railway line between Addis Ababa and Dire Dawa has been laid, it has been functioning until now, only its outer end is at Djibouti for a long time. To build that line, it has been necessary to construct several bridges, it was then that the first bridge over the river Awash was built. The National Bank has been founded.

Menelik died in 1913. He was followed by his grandson on the throne, but only for a short time, because he had to resign for general discontent, and the new Emperor (or rather Empress) became princess Zauditu, Menelik's daughter in 1917. The following period is not completely transparent, as the next emperor began already make his road smooth. Tafari Makonnen has been the son of the Harar governor, who was 14 years old in 1906, when he followed his father at his death. Simultaneously with the crowning of princess Zauditu he has got the title Heir to the Throne. As the ras of Harar, he let the world already sense his importance, he developed the diplomatic relations with Europe, and it was he who achieved that Ethiopia joined the League of Nations in 1924. During his European trip he regained the Crown of Thewodros, which had been the booty of the British at Magdala. He signed a treaty with Italy and, although he has been no monarch yet, he has got the title Negus (king). He became emperor in 1930, after the death of Zauditu. What is more widely known is that he became emperor twice, first in 1930, then again during World War II, when he could return with the British-American assistance. But it is less known that in 1936 he was not running before the Italians, but he fled the uprising of his own people, the invading foreign troops reached the capital only 10 days after he left.

Of course, Italians have been no institution of mercy. They had signed the treaty only to have an excuse for the occupation of the country, beside Italian Somalia (the southern part of present Somalia) and Eritrea being already under their domination, they had invaded also Ogaden, even they had been demanding an apology from Ethiopia. The French and the British had only been covering up all this under the name of neutrality. The general prohibition on arms trade had been hard only for Ethiopia, Italy manufactured its own weapons. Even the League of Nations was adapting this practice, as the trade embargo against Italy, after his attack on Ethiopia, was not covering petrol, the only product in Italy's import list. Italians have used all means during their progress to the capital.

After the escape of the emperor people have not been too hostile to Italian occupying troops, but it has only been an unstable peace. During a celebration (that of the Duce's birthday) an assassination attempt has been made against Governor Graziani, it has been revenged on the spot by several thousand dead, mainly from machine-gun fire. From that day on, there has been a state of war between Italians and Ethiopians, and this guerrilla fight has made the liberation of the country by British and American soldiers from Sudan and Kenya much easier in 1941. Following a five year absence, the emperor has got again to his place. With the help of the two big powers providing conditions to his return he has turned Ethiopia the most important point of Africa. Beside the Organisation of the African Unity other significant international organisations have moved their seats there. For this reason the country, although its structure has remained feudal as before, has shown the signs of development. In the capital both locals and foreigners have found enough food and other necessary goods. At the same time, there have been differences of whole orders of magnitude between the incomes of different groups in the population. This was the main reason of the uprising that dethroned the emperor second time, and this time finally. Taxi-drivers would not accept a regulation just before the Ethiopian New Year (around September 13) in 1974 that raised the price of fuel, but forbid them to raise tariffs. This Taxi-driver Uprising led to the house arrest of the emperor and power take-over by the Military Council. About events that followed it within some months, namely, the coming of Menghistu, I have already spoken.

Another interesting thing, the Ethiopian calendar. It is known that the basics of the present European calendar had been established by Julius Caesar, but his work needed some adjustment. During the centuries following his era the annual difference of nearly a quarter day -- it is the missing time that should be added to the 365 day year to get the exact orbit time of Earth -- had made up a considerable amount. That is the reason why the notion of leap-year had become necessary that has been introduced by Pope Gregory. The Ethiopians have been late by an even more significant difference until today. Their calendar contains twelve thirty-day months, and for this reason they added a thirteenth month somewhere in the past, which holds five days. Thus they are at the Julian calendar now. The difference to our time is nearly eight years now, because this difference has never been compensated yet. And this deviation is growing by almost a quarter day annually. The Ethiopian Tourist Office has used this situation for its ads: "13 months of Sunshine". The only thing missing from posters is that in about four months of the 13 it rains all the time.

The calendar is completed by the peculiarity of daily time counting. Probably, it has been taken here by the ancestors of the present people from the Middle-East, as it is a fashion of that region to begin counting the hours of the day at sunrise. They consider 6 a.m. the zero hour, they say 1 o'clock at 7 a.m. and so on. At noon they tell 6 o'clock, at 6 p.m. 12 o'clock. Of course, the next day starts at 6 a.m. the next morning instead of midnight. It goes without saying, foreigners are unaware of this business, until someone asks them at marvel, why they think it were 7 o'clock, when it is only 1 o'clock. Like any other closed society that has opened its doors to the western civilisation, these people have accepted also the western clock-time in their outside connections, but among themselves, beside their mother tongue, they kept their own traditional time system. Well, any foreigner, who has been waiting for his partner in vain once, would make it clear next time, which time system it is that has been named.

All this has resulted in that the country became to me something as a home. Incidentally both my wife and me have said at home on our holiday that we were going „home”, not back. To tell the truth, sometimes I have homesickness for the town and the country, even today.

Chapter 5
African Countryside

The central place of Ethiopia is a plateau of a height about 8,000 feet above sea level. For this reason, the country is called the Switzerland of Africa, and its people, as they have never been colonized and are clever and hard-working, with a hard character, are called the Germans of Africa. This plato has various hills, and landscape is beautiful. Around the capital and in the northern part of the country, eucalyptus trees introduced from Australia in the last century are dominating, but to the south, the more arid climate prefers acacia trees. The country is so vast that its then 30 million inhabitants could not fill it completely, and we were driving dozens of miles without seeing anyone. However, it was only appearance, as soon as we stopped the car to take a walk or our breakfast, a small boy was growing out of the ground and was looking at us. 

Our first significant excursion led us into the national park on the Awash river. The national park is situated at the deep gorges the river has made in millions of years. The park itself is a stretch of plain, a typical piece of African savanna. The river Awash has a waterfall, and on its banks from Grant’s gazelles to Greater Kudus you can find herbivorous wild beasts. Giraffes and other corpulent beasts are not found there, but in the night you could be aroused by the voice of a lion. They live in the other side of the park over the highway, and almost never can be seen. During the night, especially if there was an international holiday, other voices could also be heard: the cries and laughter of (East-)German experts having drunk their beer quantum.

Our best amusement was in the park to drive slowly by lanes and stop at sighting something, photographing, looking around with binoculars and listen to the almost complete silence. We have seen oryx antelopes, they are my favourite beasts, their beauty represents me the limitless abilities of nature to create wonderful creatures.

Alas, on the road home we had an accident. I was driving at about 50 miles per hour and the road was level, when suddenly I felt my car raise its right-side wheels into the air. We have been in a right curve, steering wheel slightly turned to the right, but neither speed nor sharpness of the turn would prove this reaction of the vehicle. Fortunately, no other car was in our vicinity at that instant. At last, near the right side of the road, the car hit a big stone with its bumper and stopped. But, as the right wheels ran off, the car turned on its right side, all the glasses on that side went out, and it stopped above 8 feet of nothing, supported only by a bush of wild roses.

We were very fortunate, as in some minutes trucks emerged above the hump of the road. It was a military convoy of at least twenty trucks laden with soldiers and ware. They were East-Germans and Ethiopians. They stopped opposite us and a couple of men put the car up by hand. Before we could say a sentence, they sat in their trucks and drove on. We could only wave them off in gratitude. 

This accident would slightly change our relationship to driving. My wife would not sit in for about four months. I would have this experience repeated in my dreams for even longer. Later we would drive that stretch of the road again, and I would solve that riddle: the curve has been sloped to the outside. Roadbed might have sunk down and so, geometry of the road has changed. Anyway, my speed never surpassed 40 miles per hour at that road again.

Chapter 6
Life in Addis Ababa

Our car has been repaired in two weeks. Ato Tezera, the chief of a workshop I inherited by my car from the German sociologist, would always do a prime work. His workshop has been called „Autosilverio” after the former owner, Ato Silverio.

Anyway, one day that my car spent damaged in the parking at our house, was enough to be seen by my neighbour, another Hungarian expert. Charles, formerly chief architect of our capital at home, was the senior architect in town. Revolution Square, the venue of yearly military celebrations, was nicknamed Polonyi Square after him. He said on sighting the car:
„You are an extremely lucky person. You smash your car in an overturn 200 kilometres from town, and not only nobody is hurt, even the car can come back on its own wheels.”

This break in driving in the near-Christmas weeks was a great luck. Otherwise, we would be going somewhere and having troubles. The family of the French schoolmaster has been attacked by gunmen on the road, and both his wife and elder son killed by the bullets. It was a revenge for the death of a local hit on the road by a white car. Any white car could have been an enemy.

We have made big walks in town through suburbs other whites would detour far. 

During the season after our return from the unfortunate excursion, my wife and the child went walking daily. Fruit and basket vendors knew them well, and soon she would earn a status of „hardest customer”. She would bargain every price to the ground. Once a grapefruit vendor threw after her his grapefruits in his anger. She really purchased a lot of locally made handicrafts at their true prices. She has always had a good eye for natural beauty, and it was the very last time she could get such things as rings, bracelets and neckrings made of hairs of giraffe tail. 

Her favourites were Ethiopian paintings on leather. Their characteristic style showed historic events, folk habits and different types of people of the country. All are inscribed with their Amharic letters. 

My son acquired a good knowledge about topography of the town by these walks. 

In our block of apartments, where we lived, only two of us have been from our country. There were locals of the high society – as Charles P., my neighbour once said: „It is a pleasant thing to be privileged in feudalism.” – and Soviet military officers. One of the latter would cause me some troubles yet.

In the apartment just above us lived a local lady, a pianist. She has always entertained us – beside her will – by her play. We were in good relationship with her, my wife even wanted her to teach my son to play the piano. Alas for us, but a good luck to her, she has got a scholarship to Vienna and her flat has been taken by a Bulgarian diplomat. 

The block has been guarded by armed men of the district council, as all big houses, against criminals. Guards earned extra money during their duty time by taking up drinking water from the basement into flats in emergency of water supply. We had troubles not only with water. Of the two lifts sometimes both have been out-of-order. It has been the case, when a Sudanese has been looking for a Libyan inhabitant. It happened, when Mr Kaddhafi sent out his men to execute Libyans living abroad. Some months earlier he had sent his message to all of them and ordered them home, to build their own country by their talents instead of foreign lands. Those who would not listen would be executed on the spot.

Well, in our house there had lived a Libyan young man having good contacts with a Sudanese doctor freshly graduated. He took his president seriously and went home. The Sudanese has not found him and, as the lifts were not in order, he was coming down by the stairs. He had graduated in Hungary and he was surprised to hear a Hungarian discussion over the turn. It was my family still waiting for lifts and pressing buttons, when somebody addressed them in their own language. They were very much surprised to see a local man – Sudanese Arabs are looking almost the same as Ethiopians – turn from the stairs. They invited him to our home and waited for me. That day I was busy even after work and, when I got home, the stranger left for North-Yemen.

He had studied in our country, in the town of Pecs and graduated as a doctor that year. He had his fiancee there, a Hungarian girl, with whom he graduated together. Foreign students had to leave after graduation, but they would be able to return for specialization after some time. He went home, but in Khartoum he would not stay. There would be no hope to collect the necessary money for his further studies. He accepted a job in Sanaa. On route he wanted to see his friend, the Libyan. When I got home he was on route to Sanaa.

We did not lose contact with him and, after seven months, he would stop with us on route home. Then he would fly to Hungary to meet his fiancée and look for a place to specialize. They would be the only ones to wait for us at the airport, when we would arrive for holiday.

Chapter 7
Trip to Assab

In January my boss organized our trip to Assab. He helped to convince his director to permit the participation of my family, too. We travelled by a long-cab Datsun pickup. This trip has been an experience never to forget.

Up to the national park we knew the route, but after it sights were new. That 540-mile distance can be divided to three equal legs. First one is to the fork, where the Dire Dawa and the Assab road divides. Second leg is from the fork leaving north, until mountains near Djibouti are reached. The third leg follows the valleys of those mountains.

The country along the second leg is almost empty and it is flat, there is only one peculiar cone of a mountain. It is in the middle of the whole route from the capital to the sea. This cone is visible from about 80 miles. Around that place there is a settlement of afar, named by other people danakil, meaning nomad ones. They are naturally beautiful people, but very characteristic, especially men. They were head-hunters until about the Second World War. 

They use similar gabby as the Amhara, but they do not need any trousers under it, as their climate is hot because of its altitude. In their desert land there is a depression 270 feet below sea-level. That arid land is the hottest place on Earth, peak has been measured at about 130 degrees F. Their desert can boast with an endemic beast, wild ass of Ethiopia.

Our route followed a course south of that depression. But climate has been out-of-order for an unknown reason, as on that land, where rain falls as rare as every second year, we made our trip in a lasting slow rain.

Something extraordinary must have happened as once we saw a group of ostriches of more than a hundred individuals, whereas ostriches are seen always not more than five in a group.

We drove further and spent the night in a very small town in an awfully unimportant hotel. Our sleep was short and we drove on in the morning. At sunrise we sighted the mountainous country. It looked frightful. Up and down serpentine roads, through salt pans and never to pass another car, except a couple of deserted ones hanging overhead on steep slopes as they ran off the road. But, anyhow, this last leg of our trip has been beautiful.

The second day we reached our goal. Being January weather was good, temperature only 87 degrees F. During summer it is 125 degrees F with 100 percent relative humidity from the sea. The town was a real Arab one and dirt was plentiful everywhere. It might be different now that it is not part of Ethiopia, it belongs to Eritrea, a separate country, and traffic is reduced.
I do not think, of my proposal about the planned maintenance site there realized too much. The company did not have money and, when one year later FIAT 363 trucks – called „addis makina” (new car) – would begin to pour in by freighter ships, all the maintenance work they would spare for the capital, here only necessary checks would be done. There was no possibility to get people of the plateau to work here, only a back-to-back system of three months would do.

On the beach my family collected as many treasures as possible. My son even caught – and, as they survived, he took them to the capital in our flat – some hermit crabs. Besides we bought five turtle shells, too. Later I would give three of them to the Wildlife Conservation Office, and one of them is with us now in our house.

On the backward route in one of the small villages we  got into a wedding accidentally. The son of the local party chief had his wedding. Bekele has been caught by them and seated, and he would not let us out of this event, and we had to take place with him under the tent. Ethiopian hospitality is really great. So far I managed to avoid eating from any of their national food, as was afraid of getting some sickness. Now it was impossible. When our hosts saw that we were inexperienced, they would help us fold and eat the food, injera with many kinds of wat.

It might be peculiar, but not one us had any troubles from the food. I even liked it so much, that any time after I would have the possibility of eating their national food, I would do it.

Chapter 8
Back to Addis

On our backward route we slept in a relatively luxury place of a hotel for foreign guests in the town of Nazreth. The next day before noon we were in the capital.

My relationship with my boss has always been good, but after that trip we became real friends. They visited us in our apartment and we did it at their house. I could see then how the unique Ethiopian coffee -- bunna in Amharic -- was prepared. 

Their servant, a young girl, put raw coffee beans on a round metal plate and laid it above embers in a charcoal burning stove. The plate was supported by a ring fastened to the stove four inches above embers. She aired the fire with a fan and stirred the beans by a wooden spoon. In about ten minutes coffee has been roasted ready. All this has been done on the floor of their fireplace and smoke went out through the chimney.

Roasted beans still hot have been smashed in a wooden mortar, ground coffee was poured into a ceramic percolator. It looked like a sampling tube for wines – without hole on its bottom –, with a ball of about two pints in volume and a narrow long neck with a pitcher mouth and a handle on its neck. It was made of black ceramics. On top of ground coffee a needed quantity of water has been poured, and the device was put directly on embers within the metal ring.

Soon water came to boil and it let out steam at the top. The percolator was put aside on a textile ring – similar to those for carrying loads on heads of women in some countries – and its opening closed by a piece of corn cob core. Coffee has been poured into cups after 15 minutes.

In our country coffee is a culture. We have taken it first from Turks during their 150-year rule here, repeatedly from Italians in modern times. Italians had learned this trade in Ethiopia. I have never tasted better coffee than that in Ethiopia.

Coffee originated in that country. On its western part there is a county (better to say kingdom) called Kaffa and the name of coffee comes from „Kaffa drink”. The story of coffee begins with Ethiopians becoming Coptic Christians in the 4th century. There were monks living in monasteries. In the western humid country, where even rain forests survived until now, coffee grows by itself. It is not planted, it is only picked. Monks became aware that, when they stayed at a certain place with their goats, their animals would not sleep all night. They found that a certain bush was responsible. When they needed it for praying all night, they chewed it and it worked. Only it had a very bad taste. Trying first the berries of the bush, its seeds raw and roasted, they invented coffee at last.

The Bekeles had many children, their eldest about the age of my son, smallest still nursing. She was born after my arrival there. They had two cars, both very old. His wife Woizero (Mrs) Wodere used a mini Morris for purposes of hers and the children’s. The husband had a Volkswagen Variant, but as he has never had enough funds to have it repaired properly, now and then it was out-of-order. 

Our work routine has been to start at 9 a.m., we were to go to take lunch from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. and leave for home at 6 p.m. When he did not have his car with him, we went to take lunch at my home together or in a small local food restaurant called „Bunna Beit” (Coffee House). When we ate at my home, it has always been a risk. My wife could cook well, but at a changing level of quality. Before my mission we shared the kitchen at home and more complicated meals we prepared together.

Just the first day after her arrival she was doing her cooking, I asked her to prepare mango soup. I showed her the mangoes, also some papayas, telling her, we would eat papayas after lunch. At home eating soup I spotted all mangoes in the basket.
„Did you not use all the mangoes?” I asked her.
„But I did”, she answered.
„I see mangoes there.”
„Are they not papayas?”
Well, she prepared the soup from papayas.

I could rely on Bekele in all cases. Once our mother at home made a mistake and I did not get any salary that month. It was the hardest as I bought something and there was no reserve on my account. I did not get any help from my compatriots. I turned to Bekele at last and he gave me a loan of 200 birrs (100 dollars). For a month we lived on that money and only ate potatoes.

Our friendship with him did not go unnoticed by the group of our experts, they were looking on me like on a special animal. It has not been fashionable to keep contact with anybody outside the closed group of national experts and diplomats. The only exceptions have been high society contacts with American, French or British persons, mainly UNIDO experts. But it has never been heard of taking on a local.

To keep experts occupied within their own circles there were regular events either on the premises of the embassy, moved during my first year from a relatively well available place to a far-away site in completely tin-town surroundings, or at the residence of the ambassador. There were always ample drinks and most of the people were satisfied with these high-society events.

At first I enjoyed them, too, but soon learned that they were advantageous only for the snobbish. 

Chapter 9
Visit on Lake Tana

As time passed my wife was able to sit again into my car, and we would visit all places not far from the capital. Then, when Easter was near, we decided to visit Lake Tana, source of the Blue Nile, and the famous falls on the Nile not far from its outflow, its actual source. We consulted it with John, the TESCO representative, who helped us get a permission from state authorities – and probably spread news about our plans.

The route there is north-westerly and about half of the 400 miles to the lake was asphalted, the rest an „African” gravel road. It means, trucks push aside gravel and make two furrows by their wheels. For a car it is impossible to use the furrows, wheels on one side have to be led on the ridge between furrows. If you drive with a speed of more than 35 miles per hour, to switch from one side to the other in case of necessity is not possible. Not only wheels, even the whole car can be destroyed. This 400 miles we planned to make in 14 hours.

First leg of the route ended on the other side of bridge over the Nile not far from the river. From that point on, it was gravel road. The Blue Nile valley is a sight not to forget. The river flows on bottom of the gorge and is spanned by a bridge. When we descended the gorge on a serpentine and drove up on the other side, we could see almost as far as to the capital. Subsequent ridges of mountains could be seen as walls behind each other. Being on the highest point we had a view really wonderful.

The route was too long for my driving abilities. After 10 p.m. my drive was like a dream. Fortunately nothing happened and at 11 we arrived. 

The next day has been set for the falls to see. Lake Tana is a vast natural sweet water reservoir that is fed by all the small rivers and creeks around it. Its drain is at its south-east corner and water finds its way first south-east, then turning in a great U-turn flows to north-west  and joins the White Nile at Khartoum. Radius of its turn around the lake is about 200 miles.

Ten miles from its source the river encounters a steep fall in the ground more than 100 feet in hight, and there the water falls down in many branches. It is a wonderful sight and its noise is heard from many miles. The local name of the falls is „Tis Issat”, that means thundering smoke. The falls actually take one wall of a canyon and the river is turning at right angle into the canyon to follow its route. From the other side of the canyon you are facing the falls, and the sight is unique. The canyon is not wide enough to have all branches of the falls in one shot with an ordinary lens, only wide-angle lenses can take it in completely.

In the nearby there is a small settlement, whose males are employed as guards to save tourists against crime. They are walking with rifles everywhere. They are used to photography – and tips.

On our backward journey we changed our minds and did not do all the distance in one day. Just before the descend to the river we stopped in a village. It was a 3-birr (1.50-dollar) room in the small „Blue Nile” hotel, but it was clean and safe. We might have been the first foreigners to use it ever.

First proofs about unreliability of our friends, the doctors D., we have got after our return from Lake Tana. We told them our calamity with the room and they said:
„The S.s told us they were going, too. They said they would not bother with reservation, until there are others, who would.”
It had not occurred to them to warn us before our trip. 

At the lake we wanted to take a crocodile skin, but we did not succeed. We bought handicrafts and they were worth more than the skin of a dead animal.

Chapter 10
Rift Valley Lakes

By this trip we took heart and in a month we decided to go to another trip, this time south to the Rift Valley lakes. One of the lakes nearest to the capital has been a favourite place of foreigners being on mission in the country. It could even be used for swimming for high alkali content of its water. Clean sweet water cannot be used for that purpose, as bilharzias, a kind of worm, is infesting them, and that infection has been deadly that time. There were bungalows on the lakeshore.

Our trip has been a solitary one, as trips to the country among whites have been regulated by complicated ceremonies. During dry season nobody would go to that lake. For trips the rainy season was selected for two reasons. First, at that lake you could go sun-tanning even then, whereas in the capital clouds were covering the sky. Second, the lake is surrounded by a sandy territory and sand is hard to drive on in dry weather. Only in rainy season, when once a day a shower made sand hard, was it possible to get access to the lake by traditional-drive vehicles. We could do it as, first, we did not go to swimming pools of hotels in the town, second, our FIAT 127 has been half a Landrover. A good driver could drive it on sand or clay, only pedals were to be handled by care.

Our trip was a success , but as the country lies near the Equator, and the lake’s altitude is much lower than that of the capital, we could not bear heat too long. We got into the car and went to see other lakes farther south. There we found the landscape truly African. Even people are different, as they belong to the Oromo group of many nationalities with Negroid origin.

Some months earlier, in February, Alex called me by phone and offered a lecturer’s job at the university. One of the local lecturers had been enlisted, and his subject, „Workshop Management”, has remained without a host. Alas, it could not be solved by trasfer from the Ministry of Transport to Addis Ababa University. John advised me to do it beside my job at FTO. Bekele was consulted and he agreed. My work for him has been ahead of schedule, and he said he would not miss me. My extra job involved me twice a week, for two hours each time.

I did that job for two semesters, until the original lecturer returned. It was purely social work, I did not get a cent for it. My only reward has been a letter of recommendation.

Chapter 11
African Traffic and Other Troubles

During May I had my second crash in that country – and fortunately the last one. Crossing a two-lane divided road was a routine, when I drove from home to my office. That morning a busybody policeman took control into his hands. He stopped me in the middle of the road and, when he motioned me on, a driver could not stop and crashed into me from right. The uniformed bandit judged me faulty. 

My insurance was valid, but my judgement said, he was wrong. Bekele advised me to shut up. I made the insurer pay and went to Ato Tezera to have the car repaired.

Only days after my car became finished, Thomas had his enormous crash. 

For some days I helped Thomas to go to work until his car would be repaired. You would not guess, what has been missing for the repair in the local FIAT distributor: paint.

About the same time I discovered that those gravel roads to Bahr-Dar have been too much for my car. I bought the necessary part and gave the car one morning to have it repaired. Alas, trouble came. It has been caused so that they had not connected the stabilizer bar back into its correct place in the control arm during the latest repair. The exposed shaft had a free play and in one turn, when the wheel had to be turned out completely, it came out of the differential gear. The spider of the universal joint was damaged and the aluminium cover of differential case broken. I called Ato Tezera to the spot and his man said there was no problem. I knew that there was, but I wanted to take the repair into my own hands. With help from Bekele’s mechanics I could solve it indeed. 

We have got a new neighbour on our floor. He was an architect, the successor of Charles in his job and apartment. They have had a daughter, one year older than my son.

They did not like our house because of lack of water and faulty lifts. Anyway, they remained. I also wanted to change something, either water supply or house. I began with the first one. I tried to detect the cause of troubles and found it soon.

By this knowledge in my head, I went to the person in charge for the operation of apartment houses. He would see it at once, and gave me access any time to regulate the system. In two days I succeeded, and for two weeks there was no fall-out. After that it occurred once. I checked the valves, both have been opened completely. It meant, someone tampered with it. I regulated them again and put on an extra padlock. The next day the trouble repeated itself. When I saw the second lock damaged and the valves open, I went to the office and gave back keys. 

The man was looking sideways, so I asked him what he knew.
„The Russian on the 12th floor has arrived from his holiday. Water is making a great noise coming into the container. It bothers him much.”
„Lack of water does not?” I asked him.
„Not that much.
”That is all?”
“Also, zabanyas” -- the guards in Amharic -- are complaining, their extra money was gone. No water to take up in buckets, no money.”

That settled it. I went to the small man responsible for housing again and asked him for a house.

He said, he could only help, if I had found a house for myself. Through publishing ads and reading other people’s ones, I found one in three weeks. My partner has been a Yemeni Jew and a gentleman. As he has almost been white, and first he said he was an Englishman we called him only „the old Englishman”.

The clerk agreed and we could realize our business.

The company has helped take my things to my house, of course, I let my partner use the company truck on return trips.

Shortly before our move dr Hamid, the Sudanese, has returned from Sanaa. He was thick with money, but my wife did not let him stay in the hotel. He took us some minor souvenirs. He was returning to Hungary and marry the girl he left there. They would actually marry and become good doctors. They have remained that to this day.

Chapter 12
Holiday

Our moving has come only days before our holiday at home. We arranged only our furniture, checked what would be needed from home and made preparations to leave.

Our new neighbours – our former ones, better to say, from the high-rise – have come in May, they would not be able to have their holiday before November. They asked us to take their daughter with us home. It has been a big responsibility, but we did not sense it then. Well, at last all went well, but we could have had a lot of troubles with some bad luck.

Our flight has been booked through Rome and John agreed to book tickets with a 5-day stay in Italy. I am ashamed to tell that on my first stay in Rome, as well as on my second one, I did not see tourist attractions of either the city or Vatican. Alas, I have not been alone, my programs have been influenced by my family. At the same time, I could learn well all the shops and department stores of the city.

Some of the sights of old Rome we have seen. But no gallery or museum saw us. And the same can be said about beaches. It was the beginning of August. Heat at that time is oppressive, on the streets only we were to be seen, no sane person wanted to die from stroke. But my wife’s appetite for Italian goods has been bottomless.

It was a fine experience to board the plane of our own national airlines, to hear our language spoken and to see the small „Macko” (bear) cheese in all snacks packages. For four weeks we would be home.

It was an evening flight and on the arrival we have been met by dr Hamid and his fiancee. The brother-in-law of my wife, L., has not been there. The young doctors and the small girl in our care spent the night with us. 

The next morning we delivered the girl to her grandparents, and at least this job has been done. We had an offer from my sister-in-law to take their summer house as long as we need it. It has been finished during our stay in Africa, but it had been in construction for already four years, we knew it well. It has been situated near the southern shore of a lake not far from the capital, but to beach it was about ten minutes by foot. We rejected with thanks, but at least agreed to spend there some days the next week.

My wife has found an elderly teacher to deal with my son before he would sit for examinations of third grade subjects. She got a small sum for that, but she said, it was a pleasure to teach him. He sat for the exam all right.

We had to visit all our relatives. First of all – it goes without saying – the parents of my wife. Before we left for Africa, the owner of the house, where they were living, had sold half of the site, going out on road, to a cooperative to build a house. First thing to do for the new owners was to close water supply to the old couple. My father-in-law, who had installed the facility 20 years before from road to house, had to do it again from another mains. Being 77, he became ill of hard work. He has just been freshly released from hospital.

Anywhere we took visits, we had to speak about our life in that far-away land. L. especially enjoyed our story about fleas. He has not seen a flea in his life and he would be glad to visit us there. We settled this topic, that we would prepay for their tickets and they would return it in our currency.

When we visited my sister and his husband, she told us news about the site and house owned by my mother and her brother until the deaths of both, inherited by the two of us and the daughter of my uncle. 

She said, our cousin wanted to sell the house and her share of the site. If we bought it, we could sell it together in one package. I have not been able to promise anything, but she asked me to reject selling my share separately. We agreed. Had I seen into the future, I would have signed an agreement with both my sister and our cousin. Lack of it would cause me a lot of troubles. 

I visited my workplace and found all unchanged. Only rumours have been spread about a possible restructuring of the trust. Before return to Africa – „home” as we both said with my wife accidentally – I invited my colleagues for a dinner in a small sub-terrain restaurant. 

Chapter 13
Back to Africa

Our return flight could not be organized as I wanted, through Athens, instead of Rome (at least not so I wished), we had to accept TESCO’s lines and fly to Rome. Arriving at Rome we could not check in at once, as the hostess at the counter informed us it was too early and we would have to come back later. Either she had something on her mind or she did not understand English well. It would be a very unpleasant trip even if someone had dealt with us. But to sit and wait from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. was too much.

When at last she was ready to take my papers, it became clear, the plane of the Ethiopian was full and we did not have our places. With O.K. tickets! The representative of the airlines said, we did not check in in time and our seats have been sold out. Even our baggage boarded automatically to the plane have been taken and given out to us. Our next chance would be in two days.

We had to follow his instruction to board a bus on costs of the Ethiopian and take a room in a hotel in Ostia. After a whole night without sleep, we went to bed and fell asleep. We have got up soon because of heat, and went out to walk. Returning for breakfast the receptionist handed us a message from the Ethiopian representative: the management had refused to pay our hotel any longer, we were to ride to the airport and take an Olympic Airlines flight to Athens. That night there would be a plane from there to Addis Ababa. We did as we were told. Flight on the Greek plane was a sauna, and the Athens airport was full of passengers waiting for different flights.

This has been the only time, when I have got unfavourable impressions about Greeks at service. The hostess on duty would not help me. I asked her to keep her eyes on our baggage to be loaded on. Of course, they would be left there, and only after one week would we be able to get them. 

The Athens-Addis Ababa flight has been a slow one. Beside Cairo and Khartoum the plane landed in Asmara, too. It took off in Athens at 4 p.m. and was in Addis Ababa late afternoon. It goes without saying, nobody waited us. Poor Bekele, he went out to the plane we could not board, but in vain. He left the office when he got my call and took us home. Even his wife has been in our house to receive us in their traditional way.

When I returned, Thomas has been on holiday and I had to take on me some of his tasks. But it was good as I became accustomed faster to Africa again. 

The new FIAT trucks by last year’s tender began to arrive, and the company decided to reform their tariff system. It became my job to manage this work. As reform involved all departments in the firm, we had long discussions, sometimes after normal working hours.

It has also been a novelty, to have a house with trees and lawn. With the house we faced tasks unfamiliar that far, e. g. dealing with fruit trees or cutting lawn. I found a good book at home in a bookshop to help me in gardening. We arrived back after rainy season, and the quince-apple trees – I had two of them – in the garden began to spring into blossom. I cut back their twigs according to the book. Also there was a plum tree, I had to cut out its barren vertical twigs and cut back fertile ones. In three months all the three would be full of fruit.

For this house we inherited a guard, but there were duties around the house that the guard could not fulfil. I changed locks, put out a bell button to the gate and put into order the outer toilet, that has been spared for the guard. I did not like that man very much, thus in a short time I sent him away.

There was the matter of our child’s schooling. We discussed it with my wife and we decided to register him in the International School, former American School, renamed because of cooling relations between the two governments. We did it right, it would be clear, as the boy would learn the language almost perfectly in six months.

He became a pupil in 4th grade as proper. His form-master, Miss Veronica B., was a young lady from California and a kind, patient woman, a true teacher. 

At first he has not spent any time in class, for one week he studied only English at Mrs Savage, another amazing young woman of Puerto Rican origin. My son can be grateful to these ladies for their care. In the second week he spent half of his time in class, half in English lessons. His extra lessons ended at the end of his second month.

There were two teachers who did not like him, but we overcame also this difficulty. After three months in the school he was very happy to be there. We invited Miss B. once to us to see the boy at home. She could hardly go away as he showed her all his toys and gadgets. The conversation among us has also been pleasant.

After our return home we remained in correspondence and she answered our letters many times. 

My colleague, Thomas, has also returned from his holiday and I tried to align my plans with his. Our contracts have been signed for a two-year period and extension has been only possible, if both expert and TESCO wanted it. I suggested our simultaneous action. I did not know at that time that on a side-way he has already started something in his own favour. He rejected my proposal, he said there would be a visit of high Hungarian officials here, and he would wait, until it would be over. I did not know, and he would not tell me, that his extension was on its way.

Anyway, I forwarded my application for extension on its ordinary way, handing it over to John.

Visit of the high officials has been realized in October 1980. That official has been our head of state himself, Mr Losonczy. He took his wife with him and besides his escort consisted of at least 100 people. At his arrival happened the minor calamity between Mr Menghistu and my son about the bunch of flower for his wife.

There were talks for a week, and before leaving he let his compatriots in the capital be called together, and informed us about results, or rather about lack of them.

What concerned us mainly was reduction in the number of our experts by six. Of the six, two were going home anyway without successors. The other four would be decided mutually, he said. It would actually be decided arbitrarily, the two druggists and and the two transport experts would have no extension. Of the latter two one, Thomas, achieved his goal by intrigue so, instead of him another one has been sent home after a shorter mission. Thus my mission has also been terminated after two years in that country.

Following the leave of my guard I took another one, one of the mechanics from our repair workshop, who did his work there ordinarily and he slept on our premises as a guard. The young man was honest and I could learn more about him when he helped me put my car into order. My son had a good chance to supplement his missing gym lessons, they played football in the garden. He slept on our site in the rear house, built for use of servants. He was living with us, until he left the company and moved to his home town.

The visit of my sister-in-law and her family was planned around Christmas and New Year. All preparations have been finished, and we made plans for their program. I would work ordinarily in the office, my family would accompany them to all places worth visiting. 

In that house we had our pets. First we bought a hen to cook, but my son gave her pardon, and she became a family member. She produced eggs, but, when she sat on them as a brooding-hen, there were no results, of course, without a cock. The next time, when she began once more, I bought some one-day-old chickens, and put them under her. They would grow up in some months and would become fine egg-layers.

Bekele took us two kittens – I asked him to bring one tomcat, but they would prove to be both females – and by that time they were fine cats. 

We have got a small dog, too. She would grow into a very intelligent creature, and my only serious dilemma had been to whom to leave her. She was a German shepherd. 

We had one more pet, but he or she was a special one. One evening, when I got home from the office, my son told me he had spotted something looking like a turtle in the other garden over the stone fence. It was a big closed site with a house, but in wild condition as a forest. Undergrowth between big eucalyptus trees has been original. I went to the neighbour through his open gate and asked him about the turtle. It was a free beast he said, from the river. Sometimes he would come, then would leave again. He allowed to take the creature to our garden. It was easier to say than do. The turtle weighed about 100 pounds. I went over the wall by a ladder, took it over, lifted the animal into my arms and went up the ladder. The animal I placed at top of the wall, put the ladder back in our garden and slowly descended with load. 

My son was as happy as he could be. But there was the question of how to feed him. I had always thought, turtles eat meat. This one did not. He was the best lawn-mower of the world. Our lawn has been a meadow when we moved in. I mowed it by a sickle borrowed from Bekele. In dry season there was no need to mow it again. Arrival of our turtle happened at the beginning of small rainy season, and grass began to grow again, but the turtle did his job well. 

I think, that time rejection on my application for extension has been a fact among John’s close friends, as the assistant of the defence attaché of our embassy was too keen to take me home from the party. I bet, he wanted to see the house where I lived. He was a special kind of man, half-Russian, a drunkard, even with a name as Sergei. He would not have got the house even if I had not switched it over to the new Italian expert of the company, as he would be recalled for theft.

Chapter 14
Bye-Bye Africa

In the second week of January our guests left, and soon I would get a negative reply on my extension. Before I would leave the country, I would know it precisely, how my fate has been decided, but I think it is not relevant here.

First, the agreement on decrease of the expert contingent. Second, results of tender for the new city buses challenged a revenge to the Ministry of Transport, their experts would not have stayed. Third, it was widely known that Thomas and his wife had been saving up for their housing at home, whereas I had had an apartment. This circumstance turned the sympathy of John to the side of Thomas – at least until he discovered that he overruled his authority --, against the argument that the company of FTO applied twice to our embassy for my extension.

And last, but not least, the house, as I have mentioned, would have been necessary for Serghey. The assistant of the defence attachee was more important than a simple aid-expert. 

During my second year in Africa colleagues from home informed me about changes in company management I had forecast earlier. With my stay not extended I was to return into a wasp nest. Anyway, I decided to fight for my career at home, and I would not choose the ordinary way of looking for a new employer at once after return. 

I could not decide for a long time what to do with my car. It became clear soon that Bekele could not buy it, even if he had had the money, what he had not. I was either to sell it to a foreigner with customs duty privileges as I had been for six months, or to put it on board a ship and take home. This latter had been a reserve solution and it had not been necessary to turn to it. I published an ad in „Ethiopian Herald” and a Mexican diplomat took it. With the money he paid and a further sum from my account I ordered a Honda Civic from Mr Sarakakis, the Honda-agent in Athens.

Since their arrival my family have been frequent guests in tourist offices and they collected catalogues. Now the City Guides of SAS did a very good service. Both in Cairo and Athens, as well as in Istanbul and Belgrade I have ordered hotel rooms, in Athens for five days that we would be staying and a sight-seeing tour, too.

For our stops in those cities we would need visas. One by one I got all and I also had very interesting conversations. A Turkish official informed me we Hungarians were still in the middle of their hearts because of our 150 years we had belonged to the Turkish empire. I bit my tongue and did not say, how much my people like the thought of those times.

A Greek clerk, while she was putting the stamps into our passports, said, the best detergent in Ethiopia was the one produced here on a Greek licence.

The Yugoslav secretary gave me a map of his country fit not only for our homeward trip, but a year later for another one. 

Our house has been near to the shopping street of the city and when we drove there, we left the car at the side of the road. In those instants everywhere in the town a group of children from 4 to 10 surrounded us and said: „Zabanya.” It meant they wanted to guard the car. 

Once, when we still had the car, a boy of 8 said the customary text. I answered him: „Zabapa.” It is a pun. Zabanya means in Hungarian „the mother of oats” as anya means mother. So, zabapa means „the father of oats”, as apa is father. He did not understand, but said: „O.K., zabapa.” And every time he saw us, he said: „Mr, zabapa.”

After sale of my car the boy saw us walk and said the same. I told him in Ethiopian, there is no car any more: „Makina yellem.” But of course, he has got his 25 cents.

Leaving Addis Ababa has been painful. I was able to understand a compatriot family, who one year before had to be put on the plane by help. They could not go away from the country.

There were many things to arrange before the foreign ministry would give us exit visas. Our last month I spent by eliminating those obstacles. There was one, however, that looked Catch 22. The rules of Municipality regulated that a foreigner cannot get clearance from his housing obligations, before he got his exit visa. At the same time he was not allowed to have his exit visa, until he has been cleared from everything. I could only solve this dissonance by getting a statement from the foreign ministry I am to get my exit, if I had no obligations. The Municipality ’s clerk has been tired of me and accepted it.

About one month before the date of leave I also made an unsuccessful attempt to go to the game country of Lake Rudolf and the Omo river. But it was good, as the plane could not return because of early rains, and for a month – until we left the country – there were no other flights. I would have been locked up there and would have died. It means, one of my dreams could not come true again.

My son has been promised to get a fine ring of Ethiopian gold, before we would leave the country. He has not been an easy customer, he would only accept one with green stone with the Ethiopian Lion of Judah on it, and the stone should have been square, not round or oval. For two months we have not found such a ring. When there remained only one month until our leaving date, I ordered it at the jeweller at the ground floor of our former house. I made it a surprise for the family. 

Of course, the intrigue has been unveiled. My wife said: „You will get the same ring, only with ivory.” And I would.

My boss, Bekele, helped me the last day photograph objects in the town, otherwise not advisable for crowd or policemen. He took me into his VW Variant and we toured the town. 

He promised me to remain in correspondence with us and, in case he would come again to Italy, to visit us. Not one letter I received from him. I wrote at least five, then after a five-year break, I tried again. I tried last time recently. No answer. Either he has not been my true friend, or something happened to him. I am very sorry for this lack of contact.

We have been helped by the doctors to go out to the airport. I have never had worse leaving from any airport as that last day. All our things have been searched through, and at last in the booth we had to take off even our cloths. The crowd was terrible. A lot of Indians have been boarded to our plane and the sight of young mothers with babies in bad condition was moving.

Chapter 15
Cairo, Athens

We flew first to Cairo. We caught a taxi, an old Mercedes with an 007-agent driver. He did not know the hotel I named, but he knew the street and we found it. It has been a very small hotel on the 3rd and 4th floor of an apartment house in the proximity of down-town Cairo.

We had a lucky stay in the Egyptian capital. Heat was oppressive, but for low moisture we did not feel it. Only our thirst has been unbelievable. Temperature reached 110 degrees F in the afternoon. My Soviet movie camera went out-of-order, its prism in the viewer would not hold.

On the first day in the city we wanted to change money and we caught a taxi. It was a Turkish FIAT 131 and its driver has been a copy of my father-in-law. He took us to a bank and offered to drive us during all our stay. We did not need it too much, but for that afternoon we accepted it. We went out to Giza to see the Pyramids and the Sphinx. We agreed that the next day we would make a big walk, but two days later he would pick us up to make a trip to Sakkara and Memphis.

Our walk in the city included the Egyptian Museum, the Citadel – another taxi-driver helped us in that – and the big bazaar. As we had a lot of baggage we did not want to by many things, but my son has got his camel puppet. We altered our plans and bought leather jackets, too, just to discover holes covered with pockets. They have been placed on holes in the leather to hide those faults. Well, a poor man cannot afford to buy cheap goods.

The next -- and our last -- whole day in Cairo we used to see the oldest structures in Egypt. The partly ruinous temple at the border of desert, as well as the ancient -- four and a half thousand years old -- mastabas were my most overwhelming experiences. Desert dominated all, even the colour of clear sky has been grey, not blue.

I have been deeply impressed by my stay in Egypt. Twelve years earlier my wife had started a sequence in my brain with her Christmas gift, the book of Tutankhamon, that has been completed that day in Sakkara.

The next morning „our driver” took us to the airport. On route we got out with our faulty jackets to change them in the shop. The jam was so complete that we managed to replace the jackets and then about 300 feet farther we found our taxi inching forward. We have got into the danger of getting late to the airport. Our flight has been saved only that we spotted the Ethiopian representative and waved to call his attention to us. He sighted us and and led us through all gates without any checks. The plane was ready for take-off, they were waiting only for us.

This leg of our homeward trip took us to Athens. And in six days I could get my Honda Civic 5-door hatchback, with a colour of Rhodes red metallic. When I selected this type I had been going through about 40 makes and types and decided for this one to have a car for my taste in case I would not be able to sell it for a good price. To tell the truth I did not buy it to keep. I wanted to do a favour for my family, they both had long dreamed about a house with garden.

We took the bus to the Sarakakis garage. It was an Ikarus city bus assembled by the same garage, as Mr Sarakakis has also served as an agent for Ikarus beside Honda. Our car was ready. Funny cardboard plate numbers have been mounted both front and rear. It read EXP 0001. It was their first car to sell within the diplomatic duty-free system.

I had got a wonderful two-volume guide at the Addis Ababa Greek embassy. One volume described all in the country precisely, the other one was an atlas. I used it to reach the border at Evzones, you can never wish to have a better guide.

Chapter 16
Rolling Homewards

We laid our way north on the seaside route. Before noon we were passing through the Thermopylae straits. In the afternoon we passed the beautiful contours of Olympos mountain and for a time my favourite myths of my childhood sprang to life. We were driving on historic territories. By evening we reached the town of Larissa where we took a room in a small hotel. The next night we spent in Saloniki. This town has been wonderful, especially the endless embankment with the famous White Tower. We were to turn east the next morning and go to Istanbul. However, our courage seemed to reach its end. Driving 500 miles there and back with a vast baggage on top of the car has not been attracting. We would let our visas be lost and turn straight north.

We liked Greece very much, all of us. We found it a country not only fascinating with ancient ruins, but its people, although they always cheated us to a certain extent, have also been kind, and we experienced no such thefts, as it was well known about Italy. Their food was excellent, both their main dishes and their sweets.

After taking our last meal in Greece in the form of a breakfast, we started to the frontier. Driving through took some time because of the long line of cars, but in one hour we have entered Yugoslavia. And we felt soon as if in Ethiopia. When we stopped to have our lunch in the car, a small child in rags rose beside the road and kept his hand out to ask for something. Only he did not say : „Mr, give money”, as it happened in Africa, he said something in Macedonian. And it has not been 1991, it has been 1981 still.

We reached Belgrade at the afternoon of the next day and we had enough time to discover old and new town both. The old town with the fortress is a sentimental journey for us Hungarians. It was a Hungarian border fortress upto the end of our independence. In 1456 it was here that Janos Hunyadi defeated sultan Mourad and stopped Turkish progress for 50 years. He died there in the same year from the Plague and bells at 12 o’clock commemorate his death.

Chapter 17
Home Again

Having spent the night in Belgrade, we set on road the next morning. A hard day’s drive took us home. Before complete darkness we arrived, but our baggage has been carried up on only in darkness. Our new car would arouse the interest of the neighbours only in the morning.

Before leaving Addis Ababa I have ordered goods from different mail order companies. Some of them arrived before us, my brother-in-law carried the home. We spotted our new Philips colour TV-set, and my first action at home has been to install it. It was easy as the country had only two channels back then.

We arrived home on the eve of our national holiday, August 20. Until 23rd nobody would go to work as the holiday has been followed by week-end. We utilized our time to visit all our relatives. It has not been all fun.

My sister had done me an unpleasant thing during our second year in Africa. I mentioned the site we had inherited from our mother. I went back to Africa with a belief that my case was in good hands. Around February I have got a letter from her asking me to send her an authorization to enable her to sell both our shares in case. My wife sensed something, she would not let me send it, but I wouldn’t listen to her and did. In May she wrote she was selling her share soon. I did not get any reply on my letter, in which I asked her not to do so.

Following our final return at our visit she would not plead her mistake, although she disclosed to have used my paper only for renouncing in my name of my pre-purchase privilege for her share. And she sold it to the owner of the other half of the site, as well as the house. We went into a hot dispute, and at last we parted with anger.

She really drove me into a hopeless situation. My money I have saved up during my mission has not been enough to buy a house. And my share has been too small to build a house, unless I would do something.

The owner of the rest of the property – actually my co-owner – felt himself in saddle. He would not talk about anything else, than buying my share on a price set by him. I thought it over and turned for advice to the social legal helper of my company. My idea has been to win the right of usage for my share by lawsuit in a way, when the piece in my use would be situated at the end of the long site opposite to that, where the house had been built. Any sane judge would decide against my opponent’s proposal to select me a 10-foot-wide stripe along the longer side of the property. 

My search in the technical department of district council has brought results that have proved, that in a clear distribution for usage the size of the site would be enough to build another house on it. After gaining usage rights and getting a building permission, my chances to sell it on a proper price would be ten times higher. Process has been under way, but it took too much time. At last my co-owner raised his offer, and I agreed to close the matter by selling it to him.

Our relationship with my sister has been ruined completely. Neither of us would visit the other any more. Fortunately, her daughters would not mix in the topic and remained friendly.

After return from Africa I still had some holiday to spend and I utilized it to get a number plate to the car and getting my goods, ordered from abroad, through customs. I also went to my employer to see my chances clearly.

The company had got into financial troubles during the period after my leave two years before and, the Ministry of Industry that was the holder of owner’s rights from the state, sent to retirement six of the seven managers and deputy general managers. The only remaining one has been the technical deputy general manager, he was promoted to general manager. Successors of the fired managers have been selected partly from inside the company, as the production manager, the technical manager and the personnel manager. Others have been taken from other state companies, even from the country. One of the key persons, the sales manager has been found at the partner foreign trade firm, Technoimpex. His career is worth a few sentences.

As a freshly graduated engineer he came to one of the company’s founding factories. After creation of the trust he found his place, where I began to work for this employer, as sales engineer. In a few years he went over to the partner Technoimpex. His motivation was the prospect of being sent to Mexico as Hungarian director of a newly established joint venture to sell Hungarian machine tools. First selection did not bring him the job, but, as the man sent there instead of him let his Mexican co-director ruin finances of the venture, in two years he would succeed that first man. To tell the truth, his mission has been planned by his enemies within the foreign trade company to throw him into a hopeless situation.

Against all odds, he has put the venture into order, fired the thief – and survived his revenge – and became a hero. But, as his enemies became even more numerous by his success, he did not get any fix job after his return. He has become a “Jolly Joker”, but with no authority. One of his favourite sayings was, which he said to a colleague, who was trying to draw him into a misuse of travelling expenses: „I am no partner to misuse 100 German marks. It is quite the opposite with 1 million.”

The restructuring of Machine Tool Works found him in that situation, and he has got the position of sales manager, not a much better place, than years before his Mexican mission. For 10 years he would be able to stay at that post. He and the new general manager would make an alliance to sell the company in their own favour. And they would do it. In eleven years, of three factories in the capital, four in the country and a research institute near the capital there would remain only the trunk of the general management with five employees. And the bank accounts of the retired adventurers.

My place has been spared during restructuring, and with my education and experiences I could be a favourite – depending on how many sponsored favourites there would be –, if only real perspectives were to be turned into results.

When I took my job I helped first to my deputy department head to clear his overdue tasks. Our sales manager has been on a business trip and was expected in a week. Soon, when I was working on a report, I heard someone come and speak loudly to our department head: „Oh, I know him, he is not only malicious, but a fool, too.” He was speaking about an executive at the foreign trade company. It was he. I realized him at once having seen him three years before at a meeting. Then he had said about state companies in the West: „The managers there are even bigger fools than our ones, as they are there, because they would not get any job at a private firm.”

When he saw me, I introduced myself and he called me into his room. He informed me about his concept of the company. It was a nightmare for any thinking person. He wanted to create an autocratic ruling system with all decisions in his hand. A caricature of management by exceptions (MBE) structure, where the conical shape of management would be pressed down to the shape of a pancake.

I was impressed by this conversation and had great doubts about my role in this pancake. This doubt would rule my attempts in the next few months in answering ads for jobs and taking part in interviews.

One of them has been a chief designer’s job in a construction bureau. I was the favourite, but my inability to lie torpedoed my chances. On the question what I would say if TESCO offered me another mission, I answered I would take it. The examiner said, they would not risk their own business that way. Had I been an oracle I would have answered I would reject it, for more than a decade nothing has been offered me by TESCO. 

There was another ad, which has been published by a head-hunter agent. He said it was the last time for me to change jobs, as my mental capacity would only go down after 40. That year I reached this age.

Actually I did not find any job that would have looked much better than my existing one. I began to look for other chances. The Ministry of Foreign Trade has published a whole-page invitation for commercial councillors and secretaries in different foreign countries. When I tried it, I was called in and given some hope. There were such places as Tirana, Albania or Kiev and Warsaw. For Tirana I would have been selected, had I not have a 10-year-old son, as there were only possibilities either to give him into an Albanian-language school or leave him home. The latter was impossible, as my wife would have been necessary as financial executive. The other places have been given to people, who had studied there.

These fiascos did not take away all my hope, but I began to read these invitations more cautiously. At the same time I did not ceased to fulfil my tasks and unexpectedly I have got an assignment fit for me.

One of our factories that was specialized to produce cylindrical grinding machines, had had another product family for years. It was compressed-air brake-units for railway cars manufactured on licence from the West-German company Knorr-Bremse AG (KB). At the end of the ‘60s Ikarus had been allocated a large sum from the government for investments to be able to meet higher demands for buses all over the Comecon. It was the time when Comecon stepped into its integration period. Actually for two decades the output number of buses by Ikarus was to be growing and in 1987 it would reach 14 thousand buses in a year. 

For that large production of buses the government had selected our company to buy another licence from KB, that time for the manufacturing of air-brake units for road vehicles. Up to that time there was only a small factory in the country to produce such units of their own design. Till the time I returned from Africa, the number of buses reached 11 thousand in a year and production of the brake-units happened in three of our factories, not mentioned the one not belonging to us, which had been the original profile host before our licence agreement. Our licence allowed us to sign a sub-contract with them for certain units from KB’s line.

I came to the picture with the retirement of two executives. One has been my teacher at the university for lessons to design construction machines. He had left his job there and had become a department head for air-brake units with our company. When I joined the firm, he was the totum-factum of brake systems. His close colleague took over from him when, during my stay in Africa, he retired. That time this job did not involve a title of department head, only sales executive. Two months after my return he retired, too. Actually he did it on health excuses, namely, his blood pressure has been high all the time from the vicinity of our sales manager.

That was the job I have been offered and, being more an automotive engineer than an expert of machine tools, I accepted it at once.

The situation has been similar to that in the shipyard with the raft-towing-tug project. I had to be ready for talks with the German partner KB in two days. I could hardly read through all German-language documents before the event. It was to be a great fight. The old agreement was coming to the end of its validity time, and KB wanted to make us the export of our products much harder. They realized during validity time that we were competitors. 

Actually KB had been taking a risk 13 years before and lost. Similarly to MAN, a manufacturer of Diesel engines, as well as buses and commercial vehicles, they had believed we would not be able to produce their units with a quality high enough for export vehicles and had allowed to put the clause of our export rights into the agreement. Both German companies lost. RABA manufactured MAN engines in the same quality as it has been done in Germany. Our Machine Tool Works produced full OEM-quality brake-units. 

The reason of that miscalculation might have been, that Romania and Hungary had been both within Comecon. Romania had bought licences from both German firms and to the day, when I took the job, they had not been able to issue good-quality goods. Well, the history of the two countries also has been somewhat different.

My boss, the sales manager, headed our party and the general manager of KB that of the partners. He was an old man with a Bavarian German accent, a pipe in his mouth constantly. It was lucky nobody considered me a translator, I could have done it only with difficulty. He was a good-humoured person anyway and, although the meeting had a bad air throughout, the break between the partners has not happened. The sales manager of KB has also been present, he was an Englishman with an Austrian mother and he liked Germans more than the English. Only his German has not been perfect yet. The two sales managers had an everlasting hate for each other.

One of our factories, where these talks took place, was in the state of director change. Both the former one to be retired in two months and the would-be one have been present. The former director was a lawyer and spoke some German. His successor was a production engineer just in the course of correcting his mistake to have gone over to the party apparatus. He had served there three years and has just decided to come back to his trade. He did not speak any languages. I liked him all my time in the company, but only as a friend. On company matters I would never consult him.

He made a fool of himself in those talks. He was introduced to KB’s general manager and the old man asked if he spoke German. As it was evident that he did not understand a word, but everybody was only waiting for the good fun, I helped him by translating the question. He answered no, that far it had not been necessary for him. But he said he spoke Russian. As I finished translating his answer the general manager addressed him in fluent Russian. That was too much. Even to laugh, we could not. 

During these talks I got acquainted with the only KB man, I was able to like without reserve. All the others, I sensed, were patient, but they placed themselves high above us. This man I speak about was Herr Dieter Kappler. He had a similar executive job at KB as me in our company.

Some years later MAN would not extend its licence agreement with RABA, but KB has had better politicians among their managers, we have got their consent. During my six years in that job, all the KB people I got to know then would be succeeded by others, except Dieter.

Getting that job I said farewell to machine tools for a time. I had to work with another foreign trade company, the profile of which had been automotive export-import. Within that firm, depending on where I wanted to sell something or with whom to sign an agreement, I had to cooperate with many sales executives and price specialists.

In our company I inherited a colleague for this job, a girl. She had come over to our firm six months before from the automotive foreign trade company. She was a dispatcher there, and my predecessor has been a great admirer of her gender. Especially of her. She was a person of limited mental abilities, not a very attractive woman and spoke no languages. But she was always unsatisfied by both tasks given and her salary. I have suffered a lot about not being able to make her realize the true situation. She had a great envy for my participation in talks with foreign partners.

Actually she has been the secretary of our department head, but the duty to type his letters and reports she would always shift to somebody else.

In a short time she realized, that she would have to get into direct contact with a male boss to be privileged. Let alone myself, her first attempt has been the deputy department head. His marriage was on the edge of collapse, and he accepted her. But he could not fulfil her expectations, and she went further. After a number of detours, she could catch the sales manager – first it seemed impossible, he was always near firing her – and he would do.

At first she liked me, sometimes even wanted to dominate me, later we became estranged. To the time when I would leave the company, she would hate me. As I have never done anything against her, it could only have been the anger of a female not cared for in a way she expected.

Chapter 18
Moscow Seminar

Before getting my new job, I have been selected for my Russian knowledge to take part in a seminar about new NC control units with a lecture in Moscow. The event has been organized by our Soviet partner foreign trade company. I was to complete that task before going over to brakes.

The cold was severe in Moscow, when we arrived. My room-mate in the hotel opposite the foreign ministry building has been a very intelligent young man from our lathe factory. He would later become a member of the inner circle of our sales manager for his sheep-like nature to do everything told. We have gone together everywhere, as he did not speak Russian and needed me.

The exhibition and seminar was a success, only it was engagement for a bad marriage. All the customers here worked for the military complex and products to be ordered by them would go to far-away places in closed army bases. Technical products go out-of-order, they have to be maintained and repaired. Our servicemen in the Soviet Union would not be allowed to go there and repair. Service would be done through phone by local personnel trained in our factories. The enormous cost of guarantee repairs, the parts for those repairs and replacement of recalled machine tools would be deducted from the income of the company. 

This business trip made me feel something new in that city. They were past the Olympics and everything has been exhausted. It looked as if an elderly woman had been decorated for her late wedding by make-up and after that in the morning light she would be seen clearly. The reserves of the empire began to go out. This was the time of political jokes, for example: the Americans sent a message to the Soviets, if they were not to alter their policy in Afganistan, the supply of spare parts for their Party Chairman would be stopped. Well, he was to pass the next spring.

Anyway, food supply and that of expired ORWO films was ample. Drinks have been everywhere and relatively cheap. Tarifs on METRO and trams were 5 and 4 kopeks respectively. Something has changed, however. Our hotel allowance has been barely enough for the bill. And everywhere you were stopped by youths asking for chewing gum or money change. Africa came nearer.

Returning from that trip I started to assess all knowledge necessary to do my job with the brake-units perfectly. I began to renew my German first in an autodidact way, later, on the advice of my deputy department head, at a morning course in the foreign trade company for machine tool business. I would do it for half a year and in the autumn – 1982 – I would sit for a medium-degree examination successfully.

In the meantime my family tried to adapt themselves in their environments again. My wife has been long wanted, she had no problem with her job. My son did not have to sit for any examination from his 4th grade, his American – International – School certificate has been accepted after translation. But his life would not be very simple.

Our acquaintances, G., the man and old colleague of mine from the repair yard and E., the woman an elementary school teacher, were giving advice where to register him. She said the building of a new school instead of the old one has not done any good. The new director was an autocrat, she herself had to leave the school for a far-away place because of him. She advised us to take the child into a school about half a mile farther in a new living estate.

We did as we were advised. I think, he could have gone anywhere with his African past, our teachers were against children coming back from abroad. His form-master in the new school has been a neurotic woman. She called us in the first week. She said the boy was insane, too lively, he was going around during lessons. I tried to convince her it was good rather than bad. I recounted her the story of his teacher in Africa, Miss Barlaz, but she would not listen, perhaps she did not want to understand it.

We told the boy to try to behave, as she had the ability to ruin him. Partly because of these problems, partly, because we wanted to secure a continuation for his English knowledge, we tried to find a school, where it would have been possible. Alas, in the capital there was only one such school. Either he would have been living in college – we would not be able to pay for the expenses – or he would have gone daily to the other side of the city. At last we gave up.

There was another line for our actions. We were constantly looking for a suitable house to buy. For a whole year our attempts have been futile. Either houses were far from our familiar places or they were unsuitable in quality or too expensive. That was the time I tried to align my ideas with possibilities about my inherited site. Actually I accepted the improved offer of my co-owner only then, when we found a house fit for us and we needed the money.

With the sale of my car I had not too much luck. As soon as I got a plate number at the beginning of September, the husband of my sister-in-law, Leslie, advised us to take it to the second-hand car-market. I would not, but he argued so fiercely that at last I agreed. He wanted to drive. He has not been a cautious driver, even in his manner there was some aggression. On the market-place we soon found a potential customer, and to show them what the car was able he drove as a fool. He was lucky not to cause accident, but in the moment, we wanted to get out of the car to give hand on the bargain, there was a bump at the rear, and our heads wanted to fly off. Another driver with a Trabant crashed into my car from behind. He has got out and said:
„Sorry, I was looking sideways to find a parking place.”
The son of our (never) would-be customer, a young man of 19, answered him:
„You had better drive oxen.”

Anyway, that business has been postponed. The insurance company made a survey, and I got money for repair and depreciation. The broken backlight I changed at once from spare parts I bought with the car. But an order for repair has been very hard to place. Our body repair shops that time knew only Skodas, Ladas, Wartburgs. A Honda was a magic to them.

At last, when I ordered the paint by mail, a small shop did it. To sell it, we placed ads twice in vain, until Leslie’s colleague took it. Of course, Leslie disclosed my minimum price, and I had to sell it on that level. For L. his colleague was more important than me.

We could use this money for first payment for our house later, when we found it. Further funds we paid from money that we have got for our apartment. To sell it was not very hard. We placed an ad in a newspaper also on the flat, and for two days nobody phoned. We have lost our hope, but on my complaints my colleague said: „You need not many callers who find the price high. You need one who will buy it.” It was true. A young couple before their marriage who inquired about it, soon came back with the parents of the young man, who paid the money. We still had a little mortgage on the flat, we paid it to the bank and handed over all the documents to the buyers.

In some years I would pass near the old apartment  and would see that those vertical iron bars I had mounted in place of the central glass square of the balcony railing, to enable my son to sit there and look out to the street while licking his ice-cream made in our small ice machine from Leningrad, would still be on place.

News have come about the death of Brezhnev. I guessed that something had happened when both our TV programs were altered. There was music of mourning and documentary films. In the evening news it has been broadcast that he had passed.

I remembered that moment on the low-draught tug in 1964, when our radio operator had got news about his coup against Khroushchev. Well, it was long before.

Chapter 19
Adriatic Sea

The community of employees under our sales manager had been organizing tourist trips abroad every second year. The company bus had been given to the group free with driver, only fuel was to be paid for. It had been easy as the chief trade union activist of our general management was one of us, a woman with high ambitions and double-faced behaviour of a black panther.

That year a trip has been organized to the Dalmatian seashore. Per-head fee has been really low, even, when you counted that the whole family of that trade-union lady has been taking part free. Although we have found our house, and our financial situation has not been cloudless, I wanted to see places we had to avoid because of our short time and excess baggage on our route home the previous year.

The trip has been arranged to travel by bus to the town of Opatija in Croatia, a little to the west from Rijeka, a deep-sea harbour and former commercial port of the Austrio-Hungarian monarchy. Opatija, under name of Abbazia, had been the most frequented seaside resort place of those early years.

Final leg of the route to the sea has been beautiful through mountains. Great names of history – Croats have been in one country with us for about 800 years, as they had accepted the Hungarian king as their own monarch – as Zerin for our 16th-century hero of Szigetvar and his grandson the poet-commander from the 17th century. Or the castle of Frangepan – it means French ruler in the local Slavic language – overlooking the Fiume (Rijeka) port.

The sea was wonderful and we enjoyed ourselves. Of course, vendors offered us ivory bracelets made of plastic actually. They did not like my scraping goods and throwing the chips into flame. Real treasures of the sea were worth buying, as shells of sea urchins and Nautiluses.

People did not like us actually. They wanted our money, but not us. I have never sensed this negative hospitality anywhere else.

During autumn we organized our moving over to the house. We found the house by the help of one of my colleagues, Susan, a woman famous for solving her private troubles in official time by phone. She was alienated from everybody, but she liked me somehow. She found an ad in a daily and gave it to me. We found its text familiar with my wife, but anyway, we went to see the house. That far we had lost all our hopes to find something suitable.

That house was a flat-roofed one, new, but not very attractive. We rang, and a short man only in trousers – it was very hot in July – came out. He said:
„If you came to see the house, I can tell you the minimum price. I would not bargain. It costs so-and-so much .” He told the price.
It was half that we expected. Something had to be out-of-order.
„We should like to see it, if you are not against”, I said.

He led us into the house and later showed us the garden. The house has been new, not a luxury finish, but habitable. Almost a square, on the street side it had two windows, each of one room. On the right side from the street only three small illuminating windows could be seen. Entrance has been situated on the left. As the house has been built on an elevated level of three feet, this entrance could be reached by stairs to a small covered terrace. For this reason free space between the left side of the house and fence was reduced by this terrace, by about four feet. 

Through entrance at the middle of the side-wall you stepped into a small room about 5 by 5 feet. It functioned as a sluice in cold weather. Over a second door of that room you arrived in the sitting room occupying the garden side. On the street side – right – a door led to another room symmetric with the sitting room. It had two windows, one to the street and one to the entrance-side neighbour. 

The sitting room had only one window and a door on the garden side to the terrace. The kitchen on the right back corner from street had its access from the sitting room. The third room has been reached from the sitting room through a door opposite the entrance, and a corridor perpendicular to the street. The corridor connected the toilet, a small wardrobe closet, the bathroom and the mentioned third room to other places in the house. A door in the innermost corner of the kitchen led to the store.

Behind the house from the street the level of the house-floor continued in a terrace stretching along the back wall. Its width was eleven feet. Below the terrace space has been utilized for a two-room basement. The outer room housed the boiler for heating, the inner room contained a washing basin, a toilet and shelves for garden produce. The boiler could not make me calm. It was a home-made equipment similar to an oil-stove.

The garden behind house looked like a sandy desert. Some tomato plants, full of tomatoes, were resting on the ground. A castor-bean plant kept ripe seeds and enjoyed the dry environment. There was a shed on the rearmost part of the garden and a very old pear tree beside it. Only two pieces of fruits could be seen on the branches, eaten by worms. There were very young cherry and plum trees in two rows. 

We agreed that we would come back and tell them our decision. Both my wife and me were keen to buy the house. It has only been two miles from our flat, a tram line connected our present and would-be house. We hoped that our phone line would be transferred there. It would not. Only 11 years after our moving would we get our new line. There was a good argument for buying it: if we did not, our money would loose its value or we would have to buy a week-end site and build a house there. Then our life would become a shuttling to and from.

The next day we went there again and agreed with the owners in everything. We did not have all the money and we would not, even, when our apartment would be sold. We agreed in a down-payment and a monthly payment for 20 percent of the price.

We agreed in a date, when they would make it available. It suited us because of our trip to Yugoslavia in the near future. After return we would move in.

We have organized whitewash and painting of the house after return, a young man from our housing estate has done it. Then every day with two big bags we rode the tram and prepared it for our moving.

Chapter 20
A Final Nest

At the beginning of October, roughly 12 years after my wife and me have moved into our first separate apartment, all the three of us moved out of it and took our new home. In a few days we became accustomed to it and it is a paradox, but true, although it was farther out of town than the apartment, both of us could reach our working place in a shorter time for a better communication.

The boy has been taken out of his school and registered in another not far from the house. After a neurotic form-master he has got a new one, also a woman, but a pragmatic type and he would never have problems stemming from human factors.

We have bought our house with a side-thought to make it possible to the parents of my wife to leave their partly sub-terrain home and live together with their daughter. Of course, for a long time it had been a topic of their family meetings, especially after his stroke for the water installation, but neither of their children would live together with them, only my wife forced it. May be, among all of them, only she had such a thing as empathy.

Our relatively late autumn moving postponed their coming to the next year. When we were settled in the house, their room emptied, even a big wardrobe we took together with the house, disassembled and stored in the shed, we called the former owner, a mason, and had him make an L-shaped wall, so as they do not have to have five doors on their room, only one – and the terrace door. It took about two weeks for the wall to dry out and I could paint it with whitewash from the side of the newly created corridor.

That day has also been one of the black ones in our life. It was a typical end-of-October Indian-summer day, about 80 degrees F. While I was preparing stuff for the mason – my working-holiday summers have been good trainings –, and he was laying the wall, my son went out with children from other houses of the street and rode his bicycle. Suddenly the daughter of our left-side rear neighbour ran to us and said:
„Uncle Joe, please, come. I think, Joe has broken his arm.”

She was right. He put up his feet on the hand-bar and crashed into a tree trunk. His fall was unlucky and his left lower arm became broken. He was not weeping – a brave 11-year-old –, but he was snow-white. I caught his arm cautiously and, pulling apart gently to prevent its shortening by instinctive pulling force of muscles, placed it Bonaparte-like into his shirt. I helped him to walk home, somebody from the right-side neighbour phoned for an ambulance. My wife took him to hospital, I had to stay home to finish work with the mason.

Late evening they came home, his arm in plaster-cast. The doctor asked them, who cared for his arm, they said, his father. He told them, it was the only clever thing, it prevented nerves to be damaged by the broken bone ends. For a short time my wife managed to look at me with respect – she has always been working in health service and the praise of a doctor is a great deed for her –, but, of course, she managed even quicker to forget it.

A relatively hard period followed, my first months in the new job on my working place and eliminating numerous small troubles with our new home.

Funniest of these malfunctions have been stairs to the basement. There was a makeshift roof above them designed for the height of the builder, i.e. five feet four inches. Every time I went down I hit my head. And the roof could save you from rain only, but rainwater from other places found its way all right to the stairs and step by step to basement. He forgot to make a draining well. I would eliminate this mistake the next spring by throwing its roof off, chiselling one more step out of the concrete base and pouring a concrete draining well with sandy bottom in front of the door.

There was also a weakness of the electrical system. Wiring was not symmetric, one of the lines sometimes overloaded. You had to learn how to use it without black-outs.

But my biggest concern has been the heating system. How to handle the boiler, the man taught me the day he built the additional wall in the house. Soon the ambient temperature made it necessary to kindle a fire. It was a Saturday. As I did it, my wife was washing. As she began to hang out sheets she said something like black snow was falling. As it came from the chimney I decided to take out soot, but could not find any hole at chimney base. Instead I found a small instrument, sophisticated, but obscure. Two wires twisted DNA-like, and a two-by-three-inch little shovel at the end, fixed perpendicularly to the stem. I guessed, he had used it to ladle out soot through the in-going smoke hole.

I went to a dealer of construction materials and bought a soot-hole cover. When I chiselled out the chimney base to build it in, two buckets of soot came out at once. Well, with soot we would not have problem any more.

Greatest faults in the heating have been an insufficient boiler and wrong radiator distribution. When I first went to our local fuel dealer to order heating oil, he said he had seen the former owners sit in the house in coats because of weak heating system. As the weather turned cooler and our makeshift boiler went out-of-order more than once, we decided with my wife to look for a plumber to put in a new boiler and an additional radiator in our room. Reconstruction has been done in the first cold days in December, but after that both our new boiler and our room became fine.

Some months have passed before I could find the proper kind of coal for our boiler, both economical and making continuous burn possible.

The arm of our son has healed and both nails have been taken out. He has retained them as a souvenir. We began to live a normal life after our first months of emergency.

For some years my capacity during leisure time has been well utilized. I had to make a good bench in the basement with a tool chest, to be able to do good work. The garden had to be put into order. At first, trees properly cut and sprayed by insecticides. Then digging it up and plant it with vegetables. To ensure access from gate to the shed, along the side of the property a concrete drive of two tracks had to be built. I did this work in the first summer after the basement correction and a new back fence.

That old back fence has been a shame. It was made of boards, but, as its poles had rotten long away, it has been an open surface for our soil to sip through to the neighbour’s, being two feet lower than our site. The new fence has a concrete base and steel pipe poles for wire-mesh. It will still be O.K. for a century.

The terrace has also been unfinished. Only holes for the railing has been left in its floor, I had to buy the steel profiles, cut them to size, drill, screw, assemble and put it up into the holes. At last I poured concrete to fix its legs in the holes.

All these works have been finished in two years.

Chapter 21
The German Connection

In the first month of our life in the new home I started a new study again. After my 10-month morning German course at the foreign trade company and the successful medium-degree examination, I applied for the last year in a similar course at the same institute, where I had completed my English study. I have been accepted and from September 1982 my course for the high degree began. My knowledge has been proper and thus, I was accepted an eminent in the group.

Also, another girl of great assertiveness I met in that group. Bigger half of the team consisted of women, mainly young girls. They have been from foreign trade companies newly discovering the German language as an important factor in Europe. Most of these were fascinating girls with good manners, but the one I am speaking about has been the opposite. A real go-getter, as ugly, as possible, she had the idea of taking me her consort. She sat beside me in the first lesson and I could not remove her from my vicinity. Till the examination came, I could not avoid her.

Our course has done me a lot of good even during its time, of course, later, too. During that course I had two business trips to German-speaking partners.

Start of the course made my life harder. Three times a week I had lessons until half past eight, I reached home past nine o’clock. Days between, I had a lot of home-work, preparing vocabulary and memorizing words and expressions. I have again made a vocabulary of the double-sided alphabetical type.

One evening at the beginning of December coming home I found a label on the toilet door: „Caution, angry dog!” I opened the door and a yellow puppy greeted me inside. My first reaction has been double: place of the dog was outside, and it was inhuman – even if it was an animal – to place her into a tiny dark room. I took her to the basement. At that time our old boiler still worked satisfactorily.

Some days before, my wife got an address three bus-stops away, where a small kitten had expected to be taken. We went there, and I put him into my coat, holding him all the time, as we walked home with him. We could not risk to get on a bus. Traffic was enormous, and he tried his claws on my flesh every time a bus or a truck passed us with great noise. At home we placed him into the basement, put in a sand-box and in another corner a plate with milk. He could go out any time, as the builder of the house had made a hole beside the door for his own cat.

When the dog became his companion some days later, she wanted to dominate the place at once, but she would be fastened to the bench to prevent her bothering constantly the cat. She had not been there long. The next evening I cleaned the old dog-house left by the former owners and put it into order with a new bottom. She liked it very much and she would have it until her death eight years later.

Although our dog liked her house, it did not prevent her from going through the right-side bar fence and from the neighbour out to the street. Her straight way led then to her mother three houses down the street. With sufferance I had to chain her for a few days. Later she would never go away. She has been a very good-natured dog. We named her Shayyow as my childhood dog had been called, but soon I gave him the same nickname as to our dog in Africa: Shomphordah – it means in Hungarian something like slinky – for her manner. I called her generally Shomphy. 

She had a longing for digging. Her place has always been a true hillside country. Once she dug under her house and at last it went into the hole. The inclination of her home did not cause her any serious problem. From time to time I put her quarter into order – in my sense that was completely different from hers –, but she has not been content, until she restored the original state.

Our street was in development. Across the road on two neighbouring sites two enormous houses have been built. The men had been in a good relationship before, even the design of their houses have been identical. As construction went on, differences between the two houses became numerous and by their finish the two owners reached a state of enemies. It has not changed so far.

Our left-side neighbours have had a split property, the owner on the street end was an old lady not completely responsible because of her sclerosis multiplex. She was a friendly person, she hated only her rear neighbours. This feeling has been mutual. They owned the rear end of the site with their own house.

On our right side an old couple had been living. Our site, even the site of our left-side neighbours had been in the ownership of the woman’s parents at the beginning of the century. To earn a living they had their big site split and sold parts of it. I learned from them, our old pear tree has been planted in the first year of the 20th century. Their daughter with her husband and their daughter has been living on the same living estate, from where we moved here. The old man would pass in two years and the lady would follow him in another two years. Their house would stay empty until the heirs would move here.

Our left-side front neighbour would change three times. After the old lady’s death her grandson, a ballet dancer, would move in, but he would soon sell it to a young transport entrepreneur. His legacy would be guarded by the felled apricot tree at the fence. His chief occupation was to disturb our TV programs by his black-market CB radio. After some years he would sell the estate further to a young divorced woman with a daughter. She would fell another tree, a walnut tree, but she would turn her garden a pretty one with her constant work. Her former husband would appear from time to time on place.

On my working place I could be acquainted with everything about brake business in two months. There were great plans of taking into production certain brake units designed by KB in place of obsolete ones. KB included them in our production lists at our latest talks. I had to make trips to our three factories in the country, and sometimes I went there with executives from other divisions to make different ideas meet. My constant companions have been for years Julius B. of the research institute – sometimes his director, at the same time technical deputy general manager of the company – and a man of my age of the production division. Sometimes my colleague, the secretary of our department head, also came with us.

Beside brakes I retained two fields for machine tools: the Meehanite licence for good-quality cast iron machine tool beds and the ball-screw workshop. The cast-iron licence involved our foundry in Esztergom – actually the foundry of our factory for milling machines there –, the ball-screw workshop had been built before my mission in Africa in our Kecskemet brake-unit factory on a separate place.

Thus the most frequented place for me has been Kecskemet in the middle of our country. Another place of brakes for both railway and road vehicles was our factory for cylindrical grinding machines. It has been in Szekesfehervar, halfway between the capital and the lake Balaton. The third one has been developed in Karcag, a town 100 miles from the capital to the east.

In the first year after taking my job for brakes I could not convince our sales manager to allow our participation with brake units on the spring industrial fair held in May every year. But from the next year, among the automotive exhibitors we could be found with our units and, having a good cooperation with Margaret, our protocol executive, our prospectuses have always been attractive.

In the first year I have not been selected for duty at the exhibition – our machine tool products have always been exhibited, and there was a good pavilion for reception of our customers –, the sales manager wanted me to deal with topics inside the company.

Shortly after the exhibition I have been sent to a business trip to Bulgaria with a sales executive from the foreign trade company for export of railway brake units. She has been a woman of 40 with an ordinary appearance, but she has been a very precise person. Our trip has involved the company’s export of spare units that year for the Bulgarian state railways.

It has been a very useful trip to me. I have been in Bulgaria only in Rousse 20 years before, going ashore from a tug. Now I could see the vast difference between their negotiation style and that of ours.

In the coming years I would visit that country repeatedly, but completely I would never be accustomed to their ways. During that trip I have had an experience that made me think of Addis Ababa, our first year in a high-rise apartment. In our hotel, sitting in my room, I let my thoughts wander and suddenly I felt myself sitting in my Addis Ababa room. When this sense left me, I realized I was in Sofia. Then I guessed the reason: the hotel has been built in the same style, equipped with the same windows and handles as our apartment in Africa. Besides, the end-of-May weather with gathering rain clouds, may be, even an air moisture aroused in me a feeling of the coming monsoon. And the Vitosha mountain outside impressed me as the Entoto next to Addis. It was amazing, how this environment reminded me of Addis Ababa.

This trip has established good connections between the girl and me. We trusted each other and we could work well together for some years.

In two months there came another business trip, that time to the KB. It was my first one in Munich. Another specialist from our factory for railway brakes has been selected and the sales executive was the same girl I have been in Sofia with. This time our trip has only been a regular annual event, there was no responsibility to take. 

I tried to compare the West-Germany I saw to that seen almost 20 years before. I would not think it was the same country. It resembled more America 20 years back. Actually our allowence has been little, and we could only buy some souvenirs. Or rather I would, had I not taken some extra money with me from my account. Thus I could buy a good watch for my wife and a model car with radio remote control for my son.

My next trip to KB followed in February 1983. It was about a new cooperation agreement – our export of brake units to KB – and about opening of a consignment store for these units. That time the responsible foreign trade firm was that of the automotive industry. Sales executive was a woman, whose husband has been a Turk living in Hungary. She was not inducing any illusions about being a female person, but her precise work-style I liked very much. She would rely on me and never take any risks. I could also rely on her for taking me with herself. 

It was a pleasant, but hard program with very little time to walk and shop. The weather has also been very cold and those three days few. We have returned content with the results. Any time, also later, KB has been a very honest partner.

That year in the spring news came about weak health of Andropov. When he appeared on TV, he has always been supported from both sides. But the world would wait another year till his death. 

In May I finished whitewash of the room we prepared for the parents of my wife. Soon their moving to us has been done. It was a complicated matter for octogenarians to pack up their things for a moving. My father-in-law has been unable to do that with his shed built after his retirement 20 years before. When the truck arrived, we loaded packages and furniture on it, but his shed and its surrounding wire-mesh fence was still intact. When we took apart the shed, his instruments, gauges, etc. remained there in fine order where he packed them. We had to pack it up with my brother-in-law and we could leave their place only after that. His things have been packed again in order to our basement and would stay there until his death 13 years later.

Society in our country began to polarize. From the beginning the Kadar system had had to follow the „big brother”, but it could be always organized that this following had some delay. The ruling party had a core of a few communists – not always at helm –, but the majority of its members were critical to Leninist ideas – to Marx not always as he had been right in a number of his statements – and backed reformist ideas. After Afghanistan many viewed things through different eyes. There were attempts to make clear what happened in the period after the war, especially after 1956.

In one of the films made that time there was a joke. 
The eagle is flying by slow, big wing-strokes. The sparrow is following him and asking: „Where are we flying?” The eagle flies on. The sparrow asks him again and again. At last he answers: „Who knows?”

Our stand at the exhibition, allowed by our sales manager at last, was successful. There were a lot of customers from different countries and I have met people not seen since my years at the university.

In June I received my high-degree certificate of German language after the exam. I thought I studied enough to stop. But time would show that it would never be enough.

From the foreign trade company for automotive industry an inquiry has been sent to me for export to Bulgaria. This sales executive I did not know, but we soon became good friends with that young man. He suggested to meet our customers at the Plovdiv industrial exhibition. Our sales manager agreed, he even sent the director of our railway brake factory with us. It was a relatively easy task and we had time to see the town itself.

There are historic ruins including a great amphitheatre. The place had been the seat of Philip II, father of Alexander the Great. There are younger monuments, too, as the statue of a Russian soldier. People erected it for the liberator of World War II. It is called Alyosha.

My second visit to that town would not be so easy with an almost hopeless task and a passive company representative.

The same executive has been responsible for Poland, too. One of the visitors at our exhibition has been a Pole and he addressed us for a technical cooperation. Our trip has come to reality in October. A technical man from our Kecskemet factory accompanied us. The seat of our cooperation partner has been far from the capital, the representative of the foreign trade company transported us there in his car. 

It was a terrible period for Poland. There were no goods in the shops, all have been taken by people abroad. It was the only country, from where travel allowance was permitted to take home, as it was impossible to spend. People were so distressed that a girl would come to a foreigner’s room for a dinner. It was a pain to see such a poverty with my deep respect for the Polish people. When we went into the largest department store of the capital, its big halls have been empty. Even shelves have been removed. In one corner there was a counter and stainless steel utensils have been sold, without handles.

Our partners have been true gentlemen. All day we were kept busy with cooperation topics and in a special room -- hidden from the eyes of workers -- we have been served a good lunch. When we mentioned the antagonism, they told us, the company was keeping pigs in the factory and the management provided food for their workers on a minimum level.

Even in the evening there was enough food and vodka. I cannot drink without having nausea, all night then I turned from one side to the other to prevent illness.

Sorry to say, in spite of all our goodwill and that of our partners, this technical cooperation would never realize. It was one of the most unstable times in policy. Almost anything might have happened, it is not only by chance that such films as „The Day After” have been produced.

Shortly before our trip in a September morning I have heard about the Korean 747 being shot down. That event made most of us feel unsafe. After a long period of war by lip service, real war has been sensed not impossible.

That November my family joined to an excursion, organized again by the trade union of our directorate, to the northern Carpathian mountains. That part of the mountain is called Tatra. That excursion was well arranged, weather was beautiful, last days of the Indian summer, but one of our experiences made us, my wife and me, wish to forget it as soon as possible.

Around evening one day we stopped and the group went to see a kind of attraction. This involved a long descent to the site and ascent on the return walk. My son was with us downwards, but, as we came up slower, he would go to the front and back again. I told him not to make detours as dusk was on us.

Arriving to the bus we could not find him. Darkness fell already and I began to run down and up, my heart near to an attack, but he was nowhere. It is impossible to describe my despair. I could not help imagining him dead. Our group slowly learned about the situation and some of them helped me search for him, others were very sympathetic. 

Suddenly another child came to us and said: 
„Joe has been sitting on the other side of the road for half an hour.”
Well, he became tired and sat down unaware of the fuss about him.
I remembered the despair of my parents when my brother died. I could feel now something similar they felt. This was the last trip I joined my colleagues. Neither my wife, nor me could bear the manner of that trade-union woman.

Chapter 22
Upwards

My work has multiplied as our sales manager considered my capacity not fully utilized. Actually my style is misleading for bosses who do not know me. I agree with Andrew Grove: „Clean desk, clear mind.” I organize my work always at start and, except in extremely hard cases, I do it in the time interval available. I am not for extensive overtime work, when I consider my time too short, I work more intensively, mainly reorganizing my agenda.

Well, he gave me another field to deal with, it was Comecon for both machine tools and automotive topics. It took a lot of time to read through multilateral protocols and prepare our suggestions for future ones. I also took part in meetings both home and abroad.

It was the year, when in the spring Andropov died. The name of Chernenko has been unfamiliar to us. Later jokes came again. One of them was the following.
Q.: Why did the Central Committee elect Mr Chernenko as Chairman?
A1: Because his son would not accept the post.
A2: Because of all the members of CC his EKG diagnosis has been the worst.

There was another one.
Q1: What is it: 24 teeth, 4 feet?
A1: A crocodile.
Q2: And this: 24 feet, 4 teeth?
A2: The Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

A business trip to the GDR occurred in May 1984. It had the venue I knew well, Magdeburg. I earned some respect with my experience and at the same time I managed to avoid attempts of a pretty young German girl. Fortunately, she quickly recognized her situation and joined another man.

That time I could not find my divorced friends. By the way, their elder daughter was finishing studies that year. They have been divorced, we had got a letter from them in the final months of our African stay informing us about it. Their daughter, Sabine, had begun her study in Szeged in 1979, the year we moved to Ethiopia and she was in her finish that year. She has been frequently with us before our move to the new home and once or twice she visited us also here. Her younger sister became a nurse after she finished school.

I have mentioned the English licence contract for cast iron beds. Quarterly a very intelligent service engineer, about 60, actually chief of their service engineers, visited our foundry. We then spent a day together agreeing in topics of the next 3 months. In the spring of that year he came fore with a proposal for the extension of our licence agreement. He suggested a minor change in calculation of royalty fees and also to insert a clause about participation fees of our representatives covered by them at the annual conferences generally in England. My boss agreed to send the foundry manager and me to a conference that year in Cologne, Germany.

I took arrangement for our trip in my own hands, only the allowance and air tickets has been given by the foreign trade company. I reserved a room in a small hotel through the German tourist board’s office in Cologne. This was the first such event with Meehanite I took part in. It impressed me greatly, how excellent all the arrangements have been – compared to conferences organized by our Scientific Society for Mechanical Engineers – and my respect grew further for everything that was English. In the coming years I would not have to be disappointed.

Shortly before that trip I had to make another one, again to KB in Munich. My trip-mate has been a sales executive, the lady with Turkish-born husband. We went to sign the agreement for consignment store. Our time was short, but we managed to fulfil our task. Also we began talks with technical people about some new developments. These would take me to Moscow the next January.

The only case, when I have been considered a smuggler, occurred at the end of that trip. I have chosen the green corridor to leave the airport arrival hall and I was stopped by a customs officer, a girl of about 25. She asked me if I had something to declare. I answered I did not, and then she made me open my bag. There she found a portable radio cassette recorder I bought in Munich. She considered it above limit in spite of my bill I provided at once. She said it was her authority to supervise values of items imported. It could have been worse, but fortunately she was called to phone. I quickly packed up and slipped out.

My trip in Cologne has been both useful and pleasant. The city’s centre is a beauty, especially the Dom and its surroundings. My companion, our foundry manager, has been a well educated person with a high interest in all technical things. He had also a good eye to recognize the static wonder of this piece of architecture. It is no wonder it remained unhurt even during bombings in World War II. I would feel such an aw only years later in Russian churches and Cathedrals.

My mate also appreciated my success in convincing our boss to agree with our participation in this conference. Well, I think, there is no place for any false modesty when chances of specialists are at stake. One unit of currency is worth many times itself, when it is spent for training of people. This time our foundry manager did not make any mistakes. On our later trips together there would be some funny little faults in his preparations.

My care of our garden has brought results. In the first spring one of the small trees has blossomed, but did not bear any fruit. This made me aware that another plum tree would be needed to help it to bear fruit. I planted one and from the next year progress had been seen. I have never tasted a better flavoured plum, at least for eating raw, but also for canned fruit. 

The old pear tree bore some fruits the first summer, but my profound cut-back brought its results from the second year. That is a unique species called Vilmos (Willam) and, as it goes quickly to the ripe stage, it is used also to distil brandy. 

Our small cherry trees bore some fruit, but they would never be a hit. My new currant trees fared much better. They had a stem of 3 feet and about a cubic yard of crown. They had even not needed cutting back, their produce was rich every year. 

I did a lot of work in gardening. Beside spraying of the trees several times, I grew vegetables and my garden has always been clean of weeds.

Most care was needed by the grapes. When we moved in, there were some stocks along the right-side fence, but nobody cared for them, and they were creeping on the ground. I cut them back completely, and in the second year, i.e. 1984, the first bunches we would taste. They were ordinary wine-grapes, mainly for port-wine. A year before, my first spring in the garden, I bought some good-quality vines at a dealer and almost all of them remained alive.

I have got some ordinary vines and planted them. Most of them developed into stocks. My favourite stock is a species of black wine-grapes, very fine in taste as a fruit and its juice is delicious. Originally I have been sent three vines in the spring of 1984 by our Szekesfehervar factory’s trade union activist. Two of them has been taken by our trade union secretary, only one furthered to me. In two years, when it bore its first fruit, the woman complained me it was worth nothing as it was wine-grapes. I asked her when I „gave it” to her.

As my stocks became older, I had to pour concrete poles and put up an arbour. I placed it along my stocks planted in four feet from the fence. The 80 feet of the arbour has three sections. At the ends there are two 20-foot sections, the middle one is 40 feet. There are passes between them. The height of the highest wire is 6 feet and the lowest is placed at two. Distance between wires is one foot.

In that year I have made some wine in the ordinary way my relatives had done it in the village during my childhood. I had been interested in vintages and tried to observe as much as possible. To be present at pig-kills I had hated, but vintages I liked. My first wines have been simple ones and we used them for dishes cooked with wine. Later I would pay a greater attention to that topic, but my basement is not a proper one for a winery. In the summer it is too hot and wines are not surviving the first year, they go sour. As I drink very little, I have never forced wine-making too much.

That year was the last, when we took active part in the school life of our son. It was his last-but-one grade in the elementary school and we went with him on a class excursion. He did not like it very much, but my wife was impossible to convince of the opposite.

It was not the only case that we went on trip with him, we also visited our national park on the great plains, the Hortobagy. We took a train in the morning and changed at a small town to another line. We lunched in the restaurant and went along exhibitions in the museums. After surveying the grey herd – a special domestic kind of cattle with high horns and fine lean beef – and the famous 9-gap bridge we came home. 

We made another trip to the north-eastern tip of our country to the stalactite cave in Aggtelek. We spent the night in a nearby hostel. For the child, as well as for us, it has not only been a recreation, but we got acquainted with places known by us that far only from books and TV documentaries.

Soon the boy would avoid our escort. He would find friends not properly suitable for him, but I can speak about it later.

In my work I have drained my energy almost completely and, at the same time, more and more tasks have been given me by my boss. He was a man of almost limitless capacity and it was frustrating for him to see someone with similar properties. Slowly I began to earn his disgust and hatred. I see it now clearly, but, even if I could begin afresh, I could not be behaving otherwise. It is my weakness, to be strong.

My next task was to prepare an application for the Hungarian Automotive Society – a society of big automotive companies in the country – to accept us as a member. It has been done and at the next board meeting we have been accepted, and our financial obligation decided (5 percent of total costs).

Our brake business branch represented 30 percent in the income of the company, rate within profit has been even higher. But our general manager would not think too much of brakes, and he would not go in person to board meetings of the society. For his deputy he delegated the director of our Kecskemet factory.

On board meetings – an event twice a year – also the representatives of the secretariat have always been present. From our company it was me. That way twice a year I had the possibility to sit together with leading personages of our automotive industry – except RABA, whose management considered the society a „putty chewing club” –, and it has not only been pleasant, but very useful, too. Official lunches were also very interesting and pleasing.

One of the main figures, general manager of the foreign trade company for the automotive industry, has been the brother of the ambassador in Addis Ababa re-called for his life-style. We have had long conversations about him and generally about topics I knew well. He spoke with disgust of the mission given to Thomas to save his stay for another two years.

Only once would the board keep its meeting in our premises. It would be our Kecskemet factory and the only event our general manager would preside personally.

All this resulted in my being drawn into the inner circles of our company life – and in a campaign of intrigues launched by those who did not like me. It has earned me friends and enemies at the same time. 

It was also a period, when the management, after restructuring almost four years before, felt themselves strong enough to make a further shift of power. My first boss, dr. K., who has been pushed aside, after the new general manager took his place, was sent to retirement that year. Our commercial department head has been left on his place, but his secretary was promoted to sales executive for traditional machine tools beside her job with me for brakes. One of the sales executives, the son of the former sales director, became sales manager, while our boss became deputy general manager for sales. My status has not been altered in spite of many new tasks assigned.

As I have recounted, for a time we could cooperate well with the girl, my colleague, we did our work at exhibitions every May and, similarly to the company’s annual autumn in-house exhibition and sales promotion called „The Open House”, we organized an in-house event in Kecskemet. It became a success and we have been praised by our boss. Alas, later, when in the Yugoslav cooperation business about traditional lathes she and the boss found each other, my position got worse step by step.

The year 1985 started for me with a Moscow trip about the use of rear brake cylinders of our make on KB licence within a cooperation agreement between the Ikarus company and a Russian factory in Likino near to Moscow.

My technical helper was an engineer from the construction bureau of our Szekesfehervar factory. We had a KB technical expert on our side. 

We spent the last evening in our hotel and the next morning, being free till the afternoon flight, went to shop and to see the Tretyakoff gallery. There he played his role as my guide and I have learned much more about art in those two hours, than in all my life before. He even opened my eyes for such techniques as back-ground painting. It was good that we rushed there to see the gallery. In a month it would be closed and for more than 10 years it would remain so.

The foreign trade company for railway brake units selected our products to be exhibited in Moscow at a special exhibition named „40th Anniversary of Hungary’s Liberation.” It has been the last time that event has been named liberation. Even Russians considered it conquering. 

Well, the place has been the VDNH exhibition centre in Moscow, the Exhibition of the Achievements in the National Economy, one of its greatest pavilions. As the date to be celebrated would be April 4, the exhibition opened one week before and has been open for two weeks. Our Easter has cut the period in two.

Shortly before this time Mr Chernenko was succeeded by Mr Gorbachev. 

At the exhibition there were constant events, seminars, film shows, visits of Russian celebrities and their Hungarian counterparts. There was rumour that during the second week my former boss in the shipyard, who went back to the shipping company, would be present.

At the first day before I bought a bottle of vodka for my colleagues at home. With a guest we drank the spirit. The next day I wanted to buy another bottle, but there were none in the shops. The Gorbachev prohibition has started. 

On my working place I have had an old colleague. His job has been to care for transport facilities for our export goods. Also it was his task to keep contact with the exhibition company for our annual show at the industrial fair. He had been an old employee of our company.

One day in the spring of 1985 he brought me a small walnut tree. He knew about my attempts to buy one, but I could get only extremely big ones at the dealer. He cut it out in his garden, where it has grown by chance, as it has been on a path. I did not have much hope, as he had cut its main root. Anyway, I took it home and did all what was needed for a good planting. It has survived, even began to bear fruit in five years and it is the finest tree in my garden.

My son has finished his elementary school and let him convince about registering in a technical secondary school. Three years in it would give him a trade in manual work, one more year and he would sit for final examination for maturity. Another year, and he would become a technician with diploma of the same trade. Trade in talk has been that of a plumber.

During summer my niece, Maria, and her husband, with their two children, Maria jr. and George jr., visited us. It was a hot day and on our lawn under the shade of the house we were talking about their future mission to Moscow. Soon they were to go there, George would be a foreign trade company representative. Their original term has been 5 years, but it would become 7 altogether. 

We have been caressing our kittens, they were the offspring of our second cat – our first one, the „intelligent” cat, as our right-hand neighbour said, had disappeared –, given us by the mother of my son’s friend, Leslie, and a female, also ours adapted by our dog. They were about two months old. Their parents would both be lost soon. They would be one pair with a black and a stained offspring, both males. When their mother would disappear, the male would nurse them as if he had been a female.

Chapter 23
About All

My son began his secondary studies in September. Alas, troubles came quickly. In the class there were some rotten boys, who did not bear anyone with a talent. My son soon realized that if he wanted to stay there, he had to perform less excellently.

On his narratives I went to his form-master and asked him to stop them. I sensed something like intimidation. That time it had not been such an accepted custom, as it is today. When nothing has changed, I called him by phone. He said he would come to us that evening. He tried to convince us that our son was faulty for that constant annoyance. When he finished, I informed him about the true nature of the case. He was on the bottom, but I think he could not confess his defeat. He began to doubt the truth in my son’s word. Then I said to him:
”I am very sorry to say, but I think the boy would gain by leaving a school where moral level is much lower than his own.”
The teacher became red and would not say a word. He took his coat and went without saying good-bye. 

Problems of that kind stopped. May be, my son spoke to his classmates about our conversation. But the anger of the teacher was felt on everything. My son became pursued by him. Even he did it in a cowardly way to hide behind another teacher.

I decided to make my last step. Armed with the information of a recent case, I went to meet that other man. It was a parents’ meeting and accidentally my opponent kept it. I waited until all other parents left, and then I introduced myself. He raised his voice at once and told his story as working on springs. I kept myself cool and, when he finished, I said now it was his turn to listen. First I asked him about the central question. He had reported the boy for being late on the lesson. I asked him what he knew about the first aid my son gave to another boy. He looked astonished. Then I informed him about all the happenings from the beginning of the school-year and that time I repeated all my complaints about the form-master and his cowardly behaviour. 

As we talked, a late parent, a woman, came in. She could not say a word, only listened. The man was defeated, but, as I saw it at once, he stood onto the right side. He was a true military petty officer, to whom a joke has to be told twice to be understood. But an honest person. When I finished, he thanked to me for the information.

As days passed I became convinced that in that school my fight could only be a quixotic one. As soon as the side of teachers has been restored, there came again the bad boys’ side. My son was not on the right place, I realized.

I decided, if he had asked me to take him to another school, I would do it at once. But he found the obvious solution. He has got „failed” mark in four subjects at the end of his first year. I said to him after that, I would not bother him with anything. But he could rely on me, if he had needed my help. He found an apprentice school in the same trade and in three years he would get his certificate. Only he would not work in that trade.

In September 1985 I had again the possibility to take part in a Meehanite conference. That time in Torquay, Devon, England. This time it was my task to get everything, money, air tickets, visas. Again two of us have been travelling. Only hotel reservation has been done by our English partners. 

I did not have much time to digest my experiences in England, my boss has made another modification that involved me, too. He delegated decision rights for brake unit production and sales to directors of the factories. Thus my responsibilities would decrease, making me free for other jobs. I have got two of them: Poland and France for export of NC machine tools.

Now it became clear that he would only give me impossible work. I spoke Russian, but Russia he assigned to a colleague actually not speaking any languages, his old field, Poland, has been assigned to me. And France, actually nothing had been sold there from the beginning of times. Besides, he knew that French was not included in my 3 high-degree exams. That moment I decided I would leave as soon as possible.

Anyway, my new sales manager advised me to look for a French course at least on a level so as I wouldn’t be sold for a slave. In the foreign trade company for export of railway brakes I found a course. My company would undertake payment for it. I would visit that course for six months, until I would assess language skills to be able to read books continuously. By that time my boss would take France from me. Of course, it was not worth, as I understood the language. His frustration might have grown again some inches. I was given Bulgaria instead.

My German and French – at least the passive vocabulary of them – has been improved by an old colleague of mine. He was considered the linguistic guru of the company. He brought me books to read, in German „Winnetou”, three volumes, 1,800 pages, and other books from Karl May, in French some Agatha Christie novels. 

Poland I found promising. The sales executive from the foreign trade company has been a good expert of how to deal with them. Also, we had a service office in Warsaw and our representative and his two Hungarian colleagues did their work well. Contacts have been created, they must have been maintained.

My first trip to Poland on machine tools has been in April 1986. It has been a monster event, two sales executives, sales engineers from machine tool manufacturers and service representatives. In Warsaw we have been placed in the hotel „Forum” in the centre of the new town. In Warsaw we had our talks with foreign trade partners, the next day we travelled to the airplane works in the country. 

They would be the actual customers. A very hard day followed, problems had been turned upside-down. Ordinarily sellers would sell more, customers buy less, than proposed. We could sell less, than they wanted to buy. In the Comecon it has always been that way. In the meantime the other sales executive, Judith, went to another customer, a buyer of Csepel machine tools.

The very day we were returning from Warsaw happened the calamity in Chernobyl. We did not know about it then, but we might have got a fare dose. So far I have not had any consequences and I hope it would go on so.

Soon after when we took our house, I had experienced problems with house and rain. Or rather snow. In the winter of 1985 I was astonished to see that under snow our basement would let water come in. Its ceiling has not been watertight. Either I would cover the terrace with an additional insulation or make a roof above. I chose the latter as that way I would also get a covered place.

To prevent our kitchen from becoming overshadowed, I decided to use polyester reinforced with glass filaments. I designed it and purchased necessary materials. The roof would be supported by a steel structure with legs standing on the railing and with its beams fixed to the rear wall of the house.

I have set myself on work and finished it in a couple of days. Rainwater from the sloped roof was collected in a gutter and drained away. At the first big rain it would be clear that its sloping was insufficient. And in winter the beams would be bent under snow. I would turn its simple beams into triangular ones by loading bolts and force them back into a straight line. But in eight years polyester would be worn out and I would have to replace it with slates, until new troubles would be induced by a roof on the house. More about it later.

Anyway, for a long time the basement would be well preserved. 

Second – and, fortunately, the last – disappearance of my son happened that summer. One evening my wife has not come to bed, she was very anxious and, when I asked her about its cause, she said, the boy had not come home. It was about 10 p.m. Sometimes it happened that he was coming late, but by 10 he always did it. I tried to be calm, as the other day I had to fulfil expectations of my bosses. Anyway, although after my „second shift” in the garden I was very tired, I slept unwell. When I got up at dawn to water plants in the garden, my wife was taking her cloths. She said he had not come yet. She was going to the police station to report.

I sometimes cannot understand myself. As on the day, when I got the telegram about the death of I., I stayed similarly calm and went to the garden to do my work. I just finished irrigation, when I saw our son arrive. He greeted me and asked where his mother was. I said:
„You had better go to the police to relieve her from stress.”
He did not answer, only drank a glass of water and left.

I have to confess, that was those months, when the life of our son hung by a single hair. I was so busy with my multiple jobs that I did not care for my family enough. I had a false idea that as I could care for myself, everyone could do the same. I neglected human silliness and that my family have not fallen apart, it was only by chance.

It has begun somewhat earlier. I had always been trying to keep my son distant from dangers threatening mainly young boys and girls, namely, drinks, cigarettes and drugs. The latter has not been an everyday topic that time, but, as I would learn later, the boy has tried it. Also, years later I would be informed by my wife, he tried to die by cutting his veins after the death of his favourite in a car accident. 

Alas, my wife did not understand the danger of cigarettes and, while I prohibited it for the boy, she was buying and taking it to him. He has been a smoker until now.

There were sometimes peculiar things I let him do, e.g. to buy a second-hand small-volume motorcycle. He needed my help sometimes and his grandfather’s, too. I even bought a new carburettor for a Russian moped and mounted it to improve his vehicle.

At the end of that day I asked him to tell me where he was. He said he went with a friend to a girl somewhere north of the capital and in the dark they lost their way. They slept in the woods and in the morning they were helped to find the suburban train. He promised us never to do similar and he has kept his word.

That summer I had a gift from Leslie, husband of my elder sister-in-law. Not as he wanted to make me happy, only something has become unnecessary and he brought it to us. Their flat has been on the 4th floor of their block of apartments, directly under the flat roof. Years before they had an acquaintance make them a good antenna mast for the reception of as many TV channels as possible. That man was Emery, the boy my aunt, sister of my mother, had brought up in her house. I have written about him earlier. It was me, who introduced him to Leslie, when he was looking for a TV antenna specialist.

Emery had called on us one evening in person the second year we were living in our flat in the apartment house. When I opened the door to answer the bell, he was standing there and said:
„I am looking for Mr ,Expert’.” My wife had put a label on the outside of our entrance announcing my being an expert, she had it made by an engraver.

I have been surprised to see him. He had started his own life after finishing the university as an electrical engineer and marrying the girl he met as a student. She was a druggist. First they were living in the basement of the house of my aunt turned into a comfortable little flat. But, as the girl became pregnant, they moved to a flat in the same neighbourhood. When he came to us unexpected, they had their own apartment and their daughter was some weeks younger than our son. Following this visit of his, they would come to us and vice versa frequently.

His visit was due to an assignment the management of our apartment house had given to his employer. Our management was creating a good community system.

Returning to real time – 1986 – I have got that antenna mast with all its antennae and amplifiers, because their management decided to eliminate all unique masts from the roof and have a common one built for the community.

Of course, all cables have been cut into many pieces, I had to find out how it all worked. I could not do it myself, I found Emery and he promised to do it, but he did not. At last, when that same year I went to the GDR to participate in a negotiation with the former KB works, I bought all the amplifiers, dividers, unifiers, etc., needed for the system.

That year was again a busy one for my business trips. Beside my visit in the airplane factory in April in Poland, I had two more trips to that country and one to Bulgaria, let alone a GDR trip and the conference in England.

My visit in Berlin was organized by Maria, sales executive from the company to export our railway brake units. She had to carry on talks about a cooperation between the former KB head office and our Szekesfehervar factory on certain control units. The GDR firm wanted to utilize our agreement with KB, as they have not been allowed to have over-the-wall contacts.

I took advantage of this and went to find our friends. I succeeded in it, but I found the four members in four places. Their family has fallen apart completely. First I found Sabine. Her address we have had from her letters. After return from our country, she was living in a small flat in the most ugly old part of the city. She has not been home at my first visit, but, when I returned late afternoon, I found her. She was happy to see me, she has always liked me. I remembered my inconvenient situation in 1970, when I visited them and she, a girl of 9 then, always kissed me on my lips. 

Now she was a true lady with her 25 years. She was working in her trade – mathematician – and she has had a boy-friend to live with. She helped me to find her mother. Elfie was living alone in a small, but comfortable flat. 

My last day there I spent to find Hans. He was living with his new wife and her son from her former husband. She was an energetic lady and I could not help thinking that Hans needed such a firm woman to rule him.

Elfie visited us the next summer with her friend, in whose apartment we spent some nights in Berlin in 1965, when her small son found us in our bed. She slept in our smallest room on a sofa. She enjoyed it, only barking of the dog in the neighbourhood was too loud through the open window. She said:
„Diogenes could not sleep and he did not let me, either.” 
I called the dog on that name, because his house has been a barrel.

It was the last time I have seen either of them. I have not heard about them, they have been completely lost for us.

At the beginning of September I had to travel to Bulgaria, participating in talks about machine tools in Sofia and to visit our stand in the Plovdiv international fair. 

I had very little time left to prepare our trip to the Meehanite conference, but at last succeeded. This time my usual companion had a great bad-luck, but it did not spare me, either.

We flew to Frankfurt-am-Main, there changed to a plane directly to Birmingham, venue of the conference. Leslie had dressed informally, jeans, blue checked flannel shirt without tie, jogging shoes. His baggage was sent by mistake to another place. First afternoon’s lectures he sat through in those cloths, only a necktie could be found by the amazing helper lady -- for compensation she gave one to me, too --. His bag has arrived late night.

I have arranged our return trip via Paris for two reasons. First, a direct flight would have been only the next day. From Paris every day there was one and hotels in Paris have been cheaper. Second, I wanted to see the city. 

Chapter 24
Downwards

This year brought the retiring of one of our old colleagues, who had been the company’s representative in Hungarian-Soviet Friendship Society. Being for years his helper in this field I have been named his successor. Many times I had to go to events together with the general manager. I began to feel a dislike in him and for months it took a corner of my mind, until I heard a gossip and I could guess its reason.

I have mentioned, when I wrote about the restructuring of the company, the special way authority in the company has been handled. One of the specialties was a vast collusion among management members themselves and leaders of the social and party organizations. One of them was the woman colleague of mine organizing excursions. It was she who could turn the general manager against me by her extreme envy.

Chance became her ally, too. In January 1987 I have been taking part in a bilateral Comecon meeting on machine tools in Sofia. The same place and time has been selected for another multinational assembly, where partners were represented by managers of the involved companies. Our general manager was there, too. But not alone, he took his secretary – you would not have fought for that woman – with him. It was rumoured for a time that they had also a private connection. By chance I met them in the hotel and that encounter has not seemed pleasant for him. This event helped my opportunities further to deteriorate.

During the year 1986 I could take my holiday as I wanted only with some difficulty as my job made me greatly indispensable. Although I do not have a high opinion about indispensable people, I could not help becoming that myself sometimes.

At last we went together with my wife and our son to spend a fortnight in a trade union recreation home in Sopron, a town on the western border. Long walks, historic sites, a great quantity of Italian ice-cream and the possibility to rest only and do nothing brought us again together.

My activity has earned me respect among those who actually did the work. Even my boss, our deputy general manager for sales, appreciated me in spite of his frustration, and he has always found me with any tasks hard to do. At the same time the head of our company himself and people in his close circle did not have me with pleasure around. As if something had been in me to be afraid of.

I can evaluate it now as paradox behaviour of humans for psychological reasons. Those who hurt you will hate you. Those who help you will like you. Those who see a better one than themselves, while he is situated lower than them, will be afraid of him. It is in no connection with real dangers they should be afraid of. That unstable equilibrium always finds its way, when top is occupied by less valuable and the support has to come from more valuable people. You can observe it in the final stage of dictatorships. It is similar as icebergs in nature. As melting makes their bottoms unsupportive, equilibrium becomes unstable.

At the beginning of 1987 this double evaluation of mine, need for the value of my activity and un-necessity because of fixed ideas in some heads, led to my transfer from the export department to the service department, my job as a sales engineer has changed into service executive. I had to retain my other assignments, as my role in the automotive society, care for the foundry, but brake units would belong to factories directly since that time.

Partly I have contributed to this transfer myself. During my trips to Poland the previous year our representative disclosed me his plans to finish his mission in a year or two. When I said I would be keen to succeed him, he promised me his support. An interview with our deputy general manager for sales seemed positive. He also promised his support. Now my transfer was presented as a natural step for my mission abroad.

With this transfer my place in the hierarchy of the company has been changed completely. From the main flow of products I have been placed into a backwater. There were no talks with domestic or foreign partners, no trips abroad, only slave work, fulfilling urgent needs in spare parts, units or mechanics for repairs of our products, sold abroad. Instead of sales executives and their bosses my partners became representatives of our own service offices. And there were no ordinary cases, only urgent ones and more urgent ones.

My direct boss was a very simple man, former chief of our service unit in West-Germany. He spoke German well, but no other languages – I spoke 3 perfectly, plus French in a moderate level –, and could take no responsibility on himself, he went every time to our deputy general manager for decision. He was shortly before retirement – that time the last five years before retirement limit was called „protected age” – and his future has been safe. For this reason we could cooperate excellently. His wife was replacing temporarily the secretary of our boss being on leave after childbirth.

The alleged goal of my stay on that department was widely known. At the beginning nobody guessed the true reason. My relationship to my direct colleagues was excellent, I needed them first for details I had not learned yet, they needed me all the time for my language skills.

Widest field within my job has been represented by sending spare parts and repair materials to service offices abroad. Sometimes it has not been necessary, as service chiefs visited us frequently and could take it with them. I soon acquired the necessary detailed knowledge and all went well.

The other field has been a very sensitive question, to send service specialist to countries, where either our service office had very few people – or nobody beside the chief – or there were peaks in repair work and troubles had to be eliminated quickly.

There were customers in countries, where servicing crew has been trained by us, but, when more serious faults have been found, the customer either called our specialist to the spot on his own expense, or, when the trouble proved to be our fault, we spent the specialist free. Most overloaded territory of that kind has been China. It has also been one of the nails in the coffin of our company. 

A barter agreement created from our part by an incompetent person, involved import of traditional lathes from there and export of NC machine tools by us. No great mind is necessary to imagine the catch in the agreement from the side of our guarantee and after-sales service obligations, compared to those of the partner. 

Service specialists have mainly been production engineers from the factory where the product has been manufactured. There were other cases, when either the management of the factory did not allow their people to be sent to far-away countries, because it would have set back production, or there were special troubles of outside units. Then I sent employees of other companies. 

This has not happened often, but there was an electrician for the faults of CNC controlling units, who has been constantly on route. At last we had to lay him off for a while, as his wife threatened us with a legal process. Ernest was a unique man, friendly, clever, but no boss-type. He did his work excellently, but even his routes had to be arranged, he was no talent for solving his own problems. His China-trips in Manchuria during floods have been an everlasting topic for his narratives.

During that year the parliament of our country has passed its first Tax Law after the war. Most people were involved by income tax rules in it. The second half of the year was a period for companies to calculate employees’ salaries for the next year, so as no one had had any loss coming from this law. Net income in the next year would have to be equal with gross income in the present year. It goes without saying, there were other modifications, too. Difference between salaries of bosses and those of ordinary employees would grow not only because of the Tax Law. I remember one day queuing up for our envelopes at the cashier. All had to sign on a list. Someone said:
”Who is that one with such an enormous sum to get?”
„Oh, it may be the ,carry forward’ item”, said someone in the queue.
Well, I observed it, it has been one man’s salary, one of the managers.

Towards the end of the year gossips began to go around that troubles of the company on different markets with products sold on credit, as well as with export items, returned by the American customer would result in losses and restructuring. Our management behaved on the opposite way as it was expected. Instead of punishing insane practice, regulations on stock distribution has been loosened, making multiple contracts on the same item possible. „Flood is behind us”, said Louis XV and something similar happened with our company. Even a new American sales office has been established. Its chief became my room-mate from Moscow, 1982.

That year we did not participate on the Meehanite conference for stupidity and envy. The foundry manager, when he got the invitation, sent it to us and, as it came to one of the managers, not involved in the case, he laid it into his pending file. I got it too late to arrange the trip. Anyway, I agreed with our partners in England that for the next year’s conference, planned exceptionally in May instead of September, they would send invitation directly on my name.

Shortly before the end of the year I got information about postponement of our Warsaw representative’s succession. That decision has been supported by the argument that there was no sense in sending a new specialist on the place in that instable situation and risking his recall in a short time. My direct interview with the general manager has not turned out better.

There would have been a spare chance for me, the Moscow office. A married couple, both engineers, had been there for five years. The wife was the same girl, with whom I had been twice in the Soviet Union before my African mission. My selection for that job has been undercut by my only competitor, who had studied in the SU years before. He had the backing of the general manager and it was more than enough. That time I did not know, but for me this rejection has been advantageous. 

It became my new hobby to follow up employment ads in the economic weekly. There were a lot of them, but either they were pro-forma ads or my data have not been suitable. I began to realize the difficulty of being the proper person on the proper place at the right time. Chance has helped me again.

I was returning from somewhere I had to visit on business in the city, when I met an old acquaintance on the tram. He had been my fellow-student in the technical university and he had changed so much I would not have recognized him, but he did it with me. We began to talk and Anthony told me he was protocol department head at the national long haul company. I told him where I worked and mentioned my recent problems. He gave me his visiting card and said to come to him with a curriculum vitae. He did not elaborate.

I called him the next week and went to him. He apologized, the post, to which he had wanted to choose me had been filled in by his boss with a younger woman. But he promised me to forward my documents to the personnel manager.

I left with no hope. To my surprise in a week I got a message to call someone back. When I did, it was an executive from the long haul company’s personnel division and he wanted to see me about a job. It was our first meeting with John, but he would be my protector till his retirement.

He said first, he remembered my name from years ago, when a woman with my wife’s name had called him and wanted to offer capacities of a man freshly returned from Africa. I realized with surprise, that my wife had mentioned me her phone call, but the answer had been negative.
„Well”, said John, „that time enrolment of new employees was stopped.”

I asked him, what he could offer me.
„There are two jobs, both for engineer-economists”, he said, „it will be up to you to decide, which one you choose.” One of the jobs, he said me, was that of a technical purchaser. It would be on the technical promotion department under the technical manager. That bunch of people prepared tenders for new trucks and trailers, received replies from competitors and decided about all technical details of the fleet.
„There is a fierce competition among those people”, he informed me. „They would kill each other.”
„I had enough of that lately”, I said, „although the work is for my taste, I even did it in Africa. What is the other vacancy?”
„Oh, it is complicated.” He was confused, how to tell me details. 
„Is it risky?”
„No”, he said, „only I have to tell the truth, the boss on that department is a woman.”
„What kind of a woman?”
„If you take my judgement, she is quite another case as it is with female bosses generally.”

He told me, she had been company representative in Moscow for five years. She had returned two years before and had been deputy at the same place, where she was then department head. She had been promoted only two months before.

I would not take willingly a job on the technical promotion department. Later I would be assured in my decision by experiences with those colleagues. As for the other, I thought I would try it. I was given her phone number. As soon as I could I called her. She accepted me and we had a long talk.
„I was very inquisitive already”, she said, when we met in her office, „I would not believe your CV with all those data.”
„Oh”, I said, „everything could not be put into that short list, I did more than that.”

She collected all important points in her short briefing about tasks to be done. She headed the coordination department, a technical-economical group of consultants for the assistance of the technical manager in his decisions. She took over this unit two months before, but was working in it for two years, since her return from the Moscow office. In the course of that conversation we agreed that I would come to work with her and also in the date of my transfer and in salary as well.

As soon as I could, I went to my boss to announce him these news and ask him to let me leave the company by mutual consent. He looked relieved. It strengthened my impression that he appreciated me and did not dislike me, only he had been frustrated to find somebody as tough as himself. He promised me to inform the general manager and warned me not to do it myself. Also he found my wish about mutual consent quite natural.

When I came out of his office, I was much relieved myself, only I knew I was almost seven years late in my orbit modification. Decision has been made and I hoped my new place could not be worse than something with this state company mismanaged in favour of its top-layer people.

BOOK IV

Chapter 1
Orbit Modification

Three months remained  to the day of my transfer. My successor had to be found and trained, as well as my other obligations granted to different people. Most of them would be neglected in the future. The automotive society would dissolve soon, its office building in Moscow – I could see all this happen – sold to the Russian Ministry of Foreign Trade for rents to foreign company agents. The same fate waited for the Hungarian-Soviet Friendship Society. The Meehanite’s British branch would be closed. And the company’s brake factories would be acquired by KB with 100 percent German ownership. In three years even the whole company would be a name with 5 employees.

I wanted to take advantage of my last chance to participate at the Meehanite conference. My former companion has left the foundry so, I arranged the trip for myself. The conference in that year has been organized in Bournemouth. 

On the second day I informed my friends about my transfer to another employer. Some of them have not forgot me, to this day I get for example the Foundry Trade Journal quarterly.

The manager who had hindered me a year before in participating at the conference learned about my trip after my return. He wanted to make me troubles for „transgressing my competence”, but I told him to go to a psychiatrist, as he was a clinical case. He did nothing, although he could have done, as he was the internal affairs agent placed to our company. I would realize it two years later during a discussion with Ivan the Great – my former class-mate in the secondary school –, who would advise me on my mission to Moscow.

Well, there remained only one event before my transfer. The company has celebrated its 25th anniversary as a trust of machine tool factories. The management was keen to pay a high price for the feast that involved a musical show and a dinner. The whole Congress Centre of the capital has been hired for this purpose. 

On the first day of July I went to my new boss to present myself. She has not been there, she was abroad for a back-up mission in Italy. Anyway, I went through all departments, where my registration was completed. Until noon I have become an employee of the company.

There occurred a funny misunderstanding. Olga, the secretary of the boss, Veronica, has not been there, somebody said she would not come. I have been offered to take her lunch in the canteen. But, at the moment we returned from the canteen, she arrived with her children, a boy of 13 and a girl of 6. To save the situation, I offered my sandwiches packed for myself for lunch in the morning. It has solved all and we could laugh on this inconvenient situation.

The office, where I would be placed, was actually the room of the secretary. By wrong arrangement of the furniture she and me were sitting almost on the same chair, our desks had a narrow access of one and a half foot. This arrangement has remained, until in ten months a reconstruction of the fourth floor – the uppermost – began.

The head office of the long haul company, where I would sit, has been in the fourteenth district of the city, from the entrance you would see the stadium and a little turn of your head to the right would bring you the Geological Institute into view. I am convinced that the building has been designed by a naval architect. It has had the classical features of a centre deck-house of a freighter: perpendicular front with uniform windows, staircase with alternating-course steps between two levels and the place of engine room shaft utilized for the sanitary block, with the lift well incorporated. The corridors on each level were following a square digit 8, with doors all around leading to the uniform rooms.

The deckhouse style of the building has been further emphasized by the open terrace both front and rear on the fourth floor. 

The reign of Veronica involved the three left front rooms of the fourth floor. Her room went out to the terrace with an open view to the stadium. From here we saw with astonishment in the spring of 1989 the decoration of the stadium with thousands of swastikas. We would think it had been a film shooting. But from the dailies we learned, it was the 100th anniversary of Hitler’s birthday. 

My career would reach a fork at this company from the beginning. When I got my economist’s diploma 12 years before, there was a rule in that university that he who had got at least a mark good for his final examination can apply for a doctorate with the same thesis re-written. I tried it in two years, but then it had been modified to three years. One year later I had Africa on my mind. The topic has slept. When I joined this long haul company, the personnel director offered me his whole backing, if I had tried the doctorate. My boss, Veronica, was also keen and I started it.

In one and a half year I managed to re-write my thesis, even extended it with the topic of environment. During that same time also my examinations have been absolved. I handed the thesis in and waited for my chance to meet my opponents. It happened in a different way anticipated.

Almost the same time, when I found my employer, the society in our country began to change profoundly. It has been partly coincidence with the changes Mr Gorbachev’s reforms had started in the Soviet Union, partly their consequences. These changes looked like monsters in the eyes of people who had always been bigot believers of communist ideas. But they were few. Majority of the people had sensed the insanity of the essence of the system for a long time and received these changes with open minds.

The reforms of Mr Gorbachev are still well known and the fact, too, that he has been the one who moved the rock hindering social and economic changes from having their way, but the current swept him away and out of power. Without him changes in the eastern part of Europe – belonging to the Soviet sphere of interest according to the Yalta agreement – could not have been occurred so quickly and so peacefully. The state has still been too powerful in the empire to oppress any reform attempts, but these reforms have come from the state itself and that was the reason, why they could lead to real changes in that enormous country.

In our country the old – so called soft – dictator, Mr Kadar, has reached an age, when he felt the vicinity of death. And his brain has reacted ordinarily: refreshing old memories, while weakening recent ones. First of the three steps leading to the first free elections in our country in 40 years was his speech at the Central Committee meeting in the autumn of 1988, when he resigned. Actually it has been no speech, only an out-of-agenda contribution. It was followed by the forming of a new government without his people, that led to the new shift in government, the new one being headed by Mr Nemeth. It was he, named first by the new First Secretary, Mr Grosz, who could concentrate his power first to throw off the guardianship of the party, then to lead the country into freedom. It is the irony of history that people, who start vital reforms, are swept away. That happened to Mr Gorbachev, but also to our reform politicians, Mr Pozsgay and even Mr Nemeth.

The two years I have spent on the department of Veronica, has been a revolutionary period. The executed heroes of the 1956 uprising have been reburied with deserved celebration. It had been started by Mr Pozsgay’s statement for the press in February that results in search of documents about 1956 had proved it had been an uprising of the people. The one-party system has been eliminated by an amendment of the constitution. Alas, certain quasi-environmentalists have also got their chances as e.g. the Danube Circle. They could not only hinder the building of the reservoir system on the Danube above the capital, they have got the support of millions of misled ordinary people to turn the construction back. To determine the size of damage these demagogues had caused to the country will be the job of our offspring in the coming century.

Let us take only one aspect. West-Germany had spent billions of marks on the construction of the direct link between watersheds of the Rhine and the Danube. For geographical reasons that link is a German property. The generosity of the Germans makes it possible for all nations – on mutual grounds – to use the link between the two flows, thus making them able to carry goods directly from Rotterdam to the Danube delta and vice versa. At present, however, that transport is hindered from realization by the limited draught the section of the Danube above the Hungarian capital permits to boats and barges. Only about 100 days annually are proper for towages or pushed units to travel by 6 to 7-foot barges. More than two thirds of the time makes it necessary to use the waterway by partly loaded vessels. Where are mutual grounds then, the Germans, providing a proper waterway for our ships and we, offering the above limitations? Is it fair?

My doctorate has been directly involved in the above lip service about Danube and reservoirs. But there were other elements of foul play in the behaviour of people responsible for it. 

There is Rule Nr1 for the opponents of doctoral theses: one opponent is to be selected from the department where the candidate applied for, the other one should be an outsider from an institution or company directly involved in matters discussed in the thesis; the two opponents are to have no direct connections. 

In my case, however, both opponents have been assistants from one and the same department of the university, but not from the Foreign Trade Department. They were having neighbouring desks in the same room.

Because of my statements about necessity of a proper waterway on the limited-draught section and their connections with construction of the reservoirs, I have got two opinions from the opponents that could have been typed in original and copy in one step, had they not been different in the number of misspellings and misprints. My thesis was considered false and untimely, its data out-of-date, the morale of it a mistake. Not proposed to public discussion.

On my questions in the university I was informed that I could apply for a permission to re-write my thesis within two years. I applied, but various circumstances prevented me in re-writing it. One of the strongest reason, why I have not done it was: no yuppy in a university of false ideology – I had to sit for an examination of Marxism-Leninism in the year of our first free elections – would I give the chance once more to say me „nyet”.

That was the true story of my doctorate.

Other line of the fork has been a mission abroad. At the first meeting with Veronica I asked her about real chances of my getting into an office of the company abroad. She was frank and said there were a lot of people waiting for such a mission. Anyway, she promised me to help. I know that she appreciated my chances next to nothing then. I had an interview with the deputy personnel manager and he said it was not out-of-question, but there were obstacles at that moment. First, the year of mass replacement was two years away. Second, the company custom was to select people with at least five years of service in the company. We parted with a gentlemen’s agreement that I would strive to get the mission anywhere my languages were accepted and he would select me as soon as possible.

Veronica did not cheat me. Being also party-activist for our employees under the technical manager she helped to put my name for two offices as possible nominee, for Munich and for Moscow.

During the first year of my work there I have not been overloaded and I had time to have long discussions with Olga, the secretary. I even began to teach her English. There were other colleagues, the first to meet after Olga and Veronica was Steve. He was my senior by 3 years. A twice divorced man – 3 daughters with his second wife – he was the most warm-hearted man – even with female kindness – I have ever met. He was a big coffee drinker, but not for caffeine, rather for the ceremony of coffee drinking. He used low-content instant coffee, a fluid he had to offer only once for everybody. His field have been asset planning, a territory few could trespass.

Maria was the only smoker among us and a heavy one. She was sitting with Steve in the third room. She was our payroll clerk. Her voice was very strong, it was impossible to talk by phone in her room. As Steve remarked once, for her there was no need to use the phone, her voice could be heard without it. At the beginning there was also Rita, but she soon went on sick-leave before childbirth.

There was G., the one to report the status of trucks every morning. He had been transferred to our department for that task. 

The man, who had been head of the department, Peter K., has been promoted from under the technical manager directly to the staff of the general manager, as department head for a unit dealing with joint ventures and branches. In two years Veronica would inherit also that from him. He took away with him certain tasks, e.g. arrangements for annual Formula 1 and Truck Rally championships.

Language skills have not been widespread in our group, only Veronica and me could be considered linguistic. Veronica had been working five years in Moscow, she spoke excellent Russian. She had a wide system of connections with Russians, most important – and most unavoidable – was her relationship with the Bezsmertny couple. The man had been an ordinary Russian from the country with beard, an artist. His style had been altering through time, but his paintings have been fine. He did one about Veronica and it expressed excellently not only her character, but also the temporary bottom she had been in at that time. The woman has been an oculist. Her ways of healing short-sightedness by forcing on the customer glasses of the opposite dioptre have caused as many discussions in her circles as fluoride in tooth paste. I think she would always earn her living – not a very modest one –, her old customers would go to another oculist and there always would be others for her. That woman was the most aggressive businesswoman I have ever seen.

Veronica spoke also English, her vocabulary was limited, but she had the ability not to be afraid of using a language in a way far from excellent. She also spoke some Italian and, as she was inspiring on a mission to Italy, she was taking part in a course in her own office twice a week. The teacher of the company was coming to her.

She has been freshly divorced. Her marriage had not been fully satisfactory for her and she decided to solve it that way. But her heart could not have been changed and she stayed together with the man.

She has been appreciated by a number of other employees, mainly her former colleagues. She was actually very tough and more masculine in her nature than myself. I am convinced she had the ability to do every work by acquiring proper people and make them work for her.

One of her good friends has been Michael M., department head for the provision of trucks. He became my friend, too. He took the post of salesman for run-out trucks soon and became a successful manager. That job has been prepared by me, before I accepted the mission to Moscow. His first customers from abroad came to him on my ad placed in the monthly Automobile International. 

During my two years there I solved a lot of tasks with good results, especially those I had experience with. But, as with an ordinary long haul company, managers have not been interested in single workers, people were numerous, any time new employees could be enlisted. I became accustomed at last to the principle that gratitude is not to be expected. And another thing became clear, not only here, but from my earlier employers: the better you work the less you will be appreciated. Main reason? Envy of those unable to work hard and well.

After my first 10 months there, the fourth floor of the building has been set into reconstruction. Both open terraces have been eliminated and the front one was replaced by two big conference rooms. The rear one got a lot of rooms and our crew from the third floor could be seated there. Cost of the reconstruction must have been twice as high as was necessary, as the architect, a department head of ours, was a fan of luxury execution.

The former department head of our team, Peter, has found me with some tasks and Veronica did not object them. I helped him in many cases, until he won a competition for a UN job in Geneva. He got it first for three months, but at the end of that period he was taken into staff and he did not return.

Veronica was transferred into his place first temporarily, but later her new job was finalized. Shortly before that I was called by John from the personnel manager’s staff. He told me:
„I have a piece of good and a piece of bad news.”
„Tell me the bad one first.” I did not know what to think of.
„It is impossible.”
„Why?”
„Good news first: you are selected for an office-head abroad.”
„And what is the bad one?”
„It is Moscow. And besides, you are only one of three candidates.”

It has not been a very fine statement. My family has not been very fond of Russians – remember Addis Ababa – and I did not know how I could make it palatable to them. After a short pause I told him:
„I can wait a little, if it means another place.”
His smile has vanished and he said:
„It is not so simple. You can wait, but it does not mean another place. Take it as an offer for fiancées. There is a rich one, a beautiful one and this third one that can be taken at once.”

I understood. The rich one has been the Middle East, in our case Istanbul, Tehran or Baghdad. There were unlimited possibilities for making private business there. They were all promised to other people much nearer to the fire. It has been the same with pretty ones, London, Paris, Munich, Hamburg, they all have been on others’ plates. It is pretty to live there compared to the Soviet Union. It was Moscow I could take or leave. But leaving it might have meant I would stay a bachelor.

„I accept Moscow”, I answered. 
„O.K., be reasonable. See Veronica, she had never regretted having accepted it.”
He began to count things I would be able to buy and take home. My mind went in advance of him. I was sure my family would reject coming with me, unless I could offer something in compensation.

Anyway, that mission has not been mine yet. One of my two competitors has been a man from company party headquarters, the other recently returned from district party headquarters. Two parachutists, planted from above.

In a month I remained alone in candidacy. The first one rejected it, as he expected a GDR mission. The other, Louis R., had lost his wife not long before and his children about 12 to 14 have been too young either to be left home or to be taken abroad without a mother.

Then John called me again and told me the news. 
„I am not very happy, I do not see how I could convince my family to accept this chance”, I answered.
„Good God, do not tell me you are to reject it, too. We would have to find somebody in the same way as last time.”

He made my picture whole about it. Veronica had taken the mission in 1981 and her successor  had been selected in the person of a girl from one of the traffic departments. She had been replacing Veronica once during her one-month summer holiday. But she found it too long to wait for her turn and she took a job in the Ministry of Transport. When Veronica’s mission had been completed, there was no successor. From the competitor company a man was bribed to take the place. He has not been fluent in Russian, he had only the knowledge from school. It took him more than a year to catch up with obligations.

Well, my situation has been delicate. I wanted to have a chance for a financially advantageous job, promoting at the same time my career. But I had to accept the possibility that my family would not come with me and they would alienate from me in a long time. 

To make my son come with me at 19 has also been risky. Although he could have learned a foreign language, even he would have the possibility to get a diploma, most sensitive years of his youth he would spend abroad either to marry a foreigner or to postpone his chances of a well-timed relationship.

I decided to find my acquaintance at the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Ivan the Great, my class-mate in secondary school. In the meantime I decided to accept the offer and told it to John.

Chapter 2
Assignment Moscow

Around the time when I accepted the assignment to Moscow, Veronica was transferred to her new place and my boss, technical manager of the company called me into his office. He offered me the place of hers. I asked him about the chances, I meant, would Peter be finalized at the UN or not. He could not assure me. Then I told him my would-be mission. He realized that if he could not tell me it would be final, I would choose the fix solution. We agreed in it and he expressed his gratitude for my frankness. Reviewing on my years with the company I can say that beside Veronica he had been the only truly honest manager to employ me.

The successor of Veronica became Emery, of about the same age as me, who had been working that far on the department I had not chosen at joining the company. Olga went with Veronica, and her younger sister, Susan, became the secretary of Emery.

Susan has been a piously religious person, member of the sect Witnesses of Jehovah. We had much less time to discuss things, than with Olga, but we found it anyway.

One day I managed to find Ivan by phone and he agreed to come to my office after working time. I told him my ideas. My son was soon to get his enlisting order. If it looked as if he could avoid being enlisted only by coming with me, he would accept this solution.

He has not been very happy with my suggestion. He said:
„If I were asked to save him from being enlisted I could tell you O.K. Now the number of young men is higher than demand of the army. But to ensure he would receive his order is risky. Then the machine would be in motion and to stop it is hard.”

I understood, but it did not make me content. I asked him to tell me his opinion. 
„You are a fool to take that job”, he said decidedly.
„There is no way to get enough money for a renovation of my house. The flat roof is sure to leak, the question is only when.”
„Try another country.” He looked a bigger fool than me. He did not realize how hard even that mission was to ensure.

Ivan has been our adviser for a time. When we were in Addis Ababa, my wife has heard from the wife of John, our representative, that Ivan and she had been good colleagues. We then wrote to Ivan and our letters went and came. 

Now Ivan began to let his opinion come out on me. He said, my marriage would be destroyed and I would deserve it with leaving her alone for four years. He told me he was wondering why my wife loved me at all. 
„There is no sense in loving a perfect person”, he said.
„Whom do you mean to be perfect?”
„You, of course. You would not afford any mistakes, you do all right, there is no way, she could help you. You do not need her and she is feeling it.”

I was hit by astonishment. The last thing I would imagine about myself was being a perfect person. I knew perfectly how imperfect I was with so many failures in my life and career. He was so passionate in his mood that Susan, who has stayed a little longer and now she was not able to leave, told me the next day she thought he would beat me. Just to be assured I asked her what she thought about that conversation.
„He overemphasized his opinion.” She did not comment it more and we forgot it.
But I guessed, I would go alone and knew that it would be a hard time. 

Political developments in our country have not left me alone. After changes I have mentioned above the socialist party of the country has split itself in two and authorized its members to decide, if they were willing to go on the same way or were not. In October 1989 the congress of the party ended in no statement. Its members were let be registered on a geographical basis instead of the former system, in which every company or institute was assigned to register party members among their employees. The new parties, that had been formed in the preceding months, have been on geographic register from their establishments. 

After the congress I was found soon by district activists and I decided to help them in the organization of election campaign. It was a completely new task and I do not think I would do it ever again. But once in a lifetime it is worth trying.

As soon as the reform faction within the party began its activities – it was around the end of 1988 – I would not hide my opinion that there was no rebirth without death. I meant by it that our socialists would have to lose power to be able to regain it at future elections. About the latter I was sure as all governing know-how has been within that party. As much as the communist faction of the old party was concerned, that became a communist party on the old name, I was convinced they would never get any vote in future politics.

Numbers of election results proved that I had been right. Only it was a pleasant surprise that the number of votes for socialists has not been less than former party membership. It meant the rate of those who had joined the party at its high for selfish reasons had been less than rumoured by the opposition. The next election would prove me again.

My attempts to get my family to come with me to Moscow had been a failure. I had to accept the situation. The arrangements have been made for a single man and the company would only gain on it. 

Changes within the company to be expected in the next five years have begun before my departure. The company had had a branch in Vienna for some years. Now, beside the branch, the management decided to establish a representative office of their own. The sales manager – called transport and traffic manager – has been selected to be sent there and for a time there was a vacancy in his place. After a long hesitation the former economic department head has been promoted. He would make a good sales manager, only he would not have real authority, he would depend on the general manager’s decisions.

Most important changes have been launched in London. There we had had an office. That territory – the whole of Great-Britain – has been assigned to a joint venture with a 50 to 50 percent rate of ownership established from our company and a British forwarder. The new enterprise would represent our company, too. The new venture has got the name of Eurogate and it had two offices, one in London, the other at home. In both offices there were two directors, a Hungarian and a British one. The London branch – called Eurogate London – had the former representative of our company in our London office as the Hungarian director. He had been working as technical secretary for the general manager before his term in London.

Actually the same game has been started that had been successfully played to the end in Machine Tool Works, to help the state property to go into their own pockets. Soon the London branch began to take on more territories and within a short time the tail would wag the dog.

The government of the country – the new one after the elections – has begun to put budget and external debt of the country into order. There were many ways for that, they began with strengthening of the fiscal policy, namely, to reduce lost customs revenues. In favour of that goal the establishment of a network of customs yards have been started near the border points of international transport routes. These yards would be properties of entrepreneurs – both state or private companies – and customs office representatives would be placed there. Customs clearing of import goods would be arranged only in these yards, or a guarantee would be needed for the owner of the goods from a reliable person or company to be provided to customs offices, until final clearance would be finished.

It has only been the strict execution of a much earlier law that had been taken not too seriously. Our company had been present for some years on the border stations to assist our own drivers in customs formalities. From that time on, we would have to extend our activities, e.g. giving guarantees for other entrepreneurs.

To establish that new business, my former boss, Veronica, has been transferred from head of the venture office to director of Customs and Border Services. It has been a great promotion for her from a 10-man department under the general manager to an independent cost centre of about 400 people. It goes without saying, she would have to learn a lot about customs formalities and would have to get acquainted with the upper circles of customs administration. This latter has been the hardest, but her manner has been proper to gain the trust of key persons.

I had to do a lot before my departure to make things easier for my family in my absence. I wanted to switch our boiler in the basement to oil from coal. Oil burners could work automatically, while coal had to be shovelled in three times a day. As our older generation began to come nearer 90, I would not risk anything. Fortunately, the new local government was organizing installation of municipal gas supply and with an unimportant first payment we have registered ourselves for that installation. 

Now I could concentrate on my mission. In June I flew out to Moscow to survey conditions and to measure the apartment. I have been allowed to replace the 9-year-old furniture, but later this permission has been altered. It had been purchased and transported there by Veronica, who acquired the apartment at the beginning of her term.

My predecessor, Joe B., has taken me both to our office and to the flat, but helped me nothing. The office had been shared with another firm, actually our only competitor. Each firm had a representative in the office. It has been situated just outside the inner road-ring, on the road leading to the Foreign Ministry building. The office had been rented to us by the agency of our Ministry of Foreign Trade having Moscow an independent status, unlike in other countries, where that is only a department of the embassy. Actually our office has been an apartment in a building for foreigners. On the ground floor there had been a shop in the hands of a Hungarian retailer. The office had two telephone lines – both international in the Soviet sense, i.e. western countries could not have been available – and a telex connection with a rented telex machine, a truly international line.

The apartment has been in an ordinary apartment house, i.e. all my neighbours have been locals. It has been situated next to the French embassy, behind the Ministry of Interior and the National Bank of the S.U. A typical Soviet apartment house, it has been comfortable in the local sense – 62 degrees F during heating season in the flat, as I would learn in my first winter – with 3 rooms, a kitchen – no store for food reserve –, a bathroom and a tiny toilet.

The L-shaped corridor led from the biggest room to the kitchen, all the other rooms had their doors on it, except the balcony-room being over the biggest one. I checked all and found that all the furniture are ripe for replacement, except one cupboard of GDR make, bought two years before. I took the approximate measurements and drank tea offered by the hostess. As I understood they have been up to their ears with Russians. 

My boss has not been happy with my report. Freshly returning from his second 4-year mission from Tehran – one of the rich fiancées – he has been named head of the group for domestic and abroad offices. I did not want to ask him how old furniture in his Tehran flat has been when he changed it and to whom the old one has been sold out. He would not let me buy a complete set of furniture. He instructed me to move in and, in case of complete failure with single items, I would be allowed to change them. He has also been negative in the question of wallpapers – I have been informed that there was a shortage of it in Moscow – to take it with me for maintenance, as well as a TV-set. 

My last weeks home I have spent on various departments all over the company to get enough experience. It has been useful as, after my arrival in the Moscow office, those people would be my partners.

I had to take my money from the bank for a TV-set and a VCR. Together with their original packing I gave it into our duty-free transit store. Also a couple of wooden chests with my belongings have been given there, all to be sent out by truck to Moscow.

Before my leaving, my niece with her family visited us. They were on their holiday from Moscow. Some weeks before I called her by phone and informed her about my mission. She was extremely happy with the news. I have been informed by them about a lot of details of life in the capital of the empire.

I tried to write down all details for managing our house, heating, garden, especially grape vines. It has been in vain, as I would find it already on my first trip home. My wife would have a hard time during the first winter. The installation of gas would be finished, but the function of the new system would not be satisfactory. She would be forced to switch back to coal for a while, and only in the spring would all be in order.

Chapter 3
Takeover

On August 1, 1990 I collected my baggage – about 150 pounds, I had a ticket for excess weight – and hired the former husband of Margaret, my neighbour, to transport me to the airport with his ancient Polish FIAT 125.

My flight has not been bad, but the arrival was hard. First I had to queue up – earlier there was nothing like that – before passport check, then wait for my baggage to come out of the tunnel. When I left Budapest, it was hot, I have been dressed accordingly. In Moscow there was a weather not cool, but my suit has been too little. At last all my baggage was together. Looking for a carriage I discovered that to get one you had to pay 1 rouble. I had no Soviet currency with me, I was to get my money from Joe B. With my seven pieces of baggage I crept through customs first and then through the exit gate. There Joe met me and took half my load. He took my case easily, he had very little empathy, it was just a funny story to recount later to his friends.

I give here only a short account of my stay in Moscow, as in Canned Roaddust I disclosed everything. Anyway, I should like to make a general picture of the city of Moscow.

It is worth to make some explanation about the character of settlement of Moscow and about roads in the town. It is an interesting mixture of instinctive and planned city development, instinctive its growth has been during the middle ages, for its wooden structures it has been completely wiped out sometimes in big fires, then a little differently rebuilt. Stone has been used for building only more recently, first at the walls of fortresses like the Kremlin. That has also been the fortified permanent living place of the monarchs, for this reason it has been changed to stone centuries ago. This is also the explanation, why its look has not been altered significantly. The Kremlin takes the form of an irregular pentagon, one of its sides is parallel to the riverside. The river Moskva enters the city at its western limits, it makes big turns, then leaves the town in a south-western direction to bring its water into the river Oka. In the centre of the city the river flows from south-west to north-east, with the Kremlin lying at its north-western bank on top of a small hill. Outside the north-eastern wall of the fortress you find Red Square, originally "Beautiful Square", as the meaning of the word krasnaya has gone through some modification in the recent centuries. The square is made up by four buildings, one of them is the Kremlin at the longer side, as I mentioned, with the Mausoleum of Lenin near the wall, and in the wall itself there is the burial place of important statesmen with their urns walled up. On the opposite side of the square you find the department store GUM, but recently it has become more of a commercial centre with a lot of independent shops. On the south-eastern end of the long square the Vasily Blazhenny Cathedral has been built, that is a very important building, but doesn't look like one. It is not bigger than a small village church. And its walls that look very fine on colour slides, are only covered with colourful plaster, resembling mostly to coloured dry mud. The fourth side of the square is made by a really Russian style building of unified red colour. At that time it has been used commonly by the Museum of History and Lenin Museum. The latter has recently given its place to a fashion institution.

The geometrical centre of the town is Red Square, or rather some old houses near the square left intact at the construction of the hotel "Rossiya". One of them is the House of Envoys. Here Ivan the Terrible made envoys from foreign countries wait, until they became so soft that they were ready to accept any conditions, even if they were quite different from those included in their letters of mission. At that time when Mongols were still at large and there were fears of attacks, the enlargement and development of the town happened always behind closed walls, in a limited space. Outside the walls any settlement would be impossible to defend from attacks, there were only fortified complexes out-of-town, as monasteries for monks and convents for nuns. Such a convent is Novodyevichi, today functioning only to a certain extent, but it can be visited as a tourist attraction. It was out-of-town, and had to suffer some sieges. The fortified wall around the town has made an almost perfect circle with a length of seven miles. After the disappearance of the wall it became a circle of road, today it is known as the Inner Circle, an endless highway of twice six lanes. In Russian it is called Sadovoye Koltso, i.e. Garden Ring. Its name comes from the time of Peter the Great, the town became an open one at that time, people dared to settle outside the wall. On the outer side of today's Inner Ring large mansions have been built by nobles having money and the consent of the Czar for it. But the monarch was very strict in forbidding construction at the street front, the owners had to create large gardens in front of their mansions. This way, garden beside garden has been created and the road got its name. Some of these estates that were lucky enough after the Revolution to get into the ownership of a public institution, can be seen today and they are really fine 18th century treasures.

History repeated itself once more, when the town grew out the outer highway ring. That time the length of the perimeter was around seventy miles. From this you can estimate the size of the city, its diameter is nearly 20 miles. The outer circle is a little oval, its north-south axis is longer. Inside this circle the nearly eight million inhabitants of Moscow (Moskvich in Russian), and, of course, the many million employees and visitors try to get their places. About ten years ago the city grew out this circle too, the highway ring is not equal to the city limit any more, there are protrusions outside, like bubbles. Until these places were called zagorod (out-of-town) there were mainly recreation sites here, as there were so many brooks dammed in order to get water and fishing ponds, that people could find places to swim, to boat or simply to make a picnic. Nowadays you must drive a lot of miles out-of-town to find a place really far from civilisation. About Moscow I am going to give more information, but let's now return to my trip of reconnaissance.

I was to sleep in the office, one of the rooms was a bureau with two desks, a telex table, a file locker and a kitchen table with a typewriter. The other room was for night guests. An out-of-order sofa, two armchairs, a coffee table, a conference table with chairs and a set of wardrobes along the wall. All have been old, but still working, except the sofa.

The office had another guest, Louis R., my would-be successor, who had been one of my competitors, only stepped back for family troubles. He has been there to have a practice in Russian language after his course and to help Joe manage the business for both companies, as the representative of the other one has been on holiday.

From my arrival the sofa would be mine, he would sleep on a foldable bed. During daytime there was another man in the office from the co-tenant company, its former representative, but he was more absent than present, doing his own business. The man on holiday had been serving for one year.

My first visit after arrival has not been to the office, but the agency building to take our lunch. I have not been in a big need of that, as our airlines gave us a hot meal for lunch, but Joe left the office early to meet me and he had to eat something. I utilized this time to visit the husband of my niece in his office. I also met by chance one of my former companions on my trips, the import executive from the commercial division of shipyards. He was on a replacement trip for their representative.

Our country is not a large one, circles of a certain language and field of business can make a group of acquaintances very little indeed. Almost all of the people I met on business all over the world had come from the same team and had been familiar to me. It was the same here in Moscow. 

In a week Veronica would come to arrange the office takeover from my predecessor. A check of inventory would also happen. 

I have known Moscow by foot well, Louis has been amazed by my talent. As he had to step back from this mission, he had been promised he would be my successor and was also promised a month of stay in the office for his language skills every summer. As I would write about it later, this gentlemen’s agreement has been forgot quickly – sure, where have been gentlemen?

At last Joe B. went to the airport, the car has been handed over to me and it was my first trip with it to take it back to town. Soon I would have another trip, not very pleasant. Louis went with Joe and Veronica home.

In the office it was my first evening alone, as after working time Joe S., who has come in the meantime from holiday, also went home. I remained alone. At late afternoon an early dusk came. It was a great thunderstorm with hailstones. I have seen vast rains in Africa, once there remained about two tons of hails under the gutter of our house on the ground, that melted away in two days, but that day it was different. Flood was flowing on the street, people were pushing there cars as they went out-of-order for the flood. In half an hour it all has passed, but in the TV evening news – I have not seen, but Joe said the next morning – and the next day’s newspapers all have been reported. 

About 300 feet from us there was the Kiev Railway Station, with a junction of 3 METRO lines. The flood has gone into the uppermost line, stopping trains and flowed further downward, until all the three lines have been lamed.

My living in the office has lasted, until maintenance activities in the apartment  - painting, wallpapering, repairs of taps – have been finished. 

During that final week of mine accommodated in the office my things have come by a truck. The driver helped me to place my things in the office, but to take them home I had no help. Only Joe S. helped me once in pushing the furniture, but his back has been overloaded and I would not expect him to do more. He helped me anyway to sell the sofas.

I took everything over to my home from the office myself with my service car and in the middle of September I have been settled in my new home. During my first weeks in Moscow I called my wife as frequently as possible. It has not been easy, as line have always been engaged and there was a two-hour time difference between the two cities. She had a certain female problem and she had to go for a day into the hospital. I tried to comfort her, but it has not been easy from 1,100 miles away. Later, when my time became denser, it was she who called me from time to time.

During evenings I have been busy with reading my newspapers – the company subscribed for a daily and a weekly for me –, watching TV-news and putting my things into order. Anyway, there were other programs, for example visiting Joe’s family or the same with Maria, my niece, receiving them in turn, etc. 

With Joe we sometimes made detours at our return from the agency after lunch. In those cases I bought necessary things, instruments, room-antennas for TV-sets, etc. You always had to buy things you saw, otherwise you would have go without, when you needed. It was the S.U., after all, with its suppliers’ market and shortages. I bought the small antennas, as my cable from central network brought me nothing. With that small one to look out of the window I could pre-program 6 different stations.

Chapter 4
Baku

In the last days of September I got a circular about an international conference and exhibition in Baku. It was organized by the government of Azerbaijan for all private and state entrepreneurs from all over the world. For those who applied before deadline, travel and accommodation has been free. The circular has come to me late so, alas, only the accommodation in Baku would be free of charge for me. I telexed at once home and got permission to participate. I gave in my application and arranged air ticket. 

From Baku I could not call my office, phone lines have been terrible. When I arrived at Moscow, I caught a taxi to the city. 

Weather has been similar in Moscow than one week before. I found my car opened the next morning, the thief might have had the wrong moment for his attempt, as he was certainly disturbed. He wanted to take the radio, but could not finish his work. 

The end of 1990 has brought changes in our conditions. By an agreement the two countries switched from the old fixed idea of transferable roubles to US dollars in international settlements. It meant all our settlements had to be made in dollars from January 1, 1991. We have received our salary in dollars, but we would have accounts in the bank both in roubles and dollars. To pay for lunch in the agency we had to have dollars. It looked all confused, but in a short time it would be plain.

The shop in our office building has been abandoned by the Hungarian retailer, they would not want to risk their dollars in a country like that. Funny, others would start their businesses exactly after the conversion time.

Chapter 5
Everyday Work

The Moscow office of our company had been an unimportant representative before my time. There were only about 100 trucks monthly arriving from home with our export goods, textiles, medicine, canned food. 

Years before my time, during the term of Veronica, attempts have been made to improve that status, but transport is generally only a side-effect of trade. No trade, no goods to be carried. My predecessor had accepted this situation, it has been a very comfortable place for him. He had even neglected minimum reporting obligations. After my Baku trip I wrote my report about it and sent it to the man in charge, Louis D. He called me by phone and said, it was fine, but what about my reports.
„What reports?” I asked.
„The monthly compulsory reports about the office”, he said.
„Well, I am sorry, if I neglected any obligation, but I did not know about it. I would write them and send them to you in a week. Joe B. has not told me anything about reports to be sent monthly, he only said there was an annual report.”
He grumbled and said:
„Oh, Joe B., he must be content to have had the possibility of a 4-year recreation in Moscow.”

Well, as soon as I sat down, I leafed through the history of the office. Also Joe S., my room-mate, has informed me about details. It was really necessary as Joe B. has not helped me to settle in the duties, the only introduction has been in Sovinteravtoservice, a giant state firm for fuel stations, service shops and hotels, as well as truck parking places along the roads of the S.U. At that meeting a remark has caught my attention from their general manager, that it was useful to have a new partner with a good Russian knowledge. He did not say frankly, but I learned it later – and earlier from John at the personnel division – that Joe B. had actually learned Russian in Moscow.

Joe S. has been very helpful. He has opened me the network of his acquaintances. He was completely honest to me at the beginning. Later it has changed, but not by his fault. It was the fault of „responsible” managers of the two companies sharing the Moscow office.

From the first days of my term something started to change in respect of orderliness in the office. First I established a precise register for traffic data on the territory of the office – it meant the whole Soviet Union. Instead of incomplete registering of the trucks arriving to Moscow only by their plate number and date of arrival, I registered 13 various data of every truck, including driver’s name, unloading address, consignee, exporter, etc., beside the plate number of the truck. One of the most important details have been customer of the return load and payment details for that load. Those have always been missing from Joe B.’s register, causing me hard months of detection for the customer’s data to refund our costs.

The other change has been partly a consequence of this precision, partly the result of our switching over to a dollar-based settlement with the S.U. The number of trucks began to increase. At the end of the year it reached a monthly 180 to 200 trucks, the majority of those with a consignee within the S.U. – called loco –, but there were some in transit to Finland.

There was an excellent advisory-system by our agreement with Sovinter. Every border station reported us by telex plate numbers, exporters, goods and consignees for all trucks entering or leaving the S.U. every day. When the S.U. fell apart, advises became unreliable and I had to force our own traffic departments to send us regular advises to be able to do my job.

The third change has been caused by Mr Gorbachev’s nod to the re-unification of Germany. That nod of his cost Germany 14 billion marks in humanitarian aid, mainly raw pork carried by our refrigerators from the GDR to Moscow, and later to other towns. This has been a big project won by our company from below the noses of many competitors. At the same time it has almost damaged my first chance to see my family after five months.

From reports of the office in previous years I could see that the end of December and beginning of January was a dead season usually. As Joe S. promised me to be on duty, I sent a telex to Louis D. asking for a leave during Christmas on my own expenses. The answer was a rejection with the argument that before Christmas the above project would start carrying pork to Moscow. This annoyed me and I called Veronica to get details of the truth. She said it was a practical joke prepared for me exclusively.

I asked Joe S. to cover me, bought the air ticket at the Aeroflot and went home. The three days of Christmas and the next day I spent at home and then flew back. 

On the last day of the year I was invited to the family of Maria to celebrate New Year with them. We had agreed in it even before my trip home. Early afternoon we have been doing our jobs both with Joe S. selecting gifts for different Soviet partners in the ministry, Sovinter, etc. I was also preparing my new account-blocks for my recently opened dollar account. The phone rang and Joe answered it. His friend from the agency called him. He offered him -- and me as he knew that Joe would let me have my share -- to buy as much goods from the agency’s store for roubles as he wanted. From the next morning only dollars would buy anything there. Joe left and it was past six o’clock, when he returned. He asked me to help bring up all. I had never dreamt that a Lada car can hold 70 cubic feet of goods beside the driver. We have paid the same sum in roubles for it, as it would be necessary in dollars the next day.

With the new year the project has started. Before that I have seen only two frigo trucks carrying medicine, but then their equipment was working on the opposite: in cold weather they heated air to prevent freezing of the cargo. Now every week about 30 to 50 came with fresh pork meat. It has been really well organized. My work became multiplied by numerous advises sent to traffic departments and at the same time to the deliverer that his goods have arrived. It was then that we decided with Joe to move our telex machine from the office room to the other. Its constant noise made conversations by phone impossible for the poor lines.

But the transfer of the machine also confused us sometimes. When somebody called us to the telex by bell sound, we had to go over and see who it was. Once a call drove me to the machine and it was Mr Bartok, a young man in charge with frigos. As he tried to type something with untrained hands, I cut into his typing and began to write the answer with my experienced fingers. He read it and typed back:
„How did you know what I wanted?”
I answered: „I guessed that a composer plays only the frigo.”

The big quantity of meat coming for the Gorbachev nod began to cause problems. In classical Soviet times no goods, least of all food, were too much. Always there was a shortage and this was the normal situation. Meat in the butcher’s went for 2 roubles a kilo, tenderloin for 7 roubles. Only, you could not buy them for the shortage. On the market their price was about 5 to 6 times higher. And there was enough as customers had not much money.

As the fine German fresh meat began to flow in by the thousand tonnes a month, the old meat from freezing stores came to the market and a little more frequently also to the butcher’s, and fresh one was frozen. It would not make any big confusion. But after two months stores became full and the „organized dealers” would not bring more to the market for fear of a price fall.

Every day there were trucks stopped instead of unloaded. When we phoned to the spot -- Joe was doing part of my work for no extra salary -- the girls available told us there were many trucks, they were to wait for their turn. By whole trains meat began to creep to far-away places even to Siberia, but supply was bigger than place. It could have been not so hard with frozen meat, but fresh meat was strictly programmed as for time, temperature, etc. Real problem would come with mild weather and at last the project would have to be delayed. You can guess the excuse from consignees: Russian veterinarian doctors were not content with the hygiene of German slaughter-houses.

In January I had my first chance to try real Russian winter. My first experience was glossy ice. I called the man in charge of service cars and asked for a set of winter tires.

The second lesson has been cold. First it was only around 0 degrees F. It could not cause any trouble. Then air temperature went lower and the car started with difficulty. I would have to wait till the weather warmed.

Cold made the car fool-proof against thieves, and also against me. The lock froze and sprays did not work. I learned quickly from my local neighbour how to solve that problem. With the side of my hand I rubbed the lock and the key was in my other hand in a warm place. After 20 seconds of rubbing the key went in easily and the lock turned.

My tucks have not been exempt from the practical jokes of cold, either. Some of them had not been properly prepared for the winter, their brake systems seized, inexperienced drivers did not know that Soviet Diesel fuel needs a certain percentage of petrol in winter. About 10 trucks have been grounded. I called the drivers of three trucks into the office and showed them their Finnish traffic road licences:
„You are to make for Finland, but these papers you will get only, when you have put the grounded frigos into motion.”
Drivers hated coming to Moscow – it would change in a couple of months –, but liked the Finland route. They did a good job and all my trucks became mobile in a day. One of the frigo drivers, a man not much before his retirement, had spent two nights and a day between in his unheated cabin in minus 33 degrees F during night and 0 degree F in daytime.

This cold wave has not lasted more than a week. As usually in Moscow during winter, temperature remained between 20 degrees F and freezing point. The air was usually very dry, my Russian device measuring temperature and relative humidity showed me in my room 62 degrees F and 25 percent of humidity, 5 percent below the lower limit of comfort field.

Chapter 6
How It Happened with My Friendship

In February there came gossips that the Hungarian shop has been won by a small limited liability company from the country. One day we saw it open and, when we went there with Joe, we found there people trying to set it into order. They were headed by a small woman in her thirties, her Christian name was Judith. We introduced ourselves, informed her who we were and offered our help in case she needed. We told her we had always been in a very good contact with the shop-keeper on a mutual advantage base. She promised to visit us up in our office later.

With this encounter I acquired my second friend in my life after Z., and at the same time I think my best friend ever.

She was the representative of the company, which had got authority on the shop and manager of the shop itself. She has had two employees, one of them the Russian wife of a Hungarian company representative in Moscow – the same person who had received me at the airport on my trip 6 years before – who had a good private relationship with the owner of the company, the other one the son of his colleague, chief of the repair workshop for my car. It is clear from the previous sentence that in Moscow that time, as well as in Hungary, there were enough cross connections to confuse a divorce attorney.

The shop was doomed to failure because of this system of connections.

She came up to visit us and we gave her access to people of business importance. Also we tried to illuminate certain connections on the agency that were to be taken into account to survive at least some months in this place. Some of our acquaintances later proved dangerous for her because of attempts from home to displace her, but for a time she prospered by them.

At the beginning our friendship has not been extensive. When I had got the aquarium from the family of Maria I found the flee market of the city, where there were pets on sale during Saturdays and Sundays, and bought a pair of fish for breeding. One day towards the end of April, still snow everywhere and freezing, I went to her shop to buy some food, mainly spices, for my household.

I found her in her office, a corner in the inner room of the shop serving as high store. She asked me, if I knew the pet market. I told her how to find it. She insisted that I was to show it to her and, as on the coming Sunday I was not to have any obligations, I promised her. The market has been near to my home. 

She was living on the eastern outskirts in a block of apartments. As a meeting point, we agreed in a METRO station at the junction both from me and her to the market. She was extremely unwell with a cold, but she said she would not cheat me by staying in bed. 

We walked around the stands, forcing ourselves through dense crowd and around noon we parted on the same place, where we have met.

Our next encounter around June was to be thanked to my hobby of going to theatre. Some months earlier, when Veronica was there to arrange my takeover, she went to the hotel built for the 1980 Olympic Games. It was the newest one of the city, named Mezhdunarodnaya, meaning International. She had had a habit of swimming and going to sauna during her term. Her acquaintance was still there and let her in, a big deed as it was only for hotel guests. She introduced me to him and I asked him how to get into contact with somebody from the Service Bureau to get theatre tickets. He promised me to call back later.

I have already lost my hope he would, when he did at last. He said, the lady had left the hotel for the municipal ticket office and it took time for him to find her traces. I called the lady, Olga, on the given number and she said, she would call us, when she got something. She did it and offered tickets for all of us, I mean, the family of Joe and me. It was an uninteresting opera performance, an extremely long one. It has been Prokofyev’s „Engagement in the Monastery”, on the play of a 19th-century English playwright. Anyway, from that time on, every month at least twice I had the possibility to see good performances.

In the spring of that year an English-language weekly sprang to life about topics of the city involving foreigners. There was a piece of news in one of the volumes that CNN could be received by an ordinary UHF antenna. I tried it and could program it into my set.

In May Olga offered us tickets for the Bolshoi and we took them. However, the wife of Joe would not come and we offered the possibility to the shop-keeper lady, Judy. She was very happy of the thought, only had concerns. Her shop was to be open to 7 p.m., and performances started at the same time. She had to leave the shop on her employees that day. 

Her problem has been solved and we met at the theatre. We went there with Joe’s car, mine has been on repair. In February, on a snowy day, I wanted to turn right from the Boulevard to the Kalinin Avenue, when a taxi bumped into my right front corner, pushing the hood up to the windscreen. For lack of spare parts and paint the repair has been made temporarily by freeing the windscreen washer jets and final repair was programmed on that week. 

We met J. in front of the theatre. After performance Joe did not let her go home by METRO, he carried her home. I was there, too. She told us she had bought a TV-set through the agency’s black-market channel – Boris, one of the purchasers –, but with its programming she had some difficulties. She asked us to come in and check, if all was well. We established that an antenna was needed to have better reception, as her room was shaded from the TV-tower by the house itself. I promised her to lend her my spare one.

About two weeks passed, when a Sunday morning she called me to give some instructions for the antenna. She confessed, she had not tried it so far, but then she decided to do so. I told her what to do, but she said it did not take in CNN. I made her check, on which standard her TV was operating, both SECAM and PAL or only SECAM. Of course, she had been trying the impossible, CNN was broadcast on PAL and her TV-set was a SECAM one only.

Suddenly it surfaced between us, that having a fine day, although a little clouded, we could go for a walk. We agreed to meet on the same spot as a month ago and we went to the Botanical Garden in the north of the town, a former estate of the Counts Sheremetyev. 

Goal of our walk has been suggested by her. She knew Moscow fairly well. Before she accepted the offer of the private company for this term, she had been working with the largest, earlier even the only, tourist agency of our country. She had been travelling all over the world and had a good talent for organizing events.

She was properly prepared for the walk as a guide, with prospectuses, even when we had to catch a tram she had tickets with her to punch. First we walked through the Botanical Garden. I have always liked woods, and it was rather a forest or a park than a garden. At the limit of the park there was a lake separating it from VDNH (exhibition) premises that had belonged to the same estate before the Great Revolution. There she revealed her large fondness of waterfowl, especially ducks. During the walk we disclosed almost everything about ourselves. She told me the story of her divorce, a very sad one and a clear proof of her toughness. She had a son of 16 still in school, who has been helped by his grandmother, her mother.

After her marriage she worked with the tourist agency and undertook a lot of extra jobs, sometimes very low-level ones as cleaning, to save up for a flat. She succeeded at last in buying a site and house not far from that of her mother. I concluded from her narrative that she appreciated her mother much more than her father. The Moscow term she accepted to get some extra funds for the reconstruction of her new property. She was constantly in a state of splitting her mind – like me – between necessity of earning money and being with her family.

From the park we went over to see the palace of the former estate, still closed, alas, only its direct surroundings and one big room could be surveyed. She taught me some details about the building, structure and function. I have always been a great fan of cultural tourism. In towns visited I have left out only in Rome – as I told it in its place – the visit of museums, galleries or other sights worth its fee. With her I have got a private guide who knew a lot of those details unknown generally even for locals.

Some weeks before I decided to have a look on the Central Asian Republics of the S.U., being always out of reach for me earlier. I went to see Samarqand and Bokhara. Around May 1 there was a break of 3 days because of May-Day holiday. I bought a ticket to Samarqand, another from there to Bokhara and a third one to the return trip from there to Moscow. I wanted to have two days in Bokhara and one in Samarqand, but the time-table of flights between the Uzbekistani towns turned it the opposite. Through DiplService I could arrange all.

On route to the airport in Samarqand there was a great bazaar and I walked through it with a feeling I had been there already. I realized, I felt the similarity of it with Mercato in Addis Ababa.

I took neither buses nor taxis to see the town. Although it was tiring, I went by foot to all places. Weather has not been hot, rain fell sometimes, but my interest has been limitless. Samarkand is very similar to Addis Ababa both in its location and architecture. People are white, but suntanned, with a look to be mistaken for a Hungarian peasant from the Great Plain. Their hospitality is enormous, they speak to the stranger as if he were from their own family. It was interesting to see the great sofas of tea-houses made of sheer wood, the size of 7 by 7 feet. Their height is about 3 feet and they have a wooden railing around. People, usually old Uzbeks in their national caps called tubeteyka, are sitting on it in lotus style, drinking tea. Tea-houses are called chaikhanas.

I walked through all the time I spent there. The small plane of AN-24 took me to Bokhara, where I found a guide on the airport in the person of a taxi driver. The driver took me around the town in a short time, so, when I became free, I went myself by foot once more. It was worth much more. I had only a primitive map, but could find my way. One of the funny things: when I wanted to go by a route shown on the map as Communism Street, I found that somebody built a fence across it. Imagine the road to communism is a dead end in Bokhara!

If Samarkand was similar to Addis Ababa, Bokhara was even more similar to Assab, the Red Sea harbour town. All streets in the old town were dirt roads, some of them so deep that ground floor of the houses were level with my shoulder. There were amazing buildings. Most of them within the complex around the former mosque turned tourist hotel turned retail centre of small shops. The complex formed a square with booths, refreshment stands and a tea-house. In a souvenir shop I bought a funny thing looking like a cap, but it actually was a heat preserving equipment. It had to be put over a tea-pot full of tea and it remained hot for four hours. At the same place I bought a silver bracelet of typical Uzbek make for my wife, with a large turquoise in its middle. Later I realized it has been actually made of small pieces and polished to look one. 

At that time, although the Soviet Union still existed, rouble began to erode away. Its first step has been around March, when the transferable rouble, that had been always mysteriously confused by cashiers with Soviet roubles, became distinct from it: 1 US dollar was equal to 0.60 transferable rouble – just as before –, but to 6 Soviet roubles. In a short time that previous phenomenon vanished, only Soviet rouble remained, with always decreasing rate. When I visited Bokhara, one dollar was equal to 13 roubles. It would soon change to 27, then 40. After my holiday, in September, the daily rate would be determined by the Central Bank.

There were other numerical modifications. From the beginning of the year 1991 in shops there appeared „agreed prices”. Agreed between the retailer and the manufacturer above the heads of customers, who did not get „agreed salaries”. It was the time of about 1,000 percent decrease in living conditions of Soviet people. There were news in papers that you did not understand with clear mind, e.g. the county of Tula – to the south from Moscow – decided to stop „export of goods to the capital”. What? Export to the capital? Well, in plain language they wanted to keep some of their own production in their home town. I was living in a world where backward children had been right with their slogan (“you imbecile normal”). 

Well, to come back to my trip to Central Asia, Uzbekistan has caught me so much that I would come back together with my family.

I had to visit another part of Russia by plane around that time. My set of hard contact lenses began to wear away for dry air and small crystals of quartz in it. I could not bear them all day. I decided to react to an ad in the local paper about soft lenses of English make from Leningrad. I called the firm and we agreed in a Saturday before-noon date. I bought the air ticket and flew there. These lenses were very good at the beginning, but one of them would become soon figured like a mosquito net. The other would crack in two at the middle. I would return to hard ones during my holiday.

When I got that mission and it became clear that my wife would remain home, I included cooking equipment, even a cook-book, into my chests. In the first some weeks it was not necessary to prepare food at home, I bought butter, sausage, bread and had only a supper at home, as for lunch we went to the agency to eat.

The restaurant in the agency went over to dollar from January 1. I did not have my dollars. In the past my dollars have been sent to my account in Budapest and in the new system I would get my salary for January only on the last day of the month. That one month of transitional period was enough to change my habit. That far we left the office closed at two o’clock, hurried to get there up to the deadline of two fifteen, and, as there was always something to arrange, we could not get back before four o’clock. That luxury of a two-hour lunch-break vanished with the new system. I ate my sandwich for lunch, I was there all the time and had a good dinner at home, prepared during week-end and stored in the freezer or refrigerator.

In the following days after my walk with J. on the Sheremetyev estate, I was very busy with my trucks, although they became less frequent because of that „lack of hygiene” of the meat. Joe has been occupied in a business with a Hungarian partner of his, whose trucks were coming every week and whom he made a lot of favour. Now he wanted another. He was coming to Moscow with his wife for recreation. Joe was in a trouble with their accommodation as neither he nor they wanted to pay for it. At last he agreed with them and his wife that they would live with them for the week they would stay.

Early morning on Sunday before their arrival there was a phone call from the parking that a driver of one of our frigos were taken to hospital because of an accident. On my questions they told me that the man was falling off the top of the cabin, when he took a can of beer from the small compartment of the cooler set for the drivers’ use. He fell very unfortunately with his head on the concrete ground. I asked them which hospital he was taken in and drove there at once.

It was too early – about 7 a.m. –, there were no doctors, I had to wait. But the man was conscious after a long period of unconsciousness. He came against me on the corridor. As I have not met him yet, I asked the man if it was he. Yes, it was. He was very slow in every sense. It might have been from some medicine, but also from the fall. We agreed to wait until he would get some strength and also to speak with his doctor.

In about an hour the doctor arrived. He checked his patient and then told me, he would have to wait some days, before he would let him go. I asked him about documents and cloths of the driver and he said, they were in the store until his departure.

I went to the parking place and talked with drivers who had been present at the accident. I told them I hoped there would be no complication. In the afternoon I visited the man again and then he was completely normal in behaviour. His stunned manner has passed. He complained about food – I have never been in a Russian hospital, but I know that in a hospital food is worse than usual in the country – and wanted to go home as soon as possible. On his head there was a bandage, but he had no open wound. I consulted with the doctor and he was of the opinion not to let him drive and not to transport him in the cabin of a truck, either.

I told the driver to wait, until I could speak to our doctor at home. The next morning my first action – taking into account the two-hour difference between Moscow and Budapest – has been to call our health centre and speak to the chief medical officer. He said he would come for the man by plane.
„Well, I suppose you speak Russian well”, I said.
„Not a word.”
„Then let me propose something else. You organize his reception in Budapest from the airport to the hospital and I would do my duty here and accompany him on the plane.”

He agreed, he promised to inform our executive in charge for passports and tickets. I had only a night at home.

The man came back a year later and said he did not feel heat or cold since his accident.

Even that one night has been good for making me sure everything was in order. My wife boasted with her results in the installation of gas and showed me the new gas-stove in the kitchen. She did a good work at managing all without me.

Joe came to fetch me at the airport. He had a confused look and it took the dime a minute to fall down. I realized his concern. He put his guests into my apartment. I could do nothing but smile like a politician. Well, my smile became less hearty, when I saw that they took my bedroom, even my bed. I was more polite than to ask them to move to the other room and I myself lay down on the big sofa. 

To remember how I got my washing machine I have to go back in time again. My first all-night service on the agency –  it was to be given by company representatives for Saturdays and Sundays – coincided with my encounter with the institution’s managing director, who said me he was leaving for good at the end of the year 1990. We were somewhere in November. I asked him to sell me his things he would not take home. He promised me his washing machine, his microwave oven and a complete China set. I led his name into my agenda not to forget to give him a truck for his moving.

Let us come back to June 1991. The guests of Joe, Robert and Elizabeth, wanted to go to the best restaurant of the city and they invited us with Joe. He took his family with him and it was he who selected the restaurant of the hotel „Peking”. It had two halls, we went to that of Chinese food. 

I had been there once with Joe and his family on Valentine day as it was the name of the boy. That time we all behaved, what could not be expected from R. and E. I wanted to eat little as I do not like Chinese tastes. But my menue became even shorter when these two tasted all with their forks and spoons.

Sunday morning for the favour of R. and E. we visited Zagorsk, the Orthodox Vatican. It was a fine experience, I did not resent to have visited it. But I would have chosen other companions, if it had been possible. When Sunday evening I said good-bye to them I hoped we would meet never again. Their uninvited presence in my home has been a nightmare. Both smoked, even two weeks after their departure, when I have cleaned the rooms, I could smell their cigarettes. R. took always my white cotton gown into use. I spotted that he had another one, a precise copy of mine, but he took mine by mistake. After their departure I did not find mine, E. must have packed it up, too. Well it was enough of them.

Shortly after that his guests left, Joe was making preparations for his holiday. Soon I would remain alone in the office. I began to feel that it was a little long, that year. Before their departure Olga put us some tickets aside and now J. has been within the group. There was even a case, when only we were there in two, but it has not been a success. The dancers and singers of Bolshoi went abroad to do their tours and the Paris opera sent its people to Moscow. 

It was a performance of ballet on Shakespeare’s „A Midsummer Night’s Dream”. I decided then that I would take tickets only for classical Russian performances in the future. The dancers did a fine job, but music has not been for my taste and our places, it was a special case. I did not notice on the tickets that they have been valid not „in” a row of so-and-so, but „to” that. It meant a foldable stool without back. Well, my back was almost missing, too, when the performance ended.

Joe went on holiday at the beginning of July, my turn has been one month later. During his holiday I was alone in the office. The more so, as J. had business of her own and we hardly saw each other. She and her two colleagues from home were not satisfied with their manager-owner. Such mistakes have been committed as sending 6,000 kgs of coffee instead of the ordered 600 kgs and, besides, it has all been over guarantee time. She had to sell all of it on a very low price to get back any money. Also no beer has been sent to the shop and she was forced to buy it in the town at various places.

The three of them were preparing a plot to spring out of the company and begin their own activities independently. 

I also had other things on my mind. One of my partners from the Soviet Republics, a Hungarian man, the representative of Ikarus in Tbilisi, Georgia, had long tried to convince me to visit him in his place. I have never been afraid of visiting a place so I had organized it. It was a proper time, as for his move home for good he needed a truck and, as I had none in that region, I sent it from Moscow. The young driver seemed a good partner for the job.

Frank received me at the airport in Tbilisi. He was nervous, as the driver had not reported yet, but I told him, he would be there the next day. My host has showed me his reign to be lost, as he would not have any successors. His company got into troubles for narrowing markets in the Soviet Union and their management has not been prepared to rule it out of that situation. He took me for a walk in the town, a fine mixture of historic and Soviet buildings. The previous caught my eyes, but the latter only for a crystal glass bowl that I bought for my wife. My son would have no excuse for any resentment, either, as for him I bought a kindjaal, a Georgian dagger with a fine sheath.

Frank took us up to the edge of the Caucasian to show us some popular tourist sights and to look down on the town. It was worth coming up there. This trip of mine has been short, but a fine experience. I would be sorry forever not visiting also Yerevan during that last time of the Soviet Union, when still there was some safety.

After the departure of her colleagues J. had some time before her leave for holiday. Sundays we had programs together. Before she left she helped me get gifts for my wife. 

Months before, when the „agreed prices” came into fashion, gold again appeared in the shops. First only gossips came about sightings – similarly as sightings of Nessie would come –, but soon I myself saw items of gold in jewelleries. The prices have been prohibitive for locals, thus I could buy a pair of earrings for my wife with three small brilliants each. 

Joe arrived back at the end of July and I made the last preparations for my leave. With my wife I discussed our financial situation. It was necessary to check it sometimes, as the absent-minded girls in our payroll department had made me a surprise back in December. I found in the bank during my non-permitted leave that no incoming sums have been booked on my account. It meant the company had not paid me at all. For this reason the bank sent a letter informing me that my account was in red and it had to be closed until I would manage to shift it to a positive balance. Well, clerks of the bank had also been big fools: they debited my account without credit transfers.

I arranged it from Moscow as it could not be clear I had been home. In a month I could tell the bank to open my account again, but they made me fax a letter with this request. Actually that was the first letter I faxed from our new set, as it has been sent to me not long before the end of the year and its installation could be organized only in January.

Soon after that my wife called me and said there were very little transfers from my company. I gave her the phone number of the payroll clerk girl and told her to arrange it. When she called me again she said either I had enemies there in the payroll department or I have to answer her about my business.
”When I called her on the phone number you gave me, she said you are liable for child support.” It was a great blow. Even my colleague in the Machine Tool Works, who said to my wife I was on holiday, when I actually was in the country on business, could not cause such a destruction. I told her to go there in person and make them show my payroll to her.

At the same time I rang up our payroll department head and told her to find the guilty girl and restore my honesty, otherwise I would do it myself by physical punishment.

Well, now, before my first holiday, fortunately there was no problem at home. My first back-to-back man Theodore P. has come two days before my departure. As he would not be able to do anything for his lack of Russian, it was all the same, if he was there or was not. All the tasks would fall on Joe to solve. T.’s main concerns have been to have a shoehorn and where to buy batteries for his crumb vacuum cleaner. He would use my service car. Well, I would have some malicious joy at home hearing from the radio about the 3-day coup against Gorbachev. T. has been caught in the car at the hottest spot, in the tunnel under Kalinin Avenue. He would never come again to the Soviet Union at any price.

Joe took me to the airport and my son and wife have been waiting for me in Budapest. My son had put his old Polish FIAT 125 into order. He had purchased it second-hand two years before and until my mission I had been keeping it in a good shape. In my absence he had crashed twice with it, but he always did the necessary repair. He was very proud of his job, he had even got the „environment-friendly” card for it.

I sensed something in my wife that made me anxious. Someone, who might have returned from Moscow, and might have met her, might have told her something about my life there. As my one-time colleague would have said: „Either it is not true, or it is a lie.” But I could not make her be frank and I decided not to show her I had something on my mind.

I did not make it a secret that in Moscow we, Joe and me, had a friend, who was a girl, but nothing else. I told her, she was an intelligent woman and a clever, honest one. She might have combined things together and might have come to a false reasoning. Anyway, my holiday has not been all easy and pleasant.

I had not given up my doctorate at that time yet. I wanted to finish re-writing it in time and give it in the university. Deadline had been October 1992. I went to institutions to gather data – new data to convince my opponents –, but I found that nobody dealt with this topic beside me. I could not find anything useful.

Before my return to my place in Moscow I participated in an annual conference organized by our company about truck safety questions. There I met the management of the company, the last time I was not selected for destruction by any one of them.

I also had to get information about a case of mild poisoning by dangerous load. About two months before my holiday I accepted an order from a customer to carry chemicals from Riga, Latvia to Belgium. I have not been informed that the load was dangerous, otherwise I would have asked for instructions from our dangerous load department.

On the loading place some of the plastic drums were leaking and in the rain the crystalline stuff caused mild poisoning at some of the drivers. The load has not been taken to the consignee, it has been put into a proper store in Hungary. I had to make it clear that I had no responsibility, as I had not known about the danger. I do not know it up to this day, if my responsibility has been established or has not. That was the ordinary way of dealing with personnel in that company.

Not long before my return to my place I called Joe to inform him about my arrival. We agreed that he would give my car to J. and she would fetch me at the airport. I called her, too. She was feeling alone and urged me to start back at last. I told her the date of my flight and she asked me to let her go into my flat for a week, until her colleagues would leave for home. I agreed. Alas, when I called Joe again from a public phone, my wife heard me say that Joe was to give the key of my flat to her. She might have combined again something. It began to be an irreversible process, when my image in her mind would become more and more shadowed by my imaginary guilt.

To tell the truth I was already looking for my return. Not only for what would wait me in Moscow, but also, because the air has not been pleasant here. When the time came, I felt not to have left anything behind. 

It has not been my best time. At arrival in Moscow nobody waited me, at least it looked that way. The airport information has cheated J. who waited me on one side, while I came out on the other. We met when I took my things and went over to that side.

It was autumn in Budapest, when I resumed my work in the Moscow office, in Moscow it was even more so. The big heaps of water-melons from the southern republics was in hard contrast with the near-freezing temperature. The economy of the country began to change to capitalism, there were joint ventures for food and automobiles. As a result the newest wonders appeared on the roads and traffic became deadly. 

We both damaged our cars in a short time. First Joe met a Georgian truck driver who made a U-turn from the second left lane over continuous line. Joe was on his left and the truck damaged his car almost completely. However, it has been repaired. Then a bus pushed me to the left in a divided road and the central lane was too high for the front suspension. For two weeks I used my trucks to get lifts when I had to go somewhere far from METRO-lines, as the office was without any car. 

The number of trucks began to grow again. Meat changed to beef, and beside meat there were other kinds of food as cheese. Near to our office a restaurant of the network Pizza Hut opened and we went there sometimes to take lunch. Work was so much that to stay two hours after working time has been usual. Our work in the office began to remind me a slave’s activities. From that time I remember only a few events.

The end of the year drew nearer. I remained in the town that time, it was Joe who went home with his family for a couple of days. I had a lot of work and it had been lasting for a long time. The Russian rouble’s last rate has been 63 for one dollar, but, as it has been in September, and from that time no fix rate has been established, its rate has reached 100 by year’s end.

During the last days of 1991 there was a coup by the heads of state of the three Slavic republics. They met in Minsk and established the Commonwealth of Independent States, eliminating the chair of Mr Gorbachev. There was no Soviet Union any more. In a couple of months even the Kremlin would be given to Mr Yeltsin, the Russian President.

No obvious changes could be seen. Only Soviet changed to Russian everywhere and our documents became temporary, but still valid. Former republics became independent states, they established embassies in Moscow. But it took about one and a half year to turn these changes from theoretical to real.

In February I have got guests from home. The company had an inventory system, and the Moscow office and apartment had not been checked since the beginning of my term. One morning a woman was calling from home and she announced the trip of hers and her colleague’s, another woman from another department, to me the next week. I could say nothing but expressing my extreme happiness to hear that. They were both nice and were doing everything for me, even they brought me a lot of food from home I could buy from them, but, anyway, their stay was a true nightmare. I had to help them check items and could not be on my place. 

When they left me at last Saturday morning I finished my delayed work in the office and went home very late. Tired to the bone and thirsty as dust, I drank a whole bottle of beer – my gauge was a can only – and went to sleep fast. During night the beer has worked and I had to go out. The last thing I remembered was finishing making water. When I regained consciousness I was lying on the floor of the corridor in front of the toilet, its door still open and the lamp within glaring. In my side I felt a terrible pain.

To this day I cannot tell exactly, if I fell on the stool in the corridor and hurt my side, or my pain came from cold. When I went back to bed it was 2 a.m., but I could not tell the time, when I went out. I felt that the wind of death had touched me that night. My unconscious state might have been two minutes or two hours. The pain in my side has not left me for long. I take it more likely that the pain has come from getting cold.

In March I had another guest from home. During my first holiday I met Gustave, who was the chief of the company’s tourist business and he asked me to find a partner in Moscow. I had got a name through an acquaintance and tried to get into contact with the woman. I had got a date from her and G. flew out to meet her. Of course, the woman, a division head in the state tourist company, has been a Russian, she would not meet us at the given time and we could not get into contact with her at all. G. said:
„This turn has also been included within the bunch of cards.”

Anyway, I wanted to find him something better and I went to Sovinter with him and met one of the deputy general managers. He was an old friend of Joe – an old customer of his vodka bottles, too – and he found the man in charge of international bus lines. There was none of them, but they were in establishment. We have arrived at the most proper instant. Our short talks have been successful and in the protocol signed on the spot the line of future has been lain. G. has been very content not only from the official side of his trip, but he enjoyed very much the performance in the Bolshoi.

There came a period for me that caused me additional concerns later. I began to dream every night and my dreams went on as a soap opera. After the third time I saw this peculiar dream I began to make a diary about it in my pocket agenda. The main figure was a fairy – I used the initial F in my notes – who had the voice of my wife and her face from her maidenhood. We had been lovers and the experience was so real I sometimes forgot I was dreaming. It went on for two months. I have written everything down in a brief form.

Chapter 7
Korea

My ever-growing work in the office – sometimes I remained there half the night – and hitches in my friendship with J., as well as my dreams made me decide I had to have a rest soon, if I did not want to collapse. I decided I would visit Japan the same way my predecessors did it. I went to the Japanese consulate and was informed that I needed an air ticket or a reservation receipt to get visa. O.K., I went to the airlines – to more than one – to make the reservation, but I would have to have a visa for it.

Again Catch 22. I became angry and found another solution. I would go to South-Korea. Hungary had signed a no-visa agreement with that country two years before. I did not tell it anybody, only Joe and J. I even tried to convince her to come along, but she would not. 

There was a planned visit of G. again in June, I had to wait for it to pass and ordered my round ticket to Khabarovsk after that. Through small gifts I established a good relationship with a lady at Aeroflot to get the diplomatic discount of 50 percent on the Khabarovsk-Seoul flight. Alas, the Far-East Aeroflot branch had become independent and I would have to risk flying to Khabarovsk before I would know I would get it or would not. 

The visit of G. and his colleagues to Moscow has been undertaken with their caravan-bus and, as the driver has not been used to Russian roads, the rubber cushion of one of the air springs was destroyed. I got a call from them to order the parts through TNT delivery. We had a hard task to get it. The Russians would not have too much respect for names as TNT, DHL, etc. I had to go through all official formalities to get it.

There were programs for the crew as Zagorsk, but their goal for the visit has not been achieved. Either the Russians considered us competitors, or the whole business had gone aground, but it was a failure. In a short time our tourist business would be dissolved by our management and G. would have to find himself a new employer.

Then followed my one-week-long excursion to Korea. I agreed with Joe that at home nobody was to know my whereabouts. I have been ill, on the agency, out-of-town to help a driver, but nothing of the truth. He undertook to replace me completely in that time.

I did not need his assistance to take me to the airport, I discovered that Aeroflot buses to the airports are reliable, if only slow. I went to the Domodedovo airport with only a handbag and a shoulder bag. The latter contained my photographic equipment. To Khabarovsk I had a pleasant 8-hour flight. 

I had about three hours to get my ticket and I wanted it by getting my discount. I went to the ticket office to a typical blond Russian girl and told her my intention. I gave her my diplomatic ID card, too. She said the obvious answer at once, it was impossible. I took the bottle of whisky brought along for this purpose and put it in front of her. She pretended not to notice it. Anyway, she went out of her booth after a 10-minute pause, placing the bottle under the counter. Half success. She returned and said she had not found her boss, I was to wait. I did and, after two more walks the girl gave me my round ticket on discount.

Check-in has not been hard, only I had to convince the frontier guard that I, a Hungarian, did not need a visa. From Khabarovsk to Seoul the flight has been only two hours. Arriving at the airport I went to the information desk to get a hotel address. They offered me a room for 160 dollars a night. I asked for something cheaper. They motioned me to the right. There tourist agents were offering rooms for 50 a night. When I wanted even cheaper they showed me to a newspaper booth. There the woman was all smiles and said, O.K., she had one for about 15 dollars a night. That would do. 

She called to somewhere by phone and gave me a visiting card of a hotel owner. At the back there was a map of the surroundings, it was in the very centre of the city. The bus took me to the centre and after a 300-foot walk I found the „hotel”. It was a 3-story building about 15 feet in width. But it was a very fine place fit for my needs. I have got a room on the 3rd floor. It had a hall of 3 by 5 feet with a wardrobe – not necessary as I had but one jacket –, a bathroom of 5 by 4 feet and a „bedroom” of 5 by 8 feet. There was no bed, only a bundle of bedsheets and covers, a small shelf of 1 by 2 by 2 feet and a clothes-rack on the wall above it.

The sandwich mattress-bedsheet-cover had to be unrolled for use and rolled in again in the morning. There was a low table – about 6 inches in height – in the lobby that could be taken for breakfast and put out again after. On the shelf a phone-set and a TV-set have been placed. 

I spent all my time discovering the city and the country. I soon discovered the big marketplace near the hotel and a small restaurant on the second floor of a narrow building. I made it into my usual place for lunch, the extremely high intelligence of the owner and his people has astonished me first, but to the time of my departure I learned, they have all been similar in that respect. I had to establish that I had never been in such a country, where people are exotic and intelligent at the same time. 

I decided to see the country, too. My first trip has been to the south to Suwan by the suburban train. My goal has been the Korean Folk Village standing exhibition. I liked it very much and decided to go to other parts of the country. Back to town I went to the airlines and bought an air ticket to the island of Chaeju, about 55 miles from the southern tip of the country. I got my ticket on Thursday.

Wednesday I went to Inchon, where the Korean War had begun. It was a vast harbour town, but it also had an artificial beach made by dredging. I enjoyed swimming and sun-bathing, but it soon became boring and I went back to Seoul. The afternoon I spent discovering Seoul Tower and the botanical garden around it. Sight from the tower has been dim for the moist air, I could not see the North-Korean side at all. 

My finest experience has been my trip to Chaeju. From the airport at the northern shore I rode a bus to the greatest hotel complexes in the south. The island had an extinct volcano in the middle and – it has been written in the info, but I did not ascended it – there was a lake on top of it. All cliffs were black as coal, I guessed it must have been a very young place in a geological sense. 

The remaining two and a half days I spent all in the capital. I even tried to ascend one of the two steep hills, but I lost my way and almost fell into panic. I could come down only, when I went back almost to top and found the fork, where I had been mistaken.

This week of rest served me well. Not only would I become sun-tanned, my soap opera dreams have been finished. I think I came back from the brink of collapse. I took my camcorder and and went to the bank of the river Amur to see all and to record some of my experiences. From my competitions two decades before I still knew all, only in the monuments have been some changes. After the Korean villages and towns it looked a little too Asian. 

It was a Monday and the next day Joe gave me all the information. He could avoid all problems and nobody knew about my trip. The same evening I called J. and she agreed to come to me and see my pictures. She regretted her rejection, but she knew it was her mistake. I learned she had moved again to another flat as her previous one became needed to the owner. She told me she was soon going home, she wanted to have some common excursions with me. We agreed in Borodino and went there on Sunday.

It was a fine excursion, although my car has almost let me down. There was a faulty connection somewhere and sometimes it would not start. I didn’t make any pictures, but recorded Borodino on my camcorder.

Chapter 8
Intrigues

In the meantime incompetent competent persons had decided about my fate. The girl, who went to work for the ministry 7 years before, not waiting for her term after that of Veronica, had come back to the company and wanted to take the place at once. She was annoyed finding that the chair was full. The bosses incited her to find mistakes in my work and then she would replace me. To do that she has been selected for my replacement during holiday. She called me, introduced herself and wanted to tell when I wanted to go on my holiday. I would not surrender so easy, but at last she would have her way at least partly: being the mother of a 6-year-old, she would not stay after September 1. It meant, I had to take my holiday about 3 weeks earlier than wanted. But not at once, as she wanted to force me to do.

I would not say too much about her.

At the airport in Budapest, two surprises were waiting for me. First, the customs officer took my camcorder into his custody as long as I would pay a deposit of the duties. Second, my wife said to wait in the arrival hall as „the children” were coming soon. The children have been my son and a girl, his favourite, or let us say fiancée. It was the first time he introduced somebody to us. She was Clare.

During my holiday at home I had to find my sales manager, who informed me about changes involving me, too. First, Eurogate London would place their own man into our Moscow office in the person of a young man, Gabriel, whom I knew already. He had finished his high school in the city, as his parents had been living here on mission. After their return he stayed, with the slogan that he was specializing, but would do nothing for it. He would start with us when I would return. Second, an office in Ukraine was to be opened with a man as employee there, who had joined our company only lately, but had been doing 12 years in Moscow as a serviceman for another firm.

In the first week of my holiday a time bomb exploded. My wife might have got a false – at least I think so – information about my friendship to Judy and, as in one of our private commercial actions with Joe she has been also involved, and I sent her share of the money by the help of my wife, she might have thought, there had been something between us. Once during this holiday, when I went somewhere leaving my bag home, she found my pocket agenda in it. She would not understand records in it otherwise as proof to her suspicion. I made an account of that discussion at the beginning of this book.

She lost her mind completely, she began to shout at me charges, accusing me of a line of adultery cases as long as we had been married. She said, she decided to leave me alone and go to live in a rented room, leaving all her property to me and my girls and their children from me.

It took me half a day to convince her not to leave me. About my guilt there was no doubt in her mind. All the same, I attempted to convince her, with the help of the younger generation, to come with me to Moscow. As she would not leave our son alone as before, I was ready to place all the three of them. It was to be a financial disaster, but I wanted to do everything for my family to stay together. 

It was slow work. She told me all my past guilt. Our rear neighbour, a tram driver woman, once said to her: „Do you know that your husband has a girl-friend, tall and blond?” It was Margaret, the protocol executive from Machine Tool Works, with whom I was frequently going to the press to check proofs. And she told me such things that were unimaginable from her some years earlier.

Delay to gain her consent resulted in that I forgot to get the agreement of my bosses for the action to take my family with me. Anyway, my holiday was out and I had to go back. My family promised me their reply in a short time. When they decided to come, I forgot to consult with my boss, sent my wife to the woman in charge of air tickets and passports.

It was a period full of events. The girl, my backup, did not speak well English, she switched the language of communications to French. It took me two weeks to return with customers to the original routine. 

When I called J., she told me, she had no desire ever to meet me or to hear about me or about the wife of such a man. She was rather vulgar in her expressions. It took me some sentences, until she understood, she was talking about something I did not know about. She then informed me, she has got a telegram from my wife with congratulations for her newly-born child. When I later forced my wife to answer about it, she said she had seen a pregnant woman around our house and thought it was J. – she thought her equal to F. in my pocket agenda. I made my wife sit down and write a letter of apology to the same mail address.

My family arrived around the middle of September. My wife’s ticket was paid by the company, my son flew by one of my free tickets earned from the airlines for a discount on their cargoes. The girl, Clare, paid for herself.

About two days after the arrival I got a telex from Louis D. asking with whom I had consulted about the change in my status – from single man to married man with family. I knew that it was my fault, but the arrogant style induced a similar reply in me. Beside asking for his excuse for forgetting to contact him about my decision, I informed him that according to relevant regulations it was no extra wish for a representative abroad to have his wife with him, but his inalienable right. As for my son and daughter-in-law, it was my private affair with no effect on the company’s finance. I have got no more correspondence in this topic, but a new stain was again on me and I think it remained there.

The next event was not better, either. I got a fax one afternoon, about a week after the arrival of my family. It was an instruction from my boss, the sales manager, to fly home by the earliest possible plane. I ordered my ticket at once, but for the next day there was no free seat on the plane. My family would be in the adverse situation as before. I in Budapest, they in Moscow. I tried to get information, but I could get none. I flew home and appeared in the office of the boss. He shook my hand and offered a seat. 
„There is information about black loads and cabotage (local transport by an international carrier) in your office”, he said.
I have not been prepared for this charge. I have never let happen such things. Of course, sometimes there were packages of colleagues to be sent, but not as a cargo, only in the cabin of the driver. 
„May I ask the source of that gossip?” I asked him.
„No”, he said decidedly. I stood up.
„Then, would you let me fly back to my place? There is too much work in the office for me to stay here for an unidentified gossip.”

He became red. He went to his desk and was looking for a document. When he found it, he handed it to me then said:
„Read it and give a written report about it. Now I am going to the general manager.”

It was the report of the girl, my replacement for my holiday. She reported about a phantom customer coming into the office one day and demanding a free ride for his cargo „the same way as with Mr K.”. Also her report contained a cargo sent from Kiev to Moscow or vice versa. She wrote astonishing lies about dirt in the office, too.

I prepared my report carefully. About the man who allegedly had got free rides from me I knew nothing, I wrote, I considered it necessary to restore the situation with the man, the girl and me – plus someone in charge of the investigation – to clear me from that accusation. I mentioned that it was not my competence to check statements of drivers many hundred miles away, who rejected loading up goods on the poor state of their trucks. It was that of the department head of the driver to check his record, as in my advises about returning trucks I always gave clues on technical incapability of them. 

The charge of cabotage was a joke. Kiev and Moscow lay in separate countries since the dissolving of the S.U.

The cleanliness of the office has not been a real topic. In Moscow roaches were found everywhere because of common ventilation systems as their communication routes. The office has been cleaned once a week by a cleaning woman and drivers could be questioned about their opinion if it had been necessary.

I left my report on his desk and went to my dentist. Around the end of working time I phoned to the secretary and learned, I had to wait and phone the next day at noon. When I did so I was told I could return to Moscow. 

That event proved me that my desk was desired. It has been no wonder, I remembered the three fiancées mentioned by John. Moscow had been free for me that time only for the reason that it had not been a dollar-earning place. But since January 1, 1991 it has been turned to exactly that.

Returning to Moscow I tried to establish the status of my family’s young people. My son has been blocked from doing a useful job at the agency and without Russian he would not register in the high schools either. I decided to employ him in the office on my pocket. Clare has got a job as a secretary at the agency. She was quite good, she re-learned her Russian quickly and her bosses were satisfied with her work. Soon my son became a company employee and at least it relieved my pocket.

The man of Eurogate caused me a lot of problems. How he succeeded at all to get this place, I learned only in my later years in Kiev. His mother has been a financial consultant at one of our new commercial banks and she gave advice from time to time to the wife of our general manager in her job. The general manager was the one who created Eurogate for his former technical secretary and since its establishment he became one of the biggest owners of the branch. Their representative was getting his money from Eurogate, but he was to work for us. Only he did not. And, the same way as he succeeded to get the job, he always succeeded to survive any trouble.

He even became my competitor. Many times he confused things by sorting out my trucks for other loads, to which I selected them. He did it in the same way with the company parking lot. On the parking of Sovinter at city limits theft has been a daily business and police has been involved in crime. We had to find a place secure for our trucks and the goods. I have got one about half that far from the office as the present one and was in talks with the owner, when Gabriel confused it by getting the support of his boss in London for another place in the north.

Our general manager’s interests in Eurogate decided all. According to clues from drivers the owner of the site has not been free of organized underground relationships. Also, by the same information source, Eurogate’s G. has been interested in the operation of the refreshment room.

Chapter 9
Mis-corrections 

Well, everything became more complicated. The frigo department signed a contract that almost destroyed the company’s finances in a short time. It was only my hard work, sometimes up to 9 p.m. in the office, no week-ends, and my son’s help to take various tasks from my shoulder, that saved the project from complete failure.

The project has been about transport of Italian champagne from Italy to Moscow. I have to cite the joke of one of my West-German partners with Machine Tool Works, who said the most important export ware from Hungary to West-Germany was Russian champagne, as he had always taken two bottles with him on his return trip. And to Russia we have transported more than 2,000 tons of champagne from Italy.

Anyway, real problem has not been quality, but addresses. Many of the consignees did not have any offices. They had established their limited companies for a single case and soon after they would dissolve them. The addresses given have been small shops of other firms with their man seated there to get the message about arrival of trucks. Unloading has been made from trucks to trucks. The conspiracy has been so well organized that many times I would have the call of the driver only after unloading.

The fly in the coffee emerged, when different consignees gave the same address and one took the goods of the other. One evening at the beginning of December I was dealing with drivers of arriving trucks, recording them in my register. It was past 8 o’clock. We all have been there, Joe, Gabriel, my son and me. The room was full of people, and others were waiting outside the room, even outside the office smoking their cigarettes in the staircase. I became aware of some people standing too near to me, almost touching. 

„Would you stand a little apart, I have no air”, I said, but nothing changed. I looked up and noticed strange faces. I repeated the same, but they were just fixing me with their eyes without recognition. I realized they had to be strangers. 

Using Russian I learned at once they were looking for their goods long due. I apologized and looked it up in my register. I found that their goods have been delivered. From that time on, I had to instruct all drivers – in case they called me in time – not to unload, until our man has not seen the papers.

Of the 120 truckloads about 15 has gone aside. With hard negotiations 11 has been turned back or corrected by redirecting subsequent transports. But as far as I know, four of the customers would have had to be refunded.

By these damned assignments I have met my cousin, Louis. The lion’s share of the project has been over before Christmas, when one evening a driver called me. He said, he was Louis so-and-so. I did not understand his surname.
„Hello, Louis”, I said, „could you repeat your surname?”
”Komaromi”, he said, this time articulated.
„Louis, is it you?” I asked surprised.
„Of course, it is me, but who the devil are you?”
„I am Joe, your cousin.”

It was a great joy for both of us. Of course, first I registered him, but after we agreed to meet. At that instant it was not possible. He was in a closed place in a large complex of duty-free stores. He would remain there until the next day. Anyway, I told him to hand the receiver over to the Russian in charge there. I asked him to do his best for quick unloading of that truck.

The next day has been a Friday and he managed to offload. At the parking I found him and took him to us. My flat has been rearranged by that time. When my family first arrived, the juniors pushed me out of my bed, even my bedroom. My bed was taken by Clare and she would use my phone wired to the bed. At least until one evening when she called her mother at home and wanted to speak to her pet dog over the phone. Then I asked her decidedly not to use that phone. „Accidentally”, it soon went out-of-order with an open in one of the leads.

When we succeeded to buy a sofa for the juniors, they occupied the dining room, made it their bedroom and I could regain my bed, until my wife took it from me. The dining table and chairs have been transferred to the sitting room. When Louis came my home looked like the above.

Louis remained with us till midnight. He had a fine draught, all the half full and half empty bottles of brandies have been made fully empty. Nothing could be detected on him, I would have died from half of it.

He narrated us about his aborted marriage and warned my wife to use her head instead of being insanely jealous. With little success. He also warned me of the dangers of being too humane in my job. With the same results, but now I know he was right. That is the basic difference between my wife and me. (There are other differences, of course, as the teacher said to the boy, when he wanted to know, what was exactly the difference between his two parents, as both wore trousers, both smoked, etc. The teacher asked about shoe sizes of them and, when the boy said, her mother used small-size shoes, while his father big ones, he said: „Well, you see, the difference is between their feet.”)

Between my trip home about black-load charges and meeting Louis there was some confuse in my family. The juniors could not have helped going home to arrange something and my wife fell into panic and went after them. It was followed by an insane period when she went to the public phone on the street every dawn and hindered me to prepare for work by her calls. She was crazy. At last I had to phone to Clare at her parents and tell her she was the key figure. If she came back, my son would do so and at last my wife. After about one month and a half and a lot of wasted money for air tickets they were again in Moscow.

Before this intermittent period my wife succeeded to make me ill. In October there was a cold front, the weather looked wonderful through the window, but it was 20 degrees F with a strong wind. She wanted to walk and would not listen to me. I caught a severe cold with a high fever. It would take me four years to eliminate the consequences of that folly.

In January I was instructed by the sales manager to fly home for a briefing. Before that I had to receive the man selected originally for the Ukrainian office at the airport, take him to the office and train him to be able to take my work during my stay at home. On my question why here and not in Ukraine, he told me to do as he said.

In Budapest he informed me the situation has changed and he would take my place, while I was to go to Ukraine. It would take me long conversations with the man to see clearly what had happened. He was the relative of one of the managers in my company. At a funeral in the country town, where he had lived, they met and he was promised to have a mission in Russia. 

As the topic emerged, the sales manager had not been agitated against me yet, he said he would not be against an office in Ukraine. He thought it was settled. He briefed me in that sense during my holiday. In the autumn of 1992, when the state of Ukraine regulated use of Russian language and made Ukrainian compulsory in schools, the man convinced my boss through his relative to send me to Ukraine instead of him. He had a son of 14 and did not want to register him in a Ukrainian-language school.

Of course, the above true reason I had to learn, when he was a little less sober – he liked vodka too much –, but it has not been very hard. 

My absence in the Moscow office has also been utilized to separate co-tenants of the office. I learned about it in Budapest and could only communicate with Joe through phone. He was determined not to wait for me with the moving. When I returned a week later the office was empty except the conference table and its chairs taken from the other room. I had to replace the snatched desks and file cabinet with new furniture. Our young titan from Eurogate wanted to furnish it so, that only his desk would have cost 1,500 dollars. I filled the room with furniture from a Russian shop and I got some change back from 300.

I went to Kiev to arrange my new office and housing there. Before that I handed over responsibility of the office – in paper I have remained the office chief until my return home – and the car. 

I arranged all in Kiev and made a list of necessary furniture. The Aeroflot and Air Ukraine still made their flights as domestic ones. Next time I would face a makeshift international airport’s checking.

I had to fly to Budapest to organize purchase of the furniture. Louis D. had been succeeded by a reasonable young man, Zoltan, and it was a pleasure to work with him. Through all my persecutions that followed, I could always feel his presence on my side. I have got a truck to take things to Kiev. Then I flew to Moscow to prepare the move of my things to Budapest and to Kiev. My successor was envious for our status and hindered me, where he could. He objected my arrangements with a familiar driver to Kiev, but, when it led to shouting, the driver disclosed him something: it had always been the right of the leaving chief to select the truck for his own move.

My family left before the Budapest-bound truck and I did after it. I flew to Kiev to unload my truck. I discovered with a pleasant surprise that another familiar driver has been there with his truck to be offloaded. He came to my home and helped. We were in a hurry. In the next afternoon I had to fly home to organize clearance of my things from Moscow. But before departure I helped both drivers to find their unloading or loading places.

When all was ready I wanted to take my holiday, but my boss said:
„You have to open the Kiev office on July 1.” As it was June 23 I had only time for 4 days. After that short rest I flew to Kiev and began to assemble my furniture delivered in boards.

Also I had to drill 24 holes in the granite-hard concrete to put up curtains and shades. It took me 6 weeks to bring everything into order. During daytime I have been in the office and evenings, as well as on week-ends, I worked in the flat. In the middle of August my wife flew to me, she has been followed soon by the juniors.

In July I flew to Moscow to take my service car back from my successor and drove it to Kiev. Until that time I used my private car, an old BMW in a terrible condition. I had had to buy it in Moscow, when my successor took the service car. After repair in Kiev I drove it and my family used the service car.

My boss who instructed me to move to Kiev has been fair to me to his last days in the company. Alas, he had to give supervision of the abroad offices to another manager, his former subordinate, who was on good terms with the general manager. He did not like me very much, as two years before I had not been mild to him, head of the frigo department then, about the mismanagement of his trucks. He seemed to have the memory of an elephant. It was he, who would instruct me to close the Kiev office and move the equipment home.

My Kiev career has been short, but until that time, when it became public it would be closed, I have been successful. The presence factor made traffic grow 3 times that of before. Technical assistance for transit vehicles has itself paid the costs of the office, let alone return loads, mainly raw hides to Italy and prefabricated furniture to Sweden. Unfortunately, my new boss could not read between the lines, he saw only direct income from tariffs of return loads. It did not cause in him any pain to cut presence in our largest neighbour country.

Remnants of my holiday for the previous year I took from the end of April to the end of May. My replacement has been a riddle-question girl – somebody’s something – who could, however, not destroy all my work. I went with my family together with both cars. At once I gave the service car to the company workshop, the other I made it repair properly.

In July, after a year of unfulfilled promises, my son became an employee again. It has not been by chance, as my Moscow successor went on holiday, and nobody could be found to replace him. I was instructed to do that and my son replaced me. First it seemed to last four weeks, but it became six, as he could not come back on time. 

I took my wife with me and we lived in the hotel of the agency. One evening in the second week I had a cramp in my leg and a vein has blown up. I had pains at walking and had to use bandage all the time left. Fortunately driving has not caused me pain. Work in the office has been so much – all the three persons I replaced alone – that to fill in registers – my successor developed my routine to separate frigos from the rest – could only be done evenings in the hotel. I saw with pride that the system of recording I established survived my term.

There were problems during my time in Moscow. One evening a sick driver has been found in one of the cabins. I had to organize his transport home by plane.

There were drivers who did not want to go for load assigned to them. I asked to report it to their bosses. To tell the truth, it has been neither their fault, nor mine. Our man in Rotterdam, a fool in that respect that he would not listen to real problems from my info or from news in the press, was accepting orders for Moldavian goods long after, it became dangerous to go there.

There was a case, when the return load has been stolen from our company by an outsider – probably he overheard the CB radio conversation between our drivers and went there to take the load himself – and besides, he alleged he got it from me. There was an investigation of the case, where only the nonsense of the outsider’s claim decided in my favour.

Very slowly that six weeks have passed and we could leave back for Kiev. During that period, however, I met again Louis, my cousin. I took him to Zagorsk, there were two other drivers with us. One has been a man with southern Slavic origin and name. He was the most intelligent of all our drivers.

Chapter 10
The Human Factor

Actually I consider my years as office chief in Moscow and Kiev as a very good training in human affairs. During that time I became acquainted with excellent people and, alas, on the opposite. To begin with the latter I can cite three examples. 

I had not been longer than two months in Moscow, when my first bitter incident occurred. Then Kiev and Moscow lay in the same country and to transport goods between them has been cabotage for an international hauler. I had a load that was stored temporarily in Moscow and it had to be taken to Kiev. It had been part of the load of a truck of our own. There were ways not to hurt law. But, as I mentioned it to one of the three drivers staying in Moscow, he did not tell me anything, only in five minutes one of the department heads in Budapest called me in that topic. 

The man was successful to avoid meeting me for one year, when he lost his way in Moscow and I went to him by my car. He lied me not to remember anything.

The second one made a detour of 500 miles with an urgent load for the sake of a Ukrainian whore.

The third one stole my money given him to arrange customs formalities in case of a problem. 

The good people I begin with somebody, who cheated me, but I could not be angry with him, and till this day I appreciate him. In the spring of 1991 the transport of consumer electronics began on direct routes from Western-Europe to Moscow. There were thefts on the parking place and thus drivers parked more willingly in our street in front of the office building. The only trouble has been toilet. The nearest one they could find in the building of Kiev Railway Station about a thousand feet away, when we were closed. March 15 has been our national holiday and two drivers asked me to leave my key with them for making the toilet available. In the next month I found an item in our phone bill very high. The telegraph company informed us it was a call of 30 minutes to the U.S.

There were two drivers on frigo trucks, who saved my face once, when one of their colleagues could not load the food assigned to him. They remained reliable people over all my term.

That man to help me to take my things to the 18th floor in Kiev had been grounded in Moscow once for two weeks. His extreme cold blood with aggressive people and his intelligence had helped us with Joe to solve a lot of hard tasks.

The driver who took my things there – and put my successor to his place – was a man too anxious to do flawless work. But he did it almost always – or, may be, just for that reason.

The man, who was with us in Zagorsk, I met in the autumn of 1991. Then J. left her employer and she had to bring up her things to us. There were numerous well packed boxes to be carried to her home in Hungary. I was just sending a group home, as I had less load than trucks temporarily. I charged them with the delivery of the boxes. Some of them pushed the task on to others, some sent it by mail to her address as they chose another route. But one of them has done a good work and he remained a good friend of mine later, too. It was he, who in Kiev once, when I had to send a convoy of trucks to take load, took his colleagues to visit me. My wife has offered them dinner, but they brought raw material for it. It was in October 1993. When he learned, during the afternoon we were going to the holy monastery of the Ukrainians, he gathered all drivers and in his tractor he took all to the place. We met them there. He would visit me even after my return from Kiev in my new office.

A driver, whose wife has been a saleswoman on one of our departments, has been beaten and robbed before Easter 1991. I had given him the job to take a truckload of vodka and carry it to the west of Hungary. He was happy for the job, he was to spend the Easter with his family. It happened otherwise. He had to wait for a temporary passport issued by the consul in that territory, as he forgot to take his passport, when he was reporting the robbery to the police. When he came to Moscow any time later, he would be a welcome guest, as my son made friendship with him.

By the way, I think, my son helped me in getting a lot of friends among drivers.

There was also one man who led my son into the pleasure of modelling. I met him in Kiev, he was the only man, who could not find his way by my instructions on phone. He and another one spent Easter 1994 with us, their trucks in the parking down, they on the 18th floor up. That other one was a wonderful cook.

It is interesting, when it came to tell something right about me, these people were silent. Those on the other side have not kept their mouths shut, when something foul was needed.

I spent another month at home in September 1994. I came with my wife by train that time. From the behaviour of my new boss I felt that I was destined to finish my term. I was right. He decided it and it was final. It was a pity to take farewell from my partners, whom I acquired only one year before.

Preceding my leaving the place I organized a meeting between my partners in Kiev and their customers, my colleagues in charge. I wanted to offer a continuation to my activities after me. Alas, neither side has been too keen to carry on. And there was another factor against my will. 

The organized underground crime has become so strong in Russia that the state had to form special authorities against them. One of their territories represents unloading of customs goods without clearance. It can be found all over the world, but nowhere is it done in a way so sophisticated as in Russia. 

The deliverer of goods prepares the accompanying documents, and one set is given to the driver to show them to the authorities at every point, where necessary. On the border of Russia the truck is met by the consignee’s representative. Goods coming with international documents can enter the country, on the documents it is indicated, where to go for clearance. The consignee takes it to his store instead of the customs office and false stamps are placed on the documents’ return sheets. The truck can leave the country by these stamps, but, as clearance has not happened, the border customs office where the goods entered, will send an inquiry to the indicated customs office. The answer will be negative, as the goods have not been delivered to the office. Three months have elapsed, the consignee – if there was a real name and address at all – has been dissolved. Joint liability of the carrier with the consignee makes it possible for the authorities to claim everything on the carrier.

In 1995 in 55 cases, goods entering Russia with our TIR documents have not been cleared properly. At the end of that year the Russian State Customs Committee decided to exclude our company from the use of international customs documents in Russia. It meant the consignee would have to get a guarantee in every case for the transit of goods from border to domestic customs office. It slowed down our trucks terribly. We began to lose customers. Just those customers, that have been acquired during my term.

Correspondence between international organizations helped to lift that ban. But our company has not done anything to prevent similar crimes again. The next year our trucks have been confiscated for the duty not paid. We have got them back only by paying instead of consignees. And then the management of my company has made a decision, the worst possible in that situation. They ordered to close the Moscow office. I could see it from nearby, as after Kiev I came to work with Veronica, director for the Customs and Border Services. Instead of listening to the words of somebody, who spent so many years in that place, they decided first to make a joint venture with a nameless private firm. As it had no influence on the events, they decided for the exodus.

My story is coming to an end. When I returned with the equipment of the Kiev apartment and let it be cleared at the customs, I tried to get a proper place. I have been offered two, but one of them did not seem prosperous. The other was customs. Veronica accepted me with her normal kindness. She gave me a place equal to a consultant. My ordinary duty has been to survey incomes and costs of her unit. Besides I have been a Jolly Joker for my credentials. John from the personnel division has gone to pension, his new boss promised me the place of Veronica’s deputy in one year, when he would retire.

As nothing has gone on the right way, I tried to compete for the Moscow place anew after the man, who succeeded me. I have been informed that a woman has been selected by an outside head-hunter firm. 

When I learned that she enjoys the support of the same deputy general manager, who helped to steal the place promised to me by a friend of his, and besides, the new general manager – a woman, who went to London at the same time I did it with Moscow, only she had had no authority because of Eurogate’s establishment – is looking for a way to eliminate me – last of the Mohicans from a bunch of experienced executives – from the company for my alleged guilt I did to our drivers, I decided, I would help her and would accept the severance pay due me by my 9 years. I also accepted the offer of an entrepreneur company dealing with Tenghiz assignments. I left on July 31, 1997.

This was the story of my life so far, all true, except a couple of false memories.

Budapest, January 1998

EPILOGUE

Stories are ending in either good or bad. Mine has not ended yet. I do not know what end might come and when. I imagine different ways my story could go on.

After leaving the company of trucks where I have been working for more than nine years I got an offer to take a back-to-back job abroad. I was to work four weeks in one last and be at home for another four weeks. I accepted it.

The place has been in Kazakhstan, not far from the northern end of the Caspian Sea. It was an oil-mining site in use for about 10 years, but some difficulties made exploitation only even, without profit. The camps, where the several thousand people of the crew has been housed, as well as the working places, had been built by our compatriots in an agreement with the then Soviet government. In 1994 Chevron has overtaken the enterprise from the once Soviet, then Kazakh state company. A new joint venture has been established with the name of Tenghizchevroil.

The place Tenghiz itself is a terrible location. Some decades ago it has been part of the Caspian Sea, but overuse of water of rivers supplying the Caspian caused the level of the isolated salt-water body to decrease. As a former sea-bottom, it is as level as anything can be. Soil is a fine mixture of sand with salty mud. Precipitation is almost nothing, wind is never absent. The fine dust finds its way to eyes, lungs, everywhere. After my first month I left with the determination to finish that employment as soon as possible.

My assignment on paper has been supervisor and chief mechanic of the personal car repair workshop. The person invited in the ad for job had to speak English and Russian on a high level, be an engineer of the automotive or electrical field and have some experiences in the repair of cars. From CVs of several applicants mine has been selected by the Head of Transport Department, Michael K. – let’s call him Mike 1.

After my arrival he was the boss who received and informed me about my would-be tasks. My direct boss, head of the two repair workshops for buses and cars, Michael G. – Mike 2 –, has been on his normal monthly one-week leave. Mike 1 said I was to take into my hands the supervision of car repair workshops, both for Soviet-built and American, Japanese and German cars and pickup trucks. My compatriot, one of the back-to-back supervisors for the bus workshop, has been present at the conversation, but he soon forgot it and seemed to have heard something different there.

Mike 2 thought it otherwise. As the conditions for the invitation of my place have not been determined by him, he has not been too keen to accept anybody found on them. In a short time he decided not to accept me, but he had the manner not to stop my working there, he even let me go back after my first month-off. Alas, he has not been very intelligent in his way to inform the representative of my host company. Also, he let intrigue do its work. On one hand he asked for another one in my place with the excuse, he had not been looking for a scientific assistant but a mechanic. On the other hand he disclosed his decision to my back-to-back, who was trying to displace me by his friend from home. 

Simultaneously, Mike 2 launched a different search for someone to my place and found his man in someone, who had been fired from the same place in the previous year. By this action he made reliability troubles to my host company with their new candidate, who left his employee in the belief that his place was secure.

All in all, I left that place with only a letter of recommendation to anyone whom it may concern.

I decided to make my time useful by writing my recollections that was a task long on my plans.

It is open to fate to form my life in the future.
Will it be happier or gloomier than before?
Will it bring some more success or shall I be content with as much as I achieved this far?

There is a whole line of such questions I could put, but I think, it is time to finish and let the reader decide what he or she wishes.

BOOK V

Chapter 1
Plenty of Time

Time is a peculiar thing. It is like a large stream, something as the Danube at its lower section, never to have too big a rise or fall of its level, never to change, only flowing by at a constant pace, unaware of events on its banks. But living creatures feel it differently. They are individuals who see the world around them through their own eyes and it rarely happens that two different people find anything the same. For a person who is waiting for something a minute can seem as long as a day until he gets it at last, at the same time a vacation of two weeks can glide by as a short event.

My account of events in my life ended with coming home from Tengiz, Kazakhstan. When I found it so that answering ads for jobs cannot be enough pastime for me in the cold November weather making it unpleasant to go outside, I sat down and emptied quite a few half-empty ball-point pen refills trying to use up all my typing paper sheets in the house for giving an account of events during the first fifty six years of my life that far. Also, I have been in no hurry, as my severance pay from my last but one employer did not go out. The result has been a handwritten text that was like a sausage in the meat-processing factory with a right chronological order, but with no chapters to make it digestible. In about two months I arrived at the current date and tried to divide it into parts that can make it seem a little more organized. Then put it aside for some days. 

My intention has not been clear about what to do with it. At fifty six I was to start my life anew, I didn’t want to settle for being on jobless pay until my time for applying for pension comes. I wanted to get a job anywhere (beside my two diplomas I spoke three languages) or to start a small business as a last resort. That means I was tireless in answering ads and going to interviews.

After a few days I decided I start to type it. That time I didn’t have any PC yet. During the first month of their stay in Moscow in 1992 my son and daughter-in-law purchased one (an IBM compatible 386) and later in Kiev a friend of theirs trained them on how to use it and what to make of it. It was a period of quick development in software, we got the first Word for Windows package and it was very useful for them to get acquainted with IT. I helped them as I could, they got from me a Japanese made Epson, a Star 100 printer. This was my opportunity in making a digital record of my manuscript. It was an immense task, it came up to about 400 pages – and about five ink ribbons for the printing. 

It was a transitory period in the life of my family. My father-in-law passed two years before and my mother-in-law – having such ailments that could have killed her already years ago, but having been kept alive by her responsibility for her husband – went after him in a year. He had been spared till a very fine age, 93 at his death. Although it could have been even longer had he not given up taking his pills. His urinary tract was in a bad shape at such age and the family doctor could not stabilize his condition any more. She was in her 86th year when she gave it up. After their passing the younger generation occupied the largest room of the house that has been ours with my wife for thirteen years. The room made exclusively for the parents of my wife became again a store room. The young kept their PC in that room and used it sometimes. For about three months it became my study for typing my book.

I think in the original account I haven’t given any clue about what happened with our house after our return from the Big Brother. During my stay in Kiev I had some time to spare and made my drawings about an apartment within a space to be gained by building a pitched roof on our originally flat house. During my short holiday in 1993 I found an architect, and I hired him to prepare authentic drawings of such a complementary facility – according to my sketches – and get the official building permit for it. He did it, but caused a lot of debate by insisting my idea was not in line with those of the authorities about proper building regulation. He wanted to include some completely unnecessary expensive details and even wanted to do destructive examinations if the flat roof of my house was such as stated in the original drawings. I was decided to build that upper structure as I imagined it, so I told him to draw all as he wanted and get the permit, it was to be my job to bring everything to effect.

During my assignment in Moscow and Kiev – in spite of expenses because of taking my family with me – I was able to spare some money on my bank account. I also purchased a full truckload of timber for the above building process in Ukraine and sent it home. When we returned it was waiting in our garden. Although the people who unloaded the truck didn’t stick to my request that between layers spacers were to be laid and for this reason the next spring I had to rearrange all the pieces twice – first to make the place free and then to put all back with spacers – there occurred little bluing on the planks and beams. I hoped all this would be enough for me to have the upper structure built.

During my stay in Moscow and Kiev it had been impossible to take advantage of all my paid leave as replacement had been allowed only for four weeks. Thus Veronica had to accept my absence of about six weeks after my return to her crew. That time I utilized fine to organize construction. Michael M. commended me a small entrepreneur, who did the same work in his house. He did it to me at a reasonable price, but I swear, if there were such a situation for me once more, I would be my own entrepreneur and only professionals of different trades would be allowed to enter my property under short term agreements. Construction work was to be finished in three months, but it was about half a year late, and we were barely able to move in during late autumn after the remaining plumbing, packing, wallpapering, electrical and heating system installing was finished. Some additional necessary modifications remained to the following years.

My mother-in-law insisted soon to change their room for the one emptied by us with my wife, and the young could only take their former one. Life went on as before, only my father-in-law had to take his place on the covered terrace by a detour instead of going through the terrace door directly.

My wife and I became quickly accustomed to our new place. It was a fine flat, the first such one that has been designed by myself. It takes the lower half of the space under the roof, the same height has been left for an attic. I didn’t spare any effort of making it practicable. Its floor – the ceiling of our apartment – has been finished by the builders only at its underside, it has been covered with chipboard for wallpaper. At its upper surface the bear beams were to be seen. Of the surplus boards I covered it completely and made a tough bench for my DIY activity. Access to the attic was provided by a hatch and a light row of stairs that can be lowered, but usually stored in an uplifted position.

Well, our moving upwards in October 1995 made life easier for all of us. On the lower floor there remained only four persons for one toilet instead of six. And more breathing space means also more comfort. However, the old are susceptible to making mistakes. My father-in-law has been under strict medical monitoring, the family doctor came to us regularly – he always left with a bottle of something taken home from abroad – and he has been taking some remedies quite regularly. Alas, being well can create a false notion of being healthy. He missed some pills of his drug for keeping his urinary tract in order. His health turned worse. The first sign for me was that my son came up in a state of emergency telling that grandpa was sitting already an hour within.

It didn’t stop there. He was taken to the hospital, and from that to the hospice. He passed soon, in September. His funeral could even be said being well organized and memorable has it not been by dissipation of his ashes. It was the idea of my wife and nobody beside her was satisfied with it. At least he will not be placed in a mass grave alongside those disliked by him during life as it would happen with my father.

About the same time a year later my mother-in-law was taken to hospital. She has not been there long. Her funeral I cannot recall as I was already on my way to Tengiz on my first term.

There were changes in our direct neighbourhood. Our right-hand neighbour – daughter of the old couple that had been living there at the time of our moving in – acquired a small dog, a kind of beagle, but with a uniquely bad nature, in her apartment on the housing estate from where we moved into this house. With the dog it was hard in the flat and, as her parents had passed some time ago, she moved into their house with her husband and about ten years old daughter. Later it would be clear that the child is mentally retarded, but I believe it was due mostly to the environment where she has been brought up. A little earlier, when the construction workers had been unclenching siding boards from the terrace in front of the entrance to the upper flat, the wooden structure fell off and damaged their hutch built without permit and too close to the fence. We had to give them some plates of corrugated slate to mend the structure. From that time on, we had to be aware that the neighbouring site is not bare any more. With the dog I had a good connection first, because I offered him some surplus noodles via his master and he took it positively. Later there would come concerns, but I will report them at another place. 

Leaving this line now I return to my stay at home after my second Tengiz month. When I finished typing and printing I visited my former boss, Veronica, and my former colleagues. She let me make some copies of the manuscript and also informed me about happenings within the company. There were serious changes and it mainly involved the sale of facilities. Their current site was to be sold first and the buildings razed to make place for a housing complex. They were – all of them at that time – moving to another site near my living place. They were wondering about me, but I couldn’t fulfil their curiosity.

I put aside my floppies and copies on paper and tried to get a job. I knew already that money is going out gladly, but an account can only be balanced when debited and credited sums are nearly equal. Around March 1998 I found an ad for a person with economist qualification and English skills. The person who answered the phone was speaking excellent English, only with an Asian accent. She invited me to an interview.

Chapter 2
Chinese Food

Her office (and shop) was inside a building that I knew well from the time I rode the suburban train to and fro daily. It was at the first stop from the inner terminal of the train, opposite the building there stood the factory where I was working during summer after my first university year – already abandoned with no activity inside. She greeted me in English and I saw that she actually was Chinese – Taiwanese as she said proudly. Her European name (all Chinese living abroad take such ones beside their original name) was Linda. She told me all that was necessary to know about the firm, a very small limited company for import and delivery of food for special needs of Chinese people living in Hungary. My task would have been to organize this activity. I was to be a replacement of a man who left this job for a better one – at least he thought so.

I have not been very keen to take this job as I have never did anything with food. It is a very special field and full of traps because of regulation. Also, import is always a catch too, as when you find a fraudulent customs officer he or she can do anything and you are helpless. We parted with an accord that I was to call her soon. It was she who called me and urged to decide fast as she needed my help.

I accepted the job as there were no others in sight. My position looked dim as she wanted to pay only minimum wage and within my last years before I was to reach my pensioner age it was screwing down the sum I was going to get. However, my real salary was to be higher, only without the correct receipts.

I tried to be informed by reading through all the papers available in the cubby-hole to my office – it was her office as well as another person’s one later. Between periods of hard time leafing through company papers in thick files I tried to learn as much about my new environment as possible. L. was telling me various things about Chinese life and history, we were also discussing legends about the original living place of our ancestors. She knew well that several thousand years ago predecessors of the Hungarian tribes had been living on the plans in today’s China where the Uygur live at present. I was also interested in Chinese art, and she spoke about handicraft, painting, etc.

She let me use her PC, a 586 with a Chinese Windows 95 on it. Fortunately I was good in that software, in spite of all inscriptions being in Han Chinese I could use it, even some Chinese characters I learned by it. There was no Word, however, but she called the IT professional who was servicing her PCs, Stephen M., and he put it in order.

With that man I remained connected and he would be very helpful to me since. That time I asked him to install software on my own PC that I bought just days ago. My former colleague, Magdalene, called me as she knew I was to buy a PC second hand. Her daughter finished university and she purchased a new one for herself. The one I bought was a 386 made of a 286 by placing a new processor inside. Its hard drive had a capacity of 72 MB. The monitor was a 12-inch B-W one. Well, S. could only install 3.1 Windows, but about seven years I was using this small computer.

He helped us with our first online difficulties as well. There was only one ISP company then and I arranged that one of our phone lines had an Internet connection. The wiring within the office and the installation of software on the individual PCs was his work. After that we could send and receive e-mails, but most of our employees – and L’s co-boss – were reluctant to check if they had mail.

Linda was just extending her business. Her friend of childhood from their home country had been living in a neighbouring country and active in tourism. I remember her name as Jenny. She convinced L. that it was beneficial for them both to get into partnership in Budapest, because in a common facility both could do their own business and complement each-other’s activity. In a few weeks some young persons have been hired who all spoke English and their task was to organize programs for Chinese people coming here. J’s name was well known to them already and that business was good.

The young people were in no connection with me, they did their work and I did mine. However, J. was the actual boss already, because L. has not been very well financed. Also, the food business had its problems. About ten years before the company had been started by another Chinese person, who saw clearly that the provision of food for Asian was not developed enough here and for this reason that area had a lot of potential in it. Since that time, however, other Chinese firms had been formed and their managers had no scruples against stealing L’s customers. Food delivery is a service of trust and you must always be very cautious not to scare off any clients.

L. was a person not exactly typical among Chinese. She was naive, that is extremely dangerous in business. There were other positive characteristics in her also bad for business. She was honest, for example, and very kind. I am sure it has to do something with her mother’s having been living in America for a time. At the same time, she was Chinese at the roots. Taiwanese people are proud of their homeland, but L. gave the right answer when I asked her about real differences between them and mainland Chinese: those 50 years the citizens of Taiwan spent on that island is only 1 percent of the Chinese civilization of about 5,000 years.

In that small firm food business consisted mainly of the import of rice and special Asian items, as well as distribution of the goods and its sale in the company shop. At first that shop looked attractive to me until it became clear that there is no such thing here as discarding items over their ‘best before’ time. I have seen salted peanuts more than ten years over it. L. was munching on them little by little. At the shop over-the-counter sale has been done. The lion’s share of the goods have been sold through a distribution system. The company van was an ancient Ford Transit. L. had a rented store in the former flour mill to keep her stock. The van was loaded there according to schedule and delivered the goods at the clients’ restaurants.
A young man has been assigned storekeeper and there was a driver too. L. owned also two cars, her magnificent Volvo 144 and a 20-year-old BMW 318. The latter was mainly utilized by her son, a student in high school. She also had a daughter studying at the university of economics. About her husband she never spoke.

Ordering of import goods has always been done by mail and through prepayment. L. was very careful to order with delivery in container to avoid pilfering. During my 13 months with the company only rice has been imported, other item like bamboo shoots (in 10-pound tins) still there were in quantities. Sometimes rice has been purchased at domestic import firms because of the small quantity.

In the food business there was another employee of L., a young Chinese girl from Shanghai, Xie Rong, she didn’t use any European name, but the youth called her Shelly. She studied together with L’s daughter, she was very bright (and proud of her nationality almost up to nationalism), I feel she helped L’s not so bright daughter at her study.

My predecessor, Peter S., and L. had been to Egypt about half a year before my joining that firm, where they contacted a rice exporter. Egypt has made some developments in the field of rice growing. Its climate is the best in the world for that purpose, especially for round grain rice, it can be grown in two different ways. When planted twice a year rice can ripen, but it produces very ordinary small grain rice. However, when there is only one harvest yearly, the grains are large, transparent as glass beads, and their flavour is extraordinarily fine. 

My first task was to contact the Egyptian exporter and organize the purchase of one full container of rice, i.e. about 10 tons. I did it quickly and in a month it arrived. I cleared it through customs with the help of my former colleagues. L. wanted to grab a segment of the Hungarian market with that fine produce, but it would have needed an infrastructure about two orders of magnitude larger than that L. had, as customer rice market is dominated by global companies. None of them accepted us their partners. Although I designed a PE bag of 1 kg and organized both its production and filling the rice in the bags all of the packages would have to be sold in the shop. This business was good, but no breakthrough as L. had hoped for. There was a similar attempt from our part with fragrant rice imported from Thailand. It took the same fate. 

From the beginning in that job I sensed two big problems with company activity. One of them was the complete feature of Chinese ways, I mean everything has been done as if the firm had been an intelligence agency. Very secretly. With no paperwork done, all payments in cash. Even payments for import goods were paid in the bank and transferred as cash. This made me hard to get a clear picture about the actual financial situation of the company. Actually it wasn’t my field, it was that of L. as managing director.

The second problem was partly a result of the above mentioned secrecy, but, as I learned later, there was a much more important source of it: human greed. When I tried to make a store inventory I found that rice was inclined to evaporate. Otherwise how could you explain that there was a constant 5 percent difference between incoming and outgoing goods. But only with rice. I didn’t want to fluster L. by informing her, but wanted to find out what was going on.

The young storekeeper has been the son of an earlier driver and storekeeper with the company, without that connection he would have no chance of getting employed. He was fit for the job only physically, the 50-kilo sacks were no load for him. However, as slow persons sometimes do, he had a great finesse for things not wholly regular. He sometimes got phone calls from someone familiar to all others beside me, and always there was a discussion involving rice and money. As I was named import manager by L., thus I was a boss for him, I instructed him to account for the turnover of rice in recent time. He agreed, but it never happened, and I got suspicious glances on me.

I found the solution soon, but it was even more impossible to tell about it to L. Soon after that the fine Egyptian rice arrived at our store, a man appeared in the office and he looked to know everything about me. He was the person who left that post, my predecessor. He and L. sat down together and made a long conversation – in another place so as nobody would witness it – and soon after that L. told me our room will have another person, as P. would be working with us. She said P. had an excellent idea and it would be going to bring in a lot of money.

I didn’t stop monitoring the evaporation of rice and discovered that the phenomenon accelerated. I felt that I got into a helpless situation, because L. would have never accepted the suspicion about a person she trusted so much. I wanted to find a way for getting things right. Discussing it with the small firm that did accounting for our company, I became convinced that without making a default of the missing stock the company was not to become balanced, let alone have profit. However, when I tried to discuss it with L. she wouldn’t listen.

P. was a person many recent family films would picture as a loser. He was a chemical engineer, until the regime shift he had been working for the biggest cosmetics firm in the country. His field had been deodorant sticks. His wife was a sales executive with a small privately owned foreign trade company, a much more influential person than her husband. The wife was almost constantly on trips abroad, they had no children, only a dog named Ribizli (red currant). The man was completely content with this situation. His spheres of interest were old PC software preceding the time of Windows and garden basketball.

P. wanted to develop good connections with me, but, of course, in his own manner, patronizing and dominating me. He even gave me two bags of asparagus seeds, one white and one green, but they were out of time already at least by five years. He did it, as I told him I was to buy seeds and spare a small area in my garden to grow asparagus. Also I bought some saplings, because my cherry trees perished, they were quince apple and apricot. The latter died too. But the quince apples make me happy every autumn.

In a couple of weeks it became clear that P’s big idea cannot be planted in practice. There were two basic reasons for that: Hungarian stock breeders wouldn’t accept rigorous conditions at breeding ducks for Chinese in Hungary, and the latter wouldn’t accept ducks bred in this country. All the same, P. was drawing his salary from L. and his only activity was disc de-fragmentation on his PC – I had to share mine with L. – every day. At the same time nothing could happen without his oral contribution to it, especially as parliamentary elections came nearer, he always took the opportunity of telling us it was enough of the incompetent government – the left wing government had inherited a very bad situation from the first freely elected one in 1994, and had to pass tightening regulations to avoid the same fate as Mexico –, what we needed was those young titans of the party Fidesz.

He  was almost wrong, because the governing parties got more votes at the first round. But the young lawyer at the head of Fidesz (who has deserved his nickname The Godfather since) realigned his means and by shifting candidacies with other right wing parties he managed to get a few more mandates than the governing side during the second round. What happened afterwards was a rampage, because he had to share the power with really hideous people, whose parties would be annihilated later by their bosses themselves. However, as I am trying to give some account of events since, it can be clear that it wasn’t his worst provision yet.

Summer in that year arrived late, but was extremely hot. In June L. organized a happy Saturday event for the employees of the company, both in food business and travel. The venue was in the village of Tök (it means squash in our language) at the western side of Buda hills. It was still cool and the program included round trip of the estate in a horse cart and dinner. My wife accompanied me, we drove there in our own car. It was freshly painted after having a complete body overhaul.

When the hot weather arrived all except me were unable to do their work. I still remembered Charles’s saying from Addis Ababa: “You only need self control to bear heat and smell.” Especially the young in the travel agency suffered. L. let them buy some ventilators. All caught cold, but the young got over it soon. However, L. couldn’t come out of it, she went on coughing till the end of the year.

In spite of all odds L. trusted me and was taking me with her sometimes. There was the so called Double Ten Day program at the consulate of Taiwan commemorating the uprising putting an end to the Chinese Empire. She invited me also and I never saw her so happy as her daughter was one of dancers at the performance. I have also been invited to a couple of Chinese restaurants, her chief customers, where true traditional Chinese food has been served. Some of them could cause me surprise. The world known Peking duck, for example. When I tried to cut off a small piece it began to bleed. No wonder, it was almost raw. Just like the fine carp in L’s office when she wanted to make us happy with a fine food. Well, it is a habit with us, to bake or fry fish before eating it.

There were some other surprises too. They gave me tremendous help in appreciating hygiene in our country in comparison with theirs. The young girl from Shanghai told me when I saw a bucket of dirty water and asked her why isn’t it possible to drain out dirty water after mopping that it wasn’t dirty water from mopping the previous day, it was algae being soaked for salad the next day. Well “When in Rome, do as the Romans do!”

When the round rice began to go out of stock L. wanted to order another container. Alas, something must have happened to the Egyptian partner, we could not contact him. I made a search for sources of rice all over the world. Even I contacted the woman I met in Moscow, my best friend ever, and she collected data about prices of rice in the USA. Unfortunately, I found that either we import long grain rice from Thailand or buy Italian semi-round rice from our domestic partner. In spite of all handicaps I haven’t given up. I called on the Egyptian embassy and got a short list of rice exporters from the councillor of commerce. However, he warned me that some of them could also be a fake. And there was another opportunity for me. The same Italian export company delivering rice to our domestic partner was coming to the fall exhibition of industrial products, and the saleswoman sent us a fax and invited us for a talk. The latter was dead end, because, although she looked interested in doing business with us, our domestic partner might have derailed it.

With the Egyptian firms I had more luck, at least, at the beginning. Two of them gave me offer and one of those sent us a sample. It was not the fine simple-harvest round rice, but it looked fine. L. wanted to get a container of it, as also the price was good. She always collected the money needed for the transfer of prepayment from her acquaintances, but this time she had difficulties. After a long hesitation I told her I had the necessary sum on my bank account, but it was tied down. Either I was to lose interests or she was to wait till its freeing. She said she needed it and was ready to repay my loss. I took out the money and handed it over to her (we made all without any written record). In about a month she was able to repay, but incidentally forgot my lost interests.

This deal was a complete loss to L. and it was P. the busybody who brought it about. Delivery of the rice was late. When I tried to call the partner by phone he said there had been a problem, one of his containers had been lost on route to Alexandria in a road accident of the truck. He asked for my patience. L. didn’t want to believe this story and said that man was a rogue. As the end of the year came nearer and I was home on a Saturday there came a phone from L. that I was to fly to Egypt at once and check the situation on spot. She said P. had advised her to write a fax using powerful language and send it to the exporter. P. had taken his wife to the office and she formulated this letter. L. had sent it. In a very short time the partner replied in the same manner and withdrew his promise to send the goods as soon as possible. I was very sympathetic with L., but said it was not my fabrication, let the person who caused it clear everything away.

There were other delicate situations about that time. I had seen the political circumstances go wrong in Kosovo, Yugoslavia during my short drive through the country in 1981, when I had been returning from Ethiopia. But at that time I am writing about, at the end of 1998, there was war in that region. Even bombing in Belgrade. And the Chinese embassy was hit by some of them because of lack of precision in maps of the American air force – or movements in the city precisely just in order to mislead the planes of the USA. We in the office could not stand not to discuss these events. Xie Rong, the girl from Shanghai could well understand Hungarian and chopped in. We said it was a great mistake of the Chinese to keep a crew of about forty in an embassy building when all other embassies were holding one or two persons in the war zone. She said it was a common thing to fully man embassies, it was the guilt of the American to bomb a zone of embassies. She told us there was no doubt who would win if there occurred a war between the two countries. We let her go without an answer, but we were very uneasy.

Chapter 3
More Chinese Food and Old Acquaintances

Recently I mentioned my friend from Moscow, Judith. When I left Moscow for holiday in 1992 and didn’t know that a lot of irksome events would follow I left in Moscow a big part of my life with the friendship to her. I saw her only once after that, she was seeing off her colleagues at the airport and I was waiting for my successor to arrive.

More than three years went by. That time I was working in Veronica’s customs service and my job was to solve problems occurring with goods between our truck drivers and customs offices. I have got a phone call from her. She explained that following a long line of attempts to get a good job in vain she had got one with a Ukrainian private company in Budapest. She gave me her phone number and sometimes we called each other. Near the end of year 1995 she called me again and said that problems might be coming to her employer and she decided to leave the firm. After that time it became impossible to speak to her, the phone didn’t answer.

Some weeks passed and she called me and said that she had gone to America and informed me about her intention to stay there. I remembered her walkman with English lessons in Moscow. She spoke English rather well, but wanted to polish her skills. I also remembered her saying me that time that it was her dream to go to America and live there. So, it meant that she was successful in doing just that.

In March she called me again, but that time she was in her home town in the country and said she risked coming home to arrange some very important things. We agreed that I was going to visit her and I did so. It was very a short encounter, but we could discuss issues long due. She also introduced me to her mother living across the road in the childhood nest. I left her with the feeling that it was a reconciliation at last.

After that time we remained in very distant touch for some years. When I left my old company and again when my Tengiz job ran out I called her by phone. I sent her a fax from L’s office and made her familiar with my tasks. She was in a hard footing as she had to work hard for a salary tailored to foreigners and was going to buy a flat of her own to start a small business. As I understood she was working in more than one job from time to time.

She came home again around that time and we met in Budapest and, although it was fine and the sun shone, it was cold weather in early spring and we were walking in a recreation area and talking. I told her that I wasn’t already very content in my job because of the tight place remaining me between P. and L. He had gained back his influence on her and was doing as he liked. In a few months I would leave the food business and become again jobless, but then already in practice too, living on the very small sum it meant.

However, until that moment I had very big tasks to do. The first one involved customs clearance. Almost five years ago L. accepted an offer of a friend in Germany for a whole container of food, beverages and various driblets of Chinese origin. It became redundant for her friend and she gave it very cheap. However, it was import wares and had to be cleared. L. had an employee then who was skilled in that work and became a professional customs agent working for forwarders after she left her. L. remembered so that there was a minor problem with clearance, but her employee made it at last. She was looking up her thick files and found the papers of the case.

This topic surfaced, because the government was short on money and wanted to find all that can be collected. The premier of the right wing government was feeling the pressure – caused in a large part by him, when in opposition he did everything to stop austerity measures of the then governing party – and turned the screws. Dead cases of customs clearance were revived and liable clients found. From an official notice sent to L. it became clear that the above mentioned clearance had not been made to end. It was confirmed by papers L. gave me too. There remained two possibilities: to finish what have not been finished or do nothing and pray that customs authorities work slowly. Namely, there remained only about three months until the end of five years from the beginning and the case would be lapsed.

L. was of the opinion that doing nothing is risky. I went to my former colleagues and they filled in the proper forms. Together with the old ones I took them to the same customs office that wrote us the notice. At first it looked that the customs authority would not forgive us and our company would have to pay a large fine. But fate decided otherwise. As bureaucracy was working indeed very slowly, our case reached lapsing time.

The same bureau was causing another problem for us. Also with the same container of import goods. There were bottles of lichee wine in that container. Chinese taste is different from that of Europeans, but taste cannot be a matter of debate. Lichee wine is worse than any swill. But Chinese cannot live without it. The problem it caused sprang from the same root: need of funds for the government. A law had been passed about classifying certain types of wine as taxable. Its original aim was to tax so called dabbled beverages, while ordinary grape wine was not charged. A law is always as good as well it can be put into practice. That law was free to interpret as customs and tax authorities wanted. They decided lichee wine was taxable and the company would have to pay excise duty on its turnover beside fine for not reporting to the authorities in time. I tried to apply to turn the fine away – it was many times that of the value of the goods – and collect only excise duty. It was rejected and the customs office sued the company. However, I managed to solve the problem by taking a sample to the laboratory of the Agrarian University and had it analyze. By its ingredients it was no beverage liable to excise duty and we won the case.

Another big task was to deter a malicious person who wanted L. to move out of the property and let him give the rented area to another company. He was the elected representative of the condominium that owned the block of apartments. L’s place has always been a shop, during the time I was shuttling by thirty five years ago and so, there was a haberdasher’s shop in those rooms. Its location was excellent and the representative wanted to terminate L’s contract, because she hadn’t asked for his permission to apply at the electricity works for a higher performance main switch. To tell the truth I don’t remember how I could silence him, but I managed it.

With her cars and van L. had limited success. Although the Volvo was almost new and in a good condition, it was a big drain for her funds for the significant maintenances activity it needed. This car was necessary however for her, as she lived outside town and was driving also her children to school. The other car was known to me for a long time, as it was parked in front of the office, but I didn’t know that it was hers. It has never been in use. However, about three months after my starting the work there, there was a great bustle in the office as I arrived. L. was coming earlier and she saw the car open. Someone broke in and stole some parts from the engine compartment, including the alarm system. It was my job to organize repair and it cost a considerable sum. It was in vain as at the end of that year L’s son had an accident with it – nobody hurt – and we had to sell it as a wreck.

The van was stolen not much after that in the spring. Someone in the flat next to our office had seen the act of theft during the night, but he thought it was L’s crew and told us about it only when he heard news the next day. It has never been recovered and it was a complete loss as there was no insurance covering theft on it. L. wanted to buy another car with a station wagon back, but didn’t happen. It was again P’s influence. I wanted her to by a Polish pick-up made on a South-Korean licence, but he convinced her to ask for an offer from a dealer offering also misty benefits together with it. Of course it would cost twice as much as the Polish one. It couldn’t be bought, because L. didn’t have the means for it.

My last tasks with the company didn’t involve my professional knowledge I have been hired for. The problems of competitors, lack of funds, the true Chinese management style of L. and the unavoidable hitches brought by the aimless spiritual relationship between L. and P. (not unlike that between Rasputin and the last Russian tsarina) took the ground out from under the food business of this small firm. Only travel remained and it was dominated by Jenny, L’s co-manager. 

Thirteen month after my joining her firm I asked L. to sit down and let’s speak about how much she needed my work. She looked relieved as she didn’t have the courage to initiate this step. I had a great “if” in my mind, i.e. if it were proper to tell her about the true nature of P. or weren’t. I decided not to inform her, but with the accounting firm I made an accord that if they were to feel it proper at any time, they would inform her about my efforts to clean the face of the company.

Chapter 4
More Strange People and Acquaintances

Remembering my difficulties in getting a job a year earlier I didn’t hope for any better. At once I went to the district employment agency bureau and registered. Fortunately my jobless period was short. Exactly one month after my last day with L’s office I was interviewed by my next employer and the next day I started work there.

I found the ad of that company in the advertising daily and it surprised me as the address given was very near to my home. It was the middle of June and as it was fine that day I thought I could walk there. I knew the surroundings – better to say I thought I knew it – and it looked as if I could go through a small patch of woods and be where I wanted to find that address. Well, it happened slightly differently. In the ‘50s and ‘60s construction debris had been transported to an empty meadow in our district until it covered an area about two kilometre square. The debris had been piled up about ten metre high and left there for nature to conquer it. It was called on maps – it still is – Cseri dump. To that time I write about grass, bushes, trees grew there. Over there lies the patch of woods I mentioned, and over the woods there is a new housing estate built on the meadow along our former living place, where some of our neighbours had been growing cabbage and green peas. 

The dump had been occupied by homeless lately, who had built shacks and had turned the dirty environment even dirtier. A large pack of straying dogs had found there a good living. As soon as I reached their territory they were running to me and I would have been attacked had I not leave the area quickly. I have never ventured on that surrounding since. I made detour and along the highway I soon arrived where I wanted to get to. The address meant the centre of the housing estate, only it was not very easy to find. Almost ten years before I was looking for a house in Moscow, but certain parts of the city were arranged completely dissimilarly as that on my very fine map – or vice versa. Joe S. told me it was no incident, it was distraction made by intelligence. On that place something secret must have been. My problem was the same here as there was no order in the numbers of houses. At last a woman told me where it was: I almost stood in front of the house.

There were different firms shown on the glass door, but I thought I would ask again. It was the right place, only the woman I was introduced to said sorry she found her choice. But she said there was another person who was looking for somebody with linguistic skills. I was taken to a tall man with a stately black beard. He put me questions and said he was looking for someone who could translate articles in English and German trade journals into Hungarian. He told me it was a brand new enterprise and the place was transformed. I was given a German language journal and sent home to translate an article and to take it the next morning to them on a floppy. I did it and he said he would phone me about his decision.

He was quick to do it. I was hired. The next day I started my work, for the time being at home, because the realignment of the place hadn’t happen yet, but a week later I got my first place – at least four times it would be changed. I think it doesn’t harm if I give a short description of that working environment.

It involves again speaking about people from Transylvania, as my boss has been brought up in the town of Marosvasarhely (Tirgu Mures in Romanian) that is the Szekler capital. After the deceleration of the anti-dictator movements in Romania around 1993 he took his family (wife and two daughters) and came to Hungary to establish a living. His original occupation had been technician for woodworking, but his mind had always been very active and art had been his hobby, as well as publishing. Here he was derailed from them at first, as while looking for a job he answered an ad in cleaning, where he met another man (with no Transylvanian connection, however) and together they joined a small business. Soon they started their own one, but they had remained partners for a long time. It meant that, as that small firm had been owned by various people, all of them appeared sooner or later in my view.

Name of that man is Tibor Ritz. The other man is Stephen Seffer. Their company was a limited responsibility society (Kft. in Hungarian) and it was named after them: SERI Kft. It was a service company for buildings – i.e. cleaning. Around that time professional cleaning began to get its due segment within the service industry. T. and S. had been working hard (I can’t recollect to have someone more tough than these two men) and could rent an office and store, later have a few employees. Customers as hotels and offices learned their names and their company grew.

At the end of the ‘90s the cleaning sector in this country had experienced an extension and manufacturers of machines and devices were investing here. I remember another ad I answered before contacting T. that would have hired me immediately and have given me a training in their upright and deep-cleaning vacuum cleaners. A German manufacturer was looking for a representative – and possibly a subsidiary company – to sell as many machines as possible. The two new entrepreneurs together with one of their employees decided to extend their market by splitting their activity in three areas. Beside the mother company doing cleaning (and machine renting) they founded a firm for research, consultation and publishing, as well as a joint subsidiary of the German manufacturer.

They split their funds in three, T. became the owner of SERI where S. was named managing director, S. owned Futttar (the surplus letter t stood for ‘TisztaTerTechnologia’ meaning CleanSpaceTechnology, Futtar means otherwise messenger) with T. as managing director and the third companion, Andrea A. became the managing director in her firm owned by her and the Germans in equal parts. Her company was named after the mother German firm and got a Hungary tag after it.

It was she who placed the ad I answered. Fortunately for me, although she found the right person about half an hour before my arrival, T. needed a translator with a technical background and he was glad to find me. But it was me who was the real winner: at fifty eight a job is worth a lottery win with only one miss. The office has been situated in a suite of rooms with direct entrance on the ground floor. It consisted of a great space occupying the whole width of the 4-storey building with entrances on both the front and back sides, a middle-sized side-room and a smaller room, as well as a toilet and tea kitchen complex. The bigger side-room had been the office of the woman who moved into another similar office about a hundred meter farther.

After her moving out the place had been rearranged and refurnished. This action became also necessary because of an inconvenient accident during one night. It was my first Monday morning there, and as I arrived I saw a lot of cardboard boxes around the entrance on the pavement. A great bustle was going on. I learned that for two days already salvage was going on as during Saturday night – of course, Murphy can always select the best instances to make small problems bigger – a small water pipe had broken and until Sunday morning when S. had been alerted water was coming from the leaking. Water could not be deeper than a few inches as it flew out under the two doors, but boxes stored on the floor actually suffered. So did chipboard desks and shelves too. Well, after salvage everything was packed onto its old place, but it was decided that new cardboard was to be purchased and new furniture made. The tailoring work for them was to be done by S’s private workshop and his father. He has been living at the same housing estate where we had our first own flat with my wife. 

My first desk was actually a shelf in a built-in bookshelf for the PC and monitor, as well as a small portable table for phones to put my keyboard on. It was difficult to spread the originals I was translating. Soon I was given a real desk and it was much better. With my first tasks done as fine as I could I earned the respect of T., my boss and also S., who had the same kind of diploma from engineering as I did, only it was involving machine tools. Before he established his own business with T., he was working in one of the factories of my former employer SZIM as an NC lathe operator.

The office was extremely crowded even after A. A. moved out. SERI had several foremen – better to say forewomen – who were not working there, because they organized work for their crews, but still it was their working place. The firm’s manager S. and his secretary Vera had their desks there and were present almost constantly. Also a salesperson for acquiring more customers for the company, sat there. There was someone to answer telephone calls and switch them to the right person. She was Monika, a blind girl with a large German shepherd. Her employment was advantageous for S. because of some regulation. She was very skilled in topics of earlier PCs and we always asked for her help when needed. Her boyfriend was blind too, they understood each-other well. She used a special software that turned written text into audio and, as it sounded strange, we said M. was teaching her parrot to speak.

T. had the bigger side-room for himself. His wife Kate was sitting somewhere that was free she didn’t have any fix place. There was Susan for typing work and she operated the only laser printer. And there was Leslie, who was another Transylvanian and came only once every month and remained about a week. As for where he slept during that period I was uninformed for a long time. Later we became close, almost friends, but I always felt that he had his self-esteem very high. When we met first he checked all my translations very thoroughly as if he hadn’t been sure I was up to my task. It changed soon, but he retained his upper hand behaviour.

L. was living in the town his ancestors moved to about a century before. That time Hungary had about four times as large area as it has today. His relatives were still living in the present Hungary around Debrecen. He has already been born in a country where people speaking the same mother tongue as he were considered a minority, sometimes even an unwanted one. But descendants of the three million Hungarians having been cut away in a foreign land – they still number about two million – has adopted well to minority fate and have been living as if in their own country. He finished his schools and became a creative artist with a good name in both countries. He also did computer graphics and became skilled in graphics edition for printing. For T. he did just that.

That summer was very hot and we were suffering, I myself in two senses. First, from heat. It can destroy one’s ability to work, performance will go down. But for me there was another ordeal, draught. I am very sensitive to it and I gave up long ago trying to convince people who aren’t how dangerous it is for the human organism. Until fall came I was in a very bad state of health. All the same, I did a lot of translation both from English and German trade journals and various other texts T. wanted me to translate.

As the summer heat gave way T. and L. began to manufacture our new furniture. They began with making S. cut the chipboard plates into the necessary shapes, then razed almost all of the old pieces. As the office became empty, they took pieces of wall-to-wall carpet left over after laying carpet at various customers and covered the floor with them. The original had been eliminated after the flood. It resulted in a fine merry pattern like in a nursery. It was surprising for someone who saw it first, but we soon became accustomed to it. The new furniture consisted of built-in bookshelves not damaged by water and brand new desks and working and conference tables. It could not have been denied that the pieces were the creation of artists. There was not a right angle in them and all were tailored to the environment there. For himself T. chose chipboard of a fine pattern and his office looked really elegant. For a certain time all went on this way.

That summer was memorable for me for the solar eclipse too. In Budapest it was about 5% short of total, but at the southern parts of the country it was total eclipse. It happened in August, T. let us observe this phenomenon from the free space in front of the office. My previous experience of such kind was during my student years, we had been watching the round disc of the sun on the wall where I projected it with my lens, as the moon was taking it and its shine became less and less. This time, however, every one was watching it alone though black glass pieces.

Chapter 5
Making a Wildcat Profession into Trade

However, SERI soon moved into another place. It was just across the promenade in another house of the same kind. They rented it first, later would buy it and after that they would sell it and buy a much better and larger similar premises in the same object of four houses having the same square inner court as ours. From our back door we would see theirs. After that Futttar had this office for its own purposes. Again there was change in the sitting order, but not only that. Some months earlier a monthly had been started for people working in the cleaning sector with the title of TisztaTerTechnologia. T. wanted to fill it with his own writings, with those of others of the industry and with advertisements. When I joined the firm, also some translated articles were published in the monthly, especially German originals, as their style was much more practical than British or American texts.

T. has always been a driving force everywhere he appeared. As soon as Futttar was established he wanted to organize events for the sector and for this reason he tried to contact the Hungarian Society for Mechanical Engineers (its abbreviation is GTE in Hungarian) that had a section for cleaning. Well it was exactly the kind of section that can hold its annual meeting in a phone booth. T. joined it and his personality made him the right candidate for sectional secretary at the next election. The man he took the title from didn’t like it of course and at a later election he got it back. Well, it was no big loss for T., because by that time he has already started to create a trade association. He used his existing personnel and also hired two women from the neighbourhood as telemarketing agents. He had another idea and it was launching short training courses on cleaning basics.

However, for that he needed two more things: support of cleaning companies to hire people who took part in such a course and educational material. At the first thing his telemarketing agents helped him. Although it cost a lot of money to use mobile phones for this purpose, it would pay back soon. Cleaning companies were looked up and contacted, most of them were small firms with a few employees – unskilled of course – and the managers were very keen to get into the main stream of a trade being born. Although a few firms kept distance as their managers found something in T. that they disliked – his character mainly, because he was energetic and accepted no excuse for being slow or unwilling – a list of cleaning companies were compiled. Our office began to be too small as managers of the cleaning firms came to see T. and change ideas. A general understanding was spreading on the training topic and also on creating a trade association. T. was throwing the bait in the right place, in about half a year the founding session of the association was called together and its statutes was passed in the meeting. Its name became MATISZ (an abbreviation of Hungarian Cleaning Industry Association) and as its first secretary T. was elected for two years. It was an unpaid work for him, but both individual and company members were to pay an annual membership fee.

As for educational material for the training courses it was a slower work. T. had already started something called TisztaTerTechnologia Kodex, a collection of written knowledge about all connected to cleaning, actually loose sheets in a folder with hard cover. Its structure shown in its contents was very clear – although few of those listed had been worked out – and it could be purchased in its current condition, but chapters were going to be bought after their finishing additionally and filed in the proper place in the folder. It was to be the material for a master course foreseen in some years in the future. For ordinary cleaning operatives a much shorter version was to be compiled.

Finished chapters in the codex had been written by people of proper knowledge in the field of each chapter, for example, physics and chemistry that were the two most important topics in cleaning were written by high school teachers. However, as cleaning involves some special areas, and it didn’t exist in Hungarian, T. ordered the counterpart of his would be codex in German – in that country, unlike ours, cleaning had already been included in the list of officially accepted trades. The four volumes contained about four thousand pages. T. leafed it through and decided which parts were the most pressing to translate and put into a Hungarian language textbook. It made my job safe at least for two years. The busy activity I took part in made T. decide so that my pay according to the original agreement could be supplemented monthly. It did me very good of course, but, as I didn’t want to be paid in black, I had to organize my tax ID number to be able to write out a bill and make it a company cost item instead of making it a reduction of T’s pay. It took me some hours sitting in the waiting room of the tax authority and filling in forms very strange and hard to understand.

Although with the registration of MATISZ there happened some administrative mistakes, it succeeded and the events followed in a long line. It was the end of 1999 and, as it is always so, there were some impatient people who wanted to meet the Third Millennium one year earlier – my opinion is that if the first year was the 1st one and not Number 0, then the thousandth will end with a zero and not with figure nine. For this reason all kinds of programs were organized. One of them was seen as a good initiative, and it really was one, but the expansion of the EU in 2004 made it less important, let alone other factors I am to write more about. It was the conference of cleaning associations in all Central and Eastern European countries.

From that earlier part of his life when he had been the secretary of section of cleaning within GTE, T. knew all people personally who were in key positions in the cleaning sector throughout Europe. At that time I write about he contacted first of all the EFCI, a federation of European cleaning industry associations and spoke with him about the conference. He was going out from his job for retirement, but he promised T. to give his weight for this event. He did it as he sent a German person, a leading figure in another federation, to represent him. Also all of the associations – or those in the phase of being established – in the Eastern part of Central Europe have been invited. It included the Polish and Czech organizations as well as people from Slovakia and Romania – more precisely Transylvania – active in cleaning services. The meeting called Central European Meeting or CEM in short was planned to be held in a separate room of a newly re-opened, but historically respectable café in the inner city of Budapest, its name is Central. It is a really prominent place, you can see there all our celebrities when you go in to drink a cup of coffee.

We were already deep in winter and it had to be accepted that this office was not an ideal one without insulation under the floor. Also there was a constant draught through the gaps under doors on the two ends of the room even without wind, and in windy weather the entrance door was either opening from time to time, or it was difficult to open at all. Susan had almost always hay fever during flowering season, and it was almost the same that time, only it was caused by cold instead of allergy. The heating was in order, only its designer had not taken into account the points of compass: on the south side at the backdoor there were more radiators and on the other side almost nothing. Always someone fell ill. 

With me it had already been well substantiated in Moscow, and soon I experienced hardness of urinating, even a drop of blood sometimes, and every evening my fever went up. I don’t like going to doctors, but it was necessary. Our family doctor was a very special person, I can recall only positive memories about him. He sent me to the urology and there my severe inflammation was ascertained and medicine prescribed. It took me about a month to consider myself healthy again, and then it was already spring coming. But one thing I learned: sitting in a cold room and working is only permissible when you have enough cloths on you.

However, the event I was mentioning, the first CEM conference was held around February, with everything in order, the participating representatives of foreign associations were keen to sign the protocol and in the future it was to be held each year. It was a really cordial discussion partly in English and sometimes in German and, although some of our compatriots from other circles than T’s, who were thinking they could make some profit by grabbing the helm in the industry, were present without being invited – and, as they didn’t understand what was going on, they began to demand that the translator, i.e. me, make them understand all –, acknowledged at last that they can only make profit of it, if they do something for the community. I was present to help T. in communicating in English and German, he would later learn English and wouldn’t need any help. But that time he still needed it. It was very hard for me, as my going to the doctor followed only after the conference.

The first CEM was followed by an official dinner. It is my conviction that the actors of the Hungarian cleaning sector made the first step in this evening to become a functioning community. The next day, although it was weekend, we met with the foreigners in T’s office and the Polish association’ chairman, himself a deciding figure in the cleaning industry in that country, presented T. with a gift, a statuette of a cleaning woman cast of bronze. It was the symbol of the Polish Association then. That association would fall apart for the same reason as ours almost would do in our country. But at that time it was not to be yet.

T’s true aim has always been to lift the cleaning profession from the level of a not-recognized occupation to the height of an officially registered trade. He wanted to level the way for it by organizing the actors, establishing a trade association and start training courses for both operators and managers. He succeeded in the first two during the first year of my stay with the company. And for the third one it was my slow and hard work that was needed. He had to have the material for the textbooks in the operators’ course, as well as the much more complicated and more scientific texts and articles for the future masters’ course. I was doing it and in about six months after my joining the firm T. could edit the TTT Codex and parts of that he could select for the operators.

Chapter 6
My Third Profession

About a year before, when I went to the office of Futttar for the interview I hadn’t had too much hope about my perspectives. I knew that at fifty eight a person was no saleable ware and most people in such a situation would turn to private business, however risky is was. Fortunately, my case was the exception for this rule and I could go on translation activity. Translation I always considered a necessary activity, but no independent occupation for myself. I had to alter my vision considerably. My technical knowledge and practice, as well as my mastery of economics became less attractive in me for potential employers than the unattractive effects of other properties, e.g. my age. This is why it was impossible not to accept the situation that it was time for me to develop a new profession and it was translation.

Beside trying to develop my skills in translation, that period was a time of study for me in other senses too. Thus far almost all the time I had worked in big state companies – apart from the short periods of Tengiz and the Chinese food company – carrying overhead costs as a large burden. Here we were about half a dozen people with the boss included, there was no way of taking leisure time or making large phone calls (however, some did so as long as they could). It was almost a family. I was not the only person that considered this employment good luck, those who remained with us longer than a few weeks were all from Transylvania or living in the close neighbourhood. All wanted the firm to get along and thus keep their places.

Susan was our typist, postman (for a woman) and something like Germans call a ‘girl for everything’ (Mädchen für Alles). In earlier times she had been working with one minister of industry as his secretary. She was living on the same housing estate where we with my wife had our first flat. She was bringing up her two daughters alone separated from her husband. I must have known her when I was living there, but I didn’t remember her. She gave me a shoot of Chinese rose from the hibiscus family, as she learned that I was a fan of such plants. I planted it in the office and it prospered.

Another person for my study was Leslie. He was our graphic designer of the books and prospectuses for print. He was very skilled and was working long in the evenings during the week he spent here every month. I discussed several topics with L. and we found that our ideology was nearly the same. With some differences, of course, as the place of one’s childhood is always important. His Hungarian was very much characteristic of that of our compatriots living in Transylvania. He was working with the best PC and the largest monitor, although the latter had an alignment problem, L. was complaining that it causes him headache. The only scanner in the office, a good HP one, was also for his disposal.

With new tasks – telemarketing of training courses for cleaners, contacting potential MATISZ members, etc. – T. had to hire new employees. One was Eve, a woman with two little dogs rambling around in the office (she was the wife of a man of importance), and there were three other women from the neighbourhood, two of them living above us in the same house, they were at the end of their child care allowance and didn’t want to leave their home very far for a job, one was living on her job as independent cleaner and her apartment was a little way from the office. Also there was Emma, a former foreman for SERI, who started her own business and later joined the first masters’ course. They had to have a mobile phone each for their exclusive use, but they needed sometimes the wired phone too. T. had to buy mobile sets, as well as apply for two additional lines. Of course, it drove up costs considerably. 

And with new employees at least a few new PCs were needed. That far the office had a young fellow as systems integrator, who also serviced devices or organized repair in need. He was the younger brother of the owner of the company, S. As he was also studying, he couldn’t fulfil this job properly and someone must have been found. I recommended S.M., the man I met during my job with Linda. He and T. made a good impression on each other and later they would venture into common enterprises several times. An agreement has been made and he did all that was necessary. He arranged also our network in the office and the ADSL connection. Beside that he helped T. to contact a supplier of office equipment, from whom T. bought a colour laser printer of high capacity for our own needs and also for preparing prospectuses and visiting cards for our partners in the industry.

I wasn’t part of these changes, I had a lot of work to do in translation for the codex, textbooks and documentation for the various events. There was an exhibition that spring during the period of the Budapest Spring Trade Exhibition that T. took with him from the time he had been secretary at GTE cleaning section. It was called Cleanexpo and of its kind it was the last one. However, it was a great success, with high expectations on the Millennium as well as the nearing of Hungary’s entry in the EU (joining NATO happened in the previous year). There were busy booths of domestic and foreign exhibitors, symposiums and conferences, even a contest for window cleaning. All the foreign associations were represented, T. and S. had dinners with them and very important – sometimes even confident – topics were discussed. At one of these semi-friendly and semi-official dinners I myself took part, I remember Ms Michelle Marshall, the editor of the British trade journal The European Cleaning Journal. I can say that it was the very instant when the Hungarian cleaning industry became an integral part of that sector in Europe. Even more, because also from the global federation ISSA with an American central office there was a representative here.

Wide connections have sometimes disadvantages too. Early in that spring there was a burglary in the office one night. The offenders came in through the back door by damaging the lock and they left the same way with stolen goods. Beside the really valuable colour printer they took only the scanner and the faulty large monitor. But they made me extremely angry with their cruelty: they ran off my flower from Susan. It lay on the floor beside the desk, it was torn into two pieces, because some of them even trod on it. I put the upper part in a bottle of water and after it grew small roots, I planted it. The lower part I put back into the pot. It was a great joy when I saw that both survived. One of them is in my home now and the other would be given to a colleague, a woman years later.

But actually my loss was a spiritual one. However, T. had to sit down with S. and they went through the budget to find sources for the replacement devices – the insurance company could give a certain sum, but it was not enough. Besides, the police was reluctant to do the investigation, it was going slowly, and the insurance company was not paying before the closure of the case. They succeeded and the stolen printer, scanner and monitor became replaced. There was a lot of guessing who could have done it, but neither T. nor the police could get a reliable answer. As I see it now, it could either be a visitor of us who needed them or the money or one of the managers of multinational subsidiaries who wanted to slow the company down. 

I mentioned three new colleagues, one of them, Susan also by her name – let her call Sue –, living above the office in the house became active in editorial work of the monthly TTT. She played the reporter at the different client companies and the journal began getting fatter. Clients were keen to pay for being published. T. decided to make it a biweekly and then the order was restored. Also, when the owner, S. said that it was fine to have articles translated from foreign trade journals, but what was its use, the translated texts found there place in TTT. That way my digest translation work draw profit at last, as the journal became very popular and it earned us money. However, there were some very bad clients of Sue. A woman, Hungarian born, but Austrian actually, managing the subsidiary of a big German cleaning contractor, teased her often until she became angry. Being well bred she didn’t show it, but we saw her cry once from helplessness.

That woman was not alone with bad behaviour. There were other subsidiaries of multinational firms and they didn’t want the environment to change. They were in a monopolized position and wanted to keep it. If T’s effort were to bring results, there would come armies of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and would take contracts from under their noses. Later this topic would be elaborated.

Chapter 7
Making a New Trade by Training

As I made my third profession ever more developed and was already able to translate two pages in an hour – my greatest difficulty was spreading originals and adopt my eyes several times in a minute first to the printed paper then to the screen – I could supply T. with enough material for his textbooks at the basic level. From that time both of us had to shift activity. He started to organize training courses and presenting there. First these groups were small, about half a dozen women sent there by the employment agency. Also their fee was paid by the same agency. But later parallel groups were launched and T. became a star for them.

As for me, I began to translate texts for the codex that was to serve as the textbook for the masters. T. wanted to launch a two-step course for managers of cleaning companies. The first phase was called KonfirMATISZ, it was an updating course for professionals who knew everything about cleaning, but who profited from seeing through all topics and putting them into order. The second part of the name comes from the association, the first part from confirmation (of the old knowledge). Almost no managers declined making this first step. All of them passed the exam under the same name and got certificates – designed by Leslie and printed with the new colour laser printer.

The second phase of the course was the true masters’ course. It was designed by T. to have about a dozen levels and each one of them was to be entered by finishing the previous one with an exam. Every level had a certain number of hours for theoretical presentation and also a certain volume of practical work to be done. It was to last about six months – the basic first phase consisted about 40 hours – and cost a lot of money. At the first time the second phase had about twenty participants. A few of them were left behind, but about fifteen of them finished it and got the proper diploma. It happened in the autumn of that year. What is very interesting is that the same people that established MATISZ and were paying their annual fees in it were deciding about how to form a masters’ course that never existed before and were forcing themselves to go through all the hardness to get a certificate that was worth nothing at that time – cleaning was no profession officially yet.

That year transformed T. completely. At the beginning he was a small entrepreneur with a lot of ‘castles in the air’ ideas to be realized. As the events were pushing each other as a hard braking train does, with each carriage pushing the previous one almost out of rail, so did they overwhelm T. who could have collapsed under the load had he not been so tough. By autumn he was a senior manager with a very wide view and a mentality that always looked for means and almost never for excuses. He was rarely seen in the office, but always available on his mobile phone. He did so much that would be half a dozen persons’ job in the so called socialist era.

During that time there was still a very close cooperation between him and S. The latter managed his firm – that was T’s property according to their arrangement – and was one of the main pillars for MATISZ as well as the training process. He also took part in the first masters’ course and became one of the certified Masters of Cleaning.

As T. was a phantom only in the office and tasks multiplied exponentially two more persons joined the company. One of them was Kinga, another young woman from Transylvania. She tried to get a proper occupation in more than one European countries, but somehow she didn’t manage to make roots. T. accepted her in the office, she learned quickly and did a lot of the slave work needed to edit my translated texts in a form that was fit for the codex. She spoke English rather well. She wanted to get Hungarian citizenship that was a hard task then, but at present it is no problem. However, I lost any trace of hers later.

The other one Maria, who left her overseer job in a big hotel for some reason and did a very efficient work with us. She was actually the deputy of T. when he was away. She spoke some English and German and was very intelligent. She was especially in accord with S. who had done cleaning service with his firm SERI for some years already. With the hotel his contract went on as before, only his partner became M’s successor.

The final part of the first masters’ course preceding the exam was the big practice examination, i.e. the restoring cleaning of a theatre both on the inside and the outside. It was the Vigszinhaz (Comedy Theatre) that had been closed for years and was to be opened. It was a very big job and the participants did an excellent work. The theatre would stage a performance exclusively for the cleaners, where even the European federation’s new general manager would take part.

The day of the masters’ examination was a very memorable one. After the exam came to an end – all of the remaining members in the group passed it – the group went to one of the new masters’ premises and celebrated the moment. I was present at that event and I was touched by the fine atmosphere there. It was worth the enormous hardship and later, when the trade of cleaning would become officially accepted, even their certificates would have a great value.

Chapter 8
Bad and Good Experiences at the Turn of Millennium

I think I focused lately to my work and the environment where I did it, but still I had also my private life at the same time. At home there was a certain shift in responsibilities, especially between the younger persons. After our return from the Big Neighbour my son and daughter-in-law found jobs and were building their careers. My son worked for a commercial company as storekeeper until that company began to diminish because of poor management. He succeeded in collecting a few new but un-saleable items and saving them from discarding by taking them home. When he lost his job he tried to get another one, but had to go on jobless pay. He wanted to get work, but didn’t succeed. He utilized that leisure time for upgrading his PC and slowly managed to do it. Also he secured a dial-on Internet line – at first my wife didn’t know what made our phone bill so high. He wanted to establish a business of his own in the digital music and film field.

My daughter-in-law, Claire, had found a work for herself too. She had become an insurance agent, first she had had to take part in a training course and then had been doing her work well. Then she had gone over to another employer and there she completed a course for accounting. She was doing well at the time I am writing about.

My health was restored after the urinary problems I wrote about and I could do my tasks both at home and in my job. At the same time, my wife began to experience a hard clump in her left breast and went to the doctor. There followed a few weeks I don’t wish even to my enemies to have similar times. It was determined that she had a tumour and later confirmed that it was malignant. She had been working among health specialists for about thirty years and for this reason she could not expect too much good. Some women among her colleagues had died for having cancer.

She followed the route that is usual in such cases. When all examinations ended she went to the hospital and the operation took place. During the two weeks when she was in hospital I went to her every day after work. She lost her breast, but it was confirmed later that all went well and, although she was to take a kind of medicine for years and to be checked regularly, she has healed. At least physically. Her psyche could not have been the same since. It was late autumn when we began to live our normal lives again.

At the beginning of September there was something new in my daily routine. The housing estate the house belonged to in which our office was situated had an elementary school, and from its kitchen lunch could be taken away also by outsiders who paid for it. I had seen it many times as my woman colleagues took it to the office and consumed it. I decided to help my family to a healthy way of life and began to take home food in a dinner can. It made my life a little more complicated at the beginning, because it coincided with my wife’s hospital time. First I had to go home and leave the food there, and then to go to the hospital. When my wife came home it became simpler. This practice of taking home food for all of us I have never left since.

In the autumn there was a great event organized for people considered part of the cleaning industry. The theatre renovated in the practical phase of the masters’ examination prepared its new season and for the first night of one of the plays all prominent people of the sector who could get into the auditorium had been invited. This play was the Legend about the Horse by Leo Tolstoy. I have been summoned there too as the new general manager of EFCI was also to be present and my translation was necessary. I think even the Belgian gentleman who didn’t understand a word could enjoy that performance, it was excellent. In the lead playing the horse was Dezso Garas. Also other outstanding actors played different parts one of them played there the last time before his passing. About one year later that event would be repeated with another play, at that one two guests would be present from abroad, the same gentleman and the European representative of ISSA.

There was another thing that is worth mentioning. As long ago as 1976 I was named an expert of justice by the chairman of the municipal court in the field of shipping and shipbuilding. At that time the system was rather feudal, my chance to get that assignment was Otto, my colleague I wrote about then, who recommended my person. In the first few years I got very few orders from different courts. Also, in two cases from 1979 to 1981 and again from 1990 to 1995 I suspended my activity because of working abroad. However, being an expert of justice took another turn with the change in the political system in 1989 and was also made more complicated by the creation of a chamber for the experts of justice. That chamber had a very hard delivery and when at last it was born the parliament passed a law (in 1995) about experts of justice and all circumstances that contained a detail: without being a member of the chamber of experts of justice it was illegal to give such expertise.  

The annual fee was not excessive at first, but as bureaucracy grew within the chamber, it was raised to a sum about twice as much you could earn by a study of expertise. It was not worth doing this work as I had only one order in every second year. I was considering my retirement from that assignment, but, as it is usual with Murphy, in a short time I had to prepare papers in three cases. That time I came across once more with the name of that colleague of mine from the Technical University I mentioned a few times. He was a good practical professional, but had no theoretical background. Anyway, I got almost always cases after he had already gave his expertise and someone was against it. Later I would meet him in person too and had to establish that experience can actually substitute theoretical knowledge.

At last the end of this year came near and the millennium was going to be celebrated in its time all over the world. We in our family had something more to celebrate. In Christmas Eve – it is customary with us in this country to celebrate the event in the eve – the young came up to our flat to eat the usual fish and makos guba (a traditional poppy seed-based dessert) and to change gifts, when Clair pushed a cassette into the VCR and on the TV screen there appeared a special image. It was the ultrasound image about our grandson. Both my wife and I said that it was the greatest present for us in our lives. From that time on my wife was always sparing the pregnant daughter-in-law from hardships.

My working place didn’t work during the holidays, but as soon as we met I couldn’t keep the news secret. We celebrated Christmas before and drank to a successful future. Now the boss opened another bottle, although I asked them not to celebrate anything too soon. It would remain a hot topic in that ‘family of colleagues’ until my grandson would arrive.

Chapter 9
New Tracks

A lot of work was waiting for us in the first days of the new millennium. The preparation of the second CEM conference was in full swing and beside it T. had again a few new ideas. The participants at the conference were much more numerous than the mini one last February. A large hall on the premises of the football stadium was rented – this word is not completely fitting here as in this case just as in the instances of other events the contract cleaning company for and the property owner of the appropriate place agreed in the symbolic fee to be paid, the greatest cost of putting it in order afterwards was the concern of all participating cleaning firms – for the meeting with a conference program as well as for the accompanying exhibition. This event was again a large success.

T’s new ideas covered a variety of topics. The first thing was brought forward in one of the MATISZ programs and it was the replacement of Futttar Ltd. by a share company. It would do the same as the predecessor did with some new tasks, and the whole sector would be owner by purchased shares. Preliminary polls showed that almost everyone was interested in buying shares. An organizing group of people was created, a lawyer hired and it started to become reality. T. was to be general manager of the company with two other directors. T. wanted me to be one of them responsible for production and for the other he wanted to draw in a highly skilled person outside the company, but he wouldn’t leave his job. Thus Maria became the other director responsible for financial questions.

Another one of T’s ideas was the creation of a system of pictograms used in topics of cleaning. T. had already something similar, but it contained only a few. T. wanted several hundred of them. He made sketches and Leslie drew them in CorelDraw. They were very simplified and understandable, and soon they were classified in fifteen general folders. We would go on them later, their creation and handling falling on me after L. would leave the company.

Perhaps the most important of the genial ideas of T. was the examination software. There were excellent helpmates for it, first of all S.M., our systems integrator, and another IT professional from the country. A large number of questions was stored in fifteen groups each one had three answers, of witch one was right and two were wrong. It was my job to fill the program and at the same time to translate all questions and answers into English and German. A person to be examined had to be registered and logged in. After that fifteen questions were given in random from the fifteen groups and one of the answers had to be chosen. The program did all including scoring. The software would be sold on CD-ROMs and for every owner a password would be generated. With it he could use it.

As spring passed the share company was established. Its name was CED Rt. (Rt. means share company in our language and the abbreviation was for Central European Development). The original target of the share capital was too high, at last only one fifth of it could be collected. With the information I have now I can state that the only mistake its organizers and people responsible for managing its business made was to start too wide. Had it been launched with a greater care it were one of the most successful companies of the country even today. Its capital wouldn’t go out as it did because of bad luck and malicious people, instead it could have grown. Any way, that company did a very great service for the sector and together with it for the country.

With the establishment of the share company some changes became necessary. Futttar that was in S’s ownership became turned into shares for him, CED took its former responsibilities except one: one of the employees, Sue – the other girl with name Susan left and a young woman finishing her time of maternity leave, Ildiko, took her place – founded a small private company and took on the publishing of the magazine TTT. Another thing was intellectual property rights for the enormous quantity of educational material partly in the codex, but also beside it. It had been patented on CED and was counted as share value.

Also T’s wife, K., was altering her course. That far she was a non-paid employee in the predecessor company and was doing – at least in my opinion – more work as any other person except T. There were two hobbies of hers, one was pottery and the other adult education – she called it with the fashionable ancient Greek expression andragogy. She started a school on correspondence course. The other hobby she left for later times.

All the tasks I wrote about above were completed one-by-one. I also had to learn again a lot of new things. First of all the format of the codex had to be changed from Word to a more acceptable software for the printing press. It was CorelDraw. I started with it and at first it was hard, but soon I could become acquainted with it and used it easily. With it I could also edit pictures and for the codex it was necessary. The examination software was put into use and at the basic courses exams were made by it. Every month one or two new courses started, cleaning companies in the country were reluctant to hire cleaners without certificate from us. The cleaning industry’s actors in Europe learned it soon that in Hungary something was boiling and there were a lot of enquiries from different countries about our business. The most friendly countries were from this aspect Italy and Britain. There was a constant correspondence with both.

Chapter 10
New Things and a New Family Member

The world was moving on. The turn of millennium was over, there happened no big crash in the field of IT as it was forecast earlier, even my old 386 was working, only the year in date was shown by five figures – I still used it, even I started a new big work to do, a handbook for shipbuilders and naval architects. My wife lighted the spark in my mind to start working on it when she rearranged our books and documents again – she has been doing so frequently since we joined our lives. She heaped my handwritten notebooks from my student times in the middle of the sitting room and it was my job to put it on a new place – from where they would be extruded at a later time.

I sat down and tried to put them in chronological order, then began to leaf them through. I found that my knowledge about things learned in the technical university had thinned out a little. And also it coincided with events that were showing clearly that people in our country were far from well informed in practice and theory on ships, boats and using them. Also developments were tending in the direction of discarding and neglecting this field of science. Apart from reshuffles at the university – putting shipbuilding a small detail in a department within the faculty of transport, no books published since the beginning of the ‘80s, the most important of them being from 1955 – the former plants of the shipbuilding trust had been razed and built upon – Duna Plaza was built on the former site of the crane and boiler plant – or turned into recreation facilities as my former workplace, the first shipyard of the country having been established by Istvan Szechenyi, the ‘greatest of the Hungarians’.

All that thoughts ended in a conclusion: if I don’t make a record of my knowledge in some form it will evaporate at the very moment the hard drive within me will be switched off. I hoped I still had some years to do it. I started with my favourite topic, i.e. propeller screws. Then I discovered that without a schedule it is not possible to compile that handbook and I made the Contents chapter. With my Windows 3.1 OS I had to go with the simplest graphics and it caused me a lot of hardship. Anyway, I had a very good aim before me and every day was doing a little.

Also I didn’t stop trying to publish my manuscript, but it still remained near impossible. I still had that publishing agent in the USA, but beside sending very polite letters and banal Christmas cards – once I got a card that contained a stretchable fireplace with a cat napping in front of it, that I kept on my monitor and the daughter of S. snatched it – as well as paying notices from time to time nothing happened in our business. And, as Leslie, my colleague, said once when I recollected an exotic experience of mine, it would have been worth writing these memories down, I decided to do something in that direction.

I copied all details in the manuscript that were in connection with my trips in the world and rearranged them for a different kind of book, a memoir about my travels. I called it Canned Roaddust, as it was not a story about a recent trip, but memories only on events happened long ago. I did it simultaneously with the translation of my original manuscript to Hungarian so as to be able to do it also in Hungarian. I think it is not needed to mention that my attempts  with the publishing of this new manuscript were no more successful than those with the original one. 

Around that time I got a letter from the Hungarian air company where I had a considerable number of premium points for my thousands of kilometres flown with them. It informed me that the company decided to make an end to that kind of premium scoring and start a new one. However, those points collected earlier would not be kept forever, but until the end of the next year (2001) they must be used up. Otherwise they would be lost. I decided to use them for a visit of the USA, as I always wanted to, only in 1997 my leaving of the American company Tengizchevroil was too fast and I couldn’t organize that trip.

It occurred to me that it could be possible to see J. in her new land of living, so I called her by the use of prepaid phone cards from phone booths. They didn’t last long and then I sent her a fax from the office. From that time we were sending faxes to each other regularly. She was looking forward to my trip. I wanted to connect this transatlantic trip of mine with another thing. T. had made an agreement with the European manager of the American association of sanitary suppliers ISSA at the spring conference that he would ensure a free press entry card for the representative of our company, as publisher of a trade journal, at any event of the association. That year the annual show would be organized in Orlando, Florida. I settled the matter with T. that he would back me as his representative there.

At home I had a new job. About a year earlier the dog in the neighbourhood that had considered me a worthy person became angry with me. I had been taking off the net against wasps from the arbour of grapes and was entangled in it. The dog had come near the fence and had marked his territory with me within it. All wet around I had sworn about him, but his master standing nearby in his own garden had begun to cry at me. The dog had taken it a fight and had stood beside him of course. It had been the turning point and since that time I have always been a deadly enemy of that animal.

This accident had been followed by a long line of signs about the fact that the whole family had become hostile to us. Both women were telling foul things about my wife and daughter-in-law as they had been coming up the stairs. The man changed his mind about felling an enormous tree at the border line outside fences – he had been asking for my help to do it previously – and there were no cordial conversations between us over the fence any more. Even their new pup was beaten for coming through the fence – it was made of perpendicular reinforcing steel bars – to show us that is was enemy territory. For all these inconveniences my wife decided – she long left her earlier habit of discussing such things with me – to buy corrugated slate sheets, and it was my job to cover the fence with them. It took me about two months. My other activities had to be suspended for that period. 

In the meantime the young (and my wife too) prepared for the arrival of the baby. They rearranged things in the attic, took out cloths, prams – sent to the sister of Clair from Moscow for her children and brought to us in case they would be needed – and everything similar. The much expected sign came late in the evening of 1 May and C. had been taken to the clinic with all of us in the car. Her doctor made the examinations, we were sitting outside in the corridor and I could watch hospital cleaning in practice too. Early in the morning she was taken into the labour room and after a short time we were sent away that our grandson was born – almost with the same dimensions as his father 30 years before – and was healthy. There was no need for us to go to bed and I took the news to my colleagues.

In the afternoon there came the first visit and after about a week we took the baby home. It changed our lives completely, it goes without saying. From the beginning he was a good tempered small creature, he slept a lot and also ate as was expected. And, as he is at the third grade now, he has passed all hurdles so far.

I was reminded by the airlines that it was no joke about the premium points and I went to the company office. I booked my seat from Budapest to New York there and back, of course certain fees had to be paid for by me. Also, as I mentioned, I reserved flights from New York to Orlando and back. It took me about the sum my monthly pay was in my job. It was a time when the airways industry was developing and prices went down sheer. About a year earlier it would have cost me double that.

I was in my sixtieth year and, although the age of retirement had been newly regulated some years before, my age group could still ask for pension at sixty. My wife already had done so, she was on pension – beside going on her job with the health authority – as she is three years my junior and women could retire at 55 that time. I decided to ask for my pension and go on working too. The procedure of that has always been arduous, but in my case it became even more difficult because of my last three jobs in Tengiz, with Linda and here. I was sent official letters repeatedly and asked to get data from my former employers – by law it is always the task of the responsible state office to get those data – unless I would get a reduced pension. At last I got the final package and found that my pension was far from enough to live only on it. T. and his wife knew about this, but I didn’t make it a very public topic that I worked and drew pension simultaneously.

Chapter 11
New World Order and New World

There was a wonderful weather at the beginning of September that time. Both the new developing and consulting company CED Rt. and S’s cleaning firm SERI was busy and things were on their places. All went well on 11 September. S. wanted me to get into contact with one American manufacturer of a special detergent, first I sent a fax to them, but as no answer came I tried to phone to them. Because of difference in time it was to be done in the afternoon. But something was wrong, I couldn’t get connection with the company somewhere around the Great Lakes.

When I left office at four o‘clock by our time I heard an anxious voice from the radio of Susan, I thought it was a radio play. However, when I came home and switched on the radio there I learned what was happening in New York city at that very moment. One of the World Trade Center Towers has already collapsed. I remembered my being in the competing team of the construction bureau at the centenary of Budapest in 1972, as my team-mate told the jury the highest building of the world was the then recently finished WTC. In another hour it was not so any more. It is almost impossible to describe the feeling in my hart. Perhaps it was similar to that people felt at hearing the outbreak of World War I or the bombing of Pearl Harbour. And perhaps Hungarian citizens learning the news about the Trianon dictate.

I didn’t know whether it would make my trip to the USA impossible or only difficult. Fortunately only the latter happened. However, it would become thoroughly different from my notions not only because of the attack on peace. I got a fax from J. a few weeks earlier that she was leaving town for Washington and working there for some months. We had a minor crisis in our friendship, as I didn’t know about her orientation politically and made a remark unacceptable for her. It was about the election campaign, I had never been a great fan of Dubyou – elected by a court instead of simply by number of votes made it even worse – just the opposite with his opponent, and I stated that I would bet on that the more stupid would be elected.

The day after this attack I managed to speak to the company and told the young man on the line I was sympathetic with his people. It is characteristic to the Americans not to be crushed by any tragedy. Even they become more powerful being hit. Maybe, it comes from the Celtic genes through their English origin. Although not all reacted in the way that our future offspring would consider the right one, the measures they took made their country much more secure that it was before that event.

I knew that spending even a week in America is no cheap venture and tried to ensure that I spend as little money as possible. I had a small sum left on my dollar account after the house had been finished. I was to bring it with me and I also organized a credit card usable all over the world. My accommodation was reserved with youth hostels both in New York and in Orlando. I even sent the payment for the first two nights in New York by transfer, but the money would have to make a round trip and – much thinner than when being sent – it would come back. The crew in the hostel wouldn’t be able to find my fax and I would have to pay once more. 

I was to start on the 15 October, it was too early to harvest grapes and I could only hope there would be no freezing weather during the week I would be away. There was a bad feeling in me that something could happen to my family and I would not be there to help. But I also wanted to make that trip as America has always been a wonderland for me. With the publishing agent there was an understanding that I would call her as soon as I would be there.

My longest flight had been the one from Moscow to Khabarovsk and back. It took eight hours and seven time zones. This one was a little shorter, but it would be my first one over the ocean. The westward flight was to begin at noon and, as the airplane would compete with the sun, to end at three in the afternoon. I had studied the map of the USA and also J. had brought me a book about that large country earlier. I tried to get all the info, for example I found the hostels by it. The flight was not inconvenient at first, I could look down and saw the landscape in the clear weather. However, after about two hours the hostesses closed the shutters on windows as a film was to be seen, a harebrained family comedy that I didn’t want. But I had to as even lamps could not be switched on as they would disturb the enjoyment of those who wanted to sit in the movie theatre. It was going on this way for about three hours. At last my window could be made transparent again and we were already at the eastern coast of America.

Another two hours passed and my attention left the outside attractions only when supper was served. We landed at Kennedy on time. I was through the check very quickly as I had no baggage beside my Samsonite case and the shoulder bag with daily necessities. Outside I asked a black lady dealing with keeping order, she told me where to catch my bus to the subway station. With that I could ride to upper Manhattan where I found my hostel. Before I reached it I phoned to the agent, but it was only possible to leave a message. I gave an account when I would be in the town and when I leave for home.

My sleep was sound as I was cheated by about three hours because of the westward flight. In the morning I scouted the surroundings and found a small lunch room where I could come back all day. For about three dollars I took my breakfast and started to follow Broadway to the South. I had my eyes open, sometimes I did detours to the river Hudson or at the other direction up to the edge of Central Park. Sometimes I sat down to take a rest, in the mild weather my cap and light raincoat found their way into the bag soon. Just before this trip my old shoes left me one-by-one and I had to take a new one. It was a very good bargain, although its price was high. I could go all day and my feet never ached.

When I reached Midtown everything seemed to me familiar. At noon I began to sense a bad smell, something you experience around places where rubbish is burned. It was in Downtown, I came near to the former place of the two towers. You could not reach it, however, because it was closed by the usual plastic ribbons. The nearest you could go to it was about 300 meters. There was a great bustle where the towers stood. I wouldn’t go there even if I would have an award for it. Instead I tried to see all that was worth. Wall Street for example, or the Old Town Hall. It was almost impossible to take a picture of them, the place was so narrow.

Continuing my way south I reached the end of the island. Before my eyes there was a great open water surface, I knew that it was not quite open, it was New York Harbour. In the distance I saw the small island with the Liberty Statue, I was informed already that it was forbidden temporarily to visit it. I turned to the east, went around and arrived to the East River embankment. I admired the old ships, but this part of the town was not attractive to me. Something like a German industrial town. I climbed Brooklyn Bridge and crossed the river. It was interesting for me to see how different this part of the town looked. I could have been in London, for example. I walked a lot on the quay side and discovered the difference between reality and my mouth-pad at home: here I couldn’t see the towers already.

It was late afternoon and I was very tired. I walked at least 25 km that day. I returned to my hostel by subway, but as I was walking on 103rd Street I remembered that in the morning I had found that I had taken no slippers with me. It had been cold in the common washroom barefoot. In a small shop here I saw a cheep one and took it. Also I bought some food for supper, bread, butter and blueberry jam. After shower and supper I slept very sound. It is worth mentioning that my bed was only one of four in the same room, although only two of them was occupied.

In the morning I learned that a message had been left for me the previous day. It was from the agent who invited me to discussion to a library in midtown the last day I was spend in that city. I was to fly to Orlando the next day, and this one I wanted to spend in Bronx, to see the zoo and the botanical garden. I was experienced already with the subway and rode to the latter. I had some simple maps and they were enough to find my way. I liked it very much. At one place I found a small cave, and an information sheet disclosed it was the bear cave. Continuing my way I found a large area all covered with puffballs still fresh and palatable. Of course I didn’t touch them, because it was inside a public institution.

It was still early and I went to the zoo. I could have rode by bus, but it was not far – at least I thought so. But I was looking for the entrance at the wrong side and at last I made almost a whole circle to find it. Anyway, it was a great experience to see a zoo in almost natural surroundings. When I went hungry I so a sign: “Foot long hot dog.” I bought one, and it was exactly that long, at least the baguette was. Returning to the northern border of Central Park (if I am not mistaken it is 125th Street) I walked to the south along the water reservoir. I might have taken the wrong sequence as all people were running against me. At the southern bank I turned right and went into the Natural History Museum. I didn’t have to pay the USD15 entry fee, they thought I was over seventy. But it was embarrassment of riches and I couldn’t be able to see even half of it. As I was admiring a large stone marked as a meteorite a professional guide contacted me and asked about my home country. We had a long conversation after that.

Chapter 12
Summer in the Autumn

The next morning I had enough time to ride to Newark as the flight was at about eleven. I was a little surprised to find that the plane was an Airbus. It was a true budget flight, from the aspect of catering it could have been even in the Soviet Union: we got a glass of soda and a small bag of peanuts. I was seated in a box of four with one empty place and both men were from Florida. They gave me a thorough training in the almost three hours about everything there. One of them said Florida was like a raft: all was dry, but as you put your hand down four inches it became wet. Alas, neither of them knew how to get to my hostel.

It was a little expensive not to know where my hostel was. I had to take a minibus, but it cost me twenty five dollars. On the opposite direction the next day I rode two buses for one dollar each. Anyway, I arrived at it and there I got really fine conditions. Even my food was safe unlike in the hostel in New York, where I threw my butter and jam into the refuse bin, after I discovered that not only had it been pilfered, but the person used the same spoon for butter and jam, the butter was black with jam and I was not sure it wasn’t licked too. There were two ladies at the reception, both enchanting. We had long conversations about the attack, my home country, their children, etc.

I didn’t have too much time as in the afternoon I had to go to the building that was the venue of the ISSA program. Murphy had the helm for himself. When I reached it, the European director of the association could not be found. I sent a fax to T. from the hostel and asked him to try to get him. In the morning I was there again, but he left for home already. This way I couldn’t enter the site, the official side of my trip couldn’t realize. 

However, as the previous evening I asked one of the ladies, a Hispanic woman, how to ride to the Disney World and how much it would cost me, she told me all, I took the proper bus and rode there. It is an enormous facility, there are five different worlds, I took the Animal Kingdom. Or, better to say, I wanted to. At the cashier, a young lady, I learned that the fifteen said by the woman was rather fifty – how many times I had this experience in Ethiopia. The girl must have seen the astonishment on my face, when I just wanted to utter that so much money I wasn’t ready to pay for it, because she said at once I should wait. She left her seat, soon the door near me opened, she told me to come in. She took my hand, led me through narrow corridors to another door, opened it and said: “Please, enjoy yourself.”

I really did it. It is a loose mixture of a zoo and an amusement park. There were healthy animals everywhere behind glass walls, but at the turn you always found an attraction. There were round rafts for six that went down a surging flow as at white-watering. Several other attractions waited you, but the most ingenious was the Tree of Life. From far you could see a great tree, but as you got there it became clear that it was a concrete structure, although in the shape of a tree. Where its roots must have been there was a large movie theatre. All the time the same program was repeated, about thirty minutes. It was not only interesting, it was masterful. The narrator was a huge spider, it was speaking, playing, terrifying you. At an instant it was spitting at you and you felt the drops coming to your face – water from a nozzle of course –, at another time it made it as if to go under your set and you felt your seat to rise under you. Well, at the entry you were warned that small children and persons with a weak heart are advised not to go in.

For me this afternoon was a true experience. Leaving the bus at the place where the hostel was situated I went into a supermarket just to window-shopping from the inside. All the same, I could buy things I really needed, a new battery for my video-camera and a bottle of aspirins. Also, as I was really hungry, I took my dinner in the Pizza Hut. This was my last evening in Orlando. I went to the reservoir at the back side of the hostel made by damming a small stream. I sat there in a wooden pavilion and was enjoying the mild air.

In the two days I spent there I got to know well the excellent bus service of Lynx. In the morning I took the proper bus to the airport and went to fly back. Again a small hitch: as I was standing in the long queue to get to the appropriate counter, I learned that there was no such flight that I had my ticket for. It had been cancelled. However, my problem was solved in a minute, the ground hostess booked me a place on a plane for Charlotte, North Carolina and from there on another to New York. Only instead of five o’clock I would reach the city at about eight o’clock. And on La Guardia, from where it is a long way to my hostel. All the same, I survived it and slept again in the hostel, although in another room.

Getting a bad experience with OK places on flights I visited our national airline office in the morning. It was in midtown in one of the new skyscraper buildings around Rockefeller Plaza, where I admired the summer skating. After that I made sightseeing in that place of Manhattan, at the UN building, saw the bio-market on the way to SOHO and at early afternoon I met with the publishing agent. We spoke about half an hour, made a picture about each other and gave a book to each other – mine was a small guide of Budapest, hers a novel about a woman. That was the moment when I realized I had to detach myself from that woman as soon as possible – I even didn’t know then that she would send me a bill of that ‘consultation’ later.

Chapter 13
Grandpa-Nanny and New Activities

The next morning I packed up my case and bag and went to the subway to ride to the airport. Before I went down the stairs I saw a man sit on the pavement and selling books. I took one: Second Foundation by Asimov. Price at publishing USD7, I paid 1 dollar. Then I went to the airport. There followed the most boring flight I ever had including the one back to Ethiopia after holiday. I was drowsy and wanted to sleep, but it was impossible. My back neighbour was kneading my kidneys continuously, there was a small baby crying all the time and besides, the flight could have been a charter one for participants of a conference for people of Jewish origin in Budapest. One of them even made a fuss about food. Only after dawn came was I able to rest a little – massaging ceased, almost all, even the small child sleeping – and I was watching the landscape until touchdown.

It was Friday again, just as on my start. My arrival time coincided with my going to work some years ago and I was amused to see the same people on the bus as those long ago. I didn’t go to sleep, I wanted to be very tired in the evening so as not to have any problem with falling asleep. It was fine to see my grandson again. However tired I was I picked my grapes as the weather forecast was pessimistic. My family was curious about my account on the New World, during that time I called them by phone only once.

My return to the working place was welcome as there was a change in sight. My colleague Leslie the graphics editor had got his Hungarian citizenship after a waiting period – and some examinations – of about two years. He was and is a very tough person and did everything in the favour of a positive end result. It was just the opposite with the other candidate for citizenship, i.e. Kinga, as she was just waiting for something to happen after she had applied for it. L. was moving to Hungary. In a small village in the eastern part of the country members of his family were still living, who were descendants of brothers of his grandparents, remaining in the central part of the country when his grandparents went to Transylvania. Also, the site of the ancients was still registered for him. He restored the old house – wanted to build a new one later – and moved in. He retained his property in Transylvania and even invited me (perhaps a Brazilian invitation, advised not to accept) to spend some time in his summer house high in the mountains.

Well, he was taking a job in the big town near the village and so he wanted to retire from this work in our company. It was decided I would have to take his responsibilities. A year earlier he taught me some basics of graphic editing for preparation graphic details in my manuscript, that means I could do it, only had to learn more and acquire practice. In the following months until his leaving I managed to do it.

Generally speaking I had translated all the English and German material that was necessary for the formulating of the codex, and with the shift in responsibilities I was doing it. Kinga was a great help at this job and she made a great progress. Actually her qualification partly covered that kind of work and it was also her hobby to do artwork. Her father is a well known photographer and she also had an uncle who got worldwide fame with his works. We did our work together with her and T. could always rely upon us.

My grandson was growing and getting cleverer every day. He was a very lively creature with good humour and, as he felt that he was the most important person for me in the family, he also got a liking to me. There was a small detail he was interested in very much, my glasses. I always had to be very careful with him, because as soon as he could he grabbed my spectacles and took it off. But there were other things that interested him, such as books. As it is usual with children’s rooms, there were rubber and plastic animals, building blocks and fanfold children’s books. As soon as he stood up and began to sit we gave them to him and he could recognize shapes quickly. When he grew out his playpen, he was free to take any place in his room from the carpet to the upholstered furniture. Once I tried to attract his attention by taking one of his books and showing what he saw as well as reading the captions. From this time on when I entered his room he was running to the books and expected me to do the usual reading.

The baby carriages my wife took from the attic did very good service. He liked being pushed in the cold weather dressed warm very much. Clair wanted to stay at home with him only two years instead of the whole three years allowed, but it would be impossible to take him into the nursery. He wouldn’t like it and so his mother would stay with him another year. During the first year of his life everything was orbiting around him. A child of quick progress, he had his first few teeth early and also his speech developed soon. Even before his first anniversary he was forming some words. Once I stood near to him standing in his playpen and he was holding a ladyfinger in his hand. He showed it to me and said: “Cakes.”

His mother took him up to us frequently. He was playing abandoned as if the world had been just to amuse him. But he wanted us to join his world too, and made me read to him or his grandmother to play with him with toy cars or balls. As the spring began to arrive he spent more time outside. His parents took him in car with them to do shopping and he was very proud of that position. It was also no problem for him to lie down in his coverall. We have a lot of photos about him of course.

With spring there were some things for me to arrange too. With my American flight I almost used up premium points, but there remained enough to fly to Western Europe and back. I knew that T. had an unfinished task for MATISZ about joining the EFCI federation. In March he was to present a document at the annual meeting of its board and as he was not perfect with his English yet, we agreed that I was to arrange my flight that would not cost anything for the association and to take part in the meeting and presenting the documents. It turned out otherwise. From my part I arranged the flight for the date of the meeting, but in the meantime two decisive members of MATISZ complained to T. that it was their job to ‘step into talks’ with EFCI and they delegated themselves. Of course it wasn’t to be free as it would have been in my case. I noticed it and my trip was to become an ordinary tourist sightseeing.

T. felt himself somewhat guilty, however, because of the business. He was to visit the two-yearly trade exhibition in Amsterdam during May, organized by the European branch of ISSA and the Dutch exhibition centre. It was staged the very first time in its new form, its first event was two years before in 2000. He asked me and also Maria the other director of the firm to take part in it. They would go by the company car still in lease and I would fly to Brussels – I couldn’t change the destination, only the date was possible the alter for a small sum – and by train I would travel to Amsterdam. The homeward journey would be the same in the other direction. The company would take the cost of accommodation and would pay for catering in Amsterdam. This way I got a little compensation for the disappointment I endured.

My family wished me good luck for the visit to the capital of Europe and told me I had to be careful as I was no youth anymore. It goes without saying I knew it myself. For my trip to Brussels I reserved my place in a youth hostel in that town, for the first two night before the railway trip the Holland I even got a room for myself. I also helped other people travelling to the trade fair in getting their accommodation in Austria there and back. They included also S., manager of SERI. In general we had a lot of arrangements for the exhibition, as we were not only visitors there as other cleaning company managers I mentioned already, but we were to have a small area for our disposition to exhibit our products that was let to us by the Italian association. We had to produce visiting cards for all our customers, to print flyers and to write some CD-ROMs for demonstration. T. had already purchased a laptop and he was to arrange such programs.

Something recalled me my days with the Customs and Border Service. There was a lot of equipment for the demonstration and, as joining the EU was still two years away, it was necessary to get customs clearance both for the outward and inward border crossing. It took me some days to organize it. However, as T. came in by another route than the outward one, we would have to labour once more a lot to certify that we had not committed anything wrong. That time T. did not have a proper projecting screen, but I had one from my old slide projecting days, thus I lent it to him.

There was something going on at that time that made my mouth bitter for a long time. The young man who managed to climb into the big chair of the premier of the country four years before – the English would say it otherwise: took too big shoes on – and at last was earning enough money to buy a good razor to eliminate his bristle could prove it successfully that it had been a large mistake to give him a mandate to govern the country. At first everyone had been waiting and watching, but soon the missteps had began to follow. Let alone being late in expressing sympathy with the American people on the 9/11 event he had started with telling Dakota jokes. His governing circle was called OTPK (an abbreviation for two surnames, his and his closest partner’s, as well as ‘civil cabinet’) for doing state affairs as their backyard business. Even twelve years after the end of his reign verdicts are voiced by courts for misdeeds during that period.

Well, in April of that year it was time for parliamentary elections to take place. Due to the line of events in 1989 to 1990 the election law in this country cannot be considered a proper one. It had been negotiated at the (rather long and rectangular) round table where everyone had had a place whose voice had been loud enough as it is customary in revolutions. As a result elections in Hungary have two rounds, the first one for voting on parties and individual candidates and the second one only for voting on the three individuals having the highest scores. Although polls showed the opposite, after the first round in that year the biggest party of the left was leading – exactly as four years before – and it could keep its position also in the second round. In our district both winning individual candidates for member of parliament were from the left, even there was no need to keep a second round as they got absolute majority in the first one.

On Monday following election day that is always on a Sunday in this country we were discussing the election results and prospects in the next years. I made a remark that it was very wise from voters to give enough votes on candidates so as not to be needed to keep a second round. I could have foreseen the reaction, because it meant I agreed with the results and both S. and Maria standing nearby were almost bigot followers of the former premier. They told me such things that were bordering personal offence. I think they would never be able to pardon me this statement – theirs must have been another matter.

Chapter 14
In the Centre Once More, as Well as in the Low Countries

In times long passed I had been telling once that I was going to the centre when it was still Moscow for the eastern part of Europe. Now for me and together with me for almost all Hungarians it was meant to be Brussels, the administrative core of the EU – in those ancient times it was still only the Common Market. Joining the EU was expected at the end of 2003, later it was postponed to 1 May 2004. I still needed my passport – with my old fashioned ID it would be the case even after the entry date.

The flight from Budapest to Brussels took only a little less than two hours. I grew tired of flying, I didn’t find anything exciting in it as I did before. I think, it was the instant when I became much more environment-friendly and an opponent of civil aviation. Perhaps it could be made worse by the circumstance that the weather was terrible, it rained and I didn’t have a glimpse of the landscape during the time of flying. In town I found the hostel easily, and in spite of the rainy weather I went walking. This afternoon and during the next day I explored the historical city centre, the EU headquarters and also visited the surroundings where the remainder of the 1958 Brussels World Expo, the Atomium stood. I also had to find the railway station from where I would travel to Amsterdam.

There were some better periods in the weather, even I could take off my raincoat sometimes. I liked the vast rectangular square best, the core of the old town. Of course I found the little statue Mannequin pis. This large square reminded me of the centre of the old town of Warsaw, but, of course, it was in a much better condition. There was one particular house among the buildings around the square, that attracted my attention. It goes without saying, I covered almost all these distances by foot, underground or tram was needed only, when I knew that there would be nothing worth seeing on route, or it wasn’t the first time I travelled it.

Food in that town was excellent, I remembered M. Poirot from films and novels. He had never enjoyed English food, but always craved for Belgian one. Actually I ate Italian food, but the Belgian cakes were beyond expression. So were chocolate products, and that would be proved also by the members of my family later. Only I had the impression that life in Brussels must have been about twice as expensive as it was in New York.

According to schedule I caught the train to Amsterdam. I enjoyed the ride as the countryside was beautiful fresh green. However, you could almost tell where you were by sight, in Belgium or in Holland. Belgian towns and villages were very orderly as if designed by architects and drawn by ruler. Dutch villages however were rich in living things, cows, sheep poultry. They didn’t look as designed by plans, much more made by practice. There was a certain German-ness in that countryside.

Alas, I didn’t have time to have a look in the harbour in Amsterdam, where I left the train. I knew already what suburban train to catch for the exhibition centre. The place and number of our booth have been known to me and I found it. It was deserted, not yet built ready, and no traces of T. or his companions. Soon it changed, T. saw me idling there and called on me. We began to offload the company car. Building of the booth went on and in the afternoon we could arrange our things. Even our compatriots arrived one-by-one after the almost 1,400 km highway trip. In Amsterdam the weather was fine and we went to see the place where we had our rooms. 

It was an extremely nice little hotel, but it could provide all we needed. My room was one of a suite of two rooms with a common bathroom. The other room was occupied by S. However, we didn’t see each other very often as he spent his time with other company managers from Hungary, while T., his wife and Maria, as well as I, kept together. That evening as there was still time till dinner we went to see the harbour nearby. I have seen similar things only in Warnemünde during my first visit in the GDR, but those were toys in comparison with these vehicles. It all looked as we had been there during the 1930s. I could not have enough of the sight of those beautiful old ships. Some even had complete fore-and-aft rigging.

The hotel itself was situated on the side of a canal, from my room I looked out on it. At the side of the hotel building there was a drawbridge with chains to open it when a barge was to pass. Such fine engineering work I saw only in the corridors of the Budapest Technical University as exhibits from the previous (I mean 19th) century. The hotel’s dining room was large and we took breakfast as well as dinner there. Along the corridors all the walls were covered with tableaus depicting the utilization of wood from willow trees. Young sticks are used for wicker products. When they are thicker twigs they make good furniture, armchairs, tables, even beds. Big branches produce fine clogs, and the Dutch are famous for them. From the Hungarian group almost all bought one pair. When I wandered around the building with one of the company managers – and one of the first Hungarian masters of cleaning – we found something from our past: a bicycle equipped with the machine of an errant grinder. Last time I saw such a thing in the ‘50s.

The exhibition itself was a great experience and a profitable event. Beside idling most of the time in our booth – it brought me back memories about exhibitions in the Budapest Trade Fair every spring during my air brake executive days in the ‘80s – and appeasing the curiosity of visitors I also tried to see as much of that as possible. I mentioned already the manager of a cleaning company, T.B., by first name a namesake of my boss, we made good friends and appreciated each other. It was he who regularly came to the booth after settling his official tasks and asked me to come and see around the vast hall. I collected some small items with ads written on them, a toy truck, balls, etc. We had long discussions with representatives of manufacturers of cleaning products, both from countries left and right to the former iron curtain.

Evenings, when the exhibition closed its gates, everyone went after his or her interests. We all four drove out to the actual seaside on the outer shore, then crossed the long dam marking the northern border of Markermeer. In the last evening the hotel personnel made us a small celebration as our leaving coincided with a local illustrious day. They performed singing and drew everyone into dance (almost, as they wouldn’t succeed with me) and then all guests had to give an account of him- or herself. It was really interesting.

The next day we took the ordeal of taking our things apart and packing into the company car. When at about noon the three of them drove off I rode to the railway station and caught a train to Brussels. There the weather was already dry and I had one more day to explore the town. I bought a small piece of the famous Brussels lace for every female member of the family together with a box of cakes and another box of chocolates. My grandson got a small statuette of the pissing boy. The homeward flight has been my last one so far and I think I will never fly again.

Chapter 15
A Retrospective View in General

In that year events began to have a faster progress than before. In our direct neighbourhood the man’s health quickly deteriorated and he left this shadow world. The two women, mother and teenage girl, grew ever more hostile to us, especially to the women in our house. As autumn came they packed up and went to the housing estate nearby into their flat. For a short time all was peaceful, but they soon brought back their two dogs, fenced in a small area for them and since that time they have been coming every day and give food and water for the dogs that soon got a third companion. These poor animals have been living as in a concentration camp (I call it canine Goulag).

In the political life of the country there was a complete muddle. The new premier was a man who had been minister of finance for a time, but during the previous cycle he had been working for western banks, mainly abroad. Principally he was the best man to take the helm and direct the country into a better future. He was good-natured (too much of it) and clever. However, as it became clear in some months, no good for prime minister. His greatest shortage was lack of stamina, he never raised his voice, only wanted consensus without fighting. It was naivety, in a democracy it is never feasible, especially, when the former ruling party was pushed into opposition. But his other fault was no less significant, as in spite of inheriting a healthy economy he wasn’t going on the same route, but began to give money to groups of people, who (although long due for a better living) weren’t taking part in the productive activities that would earn money for the country. That way he undercut the balance of the budget that would cause great concerns for his successor some years later.

I don’t want to say that he did it with malevolence. On the opposite. But the country didn’t have the funds for it that time. It was beneficial for me too that he rectified the neglect of the former government toward pensioners. When I got the notice about my pension it was shameful, my starting pension was slightly above minimum wage. This man arranged it that my pension became twice as high in two years (not mentioned 13th month pension, but it would be taken by the same government during the recession). Anyway, also within the cabinet itself it became ever clearer that something was to be done to turn developments into the right direction.

All the same, life went on and everyone tried to do his or her work as well as possible. Even the opposition remained silent. Although the former premier kept order in his surroundings and the group of people around him remained closed and self-assigned – I can only characterize them as Central Committee of Fidesz, in the same design as the ruling parties had it before the change of power – and well organized, but the mischief in the election had not been digested yet. For the country the most important issue was joining the EU. There was a referendum about it and a large majority of the population voted for EU. Even in my translations this topic occupied an important role.

The cabinet was reshuffled twice, and (in my opinion) always for the worse. The coalition to govern consisted of the socialists and the free democrats (better to say democratic liberals), it was a tradition from the time of the former leftist government, when actually the two biggest competing parties decided to make a coalition. This time however, after the election the leadership of the liberals was changed, even twice, and the new leaders were more liberal than democratic. They took the wrong side of the stick, two ministries in their responsibility must have been taken over by socialists and they were given others instead. Generally speaking, they behaved as not a minor coalition partner, but a major one. It was an everyday event that they blackmailed something out from the premier. Also, they caused reliability problems by their letting him down repeatedly.

The entry in the EU happened all right, but in the background there were difficulties lurking. The opposition came to life, they spread a rumour about the premier and, although it was easy to refute, it resulted in his resigning. This was a line of events lasting for a month. The opposition of course was already celebrating their victory and were demanding immediate new elections. However, at the long and rectangular round table it had also been agreed – nobody had been sure of himself – that the ruling party or coalition is entitled to change the prime minister and the new one must be accepted by parliament. From a long line of candidates the most proper person was selected – only it was the worst choice possible, as his personality was unacceptable by the opposition’s leading figures. Anyway, his inauguration was forced through and he began the first term.

That man was youth activist before the power shift and, as he had a good sense of turning everything into money, with the opportunities of the new system he had become rich. During the first months of his predecessor he got the portfolio of the minister for youth and sports –  that had been created during the former cycle particularly for a certain person, one of the earlier front-liners of the then governing party to make it possible even for him to be a minister. The government change after the election left that ministry untouched. As soon as it became clear that a new prime minister would be needed, he organized everything and at last he was chosen for the post.

He would be really the right person for that job, had the situation been different in the country. He is charismatic, knows how to deal with funds and money, and he can establish good connections with partners very quickly. As a member of EU, for the country a new budget was needed for the next year and within the union it was (and is) very hard to include untrue data in the documents, as all of the commissioners want to do as good a job as possible. However, with the resigned prime minister the balance of the budget had been derailed, and there was no means of correcting it in a short time – this was the first time our country had to make a budget for the next year as an EU member.

Within the EU not all directives are completely clear and at making the budget there were some side doors to use. Alas, the commissioners thought it otherwise and the figures would have been corrected. It took a lot of time and energy from really governing the country. And the opposition was already finding its legs, they made as much obstacles as they could. They began to obstruct work in the parliament and the cabinet wasn’t able to stand up to them. They could bring into motion several NGOs for this reason, even a referendum was organized by them and parliament had to give free way as they managed to collect the necessary number of signatures. It was about the question if the population of today’s Hungary was ready to give citizenship to those people that are Hungarians, but live in other counties. My opinion is the same now as it was then that those people deserve that they get back the Hungarian citizenship that had been snatched from them by the Trianon treaty. Alas, the prime minister took the wrong side as he was speaking for rejecting it. Well, the referendum was ineffectual because of the small number of voters, but still, the majority of those who voted did it with ‘yes’.

This story would go on, but now I think I have to give account about other things. At home the results of the election made things a little worse. During the previous cycle the right wing government had always had fix majority, because it can rely on one of the parties in the parliament – every party that has got a fraction of votes above five percent in the first round can send representatives – that was from the extreme (it would seem not so extreme today) right and the governing party didn’t dare to include it in the coalition. However, those members voted always for the government. Our neighbour, the woman whose husband had died, was the local activist of that party. With the left wing victory they were frustrated and did as much wrong as could. Shovelful of faecal from under the dogs hit my grapes that was thrown over the fence reinforced with slate sheets. Garbage was thrown on the pavement on front of our house, painstakingly spread to cover the whole surface. My neighbour from the other side saw it done and told them to collect it, otherwise the local government would know about it. They did it, but local government was not a very terrible thing to them. When I discovered that the stuff thrown over the fence killed my vines and was sticking to my shoes as I went along between the fence and the arbour, I made a picture and went with it to the executive in the mayor’s office responsible for such complaints. The woman was sympathetic, but as soon as I introduced myself, she said: “Ah, then it is you who wants to fell their staghorn sumac tree.” She explained that the woman had been visiting her and had made this complaint. I tried to make it clear to her what all this was about a tree – no staghorn sumac, but a kind of maple growing wild in the woods – that was outgrowing even the high voltage lines in height. The late husband of the woman had changed his mind about felling it. She added that she had been classmate of that woman and she didn’t need to be briefed about her.

I made another attempt to get justice for me, but in the head office another woman said they would investigate it after I paid the fee for complaints. I told her I didn’t need anything from them. Well, conditions haven’t alter, only everyone became older by one year annually.

Chapter 16
Hard Work and Some Good Results

In my narrative about the overall conditions I ran forward a little too much to leave behind other fields in my life. My work occupied me well as in Amsterdam we made acquaintances and ever more customers were calling on us. Our products were in progress and as soon as they would be finished we would be able to sell them well. At the same time T. was planning on a longer term and he acquired a new office, a whole rented house with about twice as large floor area as our present one was. It was necessary as the present office was too crowded and was slowing down development.

We moved in the new one at the last days of 2002. Alas, as I said earlier, T. was not a good person to manage daily business and this time he overstretched his possibilities. He took the upper floor completely for himself and his wife, all the others were seated on the ground floor. It was my job to organize the move, T. only helped me in transporting bigger pieces of furniture in the car. It was the end of December, but there was no snow and the new place was only about 200 m from the old one. All of us were pushing the two pushcarts to and fro. When things were moved we (mainly I) assembled the parts of the furniture in their new places. Our systems integrator installed phone and Internet lines. Around the second week in January it was already possible for us to continue work.

An innovation was to connect codex and training courses. A so called codex club was established for those who were starting in training courses at the basic level. There was a list of chapters from the codex and items of that list were to be sent by mail after being paid for. Members were very enthusiastic and actually we could hardly keep step with the demand. Many were going on after the examination and starting the masters’ course. The examination software was finished and, as some cleaning companies began to start in-house training courses, several copies were sold.

Soon there were two changes in our office. One was physical, the other in the management. T. realized soon that it was a waste of places and money to occupy the whole upper part alone and moved into a smaller room on the upper floor. Thus the bigger room became vacant and three of us, Kinga, Ildiko, the new secretary after Susan left, and me, moved up. It meant I again had to disassemble, bring up and assemble the big desk for two, as well as the other furniture. I switched desk with Ildiko, they were taking the big one, and I got a normal rectangular desk. The smaller room on the ground floor was occupied as before by the marketing executives who worked by telephone. The bigger one became the classroom for training courses, both basic and master level.

The other change was more significant. It showed the first lines of cracks in the structure. In the first annual shareholders’ meeting after establishing the share company CED the report of the board had been accepted and large sums of salaries voted. Although the first year had been in the red, it was expected that it would change in another year. Before the second annual meeting, however, it was already clear that the turnout curve didn’t follow expectations and also the expenses exceeded the tolerable level. T. felt already that there could be members who would be disgruntled, and was a little afraid. It coincided with the fact that Maria was going to leave the company for a much better job, that of facility manager in a large hotel in the inner city. At the meeting also her place would have to be filled. Well, as her title as financial director had always been a symbolic one – so had mine as production manager –, it was more about hiring someone in her place for the marketing job. The place went to the wife of one of the masters, L.P., whom we had met in Amsterdam. Her name was Betty. 

The annual shareholders’ meeting went well, the holders knew everything in the trade, they understood that the management had problems, and even a new project was accepted, that of an online examination system called eLearning. The new financial director became Edina, a former employee of S. in SERI, who went independent as an accountant. In spite of the silence, however, some bigger shareholders began to prepare themselves for a takeover in case of continuation of the unfavourable trends.

A few words about Betty. Their small company had been managed by the couple, but it was kept at a low level because of the master course of him. He took on important roles in MATISZ and education as a lecturer and it meant a more prestigious position for him. Thus she was looking for a job and it met this opportunity. At first she was excellent, even more successful than Maria had been, but later she lost her interest in this work. Also, she had a hobby, a few would even say a folly, she was one of the very few believers of that German historian who invented phantom time. I was always very polite with her, although I don’t believe in this kind of farce.

The company still had its prospects of regain the money spent on equipment and turn a good profit in that year. All the three leading products – codex, pictograms and examination software – were demanded, even there was a new cooperation in development, the Austrian representative of an American company with a brand new anti-skid floor covering system, and several training courses were arranged for making it possible for small cleaning companies to do the job – the foreign company required it and those who completed it got the licence. Also, T. was already a cleaning authority of recognized standing and his expertise was needed in the great hotels both in the capital and in the country.

It was the year before our entry in the EU, even the date was known already, 1 May 2004. There was great preparation for two international exhibitions, one in Budapest, the other in Berlin. The Budapest one was organized by the Italian association in May and again there was a place for us in their booth free. The so called CMS Berlin was to be in September and our booth there was to be a generosity from ISSA Europe. The first one was a great success, all of us gave duty time and we had a lot of inquiries to our different products.

However, a minor problem occurred with the first trade fair. T. had vested such duties on me where forms of foreign companies were to be filled in in a foreign language. Such a form in English from an Austrian online advertising company arrived that asked for our contact data during the fair. However, I didn’t take notice of the fine print: no need to sign, but if I do, I order a website for the company. In a short time a bill arrived. It was the equivalent of my annual salary. I sent it back and asked them to cancel it as it was a mistake of mine. However, the reply stated that the costs of establishing the website had arisen and fifty percent of the original bill was to be paid. I told T. about it and said it was my fault and I was to solve it. Well I couldn’t, but haven’t paid it and that other company had a shorter life that ours.

The trade fair in Berlin was considered a very important event, and T. wanted me and another person – with whom I made friends in Amsterdam – to be present. He wanted to take us with him in the company car. It happened so, but I think I don’t have to tell too much about the confined space we had in the back seats with the baggage. I had already been in Berlin by train and airplane sometimes, but never by car. I understood the small boy in a story, whose parents wanted to take him by their Trabant to the grandma in Sweden, but he had enough before they reached the border of the capital. What made it even more hard was that T. wanted to lose no daytime and we started in the evening. I didn’t dare to sleep, instead I watched T. and grabbed his shoulder always when was going asleep.

It was a brand new experience for me. I had never been in the western part of the town that far, and, although my last previous visit showed me a completely renovated Berlin in 1986, I liked what I saw very much. The long avenue Unter den Linden was only half of the axis of the town, over the Brandenburg Gate – no more a state borderline – the road went further as before the war. We had to drive to its end as the exhibition area lies there. Every day we went that way, except one afternoon when T. and his wife were together with a foreign guest, then we used the excellent Berlin S-Bahn for transport. In the former GDR territory on Alexanderplatz we enjoyed the mild autumn weather and the fine beer.

It was even very hard to tell where the former borderline was. One exception is near the Reichstag building where the Wall has been left intact. We also took our turn to see the glass dome of the building with that special spiral road up and down. It was a short walk, just as the whole visit was very short, and it was crowned by the nightmare backward trip during another night. The event itself was again very successful for us, we could have done anything with high profit, had it not turned otherwise.

Chapter 17
More Hard Work and Some Bad People

In the remaining time of that year we all started to do our work as well as we could, the turnover numbers were excellent and also the new projects were in realization. However, as I mentioned in connection with the annual meeting, not all shareholders were content with the developments as they unfolded, there were some who didn’t like T., in their opinion he was an intruder from a neighbouring country and they wanted to take things in their own hands. On one front they succeeded. In that group – as it generally is – there was one opinion leader, the others were following him. He was one of the cleaning company managers, his company had a specialized profile and he hadn’t taken part in any masters’ course – already the third one had been finished. At the same time he wanted to exploit the benefits residing in training courses, even there appeared booklets in his company’s in-house course that were copied from T’s textbooks that were protected by trade mark.

The line where he could defeat T. was MATISZ. He paid the individual membership fee for so many of his company’s employees that they could get more votes at the meeting of the renewal of office holders than T. and could elect their employer as secretary for the association. From that time T. became isolated from his fiends at the European federation and he got into a backwater. It would go on for some time, until that man would discredit himself and T. would become again the leading person in the association. It would go through a detour, and I am to report about it a little later. This isolation was disadvantageous from another point of view, namely CED would not get the assignments for translating European material into Hungarian – done by me earlier. Although MATISZ would lose them altogether, it was a big satisfaction for them that T. wouldn’t get them, either. It began to have a detrimental effect on the domestic activity of CED – and it was the deciding part of it – as one-by-one cleaning company managers began to turn away from T.

Before that action from the part of those people had been started, the management of CED – in that decision I took part too – decided to establish a limited company for managing the educational courses and handling the material covered by patent rights. The name of that business would be the same as the first training course (KonfirMATISZ) and would be owned with one third and two third proportion by CED and MATISZ respectively. When that kidnapping of the association happened it was already established and working. Director of the Ltd. became Kata, the wife of T. As soon as MATISZ became the sphere of interest for that new head of the association, he wanted to fire the director and place another one there, and all the educational materials would have been leaking to his pocket. It would be a long procedure – even a court would be drawn in – and at last CED would win the company, because it had paid in time its part of the capital stock, but MATISZ hadn’t. Even it would be impossible to pay in a certain time, as the association didn’t have any reserve, also the European federation was a lender with the membership fee. However, CED would have to settle that capital stock instead of MATISZ, and it was another hardship the company would not be able to bear. Even so it was not enough, for this reason some of the more enthusiastic cleaning company managers – and me – were drawn in as owners of the limited and paid the necessary capital and a new contract was prepared and signed.

For the above mentioned reasons the turnover didn’t match expectations at the turn of the year, and the third annual meeting of the share company turned out to be an open battle between T. and his opponent. It happened at the beginning of the next year. The latter wanted to kill the company immediately. However, T. could convince the other shareholders again that prospects were much better than that and made two proposals for possible routes of development. One was eLearning, the other was slimming down the company for a time. At last T. got another year of patience from the majority of the shareholders.

There was another change in the management of CED. That time T. resigned as general manager and S., the director of SERI, was elected. 

Chapter 18
Private Life

I accelerated on my memories in the office life so intensively as if there had been no private one for me during that time. It goes without saying, my most important issue in the family was my grandson. My daughter-in-law remained at home three years after childbirth as the boy wouldn’t stay in the nursery, and we still had our jobs, both my wife and me. During that time it was her task to look after her son, and she did it properly. I hadn’t stopped taking the lunch home every weekday, it was mainly for the youth and me, my wife didn’t need it.

My son couldn’t get a proper job for himself and it was around that time that he realized he had to go alone and establish himself a private business. He liked car repair, especially body rebuilding of older types, but was also a fan of information technology. It was not clear yet, which one he wants to spring on. For the former he wanted to extend the store at the back end of the site. The latter he began to shape, he purchased all the units of hardware for a good PC and assembled it. At first he used old operation systems, but then got all he needed. I did all I could to help him and until we didn’t have an Internet connection at home, T. let him search my official PC in the late afternoon hours.

Also my activity as an expert of justice began to grow. Actually I didn’t like that kind of work too much as more assignments also meant that the antagonism between the claimant and respondent got more acute, that was further stressed by the lawyers, who wanted to win at any rate. Any rate even meant that more than once the lawyer whose client didn’t like my expertise proposed to deprive me of my licence. Also, I didn’t like being summoned to the court to be questioned by the lawyers. However, it was my professional pride in question, and I didn’t want to run away from offensive people and I always did my best.

There was the reappearance of J., my friend in New York. When I was on the other side of the ocean she wasn’t in the city, she wrote in her last letter or fax before that she was going to Washington, D.C. for a time on business. After my return from the New World I hadn’t had any news from her, but then she sent me a card and we started to send e-mails to each other. Then it was already time for everyone in the office to have an email address. Alas, my hard drive had been formatted once to put in another one and those mails had been lost for me.

As soon as we went to the new office she sent me a book as a Christmas present and I liked it very much, it was the famous Da Vinci Code. That time she was in search of her luck, tried to get her citizenship, she moved all stones. She had an employer that used her talent well, she travelled a lot. Sometimes she was lost for months. After my PC became fine again I received a mail from her telling that she had been home and just returned to America. That was in August 2004. From that time we have been in correspondence, although it would only come years later that she got her citizenship and could establish a much more stable living.

Around that time my employer reached a tipping point, but about it I give you account in the next chapter. I was prepared that any time soon I would stop going to work, it wasn’t terrifying me, during the previous four years I was able to inflate my bank account a little. My son asked me to settle official issues with a moderate construction work – plans by an authorized architect, building permit, overseer – as he wanted to make a veranda from the open terrace at the backside of the house. Actually he needed a place where things could be stored during the time he would extend the store. Things and gears were stuffed into the store and making a veranda first would make it empty.

I had become skilled in the usage of CorelDraw, thus I made a drawing first and my son could see how it would look when finished. He liked it and I found a young couple of architects in our street. The man checked the environment and took the task on. He even organized the application for permit, on my cost of course. This business is not a very fast one, in the meantime I also designed a new electric wiring in the lower flat, as always there was something wrong, the original aluminium wires reached the limit of their life span in the thirty years since construction. He studied the electric schemes carefully and with his brother-in-law – one of several, who was an electrician – consulted. Then with the other one – his friend in their teenage years – he purchased the necessary materials and tools, it went on my expense. They almost finished the electric work when the building permit for the veranda arrived.

This construction needed no big investment. Timber had remained from the construction of the upper flat ten years earlier. So did slate. To do masonry work there were enough bricks collected at different places from discarded rest. Only cement and sand as well as lime was to be ordered. However, neither of the young men had done such work up to that time. They had to learn all, the first part of the wall reminded me actually of fortresses in the Middle Ages. But, as they progressed, it became much better and they worked enthusiastically. When the roof structure was finished I had to show them – I myself learned it from the carpenters a decade earlier – how to cover it with slates. The roof even had a panel of glass in the middle to give some light to the kitchen that had been shadowed by the new veranda. As there was in the family also a cabinetmaker – no more, we buried him recently – the windows (all unique as the builders couldn’t make openings of equal size) originated from my leftover planks and with cousinly work.

When the cold weather came in my son was working inside the finished veranda on the inside wall surfaces. During the different physical activities he neglected his PC, but as soon as the veranda was finished and the material and cardboard boxes were moved there from the store, he resumed his second hobby. And something more changed. He needed the Internet, but it was only possible by dialling-in. It has two disadvantages, first, it was slow as a louse, and second, it was very expensive. For this reason he shifted his working time to the late hours, as it was faster and also cheaper. Nature wants what belongs to her, so he began to get up ever later and work ever longer into the night.

At the beginning of the summer my daughter-in-law began to organize her return in the job she left when the boy was born. It was a small private company and, although she had been replaced by someone, her place was kept. The maternity leave must have been complemented with a few weeks of unpaid leave as the summer holiday just started in the kindergarten and my grandson had to stay at home. But in the remaining time I could be with him as I hadn’t been able to take my days of paid leave, thus I had a lot of them to be taken (we were sure already that our company would be closed and the employer wanted us to take it). Almost all summer I spent with my grandson, even it became my habit to sit him into his carriage, take the dinner can and fetch the lunch. 
After lunch he went to sleep and I could do my other tasks. Soon his grandma arrived home from her job and she took him under her wings.

During leave I sometimes visited the office with my grandson and checked my emails. That was when I got the mail from J. and I replied. I didn’t know anything about her for a time and it was good news. In another mail she made it clear that she was away and this was the reason she neglected me. I had a general notion about how difficult it could be for her and always tried to be polite. I informed her about the construction my son was doing and also about my attempts in vain for the publishing of my selected travel stories. And, of course, about my becoming a sewerage professional – I haven’t mentioned yet that simultaneously with the construction activities of my son I did all the work for the connection of our in-house drainage system to the municipal sewerage network – from designing to digging and laying the pipes.

In her mails she always related me her most important issues, mainly about her family. I hope it was good for her to be able to speak about her concerns to a person she trusted (I hope so). What she could least bear was the same I had felt in the teenage years of my son: all the same parents want to do good for their children, it is in vain if the children don’t want to follow their guidance. She complained about her son’s negligence of the importance of linguistic skills. Besides, of course, about hardness in getting enough means to support him and her mother.

I tried to express my sympathy and informed her about the similar concerns of mine. In a mail I wrote: “For you life is mixed blessing too according to the popular saying. It comes from your nature, you have always been ready to take all problems of the family on yourself, for this reason I don’t wonder that your problems don’t go less, but multiply. I cannot throw it out of me either. Otherwise, it is a hopeless case to try to convince young people about your opinion, I had been inconvincible too, I only learn on my faults. And it is in vain to try to convince my son about things we judge from a subjective point of view, even it is possible he will have been proven right. I only want to be able to see that they will leave a little place in my garden also for my plants, leave the only twig unharmed that bears fruit on the little tree.”

Those mails came and went. And there was another aspect. She began to dislike coming home and being entangled in the complicated family life, where her main role was to supply the necessary funds. On the other hand, Russia was a great thing for her. She wasn’t able to think about Russia as I did, keeping in mind both fine and inconvenient memories. She saw only the pleasant when she looked back. Maybe, it was for her like Ethiopia for me. She did visit the country a few times and spent her time with her former neighbours in the country. It is true that rural Russia has a certain attraction also for me. She had a great dream, i.e. to travel along the Trans-Siberian Railway and she tried to persuade me too to go with her.

Sometimes she asked questions about common acquaintances from Moscow, such as the former husband of my late niece who had married again a short time ago and Joe S., my companion in the Moscow office. With the former she had had some negative memories, she had never valued him high. The latter had been her countryman, although they got to know each other in Moscow. I tried to inform her, but about Joe nothing was available. Because of feud in the ministry where he had been working, he had troubles and I think, he has been low since. Anyway, she was not to be convinced of such things.

It happened around that time the publishing agent wanted to send me back my manuscript and CD-ROMs with the photos. She knew her phone number and asked for the sending costs. However, J. had no great opinion of her already and said her just send them to her. I told her I would rather leave them with her, it can be a gift of an old friend. Since that time I have always got emails when she mentioned this or that chapter as interesting. I hope she liked it.

My grandson started his kindergarten course with a little problem: although my daughter-in-law did everything right, the boy couldn’t stay all day there as someone made a mistake with the payment for lunch. As I was still in my job my wife had to organize her work to fetch him at the kindergarten at noon. At first he liked to be there, but there was a time soon when he didn’t. However, Clair could always convince him that it was the best thing for him to be with children. Soon it turned out the opposite: in a closed group of about twenty children there is always a virus lurking, and there came the period as it had been with my son at that age, he stayed one week in the group and two weeks at home. My paid leave as well as that of my daughter-in-law was used up for this purpose.

On days when he was well without fever, only there was severe cough or cold, and the weather was fine, we went together to fetch lunch and before that we did long walks. One day we just started to saunter to the bus stop when a big truck driving in the opposite direction stopped and someone in the cabin asked something in a foreign language. He wanted to know where a certain street was to be found. I began to explain it in Russian as they were Ukrainians, but, as it was the place we were just going, I told them, let us in and I would show them where it was. It made no problem, the four of us would be comfortable in the great cabin. My grandson was lifted in and I climbed the four steps, as it was a large Renault Magnum.

Arriving at the place I stopped them and wanted to get out. One of them stepped off and helped my grandson to get out and I wanted to do the same, but forgot that it was the big truck. My step came out too high and it caused me a great pain in my knee. When the truck drove off to the proper direction I could hardly walk, my knee hurt me terribly. Slowly it became better, but about two months it was swollen and every move made me pain. It would become better only in the next year when I would go to the orthopaedic specialist.

I carried on working on my technical book on shipbuilding. In the office I could search the Internet for books in this field and I found Barnes and Noble in New York. There I found three such books first that were complementing my own knowledge from the university and practice, one of them a used one, rather old, but still up-to-date, the other two fresh publication. I ordered them on my MasterCard and soon I could read them through. Of course, the topic was not completely new for me, but my knowledge had worn out a little, and besides I hadn’t completed tasks in all fields of the trade. As I tried searching once more I found a true treasure: a 1943 edition of Taylor’s evaluation of his experiments in the model towing basin. I ordered it too. Still I had only my old PC, but all the same, one page after another, details began to take shape. 

Chapter 19
Derailment

I mentioned above that around the middle of the year 2004 my employer reached a tipping point when there was no other alternative as slimming the company completely by firing employees and doing only collection of royalty fees on intellectual property. Only S. would remain as a non-paid general manager to answer exceptional letters. Actually this situation was a direct consequence of the plot against T. described in one of the previous chapters. As ever more cleaning company managers decided to join the current leadership of the association and T’s base contracted, the company earned ever less turnover, went into red and even public dues as taxes remained unpaid. Although the company had a lot of money due from customers, that was mainly bad debt and there was no hope to collect it. At the end of the year the account of the company was frozen by the tax authority and liquidation looked not impossible. It was the only way out to make the company a sleeping royalty collecting unit. T. got a lot of offers from shareholders getting uninterested in the company to take on their shares and he bought them at low value. That made it possible for him to decide alone with the board and the decision was made. KonfirMATISZ carried on all activities.

All of us got our notices. The younger women began to look for jobs, the mother-in-law of Ildiko, Judith, was transferred to KonfirMATISZ, and I became a freelancer of that firm in translation, graphic and text editing. I had to finish textbooks for the training courses and a new monthly magazine of the nostalgia kind. The tax authority placed a ban on our account and office equipment, that means the company could not collect any money, it was taken by the authority at once, and pieces of equipment were not to be sold. I wanted to buy my PC in the office, but I had to wait until the ban would be lifted. However, I took it home, first the PC, a table and the scanner, then also the monitor, as my first two ones, the monochrome and the Chinese one from Moscow, were doing bad for my eyes. After Christmas I took it all home and assembled them in the small room of my flat. Since that time I have been working there.

As it was clear what would happen I subscribed for an ADSL line at the ISP supplier. It took a considerable time to reroute my mails on the new address, and it took me even more time to learn how to avoid silly catches the technical equipment was causing me. It was only six years ago, but that state in IT is history today. What caused me the most failures was the dialling software. It was solved reliably only when I bought a router. This helped me also to share the line with my son and from that time he didn’t need to use the telephone line for getting Internet and it made very good for my purse.

As soon as I had my ADSL line I began to go on work as before. My task was to edit the textbooks, send the finished files to T. – the former office went over to KonfirMATISZ, they occupied the upper section and T. presented the training courses downstairs – by email or took with myself on a flash drive. On weekdays I went to the school kitchen for the lunch and called on the office if needed. I worked about seven to eight hours a day as before. Every month I was to get a certain sum for my activity – I accepted only half of the sum T. offered. T. arranged printing for the textbooks and the magazine “IRKA” (it means exercise book and scribbling in Hungarian).

Before CED went asleep I tried to reroute orders for products to KonfirMATISZ, but it took about two months to get rid of all mails loafing about and send them to T. At the same time some of them was replied by me as I had almost all the material on my PC. Especially would-be buyers of pictograms were very insistent, they saw a lot in that system and wanted to develop it with their company. At last all became silent and it was good as there came news that the tax authority wouldn’t lift the ban, they would take the equipment instead. I wrote out everything on CD-ROMs and was starting to format the hard discs when Kata called me and said that it turned out differently and I can go in and sign the contract about buying the devices I wanted.

I was waiting for it very much. Near the office there was a shop specializing in IT products and I wanted to update my PC with a new motherboard, processor, RAMs and software. I wasn’t content with the Windows ME operation system. Well, it took some months to organize this rebuilding, and it caused me additional problems with other software products (drivers for scanner, printer, etc.). XP was a very fastidious system that wouldn’t work with anything. At last I succeeded in getting the proper application software, but the ultimate solution would be the replacement of scanner and printer much later.

T. wouldn’t accept defeat as final from the gang. As soon as it became clear that MATISZ was a dead end for them, he and the core of the old guard started to launch the forming of a cleaning section within the Department of Artisans at the Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. In contrast with the establishment of MATISZ five years earlier, there seemed all in place and this new section was soon functioning well. So much so that in a short time even the issue of making cleaning an independent profession was solved. In that road T. got back almost all of his honour and he could work again.

With the acceptation of cleaning as independent trade and thus including it in the list of professions to take its part in the field of education, things became again much more complicated. While six years earlier it was enough for T. to contact the district employment agency to be able to launch the first training course for cleaners, that time state bureaucracy stepped in. Besides, the market of technical education of cleaners became a battlefield, so, although his dreams were being realized, T’s life didn’t turned easier.

As far as my work during that time is concerned, I did it for ten months. Then the annual proprietors’ meeting – I took part in it as I also had, or better to say still have, a proportion of about seven percent ownership – showed that the competition was so fierce that the firm could not get even during the business year. That was the last such meeting I took part, always try to find an excuse for being absent. The firm suspended all activities beside training and collecting royalty. As my tasks melt away I told Kata, the director of this firm, I wouldn’t draw any money for doing nothing. At the same time I offered my free help any time the would need it.

With that my extra income beside pension stopped and I tried to get a source. For a long time it would be in vain and my reserve began to drain out. Especially as my son was always asking for money to buy the necessary material for his construction work. I registered on a number of websites offering translation work. It did not do any difference.

From that time on the firm I have an interest in moved three times. Actually T. was acting as a freelancer, but as his wife was the company’s director, he always had a desk there. He was organizing without a moment’s pause and he got back his importance within the trade. The section in the chamber helped a lot. Their first move even resulted in a little extension, but they had to leave that place for not being able to pay the rent. Then they got an office free for expertise, but in a year they went to another place. I have never been there yet, but we are in contact by email.

Chapter 20
Freelancer and Grandpa

In the family it was beneficial for everyone – sometimes even for me – that I moved my PC home and was almost always available for anything. My wife was still in her job, but she expected her replacement at any minute because of the political situation. It was a period when the general mood in the society could have been characterized most properly with the words of Marx used for describing a revolutionary situation: those who had been elected to govern the country wasn’t able to do it, because those who lost the election and had to accept the place of opposition, wouldn’t accept it. It was a period when everyone hated everyone else. The man who had lost his prime minister position at the election three years ago began to organize his party – or better to say the very tight self-dedicated group around him that kept the party under its control – to win back power the next time, but he was doing it with trepidation.

The new prime minister who took the place after the resignation of his predecessor began his work in the right way. However, as numbers of the economy didn’t correspond with the EU directives, especially the budget deficit, the cabinet decided to interpret the relevant paragraphs in those directives in a way that those numbers looked better. No cheating, only excluding certain cost items. It wouldn’t go. The responsible EU councillor objected and the report had to be corrected. The opposition began making noise and demanded new election immediately. The least ugly attribute for the premier was liar.

This situation wouldn’t have been an easy one even if the government had been united. However, it was a coalition of the two leftist parties, and in the smaller one – liberal democrats – there were only a few people who didn’t dislike the premier. He began his mandate with replacing two of the ministries in the responsibility of liberals by two less important ones. Besides, he wasn’t supporting the coalition partner in their attempts on reform, although he knew well that those reforms were necessary, even the coalition agreement mentioned them. The bad atmosphere polarized the liberals themselves, and later it would result in a sharp competition for the leading position of the party. So, nothing was certain during that time, even the opposite could happen easily.

My grandson became a regular kindergarten visitor, but the rhythm didn’t change: one week in, two weeks out. In the latter it was my job to be with him and play with him, read to him, prepare food for him, even, when there was no way, to take him with me for the lunch. Mainly, however, I left him in his room with an apple sliced and promised him to be quick in returning with the food. He was clever enough to understand that he was obliged to stay there and in any case it needed to awaken his father. It took me generally only an hour to come back and he was already waiting for his lunch. After that a little reading followed or watching a cartoon on TV, and he went asleep. My own life – lunch and a little work as my job still existed – could only begin after that.

There were days when he wouldn’t go asleep at once and I had to take him with me into the upper floor. There he was playing with his spare toys attended by his grandmother or watching one of the cartoon channels. Even Cartoon Network was acceptable that time, his favourite was Scooby Doo and Tom and Jerry. Almost always he went asleep also then, only later. He liked very much the large Empire couch to sleep on. The biggest obstacle had always been to make him swallow his medicine. Even the syrup of antibiotic was an enemy for him. Slowly it became better, and I think it was due to the fact that he felt he could trust me.

Fortunately, every time the cold or flu passed and the boy went again to his playmates. He liked it when I took him there, but he did it even more when he could go with his mother. However, she had a mindless time-table in her work and it was often impossible for her to take him there in the morning. Taking him home has always been my job. When there was snow, I had to pull the sled there and to pull it with him on the homeward leg. That was too much for my legs, and it was that time I got my first pair of compression stockings. I had a hard time to get accustomed to them, but it was worth. Sometimes it rained and I drove there to pick him up. Slowly spring came and it became ever more fun to walk home. He liked to make detours and visit the familiar dogs at the houses they lived. His favourites were a pair of boxers, we named them careworn, because they had deep perpendicular wrinkles on their foreheads.

Anyway, I didn’t know it at that time yet, but learned it soon: the more you should be idle the more you will be busy as other people try to put load on you. It happened to me too. I could hardly organize my work, while in the morning I could have finished the daily routine in three hours, in the afternoon I was tired already and it took me six hours. That time was really hard for me. But I also had a lot of fun with my PC and Internet line. I had a movie maker program and it was useful to edit the video files I downloaded with the help of booster programs. The video files I burned on CD and my grandson enjoyed Winnie the Poo, Alice, the Russian cartoons Nu, Pogody very much. His favourite was the four parts of Walking with Dinausaurs from BBC. I also helped my son to get his high tech video software. Also music was good for me. When my work consisted of simple graphic editing, I always listened to the radio on the Internet. The music files I often sent to J. attached to my emails. We were in constant corresponding, she wrote about all that happened with her.

Spring meant also more work for me, there was spraying, pruning, weeding. It meant some annoyance too. Even with my grandson. I wasn’t able to protect young grapevines from him, even a rare one of four years had been destroyed. It was a terrible period of his, I couldn’t understand his manner at all. It would go away, this bad manner, but for a time I suffered a lot. 

After spring also summer arrived and I took my grandson with me as we visited several places. I knew that he liked the large playground on the slope of Gellert Hill near the Danube. I went there with him, we spent a whole day there and he didn’t get tired. He only became sleepy when we sat on the bus. I went with him to walk around Margaret Island. The Danube was at a low level and we could go down to the water, he played there for hours. But our main terrain was a large meadow, originally a dump, where he collected insects and lizards. First he kept them in a terrarium, but, as they died soon, the next ones he let go in the garden. Even spiders he caught and took them home. His favourite was a wasp spider that he kept in the garden in a certain place – this kind of spider makes his net on a large bunch of grass.

There was a certain circumstance that made it necessary for me to spend more time with him: while he liked being in the kindergarten, he couldn’t sleep there. I fetched him after lunch and then our long walks began. As the mushroom season arrived, we also went mushrooming in the woods near our house. In our family – as I had had mentioned it earlier at the events in my younger years – mastery in the field of mushrooms had always been more or less a must. My wife had acquired a certificate in that skill, I myself had begun picking mushrooms as a child accompanying my mother in the woods, but my knowledge became much deeper at the time of my wife’s study. My grandson enjoyed rambling in the woods and he picked up everything, his favourite were galls, we took home plastic bagfuls of them.

I mentioned the nearby dump already. It was five minutes from our home and as soon as we went over the dike at its border we could find any kind of insects. My grandson was a sharp hunter, it was hard to any grasshopper or locust to escape him. During those walks on that meadow we encountered an outcrop of loess (or something like made of dump), where bee eaters had their holes. Alas, they migrated from there already, but it was a great experience for the boy. He wanted to climb that outcrop and its top we found something like a complete wilderness. It happened there that my knee became dislocated and it made my life much more difficult. That kind of expedition became more rare for us following an encounter with a man living nearby. He is the so called foreman of the local gipsy population. We were just walking in the outward direction from that meadow in the dump, when we met a Mercedes FWD with the man at the wheel. He asked me if I was not afraid for the child getting into trouble. I asked him what kind of trouble could arise if we were walking on public lands. He raised his voice and said that it was no public land, it was his one. Although I was of different opinion, I had no intention to argue with people like him and we left the place. The other reason we went to walk less frequently in the woods and meadows that ticks became more numerous.

My greatest sorrow at that time was that my small Sony video-camera went wrong twice. First it lost its sound and I had to take it to the mechanic servicing such devices. Those people had become rare as white raven. When at last I found him on the other side of the town he repaired it – for a sum almost prohibitive. Second time the camera couldn’t handle its cassette. He took it on unwillingly and remained it with him for more than a year, at last he gave it back as it was. I didn’t have any luck with another man either. These problems caused us that we have only silent records about my grandson from that period when he was learning to speak. And later even those stopped. Thus I could make only photos on our walks.

It was the last year we could do abandoned walks in the woods or on meadows. There would follow two mild winters when ticks would survive and multiply extensively – also my small fig tree would enjoy it and bear fist-size fresh figs. With so many of those blood suckers at large even in the garden it would be possible to get one (and potential deadly infections as lyme disease or brain fever). I wouldn’t risk the life of my grandson, I would take him rather into museums.

Chapter 21
Nothing Lasts Forever

In the upper flat of our house I installed a small piece of equipment ten years before that had a few innovative features. It was a water-heater working with gas and being of the storage type. It had a body of only fifty litre and it was made of aluminium. Such storage type heaters had always been used with electric heating elements and had been made of galvanized steel. The ten years I used it was an extraordinary long period for such a bad design. First, as it was for inner places, it didn’t have a smoke-pipe, flue gas was to be sucked out through the chimney of our gas boiler for heating. The aluminium cylinder was undivided, with only a zinc anode inside and a bolted opening at its side. It was an excellent galvanic battery, weekly it was necessary to clean the filters of taps from small green stones – I didn’t know it at that time that those were made of the eroding cylinder wall. A few times I had to replace the anode and, as there was no other way of emptying the cylinder, unscrew the fresh water connection.

Although a few times already I had to repair the threaded connections, change safety valve, etc., I thought it was in order. However, during that summer water was leaking from the heater and I couldn’t find the leak. At last I saw that it had become something like a sieve, everywhere it leaked. I became uneasy, as principally there is a considerable pressure in such a cylinder, so it could blow up any minute. I had to disconnect it and take off the wall. For a time we washed our dishes by heating water on the stove and, as was summer, took our showers cold. But it had to be solved anyway.

Fortunately Internet made purchasing much easier, I found a replacement device and purchased it. Its installation, however, by the user himself was not advisable, as both the gas supply company and guarantee rules required an authorized gas fitter to do it. Opposite the street my neighbour had a servicing company and he did it. It goes without saying, he didn’t return me my guarantee papers and hasn’t get the permit from the gas company yet. But it has been working well since.

It was only the first of the bigger repairs needed on that newer part of the house. Smaller I dealt with earlier – repeated replacement of slate plates hit and cracked by the so called ‘professionals’ when they had been covering the eaves from under, as well as replacement of slates removed by gale force winds –, but maintenance of important volume had not been needed that far. Then followed a light accident of my daughter-in-law on the stairs outside leading to the upper flat. She took on some kilos and her steps were always very sporty – she had been a good handball player as a teenage girl. One of the steps broke under her foot, but nothing serious happened. However, I took a closer look at the steps and decided to put a supporting layer of boards under each one.

A third fault appeared a little earlier, but I didn’t pay attention to it. The water block (kitchen, toilet and bathroom, as well as the sluice between them) for the upper flat had been laid on a thin horizontal reinforced concrete plate over the existing flat roof. During the binding process the concrete had been supported by a polystyrene layer that was left on place. However, also concrete is made from material and materials deform under load. The small bending (a few cm) would have done no problem, had the ‘professionals’ used flexible cement for the tiles. However, as it had not been the case, the tiles in the central three rows let go and became independent. At the beginning it only gave a hollow sound, but later because of the walking on them they cracked. I didn’t know at first what to do, to tell the truth I haven’t decided yet. But I think, I will have to glue them back with a flexible cement – I long bought it – and after that to cover it with PVC.

The most frustrating thing I was experiencing was that the kitchen sink drain was getting clogged. It has not been a simple greasy grime as it is usual with kitchen sinks, it did nothing with even the most powerful drainage cleaners, but it was a kind of hardened construction material. In the first case when it was not draining down I opened the siphon and found that it was full of a white stuff as lime. It was cemented caulking stuff. The ‘professionals’, I mean tile layers, poured the remaining fluid into the sink without flushing it down – maybe there was no water supply temporarily. From the siphon it was not difficult to remove the plug. But it was only one of the two pieces. The other one was within the wall where the small diameter pipe from the sink joins the large one taking drain from the toilet to the outside. When I tried to clean that section with a pipe ram it couldn’t go any farther and there were only traces of the stuff on its tip, but the plug was too solid to damage. From that time on I use a plumber’s friend, but the system works as a non-return valve: the pump can lift the plug, some fluid goes down, then it settles and the flow stops. My plan is to manufacture a kind of drill bit, fasten it to the tip of the ram and do the same as our prehistoric ancestor did with drill bits made of antlers on stone axes.

Around that time we experienced sometimes that seemingly inconsequential events were nevertheless consequent. You would think, if Ukraine cannot pay to the Russian state company for the natural gas he uses for heating, Hungary and other EU countries won’t be deprived from this commodity, it would be the Ukrainians who will get cold. But this is far from the real case. Namely, the EU gets its gas through the same pipe as Ukraine does, even it depends on the Ukrainians if the gas flows through that pipe at all, or it will stop there. In that winter we in our country were only saved from getting very cold by having been very careful during the previous months. For almost two weeks no gas was let flow through the pipe system, all was taken by Ukraine.

The first consequence of that international blackmail was that the price of gas in our country went up considerably. The second one for me personally was that in two successive months  the money on my cost transfer account was not enough to pay the bill of gas, and the bank denied payment. In each case soon I got a very polite letter from the gas supplier with the check to be paid. The third thing happened after that: I adjusted the thermostat in our flat by two degrees Celsius lower and both my wife and me put on more cloths. Also the younger generation was informed about the emergency situation, but they reacted only one year later.

I had to do something, but it was impossible to do anything immediately. However, as the spring arrived in 2006 I purchased the necessary quantity of rock wool and covered the roof from the inside with it, as well as covered it with foil to ensure a better life cycle. (The first such layer I had put on ten years earlier, when during our first winter in the upper flat a severe blizzard had blown so much snow into the attic through the cracks that it had taken me a whole day to collect all and pour it into the bathtub, so as not to be washed out by the melt-water later. It also did good as after that the attic had a milder climate, and temperature didn’t go below freezing point.)

All things were not put into order yet, but this activity of mine started then and will stop only simultaneously with my heart. However, someone will have to take up the relay and carry on.

Chapter 22
(A)politics

In one of the previous chapters I tried to give account of the political events in the country following the parliamentary elections in 2002. During that four years the great opportunities that had been painted in so bright colours almost all melted away. From the part of the governing coalition it was lack of discipline, infighting – almost anarchy – in the smaller party and lack of vigour against greed. These factors in themselves could have caused a lot of problems, but it had not been all. Those four years had been enough for the biggest – better to say almost only – party of the opposition to reach such an extent of organization that had ever been surpassed only by the national socialist party in Germany in the thirties and lately by the two underground organizations in Italy. The successes of their attempts in crippling the reforms of the government had grown continually.

Even there was a change of relationship between the two parties of the governing coalition. It is worth to see how it developed in the previous years. The smaller party, the liberal democrats, was one of the two parties fighting for power at the first elections after the change of power, in 1990. At last the other one was able to win (the forum of Hungarian democrats). Four years later the forum lost the majority of its voters, mainly to the young democrats (Fidesz in Hungarian abbreviation), and the socialists, who gained back their voters, were running abreast with liberal democrats and young democrats. Socialists won and, as the second runner, Fidesz, was already becoming very anti-communist – at least in slogans, as almost all of them got their diplomas in the so called ‘pestilent’ era – and didn’t want to form a government with them, there formed a governing coalition of socialists and liberals.

During the first leftist cabinet their relationship remained reliable (well, ‘A fish rots from the head down’ as the proverb says, at that time both parties had reliable heads). In the next four years it remained more or less so, as they were in opposition. However, in 2002 the old leader left the liberals and socialists also changed their leadership. For the socialists it was beneficial, but among liberals a power struggle began. During the years until the elected premier ruled there was no problem, there was a peaceful coexistence between the two parties, or, better to say, the two factions of parliament. With the change of the prime minister problems arose. The new one wasn’t so patient when he saw something not in accordance with the decisions of the cabinet. Two ministries were changed from liberal to socialist and the replacements were rather unimportant. Tensions became more acute.

The trouble came when the term of the head of state expired. According to the coalition agreement it was the right of the socialist party to nominate the new head of state. They did it, and the coalition partner said “no”. Why? Just so, no. The candidate didn’t deserve this mistreatment. She was the chairman of the parliament, in my opinion the most honest Hungarian politician living at present. Without the consent of the liberals it was impossible to elect her and at last a former member of the constitutional court was named and elected. The worst choice ever, as it was to be made clear by his aloof manner. Even he didn’t wait too long to lay bare his fangs. There came a national holiday when awards were being presented, the prime minister as usual made his propositions, but the president wouldn’t shake hands with one of the honoured. Well, this bad hit of the liberals would not be to forget by either side. The socialists as the injured partner and the liberals as those who did something wrong for no avail.

The prime minister that took the place of his predecessor after his resignation didn’t see it clearly yet, even for two years in that office already, how enormous his challenge was and how futile it was to fight for election victory with such an imperfect background – his party had little more than thirty percent of the voters’ support, together with the untrustworthy coalition partner it was barely enough for a simple majority in the parliament, no hope of passing any law requiring a two-thirds majority – when all his election promises would ‘ab ovo’ be considered lies as he would not be able to fulfil them. He must have seen that the only reasonable solution would have been a great coalition as it was done in Germany a year earlier.

At that time a great coalition would still be a feasible solution, as also the opposition had similar support indices, and, if approached with good intentions, they would have chosen the alternative that would have been better for the country. From the part of the governing party you could even see such attempts, for example the then and would-be prime minister was always stressing that all of the Hungarian politicians were good patriots, who had good intentions to the citizens of the country – I don’t think he was so naïve really. The problem was that the head of the opposition had already been extremely frustrated, as he lost the elections four years earlier and, although he did all to make work for the government impossible, the country was progressing – albeit at a snail’s pace.

As soon as his election loss had been clear he made a speech for his party – actually for the close group of self-named activists having the membership in their grip – where he expressed his intentions not to accept the loss of power and to take people to the street to prevent the government to ‘exercise terror on people’. And as soon as it was possible for him (it took about a year to reorganize their rows completely) he did it always. I mentioned the pretended referendum about giving Hungarian citizenship to all people in Trianon countries of Hungarian nationality. But it was not the only attempt to whip up emotions unnecessarily in the surrounding countries, where even mentioning such ideas attuned a lot of locals against our compatriots living there.

All the same, his arrangements were not enough to acquire the necessary support for him among voters for the victory, it was enough only to block those people who were leaning to a nationwide coalition or a great coalition. I am not dead sure that he was betting on victory, he is too shrewd to be so. He also knew that a marginal victory would mean a backwater for him too, I can even imagine that that organizational genius wanted to lose elections and step-by-step drive the new government into an impossible situation, when it would be forced to resign, and for this reason its chances at the next elections would be very low. Maybe, he thought, he would win with a margin too small for good governing, and in that case he was to delegate premiership to his deputy (minister of health in his former cabinet), would not bother with this ‘hick country’, but instead he would go to the European battleground and try to win the chairmanship of the European People’s Party.

During the final days of campaign there were some debates on TV between party chairmen. The most enjoyable was between the premier and the opposition leader. During this discussion the latter was rammed into the soil by the premier. It is my opinion that his election was lost in that year because of this debate. Every arguments of him were refuted and spectators of the debate could be convinced that the other side was worth voting for.

Alas, it was too beautiful to be true. The country was manageable, but in no good shape. It was all the same who was to win, it would be necessary for the new cabinet to take hard decisions, for the new parliament to pass austerity regulations and laws to reduce budget deficit, incentives to invigorate the economy, especially foreign direct investment. All these new laws would have to be passed on consensus and a definite will to improve the state of the economic and general situation. It was a pipe dream. In the harsh atmosphere neither of the two biggest parties was prone to submit its own petty interests for the well being of the whole population. All the same, who would win, what would follow would be skirmish all the time.

And it came out as it was to be expected. Because the big opposition party alienated all others on the right that could have been its ally, there was no possibility for the usual cheating game during the second round. It was decided already in the first one that the governing coalition would go on and form the new cabinet. It was followed by a blank unbroken silence. No oaths, no big meetings. But the volcano was already on the brink of eruption. 

The head of the state handed – albeit reluctantly – the right to form the new government to the socialist candidate for prime minister. In about six week as usual its list was announced. But the program of action had already been decided as I mentioned above, and it had to be announced as soon as possible. At that time the socialist party head was the same as the prime minister, an issue much discussed everywhere, but not decided yet, if it is right or wrong. The head called a two-day plenary session for the party officials and elected members of parliament from that party. Venue of this event was the former state-party recreation centre, still in the hands of the successor party, in Oszod near the lake Balaton. 

During the session he informed them that it had been a great lie his party spread in the course of the election campaign: there would be no possibility to bring Paradise down to earth, on the opposite, they were to announce austerity regulations immediately. He told them very clearly that they had been lying during day and night. It was necessary to tell them so as not leave these people of importance in ignorance. But he made two great mistakes. One of them was that he used four letter words not presentable in business or politics. But the other mistake was even bigger: he didn’t make it sure that confidential issues as those wouldn’t leak. It needed only a couple of days for the former state-party organ daily to get a copy of the recorded speech and to leak it first in the paper, then in commercial radio stations. About two days later you could hear it even in the state TV during the evening news.

It had a fatal impact on that government’s present and future. But let’s put this question aside for a while and let’s investigate how it could happen. It goes without saying that the party itself didn’t make it public. It happened more than four years ago and some pharisaic people responsible for the finding out of the facts still dare say that ‘it is impossible to find the person who stole the record of the speech’. I think you don’t have to be a M. Poirot – who often said with Agatha Christy ‘how big dullard I was not to see facts clearly’ – to find the most likely solution: the little boy of daddy (the first supporting the young democrats and the latter the socialists), or vice versa, took out the Dictaphone from the drawer and made a copy of it, then sent it to the most proper group to leak it. It could have any of the approximately two hundred persons present at the meeting that let it happen. This is why I mentioned it earlier: the premier didn’t make it sure that those issues wouldn’t leak. In better organized countries – don’t think about the USA or Russia, only Germany or France – the responsible person would have been placed in the appropriate place, jail.

Chapter 23
Intrigues and Machinations

But let’s see now what did this bungle cause. It happened on Sunday, 17 September. At 4 p.m. the prime minister, who was in the country at that time, acknowledged that it was his voice. The same evening the machine began to turn: on the large square in front of the parliament building a large crowd began to form. The next day 18 September 2006 several thousands joined the demonstration, the opposition leader included, he made a speech that could have started even a world war. The demonstrators accepted his slogan ‘Gyurcsany clear off!’ demanding the immediate resignation of the prime minister. What the frustration of the crowd made worse was a hapless humbug of the state TV channel that was telling during the late afternoon news that the crowd was numbering about 900 people (instead of the actual tens of thousands). 

It resulted in a march of several thousands to the TV building. Those remaining on the square at the parliament drafted a petition to be read in by the TV. Here the centre of gravity began to shift on the extreme right: this paper was to be read by two persons notorious for their breach of peace. It goes without saying that security men wouldn’t let them in. The de facto leaders of this ramble convinced the even bigger crowd on the square to go with them to the TV and back them up. As the chairman of the TV wasn’t inclined to negotiate with them either, and at about 10 p.m. a boost of police arrived, demonstrators started to revile the police and throw stones at them. Although ever more policemen arrived, the crowd didn’t let dissolve itself, even it cooped them up at the entrance.
Around midnight a monitor seemed to bring solution, but water ran out and the police was pushed back. Now the hell began. Demonstrators started to set cars on fire, and one of them lighted the entrance of the building. The perversity of the situation is proven by the fact the demonstrators helped firemen to extinguish fire. However, they took the hosepipe and wanted to use it to take the building. Water was stopped and they didn’t succeed. The second attack of the police with another monitor failed and policemen fled. The monitor was taken and destroyed. Another group of policemen couldn’t manage to make order either. Even they got into trouble as demonstrators threw stones continually. The crowd almost succeeded in disarming the police, although they were shooting in the air with live cartridge, but a new team of policemen saved them.

Police decided to evacuate the building and the petition was accepted. TV broadcast was stopped, the crew escaped. So did a few politicians having been guests in a program during the evening. At last the demonstrators managed to go into the building, where damage was enormous. They did their own contribution to it, almost all movable was taken by them, laptops, PCs, even video cassettes from the archive. After some hours of rambling the demonstrators obeyed the commands of the police to leave the place.

The damage didn’t limit itself to the TV building, also the Soviet military monument on the square in front of it was damaged. One of the demonstrators was taking off the EU flag from the building and replacing it with a national one, when others from the crowd demanded from him to stop it. It would give a lot of possibility for rumours in the international press later. After the broadcast on TV started, the demonstrators read their declaration. In the morning the crowd of demonstrators slowly melted. 

During the day after both the prominent actors of the opposition and the head of state spoke. The latter called the attack on the building a line of criminal acts. The opposition, it goes without saying, made the government responsible for the situation. In it there was a large proportion of truth. The police, that was actually headless in the previous evening as the prefect was out of town and unavailable almost all the time, acted like an army without a commander. As there had been no such event for decades nobody knew how to behave. Although the police had all means needed physically, because of its perplexity it couldn’t turn it into advantage. Nobody was responsible and at the same time all the cabinet was. Well, the premier didn’t accept the resignation of the minister of interior.

I don’t think anybody thought about such fame when spoken about being in focus of the world. It showed that during the about 17 years of democracy it had changed into anarchy because of the balance of power standing almost always around equal. As the first cabinet took its place in 1990 the first thing it proposed in the parliament was that a bargain should be made: lots of laws needing a majority of two-thirds was necessary to turn into ordinary fifty percent laws. A bargain, because the liberals, getting the second place in the election, were to vote this change and in return they were to nominate a liberal for head of state. Only 13 of the two-third laws remained. It made the country more governable, but at the same time any greater reform impossible. For that consensus would have been needed, and it became ever less probable to arrive to.

As it is usual, almost nobody got any punishment for those vandal acts. Just the opposite, as, when the opposition would take the governing position, they would start a long row of made-up suits where the responsibility of the instigator would become blurred and that of the official governing body exposed. That was the same with those events happened on the national holiday, about a month after the attack against the TV building. That was the second example for the mismanagement of the police force.

Thus, the atmosphere in public life was not ideal for the elections of local governments in the near future. Its probable that results were shifted to one side. But they went in order and local governments did a much better work in that period than parliament did. As for the second event, they were pre-programmed. The fiftieth anniversary of the 1956 uprising was waited by both sides. The opposition saw it as their sole property, as it was done in their opinion against communist dictatorship. The leftist parties saw it as an attempt to eliminate the cruelty of that dictatorship and improve the same social system. Both considered it a great positive event. The opposition, all the same, wanted it to monopolize for itself, it decided to make it a marker long to remember. Well, they succeeded.

The first act of seclusion was that the big opposition party’s leadership announced they wouldn’t celebrate the anniversary together with ‘this’ government. The venue for their meeting of celebration was best chosen – in the sense of ‘the worse the better’ – a large crossing of two thoroughfares, not far from the inner city. For that purpose it was to be blocked for the traffic during the whole afternoon. The meeting took place in total peace, nobody disturbed anybody. The meeting was addressed by the opposition leader who repeated again that it is impossible to accept the legitimacy of such a government that was the direct successor of the communist dictators and they were to carry on fight on the street until this cabinet would resign. To make it a little worse he invited the chairman of the EU people’ party and that man assured him about his support.

All-the-same, it would make no trouble in itself. What made it so, however, was the second action. Seemingly it was independent of him, but, if you had a brain the size of a crumb, you knew that it was he who freed the monster. A lot of bare-headed young – and not so young – men marched to the square at the parliament to continue their demonstration, but it was cordoned off, with the police standing in battle line on the inner side. The demonstrators began to kick away the cordon and attacked the police. They had mobile phones everywhere and were communicating by them. The police again did two large mistakes. One of them was that the boost force ordered to the capital from the country was left alone without guidance and they lost their way in the strange town. They reached the spot of the trouble too late. The other mistake was almost stupidity. They were able to hear the communication on the mobile phones as they knew who the opposing party consisted of (therefore knew their numbers), however, they let them make a fool of them. In the communication the demonstrators discussed that they should draw the police after them from the closed streets to the venue of the opposition party’s meeting, in order to make as great a disorder as possible.

And it happened as they planned. The meeting was just finished, but as the road had been blocked (in their favour) and not opened yet, there were no ways out as the demonstrators and the police behind them reached the place. As nobody would do as asked by the loud speakers above police cars the police began to accomplish their work. The police wouldn’t repeat their mistakes done a month before, when the opposition called them too soft for not being able to stop the attack. At this time they were not soft at all. They used their batons, as well as rubber balls – never used in Hungary yet – and were hitting first, asking later. An MP of the opposition was hit so badly he was taken to hospital with a broken nose, because he was not quick enough to identify himself before hit on the head.

It is not needed to tell that it was considered too brutal all over the world. The responsible persons were sought for at once and the parliament passed some regulations for the future, e.g. forbade rubber balls. I don’t think it can be evaluated in a reliable way what really happened and who made what kind of mistakes. You must also accept that the insurance companies had their hands full for some days because of the damaged cars in the streets the demonstrators ran along and threw them on fire. It concerns not only abuse by the police. It takes time and a normal atmosphere, not such a one when a new government would start at once a line of investigations into topics that were crimes in their opinion. Only third parties can make a neutral judgment. For a long time there is no hope to find such ones here.

Well, I would say gladly that it was all. It wasn’t. It was only afternoon at this time. There came the evening, when the unveiling of a monument for the 50th anniversary of the uprising was to take place not far from the municipal park. There were a lot of domestic and foreign guests invited, as well as several prominent actors of the cultural life were to perform. The police was unable to ensure the proper circumstances. For the performances silence would be needed. Instead of that there was a constant roar of large cc motorcycles from the background that were leaving there place when the police was coming near, but were only changing their position and making the terrible roar again.

Also, there was a funny incident. An old man stole one of the exhibits, a T-34 tank. It was put on waiting, even the battery taken out and only a little fuel in it, but he – or rather they, as I cannot be convinced that the old man wasn’t only a scapegoat – acquired the proper kind of battery and started it. It soon stopped because of lack of fuel.

Chapter 24
(Un)constitutional Anarchy

Those days I wrote about above were the last days of a system people call usually constitutional democracy. The leader of the opposition had taken it to heart when he had lost the election four years earlier. As I mentioned at that time he had said that he had been to continue his fight in the street. He had made a lot of tours in the country and had been making speeches as if he would have been a member of the family Graham. I  called him then Vicky Graham or the Preacher. However, as time went on he had become more radical and also his group of supporters (I named them already the CC of Fidesz) helped him to build up an organization that was not unlike Camorra or Cosa Nostra. Lately I began to call him the Godfather.

After the October 2006 events a de facto civil war began. Within the country there was a state within a state that didn’t accept the elected legitimate government – the opposition party’s core, consisting of the party officials, its elected members of the parliament and its elected local government officials – and behaved as if the government had had no right to pass laws, launch reforms, etc. The MPs wouldn’t take part in the work of parliament, or if would, only did so to block work in those parliamentary committees where they had the chairmanship. Their leader was generally absent in the parliament, he was doing something either in Brussels or in other EU forums. In one case, when he was at home and present in the house, and the prime minister began to address the house, he signalled all his MPs to do as agreed and they all marched out of the floor. From that time on, they were always going out when the premier began his address.

During that three years until his resignation that cabinet could not accomplish anything. I see the root of this fiasco in three facts. The most important was the determination of the opposition to block everything the government initiated. It is a very old opposition tactics, it is called obstruction. But in this case I rather call it sabotage. Their most important means were forcing the cabinet to do appearance activity, sending the passed laws to the constitutional court and starting a referendum. Appearance activity was when they demanded in several thousand questions what the government did with what and when. The cabinet had to deal with it and could not do its real tasks. The constitutional court is a double edged weapon, but about it later. And there always were crowds in all subways where people were collecting signatures to bring hare-brained questions on to referendum.

The second one was the bad air between the liberals and the prime minister. In the new cabinet, although it looked as if nothing had changed from the previous one before the new elections, liberals got only ministries where the premier thought they could not cause big problems. But he was mistaken. One of them was the ministry of health. For about fifteen years everyone in the country has known that health in the country badly wanted reform. Even the election promises of the opposition included them. But as soon as they lost the election, reforms were not necessary in their opinion. The liberals really did a good job when they elaborated the roadmap of the reform in health institutions. It began to evolve, privatization of services – not institutions – started, financial means were on the way to be granted. But as I said the opposition also did its work. The local governments in their hands blocked the activities of private medical firms, and at last they could not do their job because of lack of incomes and employees. The referendum that the opposition forced on the government, decided against. In such a situation the premier could not give his name to this kind of reform and changed the person of the minister. It was the trigger to the fall-apart of the coalition. The liberals announced they left it.

It looked that all was up and the cabinet would resign. It was almost halfway in the cycle and the re-shaping of cabinet was only possible by socialist ministers alone. The cabinet would be a minority one, and, although everyone thought the liberals would vote as before in favour of it, there was no guarantee. The opposition leader was sure that his time arrived. If I look back, I think – and I am sure even the then prime minister thinks so now – the right thing would have been to announce new elections. The opposition was in mastery of the situation, but its support wasn’t so high as it was to become if it was going on.

Here comes the third factor of the fiasco. After the second election victory of the socialist party several such people took heart for stepping on to the stage of politics that weren’t useful for the country – and neither the party –, rather the opposite. The governing party would have to be more strict in not to let his honour destroy by such empty and greedy people in its rows. In all fields (local government in a district in the capital, direct environment of the mayor in the capital, different parliamentary committees, etc.) greed was conquering ever larger scope. When one or two of them made mistakes and their crimes surfaced the party let them take their responsibility, but investigation of greed would have to be much more consequent. Voters judged the party by those mistakes too.

Maybe the most important was the office of the mayor in the capital. That man was first elected in the year of the first so called free elections, in 1990. As I mentioned, liberals were the second great power in this country then. That man remained four years later, because then a socialist-liberal coalition took the parliament and the same happened in the capital’s local government. Again it came the same when parliament was in the opposite hands. His fourth term came when the leftist coalition took back parliament. And in 2006 again. But then some of the bad boys took heart and they were in the direct office of the mayor. They discovered that public works, especially transport that cannot be let down, are gold mines. Their influence on the managements of those state companies was enormous and they stuffed their pockets. The most regrettable thing is that their gain could have been counted in million of forint, but the damage they caused in thousand millions. The difference was disappearing in the air.

The opposition didn’t stop short of fiction, they found new cases ever again. They spread rumour about even the prime minister and minister of finance, as well as the new independent manager of the state bank named by this cabinet. There were issues of offshore business – if Cyprus is offshore instead of an EU member state – and real estate switch at one of the recreation areas, but also it was a great sin of the premier that his wife was the grandchild of a party official during the initial era of the former system. I tried to give a complete account, but I think I didn’t succeeded. However, even so you can feel the stress on that man. Also, and it was a great mistake as I tried to refer to it already, the he was also the party chief at the same time. Anyway, there came the moment when he – or simply his organism – said enough. He resigned as prime minister and in a couple of days also as party chief. The latter thing he announced on the party congress where officials were to be elected.

Up to that time the support of the socialists fell sharply. The main opposition party gained from this change as well as from the quick downturn of the two smaller parties, the forum and the liberals. It seemed, if someone shifted party it was always for the main opposition one. In that situation even the most widely watched commercial TV channel’s poll showed that people expect new elections. They didn’t guess rightly what would come as the governing party formed a new minority cabinet – a so called professional one – selecting persons who were not politicians, but successful businessmen in their own field. I think, not necessary to mention that the denigration campaign started again, however this time everyone was very careful not to take on any assignment, when he or she was not white. This new cabinet was formed and it began to work. Perspectives were mixed up very much, but it tried to do everything in a way, so as not to enable comrade Punch (I called our new head of state so, because he behaved like a clown and was a comrade as all of his achievements came from the ‘pestilent’ era) to have any voice in anything, as he had produced enough refuse as a constitutional judge, there was no need for him to croak (his voice resembled that of a frog in the marsh) into things that were not his matter at all.

It had extremely hard tasks, but in that one year it had it did a fine work. Even the opposition wasn’t very active, but it could also be the case that its leader knew he won and wanted to make his victory as complete as possible. At the same time he didn’t take any risks. He held the clique surrounding him in his hand firmly. For that the best proof is the latest election of officials in his party. He was the sole candidate for the place of chairman, the one nominated beside him stepped back.

Chapter 25
Back to the Bad Old Days

This chapter I devote still to (a)politics then I wouldn’t write a word about it. However, this one still has to be accounted for.

The last year of his opposition status – the mandate of the professional government – the Godfather and his court utilized to organize the whole society as closely as possible and create appropriate databases to watch everything and everyone in the country. He also finished his work: killed the reforms in health, with the help of his local governments he turned back all that was attempted in favour of any direction in privatization and carried on the bedraggling campaign on members of the government. It is worth to do a retrospective view once more. The system of institutes in this country had been created for a society that could guaranty law and order, where people knew that it was worth to belong to the good boys, because it was much more difficult to remove a stain than not to become stained. 

While since that time our world had become more democratic, our institutions had changed little. There were no real modifications in the system, only the keeper of the power had changed. Neither the self-appointed tightly closed cliques of Antall (the first premier after 1990) nor that of the Godfather were better than those central committees in the old times, they could even be somewhat worse, because they were driven by revenge. The latter’s crew had always spoken about a nonsense that between 2002 and 2010 the country was governed by surviving cadres of the former communist dictatorship, however, it wouldn’t need a complicated train of thought to acknowledge two things. First, that the last bigot communist in Hungary – who has been sainted since, and poor old man deserved it, he wanted the best for his mother country, it was not his fault alone that he believed in something not existing – was executed in 1958. What existed here was feudalism, only called socialism, the level of the means of production wouldn’t allow even a civil living standard. When the technical standard grew high enough, the feudal system could no longer keep its position, but the wild capitalism taking its place wasn’t better than it either. 

And second, all the ‘facility managers’ of the jolliest of the barrack rooms in the eastern camp – as Kadar’s Hungary had been called – had long gone, only in the Old Testament would it be a sin that the wife of the premier who was governing from 2004 to 2009 was a relative of one of the great men during the pestilent era. There and then of course sinners had to pay for their sins down to the seventh generation. I myself like the presumption of innocence much more. Of course, if someone is guilty, he or she must be punished for his or her own guilt, and not for that of the grandfather.

At the same time the clique pressed into the soil the once-in-a-time governing party, the forum, this way forcing its followers to vote for him. And, any time he did something that could have been found illegal, unearthed some ‘proofs’ that it was the other side doing that action and his action was only a reaction in order to defend himself. In that way lots of illegal bugging cases were turned into illegal actions from the part of the government. 

The population took a queer position. The Godfather’s fix supporters were strengthened in the conviction that he was the right man, almost the Messiah who could lead this country into Paradise. Their faith was a kind of bigotry that exists everywhere – and is incurable. There were new supporters of him that came both from circles of supporters of the parties quickly losing popularity and crowds of swing-voters. These latter are always a dead mass swinging in the same direction as the majority goes. And there were voters who saw through him ‘as the blind man sees through sieve’ who wanted to tell him: “You cooked it, you have to eat it!” and would vote for him to put the load of impossible task on him.

There were two more issues no one would have thought about twenty years earlier. One of these was the extreme right and the other was the gipsy question. As soon as the so called old regime melted away and opened the road for the free elections, also far right groups began to let their voices hear. The first such one was the right wing of the smallholders. It became quickly extinguished or those people went over to other such movements. The first one to get into parliament was a party with a sonorous name under the leadership of a popular literary man. It could get a support large enough to get the necessary five percent of votes – needed to be a parliamentary party – in three election cycles. This party lost its support because of the autocratic style of the leading figure. But its dissolving didn’t solve the problem, another party with a not less rotund name received people from the other one. It even established a private military unit – Hungarian Guard – using such black uniforms that were similar to those worn by fascists of the country in the last months of World War II.

At first very few people noticed the danger of these people, most of the population only waved their hands to this topic as unimportant. Most said in the EU in the 21st Century it cannot mean any risk. However, there came the second election of MPs into the European Parliament. The first one happened in the same year, in 2004, when Hungary joined the union and it wasn’t a success for the governing coalition as it happened only some weeks before the resignation of the elected premier and there was a certain discontent because of the lack of results for two years since the parliamentary election. At the same time it did some good for the government as the most aggressive members of the opposition became sucked away to Brussels.

The second EU parliamentary election bloodied the nose of the two biggest parties in the country: it was not only socialists who felt the heat, because they were hardly able to keep their second rank in the popularity line, also the big opposition party lost a lot of votes as the far right party took them mainly from the centre right. It won the third place. The Hungarian far right would be able from that time to take an active role in the European Parliament itself. And now we have to speak about the gipsy question.

It is really a delicate topic. Nobody dares to speak about it as he or she thinks, you cannot hear any honest talk about one of the hottest questions of today’s society in the country. All think hell would break lose if someone spoke frankly. Since the change of power there were two precedents that this minority caused problems at elections. In 1990 liberals wanted to secure their winning position and made a pact with them. It was a losing draw, because while about a quarter million votes were gained, about twice as many were lost from people unsympathetic with them. Something like that happened twelve years later with the young democrats, at that time there was already two different movements within this group. Anyway, the leader of the young democrats tried it once more four years later, maybe, it was the reason of his loss and the gain in the extreme far right.

At any rate, from that time this minority has been present not only as a black sheep, but also as victim of the racists. The far right’s paramilitary guard was doing demonstrations against Jews and gipsies. The first group was a thorn in their flesh as they were growing in importance – although there is nothing in this country like registration of numbering among this or that group or nationality, it is widely known about people of importance where they stem from –, especially in business, and the latter because of their behaviour and living style. There was also a tendency that so called ‘entrepreneurs’ in the country established groups of the organized crime and were dealing with car theft, burglary, sometimes murder. It is well known that the roughhouse made in the west of the country in February 2009, when the star player of the town handball team was murdered and two other players hospitalized, was done by a gang of such people.

The far right made it possible for two kinds of criminals to shoot ahead: a terror group for attempts against leftist politicians and a very small team of high skills in killing for shooting attacks against gipsies. Even children of that minority were targets, six persons died in the attacks. Their usual method was to set a house at the lower end of a village on fire and to shoot at people running out. Actually it could evolve as the Godfather (even in his preaching campaigns already) had called on resistance, e.g. street riots.

Lack of conscientiousness from the part of authorities exacerbated circumstances for the investigation in one of the cases. The doctor called to the spot didn’t notice shot wounds, he established smoke intoxication as the cause of death. Firemen failed to notice the petrol bomb, they decided the fire had been caused by a short circuit. And for this reason the police didn’t lock the spot for a whole day, of course, no tracks remained up to that time when they started their real work.

As for national holidays, not one of them passed without another roughhouse, where the above mentioned terror group not only provided enough gangsters to damage cars and buildings, even they helped them to escape by hindering police to catch them. The most dangerous brigands were caught at their houses, even at those places some of them managed to escape. One of those people were well known for me too. He had been at his late teen years when he drove a small truck to Moscow – in 1991 – and he wouldn’t follow my instructions, because his mother had been one of the department heads of the company.

In this environment it was extremely hard for the professional government – whose head, a successful businessman took the job on himself for a ‘one’ forint salary – to establish order and reach the state of government that was expected of it. Anyway, both in the international press organs of business and finance, as well as among the leaders of fellow EU member states and the EU officials themselves, its activity was praised. When at last the time for the parliamentary elections in the year 2010 arrived it could leave a manageable economy – about the society it is better not to tell a word – behind for the next government.

Polls before the election showed that the young democrats together with their organic coalition partner party for three cycles would win and it would have around two thirds of the mandates in parliament. As for this small party called Christian Democratic People’s Party, it could not have been able to get into parliament over the five percent threshold, and for this reason every time there were elections, their candidates of limited number emerged as young democrats – evergreen youth around sixty or seventy years. From my part I call them the ventriloquist’s dummy. Also it was expected for the socialists to come in at the second place and the far right as third, but some expected them to get the second place. Some months before election time a fourth party began to surface with a program too idealistic to gain a large support. They used a mosaic name formed from their name meaning somewhat like ‘politics can be different’.

The campaign was tough. Socialists lost almost all their former heads by resignation and a younger group took the lead. The main opposition party – that was to win – started its campaign as a road roller. The Godfather announced that their first target is to collect two million pieces of recommendation slips – every elector gets an advice note and a recommendation slip in a closed envelope by mail, the latter he can sign and write on it the name of the candidate or party he recommends to be registered in the list voted for – that was a very foul play as with it for the smaller parties it would be made impossible to get on the list. It turned out as expected, only the mentioned four parties managed to get enough slips.

The Godfather had learned from his own mistake: he didn’t take any challenge for a TV debate. Instead his people calculated all odds and registered an extremely high number of voters who wanted to give their votes in constituencies other than what corresponded to their address. The majority of these voters were routed especially to such constituencies where otherwise young democrats would have lost. This way, however, he could guarantee that other parties win only in a few places. The number of those people voting on different places came up to sixty thousand, compared to earlier numbers of less than two thousand. This cheating would be made possible partly by the wrong election law, partly by the successes of their manipulation during the last days of the parliament before dissolving, when the election law was amended and it made voting on different places possible even in the same town.

Election came out at the first round as expected. Only those four parties entered parliament, both the forum and the liberals vanished – probably forever. However, for the second round 
all parties other than the winner tried to convince voters (with no success) that two thirds in his hand would give the Godfather a dangerous power and campaigned to vote for the other parties instead. At last he got sixty eight percent of the mandates in the parliament and democracy in this country ended with it for the foreseeable future. His first appointment went to his old friend, the former chairman of the Hungarian Olympic Committee – in my vocabulary ‘Mr How Are You?’ –, who in the seventies once won an Olympic gold medal and was a favourite of circles living on their sports successes. He would be appointed to chairman of parliament. Not very long, however, as comrade Punch reached the end of his term and nobody, least of all the Godfather, wanted him to go on, as he had croaked against his misdoings too, he named his friend as head of state and made parliament elect him in half a day – not in months as former presidents. Another of his friends from the good old days before the change of power became the new chairman of parliament.

With ‘Mr How Are You?’ the quality of heads of state in this country has reached a peak – a negative one. But it is no problem, the post of president was created an empty one for protocol only, the sole person in that office who thought it otherwise, was comrade Punch. By the way, the present head of state would make a good president. His first announcement wasn’t about his being the president of all of the citizens in this country, but about his being loyal to the organization that helped him to get this office. Really he would make a very good second Dummy for the ventriloquist.

In the first three months after his being assigned prime minister the Godfather secured his place rather well. The number of constituencies for the local governments was halved – keeping in mind that leftist ones be merged into bigger rightist boroughs in favour of the outcome – and almost all public servants in significant offices replaced. Passing laws takes days now instead of months in a democratic system, well it is quite natural: just as in the bad old days before 1990 there is no parliament now, it is only the plenary session of the CC of the state-party, where also MPs elected by other parties have observing status. Well, what about the constitutional court and other even-handed authorities? Forget it! The constitutional court ruled that one of his quick-as-lightning laws have flaws in it. His reply was: the parliament would pass the same law in the same form and the sphere of activity of the constitutional court would be rethought. And it was already a constitutional court modified by him, where three new members were named by his party and a fourth one by himself – because of his obstruction in opposition the court had been incomplete for seven years already. Not even one by another parliamentary party. One of the four new judges is another good friend of his with unsatisfactory qualification.

We have seen such things already: about forty five years ago in our eastern neighbour a man was received with ovation. For a time he was considered the right man at the head of the country. Step-by-step, however, he proved to be a dictator. And twenty four years later he had to run, until his own people executed him.

In the near future there will be some changes sure to come. The new constitution is – according to the Godfather – under formulation. We can only hope that all of the silly ideas spoken about already cannot go into it. In a democratic society support of parties – especially governing ones – change in time, generally downwards. This is the reason why he mustn’t risk being weighed with an objective scales next time. He announced soon after his election victory that he would create a smaller parliament, about half the size of the present one. Well, it is not his idea, exactly he was the one who wouldn’t give his consent on the same proposal of the three previous cabinets – even reduction of MP salaries fell through him. But it is beneficial for him to decide how to change the number of constituencies. I have an idea how he would do it: when he makes three leftist constituencies into one and leaves those that vote for him intact, it would make up the number all right, and it would ensure his election victory completely. He can even have ninety percent.

The term for his friend in the president’s office will be five years. He would be delighted to hand over that office to his protector. With ninety percent it would be a child’s play to reach the top of the country. He would have to be content with it. Or wouldn’t he? Perhaps he would be eying the presidency of the EU then? Who knows. Good Bye on the road to the bad old days!

Chapter 26
Children Are Growing Old Quickly

The problems I was writing about a couple of chapters earlier didn’t go away, but I was eliminating them slowly and in the meantime I spent more time with my grandson. The main reason of that was that with the previous fall my former employer reduced its activities, my work was not needed, only occasionally happened that a smaller task came in. I had more time to work on my hobbies too. I had a good PC after its upgrading. I thought it necessary, because I wanted to register for continuous online work, either translation or something else. However, although I applied by the dozens at different translation agencies, always something was amiss.

The spring of the year 2006 arrived unstoppably, I did a lot of work in the garden, but also my grandson provided me with some occupation. On a certain Monday he was free of the kindergarten, if I am not mistaken the teachers had a kind of training course and for the children it was closed (by the old socialist expression they were ‘inflating their heads’). I decided to take the boy with me for a tour. First we went to the Gellert Square on the embankment of the river Danube to see the highest flood level ever (although I myself remember that of 1965 a height of 940 cm instead of 840 cm, but authentic sources on the Internet stated the latter), the boy even made friends with an angler who succeeded in catching three breams. From here we went to the zoo, he enjoyed himself extremely, especially in the giant greenhouse, where he photographed the crocodile and, although it started an endless lamentation of a guard, he stroked one of the tiny marmosets. Homewards he was so tired that, as we were creeping to the underground station, he sat on the curb in front of the Museum of Fine Arts. 

As I had a little more time for myself I started to look for a publisher for my manuscripts, both in Hungarian and in English. The previous proved a dead end very quickly, I had to realize that in this country an author with his or her first book would have to pay for the costs too, beside providing the intellectual property. Then I found an ad of a British publisher in Newsweek and contacted it. They were asking for a lot of things in special format and I sent it to them. They were delighted at first, but from financial aspects it would have been even worse that the Hungarian version. At last they wrote that at that time it was inopportune, but they would contact me in case the situation would change. It wouldn’t yet.

I didn’t have more luck with others either. One of them was even weighing up the possibility to accept my proposal about typesetting by myself, but at last it was grounded too. Then I began to turn into defiant and decided to make a website and place my manuscript and pictures there. After all I didn’t write it so as not to be seen or read by anyone. I began to search the Internet for a cheap home page fee and found one. I tried to learn its website building software, but it was too complicated for me. Then I remembered that my fee for the ADSL line includes a free website address too. I started to work with it, but once more I clashed against a wall: my Millennium OS was a great obstacle, almost all needed XP. At last I caved in and got the XP Home. It was however no solution for me. First, my ADSL contract secured some software that was to be upgraded, but, when I did it, my application programs were doing me trouble. They were almost all exclusively for ME and XP blocked them. I had to upgrade them and at last even my scanner could be used. However, I left that website builder, because I found two others that were also free on their basic level.

First I started with Bravehost. It took me a month to establish the homepage, and soon I had some email replies. But it wasn’t so interesting as others, thus, although it can still be visited, no one goes there any more. Then I found Netforall. It was more convenient for me, as it could accept also PDF files and their size was not excessive. However, only those visitors found my website under that address, who knew already what to look for. Search engines wouldn’t go inside such characters as slash that separated my name from that of the mother page. It worked well when I attached my address as a link in an e-mail I wrote.

Beside websites I had other things to do. It is a rule with me that during winter I tolerate any suffering, so as not be forced to go out to a doctor, where a row of acquired bugs would attack me. But as soon as spring comes I make a counterattack. It was the case with my upper bad teeth. There were a few that felt themselves older than they actually were and many times I had to take pills against toothache. Also one of the canines left without my consent and, when I tried to find a dental technician to fill in its place in my denture I found they were keen to make me a complete new one for a sum equal to my monthly pension, but on the opposite to repair my old chewing appliance. I myself had to buy the needed glue and repair it. 

I went to the dentist assigned to our range, my daughter-in-law spoke about her positively. I have got different impressions. First of all, in spite of my registration by phone at a certain time, I had to wait more than an hour, I almost left the place as my time was very tight. When at last I was called in the dentist behaved rudely, made reviling remarks on the repair of the denture, wanted to remove all the remaining teeth of mine, and didn’t want to treat me then, only the next time about a week from that time. I had to tell her, it was a service contract and I didn’t like that service at all, I would find another dentist.

To tell the truth I was spoilt a little in that aspect. At the same room I had been treated by another dentist, a man about ten years my senior, and he was the best one I ever knew. When he had gone on pension and he had started to practice only at his home, I followed him, it was worth to pay a little sum and get the best treatment. For about twenty years it went on, then he told me to find someone in place of him, because he was stopping his practice for good. For a time nothing was needed, but there came the day I wrote about in the previous paragraph.

I went to the district outpatient clinic and waited my queue. The dentist on duty was a sympathetic young lady and she agreed to treat me so long as all my current problems be solved. She understood completely my repair problems and wasn’t teasing me about them. She calculated how much to pay and gave me a check to do it. There followed a hard time of about two months, at least four of my mobile teeth were eliminated. Always I had the task to fill their places in my denture, at last it looked as it had been made by me completely. In June I got my brand new upper denture. Only one small mistake had been made: the technician omitted the metallic net to make it more strong. However, the money was paid back to me. She told me she was going to take her holiday. It was bad luck and caused me a lot of suffering as the denture was too tight and for about two weeks it wouldn’t sat in, but as it was already my fourth upper denture – the first one I got at twenty nine – I knew that at last it would fit well.

I wanted to provide myself with a good servicing in other parts of my body. The injury in my knee that I acquired two years before was healing and I was getting better, but still it hurt me and, as I instinctively modified my walking to avoid pain in my knee, it was moving into my hip on the same leg. The specialist was a elderly lady with a great practice and she prescribed me a kind of medicine to be taken for three months. It really did good and in the autumn my walking would be in order.

My search for an online work went on, but without success. I think as our great playwright wrote it: too many Eskimo and too few sea lions. There were too many people looking for jobs. This, however, helped me in my work on the shipbuilding textbook, all my free times went to put my knowledge into it. I extremely enjoyed this work. When I finished a chapter I always did something practical in that field, for example when the chapter Stability was completed, I took a certain ship with all its technical data and made an Excel file for this calculation.

My hard drive contained an ever growing collection of body plans for ships. Every time I found something in the Internet I saved it. And not only those. Years ago I got two fine books as a Christmas present from J. in New York. One of them about the building procedure of the Titanic and the problems arising from its sinking. The other was the renewed edition of Sailing Alone around the World by J. Slocum. He was the first man who rounded the world in a small sailing boat between 1895 and 1898. His book contained also drawings, among others the lines and body plan of the boat Spray. I redrew it in CorelDraw and used it for calculations. J. wrote this year that she had two great thing at the same time: moved into a fine house from the one where she had been living seven years and got her American citizenship.

My grandson celebrated his fifth birthday – children age very fast –, but he couldn’t help doing something wrong, against my advice not to eat raw eggs or meat, he tasted the dough my daughter-in-law was preparing and he got an infection of salmonella. It was terrible to see the small boy in such a helpless situation. For four days only a small fraction of tea and biscuit remained in his stomach, only the fifth day brought his healing. It is wonderful how quickly children recover, on the fifth day he was already urging me to go out somewhere. We went to the Municipal Park and there to the Museum of Transport. He enjoyed it terribly, he was specially interested in the boat St. Jupat, in which two Hungarians were rounding the world – it happened before the change of power in the country. He admired the (relatively) thick running lines to draw up sails and lowering them. Also, his imagination came into motion when he saw the Soyuz capsule, which was used for our astronaut (sorry, it was with the Soviets, so he was a cosmonaut) B. Farkas in 1980. He asked me repeatedly, if it was actually the same cabin that was flying. He was so tired at last that he slept on the bus homewards.

We wanted to arrange an excursion to a nearby bird reserve. We wanted to take the train to the small town Ocsa and there to walk to the reserve. Alas, that year – as I wrote a little earlier – there was a large flood on the Danube, and not only on that river, but almost all over our country. Even far from any rivers or water bodies, inland waters were causing problems on flat meadows. The same thing happened at the bird reserve and we decided to postpone this excursion.

It was June and the heat was depressing. Even when it moderated at last it almost caused trouble for me. A powerful thunderstorm ended the excessive heat and it was the first time in my 65 years that I saw such a phenomenon. I wanted to take a little rest in the upper apartment after lunch, but I soon felt something unusual. A dead silence came and on the horizon I saw completely black clouds. In an instant they covered the sky and rain began pouring simultaneously with frequent flashes of lightning. Both me and my family were locked in because of the torrential rain. However, it was only the beginning. Soon I heard the sound of hail on the roof and the skylight windows and also on the side windowsills small pieces of hail appeared that made me anxious about my fruit trees and grapevines. It took only a minute for them to grow in size and it really was something. Through the side windows I could see hails of the size of eggs bounce and roll. The glass in the skylight gave sounds as if someone had thrown pieces of bricks on to it. I was afraid for the worst as some days before a news program in the TV showed cars damaged in Leipzig by a similar hailstorm. When I went out in twenty minutes at the end of that doomsday I was surprised that there was only a small damage on the grapevines – and even my skylight survived. Later I heard about broken roofs by hail in other parts of the country.

My daughter-in-law began her paid leave and I had a little more time for my own duties, the boy spent more time with her. It was convenient, I could finish my maintenances around the house (painting of the outside steps and windows) and help my son in going on the construction of his new store. The boy with his mother went to have a week’s holiday at the lake Balaton, on Saturday I visited them and we spent the day together. I was swimming with the child at the shore, then we crossed the lake to Tihany on the other side. We climbed the hill to the Abbey Church and visited the museum within. It was a great thing for the five year old boy to see those ancient objects.

The paid leave of my daughter-in-law was not enough for a long stay at home, she resumed her work and it was again my responsibility to provide my grandson with proper pastime. I took him to the Buda hills around the capital, actually at the western side of it. We took the Children’s Railway at its lower terminal in Huvosvolgy and rode to the other end at Szechenyi Hill. From there we descended to the city level with the rack railway. It is interesting that he didn’t get tired from the long route, even I had to make a stop with him at the McDonalds near our place. Well, children age quickly.

As summer neared to its end my grandson became again a kindergarten ‘student’. It is no accident that I used that word: principally it would be his last year there and such ‘graduate’ children were considered candidates for the school. Alas, in the family there were a notion that it was better for the child to stay in the kindergarten one more year, and at last it would come out that way. It goes without saying that my grandson resumed the same cycle as before: one week in the kindergarten, two weeks at home.

The weather was quite unusual for the end of August, it was similar to a drunkard: when he doesn’t drink he behaves rather sensibly, but in case he has access to the drinks he consumes quantities of that. We had such heavy rains that sometimes it was impossible to walk from our home to the kindergarten about five hundred meter away without wet feet. I was convinced that it was the consequence of global warming. However, not everybody shared my opinion, J. for example wrote in her e-mails that this theory was made-up by certain mad scientists. The weather even caused a tragedy in the capital, although it had a great help from silly people. It is our national holiday, 20 August, when in the evening a fireworks is provided that lasts generally thirty minutes. This year a great thunderstorm attacked the capital, about a million people were celebrating and falling trees killed four of them.

The child was already a little more difficult to take on, he selected me as the most fitting mate in his world and he wanted my company even when my wife was there. This year she said goodbye to her employer – better to say it happened the opposite way around – and she became a full time retiree as me. For this reason she wanted to make herself busy and spent as much time with him as possible. The boy loved her too, only when I was around he expected also me to be there. To tell the truth she wasn’t so skilled in the small details, I had been able to learn it already.

During that time I began to read books I had acquired long ago, but had had to put aside for lack of time. It all began two years before when I saw an ad in Newsweek making a statement that in case I pay 7 pounds to them I would get four valuable books (a dictionary, among others). As English was my second language I was drawn into a catch by certain ‘fine turns’ in its language. I did it. However, when I got the package and floated in joy I also got a separate letter from them with the clear instructions how I could keep my books instead of sending them back. Hid in fine print there was a sentence that I had to order four books to validate my membership. I soon forgot my frustration when I saw the fine titles in the catalogue they included. Well, from that time I am a member of that book society.

One of the books was a small one about the life of Mohammed. The original author had been living about 100 years after him, thus he had been completely authentic. At the same time it was translated from Arabic into English by a Hungarian man in India about 150 years ago. Actually the book isn’t the same, as the original’s 1,000 pages became condensed in 250 ones. For me the moral to deduct was a double one. First, the great man was more a founder of a religion, than a prophet, because he had to lift his believers out of idolatry, the same way as Abraham and the other Jewish patriarchs had done. And second, that his religion had been spread more by force than by persuasion, if I want to be a little grotesque, as it would be done by Temujin with his own followers about six centuries later. Even after consolidation it changed little, he was bearing no difference of opinion from his own, “with me or against me”, it was his slogan. The book was not very readable, but instructive.

That topic surfaced between me and J. in our correspondence. The spark was that the extremists again did something that needed to interpret their holy book as they generally do. Those people had long earned my deep disgust for their being so obstinate. Even moderate fellow believers they were considering worth for death, for me they were almost the same category as fundamentalists in the Jewish and Christian religions. Events since that time and sober items in periodicals has convinced me completely that this religion must be upgraded in the same way as Protestantism did to Christianity.

I experienced some troubles with my peripheries at that time. My scanner had hardware fault that sometimes surfaced, but otherwise was working satisfactorily. The service couldn’t beat it off. I had to buy a new one sooner or later. I did it and, as I wanted to get a fine value, not a Chinese one, I chose an HP. To my surprise, when I looked under it, I found a text: “Made in China”. The other item was my Xerox multifunctional device that was a printer, a scanner and fax, but which I could use only – in a limited mode – for a printer with XP, as there was no software for the other functions, the manufacturer wanted to push it out of its palette. This machine I got free, because it was out-of-work, I had it repaired and used it with my ME operation system. Now it was going wrong, its head broke down. This one I didn’t replace, I  was sending my files to my son in need of printing and he did it.

With autumn came cooler weather and our gathering excursions focused more on lizards than insects. My grandson was always a great fan of them, but in hot weather they were very fast and he couldn’t catch them. As they tried to hibernate themselves, he found one in a discarded cardboard box and caught it. We made a terrarium and the small reptile was living there some weeks, until it met its death by suffocating: the piece of meal was too big and killed it. The boy had a big sorrow, but I told him, perhaps it would have been eaten already by a crow it he had left it there. Anyway, in the future he would be more careful with fodder in his pets in the terrarium.

Also we had to learn with my son that even a person we thought was friendly can be rather bad natured. As my son advanced with his store – or rather garage – construction our neighbour from backward denounced us at the local government that we were doing it without a permission, and its resolution gave us a mere 30 days for its demolition, ‘because otherwise....’. It was a great lesson for my son, he learned by his own suffering, what it means when he wouldn’t take my advice (I was against his desire to enlarge the building, originally he began to change the wooden planks with brick walls to be able to heat it properly), if he did it, that neighbour wouldn’t became frustrated and he himself had spared himself the demolition of the well made structure that could have remained there for a century. As it happened we had to pay the fee to the architect for the design and had a number of additional costs. Well, the architect arranged it with the authority that we had to demolish only the unnecessary parts. All-in-all it meant my son wasted two years, he began the building at the spring of 2005 and he could start once more two years later.

My grandson spent his days in the kindergarten as before, but his enthusiasm was diminishing. There were some negative things that originated from politics, but of course people can be rude without politics too. One afternoon when I waited him in the waiting area of the building he came to me and was weeping. He told me he brought a small toy with himself in the morning – at that time my daughter-in-law was still working at her old place and her working time was very odd, for this reason she was free to take the boy there – and one of the other children, a gipsy boy who came there first time that day, took it from him. He pointed me out that boy. He admitted taking it, but said it was already his. His mother was sitting there grinning, it didn’t occur to her that it was actually a crime.

That woman was a fine example of the paradox that you like people whom you helped and hate those whom you hurt. Deep in her soul she must have felt that it was hurting my grandson. Several times she insulted me because of thought-up sins of my grandson that actually were committed by her son. She was behaving in a micro-environment that her minority was doing in the whole society. I myself experienced twice silly insults against me riding the bus with my lunch-container in my hand. Twenty-something men of that minority picked at me, even the surrounding passengers were astonished to see such manner.

My daughter-in-law had always been very sympathetic with my attempts to get extra money-sources beside my pension. She arranged me something with her employer that was an errand work, I had to go to the registry court and register data of certain firms, about which that employer had to give an account. It lasted two weeks and I was earning less than I lost in my kilos through the physical exercise. However, it was money and my account showed me a lower balance every month, so I needed it.

I found a better occupation very soon. As I was surfing the net for data I found a website that registered professionals and companies in leisure (or luxury) boating. Even its address was yachtlap meaning yacht site in Hungarian. I tried to register, but it was a little expensive. All the same I registered as a private person that was free. Soon I had a phone call when a man – the owner of that site – wanted to offer me a bargain: he would register me free in the professional section if I return it in translating work, from Hungarian into English and German. We settled it and for a time my reserve funds began to grow on my account.

Alas, there was a big catch in this job too. I had to use a few online dictionaries and somewhere my PC got a virus. Or, better to say, viruses. They did me a lot of concern and at last I couldn’t use my e-mail. Even the Task Manager wouldn’t open. I had to ask my son to help. He checked it and told me I had four viruses that infected 1,400 of my files. He collected all software that he could and in three days he succeeded in debugging my computer. After that he gave me very strict instructions what to do and what not. From that time I haven’t got any such problem.

In a few cases I had got translation tasks also from abroad, however, they were rare as a blue diamond. Sometimes even a little funny. Once I got one and a half page from a Scottish woman to translate, even that was almost empty, at most ten lines altogether. I had to organize an international cooperation for it, namely it was a birth certificate in German from 1929, and it contained a lot of cursive writing. I asked the man from Switzerland for whom I did the translation of lyrics for music one year earlier and asked him to send me back the text in typing. (He was my debtor, I also did him a favour by getting him a printing press here for the printing of his posters.) He apologized that he was not very skilled at black (Gothic) letters and forwarded it to an acquaintance in the former GDR, as they were much better with black letters. In the meantime I didn’t rest either, and until that time when at last I got the reply from the GDR lady via the Swiss man I almost guessed what it all could be. It goes without saying I asked nothing for it from the Scotswoman, but she promised me to send other jobs to do. So far she didn’t manage.

I mentioned already my problems with the growing prices of energy. That made me search for data in three fields: photovoltaic, wind energy and ground-coupled heat pump. Alas, my money would have been only enough for one of the two previous, but then I would have remained without any reserve. I tried to find possibilities, for example taking on being a reference for a pilot project, but nothing could be found. Anyway, I made calculations and also sketches for two types of wind turbines, one an axial and the other a radial turbine. I wanted to make a model in a one to five scale for each, but so far it hasn’t come true yet. For the photovoltaic I found out that there are such hitches as a hailstorm, and I didn’t want to lose a big sum by a weather factor or go to court against either a manufacturer or an insurance company.

As for the heat pump, the biggest handicap is for me that I don’t know the geological data of my locality and it were needed for calculation. The manufacturer – or rather the representative of that here in this country – was very keen to help me, but I don’t have the money to start. I think, at last it will be the best solution for me. At present there are two apartments in my house and both are heated centrally by gas fired boilers and radiators. A heat pump sound at 120 m depth could perform about four kilowatts of heating on a heat exchanger of two kilowatts of electric consumption. On a water temperature of thirty five C it could provide a basic heating down to five C ambient temperature. That means there would only be any gas consumption under five degrees. More than half of the money paid out for gas could be saved. All these plans of mine had to be shelved, but I think someone can realize them at some time.

Well, this winter passed too, there were again flues, colds, and at last the spring of 2007 came. I had a very dense time during winter because of my new job and it was hard to solve that sometimes I spend a few hours with my grandson too. He liked my reading to him, sometimes I taught him a few things needed in the school. I still hoped that at last my daughter-in-law would change her mind and support the boy’s going to school. I also made forms with prewritten letters to make him easier to learn writing. Reading was easier for him, but writing didn’t attract him too much. Actually it doesn’t matter, the women in the family won and it was decided that he would stay another year in the kindergarten.

The spring brought me more work. It happened actually in January that the owner of the website invited me into a restaurant in the inner city, where a business meeting of the staff took place. Some years earlier they had a printed monthly magazine, but it must have been stopped. That time it was decided that it would be restarted beside the website. The language of the periodical was to be Hungarian, but every item was to have a short summary in English. They wanted me to do translation work. The first big package arrived on my e-mail address in March and to the end of April it must have been completed. That meant about ten thousand characters daily in English, in German I wasn’t able to go above six thousand.

Every second year I had an ugly job to do in the spring: technical inspection of my car. That year it was already nineteen years old and it had been ten years before that I paid a large sum for renovating its body and repainting. I purchased the right type of catalyst and gave the car into the service to prepare it for the inspection. I expected a high bill for all the work, but it pushed me back what actually resulted. Almost a whole monthly pension of mine was needed to settle it. And it was only the beginning. After my logbook was validated we used the car, but its clutch was faulty. I had a hard time to discover that the hose connecting the fluid container to the hydraulic cylinder had been loosened on purpose. Someone in the service did it to force me to return to them. I repaired it and bled the system, this problem was solved.

My grandson was six in that May and from that time on he had to buy a ticket on a bus or tram. Funny, up to that time his trip was free and I had to use my monthly ticket. It was almost the same time when I became a free rider and he had to pay for it. Once more we were reminded of the truth that time was passing and children were aging.

Chapter 27
Also Adults Are Growing Old (if They Live Long Enough)

Technology is a double edged sword that can facilitate development, but also can cock a snook at people. For example information technology, it made space exploration and the mapping of genes possible, but can also block you from the use of your mailing system and contacting your partners. I experienced it at that time with my operation system, when my Windows went nuts and I had to reinstall several applications, among others Outlook Express. For days I couldn’t communicate with it and also J. flew back without seeing me.

During that spring I got a call by phone, I was surprised very much as it was John E., my former colleague at my first employer and later my neighbour on the living estate. He told me that he had sad news, Steve S., our common colleague at the same place, had passed and his burial would be the next week. Steve had stayed in the same village where he married and the event was to be held there. A good thing in sadness – the opposite of the saying ‘fly in the ointment’ – was that almost all of us from that team were present. It was really a mixed reunion, but if you consider passing a natural detail of life, it was more of a happy one. Steve had been working as an assistant professor at university where I received my first diploma. Since the time of the funeral I have been able to renew my connections with those I was in a good relationship with.

An early heat wave also made my life harder in the middle of June, but to tell the truth, I began to bear heat easier as I grew older. My neighbour in Addis Ababa was right: you only need self possession to bear heat. My grandson was still in the kindergarten, his mother planned to go on paid leave a month later when the institution would close for the summer recess. They would go again to the lake Balaton for a week and I intended to visit them again as a year before. The fine weather made it possible for my son to go on his construction of the garage. He generally did it alone, only he needed help from his brother-in-law to make the scaffold for him. Sometimes he asked me to help him too, as there were certain operations that needed two persons. Also, there was a funny blackout: we had to turn the concrete mixer manually so as not to let the mixture solidify in it.

He became a true bricklayer in the literary sense of the word and the walls were soon finished. After that he switched his trade to reinforcing man as the concrete girdle under the roof had to be prepared, then to carpenter for making the formwork for the girdle. At last, with the help of his brother-in-law he mixed and poured the concrete into the formwork. After that they – or rather he alone – erected the chimney as high as he could, the higher part he would do standing on the roof when it would be finished. I think the mentality of chimney sweeps had been derailed, costs for building the smokestack exceeded those of wall materials. They demanded the use of acid proof lining and a concrete cover on the opening for soot removal was not allowed, only a stainless steel one. Of course the concrete one would have cost a tenth of that made of stainless steel.

There was another aspect besides. The architect did a fine work, but the general arrangement plans of 1 to 100 scale were not detailed enough to manufacture the roof structure of the building. I prepared a drawing in 1 to 25 (details even more particular) about it and took it to the architect. He did the calculations and told me the sizes of the steel beams to be used. Then I prepared the workshop drawing to enable my son to do it. I took home the raw material partly personally by my car (it had a good luggage rack aloft at that time) or had it delivered home by the dealer.

It was almost the same with my friend living in America. She was the same central support for her family like I was for mine. She was continuously complaining about her situation and I couldn’t do more for her than to write sympathetic replies on her e-mails. Also, she wrote about bad weather. It was the same with us, and it was even worse than earlier, when there had come a heavy thunderstorm, we had had to be afraid from hail only, but until that time I am writing about you had to be afraid also for your house. Not long before ridge tiles at the roof edge had been broken loose by a puff of wind over 100 kilometre per hour, their shape was like an anti-aircraft gun, you could look out to the sky from the attic. The insurance company considered it so minor that they sent a certain sum without inspecting it.

There was another thing to be afraid of and it was the bad old times coming back in health care. My grandson stayed home again, but now it wasn’t flu or cold. I wouldn’t believe my ears when the doctor (an elderly lady on friendly terms with the boy) diagnosed blisters on the chin of my grandson: impetigo. I haven’t heard about this illness since I was a child, that time it was the plague of very poor children at the end of the village. Well, I had to think about bad old days coming back, perhaps even smallpox will come back sooner or later – although it was announced dead some decades ago.

My grandson was looking forward to their holiday at the lake, but it must have been postponed because of an accident. He broke his right upper arm in the kindergarten, almost the same way as his father did it 25 years before. The teachers arranged the ambulance that took him to the emergency hospital, my wife rode there at once by the public transport, I stayed at home to be able to bring him anything needed. As I arrived there also my daughter-in-law was present, I informed her at once on her mobile phone. I could talk with the boy two, he was behaving very courageously. Alas, his accident was worse than it had been with my son. He couldn’t come back after the treatment like his father could, but his arm must have been operated in order to clean the wound of splinters and apply the wire (that would need another operation three months later to take it out).

The boy was just coming to himself from the narcoses when I was calling my daughter-in-law in the evening. The next afternoon I visited them, the mother was making a camp (sleeping on chairs) there, namely, the hospital wouldn’t provide her with a night rest to deter relatives from sleeping there on the spot. The child couldn’t get over the trauma yet, he even had fever, about which the doctors found out that it was because of lack of fluid the boy drank. Also his disposition was cursed by the situation that the secretion leaking from the wound was led into a bottle, and he had to take it with him even to the toilet. Lucky that they were situated only two in a ward for five. The other boy was a teenager who broke his arm in a bicycle accident. 

A day later I visited him again, it was fine that his fever and the pain in his arm left. What was worse than before that there were more accidents in the meantime and the ward was full, even there was a four-year-old with possible concussion. My wife stayed with the boy as long as his mother came home to put herself into order. After five days in the hospital he was released to come home. However, he was to go back as an outpatient almost daily and their holiday was postponed for a time. At the same time he was staying home and it was a terrible hot summer with 36C every day. My position wasn’t fine either, beside staying with the boy as much as possible I had to go on my translation job as well. About two weeks after his operation he got his definite plaster cast and he could do almost everything in it. As the heat gave way at last he had a good spirit, even became rude sometimes with his grandmother who took the load off me.

Another two weeks and he lost his plaster. It was a hard time, the muscles having had no movement for over a month had to learn again how to work. It was terrible to see the thin six-year-old small arm with the ten centimetre long scar on it. It was almost as big as my wound from the dog bite at nine.

The proverb is right: even a dog leaves his dirt where there is some already. We didn’t have enough trouble with my grandson’s arm, my wife had been complaining about pain in her bowel for a while, and now she was diagnosed with a cyst. She was hospitalized and operated. A night she spent in intensive care and then she was let in an ordinary ward for two. Fortunately she was released in a few days.

My grandson could go to the lake Balaton with his mother at last. This time they lodged in a trades union hotel instead of a private home as one year earlier. Those hotels had been built as recreation homes for the trades union twenty or thirty years before and with the change of the system they were turned into hotels where ordinary working people like my daughter-in-law could also pay with special recreational checks. Those checks were useful, three quarters of the lodging could be spared by them.

I visited them at Balatonlelle with great expectations, but the weather had its own vote. Cold rain was falling all the time, the temperature was at most 18C, there were no excursion to Badacsony or swimming. We boarded the ship to Badacsony, but only to the next port on the same southern shore, and there we disembarked. The boy didn’t let him disturb by the rain, he was discovering the shore directly at the water’s edge, even he saw a water snake. Fortunately he didn’t want to catch it like in the previous year. We took the first train in the direction of the capital, they got off at the first stop and I went on to the capital. Something hadn’t changed for forty years: Sunday afternoon there was always a large crowd in the carriages rolling to the capital. However, in the past there were much more trains in the timetable. My intention was that later I would take the child with me to the other lake nearer to us, he hadn’t been there yet, and frogs are generally numerous in the reeds.

That year marked the tenth one from the time I signed a complementary pension contract with an insurance company. As it was planned for ten years I wanted to refund my money. Actually it was more complicated than it sounds as in about three years after signing the contract the insurer became bankrupt, I had to move to another one, but it counted my years only since my shift to them. The original firm was liquidated and some money was paid to members. It coincided with the termination of my contract, I got back the same sum I had been paying in for that three years. Also the second insurer paid and so I could be relaxed again for my finance.

In the meantime I was working as a hamster on my translation, I could hardly finish one package when the next one came already. While it was very useful financially, I didn’t have very much time for other things, also my hobby writings stopped. Lately it was exacerbated by the holiday of the youth and the hospitalization of my wife, also I had to prepare food as there was a month of recess in the school catering. I tried to prepare such food my son liked as letcho or pastry with filed and stewed cabbage.

The night before 20 August I was awakened by the coming and going of my wife in the apartment. As soon as I awoke I heard the sound of rain and hail. Without intermission it was pouring from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. Almost 90% of the time also hail was falling. The activity of my wife signalled that rainwater was flowing in near the chimney as usual. About a year earlier something had gone wrong (e.g. a sheet metal loosened) and from that time water was always seeping in when the intensity of the rain was excessive. As far as the amount of precipitation was concerned, the next day there was a quantity of water in every buckets in the garden about ten centimetre high, that means that a portion for one and a half months had been falling in two hours. Something interesting: rainwater pouring off from the roof of the neighbour (her house had been built exactly on the border line) pushed gravel waiting for use at the construction of the garage away by about a metre, the next morning I shovelled it back. I told my son we had spared some money on the water bill, the gravel was full of water, it could go at once into the concrete. All grapes were damaged, I had to pick it at once and make wine of it (instead of the usual five to six litre about double that I had to store). I have never been a great drinker, my ration is about three litre in a year.

This enormous torrential rain and the flood in its tracks must had frightened my cats too. Since our moving into this house we had always had one or more cats. The first one – the ‘intelligent’ one – was our first cat, and when it disappeared we had always had feline pets starting from the second one and a small female that had been ‘adopted’ by our dog. The last female of that long line left two males when at last she discontinued coming home for food. I was delighted not to have any females and to be able to stop unwanted cat breeding. The smaller one looked first as if he were a she, but when his testicles became seen clearly I had to rename him – both were patched in black and white and the smaller one had a pattern on his head as if he had had a Russian fur cap with ear flaps (ushanka), so I first called her Natasha, and later Sergey. They were very pretty cats. Unfortunately, someone in the neighbourhood around that time was fighting rodents and he or she must have placed out such a toxin that took multiple victims. Almost simultaneously they stopped coming home.

My grandson underwent the second operation and was freed from the wire. After that there were certain nerves that didn’t function, I began to go with him to the rehab where he got treatment in electrotherapy. Soon he became the favourite of the medical assistant women. Slowly his arm began to work as it was expected. However, it would take almost two years that he would forget about his accident and use his arm as if nothing had happened to it.

Beside compulsory activities as I mentioned recently I tried to design a small rowing boat for my grandson that I myself was to build. The plans were finished and with the auxiliary programs I prepared for the calculation of curves of form I calculated its characteristics. However, its building had to be postponed to another time. It was one of the line of boats that I intended to design for the lake Balaton based on the lines of Joshua Slocum’s sailing boat Spray.

From the autumn of that year (2007) my load in the translation work eased somewhat. The employer sensed that it was too much for me to do both English and German. They got another translator, alas, he didn’t know German, thus he was chosen for the English. There was something like foul play also from his part, he dumped on my work by saying that my style is different from what the message of the articles would need. Well, I couldn’t say anything against it, but when I saw his translated texts I didn’t like them, style or no style. That change was really necessary, as from the beginning of the next year the printed magazine would turn into a complete English-Hungarian publication instead of the English summaries only, and I wouldn’t be able to do all the articles completely.

My grandson was healing gradually and, as he couldn’t sleep after lunch as it was the habit in the kindergarten, he was taken home after he took his lunch. My wife was spending a lot of time with him, teaching him, reading for him. Also his father was doing the same, he also put together a PC for him and installed such programs that taught him playfully several things. He quickly learned all the letters and began to read. Also he had programs in natural science, it had always been his favourite topic. Of course, he had also games, but they were harmless that far, not the shooting types. I seated him sometimes in my lap and let him surf the net for things he was interested in.

He was very hard to please with any gifts as his favourites were living things in nature. When there was a fine weather and we went home walking from the kindergarten he found all dogs along the way and cuddled them. They also liked him and were waiting already all the time he was to arrive. There was one beagle named Beigli (walnut cake in Hungarian) that was very fond of him. Also there was a small dog like a puli (a Hungarian shepherd), but it was grey. She was called Rozi, but we just gave her the name Gombocka (little dumpling) as she looked like a cotton ball. She liked fresh walnut, so did I, and I always gave her some. There were walnut trees beside the street as I was walking for my grandson and I munched on the fallen fruit while walking.

Slowly there arrived another year (2008) and we had to calculate differently because of the rise in prices once more. I myself was not concerned by that in transport costs, above 65 I rode free on public means. But my daughter-in-law paid more than eight thousand forint for her  monthly ticket. The prospects for the next three years were gloomy because of the de facto civil war situation, as I wrote above. Nobody could be safe, the politicians of the governing side were getting their mail with the white powder, a former member of the socialists, Mr Csintalan (his name means someone frolicking in our language), who was an emcee at the far right TV channel at that time, was severely beaten (‘over eight days’ in the jargon) in his own garage, because he hadn’t agreed with a phone caller during his show, who had been for immediate regime change. I couldn’t recall similar things in this country as long as I had been living here. As far as I know, about 100 years ago, under prime minister Istvan Tisza, there happened something like that. The Godfather succeeded in passing three of his seven initiatives for referendum through the constitutional court, that meant, we would have to go on voting during spring. There was no doubt that the mislead voters would agree with him, the reform package would be outlawed (just as that of Mr Bokros in 1995) and there would be here no euro until at least 2020.

It happened around this time that an old law was reinforced. It concerned health insurance. My son had no such thing as his time with the employment office expired and he wasn’t accepting any jobs offered. I arranged it at the tax authority and began to pay from my account the necessary sum every month. 

There were other public affairs worth mentioning, e.g. the strike of the railway wheel sounders (they have to knock every wheel of the train before start to check its solidness). Their action was organized by a trade union functionary, whom I usually called jug-head (because of the shape of his skull) or CEO-killer (the general manager of the Hungarian Railways died in December 1999, he had had a heart attack as he slept in his office after a marathon negotiation round with the trade union led by the same functionary, he had been found dead in the morning). This time he problem actually was that their demands were unreal, the railway company was not authorized to pay out the money they were requiring. A funny thing was that was sad at the same time that his target was the wheel sounders’ trade. It was the weakest point of the structure (just the same as the steel structure had been in the two towers exploited by Osama): without wheel sounding no train was allowed to leave the station. Jug-head organized them to strike in one hundred percent. Of the six thousand trade union members they make only two hundred and forty, and it could cripple railway traffic in the whole country. Well, such people can damage the economic situation in every case, and my opinion is that it is a crime.

I mentioned that my grandson hadn’t been promoted to the school at the proper time – at six – and he stayed in the kindergarten. It was detrimental to his development in itself, but there was something else that made it even worse. The groups in the kindergarten were realigned: the traditional age groups of children was replaced by mixed ones, where all groups had children between the age of three and six or seven. My grandson stopped evolving in the kindergarten, we had to teach him at home, but his behaviour was really bad. Anyway, we tried to be patient with him, explained him the great dangers of being rude and disobedient. It was a hard time for all of us, but it took fruit, I think.

He got a gift from me for Easter, a LEGO set, about that his father, when he was child, could have only dreamt, let alone my Easter presents of Cheap Library books (at that time one volume cost three forint). It was a cargo plane sold only in three shops in the country because of its price. I couldn’t believe my eyes, he assembled it the same day (I gave it to him at once, I didn’t wait till Easter). From his birth this small child has always been the most important issue for me. Perhaps his life will be better than that of his father who wouldn’t go on studying. I hope, my grandson will. He would make a good engineer, and his interest in natural science is enormous too. 

About twenty five years earlier, during my first trip to Munich, I bought a toy race car track for my 12-year-old son. He played with it only a few times, it remained in a good condition. It was time for his grandmother, who had safeguarded it that far, to give it to our grandson. I helped him to assemble it and then tally ho! It is unbelievable what this seven-year-old did with it. What a good luck that also his father and grandmother likes to preserve everything.

As the good weather arrived in April we decided with my grandson that it was time for us to go for a long walk. I took advantage of it and organized a nostalgia tour (for me). It was a Saturday and my daughter-in-law was working that day. Her working schedule had always been a riddle for me at that working place of hers. We went to my working place during the yesteryears, that is to the Shipyard Island in Obuda. Alas, we didn’t have enough time, as it is enormous, but the boy’s interest is different anyway. First of all we had to go down to the water’s edge on the Danube; namely in the tram, in which we rode that far, I stepped on something left there by the dog of a bipedal animal, and it was necessary I wash it off from the sole of my shoe. Of course the boy enjoyed the vicinity of water.

After that we entered the territory of the former yard. I remembered the two cases when I took my son there thirty years before. At the first case he was below two years and he was still communicating in new-Hungarian (in shortened form), as we entered the construction bureau and he glimpsed the fifty people in the large hall he said: “Kime, kime!” (approximately out, out). The second case happened two years later and he said after looking around: “It’s a very good factory.” Well, my grandson learned from me what had been in which building. Of course, at that time they housed already nothing of the original, there were furniture stores, auto spare part shops and restaurants in them. 

I didn’t dare to go up into the old offices where I had been working as a naval architect, I didn’t know what I would find there. However, at the free space in front of the office building the large launching berth winch of many tons were still there, it was manufactured in the 19th century, and also there were two anchors to be seen. They interested him very much, just the same as the screw propeller, which we saw in front of the former library building as we were going out. The place of the statue of comrade Lenin made by my brother-in-law’s younger brother was taken by one of the anchors.

We made a round trip of the whole yard, then I took the child to the loft of the carpenter workshop, where in my time at the end of ‘60s the young men of the yard – with the support of management – had built a youth club during their leisure time (then it was called KISZ-club after the Young Communist League). That was closed now, but the further area of the loft that had been the mould loft (something characteristic exclusively of shipyards, lines and body plans of hulls are drawn there in a 1 to 1 scale, as well as moulds for the building of the ships) back then, at that time we saw there a Spanish furniture store. It was fascinating for the boy, as a wonderful scenery had been made of castle backdrops and model ships, I could hardly take him away.

At last we crossed the pontoon bridge over the inlet in the middle of the isle, it was that body of water where the shipbuilding activity were actually done in the old days, and the same bridge had been left on place. A large assembly hall with catering facilities in it used to be on the other side, now it was closed and used for storing construction means. The circular side part of the building stood empty, earlier it housed the refreshment room. The hall recalled memories in my mind, there were competitions held there during my active time, of course, it had always been my team that won. There I won my voucher for the trip to Yalta too.

From there we made a detour around a closed area, I heard later that a very old settlement had been discovered there from the last years of the first Hungarian dynasty (the House of Arpad) and it was under excavation. There we found the other shore of the island, the boy liked the sight of a self-propelled river barge passing in about ten metre from us. At the riverbank there had been done a kind of barbarous activity as we found the traces of fire with burnt cable lining and large blocks of black glass also melted. As the water level was low we could see all very thoroughly. Homewards my arm was tested for strength – and a plastic bag too –, because my grandson made me carry home about five kilo of the glass chunks.

The population went on their harebrained manner, after the railway strike was recalled the municipal transport announced a half-day strike, because they had a completely impractical demand. The city transport was on a zero level, it was a special Hungarian feature of those strikes, as everywhere in the world no strike was lawful without a previous agreement on minimum services. Without it a strike was a wildcat strike that was prohibited. Just to make it more confused Mr. Jug-head ordered his people at the railway on strike too – as he said to be solidly united with strikers at the municipal transport. My daughter-in-law was forced to take the car and suffer in the traffic jam. Fortunately for me, it was recalled soon, I didn’t have to drive to the lake Balaton for an on-the-spot survey, I could use the trains. Although another strike of the city transport followed some days later and the situation looked quite helpless (I mean for the passengers).

As the summer came near my grandson was preparing for his last weeks in the kindergarten. However, he succeeded to leave them even before that by ten days as he caught a cold and the doctor (the sympathetic elderly lady) didn’t let him go there. Even the farewell party was lost for him, but it didn’t matter. As I have mentioned earlier the last year was doubly bad for him, first, he lost one year in the school, second, he had to suffer in a mixed group. Thus our usual program started: his mother stayed with him in the morning and, as she was in a period of afternoon shift for one month, she came home very late, it was our job to stay with the child.

At the beginning of that summer I was summoned to the city court of Kaposvar to bear witness in a case I made an expertise for. I devoted a whole day to test the coaches of our national intercity bus company Volan. It was unavoidable as the county seat Kaposvar is hard to access by train. It is fine that the county of Somogy is wonderful, it is similar to the English countryside, thus I wasn’t bored at all. I had not been in that town for about 55 years, I did so twice with my father, when as a child. My eyes needed spectacles and the village of Fonyod, where we had been living at that time, had neither secondary school – that was the reason I began my secondary study in Siofok – nor outpatient clinic and optician. My glasses I always got in Kaposvar. Otherwise the town is beautiful, especially its main street, it reminded me that part of the inner city of Brussels where I lodged some years before.

Around that time (June 2008) I heard an interview in the radio that someone went to the cemetery to put a new bunch of flowers on the tombs of his or her parents, but they vanished. Namely, when the rental of the grave included in the astronomical cost of the burial expires after 20 years, you have to extend it for another 10 years. Otherwise the remains will be placed in a common grave closed forever. It convinced me that it was time to go to the graveyard where I knew my parents’ ashes were guarded to see if all was in order. It had been long ago that I did the same. Actually I didn’t have to bother about such things, my sister had arranged both funerals, I gave her my part of the costs only. I didn’t know what the matter with them was. However, my sister left us in 1993 and since that time even the addresses registered with the undertaker company became obsolete, no one took the trouble to take care.

Thus I went there where the ashes of my father were stowed in the columbarium in 1971 and those of my mother in 1977. Alas, the incident heard from the radio was halfway true in my case too. After the rental for my father expired in 1991 they waited another 11 years, but then, as nobody came to extend it and the place was needed, he was placed into the common grave. My poor father will have there eternal rest really, no one will take him out of there ever. Fortunately the compartment of my mother still existed and, although her rental was also too late by 11 years, her ashes could stay there until 2017, as I paid the previous 11 and the following 9 years. If I live long enough I will probably take the urn home instead of extending the rental. I can design something like a shrine here at home and also our remains can be placed there, provided that our descendents will not be worse than me. To tell the truth I have another such thing to arrange, my brother of eleven lost in the sledge accident in 1948. As he was buried in a village, I hope I will not be late.

This summer was no different from other catastrophic ones. One day I was listening to the news in the radio where it was announced with great pride that the harvest in that year was going to be a record one. The other day there came a big thunderstorm and the grain all went to the ground. The next piece of news informed us that it would be fine if we had a medium harvest after those events. By the way, harvest. My fig tree – better to say bush – was already seven or eight years old, but in the previous years it produced almost no fruit. The first yield around June or July had always fallen off – I think there were no fig wasps around and the pollination couldn’t occur. The second crop was good for canned fruit (green figs). However this year enchanted my bush and during a two-month period we could pick about a hundred figs, every week half a dozen, large ones like Alexander pears. They were delicious.

As there came a few days of calm weather, although it was rather hot, I took my grandson again with me on excursions. Our first trip lead us again to the Shipyard Island – I wonder how it will be called when it will perform its new function (recreation island) that had been targeted already more than fifteen years ago –, namely the boy came to me the previous day that his black glass chunks were all finished and he wanted to collect some more. It goes without saying, a lot changed from spring. First of all the water of the Danube was higher by about one and a half metre, the edge of the water was inward, only the great stones were there where the anglers sit usually. Another thing was the great activity in the excavation. We could hardly find our way to the shore among the holes, from the torrential rains some days before we had to go in mud. At last we reached the shore and there we took off our shoes and socks and waded in the water, the boy enjoyed it infinitely.

As he couldn’t find glass chunks, but he saw the Margaret-Island, he wanted to go there too, but I refused as I knew how tired he would be after that. I promised him that the next day we would go there. It happened so, although, as my daughter-in-law thought that we would find a place where her vouchers from her employer would be accepted and we could take lunch, nothing worked. On the island there are only one-hundred-star hotels and the opposite – stands – that is places where you pay in forint and nothing else. Fortunately I always take sandwiches with me and so we didn’t die from hunger. At the shore of the Danube we found the only place where we could go down to the water at such a level and, sitting on the stones, the boy could catch freshwater amphipods. I convinced him he was to take off all cloths except his underpants. Also I turned up the legs of my trousers and waded into the water. It was a wonderful pastime. 

Our third excursion targeted the lower terminal of the small railway again. I went there, because there was a program for children, even the railway fare was free. However, there was an enormous crowd, and the pop music was extremely loud. The boy could hardly bear it as long as the train started to roll out at last. Of course, even on the train there were a lot of people, the carriage was eased only after the stop Janos-Hill. We travelled to the other terminal and there we ate our small apples I took with me, of course, the boy ate also a big portion of cotton candy. We used the cog railway again. However, I wanted him to see my places from teenage, the circus named after one of our great authors, Zsigmond Moricz. From there we crossed the Danube to the terminal of the bus that took us home. But before that we could use the vouchers of my daughter-in-law in the Pizza Hut restaurant for our lunch.

Almost at the end of the summer the excursion I was planning for a long time materialized. Also my daughter-in-law came with us, we travelled by train to the lake only about 50 km from the capital called lake Velence. Alas, although it was hot the previous day, there came a cold front in the night and it couldn’t leave yet. Even it rained at first, but we went into a supermarket to buy a pullover for my daughter-in-law who had been too optimist and was cold now. After that ‘only’ the wind was inconvenient with the 18C. All the same, we found the sand beach constructed for children artificially that was similar to those on the southern shore of lake Balaton. My grandson was hardly out-of-water, he managed to catch two frogs and carried them in a small transparent plastic bucket, but released them before we went to the train. We were almost alone on the beach, no other masochists were present. I tried to be in a bathing suit too, actually I was not very warm, but neither of us caught cold.

Chapter 28
At Last in School

The greatest day in the boyhood of a child arrived at last. It was Monday, the first school-day, on the previous Friday the opening ceremony took place already. Although my daughter-in-law stayed at home on paid leave, I accompanied them to the school – the same one my son finished his elementary – as I had to go into the bank. This was his very first day in school. As far as my visit of the bank is concerned, it was necessary to transfer a certain sum on to my account for current payments, because the latest gas bill had been refused as there was not enough funds on it. I had been doing a monthly transfer automatically, but as costs had been growing ever higher, there was not enough on it. I also wanted to raise the monthly sum transferred on to it. During the latest months the prices of gas and electricity had been raised arrogantly (assisted by a lot of factors from Mr.Putin’s gas price rise through the increased consumption of China and India to terrorism), thus I couldn’t avoid taking it into account that, although my pension had been raised to double that of the original level during the seven years I had been getting it (I wouldn’t believe my eyes when I saw the original notice of decision, it was so little), at that moment I was still standing at the same point, because my costs were also double high. At the beginning of my pensioner life I had to add about 30 percent to it, and it was the same situation seven years and a lot of pension rise later. When I was thirty years old – or rather young – I wouldn’t believe that at seventy I would have to pull in my belt.

During that year the additional insulation of the roof at the inside was finished and I wanted to conserve the wooden covering of the façade with the appropriate paint. For that I bought a telescopic handle up to 3 m and used up all the old paints remained ten years before after the same operation. Of course I had to buy also new paint as it didn’t cover all. It was good that I did it – only the uppermost one fifth of the surface remained unprotected, even the long handle couldn’t reach over six meters. It remained so and it would be painted during a larger construction work the next year.

Also my son was working diligently. He was at the last stage of the construction of the garage, putting up the slates on the roof. As my daughter-in-law stayed home on paid leave, she could help him a lot. In the afternoon I always changed guard with her when she went to school for the boy and so my son could carry on the work. The large plates of corrugated slate made us work hard. At the same time I was content with the steel structure I designed, it took the load well, with almost no strain. It would also be very fine in the winter under the thick cover of snow.

A bad period followed in the world. The upside down financial transactions in the real estate field (called ‘sub-prime credits’ by understatement) launched a recession surpassed only by the Great Recession seventy nine years before. In my opinion it had been ready to brake out for twenty years. It was an inflated variety of the banzai going on in our country since 1990. As far as the recession was concerned the situation was recognized at last even by those people, who should have to do long before that, because the lever on the global financial management had long been in their hands. I myself began to see things in dark – about the middle of the ‘80s – when junk bonds appeared. For me financial safety has always been a significant thing, no wonder that one of my hands is enough to count how many times I applied for a credit to buy something.

It is silliness that is a fashion nowadays to give credit on almost no personal contribution. It was a solid principle that was the habit with us twenty years (and more) ago: you were able to get a credit on your construction only, if you were able to prove that you had at least such a sum of money either in construction materials or on an account that equalled fifty percent of all costs. I am convinced that the numbers meaning funds in global statistics (this kind of stock, that kind of assembly, etc.) are empty ones in ninety percent. Actual fortune in the world is only one tenth of that included in statistics. Similarly when the same accomplishments are counted many times as different items within the sum of GDP. It will become a kind of cotton candy, it looks large, but is almost empty.

And the other thing, namely what went on here for one and a half a decade – from Antall to the first term of Gyurcsany – had only been a parade of the honorary finches. Those finches thought they had to do only to be there in the cage, to put things in order in the country, it was the job of someone else. And when at last it occurred to one of them that it wasn’t so at all, and began to sing – only not in the finches’ language – there came the outcry, and from then on, we had been allowed to hear the lyrics ‘Gyurcsany clear off!’ at every national holiday. I am convinced, even he wouldn’t recognize the true situation, hadn’t the EU poked him with a stick in his own cage, and that stick was called convergence (to EU rules).

I myself felt the recession too. Not only cost life (gas, light, food) double that it did a year before because of the oil price rise, besides the complementary bonus of the pensioners (13th month pension it was called) became endangered because of the IMF loan. At first an upper limit was determined, with me it was 80 thousand forint, I lost about 40 thousand at the end of the year. I thought actually it was a small price for us to push the country in the good direction. A funny thing again, the leader of the opposition – who had caused ninety percent of all problems with his sabotage/obstruction – commented that it pushed Hungary back by about ten years, he said it set the country equal to Iceland and Ukraine. Did he think really that the king was more naked if it was acknowledged? 

Also my daughter-in-law took a hard decision: she left her employer and went to another one that she found some time before, but she couldn’t make up her mind. Her terrible two-shift work ended with it and, although the new place was only a little better, she could spend much more time with her family. Besides, all of her weekends were free.

My grandson was visiting the school diligently and he was excellent in everything where his brain was needed. However, it was his behaviour that caused the problem. He was too lively and – as in the story where the small boy is crying to his father who told him to count the seven rabbits: ‘This one is squirming all the time, I cannot count it!’ – was too hard for the teacher to bear him among the calmer children. They were only scored in their skills in written sentences, but behaviour was noted by colours: the best was red and the worst three light blue, dark blue and black. The boy was rarely getting better than light blue. Once the form master and the afternoon teacher visited our home to speak to the parents, even the school master joined them later. All of them were women. 

It went on for a while and then either both teachers recognized that not all children are the same or the boy found lessons more interesting, as there were less dark dots for his behaviour. When the cold weather arrived, he was already an ordinary pupil. This change was beneficiary for him, as I wanted to force him in the good direction by saying that he would get a Christmas gift from me only if he behaved well. I decided long before that he would get the present in every case, but waited until the last day before Christmas arrived and then we went together to the shop and he chose the favourite LEGO set.

The new year also arrived and it brought us the usual problems. Similarly to the welder in the shipyard who had said: “We are in trouble! There is no gas!” (a pun in Hungarian, but it is impossible to translate) we could say the same. It was Mr.Putin who sat in the middle of it, even if the world thought the bad boys were the Ukrainians. Well it was the latter’s dirt, it is true, that they were not paying for something they had used up, but it should have been the business of the two partners, not ours. Ukrainians were guilty also in that issue that they tapped the transit pipe if there was nothing in theirs. But if the Russian chief had arranged it during summer, his two aims would not have been reached. One of these was to deter industrial consumers from gas and route them back to oil in order to drive the price of oil up. Thus he would have more in his pocket. And the other was to prove that Ukraine was an unreliable partner. Then the EU leaders would be keen to nod approval to his two new pipelines (Northern and Southern Currents) that go around Ukraine. Also it would be more difficult for them to stick to Nabucco (another line avoiding Russia) with the Azeri and Turkmen gas. It was all about to make competitors lose and recreate the Great Russian Empire.

In February my grandson took home his first school report. With one exception he got excellent mark in every subject, that one was good. Even his behaviour was rated improving. I hoped it could improve further, and his marks made us all content. For a time I had had a feeling that this boy was very similar to myself in that age. I had always been under the other pupils with my behaviour, if it had had been possible for certain females with a lust for power, they would have made me repeat the first grade. Fortunately, the helm was in the hand of such people who knew that a child is no machine, it is a living creature. I hope that my grandson can get over this problem.

This year closed a door for me that had been good for two years. The recession made people moderate their expenses, also the luxury travel magazine had been stopped I was making translations for. My translating work discontinued. The owner of the website answered on my question that he didn’t need my activity. Well, it lasted so far. Thus I had more free time and started to go on my shipbuilding technical book.

Something happened again in February 2009 that could push the whole world into motion. A visit in the pub ended in tragedy. A young sportsman, a class already in his twenties with a bright future, a foreigner who came to play in the handball team of the town Veszprem, was stabbed to death in the night. The press was not very outspoken, but rumours were spreading. Two of the offenders were captured the same day, although they were in Austria already, but accidentally the third one wasn’t, although he was widely known – poor innocent lamb –, he was believed to have killed two that far, only it had not been proven. It was again the problem I wrote about earlier: it is hard not to outcast a minority, if its members outcast the majority. 

It was believed the group was collecting protection money in that Irish Pub, but the girl at the counter was new and didn’t know them. Her cheekbone was broken in an instant, only news didn’t mention it. Allegedly the sportsman wanted to protect her when he got a knife in his kidney. He could still run out together with both his friends, but the second thrust found his heart there. One of his friends was taken to the intensive care, the other only had his head broken. The two wounded young men were Serbs, the victim a Romanian. He was the best man in the team of Veszprem, everyone liked the two metre giant, his name was Marian Cozma. Involuntarily the question were raised in you: wasn’t it possible that the local policemen were somewhat colluded with those criminal circles? Namely, the third – hard to capture – offender had been the leader of the so called ‘Balaton two-hundred’ gang one year before who were collecting money in that region.

To come back to better topics, my grandson took part his first Mardi Gras ball in his school life. He was dressed as a cowboy and my daughter-in-law made quite a few pictures. Alas, flu viruses were not the only problem for his health, the weekly practice in the swimming pool had been making rash on his skin, I had to take him again to the doctor. The first such thing occurred back in December, neither the paediatrician, nor the dermatologist recognized eczema, the latter treated it as a wart. During the holiday season he wasn’t going to the pool, the rash receded, but it appeared again. At last the paediatrician recognized it and the boy had to use three kinds of ointment. Also, he wasn’t allowed to go into the water for a month, I hoped it wouldn’t come back.

That year was not benevolent to our population. When the winter made a new attack in the middle of February, there were blizzards in the western part of the country. Well, skill comes with practice, already it didn’t took a week to raise the felled electric pylons, only two days – not long before there was a similar weather. It was no wonder that it happened, we were shown the accumulated ice as thick as a man’s thigh on the wires. A funny detail: there were debates if the electric supplier was responsible for the spoiled meat in the out-of-order freezers and had to pay damages. The world was changing, people had less common sense than twenty years before. Then it happened to us (caused by a broken down freezer chest instead of snowstorm), we lost no time, the stuff was packed into the boot of our car parked in the garden. It didn’t matter that instead of minus 18C there was only minus 2 during daytime and 5 in the night. For two months it was our freezer. The meat was fried soon, thus it didn’t do any harm that the rest (mainly red currants) partly melted during day and froze again in the night.

My problems has begun with the car that had been working well until then. I couldn’t get rid of them since. My daughter-in-law had a free day and she took the car for a shopping. Soon she came to me for help. The car wouldn’t start when she finished her business. I thought about the battery, we went there – about one and a half km from home –, it was really flat and we took it home. After five hours of charging I took it back, the battery turned the engine all right, but still it wouldn’t start. Then I checked the carburettor, it was completely dry, even the filter in the pipe looked empty. The nearby service frequented by me towed it in and repaired: the fuel pump broke down and let gasoline flow into the oil. It was a Friday, until Monday they wouldn’t tell me anything. I tried to calm my daughter-in-law that it was not her fault, but a vis major case.

Also the relatively calm period with my expertise ended. I got a letter from the Ministry of Justice that informed me that all the experts of justice would have to renew their permits. I had to fill in a form and send it back to them, together with six different documents (inclusive the original of my diploma, I couldn’t believe my eyes, I didn’t understand, how they even thought of that), and had to take into account that it was compulsory for all experts to pass an examination on basic law (I would be exempt of that because of my 33 years of practice) and besides to take part in a training course two-yearly. Already the check was enclosed as it would not be free of charge. In case I wouldn’t reply I would be excluded from the registry of experts. Well, it came just in time, it had long been my intention to take a tender farewell from them. But I wanted to inform them also about my reasons why I decided so.

My grandson had his saint’s day (it is coinciding with the International Women’s Day) and he got a better monitor for his PC. Also a good board game. I saw a constant development in his behaviour, he could comply much better with others than before. At the same time, and it was not his fault, his grandmother wouldn’t relate to him as a responsible adult, but in such a way, as if the child were the decision maker instead of the adult. It was good that his mother took him to a psychologist a few times, his points in the school were sometimes even good. His records in the school were very good, he was bright, even he was diligent. His cursive writing was positively pretty. I decided that as spring was coming he would get a fine soccer ball from me and I would take him out to the communal soccer field (which was going ever more down, alas).

As far as our national holiday on 15 March is concerned, it could not pass without rampaging also in that year. The true cause of that was that the Godfather called people on the street on 23 October 2006 and those people, who do like rampaging, were keen to go. From that year on it went like that. Fortunately in the year I write about (actually last year) it was not so fierce, as their idol moved the venue of his mass celebration from the inner city up to the castle, to the Disz Square (I began to presume that he wanted to become head of state instead of premier), even he wasn’t telling that the government (it was already the professional one) was to go, but he told the audience that in the next year when there would be a change of government (and that was already certain in the knowledge of the poll data), the country would need a basically new economy instead of crisis management (that had been the aim of forming the professional cabinet).

Although the police in the town where the young sportsman had been killed took into custody three more persons, there must have been something foul, as there was still no suspect for the actual killing. Of course, all the six were of the mentioned minority. About that nobody was speaking, it was widely believed that the truth would never be known, namely, as someone tried to get near it, the concerned document would be made secret for thirty years. As it happened sometimes that TV channels applied for information, they got such copies of the documents where only the subject and the verb was readable, all other text was marked black in them.

My grandson was very good in his school report as before, however, his behaviour improved less than I had expected. At the same time, there are periods when he behaved well. A minor problem was that his form master was a very orderly woman and she was rather critical with him. I continually tried to convince him to get on with her better, as she would have liked to be proud of him because of his fine performance, but she couldn’t, as he was always spoil it with his bad behaviour. I was still hoping that he would calm down later.

As the good weather made us possible to make longer walks in nature I took my grandson with me one Sunday. First he wanted to play soccer with his new ball (alas, although I wanted to buy him a soccer ball as an Easter gift made of leather, nowadays all are plastic). He soon lost interest in soccer and we went walking. Not far from our house at the M5 highway there is a small stream flowing in the direction of the wetlands in Ocsa on the southeast. Although it is a municipal stream it is not so contaminated as you would think. We went there. Already there were frogs, he caught one, but let it go. We didn’t have rubber boots with us as usual when we plan our trip there, he could operate only from the bank. I was afraid that he would fall in, the water was very cold yet, but he avoided such accidents. The excursion made us rather tired.

At last I decided myself to have a part of my house insulated. It began when I saw that on the second house from us work was going to do so. The method involved the gluing of a thick layer of polystyrene foam on the existing wall and covering it with a hard layer of cement and painting. I stopped there and asked them if they would undertake such work on my house. I had long had the intention to do it, but scaffolding made me a headache. Fortunately I had the funds for it still. It would make my gas bill less and also the heat would be more bearable in the summer. The person I was speaking with organized it with his friends and the work could soon start. It would last longer than I thought – and would cost twice as much – as I took advantage of the opportunity to improve the wooden façade too.

That construction work coincided with the second problem with my car. My daughter-in-law wanted to go somewhere, but she found that it wasn’t starting. My attempt to charge the battery was postponed by a silly fault when I wanted to connect it with the opposite polarity. As soon as I got a spare fuse from a shop I charged it, but it wasn’t faulty, however, when I checked the oil it stood high and was very thin. So, again the gasoline got into it. At the service when I took the car to them I was grumbling for the bad work done lately by them, but it wasn’t the matter. The carburettor was in a bad condition, perhaps the casing was cracked. They gave me a new one free of charge as it was a non-current part in stock for ten years. Alas the car wasn’t good even so. However, I put the question away for lack of time and money.

Chapter 29
Recent Past

This chapter is intended to recollect all significant events – for me of course – in my life that happened recently. I think it will be enough at present. However, I will not wait another twelve years to complement it again, I will do it at the end of each coming year. I hope there can be some chapters more.

At the middle of his first school year the scores of my grandson showed excellent in almost all subjects, there were two subjects in that he was good (gymnastics and art) and, although improving, his behaviour was still a spot on his skin. I tried to convince him as before that for a boy the mark on behaviour shows usually how clever he is. I he is not behaving well, it shows the limits of his wisdom. As far as gymnastics and art was concerned, they could be improved by practice, but it was also depending on makings, not all could do well in those subjects.

In this year mother nature invented something again for us. It started in Mexico, but nothing could stop it. It was the swine flu, or with its professional name the H1N1 virus. It caused a bigger concern, fortunately, than it was dangerous at last. However for those, who got it and died from it, it was a death trap. Especially it was a great risk for pregnant women. In this country more than half a dozen were lost to it. It also raised a false hope that the country would be able to cash in some money by developing the necessary vaccine against it. At last that business wouldn’t turn into a gold mine.

In the school my grandson was, as before, like me in that age: good scores, but lousy behaviour. At the same time I hope he was able to adapt to that environment, at lest the two provoking children, because of whom he had got darker points, became neutralized. I think sooner or later he would listen to my advice: stay calm when they try to draw him into something, let the teacher punish them, not him. My daughter-in-law returned home recently with two new suitcases, a sign of her intent to take the child with her somewhere again for a holiday.

The 23rd of May was a special day for me in last year: it was the 50th anniversary of my high school graduation – and the 22nd of my mother’s passing. The old fellows were meeting again. In spite of the semblance, 24 mates from the class were still living, although chassis were not in their prime at most of them – me included –, one of them was waiting for hip arthroplasty, another one came with crutches. We met in the old school – its name changed to St. Imre from Jozsef Attila – but the celebration was arranged actually in the Queen Elisabeth (not the English one, she was the wife of Emperor Franz Joseph) Hotel in Godollo, northeast from Budapest. The reason why so far from the original place of the school Villanyi Street on the shore of Lake Feneketlen (bottomless it means) in Buda was very simple: Ivan the Great, the usual organizer of the alumni meetings, had moved to his 98 year old father in that town after his divorce. As the proverb says even saints are selfish. However, for me it meant two and a half hours of travelling home, although there we were transported by bus. I think if the 60th anniversary are to be held there too – and I will still be living – I would miss it and switch to a teleconference.

During that meeting I had to establish once more that people only become older, but they don’t change in the course of their life. Almost all my classmates were on the same opinion as in the classroom long ago, and they also behaved in the same way. The best example for this statement was someone who actually wasn’t there. During the four years we were in the same class we hardly knew anything about him, he kept distance like a noble. It is true, he stemmed from a famous family, his father was a professor at the technical university, he was the rector there when I studied. His sister was on stage already in the Madach theatre, I saw her in several films later. That classmate of ours was absent already at two meetings before, even, as he is living in California and he doesn’t want to keep in touch with us, he was rude with the organizer of the meeting ten years before for calling him from our country and told him that that phone number was secret.

Also, we had had a classmate, but he couldn’t pass the graduation with us, because he was transferred into another school half a year before the end of the last one. Anyway, he considers himself one of us and he had always been present. He was not less eccentric at this meeting as in the old times. His good friend was the man who had been the physical education expert at the Academy of Drama and Film in Budapest beginning in the ‘70s, “somersault master” as he was called then. He taught the actors how to behave in action films. Back in the school he practiced pentathlon, he was very good at it and exclusively his personality prevented him to become another Balczo. He is the same today, he is without any education, but his money earned by horse breeding is sufficient to own a 28-foot sailing boat, he even crossed the Atlantic with it. He married the actress Ildiko Piros after her divorce from Peter Huszti, but he didn’t stop there, he had two other wives after that.

At the beginning of the summer I got a message that raised a false hope in me that perhaps my translation for the website items could go on. Alas, it was false. However, it happened that on the same Saturday I got a call from J. on my mobile phone that she was in the capital and wanted to see me – it had long been also my intention to meet her somewhere –, I met her and we made a long tour in the Buda hills in the extremely fine weather. At last we could talk in person and it was a very pleasant experience.

My grandson finished his first school-year and I spent more time with him once more. It sometimes happened too that I took him with me when I fetched the lunch, but of course it turned into an expedition of insect collection. He caught several grasshoppers, even a lizard couldn’t avoid its good fate, it was freed in our garden. He said it was a special one, a wall lizard, he didn’t have such a one, he said. I wouldn’t argue with him, otherwise, he is very good in biology. I planned the same for the next day, but my wife torpedoed it, she erected the garden pool and he was to make a beach there.

We had to leave our summer programs, because what followed was a mild November, only it was June. The temperature was ten degrees Celsius and also the rain fell continuously. With us there was no hail, but in the northeaster corner of the country it established a record again with egg size, that damaged even corrugated slate. The name of some villages would have remained in obscurity without those records. My grandson bore the cool weather with difficulty, because I promised him to go again to the Museum of Transport. 

As soon as it became a little milder we went there. He enjoyed it, but he became tired again. He was most interested in the model ships and the railway engines and carriages in actual size. And of course the naval steam engine in the free area with the assembled side paddle wheels on both sides. His English knowledge was growing every day, I wonder if his father wanted to achieve in him what he couldn’t achieve himself. Also his school record was excellent, the closing ceremony was a week before. Not only got he excellent in almost all subjects, but even his behaviour was scored positive. Also he got a certificate of praise from the teaching staff. We all hoped that it would go on. He became more mature every day, obstinate disobedience is rare.

The summer was marching ahead and I left my habit of going for the lunch for five weeks as the kitchen closed. There came a period of eating more letcho and paprika potatoes (something like goulash, only potato is used for meat). At the same time I had more time to go for a walk with my grandson. I promised him the hill reserve Sashegy (eagle hill) where he wanted to see the endemic Pannon lizard. I warned him that it was possible the lizard didn’t want to see him. We went there on a Sunday. Better to say to a place that remained of the original reserve. In spite of its state as a natural reserve it had been almost wholly built over. All the same, the boy said he saw a lizard run away.

George, the former husband of my late niece, Maria – who died in 1994 because of medical malpractice –, had been urging us, all the members of the extended family, for a time to organize a reunion. He wanted to do it as his children with Maria, M. and G. juniors, didn’t know other members well. As he said it rather morbidly he didn’t want that the family meet only at funerals. At this time he was living with his second wife in a village near the capital in the Buda hills. Their house had been built in a place on the side of the hill Kohegy that was a favourite excursion target a few decades earlier. His efforts bore fruit at last in June. Alas, it was me only who appeared beside his children and grandchildren, although the most wanted person was Eve, my other niece, and her two children. She phoned that she became ill and couldn’t come. But it was only when the conversation went on already. Taking our house one end of the world, it was the other end of it. G’s wife was sympathetic me and I greeted G. and M. juniors as old acquaintances from Moscow, although they changed more than me, of course. G. took there his fiancée and M. was expecting her third baby. At the same time she was working on her PhD. Her husband is an artist, his pictures are popular, even his family name fits it, it is Kondor. Their third child, another boy, would be born in September. 

My grandson was very keen to go on long walks. We went to his usual collecting place, the small stream, he wanted aquatic plants as his grandmother had installed his plastic garden fishpond and it was no good without them. Although he wouldn’t put fish in it, because they would either die in the autumn or even worse, he wanted to keep frogs, pond skaters and other small living creatures. He even scooped out a lot of tiny amphipods from small puddles on the dirt road from recent rain. In the stream he caught a frog and took it home, but it escaped soon. I tried to calm him that it needs water and would come back regularly. 

In the meantime a cold front was coming through the Alps and was nearing us. Weathermen were forecasting a ten-degree cooling temporarily. I was afraid again for damage caused by wind and hail. My daughter-in-law looked the opposite, because, although she was aware of the coming storm, she drove with the boy and a woman friend in a small car to Heviz near lake Balaton. I remembered the disastrous thunderstorm three years before, when four people died. She had been in the town with the boy then, they had arrived home just twenty minutes before it had broken out. Well, they avoided trouble this time again. They spent ten days there in the recreation hotel. When they returned my grandson said that it was a good experience all-in-all, only he couldn’t sleep well as someone was grunting during the night. Soon it became clear that he meant snoring, the woman acquaintance did it.

The next time we went out it was to Buda Castle, the Museum of Military History. We went up from the northern side through the Becsi Kapu (Vienna gate). The boy was fascinated by the old fortress walls and the ruins of the great church around that place. We went into the museum itself and he enjoyed the exhibits very much. I was sure it would be necessary to make other excursions here in the future. After that we walked to the central place of that area, Matyas Church, Fishermen’s Bastion and so on. I had a bad surprise there: we could only look out to the Danube and the other side, Pest, through a café. The ground floor of it was turned into that café and to go up to the top you would have to pay. I had a little nostalgia for the bad old days.

I also wanted to take the child for a little angling, but, although it was August and there were red peppers everywhere – marking the end of summer – it was bad weather and it couldn’t realize. When the summer returned in temperatures it was already time for the child to go to school and for me to resume fetching for lunch. Our long walks were postponed. My son reached the finish in plastering the garage. He wanted to finish work with doors and windows, but it was only half success and it remained to the next summer.

My grandson was spending his last free days before the restart of the school-year. He had his textbooks and we tried to help the child in his progress, we made him read every day a certain number of pages. At the same time, I want him to get more information, I took out from its place one of the favourite books of my boyhood, a volume of a series written by a geologist at the beginning of the thirties. The series consisted of books from those written about Hungarian explorers in Africa to such ones that describe the geology of our country. That favourite one of me was “Ancient Times”, it relates the probable life of people in short story form who lived here in this area tens of thousands of years ago, and whose traces had been excavated by archaeologists. Of course its approach is far from ours, it mirrors the level of science about eighty years ago. Thus the boy began to empathize the life of those ancient human beings and started to try to make chipped stone tools from large stones that his grandmother collected for decoration. It was rather hard to stop the establishment of a stone axe factory.

I found it very positive that also his instincts were in development. He began to turn from hunter of animals to holder of them, just as ancient man did it. This phenomenon had been very strong with his father at the same age too, he also had aquaria with different kinds of fish, as well as parrots, the latter were even on his agenda as commercially bred animals, only he didn’t have the time and place – not to mention money – for that hobby.

The first week in the second grade ended without trouble for the boy, the summer must have done no good for him. However, I didn’t like too much that he was turning from aggressive into defensive, on Friday of the first week, when I was taking him from school, he told me he wouldn’t want to play soccer, because this and that boy was very rude. I tried to explain to him that it was not the right reply to their rudeness to let them do it, but had to be hard with them to teach them the rules. I hope he wouldn’t lose his interest in soccer, as a lonely child needs team sports. At the first week they didn’t have any schedule, they were only repeating what they had learned a year earlier. The teachers wanted to wait until the weather would turn more like autumn, then it would be easier to catch the interest of the children.

As we had already seen there was a ‘normal’ weather, i.e. there was a powerful cold front when the rain fell horizontally, I hate it generally. It ran out with time and the hot weather would not turn back. Fruits felt most this weather change, my fine pear began to ripen. Every day I had to pick off several fruits, otherwise gravitation would have brought them down and spoil half of them. Also the grapes began to ripen and we had to eat them as fast as a fast train. That year wasps were not so numerous, but rose chafers were, twice I found the metallic green beetles within the finest and biggest grapes sunk down to the end of their abdomen. They like fruits, the previous year they harvested the whole crop of apricots in the neighbouring garden.

Although I promised not to write about political issues, I have to mention it sometimes. It happened lately with the Slovaks. Mr. Punch launched the events on 21 August (‘A Good Day for Dying’, said an Indian once, here it is better to say for provocation, as the marching in to Czechoslovakia through the same bridge happened on that day in 1968), he wanted to unveil a statue of St. Stephen (first king of Hungary, the founder of our state) in Komarno (Komarom originally before the Trianon dictate) on the north side of the Danube. He only forgot to invite to it the state celebrities of that country. And they refused to give him permission to entry. To tell the truth, it was also a very unusual and brutal solution, but what can we expect from Slovaks either. There followed a great brouhaha everywhere in Europe from Hungary to Slovakia to Brussels, both party argued for their right, although it is no great news in my opinion. It would be when the Slovak head of state would want to unveil a statue of Mr. Masarik (the person for Slovaks as Stephen is for us, founder of the state) in Totkomlos (a village in Hungary with a Slovak majority in its population) without inviting Mr. Punch and the other Hungarian high officials.

I think there are too many people among us who regard only his or her own sentiments, but has very little empathy. For me it is impossible not to remember the issue of the dam at Nagymaros and Bos (Gabcikovo in Slovak). Half of the population in our country didn’t want it under certain green slogans. And the other half, of course, still miss navigability of the Danube, the proper (green) energy and water to irrigate gardens. The previous half managed to achieve by perfect rabble-rousing (agitation in its true meaning) that Hungary left the project down – against common sense. They wouldn’t learn all that the Soviets knew, but there were methods that could be accepted for them. As it was to be expected, no European place of jurisdiction took the responsibility on itself to announce a verdict, they all let the partners settle their debate. It didn’t happen in twenty years.

That year I had to start vintage of the Pinot Noir grapes earlier, as the berries in the clusters were turning dry as with Malaga grapes. In normal years I started to eat them at the end of August, they were growing sweeter every day, until in October, when meteorologist Karoly Vissy was announcing that “there can be frost in low areas”, I picked them off quickly and pressed them. Annually there were at most 7 to 8 litre of wine of that. But that year I started it early and left it in bottles as must. Some of them shot the stopper out, they were consumed as fermenting new wine. But the most bottles would last till this year.

My car was causing problems frequently again, for this reason I decided to draw it from traffic. It meant a little payment for the procedure at the local government, but I actually saved some money through lifted tax and insurance. It was intended first for six months, and my son would need it actually for the repair of its body – it was repaired ten years before – and the auxiliary equipment of the engine (carburettor, oil, etc.).

Again a few words about politics. As last year was nearing its end, although the professional government succeeded in drawing back the economy from the edge of precipice and at all international forums it was praised for its good deeds, polls showed that the main opposition party (that of the Godfather) and he himself was further gaining popularity. However, this was only the façade. That man wouldn’t risk the weakening of his power within the party – or rather in that self-appointed close clique that controlled it – and, when the re-election of party officials came, the election of the party chairman happened in the same way as in the bad old days every re-election of comrade Kadar took place: there was only one candidate for the post, i.e. he himself, so as not to risk electing another person accidentally.

The other thing was a frenzied attacker. In November we had our first university shooting too. I didn’t understand at all how could that young man get permission for the owning of firearms with a history of psychiatric treatment. One of his victims died on the spot, three other were hospitalized, one of them with little hope. The mass media predicted that it was only the first such case, where there was one more could follow.

Also the following thing can be categorized as political. I had been taking home lunch in a lunchbox for about ten years, but at the end of last year it must have been finished. The local government, in charge of the issue who was to deliver catering services to those institutions and private persons in the district that needed it, decided at the evaluation of tenders on this services that the company having done it so far was excluded from the tender, because they gave false data. That meant they would lose ninety percent of their customers and the activity was to be overtaken by another one from another district. Rumours spread that it was humbug, actually the responsible person had contacts under the grass with the newly selected winner. Although a lot of stones had been turned, the decision remained valid. I wouldn’t accept it so easily. I found the workshop – commercial kitchen – of the company that lost this tender and went there for information. I could join their customers and did so. It was a little farther than the earlier place (that had got the stuff from them by vans), but in time it was not significant.

This year (2010) started with another nuisance. Loafers became numerous in the capital for a week in January. The municipal public transport company started a strike, and not a ‘normal’ one, when there is a reduced service, i.e. everyone is suffering, but for nobody is made life impossible, but it was actually a total stop, traffic of the vehicles was less than 5 percent. Well, the strike was dead end from the beginning, because the trade union was demanding something that was impossible to fulfil. The sole result could be that the economy, being in ruins because of the seven years of sabotage of the Preacher, would fall even lower. For me personally it brought also positive results. My daily walking of about 10 km was guaranteed fetching the lunch, there and back. As the weather was pleasant as generally at early spring, around two degrees and weak sunshine, it made my health good. By the way, for the transport company the strike was actually beneficial, because its situation was similar to that of the proverbial businessman: being a loss-producer it could profit from closure.

A week later the winter arrived as it should, my days began with snow shovelling. It was good, as my daily nine kilometre walk fell out, the public transport was functioning (the trade union lost its face, an in-fighting started among them, at the end they had to be content with less, than the offer was before the strike). I almost missed the long walk, during the week I improved my own record in three successive days, from twice one hour to twice 55 minutes, then again to twice 50 minutes. 

The weather was very proper, I mean every day I had to sweep the snow, even the temperature went down, like in a total Russian winter, minus 15 degrees in the morning. About twenty five cm snow fell during a weekend. But it didn’t stop and another fifteen fell. Because of the snow and the clear weather that followed the cold intensified. We could only hope that it would be enough and the winter lets us alone later. During my childhood I can remember a certain winter, when the snow-heap was about half a metre high in front of our entrance at Easter, because it couldn’t melt thus far.

The spring was late a little in this year. Matyas (Matthew, 24 February) didn’t find ice because of the mild weather, thus he had to make some. The beginning of March was cold, even minus ten degrees were not rare at dawn, but at last it retired. My grandson made us proud of him (it was usual with his school record), because he won second place in a math competition (funny, we called it arithmetic in second grade in my time). Both winners got on to the district round. We hoped that even if wouldn’t get on, it was marking his talent. His form master accepted him, just as I had been telling him for years, she wouldn’t speak about behaviour, she had learned at last that this child was a little more complex, and it was worth cooperating with him, even if his behaviour was sometimes troublesome. At last they both fell out in the next round, but he got an award for his achievement in the form of an optical assembly kit, that was good for making different devices from telescope to microscope. I had also been a fan of optics in my childhood.

This was the first year that my grandson didn’t need my company when he went to the girls for the traditional Easter greeting. 

About five years before I got my new upper denture and it was still working well. At the same time my lower jaw lost the pontoon bridge – I called it so as it behaved like a floating bridge, both pillars were free-moving already – and one loose tooth and I decided it was time to put it into order too. What made it a little more complicated was that the dentist – the same woman I wrote some negative things about earlier – wouldn’t leave there any bad teeth, two had to go. One of them she extracted the next time I got my date. She was right, it was so inflamed, that although my jaw was numb as piece of basalt from the shot, I felt the pain as if I had had no shot. And it became worse, because the wound wouldn’t stop bleeding, she had to sew it. Of course, it postponed the end of the whole process further. As this tooth held the clamp thus far, my eating was a unique operation. As soon as it became possible I repaired it, i.e. put in a temporary clamp (made of a paper clip). The other tooth would make no problem.

As I mentioned above my car was stopped during the winter months for need of a thorough repair. As the good weather made it possible my son convinced himself to do it. He had suspected that its engine would have to be overhauled, but he found at last that its problems was caused only by the unscrupulous work done in the service. 

Before Easter my grandson had a week’s recess from school. He was playing a lot on the Internet in the morning when his father was still sleeping after the night shift. He was extremely skilled (alas too skilled) in those games, I bore it hard, but let him do it as they were developing his abilities. Besides, when a boy wouldn’t live war games through to give out his aggression, he could do it as an adult later. At the same time I tried to direct his attention to creative activities on the computer. I want to teach him graphic editing by Corel. He can lift it as high as art, if he would be interested in it. I can draw any technical things by it, the architect based his plans for my son’s construction on my drawings, also the sewage utility company approved my plan (for my own purposes as I am no registered architect). Even the body plans and lines for ships, that was a serious operation on drawing tables, I do by that application.

The 11th day of April is a special day for our country: it is Poetry Day, because it is the anniversary of the birth of one of our great poets, Attila Jozsef. However, this year it marked another thing: the voluntary sinking of the country from democracy into dictatorship. It was the aim of all parties to convince voters to go into the polling booths as numerously as possible, but all the same this election brought the landslide victory of the Godfather. This a further proof that my teacher in the elementary school, Mr Pasztor, who taught us math in the senior classes, was right when he sighed so: alas, there so many fools in this country!

After his second election loss in 2006 he changed his manner completely, he was not content with preaching any more, but he utilized his ever growing influence for the sparking off of street disturbances. While he denies it, if you are not blind, you also see, not only look.
This is why the right expression at present is not the Preacher, but the Godfather. His courtyard is so well organized that they can extend their influence further, this is why my former teacher was right. It came to light recently that the database they had completed and were setting in during the election of mayor in Pecs is an excellent weapon. About all inhabitants of the country they know exactly whom they support, who they vote for, and if they go voting at all. It is no accident that his political ideal is the Italian man Berlusconi. There is nothing that could save our country from doom.

A few words also about events in the world. In April the Poles had a day of sorrow, because the airplane of their prime minister crashed in Smolensk that lies now in Byelorussia, but had been a Polish town for many centuries. He died and so did around a hundred people beside him. He wanted to be present at the commemoration of the massacre near Katyn in 1941. Another plane could touch down, but theirs missed the runway in the thick fog. The Russians didn’t invite him, but he insisted to be there, the crew of the plane didn’t follow instructions from the traffic controllers, who wanted to send them to another airport. In case he had accepted being not invited, they were still living. Sometimes it is better to bear a smaller nuisance than having trouble. It happened with me in my life at least twice, but I survived.
The poles had made a queer selection, otherwise, when they elected one of the twin brothers premier and the other head of state in the same cycle.

My son started to do a large repair on my car, when the good weather made it possible. After the engine he put also the driver seat into shape, but then he discovered that the bottom was leaky at several places. Probably it was caused by the fact that the more than twenty years old rubber strips in the doors let rainwater flow in, and water follows the rules of physics and chemistry obediently, it drew to the lowest points, soaked the carpets and ate – with the help of oxygen – the thin bottom plate. Those would have to be changed, but, as there was no tool to tip the car, he began only to patch it. It was funny as I was taking home body parts and steel sheets by bus.

April went by, I had a little nostalgia for May Days in the past. It is a paradox thing that it is not celebrated exactly by those people, in whose behalf American workers began to commemorate it more that a century ago. We went with my grandson to a little expedition of insect collecting in the nearby, nature was fast for the calendar by about one month. Never before have I seen such things that in April you find everywhere maybeetle remains. In my memory these insects appear at the end of May. Well, we went in the fine weather to the stream nearby the next day, where I found that its contamination became large, I wondered how frogs could still live in it. The boy goes there usually for them. It was too early to find small frogs, tadpoles use another place where they are hard to catch. There were some older specimens and they are almost extremely canny. I was walking, but the boy used his bicycle. He was exactly nine that day, although rain was coming, we could celebrate it at the garden table.

At last I could order the insulation work on the second side of the house, the last one I wanted to leave for the next year as my money wasn’t enough for all. The same people were doing it as the façade a year before. It was a good technique, about twenty years practice helped it to become a widespread method. Even new houses are built so, that instead of plaster the polystyrene foam is glued on the wall, it is protected by a kind of plastic netting and the hard cement layer, as well as the colour coating. After this time I had to wait a month and transfer a sum from my non-accessible account to the current one. I had to make also austerity measures to fatten up my account a little.

Around the globe disasters happened, e.g. the catastrophe of Deepwater Horizon oil platform in Louisiana waters, but global warming was in full swing this summer with us too. A thunderstorm came first, it turned into a powerful gale, I couldn’t remember another case when a single storm made us so much damage. About half of the country was swimming after the great rain. My conviction is that basic hydrological principles developed and practiced by ancient Egyptians and Mesopotamians have been forgotten. Water follows physical rules. And the other half of the country was ruined by wind, at the southern shore of lake Balaton even international trains had to stop, overhead lines were torn down by fallen trees. All high trees were trimmed also in our street as a precaution – those that remained standing after the storm. Also on lake Balaton, as it is usual, in spite of the orange alert the sailing competition was started, two boats had to be rescued, at the end even the rescue boat herself. With us in the garden trees were in poor condition, so were grapevines, long canes were torn off, they would not grow into heads the next year. I lost hope. Also acacia trees lost almost all flowers, this year there would be only master money from mixed origin.

After three months of suffering I got my new lower denture in June. But it was the only good news. The weather went on as before with a lot of rain – in December statisticians would say that precipitation in this year was above 900 mm, at least 50 percent more than usual. The country must have been really in a great trouble: the government was asking for sandbags at the EU relief organization (perhaps it should have been Niger as there is more sand there). The early summer rains may have come too early, it lasted more than forty days – Medard in the popular saying. This weather was bad for every fruit except my favourite grapes, Pinot Noir. Aphids couldn’t survive these rains, against them no spraying was needed. Huge areas were under water, meadows turned wetlands. Also the rivers Tisza and Danube couldn’t avoid flood either. Such conditions I haven’t seen since I was young, in 1965. And it didn’t stop there. Because of their wet condition loess walls began to move. Large areas were evacuated either for the inland water or for damaged living areas.

My grandson finished his second school-year and began to spend his summer holiday. My daughter-in-law wanted me to take the boy with me for a seaside rest. She told me she was able to save enough money for such a holiday for both of them, but her paid leave wouldn’t reach for it, this is why she proposed it to me. They planned to go to Croatia. She said it would do good for the boy to spend a week of rest with me. It was a huge responsibility, I didn’t know how to decide, but at last I didn’t take it. However, I applied for the extension of my passport in case my grandson would insist on going to the seaside.

Being July and holiday my grandson was at home and, although I was taking lunch home only every second week to be able to go with him on long walks in between, it was impossible. A wart was growing on his sole and his grandmother was taking him to the doctor regularly. Besides my son had almost finished repair on the car, afternoons I had to help him with welding, paint spraying and other such operations that he couldn’t do alone. Thus my time was full, even on my PC I could work little.

That week I got an invitation on an expert’s report, it was a lesser task, I only had to give my opinion on an existing paper and two letters from the opponent’s lawyer concerning the previous one. I had only four days for it. It was no order from a judge, but an assignment from the subsidiary of a commercial bank.

Following the rainy weather – better to say rainy season as it was similar to the monsoon – the hot weather arrived, although it was moderate, below thirty degrees. It was ideal for beachgoers, but just the opposite with table grapes: all was taken by botrytis and peronospora. After the great wind only a few bunches remained and it was too wet for spraying. At the same time Pinot Noir prospered better than any time earlier. Must from the previous year I still had in a few bottles, I was drinking it regularly, it had a special flavour.

At last also the really hot weather arrived, anyway, this year it was not so hard for us, because the lower apartment in the house was so good as if it had air conditioning. In case we didn’t open doors and windows during day it kept a difference of five degrees between the ambient and inner temperatures. During night it was kept open. Although the upper flat is not so good, it became much better through the insulation installed. Before that it was always warmer inside, since its completing however it is cooler than outside. I myself mostly stayed outside in the garden in the morning hours, it is pleasant there, but in the afternoon everything gets hot. I sometimes remember those times in my youth, when I worked eight hours daily in the flat-roofed (without insulation) concrete building that was the construction bureau, then I was riding the trams and buses home during the hottest period of the day, and after that I even did my second shift in the garden. I feel myself effeminate now.

Slowly my son – with my active physical and financial help – was finishing the repair of the car. The last thing was the change of the water pump. There were unexpected problems too, when the CO2 gas was finished we had to order a new cylinder to go on welding, but we tried also polyester resin reinforced with glass-fibre. A special problem was when we discovered that the gasoline tank sprang a leak, namely, there was a microscopic leak and it let go the rust from being moved. I didn’t enjoy pouring gasoline first into an old plastic canister, then, when it began to leak too, from it into empty flacons of lemon juice. There it remained until we repaired the tank with an excellent American product, a two-component plasticine.

A drop of politics: when one of the bigheads around the Godfather told the audience in his address at an international conference that our economy was almost bankrupt – while the premier was insisting that it was on the best way to recovery – the international entrepreneurs and rating institutions like S&P reacted as they should: the forint fell sharply on the market and, although it regained some of its value sometimes, there were always other bigheads to say clever things that dropped our currency even deeper. I think it was a clear hit when I said about three years ago that in case the Godfather won there would be no euros in this country until 2020. Recently he himself said that he estimated the possibility of introducing the euro at 2019. Not a big difference, I think. It was about 2009 that was the first estimate – a pragmatic one – for our currency change at our joining the EU in 2004.

My daughter-in-law and the boy spent again a week in a hot-water recreation hotel in Heviz near lake Balaton. The boy enjoyed it again. In the meantime my son finished the repair on the car and resumed his activity on the garage. He wanted to finish it this year, but still a lot of it remained for next year. I let him do it alone and took advantage of the lucky thing that my grandson could get up early – alas, he was not keeping a schedule of a child, he frequently stay up late – and went with him to the zoo, it was one his favourite places. Still, he was a child as any nine-year-old, a proof of that was that he spent most of the time on the playing ground of the zoo. We both got very tired, he could choose a sitting activity at home, but I had to help my son again.

About the fireworks on 20 August there was a great outcry this year. As there were tens of thousands that had suffered from flood, inland water or other natural disasters – in one village ninety percent of all houses lost some of their roof-tiles from storms, half of them completely – people demanded to forget it and give the two hundred million forint to flood victims instead. It was a fine idea, however, private interest won again: hoteliers were angry for the profit that would fall out because of the missing programs, also those to organize the fireworks about their own falling out profit, as well as both groups about employment of people for the international guests (it is true, there is always a great cleaning up after those international and other guests of the great popular banzai). Thus it was agreed that (allegedly) a smaller fireworks would be arranged and not from the Gellert Hill as usual, but from three barges on the Danube. A small raisin in the cake: those people who were responsible for safety during the event, had owned the explosives depot in Nagyteteny southeast of the capital that exploded six years ago. The holiday passed without trouble otherwise (except for those who suffered hardship because of the crazed mass of cars on the highways, about ten times as many people die every weekend nowadays than thirty years ago).

Sorry, a little politics again. Also the sphere of local governments began to change. The Godfather halved the number of constituencies, of course, as it was expected, he attached  the leftist ones to his true believers. We were progressing – if you compare it to Romania – from ’65 to ’89. The marathon mayor of the capital Mr Demszky took a touchy farewell from his chair, his successor was to become (with ninety percent certainty) Mr Tarlos, former mayor of the third district (where the shipyard was working until its doom), who did it four years ago that he ran as an independent, but with the support of Fidesz (absurdity).

As the calendar turned to September, my grandson was spending his time again in the school, already in the third grade. He was again his true self, a message was written about his behaviour soon – it proves that fortunately he was not ill. Also the weather cooled down, I was hesitating already if starting to heat or not, but as didn’t cooled further I waited. However, the rain started again and half of the country was suffering from inland water. It even flowed into houses, firemen were in constant need to pump it back where it belonged. If this trend continues, they will be called watermen instead of firemen, they pump more than extinguish fire. With us the damage by rain was minimal, only we had to wipe out constantly the floor of the car – the carpets were still not put back – as my son didn’t succeed to make the windows of it waterproof. Slowly it should have been finished, it would have to pass again the technical examination next spring.

It seemed September was cancelled this year, it was cool and rainy. I was sorry, because I generally like Indian Summer, that was it why I liked also Ethiopian dry seasons. This weather was more like the small rainy season there. I started to pick my fruits early, alas there was two points where I was disappointed. One of them was that the apples remained very small and began to rot. They must have hated too much rain. The other was a kind of insect I have never seen before. It was citrus flatid planthopper. At first I wasn’t aware of them only a white layer was appearing on the shoots of grapevine. Later I saw very small creatures move there. Their true face was, however, when I discovered that my favourite Pinot Noir grapes were all eaten: the bunches contained empty berries, there remained the skin only. About two thirds of that crop had vanished.

Only quince-apple made me perfectly happy. About twenty kilo of it was produced, although the tree was still small. Only one piece began to rot, I took it and prepared stewed fruit. It was as big as both my fists together, a pot of one and a half litre volume was full of it. It is one of my favourite fruits, I like it in any kind of food.

Around us in our street almost all houses were old and small when we came here to live. Since that time a lot of change has occurred. Little by little the original small houses are vanishing, because the ancient people living in them have gone to the happier place. Those who have the burden of inheriting such an estate throw out all things on the street – our ‘Afro-Americans’ check it of course, what could be sold on the flee market –, and a few weeks later the well-known vegetation with the small house is gone, an empty site remains only after the bulldozer. Where I see such a change I avoid it if possible. And very fast as on a conveyor band the large edifice of the nouveau rich will be erected on the site. Wild dogs as large as oxen idle generally over the fence, you don’t see them of course, but you hear them. I don’t know what shameful could be in a garden or court that it is necessary to surround it with a masonry wall. 

Also in our street I can name at least ten addresses where the almost equally sized sites of about 600 square metre were sold, because the owners had died, and, while on the old sites where small houses of 50 square metre had stood the former owners had been growing their own vegetable, fruit, grapes, now large 200 square metre houses are erected, two pieces on one site, and the whole area will be covered with concrete so as to be able to house as many overland vehicles as possible. I hope it wouldn’t happen with our house, unless my offspring lose it through a misstep. What we couldn’t imagine in our youth is now the reality: one mistake and you can go to the no-man’s-land to make camp. This thing is also absurd.

Now I have to write about something that is partly politics, partly however a tragedy. An early morning at the beginning of October the dam of a reservoir broke. In it there was almost a million cubic metre of red sludge that is the side product of a process making alumina from bauxite. Two villages were instantly surged by the fluid that is not only red, but also alkaline at a pH value of 13. The houses that were flooded first were under almost two metre of this caustic medium. Although it stopped after a short time and flowed farther it caused an extraordinary damage both to buildings and arable land. Also there were victims. At the end their number went up to ten. Poor dogs on chain died on the spot. Two victims were searched for for days afterwards and were found under a thick layer of dried mud. It made such a shock to the whole population of the country that I cannot remember anything like that.

I tried to strain off the essence of it all, but it took me a certain time. It was both good, both bad that the press dealt so long with it. Some circumstances confused me. At the beginning, only hours after the dam failure, one of the managers in the plant where red slug arises made a statement that this kind of stuff was not harmful, and also stated that the responsibility was not theirs. In my opinion only the latter is true, theirs was only the irresponsibility. The first statement, however, was well replied by one of the inhabitants of the village near the dam: if it was not harmful, would he, please, take a mud pack with it.

As a technical man I am irritated by three circumstances most. First of all, if someone has a fuel tank in his cellar, he is obliged to place a flat tray under it that can take in all the fuel in the tank (even a toilet bowl must be large enough to take in all the water in the flushing receiver in case of stoppage). How have anyone durst to store this swill above a village directly at the dam without a safety application? It there had been such a one it could have been simply closed when the dam broke, and there would have been no surging of the village.
Second, if you have common sense, you wouldn’t hang the sword of Damocles above neither himself nor anyone else. How have they durst to build such a reservoir directly above a village?

And the third thing, that red slug has a pH value of 13. The most caustic stuff of the world, sodium hydroxide, on the base of which the scale had been created, has a value of 14. How can anyone do such a thing to collect this stuff in an open reservoir without neutralization? But in case an unhappy bird alights on the surface, it will become a bat in a short time, without feathers.

You wouldn’t guess what was the ‘sensible’ first reaction of our government. To suspend the permission of the plant on producing alumina. What for? Isn’t the economy bad enough in this country? Let another large company go down? Actually it is not them who is responsible for the red slug, but their sub-contactors. Certainly, it would do good, if the Hungarian aluminium industry were to perish, even aluminium foil would come from abroad.

No doubt, this country will survive even this disaster. Bigheads will come fore with some undeniable speculations. I myself have two of them too. One of them is that, as there was one metre of rain in this year, instead of the usual half metre, soil have softened more than in earlier years and the dam slid. The other is that at several localities of the Transdanubium there were earthquakes that weren’t powerful enough to cause visible damage, although hairline cracks could have occurred. I remember a film where a dam was to be damaged by explosion. Nothing happened directly after the blast. But in a certain time the little cracks grew and the dam broke.

Coming back from global miseries to our own life, my grandson began to like school, he got good friends in his class, both boys and girls. They frequently go over to each other. I am happy that he enjoys life. His school records are generally very good, his latest achievement was a praise from his English teacher, a young woman. I could also make him happy to a certain extent. He got a catalogue of toys somewhere and he found such sets in it, where skeletons of primeval animals can be extracted from blocks of gypsum, then assemble them. I found such ones on Amazon and ordered him three of them, as they arrived I gave him the mammoth at once. Another he got after a few days and the third one was put aside as a Christmas present. He enjoyed it enormously, two days he spent with archaeology after he came home from school.

Also as a Christmas present I had him repaired the Seiko analogous quartz watch I ordered for my son from the Hong Kong dealer twenty nine years ago. He never carried it. Two batteries were used up, but it was in the display cabinet, when stopped after the second one, it was put aside empty. It was not working when I put a new battery into it this year. Funny, it went wrong without use. The repair was not too cheap, seven thousand forint, but the boy will have a watch worth fifty thousand, such a one costs so much. He deserves it, not only is his score excellent, in October even his behaviour was exemplary.

I had an accident at home in November. As a result I was not working on my PC, it took me about a week to be able to sleep on my side. The accident happened a Sunday afternoon as I tried to move a carpet by pulling it, but it slipped out of my hand and I fell backwards. My left backward side was hit by the corner of a couch. Directly after that I wasn’t sick at all. However, that night I hardly slept, the pain shot into my side at every movement. I had to remain in bed the next day, I didn’t eat at all, I had no power in me. The other day I was able to get up, shave and even went to take the lunch. But in the night it went on as before, I could lie only on my back, without any sleep, because I can only sleep on my side. Only on the sixth or seventh day could I sleep through the night, but the pain didn’t leave me completely for another week. Actually what happened and what kind of injuries I suffered I wanted to learn. I went to the family doctor who sent me to the surgery department to be X-rayed. That didn’t happen actually, because the consulting hours were finished. Perhaps after my next accident I will have more luck.

A bit of politics again. More change came in our country when the plenary session of the CC of Fidesz (I use the actual definition instead of the official name, parliament) dissolved the voluntary pension funds. The government simply takes money from them, it is compulsory for the members to join again the state fund. Although the observant persons (other MPs) were mentioning the constitutional court, it was an unguarded feat, it only triggers the reaction of the Godfather, i.e. he will close it too. This issue is predetermined already, it was a great mistake to give him such a majority.

My grandson made a fine test again. This time in knowledge of environment (a subject something like basic biology). I asked him afterwards what kinds of questions there were. He said only one: what kind of animal is a frog? Of course he told me also the right answer: amphibian. At the same age also his father had a great interest about nature, he still has it. I hope the boy will profit on it. He feels it a burden already that an adult goes with him to and fro. I always have to drop behind near the school and can only look from far as he goes in. Soon he will want to go alone, I am afraid for him, because boys of his age group don’t feel danger, for this reason they can get into trouble easily.

Chapter 30
A new decade again

There is a never-ending rivalry between two opposite opinions about the date of beginning and ending of a decade or a century. One of the two sides focus on the written form of the year and when it starts with new figure those people say it is the beginning of the new period. The other side thinks a new decade always begins with a year ending in one. My notion is that there was no year Nr. 0, i.e. the first year after the birth of Christ was that followed the event directly and it was Nr. 1 A.D. So, the first decade of our present time-scale ended at the end of year 10 A.D. and the second one began with 11 A.D. Carrying this on, we can find that the third millennium started in 2001. And, at last, our present decade began in 2011.
I dropped the line of my recollections at the end of 2010. I let time pass and didn’t write down a word about the events until now. This time I decided to go on my story in case there would be someone in the next generations interested in it.

The new year began with no trouble for us, and it was really fortunate. After you are over a certain age it is good luck in itself not to have any problem. As the doctor said to the elderly man who went to him complaining about painful parts in his body: “After forty, if you wake up with no pain you may stay as you are, do not try to get up, because you are dead.” We still had a liking to prepare fine food (none of us had indigestion) and sweets (especially my daughter-in-law who is talented in it), we didn’t stay in bed, because we were without cold or flu. I also felt lucky as we were still living as before and together at one place.

However, small concerns I always have. One of them is that, as nothing is forever, a door to one of our wardrobes went wrong. My wife didn’t tell me that is was not working fine, only told me to take home new wrought iron hinge when it fell off at last. That wrought iron actually was a bum pressed aluminium item of the Transylvanian bedroom furniture. All have been changed already, but they don’t last long. Another nuisance was that – just as always when a service pack expires – my phone supplier partner sent me a bill with raised prices and it lasted a considerable time until I could arrange it on the customer free line (advertised as ‘you don’t have to bother much, only call us and it will be done in no time’), as the automatic female voice asked for a lot of identification numbers. I had to change for a better ADSL pack and to put the three services into one. 

The third concern was already a greater trouble actually. My wife had always been checking her health (better to say its absence), and at last she succeed to find something. She had a surgical intervention for years before that eliminated all her female organs except the vagina. This time something was identified that had no right to be there. She visited three gynaecologists, but all of them desired to work her off that she didn’t notice. Although it could be determined that the thing is not malignant, but she wanted to get rid of it anyhow. This also generated me an occupation (beyond spiritual stress for the health of her), because those professionals had to be checked for their résumé through the Internet by me. It goes without saying that, because of my imperfection, everything I find is too little for her. All the same, I bore it as it must have been even worse for her.

Well, I think, so much is enough of my grumbling. Here comes a little of OV (our godfather). I have already mentioned some of his deeds as the new media law. That time he was arguing against Brussels, whether it was wrong or right. Certainly, these ‘snaglepusses’ (it is a reference to a cartoon lion resembling the pink panther) would reply always that he who found any fault with it didn’t know what he talked about. I don’t think the critics from Germany or France took it with pleasure.

With the new year the school season went on for my grandson. He made a good start. Although his schoolbooks had to be transported by a shopping trolley (I call this big bag with rollers a semi-trailer as elderly persons draw it behind them) the first day after the school break, it was worth keeping the home, because he was occupied with his studies during the holidays. He got three excellent marks that first day. 

Alas, his stay in school was short as usual, he got some illness, that caused not only flu, but also problems in his digestive tract. For a few days he could not eat well. Fortunately he always recovered quickly, soon he came up to our apartment and was irritating his grandma with his manner. As soon as he got over it, although the doctor prescribed him antibiotics only when she saw him the third time, his grandmother took over the task from him. She might have took the virus from him (and she was always helping the bug by staying out in the freezing cold around the house for hours), because she began with a sore throat, she had fever too of course in the evening for some days. When at last she went to visit the family doctor he prescribed her a medicine it cured her. However, her cold lasted for some time and she coughed.

There happened something tragic in the capital around that time. It was a disco accident at a dance-hall for the young (it had a fit name: West-Balkan). A false report caused panic and it ended in a stampede, life was pressed out of three young girls. Literally, as they died from being pressed too much. Even downtrodden. The place had a permit for three hundred visitors, but there were ten times as many people within (like in the pilgrimage ships in Asia), also, it had had to close at ten, but it didn’t happen as the accident happened at eleven.
In our youth it couldn’t have happened for two reasons. First, there wasn’t any such place. And second, in case a boy or girl of that age was seen at a public place in the night, he or she would have been a student only until Monday morning. There were a great need for such a practice this time, too.

As far as I was concerned, no virus attacked me seriously. Maybe, my attempt to avoid cold by taking care of my clothing was right. Of course, it was no foolproof protection, but I have tried to live in a healthy way for some years. Meat was little in my diet, if any it was chicken. I could live on vegetables alone, with some potato and rice. Soy could make up for protein.

At the end of January winter returned, even I hade to sweep snow, but only two centimetres of that fell. Justly as it was Paul in the calendar that meant the middle of winter and the weather turned colder from mild. It wasn’t welcome by me at all. There were two main reasons (the third one was that more gas were consumed for heating). One of them was that I was preparing for the pruning in the orchard in order to be able to perform the so called washing spraying. I didn’t want to let bugs devastate my produce as it happened in the previous year (my pinot noir grapes were destroyed, even the wine became vinegary, I use it for descaling my percolator). I had to postpone it, if I wanted to stay healthy. The other thing was that trouble is like dog-shit: it collects where there is some already. Beside having to top up my heating system every second day because of its leaking, it became clear that our consumption of water was three time that of usual, and that could only mean a burst pipe. The main suspect was the winter tap for the irrigating pipe in the garden. In the previous year it could not have been closed, I even bought a new one. However, as laziness is a human property, I didn’t change it. Now it became urgent, as soon as spring would come, it was to be done. Anyway, I had a hard task before me: to the water supplier I was to apply for crediting me a certain percent. My bill was to be higher by about a hundred thousand forint in a half year.

The year 2011 brought great political storms in Africa just as 1989 did it in Europe. It is known as Arab Spring since. The spark for this was a young man who burned himself in Tunisia as a protest against dictatorship. It soon escalated and ended in the escape of their despot together with his family. Even before the events ended in Tunisia other Arab countries followed the example. Only the hard rulers as the Saudis could avoid the trouble completely. Since then there were such places where the uprising subsided, but even there peace was gone forever. The worst thing in those event was that after decades of relative calm and order in those Arabic countries there arrived an almost never-ending period of anarchy. In Egypt for instance the dictator had to resign – it was easier for him than for his family, especially for the former ‘queen’ – and election were held, but the common people would not accept the new government. Especially the difference between religious and secular groups is enormous. In other countries it led to the overturn of the old regime, but a civil war was needed for that. The most ugly of those tyrants was killed by a mop, when after several weeks in hiding he was found. The most unlikely (at that time, at least) for such problems was Syria, but that country went into a civil war still in raging. Although neither Turkey, nor Europe felt like intervening, slowly it developed into an international salvage problem. At the same time Iran is a very active kibitzer in the Syrian question. By the way, I wonder when will our godfather visit Iran. In Egypt the first people went to the street after his talks there, not one of his partners is there any more. Also in Iran something similar is long overdue.

Beside our being in good health (more or less) my wife didn’t stop searching herself all the time for something unusual (metastasized from her earlier surgeries, she had me surf the net for half Hungarian half Latin expressions used by semi-literary doctors, even she completed her luggage for hospital stay. However, although she never told me anything, the thing packed into the bag wandered back to the shelves, maybe, one doctor or another persuaded her not to have another surgery. As usual, when I say something about it that is silliness, but from a doctor it is like the Holy Bible. Alas, it was only my thinking. At last I proved wrong, she was hospitalized and survived it.

I created a website years ago where all my written works could be viewed (even downloaded), but periodically I experienced problems with it. It had a bad habit of going offline and showing only the contents, but it was not accessible to view it.  I tried to create another one with the same content under the same mother site. It was the third time that fault occurred. Rarely finds it someone and asks me to help in shipbuilding or similar issues. They are mainly private persons working on their own boats or ships. Some never calls me again, but one of them, a student on a technical high school, even purchased my handbook on naval architecture on my site. He is very hard working, at the time his first mail he was preparing his thesis. I hope I can infect him with my love for ships.

As I gave my forecast a couple of years before, during the last months of the leftist government, the godfather started to consolidate his grip on the country utilizing the  opportunity given by two-thirds-majority of his party in the legislation. What was to be seen everywhere one year after his victory that reminded me of the sad years following 1958. Then too, you could only get off skulking, otherwise the authorities didn’t let you alone. Here and at that time conceptual suits have been created against former officials. Even issues having been made confidential were set free and sent to law. I think it would go on until there comes a particular case unmasking both sides. That could be Pandora’s box and the beginning of the end for the godfather. Followed in a long line by libel cases against the unlucky person who was acting on the godfather’s behalf by creating those concepts.

The godfather stack to this ‘witch hunting’ far from the reason that he were the best boy,  but he wanted to eliminate those voices that were not in accord with his own, just as the late dictator Rakosi had done, to intimidate them. E.g. limiting the authority of the Constitutional Court, the media law (criticized by all Europe), etc. It is a considerable courage to believe even in his questions, let alone his statements. For a lawyer he is excellent, he had proved it already in opposition. When his swindle is detected his usual reaction is to turn back the accusation on the victim (Rule Nr.1 for lawyers: it’s not truth that matters, but to make it seem true that isn’t). A very good example was the case of tapping. Assisted by the prosecution under his heel and the judge afraid of forced retirement (later he sent a large number of them in early retirement), he won against the former liberal party head Ibolya David. Never mind that was he (or someone of his clique that is the same) who assigned the work of tapping the offices of the Hungarian Democratic Forum on the firm, only when the company’s incompetence made everything leak, and the Great Dame demonstrated the CD at a press conference about the tapping, the godfather went into counter-attack and indicted her with breaking the law by disclosing things without authorization. And as I mentioned, he won.

All of the above is nothing, however, compared to the case I disclose here below.
It is the real gem in the black list of the godfather, almost the same as the lawsuit of MAORT was in that of Rakosi. I speak about the building of Hungarian trade councillor in Moscow. Most people know that it is a general practice in the world that trade councillors’ offices in foreign countries make departments of embassies there. That was different in Moscow where that office was independent of the embassy. The former office of the trade councillor had been in a small street called Kropotkinsky pereulok, it became the head office of the Hungarian automotive federation up to the end of the ‘90s when the association were dissolved and the building given back to the Russians. During my stay in Moscow as the office head of the Hungarian road transport company I used their repair shop for the servicing of my company car. The new building I am speaking about was finished in 1982. I saw it as a new one, because in February that year the staff was just settling in when I took part in a machine tool exhibition and conference. At my first entry into it I had to observe that it had been the stupid design of a silly person: its arrangement good for nothing and by large a monster. Well, it was sold by the Hungarian government in 2008 when the relation of the trade councillor and embassy became normal also in Moscow. The Hungarian government could consider themselves very lucky for getting some money in exchange unlike the seat of COMECON that was paid out by Vatican currency (let God pay for it). The gang of the godfather was stating that this fortune had been wasted, because it could have earned about four times the money they sold it for. They based their estimate on a supposed sum said to be sacked by the broker of that transaction from the Russian state. However, there were also Russian counterparts of Jack Softening-of-the-Brain (I name the poor individual so who creates such conceptual cases on the godfather’ behalf). They in Moscow were asking how could anyone pay such an enormous sum for that building. People of this kind don’t have the necessary specialization to deal with the topic, neither here nor there. Had they even finished the high school of economics they would know difference between value and price of bargain. The latter depends on a long line of factors including demand and supply.
The caddies of the godfather slapped up dozens of conceptual cases like that and, until they are staved off by a popular uprising like that in ’56, they will go on them.

That spring has already been the sixteenth since we with my wife moved up to our newly furnished flat under the roof. Wood is a raw material not for eternity and it was time to renew the steps of the stairs leading to the upper flat. However, I didn’t want to do it every fifth year and decided to make it of wattle. First I purchased eight steps of the 22 needed altogether and changed those in worst state. I hope it will be good for twenty years instead of five (in my childhood in the village people growing grapes used the same stake for fifty years: only every second generation was forced to do that investment). 

At last spring came in that year too and, instead of work on my PC, I did some manual work for practice. Around March 15 we had four holidays in one and during the first two days I utilised for finding the cause of leaking in my water supply system. I started with the suspect winter main tap at the garden hose. My family had to go without fresh water for a day, because water was seeping out of the ground when I reached half a metre below ground level. 
It was no digging, I could call this activity mud mining. 
My daughter-in-law wanted to help me as she had rubber boots, but I closed the supply rather and in the morning it was already workable to finish digging. Even my grandson wanted to do it, but I was afraid of him, he began with a separate excavation. Soon there were three holes in the garden (he was looking for cockchafer-grubs). Quickly he changed his mind, however, and taking advantage of the two cubic metres of sand in the garden, he built very fine sandcastles with complicated tunnel systems.
At last I located the cause of the leaking. It was partly a fault, partly my mistake. About one and a half years earlier as in the autumn I tried to close the very old and extremely tight winter main tap it lost its limit pin and could be turned around. At that time nothing serious happened, but one year later I turned it probably in the wrong direction. Thus the small hole to let water out of the upper tube when closed became connected to the lower pipeline getting water from the main. It was letting out water all the time. There was no visible problem with anything when I reached the bottom and took out protecting bricks. Only when I opened the main supply tap to look for the leaking cause I saw a continuous jet coming from the small hole. I stopped leaking “professionally” by closing the hole with a wooden peg and secured it with tape. 
I decided anyway to have the tap replaced, bought the replacement with a very good design (although I didn’t have anything wrong to say about the original one, even after thirty five years it was functional). A plumber recommended by the brother-in-law of my son did the work. His bill could refund me some of the lost money through the insurance, also the sewerage company refunded me later as the water was not flowing into the sewer pipe. Even the waterworks gave me later a considerable discount as goodwill. I decided then that I would change the whole water supply system of my house in some years, but then the digging would be done by younger members of the family.

Another important work I did during the four-day-long holiday was that I extracted the fang of the chimney-sweeper company (at least I thought so then): I sawed off the upper part of the crown from my old plum tree, so as not to be forced to raise the chimney by three metres. Thus the highest point of the tree came below that of the chimney, those people had to invent other excuses if they wanted to find faults. For the activity in the garden the weather was fine, the sun shone, eighteen degrees Celsius in the afternoon. It was also beneficial for the national holiday, there were no clashes, which goes without saying: the opposition that time was not aiming street fights. My decision was not to stop with manual work as it did good for my health.

My computer was making me troubles even with the relatively new five-year-old motherboard, mostly the C hard drive proved too small, it was always needed to uninstall something when I wanted to install a new application. Therefore I bought a hard drive with a larger volume, alas, it became necessary to replace as the motherboard wouldn’t recognize it, the seller took it back and gave me the right one, only it cost more, because instead of 80 GB it had 160 GB. I reckoned with a week without PC until my son would put it into order. Fortunately rather quickly, in only tree days, he managed to make it stand up. However, as the popular saying goes, also dogs leave their heaps where they already find something simila, my monitor took some offence. It made the NO SIGNAL sing after disconnection from the PC, but it went black. Then I did not suspect any problem, only when my son brought the PC back and connected it wouldn’t seem alive. I had to use the small monitor my son bought in Moscow almost twenty years before. I call it radiator as it is always very hot.

Another acute job of mine was the biannual technical check of my car that time. The enormous work done by my son the previous summer proved worth, no repair costs occurred during the examination, I only had to pay the basic fee (no little some, either, as it had been raised to twenty five thousand forint). Anyway I earned two years’ peace by it.

Hardest load to my bank account although was the sum of three hundred and seventy thousand forint that had to paid for the insulation of the lower half of the back wall on my house. This job was done by paid workmen, although some work remained also for myself after that, the upper part of the wall I myself wanted to wainscot. Also the stairs to upper flat occupied me for a time, only the worst steps had been replaced. And, of course, there was the garden, the grapes were ready for pruning.
On the insulation work of the house the people soon finished their tasks, however, that they did a much worse job than earlier. The master doing it had some bad luck (that became my bad luck at last) in not getting the raw material at the usual discount, the sudden appearance of the boss in the shop prevented his friend of providing it. Thus the stuff cost ninety thousand forint more (maybe its quantity less as I am going to elaborate). Since it wasn’t my fault, although it was me who paid the bill, I had to cut their wage. As I said the material became short at last, there remained eight square metres undone. I thought It would be me some time in the future who would have to finish it.

For the upper level I still had to design the scaffold, that I did, and some time later when I would be ready for it to buy the planks for it and put it up. That would be needed to be able to begin with wainscoting, the same as it is on the opposite side of the house. Anyway, it was postponed for a later time depending mainly on when I will have funds for it. So far I didn’t.

In the meantime I began to do something that had been my dream since the start of my engineer’s career. In my early twenties I wanted to design and later build a sailing boat for the lake Balaton. Some years before the time I am writing about I got the book of Joshua Slocum about his circumnavigation of the world, actually the first of that kind with a small sailing boat. I scanned the drawings in this book and made a drawing of its lines, shear and stations. Based on that body plan I created a range of lines for vehicles from a small angler’s boat to a sailing ship of 9 m waterline (a sloop). Thus, when I have a little time of my own, I do my own trade in hobby mode. I was working on the fourth of lines drawings. At last it would be a range of Balaton sailing boats. They are touring sailboats of the kind not existing at present in our country.

Political life in the country was very much different from that conventional in a (by present standards) democratic state. In such countries in case a person is elected who is not acceptable for (approximately) half of the electorate, the following election makes change possible. I myself have no hope to see it, this guy will make his place so secure in concrete that he is to stay another nineteen years at least. At that time something was happening that I named probability three to four years before. That man is so hungry for power that he wouldn’t tolerate another defeat ever. At that time (one year after his election victory) he was enforcing unstoppably what Rakosi and his followers were doing at the end of the ‘40s. Nationalization procedures were on their way. The local government in the city of Pecs went over to the representative of his party at the intermediate mayoral election, that happened before the right-wing victory during the previous period. The town waterworks he confiscated in a minute, the real owners who paid for it years before were not allowed to enter the estate. They were promised arbitrary compensation for it, but when, it is a puzzle still. At he same time his team started a number of conceptual cases against them. Soon after the same would happen with the municipal transport company, during night special forces took the company’s office and it is a national property now. The godfather is doing the same in large scale.
I can understand now how my father felt having seen the free elections in forty six and forty seven, then the coup in forty eight.


Chapter 31
Gone-by things flavoured with politics

At last the fine weather arrived at the middle of April, there were no below freezing dawns, even the indoor plants felt well outside.
In the good weather I wanted to go on hoeing vines, but my grandson who took the habit of coming home from school after lunch for a time wanted to help me. He soon discovered that it was not a simple job, for this reason he decided to take me with him for a hike to collect insects. He stated on bicycle and I on foot, but, as he had to wait for me always, I pushed the cycle and he chased lizards. It was a hard task as for the warm weather they were quite mercurial. A special kind must have been set to large as we saw several specimens of a beautiful green species that we had never found before. We had came home empty handed but very tired.

All over the country ever more people of those misled a year before realized what had happened, there were statements against the godfather. However it was only as throwing stones on a T-Rex, it cannot do him damage only makes him angry. A revolution will be needed or at least a popular uprising. At that time the whipped up new constitution was passed by the plenary session of the central committee of the governing party (alias parliament), of the four party in legislation only they were voting for it, even so it was passed by two thirds. It contained a lot of hare-brained ideas, I don’t think it will survive a government change.

On the second day of Easter even nature met a sprinkling day, it rained. It was almost late, the last rainy day was already a month past. But the previous day it was still fine, we with my grandson took advantage of it.
I had promised him to take him to Danube bank on the northern limit of Csepel island. He had seen a kind of woods there from the Lagymanyosi (today already Rakoczi) bridge. However, when we started, at the bus stop he asked me to go to another place. He said the hill with a high structure on top, but not the Janos hill, over that to the north. After some guessing we got to the Harmashatar (it means treble border) hill and we decided to go there. Anyway, I asked him not to use this ad-hoc method with me more: about his small woods I had looked for everything in the Internet, at the same time about the hill I had no information, I didn’t know even, which bus goes there from where and when. Fortunately, I had a Budapest map with me, a little old as I bought it 13 years before. Geography doesn’t change quickly, luckily. As we studied the map he saw a round thing in it and asked what might be. It was the amphitheatre in Nagyszombat street. As he wanted to see it too we took both underground lines and the local train to go there. In such cases when we made a hike in the city we used only one ticket, then I bought a day ticket for him that is good all lines. We walked to the ruins of the round edifice. I hardly recognized the surroundings, although I daily commuted along for almost ten years when I was working in the shipyard. Two plazas had been built, instead of trams cars were racing about, no buses, only the local train nearby. The ruins themselves had a lesser effect on the boy, anyway I explained to him that a part of a film titled Teacher Hannibal had been shot there.
We succeeded to find the bus starting from Kolosy square and goes to the restaurant Fenyogyongye (it means pearl of pines), from there walking remained to the top. Not a small tour, although the TV relay station it the only sight there, there are few tourists, even grass is un-trampled, beside us only two young women were photographing each-other, as I overheard them they might have been hostesses hurrying back to their airplane. They enjoyed the walk very much, when he became tired sometimes, he sat down on a fallen tree and took a rest. I myself had been last there about 55 years before, at that time also a refreshment stand was there, but the relay station hadn’t existed yet, and you always bumped into tourists. My aunt had been living nearby and went there from her house.
Alas we did not make any pictures as the camera I forgot to take with me.

We celebrated Zoli’s tenth birthday. He got a few presents that made him happy. His father created him a special DVD about dinos, to design the cover it was my job.

Also, we heard news about the death of the biggest ever terrorist leader. I think it was long overdue.

Here with us in the politics new situations could be seen, one day policemen were beating policemen as because of some regulations of the godfather the order preserving bodies were staging a whole day long demonstration at the Kossuth square.

To use the current expression the police demonstration was ‘rude’, not only smoke bombs were burning, but a locally made flag with a David star too. Even the police of the present government caught the person responsible for it, they wanted to keep their image. The next morning talks began in full swing between the police trade union and interior minister Pinter Sandor (he can be named Mekk Elek, because as the figure in the cartoon, he has a lot of brain).

Otherwise the godfather had already began his punishing action against our enemies in World War II. The square in front of the Academy changed its name from that of the American president to that of the Greatest Hungarian. Probably he took it from Roosevelt as he had been sending bombers over Budapest during the war. All the others would get their retribution. Moscow square went back to his favourite premier Szell Kalman. I was wondering when he would punish the Italians for their desertion at the second half of the war.

About change of geographic names let me say something more. Although it falls within the authority of local government to name streets and squares in the city, but the mayor of the capital elected three years ago is a miniature pinscher of the godfather, he is blindly obedient. He doesn’t even think of doing something he hadn’t been instructed to do. The godfather is sick of a nostalgia for the period between the two world wars, he cannot see the wrong side of that era. He is unable to approach that time interval objectively, and the decades he had been brought up, either. He wants to forget that, independently of his will, history cannot be altered, at most there are shorter or longer periods of time to be hidden of misinterpreted.

Around that time I realized that there was no reason to be afraid of a coming dictatorship, because it was already here. A definite characteristic of that namely is that the dominant class or party isn’t inclined to govern pluralistically, since they are in the position of doing so, they have the power. At that time it was utterly thus here. Already a year before the plenary session of the central committee of the ruling party passed a funny law: on severance pays above 2 million forint an income tax of 98 per cent was to be paid, what is more, the law was effective retroactively back to 2005. The constitutional court decided in short time that it was not OK (in spite of that three of its seven empty places had become held by judges nominated by the party of the godfather and a fourth place by his own nominee). The reply was very quick too, no other that the ‘parliament’ was going to pass it with unaltered text once more and the power of the constitutional court would be reconsidered. Well, the newly passed law was not found unconstitutional again, at least not the whole one, only a sole feature that it was retroactive. The government’ reaction was the same again: the constitutional court is for the cheaters instead of the interests of the country.

Also in that year summer arrived at last, heating could be turned off, but I had a serious job before me: to dismount the boiler and repair it.
At last the representative of the waterworks surveyed the scene I wrote about, I wanted to fill the hole after two months, but my grandson protested, because the large heap of sand was a fine playground for him. When he was returning from school his first steps led to it. However, to keep sand and fill the hole without it cannot be done. I would have to wait until he would become tired of it.

Politics in the country was in seething as before. Several people began to see prospects as I did, but not everybody accepted as peacefully as I did that it would be the grandfather who the oracle would be during the next twenty years, there many who wanted to break out of that situation. It was almost evident that the socialists would split, because the young titan who took the helm in the party after the election defeat behaved rather as a rabbit, it didn’t serve all others. Some wanted change and it looked if he wasn’t to align with them they would form a new party called democratic party at first. The former premier, the last-but-one before the election in 2010, was one of the leading figures in that movement. I waited inquisitively what was to happen.

I succeeded to take my grandson with me for a program postponed a few times already. It was the monument park at the outskirts of the city, the boy liked it very much, he enjoyed the sight of the big statues. My reaction was completely the opposite: I had a desire for crying. This park is one of the stains of shame that had been the product of the period after the change of power in 1990, objects of memories from the history of the country were thrown to the trash heap. Streets today are either empty or monsters of self-selected sculptors are standing there. Who likes for example the horrible monster-bird that can create disgust in passers-by on Nagyvarad square not far from the university of medical sciences. Artworks like that are more than enough. Who are these artists? Although names like Kisfaludy-Strobl and Patzay ring much better, their statues are deposited in the suburban park named „Memento”, as they were waste. Also Kiss Istvan is not to be overlooked, his republic of councils memorial – that had been standing in the municipal park and that has been inspired by 1919 poster – would earn credit all over the world. Those who discarded these statues have no idea about the nature of history: while they make people forget some details someone in the future is going to excavate them. It is impossible to paint history as such all the time what they want people to see it. Like the mass graves in Katyn. Those people consider the Hungarian republic of councils only a shame. And why don’t the French ashamed of their Commune? They also make great mistakes, but in this case they are right. History should be accepted as it is, explain, of course, but not denied. The republic of councils wouldn’t have its turn at all, if those Hungarians who had their leverage on politics wouldn’t strive to burst the monarchy apart before and during World War I. If Karolyi hadn’t been so eager to take his place at the head of the new republic, Trianon could have had just another shape, not this horror as it happened, because the monarchy as whole could have been in a position. But that way as our country tore itself apart from it as the left arm from the human body, it was easily followed by the right arm that was the territory of the Czech, as well as the left arm’s hand, fingers, etc. that was Transylvania, Slovakia and the south of Hungary. Better to stop now and to give a report about what we saw with my grandson.
The excursion took place at last in a Sunday morning. We took a bus in front of the plaza called Allee that had been built on site of the former Skala store. Its other terminal was at the entrance of the statue park. It meant a nostalgia for me alone that the bus crossed the district of Kelenfold and Kelenvolgy, the latter is it where that building plot owned by my mother had been located I had so much trouble with. After that the bus climbed the hill at Budafok where the old Balaton road leaves town then crosses Diosd and Erd. With my friend Zoltan I used it frequently for cycling when we still had been students.
But our route was shorter now. In the statue park we could also see foreigners, sure, it meant something completely else for them. As that time I didn’t forget to take my camera I shot some pictures of the child. When the boy had seen all he wanted we started to descend towards the river Danube, it was not needed to walk all the way, however, because we found a bus stop and the bus came soon. During waiting we sampled the early cherry from a branch of the tree inside the neighbouring garden.
I intended to walk along the riverside as I knew he likes it, but he discovered the other side, viz. the Csepel island, and he wanted to go there since the last time we went to the Harmashatar hill instead of it. Thus our excursion was extended, alas, the situation is not better at all in Csepel than at other parts of the city: every centimetre on the bank is occupied by a certain institution, everywhere you find closed gates in the fences with ‘no trespassing’ signs. For this reason I decided that I would find a much better place on the other side of the Soroksári Danube, in Pest, that is not far from our home at all, and I would take him there for a good pastime.

Life is always inclined to cause you little inconveniences. It all started with the weather. At the beginning of June the usual humid warm air settled in the country called by meteorologists descending air-flow. In plain language it means that there are no fronts, however every day there is rain, smaller or heavier (for example one in county Szabolcs it was exactly heavier, because several houses lost their roofs again), here with us there was also a relatively torrential shower. My PC is an ordinary one, it works when there is power and, as there was a total blackout for some minutes, it went off. It happened in my absence in the afternoon when I was out, since I couldn’t let my wife in the abovementioned shower to go to school for my grandson as she can’t drive, this way it was me who drove there the car. The car had to cross pools higher than its bottom plate, because the ancient Egyptians have long died, people forgot how water flows, and sewage holes are not located at the lowest points. Returning at last with the child my son reported there were blackouts twice. Already I didn’t bother with starting my PC, however, the next day it wouldn’t start. My son was detecting the fault, at last he found it in the new memory installed two months before to make it faster. All was well when we replaced it with the old one.

The humid weather also had a good side. Vegetation in the garden was growing, the vines promised so much grapes that it could have been enough even for the blackbirds, if magpies hadn’t devoured them as flappers. You could see almost no blackbirds, also their warble you seldom heard. At the same time, the rattle of magpies was heard anywhere. That year I tried to be precise at the spraying practice, I didn’t want to pick empty baby rattle-boxes at vintage time because of the plant-hoppers as a year before. I took advantage of the opportunity that for two days I couldn’t use my PC, I collected all my energy and performed green pruning that is needed before spraying.

In that year Croatia was already very much preparing for the decision that would give him official entry into the waiting room for EU membership. I had heard in the news from the radio that the Croat shipyards were put offered for sale. I had the impression at once that it was a general tendency for every small country striving to reach the European standard to give up shipbuilding. Our former shipyards would be well functioning plants today, hadn’t been Angyal Adam the shipyard-killer the general director of the united shipyards and district party secretary of Obuda in one then at the end of the ‘80s. With that great leverage in his hand he was able to undermine every attempt for privatization and so shipyards went under. I could only hope that the predecessor of the angyalfold shipyard, that in Fiume (Rijeka now), would not have the same fate.

It is funny how you make elephant from flea sometimes in your imagination. At the end I didn’t have the courage to start repairing the boiler of heating system, however, when I called a mechanic he said the trouble was a minor one, only a small O-ring went wrong because of scaling, water from was seeping there.

In June the hot weather arrived, in that year it was so all over the world. In spite of that I was doing my work on the house at slow pace, I had already designed Venetian blinds for the windows on the south side, but at that time I decided to alter the design for a simpler solution, it was a closed shutter easy to fabricate. I started work on it and a pair for one window was finished, as well as the frame for the other. I wanted to make such an equipment at all, because first I wanted to protect the interior from rays of the sun. Drapes within the window make shade, but heat can come in as the sun shines on them and they give off these calories within the room. Second, here with us rain is falling horizontally from the wind sometimes, then water comes through the window in spite of its nominal water resistance. I thought shutters are to prevent it from doing so. Alas, at the end I wouldn’t mount them as my was afraid they would fall and kill someone.

There was a lucky day when I succeeded to have my grandson discover a certain area in the neighbourhood I had always wanted to call his attention to. It is very near to our home, a little streamlet is meandering around supplying the wetlands around Ocsa. The boy with his mother had been frequenting that streamlet for years, but they were visiting only the nearest stretch of it. That time I took him a little farther and hoped that he would persuade his mother to go on discovering it. That area had been a wetland itself in the past, it had been named Salty Swamp, however, today it is neither salty nor swamp, only its living environment remained to a certain extent. 

As the end of June arrived the heat became excessive. I placed hot weather into the same box as mosquitoes and toothache: all the three are obstacles in the way of having a good rest. This  the reason that I like such places as Addis Ababa, where all year there is a temperate September weather.

The first such school-year when they were getting marks my grandson finished with an excellent school record. However, every good result has a small stain on it, and the flaw in his case was behaviour. It had not been scored, only characterized in some words, actually they wrote it was ‘varying’ that means average in plain language (mark 3). It’s good that it doesn’t matter in his record. He was also handed a certificate of honour, in which his behaviour was marked exemplary, i.e. excellent (mark 5). As if I were seeing myself at that age.

That time I felt a living creature very much, mainly because of the physical practice of manual work. Well, in that sense as the doctor said to the elderly lady, namely when she was complaining that her body was causing pain everywhere. He said pain was not her enemy, it was a signal from being live. He who is awakening a morning with the feeling that he doesn’t have pain anywhere in his body, had better to stay in bed, since he is dead already.

The circumstances meant that we were existing, however, there were troubles. Which is quite normal usually. Also politics went on as before. The road to dictatorship was cleaned out ever more, it was to be influenced by nothing or no-one. What the state party wanted could accomplish, in one or maximum two days – instead of so many months as it were acceptable in a democratic system – all bills (that came from them, of course) passed parliament – excuse me for this false expression, that is not existing since the latest elections, only the plenary session of the central committee of the state party. Time arrived also for other people beside me to wake up, sometimes I heard my own words from the radio or TV. All the same, nothing was able to wipe off the sardonic smile from the face of those having their thumb on the wrist of politics. As well as for my father during the period before ’56, my greatest concern was that on one hand I began to lose my hope of ever living in a normal society within my life and, on the other hand the rate was only a few per thousand of the public actors in the governing party with a smart face, others looked like criminals waiting for punishment with at least ten years at the first instant. Any nonsense could occur from their part and it was put into use at once. Comrade crocodile (I name so Pokorni Zoltan, who was shedding crocodile tears in 2006 after it became public that his father has been an undercover man during the pestilent years; he retired then, but, when his party began to dictate, he didn’t stay in the background, at present he is active in the education, his original profession) suggested that the summer school break should get shorter and the break in the spring and the autumn longer instead. He might be right as his circle of friends have their holidays for some million forint somewhere in the southern hemisphere usually in the winter season. And for the others who cares. Another pearl following the plunder of money from private pension funds was their decision to declare one hundred and ten thousand disability pensioners capable of working, so as their pension payments could be stopped. How would an American president say? „It is the number of jobless, stupid!” Since the number of jobless would grow by the same number at once, because there would be no surplus vacancies, especially for those people who are unable to work.

It was already July, the heat was terrible, although from a certain time the wind brought a little relief. After the change the evening temperature was only thirty degrees Celsius. Before that I read thirty eight from the thermometer, I thought the device went wrong, but through the radio I heard that it was thirty eight point four degrees in Budapest. I was remembering hot summer days in my childhood, only in the shade could you bear it. At that time my parents were taking me with them to the field, my father had a little farmland of about a thousand square metres, where he grew maize and squash as feed during winter for our usual sole pig and ducks. He had inherited it with his brothers and sisters from their parents. My aunts and uncles were hoeing on their own plots simultaneously. It was then that I learned how to drink properly from a bottle, not by the method, of course, today small girls use in doing so in public transport, but letting water flow out of the bottle taken completely into my mouth. Nowadays, however, I don’t like that method at all, I always have a plastic glass with me, thus, if anybody needs fluid because of nausea, I do not have to offer him or her water infected with my flora. That time during hoeing water was ladled from a well, where water level was at most three metres below ground level. It belonged to the Balaton wetlands that was a bog. That water could not be used for drinking today, there is too much chemicals in it.
Returning to the year I am writing about, mornings we were sitting with the boy under the walnut tree in the shade, then we took lunch still in the garden and stayed there until evening. Except when my grandson had desire to have a little game on my computer, in that case we were sweating in the upper apartment for a while, until I issued a ban and we went back into the garden.

One afternoon he asked me to take him to the pet shop some bus stops apart from our home and there he made me by him two pairs of crickets (nowadays they are bred as food for pet bird spiders, thirty years ago it was unimaginable to meet such madmen playing with such animals in their homes). From that time on the boy was occupied by his new pets.

Four years before my son began to build a new garage in place of the old wooden structure. At that time he finished his activity, but with the chimney the statement of the architect came true, namely, that those ‘sooty’ people are not ordinary ones, it is they that are the hardest of all partners to work with. In my opinion it is the chamber of architects that caused this trouble by letting that small private company, one of their partners, get into a monopolized position and play the authority. Actually there is a dictatorship in this field. Although my order for the on-the-spot survey was accepted, the two flippant persons performing the check didn’t even surveyed the chimney, because they found something wrong, precisely there was no sweeping grid (a scaffolding for chimney sweep to stand on – for such a flat roof that is made of wavy slate and its height is only 3.5 metre, accessible by an aluminium ladder and an upright man can see into the chimney), they issued a piece of paper named expertise stating that the chimney is unfit for use. For that I was billed on fifteen thousand forint. When I objected that in the ‘expertise’ it had not been listed what I had to do additionally they uttered that I had better to delegate a chimney builder who would do all in half a day. In plain language: it is not the chimney that was wrong, but the person who asked for the survey. No accident that monopolized positions make mafia-like connections. Well, I decided not to carry on this quixotic fight, I would pay as much as needed to the professional to add what was needed. But I told my son that there would be no building activity until I am to be told that rest in peace.

Chapter 32
Erecting a chimney and other difficulties

I have got some wonderful books from my Hungarian-American friend, units of a history series. I am sure they will appear on the shelves of my grandson soon. 
She also presented her camera to me, it works with films, she switched to digital completely. It was also in the package together with the books. This camera I have seen advertised in the National Geographic Magazine, but it was twenty years ago, and then I could only salivate for it. It is an excellent compact device, as soon as I finished reading the manual I tried it. At once I was convinced that this camera exceeds even my favourite Practica. I placed new batteries in it and film too. Very soon also photographing followed.

The godfather had made his place as solid as in concrete during his time in power of more than one year, even in Brussels it was evident. However, his impolite statements, such as for example that Brussels was no Moscow, they were not authorized to tell us what here in this country would happen, were not to eliminate the fact that our country had become a member of the EU and we had voluntarily undertaken that all legislative actions would be in accord with principles of the Union. Alas it has not been so for a long time any more.
This man had already snatched forty years from the normal life of the country (or more precisely forty six, if you count also his six active years in opposition when he was sabotaging all reform measures from the part of government, and the country stayed in the backwater), because I am sure he would reign here for twenty years (another seventeen from now), and about twenty more will be needed to eliminate laws or replace them with sensible ones that were and would be passed with high hand by his rubber-stamp parliament during his dictatorship, since it is more than clear that after him nobody would be given such a high majority (I do hope that this principle would be put into a better constitution than his present one). Such laws can only be replaced with proper ones only by consensus or referendum.

This summer I had to reject two detachment orders coming from justices for expertise, because both looked hopeless for me. Instead of them I got another assignment. I was found by a private person, who had not been content with the work a repair shop did on his ship, for this reason he wanted to take it from there and transport it to another workshop, my job was to decide whether this movement was justified, at least he said so then. The ship in question was a wonderful vehicle, a wooden sailing ship built in the forties (i.e. seventy years before). I thought it was not to make me rich either, but at least would keep my brain in motion. However, future would show me that I had had better throwing him out at once.

The first step of the accomplishment in this assignment was viewing the ship in the workshop of the originally selected shipwright. It had been expected that it would last only up to noon, but the transport trailer sent on order was not proper for the job as the support carriage could not have been rolled on it, so the ship-owner had to go and find a crane. Thus we could not leave Dunakeszi that is located north of Budapest before five o’clock. The workshop of the other shipwright was in Kapuvar at the border with Austria. We reached it together with the truck transporting the ship at eight. It was unloaded still at daylight, but when it became safely rolled in to the shop it was dark. It goes without saying that the extremely active Kapuvar mosquitoes did their job fine meanwhile.
Actually the owner of the ship is a clever artist dealing with computer graphics, but, in my opinion, his income is more than he deserves and he is not capable to spend it in a sensible way. It is quite clear from his behaviour. He gave me a lift in his car on the way home, however, the excursion went over into the next day even so. Although it did not cause any concern with my wife, because I called home before stating from Dunakeszi.

That year the events around August 20 meant no problem, nature bore itself well. On the streets it was the same, which was completely normal since those who had been doing the hoo-ha in the previous years were at the helm that time.
All the same, August served us a trick. I can remember only one instance beside that year when summer’s end was so hot, that had been when my son was one year old in 1972. In the year I am writing about, however, something happened that I haven’t experienced too often: a temperature of 35 degrees Celsius could be measured outside the window. This weather persisted through several weeks, red alert was announced, on the streets water bottles were distributed (sure, that is much cheaper than solving real problems). And road accidents cost almost always human life. As if the birth rate in this country were not enough for slimming of the population. Only those would stay alive who use no car, but, at the same time, whose birth rate is much higher.
Certainly, heat was excessive, one day even the national record for that calendar day was broken (39.1 degree at Bugac, southeast of the capital) and it also happened in Budapest with the local one for a 100 years, i.e. 36.9 degrees were measured in Ujpest, the northern part of the capital. Within our garden I read 35, also my window thermometer showed the same value on the northern shaded side of the house. When it showed fifty later, I didn’t believe, becausen then the afternoon sunshine caused it.
I decided that it was time to pick red grapes and make wine from them, because blackbirds liked them very much and I wouldn’t go without them. Grapes became ripe quickly in the great heat. The white sweet grapes we had already consumed all. And my plans for the next year in the garden included some minor reforms. Both little apple trees of the kind Starking were to be felled, they had not bore any fruit for a few years as the new garage threw a constant shade on them (I pardoned them at last). I thought I would be able to buy a few kilo apples. And the almond tree, I thought, was not needed to fell as it would dry out by itself, because my son built a heap of wood around it, even covered it, and I thought it would get not a drop of water. I was mistaken, the tree expanded aloft and above the garage roof it grew a large crown. The old plum tree I wanted to prune back also on the other side, where I didn’t have access because of the wooden heaps earlier. That tree was bearing fine fruits on branches pruned in the previous year, as there were new shoots there. My poor little quince tree overloaded itself by fruits that year, even a whole branch broke off. I had to prune it too to let it grow strong. I hoped it would take a rest in the next year, and then bear fruit again.

Summer would not give up in that year, even in the middle of September it was hot with thirty degrees in the afternoon. However, fall was not to be postponed forever.

I finished formulating my expertise in the case of the private assignment, I made the wrong decision: I was waiting for the ship owner to express his opinion how I was to add something to it or the opposite. I wanted to send him the final variety. Actually that assignment was useful for me professionally. It could be considered rather a kind of professional practice if I were somewhat younger. A lot could be learned about small sailing ships built of wood, partly in the two workshops in this case, partly on the Internet. On the other hand it was free lunch for the client and my self esteem went down to the earth. When I lost my patience and didn’t want to wait for his approval of the text I sent him the finished paper. And attached my bill about the sum we had agreed. As he gave me no reply I tried to find his phone or address. Both are encrypted. To this day I couldn’t find him and couldn’t get my money for the work I did.

I helped my son to finish the work needed for the chimney, its last step was the fitting of the protecting cage. There was nothing to hinder the second survey after it.

There followed a little hunt in the food store closet in our upper apartment. Alas, in my family not all members observe the rule that no closed carton box is allowed to be taken in the house from the outside storerooms, because in the fall season mice can nest in them. I discovered that there was one uninvited guest in the store. As it had happened more than once in the past I thought it was my wife who imported the creature with a box. Furthermore, she has the habit of letting the door to the storeroom open for longer times, thus the small villain could get in. I caught him or her in my usual way, only, as I couldn’t find the old wartime mess-tin of my late father-in-law, I used a small heat resistant glass bowl to be supported by the bait of cheese. Although I tried my best to make a foolproof bait, the first two ones were stolen by the mouse, only with third one did the popular saying come true with the jug and the well. Alas, as the small beast wanted to escape after taking the cheese, the bowl fell and the mouse died. Sorry I was for him or her, but at the same time I hoped it was only a lone warrior. Unfortunately it wasn’t and I had the high challenge of moving a lot of equipment out and back. It also became clear that it wasn’t my wife who let them in.

My Hungarian-American friend wrote me in a mail that she had a correspondence with Benko Sandor (he is known as Alaxander Benko), I was delighted to hear it. I also like his music and always wanted to be at one of his concerts. I think, he wouldn’t remember me, my name was not so well known, neither in school nor in life. In that Jozsef Attila secondary school he was my senior by one year. At that time when I wrote down my memories in life first time I wanted to ask him to write an introduction to my book, but I couldn’t find him for that.

Following several unsuccessful attempts we with my grandson went to an excursion at last. Unfortunately, timing was not ideal, one day before it a cold front arrived that caused an uncomfortable seventeen degrees in our apartment. However, I didn’t start heating yet, we took on more clothes instead.
That excursion was long planned program, which needs a little introduction. More than forty years ago my sister and her husband purchased a weekend site in the hills of Borzsony about a hundred kilometres northeast from the capital. In fact it was hillside, you could not stand without pushing stakes into the ground at your feet. At the beginning they were delighted by the place, even they bought a motorcycle, a Jawa that was considered a fine vehicle at that time. Not long after they had minor accident and, although didn’t got hurt, they wouldn’t use it any more. When the small wooden cottage (also of Czech origin) was built on the site they kept the bike in it, until someone ‘borrowed’ it as Huckleberry Finn used to write and vanished in the mist with it. They didn’t feel it a large loss as they were not using it any more. Well, that ground was inherited by my sister’s daughters. Marika could not take too much advantage of it, however, for the snobbish manner of her husband, it was maintained by my younger niece, Eva and, after the death of her husband, she went there always in three with her children. Nowadays she is caring for it alone, although this expression is not fit as almost the original pristine state restored itself there. The hillside is full of fist sized round stones that act as bearing balls when you step. It is a death-trap to move around.
In short we went there together with Eva. We had a fine journey as we took the train from Lajosmizse to the station Nyugati, there we met Eva and together got on to the train to Szob and got out in Kismaros. Already from train the Danube Bend offered a fine view, the perspective was even better when we left the train. It was possible to see even Tata in the western direction. And the other side of the river there is the two hills at Visegrad, the Nagy Villám (it means large lightning) and the other with the fortress on top of it.
To the ground it was very good uphill walk, more than an hour, it was even longer because of Zoli who studied thoroughly the small brook Morgo (meaning grumbler) that we had to follow in our walk. Although the boy wanted to quit several times, it was impossible. At the end we reached the site, in the meantime the weather turned from sunny at first into rainy. It didn’t rain intensively, and also the foilage of the trees protected us. Eva opened the cottage at once and kindled a fire that Zoli began to care for. He was baking acorns and chestnuts. The ground has namely a lot of sweet chestnut trees. Only a small part of the fruits can be collected, but the rest is not lost either as there are a lot of small animals as squirrels, edible dormice and others. At the end of our stay there we also saw salamanders, even made pictures of them. Of course I shot other pictures too with the fine camera sent me my friend. Also we had the digital Kodak with us as my daughter-in-law ran after us and handed it over. We had our mobile phones with us, even mine had been taken that time.
The boy enjoyed the excursion extraordinarily, it was beneficiary for me too (especially for my self-confidence that I had staying power even in such circumstances). In the train there we had eaten the proportional part of our sandwiches, the remaining food however we took back, because Eva had taken with her some bacon for barbecue. That brought fore in my mind the good old times from my youth, I fried the slices on stems and this food we all liked. Also we baked chestnuts among the embers, Zoli couldn’t stop eating them.
I was thinking about the site and its maintenance level, the children (already young adults) would have to get it in order. As long as it was cared for by my brother-in-law it was in a good condition: he created serpentine pathways. They were already loose heaps of round stones as I mentioned.
Zoli was dead tired when we got home, I have never seen him so exhausted. I was not really fresh either, a passing cramp in my leg bothered me during night.
Another excursion was planned to the Hortobagy in the East of the country still that year. My grandson wanted to take with him also his grandmother, alas, until now it has not realized.

It looked that time that perhaps my difficulties about the chimney could come to an end. After the master finished his work the surveyors came again to check everything and they left with the words ‘it would be in order’. This was to be thanked maybe partly to my struggle to eliminate all their earlier points, but more to the influence money paid them through the building master. Financially I hadn’t finished yet as the letter of approval would also cost something and also the master had been promised a middleman fee, let alone the revenue of permission for taking the building into use. And the geodesist too, as the new situation on the site caused by the building activity itself was to be reported to the cartographic department of Land Register, which needed a geodesic certificate.

Again I was served a trick by technical means. At the end of October we had to start heating, because inside there was only seventeen degrees, but my grandson didn’t want to take on enough cloths. I wanted to prevent his getting ill.
It happened only then that it became clear it was no simple business. My son could not start the heating boiler in the lower apartment, because the tank for dilation was leaking, the last forty years wore it out. He could not fill it up, I had to take it to the plumber, but he couldn’t repair it. It took a week for me to buy a new tank and the mechanic to put it into operation. The younger generation had no heating during that time, however, it was not extremely cold yet, if they were cold they came up to us to get warm. My financial situation was influenced by this thing again.

At the same time there were people in the country, for whom such problems meant a longer concern. Since the time when the old regime gave way to free elections several local governments have let things go as they wanted and so they have become deeply indebted. Until the time I am writing about more than one towns were not able to pay for the natural gas that resulted in closing the gas taps by gas suppliers, there was no heating in schools and in many multi-storeyed living houses and hot water either. People were throwing stones at each-other. It is one of the events that make a lot of people wish the pestilent old system to come back. Then this feeling was already present in all areas of society, our conducator (although for him the name godfather is more apt because of the character of his organization) was making his place ever more stable, he also solved the question of a smaller sized ‘parliament’, I have mentioned earlier. I am really sorry that my forecasts would prove true, he would be on our shoulders at least twenty years (not on mine already).

Hungarian people were in a situation not unlike that of the person living in a prefab house who left his apartment for three seconds to arrange something in the stairway, but the door was banged by draught and he was locked out for a day. A lone wrong decision could take disposal of their own life from their hands: there remained only one thing to do, i.e. queue up and wait for years as in the previous regime.
All that is not the product of my brain, I only drew the conclusion from the events observed. As I wrote to my Hungarian-American friend in my mails a couple of years before – at that time the government still had the opportunity, although they didn’t have much means for it, to stop the saboteur, respectively it was voters who were deciding where to cast their votes to throw him away as trash at either the referendum extorted by him or at the general elections a year before – not the right kinds of measures were taken by those in positions to decide. So long as previous governments were in disposal of ample support they should have formed a national unity government. (By the way, since the election victory of the godfather I had never heard any popularity scales. Was it possible that he didn’t dare to take the risk of it?) As I tried to tell it we have to wait another thirteen or seventeen years (from now on) for the next similar opportunity, until then the godfather would always wangle the election results. Only then will have voters their turn again to decide themselves – may I hope properly at last, although I am not convinced about the right IQ level of my fellow compatriots, it is not impossible they would follow another clay-foot idol that time. At any rate, if they will make the right decision then, they will have the ability to replace the orbanescu constitution and to regulate the style of governing in the new one better than it is at present.

I am perfectly sure for some time that the kind of democracy that switches right to govern between the two most influential parties of a country always to the winner – and that is an uninterrupted practice in the western world for almost three centuries – is going to come to an end somewhere in the world in the near future, and at last the principle would gain acceptance that in case a certain party got ‘x’ per cent of the votes then that party is entitled for ‘x’ per cent also in the cabinet, far from the other notion that winner takes all and makes a dictatorship at his own taste. Let’s take Greece for example. Greeks should know what a dictatorship is since they had been living under it – I mean those of them who was born before that – for seven years, still we can see that the same is going on with them as it happened with us before some years: the right-wing opposition is sabotaging all measures of the government, which can bring about their expulsion from euro zone, maybe even from the EU. The mandate of any new Greek cabinet would expire when elections are being held as usual. And then a kind of Greek godfather would come who would be going to help his own clique to the top. The switch-type democracy cannot work properly even in the country any more where it had been set down first in a written constitution (I am thinking about the USA), because I see so significant disagreement between the manipulators of the two great parties that it projects fore a period of de facto civil war. Only if I were wrong!

Returning to our own small country I remember to have mentioned pundits (nosy parkers) some years ago, who accelerated the downward change in the economy in our country by down-rating it. Nowadays it is a common wisdom that this behaviour is an extremely wrong practice. Anyway, he who thinks in his twenties that hot water had been invented by him, follows a really bad practice. At the same time I admit, what goes here with us must be put into order. That is the reason, why I also find topics, where I consider rather acceptable that the democratic – or better to say liberal-anarchic – system during the former cabinets shifted in the direction of an autocratic one, because the godfather can solve things insolvable so far because of natural laziness of people. Let’s take the case of tricky disability pensioners. He who went to the ‘right’ doctor in his time can live even fifty years as an idler. It has to be stopped. However there is the reverse side of the medal: having already two hundred thousand jobless, because either their profession or living place, visage or minority status is not preferable, it is no better solution to launch several dozen thousand new jobless into the active society than paying the pocket money monthly, that is their disability pension after decades of deprecation. This question is as complicated as which was first, hen or egg. Dinosaurs turned into hens very slowly, in the meantime lots of eggs had been laid until it became an egg from a hen. After the moment in the future when the godfather is going to run away, many years would pass until it will be solved too.

It was already the middle of November, also Elisabeth day passed, soon women named Catherine would put their flowers in vases, then wreaths would appear on entrance doors (may I hope those who hang them there know their meaning too) and, at last, stuffed Santa Clauses would begin to imitate wall climbing. A terrible level of light pollution occurs around that time, because street lamps are completely inconspicuous beside the large quantity of outside Christmas tree illumination.
The leading concern was not hot weather already, although summer heat is unbearable at extreme conditions. My favourite locality is Ethiopia (or better to say its capital), it is  ideal with its year-round 16 to 18 degree temperature, as if it were September there all the time. 
But here with us the winter season arrived, while morning temperatures around minus 8 degree did not last, there was no difference between mornings and days: a constant temperature around freezing point remained. One day even there was a thick fog, even as far as one hundred meters you could not see through. It goes without saying there were rear-enders on roads.

Something interesting I have to mention about domestic politics. In the previous year the godfather, who had just grabbed power, said that he had ‘fired’ the IMF people, because he wanted to free Hungary from financial oppression. That time however, just one year later, applied to them in spite of all, of course he stated that would not mean any debt for the country, it would only be a ‘guaranty agreement’ between the country and the organisation. At once I remembered a certain popular joke going around during the Rakosi era. According to that a gypsy person (Romany today) was idling around the statue of poet Vorosmarty and read the inscription on the base as Vorosmatyi (meaning red Matt), while that on the other side as ‘Lying all the time without fail’ (instead of ‘To your homeland without fail’). This is completely true also nowadays.
The behaviour of politicians (or rather apoliticians) is better to make people vomit than any medicine. Even the opposition party LMP (abbreviation for Lehet Mas a Politika that means Politics Can Change) is sticking to their earlier fixed ideas, although they are continually against every measure of the present cabinet, the denouncement the party chief made against the then premier during the former governing period, has not been withdrawn, in spite of the fact that he who did it can see it quite clearly that it is exploited only for conceptual cases by the godfather. The extreme right-wing party called Jobbik (meaning better that I only call ‘szelso-jobbik’ for extreme right) is slowly converging to the governing party, of course it is saying a still welcome for this change (partly because the cabinet does a lot for that party’s programs, partly as the 90 per cent victory at the next election would be much more certain with their help). And corruption is growing like toadstools in spite of all lip-service.
As I have seen however in one of the columns in Newsweek, this is a global phenomenon. I am speaking about the insider stock trading of influential US congressmen, who decide what should in the economy happen, thus having an insight in almost everything and, of course, lining their pockets by those gains. Well, what they do it is not unlawful actually, ‘literally’ it is not forbidden.
About domestic details I must relate something else. Until that time I am writing about it was my misbelieve that I really did something six years earlier, when I went to great lengths and spent a lot of money to turn my car into an environment friendly one. I bought the type of catalyser that is best for my car and made the service mount it. Well, at that time, when comrade Parlagos (I call so our mayor of the capital Mr. Tarlos, it means the same as his name, precisely someone with a piece of land left on waste) forbade cars with black or red plate stickers from traffic because of the smog alarm, it went home in my mind that my sticker is black too (altogether there are four kinds from the worst black through red and blue to green). At the Internet I got the information that with us cars aren’t classified by their features (what they are able to perform), but what matters is what fuel they need and when they had been manufactured. I could not be less environment friendly, even if I had no catalyser. On the other hand, when I looked around in the street the next morning, of 40 cars 39 had black stickers, I saw only one green. Thus, were everyone observing the ban, 
the street would have been deserted. Instead, all took the risk of one hundred thousand forint penalty.
The car I mentioned as there was an attempt for a certain co-operation in the neighbourhood: parents of pupils in the class of my grandson were organizing transport of the children. In the morning it was my daughter-in-law who took the three children in our car to school (otherwise it was a mere 800 metres, only a short walk as I had taken the boy there and back when he had been in kindergarten), in the afternoon the mother of another boy took them back on hers. These children plus a few more were coming together often, also in our house the noise was so intense that I couldn’t hear what was said in the TV set. Anyway, I didn’t protest, it was a small price for the development of my grandson into a social animal. Perhaps he would have come also for excursions much more willing, had been there another child with us.
Fortunately mainly good news arrived from school, I hoped however that he would remain a child at the same time and enjoy life.

At the end of November there was already ugly cold weather, the kind I most dislike, i.e. a few degrees below freezing point and dense clouds causing semidarkness all day. A front was around for some days and suddenly it showed a trick: on an area of one square kilometre about three centimetres of snow fell. I became aware of it as sitting on tram the streets turned snowy and back to empty again. That time the cold was short lived, but winter returned soon.

My grandson did well in school, although there were low points for him, I accepted with satisfaction that also he felt inconveniently in those cases, that meant he too wanted to achieve good results. Once he was allowed to take home the zither he played there (it was exceptionally for those to have performed the piece given as homework quite flawless), and he made a show for us too. He still loves music, his zither lessons are overtime. My daughter-in-law had bought him an MP3 player that is smaller than matchbox. When he was doing something on his computer he was always listening to it as his father loaded a lot of music on to it. At that time he had been playing chess for some years already and he was very good at it, also loved it, but he has left that sport since. According to my opinion he had fit in that company well, fortunately what I had been afraid of that he would not didn’t come true.

His grandmother had spared some money that she used that time to buy a zither for Zoli. It made me happy that in the age of computers the boy had such a good field of interest, I hoped he would be able to catch up with things I had didn’t have had the opportunity achieve. My father had fiddle and could also play it rather well. He wanted to teach me that skill too, but, as he wasn’t very patient teacher, he awoke in me more resistance than enthusiasm. It is my strong hope that Zoli would become a really musical man.

With winter the virus season started too, it could cast me down, although I thought I hadn’t caught a cold (or I wasn’t aware of it). In fact I have already ample weak points, thus it is quite impossible for me to prevent such illnesses coming regularly every year. Always sore throat is the worst as it happened in that case, but a new kind of virus must have come to the market too, because, before my throat could have improved, the whole cycle was starting again in my body from gouty shoulders through varicose inflammation to my tonsils. I hoped, however, that it would find a greater resistance in me that the previous one.
Alas, the weather was quite beneficial for such infections, and also my taking bed came, as usual, after that my whole family got over it. It wasn’t really cold, it went down below freezing only nightly, thus bugs could quickly multiply.

At the health service the attitude of doctors was the greatest concern, they preferred going abroad where they earned more because of the shortage of medical professionals to treating their own compatriot. At the Slovaks even a strike occurred before, a state of emergency had been announced and a request had been sent to doctors in the surrounding countries for help in substitution. A fitting answer came from Hungarian doctors: they had solidarity with their Slovak colleagues (and not with people in need of treatments). About this topic I have to agree with the godfather: he who had taken advantage of benefits in the higher education should stay home or pay back the difference between total costs of the training and his tuition fees. Consider my own case: I also had to work with my fresh diploma for the company that had been paying my fellowship on our contract.
At the same time the godfather was in such a stage then, which was similar to that of Ceausescu when he had been breaking with the whole world and paying all the debts of his country. It seemed it came quicker with him than with his great predecessor. At that time also the IMF stood up from the table and the leader of the EU was writing him thunderous letters. And his reply? One morning I heard from the radio news that ‘they sent a reply on that letter in the same note’. I began to think that if he was going on this way we wouldn’t have to wait twenty years for his escape as I forecast earlier.
It goes without saying there were even greater concerns all over the world. Following the passing of the Dear Leader I thought it would not be far away to the time when an armed conflict would occur in that country. So far nothing of that happened. But if it came true there could be a western and an eastern part of the northern part of the country and I wonder which of the two would join the southern part.

In that year Christmas was not very much to remember, it was only conspicuous for food common about that time. My usual illness of cold or flu was cured, at least to a minimum level, since in my age there always are sources of inflammation that are utilised by viruses and help bacteria to attack.
Coming back to food I prepared meat balls with sour cabbage, but only my own portion was consumed at a reasonable pace (I have to divide it always into three parts; my wife eats or better to say ate it without thickening until her gall stone forbid her this dish, thus I had to prepare her portion apart; the remaining part with thickening is divided between my daughter-in-law and me), the other members of the family were behaving like cats: wanted always something else.
I prepared pork jelly too, it was only for my son and me, it was a good training for my sensitive throat.
The cake I made was a complete disaster. I used honey biscuit for it and lemon crème filling. Although it tasted good, that half of it I took down to the young was almost untouched a week later. That is no wonder, for my daughter-in-law it was already forbidden to eat sweets, because she was diagnosed with and aptitude for diabetes, also her father had that illness. My grandson didn’t like it or even not tasted it perhaps. I hoped my son would ruin it slowly. The other half that remained with us my wife didn’t touch, although it was she for whose sake I prepared a lemon cake. I was nibbling it slowly, but it was very resistant as always there was something else.
That year around Christmas the crisis was already reaching us, a majority of the buyers weren’t taking expensive superfluous items, but partly cheap ones, partly fine long-lasting things. Well, people get clever always late if at all.
The latter I meant for politics. As the (in)competence of the godfather became more widely known, it was queer that only insignificant protests came forward. Although there was one occasion that wasn’t so insignificant. On the day before Christmas Eve there was demonstration in front of the parliament building, on Kossuth square, that was organized by the smallest party having representatives in the parliament. As consequence of creating the one-party system by the victor, they, although a right-wing party, were pushed into opposition, together with the leftists. For them it was rather hard to swallow that, although they were thrashing the left all the time, the godfather was dropping on them clearly. Until that time not one of the several thousand proposals of modification presented by them was accepted by the body I call the plenary session of the central committee of the ruling party (instead of parliament). Their name originated from the expression ‘lehet más a politika’ that means politics can change. It should have been changed long ago, because ‘nem lett más a politika’, i.e. politics didn’t change, or if it did then ‘más lett a politika’, politics has changed, but for worse.
Police that five years before when the godfather himself led the brigade destroying cordons on Kossuth square didn’t take anybody into custody for causing public scandal, this time, as the permission for occupying the area expired at 11 o’clock, was dissolving the crowd and seizing over 40 persons, more than half of which were proceeded against later. Accusation against the LMP people was that they restricted the human rights of some people and it was a criminal act. In fact it meant that they chained themselves to the gate, thus some representatives (members of the plenary session, as others who had only observer status there wouldn’t take part at the passing of those two laws at all, against which there occurred such a protest all over the world) couldn’t reach the floor and cars transporting them could not drive in either. Accusation against other representatives being present and supporting demonstrators (socialists) was only simple offence, because they didn’t obey policemen instructing them to leave.
It was clearly seen from this example where the country was heading. As in Animal Farm, everyone was equal, only there were some of them that were even more so, just like in those systems as that of Ceausescu and the like.
As I have mentioned earlier, it appeared that in spite of their shallow friendship Barroso, the first man of the EU, had some resentment against the godfather, since he had written a letter to him and asked not to pass laws that are not in accordance with European principles. Otherwise it was also the reason why the IMF people stood up from table. What more, there were rumours too (however hard the godfather tried to muzzle media there always was a certain source where the public got their information) that also the American Secretary of State wrote down her objections about the mentioned laws to be passed, already expressed orally. The personal spokesman of the godfather (who has been promoted since, it is he at present who is signing contracts never to be put into effect with countries so ‘trustworthy’ that even their questions are impossible to take seriously let alone their statements to believe; those topics were called Comecon business thirty years ago) told reporters in his usual snubbing manner that the godfather would send answers to both letters through conventional channels of diplomacy.

On Christmas day I visited my niece Eva and her two grown up children at lunchtime. Zoli wanted to come too, but the previous evening he changed his mind, he said next time. It was very pleasant to call fore things forty, fifty or even more years before. At last I could speak to Eva about questions she was not acquainted with, thus make her see things more clearly that happened within my family at the beginning of the ‘80s.

The holidays ended with the coming of the new year. For the period from six in the evening till midnight as usual the ammunition of pyromaniacs was enough, sometimes the detonation went off quite near, sparks scratched on the roof. It could even be a great trouble with a thatched roof. Of decibels you would not tell that there was crisis. There were enough madmen who spent their money on fireworks.

The godfather was tireless in the new year too, he invented something new again. The rough-hewn thing they call constitution was celebrated with a huge self-incensing in Opera House. For this reason the wide Andrassy road was completely closed for traffic between Deak square and the ring. However, as demonstrators wouldn’t go away the celebrities got only access to the event through the subterranean emergency exit. 
The great man was shown every day as he was telling some unique statement. Things take shape ‘as planned’, I mean as I wrote my forecasts five years earlier.
I saw quite clearly that if the population in the country wouldn’t stop him and his clique (but it was to be done only by unrest as east of us), then he was to shoot the whole script to the end. At that time the economic decline couldn’t have been stopped already, because the unavoidable events of the crisis were made worse by his individual actions. Take health service. It was expected that in one month either all of the doctors give in their ultimatum (they were not better than they should have been, they weren’t interested in the fate of the country, if they wouldn’t get their demanded higher pay they would go abroad, they said), or the godfather invents something hard that they can be happy to live at all.

It was around that time when I tried to contact Benko Sandor once more, because my Hungarian-American friend informed me about her failed attempt to communicate with him. At that time I had some success. First I reached the chief of the Friendship Circle, from him I got a direct e-mail address and I even had a reply from Benko himself. He wanted me to send him a copy of the book. He promised me if he would like it he would write a dedication. I thought why should I send it in printed format, I did it with the pdf file. A long time I was waiting, but no answer came. I sent him another mail and offered to print him if it were his wish. Still no answer. It could mean only two things for me: either he was extremely busy or he was no more than only an easily promising old man. I decided to take it easy, it meant already nothing for me. I also planned not to call on him again, except when he was to send me a reply at last.

Just as was writing my answers to the mails of my mentioned friend I had to bethink myself of the godfather’s true personality and remember his deeds. It is a misconception that he had failed as prime minister first time, he didn’t have enough time for it, although he let other gangsters raise hell. Solely he was not re-elected. A fact that every normal person is taking notice of and learning of it. I said normal. Because he is anything but that. He was gritting his teeth, swore on vengeance. First he was playing Vicky Graham by rambling around the country and preaching. Then, as he got the mitten again four years later, he went to work and organized the mafia-like organization he is leading now. He conducted the mop on to the streets (he has been denying it, but, if it were true that he didn’t, why have been no disorders on national holidays since he leads the government). He has always got to grips with such faults of character that would preclude his running at elections. All his measures at present are based on a concept of a mafia boss safely in saddle. However, he haven’t considered the international environment. During the reign of Ceausescu the world was not so much united as it is now, globalization had not yet functioned so well. Now it is quite different. At that time I am writing about it became clear that the IMF would not yield, he must do it. But he didn’t do it, one of his inner people was delegated as a minister without portfolio to the talks expected to go on very long. By these procrastinations of his, the country got into an even worse situation, and at the similar talks with the EU that followed suit our position was very bad. From the EU’s part there were already well organized measures against our country, at that time it worsened, because the EU officials stated our budget deficit in the previous year had been over 3 per cent. The godfather’s people said it had been under the limit. That was sure that the EU would be right, as it always happened. No way out could be seen. Namely, if the godfather’s elimination were not to happen in a democratic way, that would make the country even more a pariah.

Chapter 33
Invasion

In January winter took seriously its job, there were cold days on end and snow fell too. The cold winter weather brought me such bothers that I was not prepared for. At first puzzling noises came from the attic and roof (there is an empty space between slate and chipboard), as I have heard about weasels nesting on attics, I thought it was them. But soon I found a bag of flour leaking and one morning a little grey thing glided through the kitchen floor diagonally. At that time I was convinced that mice had been driven inside by cold. Alas, circumstances were and still are beneficial for it, one of our neighbours keeps her house desolate and it is no incident that cats frequent it, there are mice in the trash within. Also both my young tomcats perished there a few years ago, they were devouring dieing mice and modern rodent poisons kill also the predator through the victim. However, it seemed, not all mice had died from poison and the house is near enough to ours for the small villains to find their way here. By my traditional method (an empty fruit jar supported on a piece of cheese) I caught two specimens, I took them out without pardon to the far side of the garden, there they could find themselves hiding places. For a short time all was peaceful, also the cold yielded, I hoped that there were no offspring yet. By the way, it was the same cause that provided fine environment for mice that did it with cockroaches in my Moscow flat in the third year. There I had succeeded to maintain a minimum level of the pests for two years as long as I lived there alone, however, with the arrival of my family all had changed. For example, I buy only as much dry pastry as I need and even that I keep in a refrigerator. My wife purchases it by wagonloads and there lies several opened packs in the food store, which is a kind invitation for visitors. I emergency she was inclined at last (temporarily) to take my advice: if she wouldn’t keep her pastry in a closed place, at least to stare flour and semolina in closed plastic boxes. In ancient times we had poured purchased flour into its tin box as soon as it had come home from shop. There it was always safe.

In February the mild weather began come step-by-step. Alas, it was not true at all for political situation. A very inconvenient period it was for us, I mean for the country. We became outcasts in the eyes of all the world. The blinkered (a)politics of the godfather had had a lot of bad consequences already, and it seemed then, that up to the next election, the false trust in this man of that half of the Hungarian people that helped him to get into power, would not weaken to an extent when he wouldn’t be able to win ninety percent support for his party’s plenary session, i.e. he calls parliament. What an enormous waste he had caused by his action of sabotage in his seven years in opposition, until he had succeeded in ruining the leftist government, since the actions of the godfather made the country ungovernable. An unsuccessful reform costs much money not only because of its launching, but also, because their failure caused by sabotage means even more waste. And there is no better proof of the necessity of these reforms than his statements uttered at the time I am writing about, namely that he wanted to take measures he himself had made impossible to take. However, it was his problem already to raise money for the elimination of damage he himself had caused. 

There were great challenges for the public transport of the capital. I have written already about these questions. I think they cannot be solved in a society where government stands behind the well-to-do, because it is those who help it against the opposition. Until people’s approach alters drastically and cars are forbidden from the middle part of the city, in order to make it possible for public transport to have enough paying passengers and to be able to develop, situation will not change and the municipal transport company must be saved every third month. The congested road traffic fouled up air so much that our CO signal device in the apartment tweeted continually. That wasn’t the fault of our heating system, but the ambient air sucked in by the heating boiler through gaps under windows and doors was of so bad quality that it was considered foul by the gauge. As soon as wind began to blow it altered at once. Air in the capital can be kept clean only when it is not polluted, i.e. we all use trams and underground for transport.

Around that time I only had hobby occupation, I wanted to complete the arrangement plan of the seven metre sailing that was one of a series for the lake Balaton. The body plans for them I had already drawn. It was my intention to be able to show something in case someone would be interested in them.

The invasion of mice wouldn’t stop. Even so that I was fed up with them and made a search on the Internet for an ultrasonic mouse repellent. Several offers could be found and, as I saw, only the prices were different, features and type were the same. At last I selected one offer with a local seller and direct reception as well as not too expensive. However it wasn’t cheap either, so I bought only one. First I placed it in their most favourite location, i.e. the food store, and some days later it appeared in their main highway in the kitchen. Although there was no spectacular results, one day I had to start work with internment. It looked that the elimination of munching stuff as well as the ultrasonic repellent made one individual taste the poisoned bait (until that time it had never been touched, although it had been laying around for a long time). That morning a mouse came upon me that was easy to catch, and as soon as I reached the far corner of the garden, it was not to be freed, only laid in peace.

The national holiday of March 15 passed in a peaceful way, although there were ’events’. Peaceful means normal, since those who were in a governing position, had been kicking up a row during the previous cycle, while those in opposition at that time had also inhibitions. Events I am referring originated from the extreme right. The Bank Center built within the National Bank endured, the crowd broke in and security forces was unable to get them under control. Only when they staged fireworks was the police called on the spot and policemen did their job well (of course, they were not in the same danger as their colleagues six years earlier, they would not be called to account for putting ruffians into their place).

A thought occurred in my mind, namely that I was going to stop my activity as an expert of justice. At that happened, to tell the truth, that one of my expertises that I had prepared for one of the courts and that was waiting for hearing turned a boomerang. The advocate whose client was at a losing position because of my opinion tried to disqualify me by certain legal manipulations. Although I wrote an objective reply on his proposal, but, as lawsuits are generally decided by people, neither of both possibilities was excluded, just as at the parliamentary elections two years earlier.

At the end of March I began to get restless about weather. A severe drought dominated during the previous fall, even it was needed to irrigate ripening grapes. After that winter was also very dry, only twenty centimetres of snow fell, and in the year in question there had been no rain that far. Winds common in fasting season came, of course, like during every spring. My father called them ‘winds that blow, because sloe is blossoming’. The windy weather wasn’t only drying up everything, but it also caused dust storms known on the Great Plains from chronicles written in Turkish times. The temperature was right for the season, perhaps even higher, and it made fruit trees blossom. It was still early for bees to come forward, but pollination was quite good by wind. However, it was expected that a large part of conceived small fruits would fall down, since they would need much more water to ripen. The more delicate trees like apricot could even die. To avoid it, rain would be needed very much.

In the political life there were signs that the opposition started to radicalize, I mean they chose the same road their opponents used during their own time in opposition. One of their operation proved a boomerang soon, they wanted to corrode the head of state through his doctor’s degree. What happened in his case was the opposite of what occurred to me when I tried to become a doctor in my profession. In my instance only a certain lack of fresh data could have given a handle for rejection, because I passed the exam successfully and also my theses was original, while opponents were chosen erratically and for this reason they had a negative view about my dissertation. In his case, however, ninety percent of the stuff was stolen and judgement gracious. Anyway, at that time I am writing about, his doctoral degree was taken from him.
His reaction to the press was rather quick: he wouldn’t resign, his conscience was clean. Nobody expected him to do. First, he didn’t have a proper backbone for it, second, it doesn’t go so simply with mafia. The godfather would have kicked his bottom with a fanged boot, since he hadn’t posted him in one of the key positions to be let down by him.
At the beginning it looked like this way wasn’t leading to anywhere, because the plenary session of the CC of Fidesz (alias parliament) wouldn’t let it do. But later he lost his soil for other reasons and had to resign after all. The expression boomerang I used, because soon the topic returned to the opposition with the contrary sense. Well, you have to be careful if you use the antagonist’s tools, they probably handle them better.

That spring was not very gracious to us Hungarians, in the morning on Tuesday after Easter all firstling fruits froze in the minus nine degrees, such as apricots, cherries, even strawberries under foil suffered. A few sorts of apples got by and so did late sour cherries. We knew that on the market there would be fruits, but at higher prices and they would come from abroad.
As far as I was concerned, nothing was touched by frost except my walnut tree. Its buds began to turn dark, then they fell down and for two months it looked as if the tree itself had died. All the walnut trees in the street got the same fate. A long time passed when it began to bring new leaves, and in that year the whole tree produced a dozen nuts at most.

Unfortunately, the situation hadn’t improved in the country. Although the piece of brick used by the godfather for banging his breast was growing continuously, people began to de-mesmerize slowly from the nightmare that had made them give two thirds to him.
Society was going more bitter every day, it was one of the factors that motivated such crimes never heard of earlier. Following Easter four beastly murders were committed. At the last one a bar owner shot two of his foes dead with a fowling piece in an open street in the town of Gyor in broad daylight. He stated afterwards that it had been self-defence. Prior to that two similar slaughters were discovered in the country, in one of them a young man attacked his whole family with a sword. His grandparents, brother and father were killed, his mother and two other women seriously wounded.
As I heard it I felt it would always be impossible for me to understand those people. Perhaps I haven’t reached the same depth yet where they are, but I rather think I am different.

Several features of this present government are not likable for me, but I agree with them in one thing, namely that they want to stop the wasteful large liberalism started around twenty years before. Even the godfather is telling it all the time that the honour of work has to be restored. Well, how earnestly he says it remains for the young to judge, they still have time to see it before he would be driven away like his great predecessor in ‘89. On the other hand, I have always had the conviction, and those who have proven already their competence like Demjan say it too, that Marx had completely been right in what he had said about capitalism, and most of all in that value can only be created by production of labour.

Weather was peculiar as before, already in May it was forecast that dog-days were coming, they really came with record breaking 33 degrees. Also colour codes were announced as well as hailstorms and strong winds. I assumed that if it was coming true, all sprayings in the remaining part of that year would only serve the next year’s produce. By the way, the walnut tree hadn’t died. A month after the frosty morning, following a period of apparent death, little red leaves were appearing on it. However, stamineous (wormlike) blossoms didn’t develop on it. Other trees of this kind took it better in other parts of the capital, they bore new blossoms and it could be expected that even fruits would be on them.

At the same time, our greatest sorrow in the family had not been caused by natural catastrophes.
It was the birthday of my grandson, May 2. The unwanted surprises created bad financial standing for us, he got no present for the day, only a cake with a bigger and a smaller candle on it (11). But the child must ascertain that it was the saddest day of his life so far. The previous day my daughter-in-law went to visit her mother who was living in  short distance from us and taking her some of the fresh meal she just finished. She found her sitting in the garden, but, alas, already no life in her. For a time she had been suffering from a sickness similar to cold, she was to go to the doctor two days later. Her organism couldn’t go on so far. She had always been a hard smoker and she hadn’t much cared for her health. She also had animals and was working a lot. My grandson clang to her very much, there was a close tie between them. The child was weeping for her, it was very hard to console him.
It was a great trauma also for my daughter-in-law, although she is a courageous woman, very spirited. Her father died already ten years earlier, he was much older than me, her mother was by some years my junior.

I had liked them both for their diligence. Then the feeling came over me that nothing would be the same after that. It was another warning that the package must always be kept ready in case you have to go. A very interesting thing, that my son made up the same thought about her passing that came into my mind at once: she was there in her final moment where she most liked to stay, in her own garden, among her little beasts. I wouldn’t like it either, in my last minutes to be kept alive by plastic tubes and other equipment, to leave this world in a strange environment.

Comrade Howdy (our previous head of state who had been forced to resign because of discrediting by the opposition about his doctor’s degree) had vanished, we had a new president (appointed again by the godfather instead of election), he was another reliable close friend of the boss, Ader Janos. He reminds me of Grigory Melyehov from And Quiet Flows the Don, not only for his appearance and manner, but even his speech sounds like the beat of galloping horses, similar to how Russian announcers in the TV read the news. I wonder how long he holds out.

There was cold front that lasted, ice saints are inescapable in any year. Fortunately, they made no ice. However, the front arrived with such a strong wind that I was afraid of the same damage in vines as in the previous year. It didn’t occur, but during that night I slept very little, there were so forceful gusts that I was afraid they would lift of the roof. Around that time it was widely heard everywhere, TV news showed even mini-tornadoes captured by mobile phones.

Our most dearest godfather went on visit to America, he tried to eyewash Hungarians living there, but I don’t think he succeeded, they are a little wiser perhaps. In the meantime, because of his ‘blessed’ activities, the Little Entente began to come into existence here once more. Slovaks are wooden-headed, even head-scraping is not advised with them to avoid getting splints under the nail. Nobody can expect them to know better without forcing circumstances. They wouldn’t stop until all Hungarians living in that country loose their Slovak citizenships. Sad that also Romanians chose the same road after those few years when they had behaved sensibly. All of them, however, worst would be Serbs, at present they pretend the good boy as they want to join the EU, but as soon as they would be inside, they would be much more nationalistic than Slovaks.
The godfather is an excellent intriguer, he almost outdo Osztap Bender, in spite of that Ilf and Petrov had created that character very well (I wonder what character would they create in today’s Russia?). He knows well that if he throws a large bone to people they can munch on he can do his undermining work quite leisurely. So long as all cave in and in that case he would not be the only person entombed.
The situation here resembles that when a ship is leaking and foundering, but the captain has a dislike for bilge pumps and, for this reason, he wouldn’t let is start, instead he distributes all teaspoons in the ship to the crew, and everyone has to scoop by them. It is totally evident that his policy of taxes is leading in the wrong direction. History has proven already that several different taxes are a dead end, because society can only be sustained by productive labour that provides jobs for people and thus they will have income to be taxed, i.e. the state will have incomes too. Therefore income tax must be well established. What the godfather does is a nightmare. He reduced income tax key so much that it is underrated, no more that 16 per cent. But that is to be paid by all equally. He who earns little, because it is so determined by a lot of factors beside his competence, can keep hardly any, while he who does well can live like fighting cocks. At the same time, incoming money wouldn’t be enough for the state, this is why he is always inventing new types of taxes. Today it is already taxed when you transfer a certain sum, what is inviting black money movements. Also it is liable to tax if you speak on phone. I could go on, but perhaps it is enough. A kind of tax he considers the most important source of money is VAT, although it is a dead end too. Once upon a time it had been invented in order to make it sure that the state has money temporarily in its budget even in such cases it hasn’t got a bean. Sooner or later all the world will perceive it and this kind of tax will be abolished. It means an obstacle in the way of consumption, ergo in works against production. Lately he invented the notion of reverse VAT, when the way of the money is not buyer to seller to state (through prices by their VAT content), but it goes directly from buyer to state. 
What I said about incomes means in essence that once a fair system of multi-degree income tax is created, everyone pays voluntarily and the state wouldn’t have to invent other taxes. Our first all-rounder tax expert Kupa Mihaly made the best system in ‘86. Also the tax on property is unfair, since properties are generally purchased from already taxed income (assuming that there is a discipline of finance), taxing it means that it is taxed twice. Besides it is unfair, because only those pay tax who contributes to the national goods, he who spends it on travel and drinks doesn’t.

With the usual thunderstorms and mini-tornadoes at the end of May also this Whitsun passed, as in previous years. Fortunately Arpad had led his people into a good country, here there aren’t that kinds of storms as in the New World. Even we had a little hail, but only the regular small grains, it didn’t do any damage. The wind carried away no slates from the roof either.
Of course, storms there were also in politics. Nobody was surprised probably by the reaction of the Romanians when some of our compatriots endeavoured to rebury Nyiro Jozsef in his homeland, i.e. Szekler Land, a novelist judged negative by official circles there.
Nationalism means the same everywhere: an evaluation of one’s own nation essentially higher  than the others. And something more that is also generally present that nationalism comes together with the injured self-respect of a formerly great country (maybe empire). There are two very good examples for it, one of these are Russians (who are actually to thank for what happened after the end of the Soviet Union only to their own factious politicians, since every one of them wanted to level exclusively his own way, Yeltsin, the oligarchs and most of all Putin). They trampled unscrupulously on Ukraine when it was in their interest, or played the same game in Abkhazia as they did in the Baltic in 1940: Abkhazian marched unsolicited into Russia from Georgia. And what was done with South Ossetia four years earlier is nothing but land grab by military force. There is no difference between 19th Century Tsars and Stalin or Putin, the formers considered Circassions and Chechens as their own backyard, Putin does it with other small peoples.
Another similar example is Turkey. I have heard in the news that a charge was brought against (although in his absence) the Israeli officer who prevented a Turkish ship to sail into Gaza (beside food there was evidently an arsenal of weapons there too). Just as if he were there own citizen. As if the Turkish Empire still existed and Gaza belonged to it. 

All of the above I related only, because the behaviour of the present Hungarian government – together with the ultra right party that, although despised by them, support them all the same – is nothing else than revanchism and, by it, the resuscitation of the Little Entente. Here I don’t see any ground for optimism. A peaceful coexistence based on common sense has no chance at present. Our neighbouring countries (I mean the majority population) bear rather hard already the psychological paradox in itself, i.e. the sin they committed an injustice against another country a century ago, they dismembered it and turned several millions of its citizens a minority. And following that they discredited and dispossessed them regularly. It is very hard to do with, since remorse is a serious thing. But it is already beyond reason, if they are harassed deliberately. In the concrete case I was referring to the novelist in question (I myself don’t like his works, I have seen only a film shot on one of his novels, but only the actors attracted me, Tolnai Klari and Javor Pal) hadn’t made him very popular as a politician in that country, for which Transylvania had been thrown as a quarry. For this reason his memory is not acceptable there even today. At that time his ashes were brought home from Spain where he was buried in the ‘50s and his followers wanted to rebury them in his homeland, in Szekler Land. The Romanian government couldn’t do any other thing than object it. First their disagreement was expressed, then a ban was issued on transport of the urn by the train carrying the Hungarian participants of the would-be celebration and, at last, all cars suspected of carrying the object in question were searched. And finally, when the urn was smuggled in in spite of all measures, a regulation was issued that forbade the re-burial. Even the originators could defy that.
These happenings could have been avoided, had the at present sovereign Romanian territory been not still considered as a part of Great Hungary. It is time to accept the fact that the right way is not urging the re-drawing of the borders into their original state, but becoming reconciled to status quo in order to make even those living with guilt calm.

Every day it occurred that running fronts caused problems in one of the small villages, a few roofs were blown off, for this reason we had to learn place-names we had never heard of.
I was losing a couple of days from my life every time too when I was listening under stress to the wind banging the roof. All the time I expected that I was going to start a reconstruction of the house again, if I survive it at all. However, my trees and other plants liked that kind of weather, also the walnut tree was full of greenery. Fruits were on it much less, however, so many pieces as many kilos in normal years.

That morning when the planet Venus was to pass in front of the Sun, Zoli ascended into our flat to see the phenomenon. I prepared a temporary device from a plus and a minus lens to project the celestial bodies on to a sheet of paper. Then, as the device didn’t satisfy him, we have seen it through the Internet. Another 113 years the event would not be seen again.

Summer was hot as usual, around Medard day it was expected that more rain would come. One Saturday night it really came with a torrential rain and thunders. Fortunately, greater damage as house fires from lightning, I got to know only from TV news.
At that time news were rare in TV, there were soccer matches instead. Around that time was organized the European Championship of evil memory, which in 2006 was cheated from our country by the former French footballer with the Italian name, Platini, one of the howdy men, who was the boss of FIFA, and given to the Polish-Ukrainian couple. For me, however, these program changes meant more leisure time, I am not interested in football.

For my grandson the school-year ended, there remained the class-day, then could follow the summer holiday. Because of the hot weather we hadn’t gone anywhere with Zoli so far, although from that time I stopped my going for lunch to the catering kitchen, I didn’t want to have any obstacle in case the boy wants to go for an excursion. It has always been our habit to prepare food at home during summer, not a very easy task considering the mentality of my grandson, he is like cats: when you put food before him you see at once that he was expecting something else.
All the same, we could live on fruits, vegetables and sometimes a little meat. I often fried pancakes and filled them with sweet cheese, they had a larger success rate than the sorrel sauce of my wife, although it was always very fine too. I also prepared pastry several times. And it went so until holiday ended.

In the political field things slowly went on unchanged, mainly of economic causes. Greeks were in the most serious trouble that had the same sources as ours: people like to live better than they can afford and when they must pay for it they don’t like it. Greeks were and still are with their whole national economy at the point of debt, for which the sponging-house was established in England in the 18th century. I have no idea how to solve this problem. Either that country goes down into total poverty until all debts will be paid, or the population of the country accepts that governments from other countries have word in what they have to do.
The whole euro zone, I think, has the origin of similar troubles in the contradiction that the common financial order needed for a common currency has not been created. Either it will be put aright later, or the euro will vanish. America was a much smaller zone two hundred years ago, everyone spoke a common language, it was almost completely isolated from the rest of the world, and still, it last at least fifty years until the dollar became viable. And even so that there also the necessary institutions existed. I am no oracle, I cannot tell what will be here.
Spain is in a serious situation too. I appreciate Spaniards, they make a great nation, but individuals are lazy as they are Latin. As the popular saying goes: Saxon (English, German, even Swedes) live to work, Latin work to live. I think it fits Spaniards too I said for Greeks.
About our own problems I had better say nothing. What we need is not something, but the lack of someone.

My grandson’s school record was good, although it could have been a little better, he got only good for three subjects. One of them was physical exercise that can be taken this or that way, it is like art, there is no exact gauge. He is not bad at exercise, only he is not for a pro. The other two bothered me more: literature and environmental studies. Well, it is true that my attempts to make him read books was a failure. But the latter is queer, I cannot see, how is it that a child whose interest is first of all natural things cannot be attracted also to topics within the curriculum by the teacher. At the same time I hoped he would get over these hitches.
It was my desire that for him not only TV and PC should exist during the holiday. I bought him a model ship to assemble, as he spoke about Viking ships for a while. At the beginning we were doing a little work on it every day, gluing and painting was slow work at any rate. Alas, as soon as the model could stand on its base, he lost his interest and it is in the same state still.

Summer heat lasted longer than forecast, thus Zoli wouldn’t come with me as before, he got up late and it was already hot then. Only the small plastic pool in the garden made a good usage.
At last the heat became less severe, that evening it was twenty degrees instead of thirty outside, and in the morning only twenty six in place of thirty two in the apartment.

Chapter 34
Visits in the country

The moderate weather brought us a week of rest, then for two days a mini dog-days followed with over thirty degrees. However, during night a new cold front came. It had a very inconvenient sound, because it was dry ice (no CO2), i.e. strong gusts and a shower of hailstones, but no rain. It turned later to rain. Around that time those thunderstorms became fashionable, there occurred already twice that there was only wind and hail without rain.
When at last there was a little calm in the weather we chose a good program with my grandson, we went to a nearby fishing pond to try our luck. It is very pleasant place, it has been established in a hole, in the clay field of a former brick factory, the ground around it serves it well. It has been populated by carp and Prussian carp. Originally my grandson wanted to go after predators by trolling, however, where it is allowed a national permit is needed and he doesn’t have one. Being a private property in the commission of an anglers’ association this place only needs a daily ticket, five hundred forint for a child. Trolling is prohibited, only cork and ground-line is allowed. Actually we didn’t catch any fish, but for the child it was good, because he learned how to throw and tried the taste of this kind of recreation. He also saw a few large fish, but they didn’t come for the bait. When I was a teenager at the lake Balaton I used to be very successful. Later when my son was at that age he liked it too, but today he doesn’t do it. This is the reason why it is me who takes the boy to such places. About four years earlier we went to another pair of fishing ponds. It is located out of town and it was also allowed to go after predators, but that time he was more interested in frogs. At the shore of one of the two ponds there is a paradise for frogs, he had been busy there in his rubber boots.

The fine summer time made an excellent excursion season, in three with my daughter-in-law and grandson we went to the Danube-bend. Originally our target was the Pilis hills, exactly we wanted to see the Ram-gorge that is good walk of 10 km from Domos to and fro. But fate and the company MAV wanted it otherwise.
I looked up a good train from Nyugati station to Domos ferry stop. Alas, all happened in the wrong way, we were two minutes late. At the enquiry window the (de)information person said that the train would start in exactly one hour. A minor detail however was missing from this info: it would not stop where we wanted to get out. At the next stop, Zebegeny, the train from the opposite direction was just leaving the station as ours reached it five minutes late. The railway employee told us with a huge sympathy that the next such train that would stop where we wanted to get out would come three hours later. Thus we started to leave behind that four kilometres by foot.
The ferry we reached at one o’clock, but, as the ferry was due only in two hours, we continued to walk to Nagymaros that was another three kilometres farther. It a very good tour, in the meantime we stopped and took our lunch on the riverbank. Zoli amused himself with picking clams and relocating them twenty metres farther. When we reached Nagymaros we got to know that we had to go another two kilometres, because the ferry to Visegrad on the right bank starts from the other railway stop. Altogether we walked as much as if we had gone to the gorge. We crossed to Visegrad by ferry. Alas, we could not see the fortress on top of the hill, we were completely exhausted. Otherwise it is a deadly climb, the dirt road was slippery from the rain not long before, we gave up. It was already half past four and we didn’t want to remain until late evening.
We caught a coach to Ujpest and from there we took the METRO and our domestic bus home.
It was a really exhaustive program for all of us.

A few days later we went again in three for a walk, but that time only within the capital. I had long wanted to show Zoli how the Budapest Riviera looks like, that is the Roman shore. Now that was our goal. There were a lot of people, it became a crowded place, for this reason it wasn’t a great success for him. All the same, he discovered the riverbank that resembles the shore of lake Balaton at this section. Also the water level wasn’t too high, there was a wide beach left free. While it is forbidden for a time to swim in the Danube even there, it is not objected that someone wades in and collect clams and snails. We took our lunch in a restaurant there, Zoli ate a whole pizza except a small piece of it given to Klari for a taste. I ordered a portion of Hungarian chowder prepared of carp (I am convinced that it was made of cubed chowder and frozen fish slices). The place was rather good and moderately priced.
What followed was real experience for the child. In spite of the fact that he has a little fear of floating vehicles (perhaps his grandmother’ influence) he enjoyed the voyage downriver to the Boraros square. The municipal public transport company restarted its lines for small river boats. They run between the southernmost and northernmost point of the capital every hour every day, on week days the monthly ticket on buses is accepted. The small ships, called floating buses that were originally built for the lake Balaton in the Vac shipyard fifty years ago, still function well. I hope it remains so, I mean they will be maintained properly. This service has enormous popularity, the boat was full when we disembarked.

Fate dealt me out some minor punches, furthermore, in a single instant. As the monsoon-like weather I mentioned began there were some heavy thunderstorms. During one of them there was a lightning and almost at the same time its thunder when I felt the house tremble, I thought it hit us, but it wasn’t an ordinary lightning bolt, but the bursting of a fireball. The small boy from the neighbour stayed in our house and he saw the phenomenon through the window. It must have been a horrible energy as at least one hundred devices around us had their power supplies blown out. In our house those of my TV and video, another TV set in Zoli’s room, Klari’s DVD player, as well as our ADSL modem. And the router completely died. Of the latter it was already the third one, my son ordered a used one through the Internet as soon as he fixed the fault temporarily. The modem would be changed soon by the supplier free of charge as it belongs to them, but the router is ours. I decided not to make the faulty devices. The video was only necessary as the tuner in my TV set had not been working for a time. After the event I took back my reserve TV.
Since that time we have been like the man who was bitten by a snake: he is afraid even of a frog. Even if thunders come from ten kilometres we disconnect everything.

Only three weeks remained from the summer holiday when my grandson and daughter-in-law left for the Bakony hills. They were accommodated in Bakonybel within the Bakony nature reserve. That location has something else for my memory: my father began his training as a forester there when he had left his village, Fonyod, at his age 18 in 1918, because he didn’t want to become an agriculturer. According to my knowledge, he did it for two years, but, as he couldn’t get along with his boss, he found his stable place at the newly formed customs police of the country just turned independent a short time before. He stayed there for several decades.
They called home by phone, I also talked with them once, they enjoyed it very much, they walked a lot and got tired of course.

In August the four-yearly worldwide sporting event, the Olympics, ran its course, that time in London. The Hungarian Olympic athletes, both in the light of the terribly poor support they get and in absolute sense, did excellently. Their performance exceeded what was expected from them. There were two events where they won by a few tenths. I felt a strong desire to slap reporters when they said things such as  „only” a silver medal. You could see on the athletes how sick they were at the lost opportunity to come in first, but it was sports. Even the last place is honoured, since: „It’s not victory that matters, but participation!”. I would have stroked the face of Janics Natasa if I had the opportunity, who was quite disappointed, because in two events she was so near to victory. I am quite convinced that they brought home fine results. Also it made me happy that the first overall place at the games was won by the American team, the Chinese had to go with the next place. In my opinion the previous Olympic games were a kind Mon-Olympics like that in Berlin in ‘36. At both places people living under dictatorships wanted to prove the falsehood, that they were better than anyone else.

At the middle of August the great heat returned, the temperature reached 34 degrees, even 40 was forecast. Summer let off its last steam.
August 20 passed too, thunderstorms that were usual every year since 2005 were missing that year. Streets were peaceful, even the general feeling was something like during the last years of Uncle Janos. A huge parade was organized on the Danube, people went to open air to celebrate the day. No wonder that it was possible, the opposition was far from the aggressive, destructive one that had been theirs during their mandate.
Rakosi’s measures have vanished in the sink almost all, but one thing has proven enduring. August 20, that had earlier been accepted widespread as St. Stephen’s day, was called during his governing the Feast of the Constitution (it is long not valid) and also the Feast of the New Bread. And this latter has been re-established by the godfather. Already a year before the Bread of the Nation was baked, but now it was done in an even larger quantity. Wherever the small bald man is resting, he has a reason to smile.
I myself consider this day mainly St. Stephen’s day, but the unlimited religious hocus-pocus, that is performed by the holy pots (the glaze has flaked from them already) coming into foreground once more, I keep as obscurantism. I think the great man of the Russian revolution had made a lot of mistakes, but he was right in that religion can only be sustainable through keeping the people simpletons.
While I respect everyone’s belief, that of Muslims too who created theirs actually of dogmas of Jewish and Christian religions, it is not my obligation to agree.

My grandson had only two weeks of his holiday time left, we decided with my daughter-in-law that we take Zoli to Aggtelek. Accommodation was rather cheap. All three of us paid 6.800 forint for one night. I admit it was room only, and shower and toilet was outside the room, but bed-sheets were clean and beds good. For such an excursion it can be accepted, I think. He who wants more will pay the same money for one person daily, and then he has TV set too. Instead we went walking in the evening.
Aggtelek is worth mentioning more about it. We did the trip by coach, it started from  Stadion station and left town through highway M3. From that point I lost my bearings, one thig is certain: the bus wound its way among the hills of Borzsony, Cserhat and Matra, then turned up into Bukk and around Miskolc we reached Ozdra. From there we were taken over the Cserehat to Aggtelek.
Travelling time was almost four hours. The hostel where I booked our room had been built directly at the entrance of Baradla cave. I couldn’t call back the ‘80s when we took there my son with my wife whether it was there already. On the terrace of the hostel another company is running a restaurant where we could take our meals.
The boy was enjoying the one-hour tour within the cave very much. He was even apt to do with us the two-hour one, only that is not organized very well. To reach the starting point of the two-hour tour, we should have had to go to Josvafo that is a walk of about 5 km on the highway, because there are daily only two buses, those coming from the capital. The tour again means about 6 to 7 km walk underground, let alone going back to Aggtelek on foot or waiting for the rare bus. Altogether we should have had to walk at least twenty kilometres, furthermore to a given time, thus we didn’t undertake that forced march and left the second walk in the cave out. Instead we climbed the steep path to the top of the rock face over the cave entrance. There is an excellent view from there over the whole landscape.
As I have mentioned the cave is worth the visit, outside it was hot, but it was compensated by the ten degrees inside. It goes without saying, we took on all our cloths. My main focus was the scenery (and of course to make it sure that Zoli would not be lost, not a small thing as it was pitch dark most of the time). Photography was not too simple either. It was done mainly by my daughter-in-law with her mobile phone. Our Kodak digital camera could have been fine, weren’t it always returning to default automatically with its flashlight. My eyes are not good enough in darkness to correct it every time. I also have the excellent Olympus camera I mentioned before, but I could shoot only a few pictures, because its built-in flashlight is not for cave photography. When the object was not near enough, it sensed that the flashlight would not do, and it would not shoot. My older cameras would have worked and all pictures would have been bad. However, some of the rock formations I could capture, if I could approach them. Outside this device was capable of everything, I had such a fine thing never before. Even Zoli shot some pictures with it. He has a good sense for it, his father teaches him with the small digital Kodak camera too, the main functions are the same.
As there were the limits I mentioned before we decided to start home earlier, but we still had time to see the small lake named after Aggtelek. It is not more than a mud-hole actually, thus I taught the old grotesque versicle to Zoli about the wet bank of the dry lake. 
On the return leg our coach wasn’t a direct one, we had to change at Ozd. As the bus drew on to the capital by the highway, we crossed the front that brought the end of the hot weather. It drifted through the country that day. At home we learned that there was strong roof-tearing wind half an hour long. But, as it was already usual, there came no rain. The storm brought us the normal weather, temperature went down to almost twenty, it looked like no hot weather would be in that year more.

September arrived and brought the new school-year for my grandson, it was a smaller financial crisis for my daughter-in-law to buy all needed for it. It was good to hear the boy say that he appreciates senior classes more that the previous ones. It was my true intention to help him in all, the question was, however, how much he would demand it. He was more independent every day and I didn’t doubt that his mentality was going to draw off mine ever more.

I made a decision too to start a new era. Three years earlier the Ministry of Justice sent me an obligation to take part in a retraining course in legal affairs. Otherwise they were to take away my expert of justice card and take my name out of the list of experts. I had two years deadline until starting the training. Already at that time I decided that in case they insisted I myself would give back the card and stop expertise. Well, they were more patient by one year, but at the time I am writing about the assignee in the ministry called on me and said that time was up, either I went to the training or finished. I replied them in a mail that it was finished. Also to the chamber of experts of justice I sent a mail about it. They required for my secession a printed letter, I postponed it all to the end of the year. I gave all reasons for my decision to the responsible person: partly it was not worth paying for the membership in the chamber as well as costs of the training from my pension, partly I thought it unnecessary to sit in the school-bench at my age of seventy one and with a practice of expertise of thirty six years. Let alone advocates consider experts enemies during processes, to be rammed into clay. Finally time has come for me to free myself from this burden.
My first thought was that in place of this activity I try something in my profession, I intended to find a builder of small ships that needs my theoretical knowledge. Also in the Association for the Transport Sciences (KTE) I wanted to be present more often, until that time always there was some obstacles. Alas, these remained intentions so far. KTE was organizing a one day long study tour with bus to the town of Melk in Austria late in September. A new lock had been built there and also there is museum for shipping nearby. The offered fee was reasonable, I even wanted to take my grandson with me provided that my daughter-in-law would succeed in acquiring his ID card. That can be used as a passport within the EU, I need a passport as my ID card is an ancient one unfit for that purpose. At the end he didn’t come with me, perhaps next time.
On the day of the excursion I didn’t bother with starting my PC, I had to leave house at half past four and returned only at eleven in the evening. The tour came out better that I expected. I met heaps of old acquaintances not seen from my young days. On route I could observe with my own eyes what a great difference the Alps make between the weather of the two next-door countries. At start it was a pleasant mild fall weather, but, as soon as we crossed the border to Austria, there came dark clouds from behind the mountain, which later pour rain on us all the time we spent there, until we came back to the border station (deserted, of course, between two Schengen states). The rain stopped only there. Overall organization of tour was quite good, we were looked after by a nice professional at the Melk lock, he guided us till our leaving. We had a look at all details of the dam (the equipment had been utilised there that had become redundant in Nagymaros after the demonstrations where green(horn)s upset the hydroelectric station there), the power station and the bypass facility regulating the flow depending on seasonal water level, as well as the two locks. I remembered with nostalgia the beginning of ‘60s, the time I was sailing at that session of the river. Then there were only two dams on it, one of them finished near Ybbs where you could see Habsburg Otto’ castle, the other was under construction at Aschach. About the present one at Melk there wasn’t an idea then. At present there are nine hydroelectric power stations working on the Danube in Austria. I had my fine camera with me and tried to make as many pictures as possible. My memory is lasting only for myself, but they remain here longer.
We were late on the homebound route by about one and a half hour, it was a huge task to keep order among the forty people in the group, always there was someone keeping us waiting.

Public opinion was stirred by a diplomatic bungle. It was a rather complex case. Some years before an Armenian student studying in Hungary had been murdered (slain with an axe) in the college by another foreign student, who had come from Azerbaijan, a soldier with special training. The murderer was condemned before a Hungarian court and went into prison. However, someone had it in his or her interest to extradite the criminal to his own homeland (highly probable that the godfather and his clique was after certain economic benefits), and for this reason the cabinet went into talks with the Azerbaijani partners concerning the extradition, to settle that the perpetrator serve his time at home. Well, those people are Turks (sure they are, since even their language is a dialect of the Turkish language, there is no bigger difference, than between British and American English), and they took advantage of the transfer to spit the West in the eyes, because it is backing up the Armenians. At any rate, the Hungarian delegates should have known better and foresee consequences, the lob was offered the Azerbaijanis, and they made a fool both of us and the country of the victim. The criminal was freed and celebrated as a hero. This case can show best, how incompetent the responsible (?) officials of this government are. After all this was highlighted in the press I missed one thing only, namely that the Hungarian Foreign Ministry (if it was still named so, because the mates of the godfather was renaming everything from Moscow square to Ferenc ring METRO station) were placing the following statement on its website: „The Hungarian Foreign Ministry is claiming the exclusive right to place the hereunder cited inscription on the façade of its building, that was drawn up for Lenin’s mausoleum in 1953 on the occasion of Stalin’s laying in it and it sounds as ‘Uncle Scandal’s Cabin’.”
Of course there occurred similar clumsy deeds in world history already, for instance what happened to the Lockerbie terrorist.

Summer had wound down. At the end of September there was a short time rather cold as in November, rain and around ten degrees at noon. It was followed by milder weather, but it was only Indian summer.
I had only a few pears and some bunches of dessert grapes waiting for harvest. Wasps became so bold that I had had to pick all Pinot Noir grapes already, the last of it was kept in the fridge.
During the previous weekend I did squeezing that produced only ten litres of juice. My son drank one litre and the remaining worked. A week later the first racking was done. It had a fine flavour, I hoped fermentation would not continue and it would not turned into vinegar.

The new law regulating proceedings at elections excited people very much. In its sense nobody would be entitled automatically to vote – that had been a subjective right of every citizen –, even if the constitution (also the new godfather-constitution too) guarantee it to him or her. By this law he who wouldn’t register as a voter two weeks before election day at latest would not be entitled to vote. Besides, all this was presented in public that would broaden democracy (comrade Kosa Lajos said it, the mayor of the city Debrecen). Maybe, it will be broader, only its height would diminish like that of a pancake. The godfather had successfully ensured himself a probable support rate of  90 per cent at the next election I forecast about one and a half year earlier. I stopped to liken him to Satan, he reminded me a much worse figure: Ceausescu.

For the last weekend in September we with my niece, daughter-in-law and grandson planned another excursion to the ground of Eva in Borzsony. We had hope that the fine weather would last. The night before there was a heavy thunderstorm with a torrential shower, everywhere there were puddles on the road still. Its heart was precisely above us, lightning bolts were followed by thunders without delay. I disconnected everything to prevent another mass repair or replacement.
The tour was a success, weather was fine. Only Eva became a little disappointed, because it was too early for the chestnuts to drop fruits, she was to have another trip to collect it. Zoli was different from his self one year before, a true youngster, hard to control. Anyway we managed it at last, his manner was as mild as ever.

One Sunday in the middle of October there was a great popular banzai in the  borough where we live. Not far from the place where our first own apartment had been located called KISZ (brief for Communist Youth League, today called St. Lorinc) living estate, there is a recreation park that was originally the ground for a summer camp for children on an abandoned empty property. Its present name is Bokay garden. It houses several civil institutions from the borough, buildings like schools and kindergartens were built where events like workshops of different subjects are held. For years on end there have been open air events organized there in the fall, and at the event I mentioned also the zither group of Zoli came into play. 

We had to prepare for the winter. All the indoor plants were taken into the house, even the great agave that takes two strong person was carried up by my daughter-in-law and me. In the previous year I had been forced to bring it up myself alone. Fruits were in a vegetable box (singular is right as all produce of three apple trees and a small pear tree went into it). And the wine was waiting till I would drink it two years later.

My everyday troubles increased again, these came mainly from the shape of my wife or rather indirectly from that. People are very diverse and most of them can survive even under the most extreme circumstances. I have seen something in Yalta long ago when it was not fashionable to touch such topics within the ‘peace camp’. It was creature of a man who lost both his legs under the hip, but to move around he didn’t use the conventional wheelchair, instead it was a piece of thick board with four ball bearings. During my childhood there were boys in the village whose children’s room was run through by road traffic, they gageteered similar structures. Being a boy whose elder brother had died in an accident, I wasn’t allowed to go alone even to the lake Balaton.
The horrible thing I mentioned I saw in 1974. It was serious lesson for me again, how you could trust the news in the official press. Well, that man survived even so. He needed common sense to size up his chances and act accordingly, expressed differently it was intelligence.
Now let’s see why I mentioned it. From her twenties my wife suffers from gall complaints, thus she has always had to be careful what she eats, drinks and chiefly how much. As she aged and has gone through a number of operations, her diet has become so critical that she is often unwell and in those times she is living on ladyfingers. It also concerns me, because all the meals that she had prepared before such a period, and that would even feed a whole regiment, I have to consume alone. It is unimportant, however, what matters is that she is unable to adjust to her health condition.
In those late October days her problem might have been more serious, because she suffered from jaundice. Although it was established that her sickness wasn’t infectious, she had to stick to a diet for a person with hepatitis. She went to different medical examinations more than once a week for a long time as the Hungarian health service is as slow as the mills of the gods. At last it became clear that her gall pipe was stopped (maybe there was a piece of semi-precious stone in it) and, for this reason, if she eats something heavier that demands gall from her bladder, it cannot flow to the appropriate point, but only into the blood-stream. I felt that it was something serious, because she asked me to accompany her at the examinations, that not occurred for years.

The sickness was leaving my wife slowly, she felt well, honestly, for a time she was careful with her meals. Se launched a horrendous study of her medical records, she made me continuously look up the meaning of unintelligible expressions in lax medical Latin on the Internet. Its reason was that she didn’t understand what had become of her gall stone that had been found by the ultrasonic record in the previous year, but was not mentioned by the present record. My opinion was that it had got through the tube and, either through vomiting or by the natural way, it left. I also tried to suggest this to her, but it is generally not accepted what I say, however, what a medicine-man says is of the Holy Scripture.
It is quite interesting how chauvinistic the medical trade is, no outsider can make his or her opinion accepted. I myself can recall more than one such occasions from my own life. All the same, I hoped that she would not repeat that bad time and we would weather Christmas calmly.
But as soon as she didn’t feel herself seriously sick, and also her diet brought back her strength, she made a tour of her doctors and at last she was hospitalized in order to take out her gall stones. Also my father-in-law went under such treatments at the same age, however, in his case the principal means was lancet and not endoscopy as with my wife. The other day some smaller stones were taken out, but the bigger ones left there. The next day she was released with the prospects that the remaining stones would be taken out two months later, after prescribed medicine would make them slimmer.

In the last November issue of Newsweek the leading article informed readers that they could only read the printed issue up to the end of December that year, because it will turn all-digital from January 1, 2013. After that date only the digital issue will be available and I can be read on the desktop of a PC or on special devices such as an a-book reader (that was not clear at that time what about those as me who had subscribed to the printed one up to end of 2013, but in later issues it would be explained).
I have mentioned already that for the sake of my grandson it was my intention to buy an e-book reader, this circumstance made my decision firmer. Alternately I would have to sit stooped in front of my monitor and read on it. A most unacceptable variety would have been to print those pages I would be interested in. I had no idea at that time that there would be no such format of digital Newswwek that one can download and transfer to the reader, but it only became clear in the new year.

Nature was descending not only on us here, but on New York too, even more than on us. My Hungarian-American friend could not write a line to me for three weeks for the storm that hit the great city. She recounted her hardships in a words in her mail when she could do it again. „The hurricane concerned me only so much that I haven’t had power in my flat for five day and, consequently heating either. I went out to the surrounding banks to charge up my mobile phone to be able to communicate. Westward from me in one block, on Madison Avenue they had power, everything was open, but east of me no power. In the house I was alone, it was pitch-dark in the night, I always strived to get home in time, but mainly I was out as there was almost nothing to do in the dark and cold apartment. Nights I was reading by torchlight. Otherwise it didn’t concern me, but it was impossible to work, it was terrible. Here there was no great wind, it rained. Thus the place where I live looks like as nothing happened at all.”
Well, it was a great happiness to get her mail finally. Even the worst things occurred to my mind, life can be raw sometimes.

At the beginning of December I bought myself the e-book reader, first I searched through its contents and tried to learn its features. As default there was about two hundred and fifty e-books in it, Zoli’s required reading all, together with my favourite Hungarian classics. I planned to load on to it the issues of Newsweek and those e-books I would be able to download.
Being around Santa Claus day means me that winter has arrived. In that year its arrival was real, in the hills the snow-generators started, thus he who wanted to break his leg could do it. In the capital it was minus three in the morning, the boiler of the heating was on more than thus far. I saw on the account balance, and it was fortunate, that during summer a certain sum had been built up because of the smaller bills. I hoped it will be enough till spring without my getting a surprise bill, i.e. a letter with an attached cheque informing me that my bank rejected payment on lack of funds and would I be so kind as to transfer the money as soon as possible.

Sad, but there was no perspective in domestic politics, that from other countries the bipartisan attitude would be taken, here politicians behaved as a partisan way as possible. Although there occurred something about the end of year that brought both leading parties (I mean socialists from left and the governing team from right) under the same umbrella: one representative of the party Jobbik (it means ‘the better’, and ‘right-wing’ at the same time, I call them ‘ultra right’ or ‘the worse’) urged for Jew census in the parliament. Of course it stirred up opinions intensely and, since a key member of the governing party, former minister of transport Fonagy Janos is known to be of another religion, it made a significant echo.

A little before Christmas the true winter arrived, one morning snow fell, only two centimetres, but it remained. That day temperature didn’t rise above minus four degrees even during day, and the next morning it went down to minus seven. The next day began with minus six and I did it with sweeping snow.
Although Christmas was almost here I didn’t plan to buy any presents, because during the year I had to spend several hundred thousand forint for the replacement of household devices. I had to replace both boilers in the lower apartment, beside a toilet flush-tank, the expansion tank of heating, as well as a number of lesser items. The latest unexpected expense can even be characterized as funny, that I needed personally. I discovered that one of the lenses in my glasses is too mobile. It was caused by the crack in the circular strap holding the lens. It broke at the bridge over the nose. Having carried it over eight years I decided to devote an hour’s waiting at the oculist, and ask for a prescription for new glasses. It turned out otherwise as the earliest date was in January, about three weeks apart. Anyway, I asked for it as I had another question for the oculist. However, as I didn’t want to look for my lens on the ground, I went to the optician to know if it was repairable. They said it was, but only in two weeks as their workshop was located in Miskolc in the country. There was a better solution: they had a frame of the same make and the lenses were transferred into it. Thus, already the same day I had a new pair glasses with the same lenses.
As for presents, for a long time do not buy anything for my wife. The latest one some years ago was a recipe book of curd meals, because I knew that she was fond of curd, but I found it among the cookery books of my daughter-in-law later. At last I decided to buy something for the younger generation, something they can use all, i.e. an e-book reader, the same type I bough for myself. It was my secret hope that in this way perhaps Zoli would be attracted to reading, and at last to books.

In Christmas Eve the young came up to us and we changed presents. We, my wife and me, have got only a little sweets that, as we do not eat it, we forwarded to the daughter of my wife’s niece two days later. She is the only member of the family who visits us regularly. She is preparing her final exam, a very diligent young lady, I hope she would do well in life.
The young ones were very happy about their present, e-reader, my daughter-in-law took it in hand at once. The next day it was already full of video files as it can also be used for music and films. I knew that too, but it never occurred to me to use this function.
The weather aligned itself with the calendar, although the snow melted, it was freezing again.

(to be continued)
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